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INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF

PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 6 1978

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C
The committee met at 9:05 a.m pursuant to notice in room 2172

Rayburn House Office Building Hon Louis Stokes (chairman of
the committee) presiding

Present Representatives Stokes Preyer Fauntroy Dodd Fith
ian Edgar Devine McKinney and Sawyer

Staff present Clifford A Fenton Jr. chief investigator Kenneth
D Klein assistant deputy chief counsel Gary T Cornwell deputy
chief counsel Leodis C Matthews staff counsel Belford V Lawson
III staff counsel G Robert Blakey chief counsel Elizabeth Bern
ing chief clerk Michael Goldsmith staff counsel and Jane
Downey staff counsel

Chairman STOKES A quorum being present at this time the
committee will come to order

This morning the Select Committee on Assassinations begins its
public hearings into the death of President John F Kennedy The
committee has identified three main issues to investigate in order
to fulfill its legislative mandate which is found in House Resolu
tion 222

First Who assassinated President Kennedy
Second Did Federal agencies perform adequately in the sharing

of information prior to the assassination in the protection of Presi
dent Kennedy and in their investigation of the assassination

Third Did the assassin or assassins have assistance that is was
there a conspiracy

In addressing these issues the committee has made every effort
to be fair and objective As I said when the committee began its
public hearing into the King assassination we regard each of these
issues to be equal in importance with the others We are not for
example more interested in conspiracy theories than in a balanced
evaluation of agency performance Moreover while it is true that
individual members of the committee may have reached some pre
liminary judgments on certain issues after many months of study
ing them we are suspending judgment as a committee until all of
the evidence is in

This then brings me to a very important part of our assignment
We must in the end report our recommendations to the House of
Representatives and to the American public For this purpose we
have set aside a period in December to weigh the evidence in both
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the Kennedy case and the King case Only then will we be ready to
reach conclusions make them public and propose new legislation
if we deem it appropriate It will be then too that we will write
our final report

These hearings now are designed to present and to assess the
credibility of the evidence the investigation has developed If in
the process new leads are uncovered we are also prepared to
pursue them

Now I would like to spend a minute explaining the important
difference between these hearings and a criminal trial The distinc
tion is a fairly subtle one and it would be easy for people to
become confused I suspect that some did during our hearings into
the possible involvement of James Earl Ray in the death of Dr
King It is necessary to appreciate the differences in order to
understand the nature of our work

There are several characteristics of a trial that do not apply to
these congressional hearings

First there is no defendant
Second there is no prosecutor
Third there is no specific burden of proof no requirement to

demonstrate anything beyond a reasonable doubt
And fourth there is no pending indictment
Now then what are we doing here This committee is evaluat

ing evidence and we are in fact willing to listen to evidence that
some of our members may not ultimately be willing to credit We
want to examine all of the evidence not just that which fits some
predetermined mold Unlike in a trial we do not insist that evi
dence be vouched for in advance by either the staff or the commit
tee

Of course a minimum test of credibility has been applied to
evidence the staff presents or the committee will permit to be
publicly aired that is to say the committee will not listen to
evidence that a reasonable person would dismiss out of hand
Indeed that is the reason why the committee has examined much
of the evidence it will receive in public session in executive session
We want a preliminary judgment of credibility But the committee
wants to be open minded We want to be able to assess all of the
key evidence on the relevant issues leaving our ultimate decision
to the public meetings to be held in December

A further point Those people who follow the hearings either in
person or by way of the news media cannot expect each day's
presentation to be self-contained We may raise issues one day that
cannot be resolved until testimony can be taken on a subsequent
day Indeed certain issues may not be resolved at all in the event
some important evidence is not available to us or to anyone Not
all questions that can be asked can be answered

It is also the intent of the committee to write a complete historic
record one designed to be read as a whole when we have complet
ed all of our work It would be a mistake therefore for anyone to
look for some sensation that makes a news headline each day that
this committee meets Those who do I am afraid will be disappoint
ed Indeed some of our work may be dull but necessary neverthe
less For one reason we are not only concerned with the meaning
of our work at this given moment but hopefully for years ahead
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Today and the rest of this week we will address these subjects
One The facts and circumstances surrounding President Kenne

dy's trip to Dallas on November 22 1963 and two a scientific
analysis of the facts of the President's death including the autopsy
performed on the President's body the effect of the missiles that
hit him and other ballistics evidence

To begin the first phase of our hearing I would like to at this
time recognize Congressman Richardson Preyer my distinguished
colleague from the State of North Carolina who as chairman of the
Kennedy subcommittee has indeed worked tirelessly many long
hours with the members of his subcommittee in order to prepare
for these hearings that will now unfold It is my pleasure at this
time to recognize my distinguished colleague Judge Preyer

OPENING STATEMENT BY REPRESENTATIVE RICHARDSON
PREYER NORTH CAROLINA CHAIRMAN SUBCOMMITTEE ON
JOHN F KENNEDY ASSASSINATION

Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman In the hearings to be
conducted throughout the month of September on the assassination
of President Kennedy we intend to develop three general themes

First we will consider the life and death of President Kennedy
and the involvement in that death if any of Lee Harvey Oswald
The emphasis here will be on hard evidence much of it old evi
dence we will reexamine though in some instances new evidence
that has been turned up by the committee In either case we will
be assisted in the effort by science and technology that wasn't
readily available to investigative agencies in 1964

Second we will present an evaluation of the performance of
Federal agencies whose assignments have been related to the assas
sination or the investigation that followed it These include the
Secret Service the Federal Bureau of Investigation Central Intelli
gence Agency Department of Justice and the Warren Commission

Third we will review conspiracy theories some specious some
sinister some inconsistent with one another In this effort we will
take into account the climate for conspiracy in 1963 and we will
closely examine the possible involvement of certain groups or
forces that had the motive opportunity and means—all three ele
ments being essential—to seek the President's death

It must be emphasized that as yet the committee has reached no
final judgment of the validity of these theories Indeed the commit
tee has not reached an ultimate judgment on any of the issues
posed in any of the areas I have mentioned It is for this very
reason that as these hearings progress the committee will at times
be considering bodies of evidence that point in mutually contradic
tory directions As I have noted Mr Chairman this is particularly
true in the area of conspiracy

Now I would like to talk for a minute about the course of this
investigation to date The evidence about to be presented is the
product of over a year of effort by the subcommittee and a staff of
40 attorneys investigators and researchers They have spent many
man-hours sorting out a voluminous 15-year accumulation of infor
mation interviewing hundreds of witnesses and helping the sub
committee conduct hearings in executive session
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The staff and committee members have found it necessary to go
on the road to pursue leads and gather data Cities like Miami
New Orleans and of course Dallas were visited often and there
were trips to foreign cities—Havana Mexico City Paris Madrid In
all there were 385 trips to 564 points taking into account return
visits over a total of 1,807 days traveled

As for witness interviews 1,548 of them were conducted and a
total of 75 witnesses were questioned in executive session

I should note Mr Chairman that these figures are based on
statistics compiled as of the end of the first 6 months of this year
Since the investigation is ongoing to the end of the year they will
be revised upward

Mr Chairman I realize while statistics don't always lie they
seldom voluntarily tell the truth and I am not offering these statis
tics as a measure of the success of the investigation but I think it
is some measure of the effort that has gone into it

One important measure of that effort however is hard to pin
point It is the hundreds of agency files the staff reviewed It
combed through over 500 files from the CIA FBI Secret Service
Departments of State and Defense and others But a file can range
from a few pages to thousands To get an idea of the size of the
task one should realize that the FBI file on Lee Harvey Oswald
alone consists of 238 volumes that in turn contain 5,754 serials

Finally we employed several consultants in areas of the investi
gation that required very specialized knowledge and training A
panel of medical experts for example studied the autopsy X-rays
and photographs The results of their work will be the subject of
tomorrow's hearing

There have been 44 consultants under contract—in such diverse
fields as ballistics photography pathology handwriting polygraph
analysis and medical illustrations

It has been a concerted effort Mr Chairman Now comes the
real test as we assess the quality of the evidence in these hearings

Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Thank you Judge Preyer Now I am pleased

to recognize my colleague from Ohio the distinguished ranking
minority member of this committee who has worked untiringly as
a member of this full committee and also of the Kennedy Subcom
mittee for such remarks as he cares to make at this time

Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr.Chairman
Very briefly I would like to point out that our investigation will

not end with these public hearings at the end of this month at
which time we still will have 3 months of hard work to do Impor
tant aspects of the investigation will continue as we fit the last
pieces into the mosaic that we are making We expect to interview
additional witnesses to meet in executive session and to complete
the task of writing our final report

Much of the effort that remains has to do with resolving seem
ingly minor points The alternative to doing this would be to allow
gaps to go unanswered and to publish a report that lacks unity If
we did that we would fail the tests that surely will be applied to
the job we do—the test of professionalism and the test of crafts
manship
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Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Thank you Mr Devine The Chair would like

to announce that close to the hour of 10 a.m. it will be necessary
for the chairman of the committee the ranking minority member
Mr Devine the chairman of the two subcommittees Mr Preyer
and Mr Fauntroy to leave these hearings and appear before the
House Administration committee relative to the balance of the
funding for this committee So when we depart it will be for that
reason Of course we will return to the hearing as soon as our
work before another congressional committee has been completed

The Chair at this time recognizes general counsel of the commit
tee Professor Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
As the committee begins its public hearings on the assassination

of President Kennedy it seems appropriate to reflect for a moment
on the meaning of the life—and death—of our 35th President
Appropriate because as in the King assassination ultimately this
committee must face this question Was the President's death unre
lated to his life a senseless act or did it have meaning

To begin to understand his death it is perhaps instructive to
refresh our memories of his life to go back to a cold January
morning in 1961 when he stood before the Nation that had just
elected him and voiced these memorable words

Let every nation know whether it wishes us well or ill that we shall pay any
price bear any burden meet any hardship support any friend opposeany foe to
assure the survivaland successof liberty

No words that could be written now more aptly portray the
determination of John F Kennedy as he assumed office An articu
late confident new President—his mettle was yet to be tested—he
confronted the issues that would put him in conflict with awesome
forces abroad and at home

The cold war was his foremost concern as the United States and
the Soviet Union stood poised to obliterate each other—or to coex
ist Kennedy had come down hard in the campaign on a need to
bolster military might a position he would amplify by tacking an
extra $4 billion to the budget for defense that former President
Eisenhower had approved

There were in fact trouble spots in the world where the poten
tial of hostilities was real countries where the Communists were
securing a foothold including one only 90 miles away—Cuba

Domestic issues had a potential for violence as well
There was racial turmoil in the South—freedom rides and sit

ins—and there was no way a man like John F Kennedy would or
could stand on the sidelines

And there was the menace of organized crime The Justice De
partment run by the President's brother Robert F Kennedy was
gearing for an all-out drive on the mob which would include a
concerted effort to send Teamster President James Hoffa to prison

The President's popularity was high—he came into office with a
69-percent approval rating in the Gallup Poll But his policies both
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foreign and domestic were in for rough going A trend against him
barely perceptible at first was running in the country

On the international scene Kennedy had scarcely been in office
for a formative 100 days when disaster struck After long delibera
tion he approved the landing of an invasion force of anti-Castro
exiles on the southern coast of Cuba a place whose name would
signify failure in American foreign policy for years to come It was
called Baya Cochinos the Bay of Pigs

Responsibility for the fiasco was accepted by Kennedy shortly
after the exiles were defeated by Castro's troops and when the
United States could no longer disavow its role in the ill-fated
expedition But privately he blamed the CIA reportedly vowing to
"splinter the agency into a thousand pieces and scatter it to the
winds.

Kennedy was a war hero with combative instincts He would not
soon forget the Bay of Pigs easily for it had raised questions about
him .as a coolheaded leader and opened him to the criticism of
friend and foe alike But he was not a man to back down His
military policy was to beef up conventional forces—more footsol
diers and planes and ships to transport them—and he ordered a
maximum effort in training troops for guerrilla warfare

When the release of Cubans captured at the Bay of Pigs had
been negotiated by late 1962 Kennedy greeted them at the Orange
Bowl in Miami with a defiant promise to return their flag to them
in a free Cuba

Kennedy went to Europe in May and in Vienna he talked cold
war politics with Khrushchev for 12 hours Nuclear testing disar
mament and Berlin were the topics of discussion but there was no
indication of agreement

Khrushchev's hard line stand on Berlin became clear within a
month of the meeting He told the Western Powers to get out of
the city by the end of the year threatening to sign a separate
peace treaty with East Germany one that would give the East
Germans control of western access routes and end four-power con
trol of Berlin called for in the Potsdam Agreement

With Russian determination to eliminate West Berlin seemingly
as avowed as the U.S commitment to preserve it the prospect for
world war III was greater than ever

True to form Kennedy did not back down In July he made a
stirring address to the Nation on the will to fight and he backed it
up with a call for 217,000 more men in uniform He ordered the
draft doubled and tripled if necessary and he requested authority
to activate Reserve and National Guard units "In meeting my
responsibilities in these coming months, he told the American
people "I need your good will and your support and above all
your prayers.

Meanwhile Kennedy was determined not to be blindsighted in
his own hemisphere His Alliance for Progress was designed to
wipe out the seedbed of communism in Latin America by raising
living standards Throughout the summer of 1961 the leaders of
Central and South American countries were coming to Washington
for their share of the billions of dollars the United States was

paying to contain Castro
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As 1962 opened Kennedy was wrestling with the nasty decision
of whether to resume atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons The
Russians had thrust it upon him by a series of surprise tests
started the past September despite an earlier promise by Khrush
chev to join the United States in a no-test policy

At the same time the world's hotspots simmered
In Berlin Khrushchev had backed his threats by building the

wall but as successive deadlines passed Western rights remained
intact

In South Vietnam Kennedy had decided to take a stand against
Soviet inspired "wars of liberation. He fortified this position by
sending over 4,000 military specialists

To add to international hazards negotiations with the Russians
on nuclear tests had stalled So in April Kennedy made the ago
nizing decision to resume them giving a go-ahead to a series of
blasts over Christmas Island in the central Pacific He told a writer
it was his fate to "take arms against a sea of troubles and by
opposing end them.

On a visit to Mexico in June Kennedy was greeted with rousing
enthusiasm that seemed to say his hemisphere policy was faring
well But then in October he faced in Cuba a crisis of a dimension
unparalleled during his brief Presidency The world had not faced
at any time before nor has it since a more immediate prospect for
nuclear holocaust

Kennedy had returned abruptly from a political trip to Chicago
on October 20 using a sudden cold as a pretext for the surprise
change in plans

On Monday the 22d he revealed the real reason for the move—
the United States had discovered from reconnaissance photographs
that the Soviet Union had deployed ballistic missiles and jet bomb
ers in Cuba He announced he had ordered an air-sea quarantine
on shipping into Cuba and promised more drastic action if the
missiles and bombers were not removed

It was a tense 5 days that led to a decision by Khrushchev to pull
out his offensive hardware Kennedy for his part agreed not to
invade Cuba and he lifted the blockade

By the end of 1962 Khrushchev finally had come to realize that
President Kennedy was not a toothless tiger Kennedy in turn felt
the momentum the Soviets had gained from the time they leaped
out ahead in the space race had been braked by the outcome of the
Cuban adventure and he was satisfied that the foe in the Kremlin
would be more cautious in the future

Still there was an uneasiness over Cuba in 1963 The Soviet
presence was symbolized by an attack of a Cuban Air Force Mig on
an American shrimp boat Some 17,000 Russian troops still occu
pied the country 500 antiaircraft missiles plus a large quantity of
other Soviet armaments were emplaced there

But a thaw in the cold war was perceptible a result of Kennedy's
foreign policy strategy which emphasized inch-by-inch progress On
June 10 he said in his memorable American University speech
"Let us focus on a peace based not on a sudden revolution in
human nature but on a gradual evolution of human institutions.
He announced the United States Great Britain and the Soviet
Union would begin work on a treaty to outlaw nuclear tests
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The Nuclear Test Ban Treaty a major achievement of the Ken
nedy administration was initiated in Moscow on August 5 and
ratified by the U.S Senate on September 4

On the domestic scene the Kennedy administration's most note
worthy accomplishments were in civil rights though the President
would not live to see the passage of legislation he proposed the
most far reaching since Reconstruction

Violence erupted soon after Kennedy took the oath of office In
Alabama in May 1961 the Congress on Racial Equality staged a
series of freedom rides for the purpose of integrating buses and
terminals Through a long night of rioting in Montgomery quelled
only after troops had been called out Atty Gen Robert F Kenne
dy was on the phone counseling one of the leaders of the civil
rights movement in the country Dr Martin Luther King Jr

The freedom rides ended when the protesters were arrested in
Mississippi but the point had been made The Attorney General
soon petitioned the Interstate Commerce Commission which the
following September adopted rules banning segregation on inter
state buses and in terminals

There was another civil rights storm in October 1962 James
Meredith a 29-year-old black student had tried to enroll at the
University of Mississippi but had been refused despite the orders
of Federal courts The Kennedy administration led a step-by-step
campaign to force compliance by the State whose Governor was
equally determined to defy the courts When Meredith arrived at
Ole Miss on a Sunday he was accompanied by 300 U.S marshals
but they were no match for an angry mob of 2,500 students and
outside extremists Just as Kennedy went on the air to ask for
calm the campus exploded and it took Federal troops to restore
the peace But Meredith was successfully enrolled

The civil rights summer of 1963 began in Birmingham Ala. in
April There Dr Martin Luther King Jr. led an all-out attack on
what he called "the most segregated city in the United States. On
May 3 the demonstrators were attacked by police dogs and doused
with firehoses and pictures of these brutal tactics led to a world
wide outcry When calm was restored the movement for equal
rights had triumphed Birmingham became a rallying cry in cities
across the South as well as in Chicago and New York

Kennedy addressed the Nation on June 11 to win support for his
civil rights bill which among other things guaranteed blacks the
right to vote and access to public accomodations "We are confront
ed primarily with a moral issue, he said "The fires of frustration
and discord are burning in every city North and South where
legal remedies are not at hand.

The menace of organized crime was another dominant issue of
the Kennedy years The President had first encountered it when
as a Senator he became a member of a new Select Committee on
Labor Racketeering Bob Kennedy was chief counsel of the Rackets
Committee and later as Attorney General he would become the
President's surrogate in an unprecedented campaign against the
forces of the underworld

There were dramatic developments in the war on organized
crime just before and after Kennedy came to the White House A
roundup of hoodlums in Apalachin N.Y. in 1957—followed by an
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abortive prosecution of many of the leaders—served to show how
lackadaisical the Federal effort had been Then the Senate testi
mony of Mafia member Joseph Valachi helped to catalyze a re
newed emphasis on that effort

More than anything though the personal zeal of the Kennedy
brothers meant hard times for the mob—the roughest period in the
history of the Department of Justice The historian Arthur M
Schlesinger Jr. wrote in a recent book about Robert Kennedy that
due to his pressure "the National Government took on organized
crime as it had never done before.

Schlesinger observes
In New York Robert Morganthau the Federal Attorney successfullyprosecuted

one syndicate leader after another The Patriarca gang in Rhode Island and the
DeCavalcantegang in New Jersey were smashed Convictionsof racketeers by the
OrganizedCrimeSectionand the Tax Divisionsteadilyincreased—96in 1961 101in
1962 373 in 1963 So long as John Kennedy sat in the White House giving his
Attorney General absolute backing the underworld knew that the heat was on

Bob Kennedy directed his big guns at targets he had pinpointed
when he was with the Rackets Committee One in particular was
the alliance of top labor leaders and racketeering figures one that
to him was personified in the character of Teamster President
James R Hoffa "The pursuit of Hoffa, Schlesinger writes "was
an aspect of the war on organized crime.

He adds
The relations between the Teamsters and the syndicatescontinuedto grow The

FBI electronic microphone planted from 1961to 1964 in the office of Anthony
Giacolonea Detroit hood revealedHoffa'sdeep if wary involvementwith the local
mob For national purposes a meeting place was Rancho La Costa Country Club
near San Clemente California built with a $27 million loan from the Teamsters
pensionfund its proprietor MorrisB Dalitz had emergedfrom the Detroit under
worldto becomea Las Vegasand Havana gamblingfigure Here the Teamstersand
the mob golfedand drank together Here they no doubt reflected that as long as
John Kennedywas President RobertKennedywouldbe unassailable

In the beginning Kennedy was an extremely popular President
Ironically his ratings were highest in the aftermath of the Bay of
Pigs—a remarkable 83 percent in the Gallup Poll But by the fall
of 1963 the fateful fall of 1963 he had dipped by 24 points and he
had begun to have misgivings about the political implications In
October Newsweek reported that the racial issue alone had cost
him 3.5 million votes adding that no Democrat in the White House
had ever been so disliked in the South

For several reasons—politics among them—Kennedy was an
active traveler His diplomatic missions abroad were interspersed
by trips around the country In June 1963 he was in Germany
Ireland and Italy and later that summer he toured the Western
United States—North Dakota Wyoming Montana Washington
Utah Oregon Nevada and California

Not only did Kennedy like to be on the go but almost recklessly
he resisted the protective measures the Secret Service sought to
press upon him Hewould not allow blaring sirens and only once—
in Chicago in March 1963—did he permit his limousine to be
flanked by motorcycle policemen He once told the special agent in
charge of the White House detail he did not want agents riding on
the rear of his car
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He was philosophic about the danger During the Texas trip he
told his special White House assistant

* * if anybodyreally wanted to shoot the President ` * it was not a very
difficultjob—allone had to do was get a high buildingsome day with a telescopic
rifle and there was nothing anybodycould do to defend against such an attempt

There has been dispute over why Kennedy would risk traveling
to Texas at a time when the South had been the scene of violent
incidents stemming out of the civil rights controversy Why Dallas
in particular where only a month before Kennedy's scheduled
arrival on November 22 Adlai Stevenson had been booed and spat
upon

Some say Kennedy went to shore up his own political standing in
a State he had won by an eyelash in 1960 Others cite a need
perceived by Kennedy to remedy a splintering of liberal and con
servative fractions within the State Democratic organization Most

agree however it was political
Kennedy was fond of motorcades because they afforded him an

opportunity to get close to people He made a special point of riding
in one in Dallas on November 22 1963 for he felt it would be his
one chance that day to greet working people and members of

minority groups
In fact it was his last chance
Mr Chairman the witnesses we would like with your permis

sion to call at this time are Mr and Mrs John B Connally who
were riding in the limousine with President and Mrs Kennedy at
the time of the assassination Wounded in the back chest wrist
and thigh by rifle fire Governor Connally was rushed to Park
Land Hospital where though first listed in critical condition he
eventually recovered

Mr Connally was an administrative assistant to Senator Lyndon
B Johnson and he served as Secretary of the Navy in the Kenne

dy administration He was Governor of Texas from 1963 to 1969
and Secretary of the Treasury in the Nixon administration in 1971
and 1972 He was special advisor to President Nixon in 1973 He is

presently with the Houston law firm of Vinson Elkins Searls
Connally & Smith

It would be appropriate now Mr Chairman to call Mr and Mrs
Connally

Chairman STOKES The Chair calls Governor and Mrs Connally
Governor would you and Mrs Connally stand and be sworn

Please raise your right hands
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this

committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

Mrs CONNALLYI do
Mr CONNALLYI do
Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
Governor and Mrs Connally on behalf of the Select Committee

on Assassinations I want to extend to you our most sincere appre
ciation for your appearance during the beginning of these public
hearings

Our mandate from the U.S House of Representatives requires
this committee to investigate all of the facts and circumstances
surrounding the assassination of President John F Kennedy As
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you are well aware this tragic and shocking event occurred during
the President's visit to Dallas Tex Indeed you yourself Governor
Connally were critically wounded during the barrage of gunfire
The President was visiting the fourth of a five-city visit on an
appearance schedule that you were instrumental in planning

The President had come to Texas at your invitation and you
were his official host Accordingly to begin our inquiry into this
area we considered it appropriate to request your appearance to
give testimony on the facts and circumstances surrounding Presi
dent Kennedy's decision to visit Texas

Your testimony should cover all of the subsequent events that
occurred as well as the course of preparations and any consider
ations involved therein

In addition it will include all decisions leading up to the Presi
dent appearing in the Dallas motorcade on a route through an area
the world has so tragically come to remember as Dealey Plaza and
the building known as the Texas School Book Depository

At this time I will ask your indulgence in our being excused and
I will at this time ask my distinguished colleague from Connecti
cut Mr Dodd to assume the chair

Mr DODD At this time I will ask Mr Gary Cornwell who is the
deputy chief counsel for the Kennedy investigation to ask you
some questions Governor and Mrs Connally Again we appreciate
your appearance here today

TESTIMONY OF MR AND MRS JOHN B CONNALLY DALLAS
TEX

Mr CONNALLYThank you Mr Dodd
Mr CORNWELLThank you Mr Chairman
Governor Connally I would like to begin by asking you if it

would be accurate to state that you had a leading role in the
decisionmaking process that led to the President's trip to Dallas on
November 22 1963

Mr CONNALLYYes Mr Cornwell it certainly would be accurate
to say that

Mr CORNWELLWhen did the possibility of that trip first become
a matter of concern to you

Mr CONNALLY Mr Cornwell I wouldn't characterize it as a
matter of concern but the possibility of a trip to Texas arose as I
recall in the spring of 1962

Mr CORNWELLWhat were you doing during that period of time
Mr CONNALLYIn 1962 I was running for Governor of Texas in

the midst of a campaign Vice President Johnson told me then that
President Kennedy wanted to come to Texas he wanted to come to
Texas to raise some money have some fundraising affairs over the
State

I was not the least bit interested very frankly at that point in
time in trying to put together a trip sponsoring a dinner for a
number of reasons

First I was in the midst of a primary battle I was running
against an incumbent Governor an incumbent attorney general
and a number of other candidates The first poll that came out
after I announced my candidacy indicated that I had 4 percent of
the votes So I had an uphill climb in the battle
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I fortunately led the primary campaign but went into a runoff
with a young man then the leader of the liberal element of the
Democratic Party in Texas named Don Yarborough I was success
ful in the runoff in winning the primary runoff but then was
confronted with very very determined well-financed extremely
able opposition in the general election

So frankly I kept putting off any proposed trip to Texas again
for a number of reasons First every hour every bit of energy that
any of us had was directed toward my own campaign that year I
didn't think we had the organization I didn't think we had the
time I didn't think it was the appropriate time to try to bring the
President into the State I didn't think we could do credit to a visit
so I kept delaying it notwithstanding the continuous and repeated
suggestions from the Vice President who frankly was being nee
dled by the President

The President was making it quite clear to the Vice President
Mr Johnson that he wanted to come to Texas and he wanted to
raise some money in Texas

I can pause there Mr Cornwell
Mr CORNWELL That answers the question Let me ask you if

you were just beginning to run in the primaries why was it that
the President's desire to have a trip to Texas was brought to your
attention Why was it that you were asked at that point to take
part in the trip

Mr CONNALLYWell I think first I had known President Kenne
dy since the early 1950's I had been vice chairman of the Texas
delegation to the national convention in Chicago in 1956 when we
supported Mr Kennedy then Senator Kennedy as Vice Presiden
tial nominee on the national ticket with Mr Stevenson

I had as you know as Mr Blakey just recounted I had been
appointed by President Kennedy as Secretary of the Navy and had
served in the year 1961 as Secretary of the Navy I as a matter of
fact not only talked to Mr McNamara but I had gone and talked
to President Kennedy before I went home to run for Governor

So I was certainly at that point probably the Texan outside of
Vice President Johnson who was closest to the Kennedy adminis
tration and I think it was normal and natural that they would
expect me to become involved in it

Mr CORNWELLWhy at that point in time did you understand
the President wanted to come to Texas

Mr CONNALLYThere was never any doubt in my mind about it
There was never any doubt in the President's mind or Vice Presi
dent's mind He wanted to come to Texas for two reasons First to
raise money second to enhance his own political fortunes in
Texas No doubt about it No other reason Much has been written
much has been speculated but I assure you over many many
months it was very obvious very clear that that was the purpose

As a matter of fact in 1963 after the—let me digress a moment
After the campaign was over in November 1962 and I had been
successfully elected Governor then I had only 60 days between
November and January in order to build a staff and to develop a
budget to develop a legislative program to submit to the legisla
ture on approximately January 20 This was my first legislative
session of 120 days and again I resisted any proposed Presidential
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trips to Texas because I was totally absorbed and consumed all of
my energies all of my staff with the legislative program

It was obvious though that as soon as that was over we were
going to have to have a trip I was perfectly willing at this time to
undertake to organize one but all during this period of time it was
quite clear that the President wanted to come for the purposes for
which I have stated namely to raise money second to enhance his
political fortunes in Texas

I must say that at that point in time I don't remember the
figures exactly but the President was not extremely popular in
Texas nor was he in the country He wasn't unpopular He had
had a very bitter campaign in 1960 He carried Texas by 46,000
votes approximately 46,200-some-odd votes with Vice President
Johnson on the ticket with him So it had been an extremely close
extremely hard-fought election

The President had brought great elan he had brought great
culture he brought great dignity and excitement to the White
House but in spite of that his legislative program had not faired
all that well He was not that popular in the country and his
popularity had diminished considerably as a matter of fact

He was already looking at 1964 and the campaign of 1964 He
had been traveling all over the country He made it quite clear
that in 1964 if he didn't carry but two States he wanted to carry
Massachusetts and Texas and he wanted to come to Texas So it
was obvious to me—again my reluctance in encouraging the trip
as a matter of fact it was more than reluctance I resisted the trip
very frankly I didn't encourage it I resisted it for the reasons that
I have already explained

In 1962 I was involved in the campaigning the first 120 days of
1963 I was involved in legislative session and if he was coming I
wanted him to come to achieve the objectives that he wanted
namely to raise the money second to structure the trip in such a
way that he would benefit from it politically

Mr CORNWELLDuring this approximate 1-year period from the
early part of 1961 through the period of the first part of 1962 when
as you described you were engaged primarily with trying to put
together a staff being a new Governor and getting your legislative
program through the legislature the hints continued to come that
the President wanted to come to Texas you continued to stall why
didn't the President just come on his own

Mr CONNALLYHe could have but he obviously didn't want to I
had been elected in a rather I guess I would have to describe it as
a surprising election I had frankly been elected by the people that
President Kennedy needed the most by the moderates and the
conservatives of the State He obviously had the most liberal wing
of the party already for him They had supported him In 1960 in
the campaign they were still for him What he was looking for and
what he was really chafed about was the fact that the moderate
and conservative elements of the country not just Texas but the
whole country were not supporting him that he was characterized
as being antibusiness and part of that I think was the result of
his actions with respect to steel prices

But nevertheless I think this irritated him and he said so and
he didn't understand it and he on one occasion said to me that

41-2530 79 2
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"If these business people are silly enough to think that I am going
to dismantle this free enterprise system they are crazy.

So I think it was obvious that he wanted to come on a basis that
he could talk to and hopefully appeal to the very people that had
not supported him because he was looking at a tough election at
least in our part of the country in 1964

Mr CORNWELL Well if then he basically needed someone to
help with the planning arrangements to achieve the ends that he
sought which was fundraising and improving his political posture
in the State why didn't he just ask the Vice President who was
also from Texas to arrange those matters for him

Mr CONNALLYWell for the simple reason that I had been able
to build a pretty successful organization in Texas and the Governor
is the titular head of the party of his State and frankly the
Governor of any State regardless of his party Republican or
Democrat is the titular head of the party and he sets the political
tone of the State and it would be inconceivable and President
Kennedy was too good a politician to try to come to Texas without

my wholehearted support or at least tacit approval and the Vice
President certainly would not have done it

For one of these trips it is not just as simple as saying let's go to
Texas This requires an incredible amount of planning organiza
tion detail harassment haranguing We went through weeks and
weeks and weeks and weeks of this So the idea that they are just
going to pick up and come I don't think was attractive to them at
all

It was obvious that the President never seriously considered that
He obviously could have come any time he wanted to and so could
the Vice President and the Vice President was down during this

period of time—1962-63—on a number of occasions But they didn't
want to attempt to arrange the type of affair that they were
interested in without my personal involvement and without the
involvement of the State party machinery that I had constructed

Mr CORNWELLDid there come a time when you finally couldn't
avoid or push back the hints any longer

Mr CONNALLY Yes The President was making a trip out

through the West in the summer I believe of 1963 He was going
to Colorado New Mexico and perhaps other States In any event
he was in El Paso and I met him in El Paso and the minute I
walked into the room where they were-

Mr CORNWELLWhat kind of room was it
Mr CONNALLYA hotel room I have forgotten I believe the Casa

Del Norte Hotel The Vice President was there President Kennedy
was there and several of the staff people Kenny O'Donnell as I
recall was there and the President made some remark about
"Well Lyndon are we ever going to get this trip to Texas worked
out Obviously he wasn't speaking to me but he was speaking to
me but he was addressing Vice President Johnson

Vice President Johnson said "Well the Governor is here Mr
President let's find out.

Mr CORNWELLAt this point-
Mr CONNALLYI knew at that point my string had run out I

knew we were going to have a trip to Texas and I was perfectly
willing to do it because I had gotten through a legislative session in
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fairly good order and we had the time I had been able to rebuild
the structure of the Democratic Party and we were prepared to
organize the trip

So I said in effect "Mr President when do you want to come
Then he said he said "Well I think we ought to have four

dinners, and I was in a state of shock He said
` I think we ought

to have four or five fundraising dinners, and he said "What do
you think about having it on Lyndon's birthday August 27 This
was in June as I recall

And again I said "Mr President I would like to think about
that Obviously the Vice President's birthday is always a time for
celebration but August is the worst month of the year to have a
fundraising affair in Texas for anybody Too many people are
gone it is the dog days it is the hottest month of the year people
are on vacation they are not interested in politics we can't get the
support and I think it would be a serious mistake to come in
August.

Well we didn't decide at that particular meeting in El Paso
when the date would be but I said "We will think about it and I
said in effect "Let me do some planning Let me do some thinking
and we will be back in touch with you and I will suggest a trip a
format of a trip that I think will achieve the purposes that you
want to achieve.

Mr CORNWELL Would I understand your earlier description of
the climate in the State of Texas and in the Nation to apply to this
period of time I know you described basically the way you per
ceived it when the hints first came to your attention in 1962 I take
it the climate hadn't changed much by 1963 is that correct

Mr CONNALLY No they had not I think the President was
concerned about the campaign of 1964 his popularity Your chief
counsel Mr Blakey just said it dropped from 83 percent down to
about 60 percent and was on a descending scale during this period
of time and I don't remember the precise figures the poll showed
but obviously he had lost considerable ground and he was con
cerned about it

Mr CORNWELL Well given that climate in the State of Texas
and in the Nation what if anything did you expect that you could
personally gain or could be gained for your wing of the Democratic
Party from the Texas trip

Mr CONNALLY Well I thought first that Texas is always I
think a considerate and hospitable State to anyone and most
certainly they are to a President and we were obviously going to
be honored by a Presidential visit to Texas and we wanted one
The President had really not been to Texas since the campaign of
1960 except for the one stop in El Paso So he had not been there
for any purpose during the intervening years and we were obvious
ly all going to benefit by his presence We were all at that point
we were Democrats we were officeholders the fortunes of one
obviously affected the fortunes of all and it was important to all of
us that he be understood that he be accepted that he be support
ed as much as we possibly could and to that extent I would
certainly benefit as an officeholder more than that

President Kennedy's strongest supporters were not my strongest
supporters I had developed a base of support among the moderates
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and conservatives in the State in the Democratic Party whereas
the people that had been most enthusiastic about President Kenne
dy really had supported my opponent at least in the primary and
in the runnoff election Most of them supported me in the general
election in 1962

So if the President came and the mere fact that he did come
and my association with him and the fact that I had helped plan
the trip that I would be with him Mrs Connally and I would be
with them obviously was going to inure to my benefit it seems to
me among the people who most supported President Kennedy So
there was never any question really about—my thinking was not
influenced by whether or not I was going to benefit or not going to
benefit

My whole reluctance and resistance up until the summer of 1962
revolved around my fear that we couldn't put on the type of trip
that I thought the President deserved and that we wanted him to
have

Mr CORNWELLYOU told us that at the meeting in El Paso in
the hotel suite of the President in June 1963 you agreed to help
him plan the trip but that no specific agreement was reached as to
the details of the trip or as to the date of the trip

Mr CONNALLYThat is correct
Mr CORNWELLWhat happened next
Mr CONNALLYWell again Vice President Johnson with whom I

talked frequently during that period of time told me the President
was still interested in having four or five fundraising dinners and
I said to the Vice President I said "Well that is a mistake, and
he said "Well that is what he wants and you had better be

prepared to do it or better be prepared to give him a real good
reason why you can't do it, and I said "All right I will work out

something and be back in touch with you.
I came to Washington in early October 1963 and went to see the

President I had an appointment before I came up here to see him
to talk to him about this dinner and at that point he still was
talking about four or five fundraising dinners in the principal
cities of Texas

At that point I just said to him "Mr President I think that is a
mistake we want the money yes but we also need it seems to me
on your first real visit to Texas we need to posture you in such a

way that you are going to politically benefit from it and it doesn't
look like all you are interested in is the money that you are going
to get out of the State and frankly if you come down and we try to

put on five fundraising affairs in the principal cities of Texas most

people down there are going to think that all you are interested in
is the financial rape of the State, and I used those words and he
said "well all right what do you suggest and at that point I said
"I would suggest we have been giving a lot of thought to it I
talked to the State chairman I talked to the members of the State

legislature talked to the other political leaders in the State, and I
told him that I thought we ought to have a number of nonpolitical
events for him to go to that we ought to try to hit the major cities
of Texas—Houston Dallas Fort Worth and San Antonio—and that
we ought to culminate it with a dinner in Austin
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We didn't go over all the details at this particular visit but that
was the general outline of what I had proposed to him He said all
right you work it out and get in touch with as I recall he said
Kenny O'Donnell and he will work this out and we will pick a
date and obviously we were saying to him that he would have to
pick the date of the visit

He and I were in the Oval Office and he couldn't have been
nicer couldn't have been more friendly he got up from behind his
desk and came around and was extremely warm and cordial as he
always was He sat in the rocking chair and I sat in one of those
little couches there in the Oval Room and I frankly was a bit
surprised that the Vice President wasn't there But he wasn't And
later I heard about it because after my visit with the President I
went out that evening to "the Elms, to the Vice President's home
and he was considerably irritated with me and he said so and he
said "I suppose you think I don't have any interest in what is
happening in Texas, and I said "No Mr Vice President I know
you are extremely interested in what is happening in Texas.

He said "Why didn't you tell me I said "Mr Vice President I
assumed you knew I was going to see the President, and I said
trying to alibi any way I could because I recognized that he was
really irritated about it and I said "After all I made this appoint
ment several days ago and it is not my prerogative to say who is in
that Oval Office I assumed if the President wanted you there you
would be there.

"Well, he said "you could have told me beforehand what you
had in mind.

I said "You have known basically what I had in mind In any
event here is what we said, and I recounted to him that I pro
posed that we visit the five major cities Dallas Houston Fort
Worth San Antonio culminating in a dinner in Austin and then I
apologized to the Vice President and said "I am sorry I should
have talked to you before I went in to see the President Frankly I
assumed you would be there When I got into the Oval Office and I
was rather surprised that you weren't but having the appointment
I had no choice but to go ahead and discuss it, and then I said
"But here is what we said. I recounted the conversation as best I
could and we proceeded from there

Mr CORNWELL Were there any specific discussions with the
President on this occasion early in October 1963 as to the groups
or persons that he should meet with on his trip

Mr CONNALLYYes we talked about that as a matter of fact as
early as El Paso and I told him I thought we ought to try to
schedule the itinerary and plan the trip in such a way that he
would be particularly the nonpolitical events where he could
appear before groups civic groups basically nonpolitical groups
but groups composed of the moderate to conservative business lead
ers political leaders of the State who had not supported him who
were not enthusiastic about him in order to try to give him a
chance to convert those people and he agreed with that No ques
tion about that

This trip progressed as they always do This became quite an
issue simply because Senator Yarborough Ralph Yarborough was
then in the Senate he was being constantly harangued by his
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supporters in Texas they were saying "well they are structuring
this thing trying to keep us away from the President and the
Presidents supporters are not getting to see him, and Senator
Yarborough was relaying those to the White House and to the
advance people and we were arguing about tickets and arguing
about everything in the world

It got to be a major hassle and part of this raised the question
that has since been discussed in great length that the President
came to Texas to resolve the differences in the Democratic Party in
Texas Nothing could be further from the truth The two individ
uals who were most involved in the split in the party were Senator
Yarborough and Vice President Johnson and both of them were in
Washington D.C This is where the trouble was

The trouble arose basically over Federal patronage and Federal
appointees and Vice President Johnson was trying to get every
Federal appointment he could get and so was Senator Yarborough
Senator Yarborough was complaining constantly to the White
House to President Kennedy that Johnson was usurping his pa
tronage rights of the Senate with respect to Federal judges mar
shals and so forth This was the battle here

And indeed if the President was interested in resolving that
difficulty he had Vice President Johnson right across the street in
the old Executive Office Building he had Senator Yarborough
right here on the Hill and he could have gotten them together in
10 minutes But that wasn't the purpose of his trip to Texas at all
it had nothing to do with it

In the first place he couldn't have settled the differences in the
Democratic Party They haven't been settled yet and they are not

going to be settled As long as it is basically a one-party State you
are going to have the division there that you have and you are

going to have the liberals and the conservatives They have been
fighting all my adult life from the time I first went to a conven
tion in Chicago in 1940 a national convention We had fist fights
on the floor within the delegations and it hasn't improved a lot
since then

So the idea that he was going to go down and settle all of this is

pure hogwash He didn't intend to do it he didn't want to do it he
was politician enough to know he couldn't do it and he wasn't
even going to try That wasn't the point at all But nevertheless
that created difficulties but these things shouldn't be taken out of
context

Any Presidential trip anywhere in the world arouses jealousies
differences Every politician—and regardless of his title or posi
tion—wants to be close to the President he wants to ride in the
car he wants to have a private meeting he wants his group to be
seen he wants them to be heard This is a constant hassle I don't
care where a President goes So it is not unique to Texas but we
had our share of it I will say that and this plagued the Kennedy
advance people and it plagued us and I organized about an eight
or nine-man group some who worked for me in my own Governor's
office others who were in the legislature others in the State party
to put on this affair and the President's trip

As I say it is not easy The plans were constantly shifting and
changing We were trying to really get a mix of things so that
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people wouldn't feel left out We had originally planned a 1-day
trip and it was obvious that we were trying to cram too much into
1 day because again I wanted to hit the four principal cities plus
winding up in Austin I wanted to see on the evening of the 22d in
Austin the members of the legislature all of them

Mr CORNWELL If I might let me show you an exhibit or two
before we get to that explanation

Mr Chairman may we admit into evidence at this time an
exhibit which has been marked for identification as JFK exhibit
F-17 which is a newspaper article from the Dallas Morning News
dated September 26 1963

Mr DODD Without objection so ordered
[JFK exhibit F-17 and facsimile follow:]
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FACSIMILE

THEDALLASMORNINGNEWS

DALLASTEXAS THURSDAYSEPTEMBER26 1963

(Front Page)

DALLASINCLUDED

KENNEDYTOVISIT TEXASNOV 21-22

By Robert E Baskin

News Staff Writer

JACKSONHOLE Wyo White House sources told The Dallas

News exclusively Wednesday night that President Kennedy will

visit Texas Nov 21 and 22

The visit will embrace major cities of the state

including Dallas

Kennedy is currently on a tour of the Midwest and West

The White House sources said the Texas trip Would be

political although they did not reveal the particular political

mission

The final White House decision to make the trip to Texas

came late Tuesday night these sources said

Although specific details have not been worked out it

was considered likely that the President will visit Dallas

Houston San Antonio and Fort Worth

There has been speculation for some time that the

President was contemplating a visit to Texas but the final

decision has just been reached The News learned It has been
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known that numerous Texas Democratic leaders have urged Kennedy
to come to the state to repair what they regard as a deteriorating

party situation

The presidential decision may have been prompted by what

he has seen on his current tour a strong trend toward

conservation and Republicanism in the Western states He is

believed to feel that he must cope with this situation in

preparation for the 1964 campaign

Earlier Wednesday at Billings Mont. Kennedy recaptured

his old campaign oratory in his best-received appearance in

two days of intensive "nonpolitical campaigning across the

country

In a straight-forward rather far-reaching address to

some 15,000 persons Kennedy gave a resounding vote of confidence

to Montana's veteran Mike Mansfield Senate Democratic leader

and won cheers when he explained why he sought the nuclear test

ban pact

And he was obviously in high spirits as a result of the

House's approval of the tax cut bill news of which reached him

just before he began his talk

For the first time since he left Washington he was

applauded in the course of a speech The subjects that won

him applause however had nothing to do with conservation -
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the announced reason for his 11-state tour Foreign affairs

got him his best hand

Kennedy said Mansfield up for re-election in 1964

was responsible for ratification of the test ban treaty

Tuesday He added that Senate GOPleader Everett M Dirksen

Ill. had been helpful

He recalled his confrontations with Soviet Premier

Nikita S Khrushchev in 1961 and 1962 and how war has been

avoided

"What we hope to do, the President said "is to

lessen the chance of a military collision between these two

great powers which together have the power to kill 300 million

people in a day That is why I support the test ban treaty.

From Billings the President flew on to Jackson Hole

for an overnight stop

Earlier in the day at Cheyenne Wyo. Kennedy claimed

that his NewFrontier administration "has been able to make a

start...at getting our country moving again.
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Mr CORNWELLYou have described for us Governor the meeting
you had with the President on October 4 Several days prior to
that the newspaper article the front page of which is shown in the
exhibit appeared in the Dallas Morning News The headline on the
lower right portion of the page refers to the President's visit to
Texas and because the exhibit is blown up it is relatively small
Let me tell you what the first lines of it read

White House sources told the Dallas News exclusivelyWednesdaynight that
President Kennedy will visit Texas November21 and 22 The visit will embrace
major cities of the State including Dallas Kennedy is currently on a tour of the
Midwestand West The White Housesourcessaid the Texas trip wouldbe political
although they did not reveal the particular politicalmission

Were you aware of either that article or similar publicity prior
to your trip to see the President on October 4

Mr CONNALLYWell I don't have any specific memory of it but I
am sure I knew it

Mr CORNWELLDo you know apart from what the implication is
in the article who released that report

Mr CONNALLYNo but it made no impact on me I don't have

any memory of this particular article at all but it would not be
surprising because we had made it clear to the President that he
was going to have to pick the date for the trip and I just assumed
that is the date that probably they had chosen We were constantly
in touch back and forth during this period of time in the fall with
the Vice President and with Kenny O'Donnell and others trying to

plan the type of trip and without getting down to specific details
and we hadn't yet had the date but I am sure I knew about this
yes

Mr CORNWELLYou have told us that after the October 4 trip
you went back to Texas and began the process of planning for the
trip Who all was involved in that process

Mr CONNALLYOh gosh a great many people Everyone in my
office was My Executive Assistant Howard Rose certainly was

Eugene Lock who I believe from Dallas still was Chairman of the
State Democratic Party was Pat O'Keefe who was Executive Di
rector of the State party was involved Carol Abbott who worked
at the State party was certainly involved Bill Stenson who was on
my Governor's staff was certainly involved Representative Ben
Barnes was involved Frank Irwin was involved Julian Reed was
involved There were 8 or 10 of us who spent a great deal of time
on it

Mr CORNWELLLet me ask Mrs Connally were you involved in
that process too

Mrs CONNALLYYes I certainly was
Mr CORNWELLWhat was your role
Mrs CONNALLYI was shining that mansion up like you never

saw [Laughter.]
We were trying to get everything ready at the Governor's man

sion for our first visit from a President and his Lady so I had all
the hassles of any housewife trying to get her house in order so it
would be just right for the very special guests

Mr CONNALLYI think to put it in a little different context I
think the first thing we agreed on and Nellie certainly was in
volved in intimate detail with the trip because the one thing we
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had agreed on we were going to try to wind up with the fundrais
ing affair in Austin Tex

Because of the nature of the State unless you do have four or
five fundraising affairs you cannot choose another city in Texas
and have as successful a fund-raising dinner as you can if you have
it in Austin Dallas doesn't want to support Houston Houston
doesn't want to go to Dallas Dallas won't go to Fort Worth Fort
Worth doesn't want to go to Dallas None of them will go to San
Antonio but all of them will go to Austin So we decided that it
was the capital that what the President needed to do was to come
to Austin

This was the news center of the State just like Washington is for
the Nation All the news media were there We wanted him to
meet the members of the legislature because they in effect were
the thought leaders the political thought leaders of the Democratic
Party throughout the State We thought that this would be like
any politician Any politician wants to know the President of the
United States he wants to say I know him I shook his hand I saw
him he wants to go home and tell his constituents that he saw
them

We planned—the one thing we had done which we had agreed
on early was to have the dinner in Austin—a $100-a-plate affair
because we had to start selling tickets Then Nellie and I agreed
that probably the best place for a reception was to ask President
and Mrs Kennedy to come to the mansion and to invite the entire
legislature 150 members of the house 31 members of the senate to
come to the mansion to meet the President and at that time we
weren't sure Mrs Kennedy was coming In my visit with him I had
expressed the hope that she would come and he said well I am not
sure but I will talk to her about it and I will ask her to come with
me And as I recall he said at the time I saw him I believe he
said she was in Europe He said when she gets back I will ask her
if she won't come with me

I told him I thought that in all of these events there were going
to be men and women I thought it would contribute enormously if
she came The women wanted to see her they read a great deal
about her they want to see her they want to see what her hairdo
looks like and what her clothes look like and it is important to
them So he said I agree with you and I will talk to her about it
when she gets back

So in any event we thought if we could have the President and
Mrs Kennedy at the mansion to meet all of the members of the
State party machinery the representatives and the senators it
would probably be as effective a thing as we could do to help him
on his trip Then from there we would go directly to the dinner at
the Coliseum where we planned to have 3,000 people at $100 a
plate

Mr CORNWELL What were the other basic elements in your
initial proposal to the President as to how the trip should be
organized

Mr CONNALLY Well basically we had to get a nonpolitical
sponsorship and a nonpolitical activity in the four other major
cities to give him a forum to attract the type of audience to give
him some identity
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As I recall early on we in Fort Worth we considered the idea of
having Texas Christian University in Fort Worth confer an honor
ary degree on him and let him speak on the campus of Texas
Christian University That was thought of early

In Houston he really came up I think or the White House did
with the idea of going to the Albert Thomas dinner and this helped
us because we were trying to cram everything into the day of the
22d on Friday

Well just before the trip as I recall we didn't have but about 48
hours notice not more than 72 he decided he would go to Houston
So we restructured the whole thing I had planned to or had
suggested that we go to San Antonio Houston Fort Worth Dallas
and Austin all in one day but then the Albert Thomas dinner—
Albert Thomas was then chairman of the Appropriations Commit
tee of the House of Representatives He was one of the really
powerful members of the Texas delegation

He had been chairman of the Appropriations Committee since
1940 He was extremely well regarded in Houston Tex He was one
of the strange—not strange—he was one of the unusual and unique
politicians Albert Thomas had the support of all the business
community in Houston He also had all the support of labor and
most of the liberals in Houston He was sick He had a terminal
illness and they were having this appreciation dinner for him the
night of the 21st of November And the President decided that he
ought to go there and be there and obviously Albert Thomas really
wanted him to come and really put the arm on him to come

No President in his right mind completely disregards the chair
man of the Appropriations Committee Since he was ill and since
they were good friends the President I think graciously said "I'd
like to come. So this changed our whole format Then we were
able to get him for a day and a half

So we moved the San Antonio affair to Thursday afternoon and
then we decided to go on to Fort Worth that night the night of the
21st after the Albert Thomas dinner in Houston

In the meantime in trying to work out the itinerary and talking
about an honorary degree from Texas Christian University
frankly some of the trustees of Texas Christian University took a
dim view of it and weren't enthusiastic about it and we dropped
the idea completely because the last thing we wanted to do was to
get into any kind of dispute or hassle because we wanted his trip to
be smooth we wanted everything acceptable

I personally went to Dallas I talked to the leaders of the civic
groups in Dallas Citizens Council which is a group that for 40
years dominated the political leadership of Dallas We got the
Assembly which is a group of young people we got the Educa
tional Research Center Science Research Center we got four or
five groups in Dallas to cosponsor this luncheon again to give it a
nonpolitical flavor so that he could go and make a speech

We had done that in each of the places The White House came
up with the idea or somebody did that they would dedicate the
Aerospace Medical Center in San Antonio and it was a nonpoliti
cal affair The breakfast in Fort Worth was a nonpolitical affair It
was also sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce and other organi
zations
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But in working it all out we had a motorcade in San Antonio
Again over the period of time because the great tragedy occurred
in Dallas everybody talks about the President's trip to Dallas The
President made a trip to Texas And we had been to San Antonio
where we met the President We had a motorcade through San
Antonio and again this was an effort to be sure that he wasn't
shielded from anybody that he was out seeing people

We had a motorcade right through the center of San Antonio
the reception was wonderful the crowds were huge the response
was enthusiastic We went from there—we spent about 30 minutes
or 45 minutes at the Aerospace Medical Center and he dedicated
that building on the site of the old Brooks Army Air Force Base

We left San Antonio went to Houston arriving there about 5
o'clock We planned this simply because again we wanted every
detail of the trip to be as perfect as we could make it

Mr CORNWELLYour basic plan of meeting with various citizens
groups and the representatives of the businesss community did
that meet any stiff resistance and if so from what area

Mr CONNALLY No I don't think it met any stiff resistance I
think the complaints came as I said a moment ago largely voiced
by Senator Yarborough and some of the labor groups and some of
the liberal groups on the grounds that not enough of their people
were being included

Now the leadership among the labor among the blacks every
body else they were being included in these affairs even though
they were not formally members of these organizations they were
being invited they were being given tickets but they were not
being invited in mass numbers to the various affairs they were
there at the breakfast they were there at the Albert Thomas
dinner they were there at the luncheon at the Trade Mart in
Dallas they certainly were there at the affair or to be there at the
affair in Austin that night the $100-a-plate dinner

As a matter of fact we sent all of them tickets We said "Please
help us.

Mr CORNWELL Who did the conversations occur with where
there were disagreements as to at least the emphasis that should
be placed on various aspects

Mr CONNALLYVery few of them with me I was meeting inter
mittently with these eight or nine people that I had working on
this trip but

Mr CORNWELLWho were your people meeting with
Mr CONNALLY They were meeting with Hal [sic] Bruno the

President's advance man We were getting information from all
kinds of sources We were getting direct calls from the top labor
leaders in the State and others You know we were getting a
considerable feedback and frankly considerable differences devel
oped between the President's advance men and the people I had
working on the trip and to the point where it got a bit testy

Mr CORNWELL What were the main areas of disagreement
Mr CONNALLY Just minutia details Inevitably these things

happen about who is going to sit at the table who's going to do
this who is going to do that One of the biggest controversies arose
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over whether or not we were going to have a motorcade in Dallas
That was one of the big ones And we lost that one

Finally frankly it got so bad with Hal Bruno and the Presi
dent's advance people that real differences developed between the
people I had working on the trip and the President's advance
people where Hal Bruno I think was pulled off completely off of
the trip and Bill Moyers came down as kind of a peacemaker

Mr CORNWELLWhat was your view in opposing the motorcade
in Dallas You said there was a severe disagreement with the
advance men on that subject

Mr CONNALLYBasically my reason for opposing the motorcade
in Dallas were two We were working the President very hard I
thought Most people think that riding in a motorcade is easy It's
not It's very tiring It's exhausting You assume that a person is
just riding along so there shouldn't be any difficulty But neverthe
less in a motorcade the President of the United States is there he
is tense he is smiling he is exuding enthusiasm he is trying to
make even in a fleeting second he is trying to make contact with
the thousands and tens of thousands of people along this parade
route He is looking one side and then the other

Even if he just catches a human's eye for one fleeting second
there is a communication and this is why in the car Nelly and I
had very little conversation with the President and Mrs Kennedy
The conversations were extremely brief and desolatory because he
was in effect working the crowd from the car and to a lesser
extent so was I

You have to be in one You have to experience it to understand
precisely what I am saying But I am telling you it's a strain on
him We had him getting up early in the morning to attend a
breakfast in Fort Worth He made a speech on the parking lot in
front of the Texas Hotel in Fort Worth Then we flew to Dallas
He had a speech there We were going to take him to Austin where
he had two receptions at the mansion for 181 members of the house
and senate Then he had a speech that night We were crowding
him into about a 15-hour day

What I wanted him to do—you know—you can work anybody to
death Ask any of these members of this committee They will tell
you when they go into a town or a county the local campaign
chairman—or into a precinct or a ward—he wants to work him
from 7 in the morning to midnight He doesn't care what happens
tomorrow because he is going to be gone

This local politician he will go to sleep he will sleep all the next
day But unfortunately the officeholder has to get up and go again
on another 15-hour day

And I was extremely conscious of that because I started in State
politics in 1938 I managed President Johnson's campaign in 1941
and 1948 when he ran for the Senate and I had been through
enough of this I had caught enough hell about overscheduling so I
didn't want to do the President that way and I wanted him to be
sharp

No human being can be up for 15 hours a day and all we were
trying to do was allow him enough time in between events to
where when he really got in front of an audience when the cam
eras were on him when the newsmen were watching him that he
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could look good he would look fresh his voice would be strong he
could really be able to exude warmth and enthusiasm And this is
the whole reason now-

There was one other reason and that was simply that I thought
no more so really in Dallas than most places in Texas but I
thought we ran the risk of having some embarrassing placards or
signs or a few pickets along the way I frankly never had any fear
of physical harm or violence That never entered my mind but the
idea that we probably would encounter a sign or two did enter my
mind and the thought we might have some pickets entered my
mind because again President Johnson and Mrs Johnson had had
the difficulty down in front of the Baker Hotel in the campaign of
1960

Then as you recounted a moment ago Ambassador Stevenson
Adlai Stevenson came to Texas and had been hit over the head
with a picket sign about a month before the President's trip So
these things were not—I was not unconscious of them at the time
and we didn't want any of it Well the only thing we saw on any of
the trips Dallas did have one sign there was a fellow up on an old
house like a turn of the century house badly needing paint I
recall very well he had a sign up on this balcony that said "Ken
nedy go home. But it was on the left side of the car as we were
traveling in the motorcade and the President was on the right side
in the back seat and I hoped he didn't see it but he finally turned
to Nelly and me and said "Did you all see that sign I said "Yes
Mr President but we were hoping you didn't. He said "Well I
saw it Don't you imagine he's a nice fellow

And I said "Yes I imagine he's a nice fellow. But that was
about the only thing we saw and frankly there was less of that
than I thought The crowds were larger than I anticipated They
were more enthusiastic than I could even have hoped for All the
way through in San Antonio in Houston in Fort Worth it was
drizzling rain at 8:30 in the morning when the President went
out—approximately 8:30—when he went out on a parking lot there
across from the Texas Hotel and spoke to people in the rain and
there was a huge crowd there

So the trip had been absolutely wonderful and we were heaving
a sigh of relief because once we got through the motorcade at
Dallas and through the Dallas luncheon then everything else was
pretty much routine

Mr CORNWELLLet me ask you to go through the details of that
trip perhaps more precisely After the elaborate planning and the
arguments over the details I suppose there must have been some
relief when the day finally came

Mr CONNALLYOh yes
Mr CORNWELLLet me ask Mrs Connally you had an opportu

nity to meet the President and his wife at the airport is that
correct

MTS CONNALLYYes
Mr CORNWELLWhere did you come from just immediately prior

to that
Mrs CONNALLYI came from Austin to San Antonio
Mr CORNWELL What had you been doing in the immediate

hours or day or two right before the arrival
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Mrs CONNALLYWell the entrance hall in the Governor's man
sion had sort of gold carpet and since this house is open to the
public it gets a lot of traffic So I had had the carpet cleaned but
2 days before the visit I decided they didn't clean it well enough
and I was having it cleaned again So I was having a talk with the
carpet cleaners and I left the house in Austin and joined them in
San Antonio

Mr CORNWELLThe Governor as I understand was in Houston
that day and had to fly to San Antonio to meet the President's
plane so you both arrived in advance and were together is that
correct

Mrs CONNALLYFrom different directions
Mr CORNWELL Would you describe for us what your feelings

were as the event took place and the President arrived into Texas
for the first time

Mrs CONNALLYMe
Mr CORNWELLYes ma'am
Mrs CONNALLYIt was very exciting It was the first time that

we had been host to a President and his lady Everybody was
excited We were excited and nervous—I tell you I felt exactly like
the mother of everybody I wanted all the Texans to be so wonder
ful to them when they came and I wanted them to react in a good
way too I just was nervous and excited and could hardly wait

Mr CORNWELLWere the reactions from the people in Texas as
you had hoped

Mrs CONNALLYThere was a tremendous roar when the plane
put down and the door opened and out stepped Mrs Kennedy who
looked beautiful just like everybody expected and then the hand
some young President coming out behind her I get goose pimples
now thinking about it It really was an exciting moment in our life

Mr CORNWELL You went from the airport in a motorcade to
downtown San Antonio

Mrs CONNALLYYes
Mr CORNWELLWas the reception there as great
Mrs CONNALLYYes Tell them about the reception Everybody

was excited It just made you feel good
Mr CONNALLY You couldn't have asked for more The crowds

were large they were extremely warm extremely enthusiastic
Just could not have been better

Mr CORNWELL Did the activities in San Antonio and for the
rest of that day go just as well Was there anything about them
which was disappointing

Mrs CONNALLYNothing that I know
Mr CONNALLY No it all went extremely well We left San

Antonio and went to Houston—got into Houston right at the—
there were several thousand people at the airport to meet us We
went downtown right at the rush-hour traffic Of course cars were
bumper to bumper almost four lanes wide and they all stopped for
just miles As they were leaving town we were going into town As
this motorcade passed people were out they were stopped they
were standing up cardoors open they were waving-

Mrs CONNALLYCheering
Mr CONNALLYCheering We got to the hotel The President met

that evening with a group of Mexican-American leaders the
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LULAC organization was having a big dance in the Rice Hotel
where they were staying and he and Mrs Kennedy Vice President
and Mrs Johnson went by there before they went to the Thomas
dinner The Thomas dinner was a complete sellout in the Coliseum
I guess they had 3,500 people there and I watched because I knew
these people and I knew the crowds Frankly I don't remember
what the President said I must confess I didn't listen to him
because I was concentrating almost totally on the crowd reaction

I was looking and watching all through the crowd during his
entire speech He was indeed reaching these people he was com
municating with them It just could not have been a better day in
both San Antonio and Houston

Mr CORNWELLAfter the Albert Thomas dinner and the meeting
with the Mexican-American leaders had concluded you flew again
in Air Force One this time to Fort Worth is that correct

Mr CONNALLYThat's correct
Mr CORNWELLUp until this point of the trip had you had any

opportunity really to speak to the President and to learn what his
reaction was to the reception he had received in Texas

Mrs CONNALLY Yes don't you remember how excited he was
about how everyone—they talked in the airplane from San Anto
nio to Houston and—the President seemed very pleased with how
he had been received in San Antonio and said "Well that was a
good one John do you think we will do as well at the next stop

Mr CONNALLYUnlike I suppose the often-repeated verbosity of
some of us from Texas the President was not given to extravagant
statements and I think he generally was known for the fairly terse
comments of a New Englander and a Bostonian

So his praise would be couched in a different language then
from my own It is obvious that he was extremely pleased I think
Nelly can probably explain this better than I but I think one of
the significant things that occurred was the change that we saw in
Mrs Kennedy and her reaction to the trip

In San Antonio she was rather stiff I thought rather unused to
this She had not been traveling much and campaigning much with
the President and she was not noticeably ill at ease at all but
nevertheless reserved quiet and perhaps a little bit—frightened is
too strong a word—but apprehensive about this whole thing Not
apprehensive in the sense of being fearful of violence but just not
being used to it She was a bit concerned about what she did For
instance one time in San Antonio she was worried about her hair
and her hat and she traded seats with me We were all over that
car Normally the President sits in the right-rear and his wife sits
on his left I was sitting in front of the President most of the time
Nelly was sitting in front of Mrs Kennedy most of the time

Particularly in San Antonio we changed seats because the wind
was blowing we were driving fairly fast at times 30 and 40 miles
an hour She traded seats and got up on the jumpseat and I sat in
the back seat with the President The two ladies were in front

Mrs CONNALLYThe back seat was raised so she would get more
wind there

Mr CONNALLYThe President knew that really wasn't the right
way to do it and he made her get back in the back seat and I got
back on the jump seat
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Mrs CONNALLYWhere you belong
Mr CONNALLYWhere I belong The next day it was obvious that

after the San Antonio and the Houston motorcades the next day
she was much much more relaxed wouldn't you say

Mrs CONNALLYYes happily responding to the crowds
Mr CONNALLYMarked difference in her reactions and her ap

pearance between the afternoon of the 21st and the day of the 22d
Noticeably in Dallas

Mrs CONNALLYAnd they were enjoying seeing her as much as
they were the President They were calling out their names and I
think she really got in the spirit of it

Mr CORNWELL You told us about the dispute which was long
standing between Senator Yarborough and first Senator Johnson
and then continuing into Vice President Johnson Did that particu
lar dispute come up at all You said that it wasn't the reason the
President came to Texas Did it come up at all during the trip

Mr CONNALLYYes oh it was ever with us It came up I didn't
know it Everything had gone beautifully We had gotten into Fort
Worth about 11 o'clock at night at Carswell Air Force Base and
drove into town in a light drizzle and the President and Mrs
Kennedy and Vice President and Mrs Johnson went up to their
suites When they were safely ensconced I was so relieved that
everything had gone well that I went down to the Texas Hotel
coffeeshop to have some bacon and eggs and a glass of milk about
midnight That was the first then that I heard they had had quite
a hassle in Houston that Senator Yarborough refused to ride in
the car with Vice President Johnson So I said well you know I
don't care who rides in which car

I didn't worry much about it but nevertheless it had happened
and it was by that time the talk of the motorcade the talk of the
press and so I didn't think any more about it until the next
morning

And the President when he came back from his speech the first
thing he did when he got up—Mrs Kennedy was not with him—
Jim Wright Congressman Jim Wright who is now the majority
leader of this Congress of the House took him across the street
from the Texas Hotel into this parking lot where he spoke to the
crowds there and then he came back into the Long Horn Room of
the Texas Hotel and sat down and he motioned for me to come
over

I went over there and he said "John did you know Yarborough
refused to ride with Lyndon yesterday

I said "Yes sir I heard that last night.
And he said "By God he'll ride with him today or he'll walk.
So I said OK I did nothing about it But then later I saw him

talking to Senator Yarborough and indeed that day Senator Yar
borough rode in the car with Vice President Johnson in the Dallas
motorcade This is one of those things that is really in the overall
planning and the execution of this trip was of no great conse
quence

Mr CORNWELLSo that was the only part of what we might call
the Yarborough-Johnson feud that was even taken up by the Presi
dent on his trip is that correct

Mr CONNALLYRight
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In deference to my old home town of Fort Worth Mr Cornwell
and also to set the record straight at least one publication in Fort
Worth talked about a drab sordid hotel room the Presidential
suite in which the President stayed Well it turned out it so
happened that the Texas Hotel was at that point controlled by the
Ammon Carter estate and C D Richardson estate They had gone
to great pains to do everything they could once it was certain he
was coming to Fort Worth was going to stay at the Texas Hotel to
refurbish this suite and as a matter of fact Mrs J Lee Johnson
III Miss Ruth Carter Johnson Mr Ammon Carter's daughter had
gone to the trouble to go to private homes around town and had
borrowed paintings and Nelly helped me but there was a Picasso
in the suite there was a Monet in the suite a Van Gogh in the
suite and two or three more so they probably had a couple million
dollars worth of paintings just on the walls and I assure you they
had done everything they could—the President was obviously im
pressed and so was Mrs Kennedy

The first thing he did the next day was to call Mrs Johnson
Mrs J Lee Johnson III who lived in Fort Worth and thank her
for her kindness and for her trouble and for her consideration and
to tell her how delighted they were with the accommodations in
the hotel all of which means nothing except to kind of clear the
air and set the record straight because things get told and then
they get repeated and I think in all fairness we ought not to
describe that suite as a rundown sordid suite

Mrs CONNALLYIt makes me mad
Mr CORNWELL The next morning the one you have just been

describing of course was November 22 1963 The President had a
breakfast and then a meeting with the chamber of commerce

Mr CONNALLYA what
Mr CORNWELLA breakfast scheduled is that correct
Mr CONNALLYYes
Mr CORNWELLAnd thereafter he had a speech in the parking

lot is that correct
Mr CONNALLYNo I believe he spoke in the parking lot first and

then he came back into the hotel then Mrs Kennedy joined him
She did not go across the street to the parking lot but she did join
him and then they came into the breakfast together I would guess
this is now 9:25 9:30 something like that
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Mrs CONNALLY He came first and made the statement that
Jackie was pulling herself together and then turned to Vice Presi
dent Johnson and said "Lyndon nobody pays any attention to
what we wear, which I thought was funny didn't you

Mr CORNWELLThe morning then I take it started off well is
that correct

Mr CONNALLYExtremely well
Mr CORNWELL The weather was somewhat drizzly but apart

from that the schedule went well the receptions again were as
you described them on the previous day Is that right

Mr CONNALLYYes and there were 2,500 people in the breakfast
that morning So the idea that he was meeting with a few exclu
sive handpicked people is hardly true That breakfast meeting
alone I think had 2,500 people there

Mr CORNWELLThereafter you all again boarded Air Force One
and flew to Dallas

Mr CONNALLYThat's right
Mr CORNWELL YOU told us previously what types of concerns

you had had about the motorcade in Dallas the incident with
Adlai Stevenson Is there anything else that you can recall for us
that went through your mind during that period of time as you
were approaching Dallas and preparing to enter the motorcade

Mr CONNALLY No not really There had been an ad I have
forgotten what it said in the morning paper that morning about
the trip It was a somewhat derogatory ad but I really was not
apprehensive about anything except as I said that we might see
an embarrassing sign or some rude statement or a few pickets here
or there But I must say as Air Force One landed at the airport in
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Dallas the Sun broke through it was absolutely marvelous weath
er could not have been better

JFK EXHIBITF-12

The crowd at the airport was several thousand people It was
again an extremely receptive group of people who were out there
enthusiastic group of people I recall that after President and Mrs
Kennedy shook hands with those in the receiving line they went
over and Vice President and Mrs Johnson accompanied them and
they went over for 5 minutes or so walked up and down the fence
where there were thousands of people gathered and shaking hands
and greeting people who came to the airport to see them

Mr CORNWELLTell us then if you would in more detail what
happened as you all entered the limousine and began the motor
cade

Mr CONNALLYWell as these things are normally done it was
timed fairly well and we immediately got into the cars the motor
cade started

One thing I do recall I said a moment ago that Mrs Kennedy
appeared to be much more relaxed much more in the spirit of
things She was smiling more obviously more at ease but one little
thing the Sun was bright It had come out bright and beautiful
The sky was beautiful the clouds had dispersed and she put on her
dark glasses What did he say

Mrs CONNALLYHe said "Take your glasses off Jackie.
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Mr CONNALLY "Take your glasses off Jackie. She kept them
off for awhile and she just unconsciously put them back on

Mrs CONNALLY You could hear him again saying "Take your
glasses off Jackie.

Mr CONNALLY This happened a third time Then I think she
finally left them off But on the way down in the motorcade—
again the crowds were large—were enthusiastic We stopped two
or three times I remember twice—in particular there was a little
girl I guess she was 8 years old who had a placard that said
"President Kennedy, something like "will you shake hands with
me and held up this sign Well he immediately stopped the car
and shook hands with this little girl and of course the car was
mobbed The minute the car stopped here came the Secret Service
They got between the car the limousine in which he was riding
and the mass of people who immediately surrounded the car We
extricated ourselves from this group and then went on

The other stop we were halfway downtown I suppose when
there was a nun a sister with a bunch of schoolchildren obviously
from a parochial school there right by the car And he stopped and
spoke to them and to the sister and to the children We stopped a
third time I believe along the route But uh-

Mr CORNWELL What was the route incidentally Will you de
scribe that for us How did the motorcade go from the airport to its
destination site which is the Trade Mart
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Mr CONNALLYI think we went down Lemon Avenue to Turtle
Creek and from Turtle Creek to Main and from Main to Houston
Houston to Elm I believe

Mr CORNWELLSo at least the idea was it was basically a route
which took you down through the heart of downtown Dallas

Mr CONNALLY Right through the heart of Dallas no question
about it The further we got toward town the denser became the
crowds and when we got down on Main Street the crowds were
extremely thick They were pushed off of curbs they were out in
the street and they were backed all the way up against the walls
of the buildings They were just as thick as they could be I don't
know how many But there were at least a quarter of a million
people on the parade route that day and everywhere the reception
was good I told you a moment ago about the only sign we saw that
was in the least bit unpleasant
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Mr CORNWELLMrs Connally at any point in the motorcade did
you have a chance to speak to the President

Mrs CONNALLYYes we were having such a wonderful reception
and we were all so excited and we had had through all these other
cities and I had restrained myself up to that point from saying
anything but I could no longer stand it so I turned around to the
President and I said "Mr President you can't say Dallas doesn't
love you.

Mr CORNWELLAnd where was that in the motorcade At what
point

Mrs CONNALLYThat was just as we were right approaching the
book depository

Mr CONNALLYJust before we turned
Mrs CONNALLYJust before we turned
Mr CORNWELL Mr Chairman at this time I think I might

suggest to you we take a brief break and set up a projector and
then show a film of the motorcade which has been marked "JFK
F-8.

Chairman STOKESSo ordered
At this time we will take a brief break to set up the film

portion
[A brief recess was taken.]
Chairman STOKES If everyone would take their seats again the

committee is ready to resume its sitting
I also ask that the lights be dimmed at this time
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey for a narration and pres

entation of the film
Mr BLAKEY Thank you Mr Chairman I would note initially

that this is a copyrighted film
[At this point a film began to be shown as Mr Blakey described

the events portrayed in it.]
Mr BLAKEY November 22 1963 11:40 a.m. central standard

time
President and Mrs Kennedy arrive at Love Field Dallas on Air

Force One after a brief flight from Fort Worth
It is a bright sunshiny day though it had been raining earlier
The President and First Lady greet well-wishers at Love Field
Then they join Gov John B Connally of Texas and his wife

Nelly
The Kennedys and Connallys get into the open Presidential lim

ousine for the trip to the city Plans to have the Presidential party
enclosed in the limousine's bubble-top were abandoned when the
rain stopped

There is no need for top coats or hats the temperature is 68°
Destination the International Trade Mart where the President is

to deliver a luncheon address to an audience of businessmen This
is the last leg of the swing through Texas

Yesterday the Presidential party visited San Antonio and Hous
ton

Vice President Lyndon B Johnson is riding in the limousine
behind the President along with Texas Senator Ralph Yarborough

The motorcade left Love Field shortly after 11:50 a.m
The crowds that line the route get thicker as it reaches the

business district of the city
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Main Street The motorcade is approaching Dealey Plaza an
area where open lawns are surrounded by express highways and
tall buildings

At the corner of Main and Houston the motorcade makes a
sharp 90° turn to the right and heads north for one block

The Texas School Book Depository is directly in front of the
Presidential limousine

The book depository isn't shown It is located to the immediate
left of the picture

As the limousine approaches the intersection of Houston and
Elm Streets Mrs Connally as she indicated elated by the recep
tion says "Mr President you can't say Dallas doesn't love you.
The President replies "That's obvious.

At Elm Street the limousine makes a hairpin turn to the left
and heads west passing the book depository

The film shows police motorcycles leading the limousine as it
goes by the depository The building in the background is the book
depository The window at the extreme right at the top of the
picture is the one where earlier investigations have concluded Lee
Harvey Oswald is located at this moment

It is about 12:30 p.m
As the President waves to the crowds shots ring out the Presi

dent and Governor Connally are wounded The President is struck
in the head The limousine speeds up heading for the Stemmons
Freeway Its destination is now Parkland Memorial Hospital

At approximately 1 p.m. the President will be pronounced dead
Chairman STOKESMay we have the lights back please
The Chair recognizes Mr Cornwell counsel for the committee
Mr CORNWELLAt this point Mrs Connally I would like to ask

you some questions about what your memory is of what happened
on Elm Street after the limousine passed underneath the Texas
School Book Depository

What distance after turning the corner do you recall the car
going before you noticed something was wrong

Mrs CONNALLYNot very far I don't really know how far Do
you want me to just tell you everything I remember

Mr CORNWELLThat will be fine
Mrs CONNALLYI heard—you know how we were seated in the

car the President and Mrs Kennedy John was in front of the
President and I was seated in front of Mrs Kennedy—I heard a
noise that I didn't think of as a gunshot I just heard a disturbing
noise and turned to my right from where I thought the noise had
come and looked in the back and saw the President clutch his neck
with both hands

He said nothing He just sort of slumped down in the seat John
had turned to his right also when we heard that first noise and
shouted "no no no, and in the process of turning back around so
that he could look back and see the President—I don't think he
could see him when he turned to his right—the second shot was
fired and hit him He was in the process of turning so it hit him
through this shoulder came out right about here His hand was
either right in front of him or on his knee as he turned to look so
that the bullet went through him crushed his wrist and lodged in
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his leg And then he just recoiled and just sort of slumped in his
seat

I thought he was dead When you see a big man totally defense
less like that then you do whatever you think you can do to help
most and the only thing I could think of to do was to pull him
down out of the line of fire or whatever was happening to us and I
thought if I could get him down maybe they wouldn't hurt him
anymore So I pulled him down in my lap

We learned later—I read a lot of stories that upset me later
because they said we slipped down into the floor that John slid off
fell over into my lap Those little jump seats were not very big and
there was no way that he could have slid to the floor there is no
way either of us could have got to the floor

The only thing I could do was pull him down and by leaning over
him I hoped if anything else happened they wouldn't hurt him
anymore I never looked back after John was hit I heard Mrs
Kennedy say "they have shot my husband.

Then I heard a third shot and felt matter cover us and she said
"They have killed my husband I have his brains in my hand.

I thought John was dead and I heard the Secret Service man
say "Let's get out of here quick. So we pulled out of the motor
cade and we must have been a horrible sight flying down that
freeway with those dying men in our arms and going to no telling
where We just see the crowds flashing by

John said nothing I said only to him from the time I saw one
little movement that maybe he is still alive and I kept whispering
to him "Be still it is going to be all right be still it is going to be
all right.

I have read stories where I screamed and he screamed and all
these things There was no screaming in that horrible car It was
just a silent terrible drive We got to the hospital I guess it was
the hospital the car stopped and John was still in my lap but I
knew he was alive and people were swarming all around the car

They were trying to get Mrs Kennedy to get out so they could
get the President out and she didn't seem to want to get out of the
car I sat there for what seemed to me an awfully long time but
probably was just a few minutes wondering how long I had to sit
there with this man dying in my arms before I could ask somebody
to do something

At that moment John just sort of heaved himself up out of my
arms and then just kind of collapsed in front of the door And at
that moment the door opened and somebody picked him up and
just ran off down the corridor and I ran along behind them

We got into what later I found was trauma room 1 and trauma
room 2 The President was on a stretcher right behind us I guess I
still had never looked back John was in the room on the right—
well as we approached the President was on the right and John
was on the left and I stood there so alone I never have felt so
alone in my life and there was much commotion racing around us

I saw all sorts of artillery and weapons I assume it was Secret
Service or security I don't know racing up and down around the
corridor Finally somebody brought two chairs and sat them out
side these two doors and I sat in one and Mrs Kennedy sat in the
other I kept seeing all this commotion in the President's room and
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I wondered if—I knew the President was dead but I wondered if
they weren't all over there and nobody taking care of John The
only thing that would calm me a little was I would get up now and
then and just push open the door in the room where he was and if
I could see any movement or hear them saying anything then I
was content to wait

They sent me out one cuff link Then they came out and took
him down the corridor to the operating room and I just ran along
behind the stretcher not knowing what I was running to or what I
was running from but run I knew I must

And all during the surgery which was 31/2 hours I was in some
little waiting room and the doctors were just wonderful

They kept sending messages out to me to say John would be
alright that the bullet had missed all the vital organs and where
he was in bad shape he would be all right What else

Mr CORNWELLThank you very much
Governor let me ask you the same question What is your

memory of the events What did you see and hear What happened
after the limousine started down Elm Street and passed under
neath the Texas School Book Depository

Mr CONNALLYMr Cornwell we had just turned to Elm We had
gone I suspect oh 150 200 feet when I heard what I thought was
a rifle shot and I thought it came from—I was seated right as you
know the jump seat right in front of the President and they have
a fairly straight back on them so I was sitting up fairly erect I
thought the shot came from back over my right shoulder so I
turned to see if I could catch a sight of the President out of the
corner of my eye because I immediately had frankly had fear of
an assassination because I thought it was a rifle shot

I didn't think it was a blowout or explosion of any kind I didn't
see the President out of the corner of my eye so I was in the
process of at least I was turning to look over my left shoulder into
the back seat to see if I could see him I never looked I never made
the full turn About the time I turned back where I was facing
more or less straight ahead the way the car was moving I was hit
I was knocked over just doubled over by the force of the bullet It
went in my back and came out my chest about 2 inches below and
the left of my right nipple The force of the bullet drove my body
over almost double and when I looked immediately I could see I
was just drenched with blood So I knew I had been badly hit and I
more or less straightened up At about this time Nelly reached
over and pulled me down into her lap

I was in her lap facing forward when another shot was fired I
only heard two shots I did not hear the shot that hit me I wasn't
conscious of it I am sure I heard it but I was not conscious of it at
all I heard another shot I heard it hit It hit with a very pro
nounced impact just [slap of hands] almost like that Almost that
loud a sound it made a very very strong sound

Immediately I could see blood and brain tissue all over the
interior of the car and all over our clothes We were both covered
with brain tissue and there were pieces of brain tissue as big as
your little finger It was something that was unmistakable There
was no question in my mind about what it was
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About this moment in time Roy Kellerman who was the Secret
Service agent sitting in the right-front seat pushed apparently
was pushing some buttons on the panel doing what I don't know I
heard him say "Let's get out of here fast, and the car lurched
forward then Bill Greer was the driver He accelerated it tremen
dously

When I was hit or shortly before I was hit—no I guess it was
after I was hit—I said first just almost in despair I said "no no
no, just thinking how tragic it was that we had gone through this
24 hours it had all been so wonderful and so beautifully executed

The President had been so marvelously received and then here
at the last moment this great tragedy I just said "no no no no.
Then I said right after I was hit I said "My God they are going to
kill us all.

The shots came in my judgment the two shots I heard came
from the same direction back over my right shoulder came from
behind us Very clear to me where they came from I don't think
any shots came from any other direction I was conscious until we
hit the Stemmons Freeway and then I faded into unconsciousness

I revived when the car came to a stop at what was Parkland
Hospital Apparently the braking of the car—we must have been
traveling at an enormous rate of speed—the braking of the car
brought me back to consciousness and you know it is strange what
thoughts run through your mind

The first thought that occurred to me was that I was in the jump
seat that the right door of the car was opposite my seat and that
they couldn't reach the President Well I got out of the way and
that is when I tried to raise myself up out of Nelly's lap and
actually tried to get out of the car myself so that they could get to
him in the back seat

I knew he was hit I knew their first concern would be for the
President So that was the reason why I lurched up or tried to get
up out of a reclining position Of course I couldn't I wasn't able to
I got halfway up and just slumped again as Nelly just told you

Then someone did pick me up and put me on a stretcher and
took me into an emergency room or trauma room whatever it was
I obviously didn't know what it was At that point I felt the first
pain really that I had experienced and when I was on the stretch
er I was laid out Then there was excruciating pain in my chest
At the time I was hit strangely enough I felt no sharp pain It was
as if someone had come up behind me with a doubled up fist and
just hit me in the back right between the shoulder blades It was
that kind of a sensation

I would have to volunteer the very very strong opinion I know
much has been written much has been discussed I was being a
participant I can only give you my impressions but I must say to
you as I said to the Warren Commission I do not believe nor will
I ever believe that I was hit with the first bullet I don't believe
that I heard the shot I heard the first shot I reacted to the first
shot and I was not hit with that bullet Now there's a great deal of
speculation that the President and I were hit with the same bullet
that might well be but it surely wasn't the first bullet and Nelly
doesn't think it's the second bullet I don't know I didn't hear the
second bullet I felt the second bullet We obviously weren't hit by
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the third bullet I was down reclining in her lap at the time the
third bullet hit

Mr CORNWELL I am sorry I didn't understand one statement
You said Mrs Connally doesn't agree it was the second bullet or
the same bullet

Mr CONNALLYThe second bullet
Mrs CONNALLYThat what
Mr CONNALLYThat hit me That hit him and me-
Mrs CONNALLYNo I heard three shots I had three reactions

three separate reactions The first shot then I looked and saw the
President the second shot John and third all this matter all over
us

Mr CORNWELLSo you agree that your recollection is it was the
second shot that hit the Governor

Mrs CONNALLY I know it was the second shot that hit the
Governor

Mr CORNWELLAnd where you disagree is as to the possibility
or the question of whether or not it was the same bullet that hit is
that accurate in other words the Governor has no knowledge on
that subject matter would that be accurate since you didn't turn
around to see the President after the first noise you don't know
whether he was hit and Mrs Connally's recollection is that she did
turn and saw him hold his throat before you were hit is that
accurate

Mrs CONNALLYI did
Mr CONNALLYThat is correct I never saw him I never saw

Mrs Kennedy after the shots were fired I never saw either one of
them and I don't know when he was hit

Mr CORNWELLAnd you have testified that of the two shots that
you have a memory of hearing they both your immediate impres
sion was they came from the right rear

Mr CONNALLYThat is correct
Mr CORNWELLAnd I don't believe we heard what Mrs Connal

ly's recollection is on that What was your impression as to the
direction from which the three shots you heard came

Mrs CONNALLYAll from the right rear
Mr CORNWELL Mr Chairman I have no further questions at

this time
Chairman STOKES At this time the Chair will recognize the

gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine for extensive questioning after
which the committee will go under the 5 minute rule for other
members of the committee who have questions of the witnesses

Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
Governor and Mrs Connally I know this is very difficult for you

to have to relive this situation again and again I know that you
Governor testified before the Warren Commission and I am not
sure whether you did also

[Mrs Connally nods affirmatively.]
Mr DEVINE We appreciate the fact that we are trying to refresh

your recollection on somthing that happened nearly 15 years ago
although it appears to be quite vivid in your mind and the respon
sibility of this committee as you know on the mandate from the
House is to see whether or not there are any unturned stones or
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any evidence that has not been presented to the Warren Commis
sion or that any different conclusions may result from the testimo
ny of persons on the scene

Relating specifically to your testimony Mrs Connally you heard
one shot and you turned to your right and witnessed the President
grasping his throat with both hands Was anything said by anyone
at that time

Mrs CONNALLYNothing
Mr DEVINE Then what is the next sound you heard You were

still looking back at the President Did you hear another sound
Mrs CONNALLYI heard the second shot yes
Mr DEVINE The second shot Were you looking back at that

time or were you looking forward again
Mrs CONNALLYI don't know
Mr DEVINE You don't recall
That second shot is the one that you said hit your husband
Mrs CONNALLYI was horror stricken when I looked back and I

may have still been just looking
Mr DEVINE But at that time you heard the second shot
Mrs CONNALLYA difficult thing to believe
Mr DEVINE The second shot that you heard is the one that you

believe hit Governor Connally
Mrs CONNALLYI know it hit Governor Connally
Mr DEVINE And then after you knew that he was hit and you

pulled him over in your lap you then heard the third shot
Mrs CONNALLYYes
Mr DEVINE And again from over your right shoulder
MrS CONNALLYYes
Mr DEVINE Did you look back at that time
Mrs CONNALLYI never looked back after John was hit
Mr DEVINE Have you had any experience at all with fire

arms-
Mrs CONNALLYYes
Mr DEVINE[continuing] Over the years
Mrs CONNALLYYes
Mr DEVINE Would you say in your judgement that shot you

heard or the shots that you hear were from a rifle or hand gun
Mrs CONNALLYOh no I am not that much of an-
Mr DEVINE You don't know
Mrs CONNALLYAnd I'm not expert at all-
Mr DEVINE All right
Mrs CONNALLY[continuing] In shooting
Mr DEVINE Governor I think you testified that you heard but

two shots and that you don't think that you heard the shot that
struck you is that accurate

Mr CONNALLYThat is correct
Mr DEVINE Both of these came from over your right shoulder
Mr CONNALLY Yes sir from behind me and over my—back

behind me over my right shoulder that is correct
Mr DEVINE The first shot that you hear which caused you to

look to your right I think you said you didn't get far enough
around to see the President is that accurate

Mr CONNALLYThat is correct
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Mr DEVINE Did you recognize any of the sound as being a rifle
shot or hand gun shot

Mr CONNALLYI thought it was a rifle shot
Mr DEVINE Then you turned around and started to turn back

around to look over your left shoulder to see what
Mr CONNALLY To see if the President was all right because

immediately the thought flashed through my mind that if this was
a rifle shot which I believed it to be that it was probably an
assassination attempt and I was trying to see if anything had
happened in the automobile

Mr DEVINE Is that the time that you exclaimed no no or was
it later

Mr CONNALLYNo it was a bit later because I wasn't sure at
that point in time that anything had happened so it was a bit later
when I said oh no no no This was after I realized I had been hit
and then I said my God they are going to kill us all

Mr DEVINE As you turned from looking over you right shoulder
you are about facing forward in the process of turning to look over
your left shoulder when you were hit

Mr CONNALLYYes sir
Mr DEVINE But you heard no shot
Mr CONNALLYNo sir I did not
Mr DEVINE That caused you to pitch forward
Mr CONNALLYYes sir
Mr DEVINE And you said you saw a great deal of blood
Mr CONNALLYYes sir
Mr DEVINE Were you aware at that time that you were hit in

the hand and leg also
Mr CONNALLYNo sir I was not
Mr DEVINE When did you first become aware of that in the

emergency room or elsewhere
Mr CONNALLY No I became aware of that when I regained

consciousness on Sunday I guess On Sunday morning I woke up
and regained consciousness to see my arm tied up in a sling and
leg bandaged and I said what happened to my arm and that is
when I first learned that the bullet had gone through my chest and
through my wrist and had broken all the bones in my wrist

Mr DEVINE Reflecting back do you have an opinion that you
would have been able to physically remove your body from your
position on the jumpseat to a different position in the limousine
during the time lapse between the first sound and the impact that
hit you

Mr CONNALLYI am sorry Congressman do you mind-
Mr DEVINE To put it this way I think either you or Ms Connal

ly said that the jumpseats were so close to the back of the front
seat that there was no way that you could have slumped to the
floor

Mr CONNALLYRight
Mr DEVINE And that the only position you could have ultimate

ly moved into was to be over on Mrs Connally's lap is that
accurate

Mr CONNALLYI think that is a correct statement
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Mr DEVINE I believe you testified in response to Mr Cornwell
that you heard only two shots they came from behind there was
not any from any other direction is that accurate

Mr CONNALLYThat is correct
Mr DEVINE Mrs Connally would you also make the same state

ment
Mrs CONNALLYExcept that I heard all three
Mr DEVINE Is it possible that there could have been more than

three shots as far as you recollection is concerned
Mrs CONNALLYI guess anything is possible but I heard three

shots
Mr DEVINE You heard three definitely no less and probably no

more is that right
Mrs CONNALLYThat is all I heard
Mr DEVINE Governor Connally you said you heard two shots
Mr CONNALLYThat is right
Mr DEVINE The one that hit you you apparently did not hear
Mr CONNALLYThat is correct
Mr DEVINE I would take it then by negative implication that

you heard no shots coming from your right front
Mr CONNALLYNo sir I did not
Mr DEVINE In the area that has often been described as the

grassy knoll
Mr CONNALLYNo sir And I don't believe any came from there
Mrs CONNALLYWe responded to all these shots so if something

came from the front we certainly would have responded to it a
noise from the front I would think

Mr DEVINE All right getting back prior to the time of the
actual shooting I think you indicated earlier Governor that you
had been in or your people had been in somewhat of a dispute
with Mr Bruno and others relative to even having a motorcade

Mr CONNALLY Yes sir May I Congressman Devine at that
point ask that the record be corrected In testifying here you reach
for times and events and names and unfortunately I have confused
the situation I suspect to the bewilderment of oiie and the embar
rassment of the other and I said Mr Hal Bruno Mr Hal Bruno is
with Newsweek and now I understand with ABC and it wasn't Hal
Bruno at all it was Jerry Bruno who came down as advance man
for President Kennedy so I would hope the record would be clari
fied and corrected because earlier I testified in response to Mr
Cornwell that Mr Hal Bruno did so and so it was not Mr Hal
Bruno it was Mr Jerry Bruno

Mr DEVINE Fine I am sure the record will be so corrected
Governor I think you testified earlier that you thought perhaps

it would be well to avoid the motorcade because of the very trying
day that the President was going through the number of appear
ances he had to make the number of speeches he had to make and
the pressures Did you have any reason to believe that there might
have been some incident on a motorcade route

Mr CONNALLYNone at all Congressman Devine
Mr DEVINE You had no prior information that would suggest

that there may have been problems
Mr CONNALLYNone at all
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Mr DEVINE I think there was some testimony that there were I
don't think they used the word kooks but some extremist that
might display signs or make remarks that might be embarrassing
to the President

Mr CONNALLYWhen I said not at all I was speaking in terms I
had no indication no knowledge no reason to suspect that there
would be any acts of violence I assumed from the very beginning
when the President came that somewhere along the route San
Antonio Houston Fort Worth Dallas Austin somewhere that
there might be pickets there might be some embarrassing signs or
something of that kind Yes I did assume we would encounter that
and frankly we encountered only one that I remember and that is
far less than I anticipated

Mr DEVINE I suppose you were also at least in the back of your
mind aware of the incidents that had occurred to Ambassador
Stevenson as well as General Walker

Mr CONNALLYYes sir
Mr DEVINE And these were matters of concern to you but you

still had no anticipation that anything of violence might occur is
that correct

Mr CONNALLYNo sir and my objection to the motorcade really
was not based on any apprehension of violence Congressman
Devine it was as I have testified earlier in order to try to save the
President the wear and tear of a motorcade and to basically con
serve time

Mr DEVINE At any juncture during the planning and scheduling
did you specifically discuss with the Secret Service what possible
harm might come to the President and if so from what source
Either you or your people

Mr CONNALLY Congressman I don't think so Some of our
people might have raised that point with the Secret Service but I
doubt it because in none of our discussions or planning sessions
did we dwell on that subject or make any point of it It really was
not a matter that we were fearful of frankly

Mr DEVINE But if you had had your way there would have been
no motorcade through the downtown area you would have gone
directly to the-

Mr CONNALLYTrade Mart
Mr DEVINE Trade Mart right
Mr CONNALLYYes As a matter of fact it was quite a point of

dispute as I say and we never did agree to it and finally they not
only said we are going to have a motorcade but we are going to
publish the route of it and I said well that is crazy I said
because here again I was thinking only in terms of pickets or
embarrasing signs or things of that sort but indeed they did they
ran a map of the parade route 3 or 4 days I think it was Tuesday
before the Friday in the Dallas papers Full route of the motor
cade

Mr DEVINE Did the newspaper publish the exact route of the
motorcade

Mr CONNALLYI think it did They might have altered the route
a bit from that published map but I think it was a map precise
map of the motorcade
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Mr DEVINE That was published in sufficient time for someone
with perhaps a sinister motive to have placed themselves in the
book depository or elsewhere Is that so

Mr CONNALLY I think it was published on Tuesday and of
course the event occurred on Friday so thay had that much time

Mr DEVINE Mr Cornwell has pretty well covered all other ele
ments of the situation Governor and I again thank you for your
cooperation and you Mrs Connally for being here

Mr CONNALLYThank you Congressman
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired The Chair

recognizes the gentleman from North Carolina Mr Preyer
Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman
Governor Connally and Mrs Connally I know as Mr Devine

said that reliving this experience must be an emotional matter for
you and all who have watched you cannot help but admire your
courage in the way you have done that

I don't know what the stories are that you refer to Mrs Connal
ly about your conduct after this but anyone who heard you today
certainly could have no questions about your courage and the
character with which you faced this I also think you brought back
to us in a dramatic way the warmth and excitement of the Dallas
reception something that we have lost sight of through the years
because of the way it ended in tragedy

I only had one question following up what Mr Devine asked and
it is along the line of what information and how early the informa
tion would have been known as to the President's route

Lee Harvey Oswald went to work for the Dallas Book Depository
on October 15 1963 How soon after that if you recall Governor
Connally would he have known that the President was coming to
Dallas

Mr CONNALLYHe could have known it before that time I sus
pect I believe the time of the publication of the Baskin story in the
Dallas paper was September 26 when the story first appeared that
November 21-22 had been chosen as the dates of the President's
visit

Mr PREYER So he would have known he was coming to Dallas
perhaps even earlier than his employment date but he would not
have known the parade route until Tuesday

Mr CONNALLYI don't think he could have Congressman Preyer
because up until the very last frankly of that week we were still
arguing about it We were still arguing one whether or not there
would be a motorcade at all two if there was a motorcade wheth
er or not the route of the motorcade would be published And
frankly those who were proponents of the motorcade and of the
route wanted to get the maximum public exposure for the Presi
dent and that was the basic reason for the motorcade but that
issue was not settled until that week the week of the visit so I am
sure he couldn't have known precisely prior to that time because I
don't think anyone knew

Mr PREYER Well from your experience in Texas and national
politics wasn't that the normal parade route through Dallas that
was taken Have you been involved in other parades

Mr CONNALLY Yes it is a normal and logical route to take
down Lemon to Turtle Creek You can go down either Main or
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Commerce depending on what your ultimate destination was But
since we were going to the Trade Mart it was a logical way to go
although we could have chosen one of the other streets that runs
parallel to Main and Commerce just as well but probably we saw
more people on the streets that we traveled

Mr PREYER Thank you once again for your testimony
Mr CONNALLYThank you Congressman Preyer
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired The Chair

recognizes the gentleman from the District of Columbia Mr Faun
troy

Mr FAUNTROY Thank you Mr Chairman and thank you also
Governor and Mrs Connally We do appreciate you recalling the
events in Dallas with such great detail

I simply have a couple of questions dealing with the timing of
the publication of the trip Who knew what and when I wonder
Governor Connally can you tell us who could have been aware of
your talks with the President on June 5 in El Paso

Mr CONNALLYWell namely I would say there were only four of
us maybe five The President the Vice President was there as I
recall well I am sure Kenny O'Donnell was there I was there
After that time I am sure they talked about it the White House I
am sure the Vice President talked to members of his staff about it
I certainly went home and talked to various members of my staff
and the State Democratic Party machinery because we were at
that point in effect committed to a Presidential visit some time
that fall but the details certainly were not known then

Mr FAUNTROYDo you recall whether you released publicity at
that time about the President's desire to come to Texas

Mr CONNALLY I don't believe there was any but I could be
wrong about that I don't recall any

Mr FAUNTROYYou set no tentative schedule at that time
Mr CONNALLYNo
Mr FAUNTROY Was there any information at that time that a

motorcade would or would not be used
Mr CONNALLYNo I don't think so Congressman no
Mr FAUNTROYWas Dallas listed as one of the cities that might

be visited
Mr CONNALLYI think from the very outset from the time of the

first announcement which I don't think occurred that early I
think Dallas was listed as one of the cities yes as probably one of
the cities that would be visited

Mr FAUNTROYYou had a visit to the White House on October 4
Mr CONNALLYYes sir
Mr FAUNTROY Do you recall now how much information had

been disclosed to the public by that time
Mr CONNALLYI think very little because it hadn't jelled really

at that point the details had not been worked out at that point
Mr FAUNTROYOn October 3 you met with members of the Texas

delegation to the Congress here—and do you recall what details
about the Presidential visit were discussed with them

Mr CONNALLYNo I don't but I suspect no details other than
the fact that there probably was going to be a Presidential visit
because when I went in on October 4 really the President was still
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talking about the four or five fundraising dinners and we really
had not made the ultimate decision about the visit

Mr FAUNTROY Mr Chairman I want to thank the gentleman
and Mrs Connally and I will yield back the balance of my time at
this time

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut Mr

McKinney
Mr MCKINNEY Governor nice to see you again I want to thank

both you and Mrs Connally for coming and helping us
When was the final decision made or when did you finally get

your way that the speech would be made at the Trade Mart instead
of the Women's Building

Mr CONNALLYI don't remember Congressman the precise date
but I would guess it was a couple of weeks before the visit

Mr MCKINNEY Basically that was a decision on your part so
that the President could appeal to the conservative faction of the
party in Texas

Mr CONNALLYYes well basically the Women's Building is in
the fairground part of the city The Trade Mart at that time was a
new exciting building out on the Stemmons Freeway it is a
magnificent facility it is a beautiful facility I thought it was the
type of thing that particularly reflected the flare and the style of
both President and Mrs Kennedy It was a new building it is a
tremendous thing with an enormous vaulted ceiling

The Secret Service had some doubts about it because it had
balconies around but we filled all those balconies with tables And
it was just a better facility better parking easier to get to for
everyone because you get to it off the Stemmons Freeway and I
thought it just frankly was a much better facility in order to
accommodate the crowd that we wanted to have 1,800 2,000 people
there to hear the President

I didn't know at the time there was a big argument about wheth
er we go to the Women's Building or the Trade Mart I didn't go to
either of them at the time Most of these arguments arose at the
staff level and those that they couldn't settle I would finally hear
about and get a hold of and sometimes I would just make a deci
sion we are going to do thus and so and sometimes I would call
somebody at the White House and get it worked out but this went
on constantly

Mr MCKINNEY In any event at either building the motorcade
would have had to go through some part of Dealey Plaza

Mr CONNALLYWell in any event the motorcade certainly would
have gone through downtown It would not necessarily have had to
go through Dealey Plaza no sir If the Women's Building had been
chosen it could have gone another route and probably would have
gone another route

Mr MCKINNEY I see If you had gone through Dealey Plaza to
the Women's Building Mrs Kennedy would have been literally in
the line of fire rather than the President Is that correct

Mr CONNALLYYes if you had gone by the school book deposi
tory that is correct

Mr MCKINNEY Thank you very much
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
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The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Governor and Mrs Connally to repeat what my colleagues have

said we do appreciate your being here this morning particularly
in recounting what must have been one of the most agonizing if
not the most agonizing moments of your lives

I would like to just go back over if I could those seconds at the
time that the shots rang out Let me try and repeat what I under
stood to be your testimony you correct me if I am wrong anywhere
in terms of my understanding of the sequence of events as they
occurred

First you Mrs Connally because there is a bit of a difference as
I heard both of your responses

You heard a shot what appeared or sounded like a shot a sharp
noise to you You turned to your left or your right

Mrs CONNALLYMy right
Mr. Donn You turned to your right As you turned around and

saw the President you saw him clutching his throat
Mrs CONNALLYI saw him reach up to his throat
Mr DODD Both hands were on his throat
Mrs CONNALLYYes sir
Mr DODD Did you see any blood at all
Mrs CONNALLYNo
Mr DODD Then did you turn back or did you hear the second

shot
Mrs CONNALLYSee I don't know I don't know
Mr Donn You don't know which you did first
Mrs CONNALLYWhat do you mean
Mr DODD Well you saw him clutch
Mrs CONNALLYI looked back and I guess I just stayed looking

back until I heard the second shot
Mr Donn So you are still looking at the President and it is your

recollection that you then heard what sounded like a second shot
Mrs CONNALLYYes
Mr DODD Is that correct
Mrs CONNALLYYes What was a second shot
Mr DODD At that point your husband Governor Connally

slumped over in your direction
Mrs CONNALLY No he lunged forward and then just kind of

collapsed
Mr DODD And then collapsed
Mrs CONNALLYBut not just straight up
Mr DODD And then you heard a third shot or what appeared to

be a third shot
Mrs CONNALLYAfter I pulled him down
Mr Donn You did hear-
Mrs CONNALLYI did hear a third shot
Mr DODD At that point you then noticed the material
Mrs CONNALLYAll over
Mr DODD The blood and so forth
Mrs CONNALLYYes
Mr DODD When you turned and saw the President holding his

throat as I understood your testimony the President didn't utter

any sound or any word at all to your recollection
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Mrs CONNALLYNothing
Mr DODD Now Governor as I understood it from what your

testimony was you heard what sounded like a shot
Mr CONNALLYThat is correct
Mr DODD And you turned to your right
Mr CONNALLYRight
Mr DODD But you did not see the President when you turned

around
Mr CONNALLYThat is correct I didn't turn all the way around

I was sitting basically facing forward I heard the shot I looked
over my right shoulder I did not see the President out of the
corner of my eye and I mentally said I will turn to my left and see
if I can see him and I never made that full turn I got halfway
back facing forward when I was hit

Mr DODD And did I understand your testimony correctly when
you stated that you didn't actually hear a second shot but rather
you felt the impact as if someone had punched you almost in the
back a sharp blow to your back

Mr CONNALLYThat is absolutely correct
Mr DODD But you did not hear that
Mr CONNALLYI was not conscious of hearing the second shot
Mr DODD Did you hear what could have been a second or a

third shot That was the only shot you heard was the one that
caused you to turn to your right

Mr CONNALLYNo I heard another shot which was the shot that
was fired after Nellie had pulled me down into her lap It was the
second shot I heard the third shot she heard

The second shot I heard was the one that hit the President in the
head

Mr DODD OK You did not immediately go unconscious
Mr CONNALLYNo I did not I knew exactly what was happening

in the car and I didn't testify to a moment ago but I should because
I remember precisely what my wife remembers I heard Mrs Ken
nedy say "they have killed my husband, and then she said in just
an incredulous voice "I have got his brains in my hand. I heard
that I was still conscious I heard Roy Kellerman say to Bill
Green the driver and perhaps to others get out of here fast Those
things that is all that was said in that car

Mr DODD Recognizing of course we are now asking you to
recall something that occurred this many years ago but if I could
ask you to quantify in a frame of time how long a period would it
have been between the time you heard that first noise that sound
ed to you as if it were a shot you turned right and the period in
which you felt the impact in your back

Mr CONNALLYCongressman you know I think it is impossible
for me to say with precision but obviously a very short period of
time a matter of seconds because it was you know I think un
doubtedly a fairly fluid movement I heard the shot I reacted by
looking I saw nothing and I was in the process of turning when I
felt the impact I guess 6 8 or 10 seconds in that range but I
certainly couldn't be more precise than that but it wasn't long

Mr DODD Could it have been a second What you are telling me
it is more like 2 3 4 seconds It wasn't something that happened
almost instantaneously
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Mr CONNALLYNo it was not It could not have been 1 second
Mr DODD Thank you both
Mr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman Governor and Mrs

Connally welcome under the circumstances we deeply appreciate
your help

Governor the two shots you heard did they sound exactly alike
as nearly as you can remember

Mr CONNALLYDid they sound exactly-
Mr FrrHIAN Exactly alike
Mr CONNALLY Yes I found I remember no distinction Con

gressman Fithian between the two shots
Mr FrrHIAN And the shot that struck you just in that split

second before you heard that or felt that impact did you hear any
other impact like the third shot made Was there any sound in the
split second before impact somewhere else before it hit you

Mr CONNALLYNo
Mr FrTrAN Now if I understand your summary Mrs Connally

the first shot would have come through the President's throat and
that was you said-

Mrs CONNALLYI assumed when I saw him
Mr FITHIAN And it was the second shot that hit the Governor
Mrs CONNALLYYes
Mr FITmAN And it wasn't until after the third shot that you

saw the brain matter and so forth
Mrs CONNALLYInstantly the shot the car was covered it was

like buckshot falling all over us
Mr FrrHIAN So your clear recollection is that you can account

for something happening with each of the three shots that you
heard fired

Mrs CONNALLYYes sir
Mr FrrinAN Governor you testified earlier I believe that you

thought that both shots fired were rifle shots You feel that you are
able to distinguish between a rifle and pistol shot

Mr CONNALLYI guess you could simulate circumstances under
which I would probably fail the test Congressman but I think I
can distinguish the difference At least at that point in time I

thought it was a rifle shot to me and I haven't in all the interven
ing years have not run any tests I have not listened to any tests
but to me a pistol shot has a flatter louder kind of a bang type of
sound to it A rifle shot has a rather singing crack to it It is more
like a crack and then you get a kind of singing sound with a rifle
shot and it is an entirely different sound from a pistol from a
shotgun from a rifle

Mr FITHIAN One last question Mr Chairman When you heard

any of the two shots that you heard Governor or any of the three
that you heard Mrs Connally was there any echo did you hear

any echo from the building or was there any sort of a sound effect
along with it

Mrs CONNALLYNo
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Mr CONNALLYCongressman I wasn't conscious of any echoes I
am sure there probably were some but I certainly was not aware of
them

Mr FITHIAN What you heard was a very clear distinct shot
period that is your recollection

Mr CONNALLYYes sir absolutely
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYER Governor and Mrs Connally I recognize that you

probably don't view yourselves as a ballistics expert by any means
but I assume you have done some hunting and you are familiar
with firearms from the way you talk

Mr CONNALLYYes I have done a great deal
Mr SAWYER So we are not talking to someone totally inexperi

enced when we are talking about whether or not you can identify a
rifle shot

Mr CONNALLYNo sir I have shot a rifle all my life and have
done a great deal of hunting

Mr SAWYER I suppose too that—I have just been thinking since
I heard your testimony and I am sure you have thought about it
many many more times and without either being a medical expert
or a ballistic expert I presume it is reasonable to assume that with
a Mannlicher/Carcano traveling at least twice the speed of sound
the projectile must be 2,200 feet per second or more I assume that
the bullet would reach you before the sound would reach you and
with that kind of an impact on your nervous system whether
conscious or not you probably wouldn't have registered the sound
if there was one of the bullet that hit you

Mrs CONNALLYI think that is precisely what happened Con
gressman no question about it That is why I don't think there is
anyway the first bullet hit me I heard that sound And I had not
been hit I heard the first rifle shot and I did not hear was not
conscious of the shot that hit me and obviously the bullet reached
me before the sound did So the shock of the hit that I took I was
just totally unconscious of the sound yet by the third shot when
Mrs Connally pulled me down in her lap I was awake my eyes
were open I heard the shot fired I heard it hit and I saw the
results very clearly and you know—you have a lot of expert testi
mony and I am delighted with the work of this committee because
hopefully we can clear up some of the speculation and the ques
tions that have been asked over the years but let me assure you
that we may be wrong in what we say we may be wrong in our
impression we may be wrong when asked precise questions about
time whether it is 2 seconds or 10 seconds under those circum
stances I can't say with certainty the precise second that things
happen but the things that we do remember and the things that
we are testifying to here today Congressman are as indelibly
etched in our minds as anything could ever be and I will merely
ask you to give yourselves the test ask any adult person over the
age of 30 in this country or over the age of 35 we will say where
they were when they first heard the news of the assassination
They can tell you where they were what they were doing and who
they were with I have not asked one human being in the world
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not anywhere in the world that hasn't been able to tell me where
they were what they were doing and who they were with at the
time they first heard the news

The only point I am making is that there are certain impacts on
human consciousness on the human mind that are indelibly
etched there now and these things are engraved in our minds
beyond any doubt

I can't I am not going to argue with a ballistic expert or acous
tics expert about the precise time or the frame of the Zapruder
films I can't tell you precisely whether it is frame 231 or 234
when the first evidence shows that I am reacting to the shot but
what we are saying to you the things that we say to you with
certain definiteness it is because we are absolutely sure at least in
our own minds that that is what happened and that is what we
remember

Mr SAWYER I want to join the rest of my colleagues in express
ing our appreciation to you Governor and Mrs Connally for
coming up and I want to compliment you on the obvious frankness
touched with a little humor as best you can in this kind of situa
tion and your warmth coming across I appreciate it very much It
kind of gave me a perspective on this that somebody there can only
give You got across as good a communication of it at least to me
as I have heard

Chairman STOKESMr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Governor and Mrs Connally I too want

to welcome you here and to compliment you on your frankness in
sharing your firsthand knowledge of this tragic event

I just have two lines of questioning which will be very brief I
noted in the schedule that on November 21 there was a motorcade
through Houston is that correct

Mr CONNALLYWell there was a motorcade yes in a sense We
went from the airport Havre Airport where the plane landed
down the Gulf Freeway to downtown Houston and we had as I say
we rather planned it this way because it was a way to automatical
ly assure yourself of a crowd

Mr EDGAR Were the crowds similar in Houston as they were in
Dallas

Mr CONNALLYNo they were not because it was not the same
type of event We didn't plan a motorcade of that type What
occurred in Houston was we were going against the grain of the
traffic the Gulf Freeway was four lanes wide bumper to bumper
leaving Houston going out past Havre Airport We were going into
town so there were literally thousands of cars on the freeway and
all the traffic just stopped when they saw the motorcade they
knew who it was they knew the President was coming

So people were standing on their fenders if they had fenders if
not they opened the door stood inside the car they were in the
pickups shouting and waving and that sort of thing There was not
the mass number of people that we saw at either San Antonio or
Dallas

Mr EDGAR And the speed of the motorcade was different
Mr CONNALLYWas entirely different I would say in Houston

we were traveling at least probably 50 miles an hour
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Mr EDGAR The motorcade in Dallas on the 22d was for a slight
ly different purpose it was not just to arouse the crowds but was in
fact to be worked by the President in a slow moving motorcade

Mr CONNALLYThat is correct
Mr EDGAR Were the automobiles in both motorcades identical
Mr CONNALLYI think so I think the President's car was flown

from one place to another I think we were riding in the same car
Mr EDGAR Do you know if the President's car was equipped

with any kind of facility to have visual sighting of the President
even with the top down

Mr CONNALLYYes I think we had a bubble top but it was never
used

Mr EDGAR Do you know whose decision it was not to use the
bubble top

Mr CONNALLYNo sir
Mr EDGAR And the bubble top was not used in Houston either
Mr CONNALLYNo sir
Mr EDGAR Were there any different security procedures that

you know of for the Dallas motorcade
Mr CONNALLYI don't think so Congressman If there were any

there were probably more people involved simply because of the
nature of the visit to Dallas we were going to have the motorcade
it was going to be a motorcade where we were traveling at 25 miles
an hour as opposed to 50 miles an hour on the Gulf Freeway in
Houston for instance so I think there were a great many more
security people involved up and down the parade route in Dallas
than there were in Houston

That was a normal thing I don't think it was unusual because of
any anticipated difficulties

Mr EDGAR But you were not approached by the Secret Service
to do anything special

Mr CONNALLYNo the Secret Service were working with depart
ment of public safety and the Dallas Police Department and I don't
recall any real difficulties with respect to security

Mr EDGAR Thank you Just one final question
I was wondering about the injuries that you have received the

shot through the right shoulder and the wrist injury and the leg
injury are they recurring problems for you at this time

Mr CONNALLYNo sir The shoulder injury the back injury was
healed fairly well The bullet split my right lung and as I recall
the doctor told me it was like it had been cut with a knife they
took out I believe the fifth and sixth ribs but I learned something
new the ribs grew back which I didn't realize they would do

So the only thing I have had over the years and that is my fault
not any medical problem my right shoulder and arm have been a
bit weaker than the left simply because I think I didn't do enough
exercising with it after the injury to rebuild the muscles and at
least one muscle was cut in the process by either the shot or the
operation

The wrist is fine Dr Gregory when he set the wrist told me
that he thought it would not heal properly because he had no bone
to tie to and he would do his best that we would probably have to
rebreak the wrist and reset it after some of the bones healed
because it broke every bone in the wrist but after about 90 days
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when they finally took the cast off the wrist had healed sufficient
ly to where we weren't about to break that wrist and I have
substantially all the use of it the only thing I can't do is to turn
my wrist over

Mrs CONNALLYHe can't take change but I can pick it up for
him

Mr CONNALLYIt is strange little things like that This is where
you recognize it To take change I have to do this kind of thing to
flatten my hand because normally you can hold your elbow on the
table and flip your hand over I can't do it There is a stiffness in
the wrist but there is no pain associated with it no disability at all
and the leg has caused me no trouble So I am in fine shape

Mr EDGAR There is absolutely no doubt in your mind that all of
the injuries that occurred to you occurred by one bullet passing
through your body.

Mr CONNALLYI think beyond any question it did Congressman
probably I should add in response to your question that one of the
reasons I may have had the wrist injury I had a hat that day and
sometimes I had the hat on and sometimes I didn't and when I
didn't have it on I was holding the thing and of course the
President never wore one

When I held it I normally held it in pretty much this position I
held it in front of me and I suspect that one of two things hap
pened and I don't remember precisely that I was either holding
my hat so that when that bullet came out of my chest right here
and went right into my arm and down into my leg or that is one
explanation of why my wrist was broken or in the process of
turning perhaps I had put my right arm on my left leg to make it
turn to my left as I testified I would not have done that to look
over my right shoulder it would have been the reverse type of
movement my right arm would have been to my right looking
over my right shoulder but in the process of turning to look over

my left sholder it is a logical thing to move your arm and maybe I

put it on my wrist and maybe I had my hat in my hand but in

any event the wrist happened to be right in front of the place
where the bullet came out

Mr EDGAR Thank you
I have no further questions Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from the Distric of Colum

bia Mr Fauntroy for additional questions
Mr FAUNTROYYes sir Mr Chairman thank you
I just have one question on the firing Governor and Mrs Con

nally both of you are familiar with the single bullet theory are
you not My question Governor Connally is given Mrs Connally's
recollection that there were three shots The first of which hit the
President the second of which hit you and the third of which hit
the President I wonder if it is your impression that the first shot
that you heard missed or whether it is your impression that the
first shot which you heard was the first shot which Mrs Connally
heard which in her view caused the President to grab his throat

Mr CONNALLYDo you want to answer that
Mrs CONNALLYNo
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Mr CONNALLYI will answer it I don't know what the first shot
did All I know all I am certain of in my own mind is that the first
shot did not hit me Now according to Mrs Connally's testimony
the first shot did hit the President and that is when she turned
around and saw him grasp his throat

Mrs CONNALLY And later the doctors said that there was a
bullet that went through the fleshy part of his neck that would
not have killed the President had that been the only shot he took
So obviously that is why he was reaching up for his throat

Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Indiana
Mr FITHIAN One quick followup question
When you turned Mrs Connally and saw the President do you

remember seeing the Governor seeing where he was looking
Mrs CONNALLYNo I heard the noise I turned in the direction

of the noise and I observed the President and I was horrified
Mr FITHIAN Thank you
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Mr Cornwell anything further
Mr CORNWELLNo Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Governor Connally and Mrs Connally under

the rules of our committee any witness appearing before our com
mittee giving testimony is to be extended 5 minutes at the conclu
sion of their testimony for the purpose of explaining or in any way
amplifying or expanding upon their testimony before the commit
tee I wish to extend to both of you at this time 5 minutes in order
to make any further comments that you so desire

Mrs CONNALLYI have nothing
Mr CONNALLYMr Chairman let me for both of us express our

gratitude to you Chairman Stokes and to all the members of the
committee to the staff of the committee for what has been an
obvious workman-like approach that staff has used in trying to
develop all of the facts relating to this tragic event in the life of
this Nation

Unfortunately I think for the peace of mind of a great many
people much speculation has arisen many rumors have flowed
many theories have been advanced This committee is going to be
faced I think with the same task that the Warren Commission
was faced with namely how do you prove a negative how do you
prove there was no conspiracy I think that is the task that you
have

You have assembled a staff of obviously competent people with a
determination to try to adduce all of the evidence that is available
in the world to properly analyze it and to properly present it and
to that extent I think the committee is undertaking a task which I
am fearful will not answer all of the problems but nevertheless
your report will undoubtedly shed a great deal of light on the
tragedy that this Nation had and that this Nation will live with

I wish I could believe that all of the speculation will end that all
the answers will be given all the rumors dispelled all the theories
dissipated but I don t believe that and it won't be the fault of the
staff nor the fault of this committee I think it will be a mere
result of circumstances that are incapable of proof
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But for your effort and for your time for your obvious dedica
tion we are grateful because we have obviously been a part of this
event and we will always be a part of it and so the more that the
American people can understand I think the better the Nation is

I would make one other comment Mr Chairman that is a
gratuitous comment that I hope is not inappropriate at this
moment

Part of your task is to analyze the effectiveness of the Secret
Service the FBI the other police agencies in the furtherance of
their duties with respect to this tragic occurence.As Secretary of
the Treasury as you know I had jurisdiction over the Secret
Service On many occasions I talked to them about the problem of
personal security of a President of visiting dignitaries and others
I happen to be of the view very much as your chief counsel Mr
Blakey said of President Kennedy if there is a determined assas
sin that beyond any question he can be successful I don't think
there is enough protection that any man in public life is going to
surround himself with that will preclude a determined assassin
from carrying out his mission

I can only say to you that I think the Secret Service was deter
mined and dedicated to protect the life of the President and unfor
tunately they failed Senator Kennedy had security but they were
unable to cope with his assassin

President Ford if you will recall also had security a great
amount of security but they probably would have failed too if the
young lady had known how to use a gun

So that finally I am simply saying to you I don't know that any
political figure in this country can be spared an assassin's bullet if
indeed there is a dedicated assassin So I would hope that the
American people would understand that the mere fact that the
Secret Service failed was not a failure of desire not a failure of
dedication not a failure of talent but rather a failure of an evita
ble circumstance

Finally again let me express for Mrs Connally and myself our
appreciation for your kindness and for your courtesy and for the
tremendous task that you have undertaken

Chairman STOKES Governor if I can just say to both you and
Mrs Connally on behalf of this committee and the House of Repre
sentatives we are indeed grateful to you for having appeared here
today Both of you in a very articulate way have made a contribu
tion to our work for which we are indeed grateful and we thank
you for having been here

Thank you very much
Mrs CONNALLYThank you sir
Chairman STOKES Our hearing is now recessed until 2 p.m this

afternoon
[Whereupon at 12:30 p.m. the committee was recessed to recon

vene at 2 p.m. the afternoon of the same day.]

AFTERNOONSESSION

Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
The Chair at this time recognizes Professor Blakey
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NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
The Warren Commission for the most part conducted its investi

gation in executive sessions just as this committee has But unlike
this committee is doing today the Warren Commission did not hold
extensive public hearings It published an account of its findings
and how they were arrived at in a report with 26 volumes of
backup material The Commission then went out of existence and
it has remained officially silent since

In the 14 years that have followed the investigation of the
Kennedy assassination has become the subject of literally thou
sands of works of critical commentary No official response has
been forthcoming since the Commission was no longer in being

For these reasons as much as any the American public has
found it difficult to credit the conclusions of the Commission
Indeed the select committee probably owes its very existence to
the process by which the critics raised issues by questioning the
work of the Commission

The critical community is composed of writers and researchers
who for years have been examining the Warren Commission's
work perceiving some important issues that either were not ad
dressed or were resolved in the researchers judgment inadequate
ly

Some of the critics have acted reasonably and responsibly moti
vated by an honest desire to find facts others seem to have been
impelled by a desire to capitalize on a sensational event the
murder of a President

The select committee has attempted to derive maximum benefit
from the work of all of the critics In September 1977 several of
them were invited to a conference in Washington to present to the
committee their opinions of what issues should be addressed in the
investigation The committee profited greatly from their views

Robert Groden a photo-optical technician has been one of the
most active Kennedy assassination researchers For the past 13
years he has been analyzing the photographic evidence and the
results of his study played no small part in convincing many Mem
bers of the Congress that the Kennedy case should be reopened

Since the committee was established Mr Groden has served as a
consultant to it advising the committee on issues raised by the
photographic evidence

Groden 32 has given numerous lectures on his photo analyses
and his enhanced version of the Zapruder film in part witnessed
this morning has been widely shown publicly including on ABC
network He is the author of "JFK The Case for Conspiracy. He
lives in New Jersey with his wife and two children

Mr Groden is in a unique position to present to the committee
the state of the knowledge of the critical community prior to the
work of the committee and to articulate for it and the American
people the crucial issues raised by the critical community particu
larly as they were rooted in the photos available of the assassina
tion

Mr Chairman it would be appropriate now to call Mr Groden
Chairman STOKESThe committee now calls Mr Groden

41-2530 -79 5
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Sir will you stand and raise your right hand to be sworn
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this

committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

Mr GRODEN I do
Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT GRODEN

Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes Mr Mickey Goldsmith
counsel for the committee

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden would you please state your name
and occupation for the record

Mr GRODEN Robert Groden photo-optics technician
Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden would you move the mike closer to

you Thank you
Now Mr Groden in your capacity as a consultant to this com

mittee what has been your major responsibility
Mr GRODEN My major responsibility was to present to the com

mittee those issues dealing with photographic evidence that it was
felt could be scientifically addressed perhaps improved upon as the
knowledge of the critics has lasted through these years and per
haps give new information relating to those particular photographs
and films

Mr GOLDSMITH Mr Groden to what extent if any has the
information you have been giving to this committee been limited to
those issues that you personally thought to have merit

Mr GRODEN No all of the issues to which I felt there was merit
I was given freedom to address but also additional issues which
perhaps were not of my belief but certainly were raised by credible
critics as well

Mr GOLDSMITHSo basically then you saw your responsibilities
as a consultant to advise the committee generally and not just
with regard to those issues with which you had worked is that
correct

Mr GRODEN That's correct sir
Mr GOLDSMITHHave you had an opportunity to express your

opinion about these issues to the committee
Mr GRODEN Very freely yes
Mr GOLDSMITHIn what way did you express these opinions sir
Mr GRODEN I have been invited down to address the scientific

panels of the committee the staff members the committee itself on
at least a dozen or more occasions

Mr GOLDSMITHAnd specifically have you had contact with the
committee's photography panel and medical panel

Mr GRODEN Yes I have
Mr GOLDSMITHDuring the course of your contact with these

scientific panels and with the committee staff have the opinions
that you had previously concerning the issues raised by the photo
graphic evidence changed in any manner

Mr GRODEN In various issues they have changed quite drasti
cally and in others they have remained unchanged through the
entire course
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Mr GOLDSMITHHas the committee asked you to present today
your opinions about the issues raised by the photographic evi
dence

Mr GRODEN Yes they have
Mr GOLDSMITHIt is my understanding Mr Groden that the

committee has invited you here today to testify about the issues in
general without specifically referring to your own personal opinion
is that correct

Mr GRODEN That is correct
Mr GOLDSMITHSO to emphasize that point for purposes of clari

fication you will be testifying about the issues generally as they
existed prior to the formation of this committee

Mr GRODEN That is true Any change of opinion that I have will
not be reflected at this time

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden what general types of issues raised
by the photographic evidence have been presented to the commit
tee's scientific panels

Mr GRODEN Again the issues that were presented by myself to
the panels were those which I felt could be addressed scientifically
that perhaps further enhancement or research or anything of that
nature might be able to give us a broader view or a more realistic
view other than the limited resources we had at the time

Mr GOLDSMITHHave you had occasion to discuss with the com
mittee questions concerning the number timing and direction of
the shots fired at the President

Mr GRODEN Yes I have
Mr GOLDSMITHHave you also discussed with the committee staff

issues raised by the photographic evidence pertaining to crowd
photographs

Mr GRODEN I have as well yes
Mr GOLDSMITHHave questions pertaining to authentication of

photographs been raised with the committee's scientific panels
Mr GRODEN It has been a primary issue yes
Mr GOLDSMITHTurning now to the first of these areas specifi

cally the number timing and direction of the shots fired at the
President would you please state for the record your knowledge as
to the Warren Commission's conclusions concerning the number
timing and direction of the shots

Mr GRODEN The Warren Commission conclusions reflected three
shots being fired the timing being somewhere between 4.8 and 7.9
seconds depending on which of the three shots missed They con
cluded that three were fired only two hit If the first and third hit
then the total time-span would have been approximately 5.6 sec
onds If either the first or the third missed then the time would be
conceivably greater as long as perhaps 7.9 or greater than that

Mr GOLDSMITHAm I correct in summarizing your testimony to
be that the Warren Commission's conclusion was that the timing
range of the shots was between 4.8 and 7.9 seconds depending
upon which shot missed

Mr GRODErI Yes sir that's true
Mr GOLDSMITHNow what technical basis did the Warren Com

mission have for being able to determine the timing of the shots
Mr GRODEN They used the Zapruder film which we are going to

see in a little while as a clock The film was tested and the camera
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was tested and it was found it ran at an average running speed of
18.3 frames per second Assuming that all of the shots came from
behind as the Commission did and using this as a clock it was
determined this was the most accurate way to reconstruct the
assassination

Mr GOLDSMITHFine Now you have indicated that the Warren
Commission was unable to determine exactly the timing sequence
of the shots and that was because the Warren Commission was
unable to conclude which shot actually missed In the Zapruder
film itself what is the time that elapses from the moment the
President is first showing a reaction until the head shot

Mr GRODEN The first noticeable reaction on the film occurs at
the first frame where he reappears from behind the road sign
which is Zapruder frame number 225 The head shot occurs at 313
The difference between the two frames would give the time-span of
which the Warren Commission claimed it happened which would
be indeed 5.6 seconds

Mr GOLDSMITHIt is on that basis that the Warren Commission
said that if either the first shot or the third shot missed you would
add approximately 2.3 seconds to the overall range is that correct

Mr GRODEN This is correct because the mechanical minimum
operating time for the rifle alleged to be used during the assassina
tion was an absolute minimum of 2.3 seconds to fire a shot cycle
the rifle that is pull back the bolt automatically reinserting an
other bullet closing the bolt and pulling the trigger again without
taking aim or anything else the minimum firing time of 2.3 sec
onds that's how they arrived at that figure

Mr GOLDSMITHFine Now Mr Groden what wounds to your
knowledge did the Warren Commission attribute to the two bullets
that hit the occupants of the limousine

Mr GRODEN The second of the two bullets which it was felt hit
occupants of the limousine was of course the fatal moment when
the President's head explodes The earlier shot striking anyone in
the car according to the Commission first hit the President in the
back passing through his body exiting from his chest or the lower
part of his neck

The bullet then went on to hit Governor Connally in the right
shoulder exiting the right side of his chest entering and exiting
his right wrist and eventually burying itself in his left thigh

Mr GOLDSMITHIs this the bullet that has become the source of
what has been referred to as the "single bullet theory

Mr GRODEN Yes indeed it has
Mr GOLDSMITHIn other words one bullet passing through both

the President and Governor Connally
Mr GRODEN That is correct
Mr GOLDSMITHMr Chairman at this time I would like to refer

to JFK exhibit F-273 It has been marked as an exhibit and I
would like to have it offered into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it will be entered into the
record at this point

[The above referred to exhibit follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-273

Mr GOLDSMITHPrior to proceeding Mr Chairman I would like
to indicate for the record that the young lady sitting to Mr Gro
den's left is Mrs Chris Groden

Chairman STOKESThe record may so show
Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden examining exhibit F-273 would you

please identify that for the record
Mr GRODEN This is a chart depicting the relative positions of

the two men Governor Connally and President Kennedy at ap
proximately the time where the Warren Commission established
in all probability the first bullet struck

It was drawn by a Warren Commission critic And to the best of
my knowledge it is quite accurate

Mr GOLDSMITHThat chart then is based upon photographic
evidence

Mr GRODEN Indeed it is The Zapruder film basically except
for the moment behind the road sign showed the position of the
two men through the entire shooting sequence

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat was the Warren Commission's conclusion
as to the time the first bullet struck President Kennedy

Mr GRODEN They concluded because of a large tree a live oak
tree growing between the window Oswald was alleged to have fired
from and the point the President was in the car during the motor
cade route that no shot would have been fired before frame 210
because the view is obstructed by the tree It can be seen very
clearly from the Zapruder film that by the time the President re
emerges behind the sign at 224 to 225 that indeed he has already
been hit and he is responding to the wound in a clutching motion
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Therefore they deduced the first bullet hit between frames 210 and
224

Mr GOLDSMITH Mr Groden what question about the single
bullet theory is raised by this chart

Mr GRODEN The basic problem with what the chart represents
is the alinement of the two men both on a horizontal and a
vertical plane If indeed the bullet—I am sorry did I answer the
question

Mr GOLDSMITHThat is fine
Mr GRODEN I was going to suggest the single-bullet theory that

one bullet went on through both men would have to follow a flight
path from that particular window if Oswald was the assassin
Therefore the bullet coming down hitting the President in the
back exiting his throat would have to have made some alteration
in its flight path in order to hit Governor Connally at the angle in
which it did indeed strike him And it would seem the bullet would
have had to make somewhat of a zig-zag type of situation that is
the bullet going through the President perhaps doing something
illogically as it sounds stopping in mid-air or being deflected some
where along its route hitting Governor Connally going through
his body making a slight right-hand turn to hit him in the right
wrist and then being deflected off the wrist almost 90 degrees to
bury itself in his left thigh

This is the single-bullet theory not as presented but at the time
the shot was supposed to happen from that entire sequence from
210 to 224 for that bullet to have done this particular amount of
damage it must have taken a similar flight path to what I just
described

Mr GOLDSMITHIn summary then you are suggesting according
to this chart which is based upon photographic evidence the rela
tive alinement of the two men in the vehicle was not consistent
with the flight path of a single bullet

Mr GRODEN It would seem so yes sir
Mr GOLDSMITHGoing beyond this chart what questions if any

about the single-bullet theory have been raised by the Zapruder
film

Mr GRODEN Outside of the alinement of the two men basically
it is the timing of the shots or the reactions of the two men

As mentioned before when the President reemerges from behind
the road sign he does show definite signs of responding to a shot
Visually at least the Zapruder film shows no such evidence where
Governor Connally is concerned

Mr GOLDSMITHCan you explain at this time in what way the
single-bullet theory is relevant to the Warren Commission's conclu
sion that the President was shot by a single gunman

Mr GRODEN Very simply I would say it is this If the President
were hit between 210 and 224 it was requiring a minimum firing
time of 2.3 seconds or I believe it is 43 frames That is if the
President were hit let's say at frame 210 Governor Connally
could not have been hit by a separate bullet until 253 Also if the
President were not hit until 224 we would have to add 43 frames
to that to the point where Governor Connally would be hit
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However the Governor shows a very marked reaction by frame
237 to 238 which is only 1.8 seconds away too soon for another
shot to have been fired

Mr GOLDSMITHTo clarify your testimony I believe you said that
if the President had been hit by frame 210 and based upon the 18.3
seconds standard or 18.3 frames per second standard and the fact
that the rifle needed 2.3 seconds to be discharged according to your
testimony you said the Governor could not have been hit by a
separate bullet until frame-

Mr GRODEN 253
Mr GOLDSMITH253 But really what you meant I think is he

couldn't have been hit by a separate bullet fired by the same
gunman

Mr GRODEN That is correct I am sorry if I didn't make that
clear Assuming a single gunman using that particular weapon the
one attributed to belong to Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr GOLDSMITHNow we are about to view the Zapruder film I
would like you to explain to the committee whether any special
techniques have been applied to this film for the purpose of im
proving its quality

Mr GRODEN Two techniques have been involved The first that
you will see is merely a straight runthrough of the film No special
techniques have been involved in this except to color-correct it
slightly

Right after that we will be viewing a special version of the film
which has been slowed down and it has been subjected to a tech
nique called rotoscoping That is each frame is shot individually
repositioning the men in the car to eliminate the shakiness of the
hand-held camera This is done by using an optical printer center
ing the point of interest in this particular case the President and
Governor Connally so that they fill the frame eliminating all of
the excess material on the film so we can simply follow their
movements their reaction times in relationship to each other and
to the car and the surrounding scenery

Mr GOLDSMITHAs we view this film what particular points
should we be looking for

Mr GRODEN In the first runthrough we will be getting a logical
feeling for the film It will be going slower than live speed so it is
easier for anyone viewing it to indeed get the feeling and the
visual response that was on the film

During the second runthrough we will see various aspects of the
film in highlighted detail What we should be looking for is as the
President reemerges from behind the sign that immediately upon
reemergence his arms go up in a clutching protective motion
toward his throat not actually grabbing his throat but much of a
defensive-type attitude

Then momentarily after that there is a slight forward motion
and push to the President downward and forward and then a few
frames after that we will see Governor Connally's right shoulder
buckle sharply his cheeks will puff out and his hair will become
immediately dissheveled all in one frame I believe we will be
showing that twice one after the other so that if it goes by too
quickly the first time it will be seen again
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Mr GOLDSMITHFine now before the film is viewed Mr Chair
man I would like to state for the record that this film is copyright
ed The copyright date is 1967 and the owner of the copyright is
LMH Inc The film has been marked for identification as JFK
F-148

I have also been requested to state that the film does show the
head wound to the President very vividly and for this reason
viewing is not advised for persons who will be particularly sensitive
to this type of violence

Can we please show the film at this time
Mr GRODEN May I also before we do show it suggest that the

TV cameras who will be filming it allow a black border at the
bottom because a great deal of the action happens at the extreme
bottom of the frame and much of it might be lost

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you Mr Groden
[Showing of Zapruder film.]
Mr GOLDSMITHLights please
Mr Chairman may we have JFK exhibits F-209 through F-247

F-249 through F-265 F-272 and F-274 which are enlargements of
selected frames of the film just shown entered into the record

Mr PREYER Without objection they may be entered
[The exhibits referred to follow:]
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^IFK EXHIBITF-209
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JFK EXHIBITF-212

JFK EXHIBITF-213
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JFK EXHIBITF-211

JFK EXHIBITF-214



JFK EXHIBITF-216
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JFK EXHIBITF-219t

JFK EXHIBITF-220



JFK EXIUBITF-222



JFK EXHIBITF-224



JFK EYIHBITF-226

41-2530-79-6
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JFK EXHIBITF-227

JFK EXHIBITF-228
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JFK EXHIBITF-229

JFK EXHIBITF-230
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JFK EXHIBITF-231
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JFK EXHIBITF-235
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JFK EXHIBITF-237

JFK EXHIBITF-238
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JFK Exaiarr F-239

JFK EXHIBITF-240





JFK EXHIBITF-243

JFK Exh IBITF-272!
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JFK EXHIBITF-244

JFK E.xIIIBITF-245



JFK EXHIBITF-246

JFK EXHIBITF-247
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JFK EXHIBITF-249

JFK EXHIBITF-250



JFK ExJIn3ITF-252
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JFK EXHIBITF-253

JFK EXHIBITF-254
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JFK EXHIBITF-255

JFK ExxIBIT F-256
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JFK EXHIBITF-257

11

JFK EXHIBITF-258

41-2530 75 7



JFK EXHIBITF-259

JFK EXHIBITF-260
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JFK ESIIIBITF-261

JFK EXHIBITF-262
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JFK EXHIBITF-263

JFK EXIIIBITF-264
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JFK EXhIBITF-265

JFK Exh IBITF-274
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Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden has this film been the suluect of
extensive photo analysis by the committee's scientific panels

Mr GRODEN Yes it has
Mr GOLDSMITHI would like at this time to refer to what have

been marked as JFK exhibits F-244 245 246 247 and F-249 They
correspond with selected frames from the Zapruder motion picture

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden would you please identify each of
these exhibits

Mr GRODEN From the left the first exhibit is Zapruder frame
225 Do you want me to describe them or do you want me to
identify them first

Mr GOLDSMITHPlease identify them first
Mr GRODEN It will be 225 230 237 238 and 274
Mr GOLDSMITHBefore you proceed how were the frames num

bered In other words the numbering sequence what is it based
upon

Mr GRODEN The sequence that is commonly used in dealing
with the frames of this film relate to a count that was done on the
original film for the Warren Commission and for the FBI analysis
starting with the first frame in which any of the motorcade ap
pears

There is a segment of film before the President's car appears
which is frame 1 that's where that begins The first frame showing
the President is frame 133 The last one is frame 486

Mr GOLDSMITHReferring to each of these exhibits would you
please indicate what points each one raises about the single bullet
theory

Mr GRODEN From the left at frame 225 this is the first frame
where we see the President reemerging from behind the road sign
His left hand is clutching his lapel his right hand is starting up
toward his neck toward his throat Governor Connally appears to
show no signs of distress at this point

The next is frame 230 in which Governor Connally is holding a
Texas-style Stetson hat in his hand That wrist again is the wrist
that was shattered during the assassination sequence

The President at this time has his arms up in this protective
motion I described before toward his throat

In the next one frame 237 we see Governor Connally respond
ing or so it appears visually anyway to the sound of the first shot
He does show some signs of distress His shoulder at this point
appears quite flat in relationship to the ground

His cheeks are of a normal attitude although his mouth is open
and his hair is still down and flat One-eighteenth of a second later
or frame 238 his shoulder has buckled violently downward his
checks have now puffed out his mouth is closed and his hair has
become disheveled This is the only such detectible rapid change in
the Governor in this entire sequence of the film that I was able to
detect perhaps indicating that this may be the moment when he
was struck

The last of the five frames we are looking at here the one of the
right is frame 274 and in this we are about to lose much of the
President and Governor Connally's body to the lower frame line of
the film but we can see Governor Connally's right wrist the one
that was shattered the distal radius bone which was shattered
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We see the white cuff of the sleeve and we see that he is indeed
still holding the rim of the hat in his hand

Again this is about 21 seconds after the point the President has
first shown his reaction in frame 225

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you Mr Groden
Turning now to the question of the direction of the bullets what

questions does the Zapruder film raise about the Warren Commis
sion's conclusion that all three shots were fired at the President
from behind

Mr GRODEN Dealing with various interpretations of the film
there is very little raised as to the direction in most portions of the
film except that at the moment of the head shot At the moment
of the head shot we see the President thrown violently backward
to the rear and to his left which would seemingly indicate a shot
from the right front from the area of the grassy knoll The grassy
knoll is mentioned here because a great many witnesses felt that
at least one of the shots came from that area

The film shows the President going to the rear and the left on a
direct axis from this point therefore many people have concluded
that what we may be seeing is the result of a shot from the right
front striking the President in the head

Mr GOLDSMITHWe are about to review the film a second time
At what point in the film specifically should the viewer be looking
for the backward motion to the left by the President

Mr GRODEN It is in the later portion of the film The President
and the Governor will have received their nonfatal wounds all of
the nonfatal wounds inflicted that day There will be a traveling
time which will run considering the slow-down speed that we will
see here of about 8 seconds

In actual time it is 5.6 seconds in actual running time The
President will have just passed a light pole and then several wit
nesses including a lady in a red dress—I am sorry a red coat Her
name is Jean Hill She is a witness an she was standing there As
soon as we see the red coat go by we will count maybe two seconds
or a second and a half in actual running time

The President's head will seemingly explode and then we will see
the violent reaction of the President being thrown to the rear It
will be on the left side of the screen

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden this time when we show the film I
would like to ask you if you would be so kind as to narrate the film
for the committee

Mr GRODEN I shall indeed
Mr GOLDSMITH Thank you Can we have the lights please
[Showing of film.]
Mr GRODEN This is the lead portion of the film The President

waving to the crowd and we see the road sign as he approaches it
disappears behind the sign and upon reemergence we see his re
sponse and then Governor Connally's shoulder buckling There's
the light pole the witnesses and then the fatal shots now throwing
him to the rear or at least to the time when he moves toward the
rear

Mrs Kennedy in a shock reaction climbing out on the rear deck
of the car and the car now begins to speed up and heads down to
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the triple underpass on the Stemmons Freeway and to Parkland
Hospital in an attempt to save the President's life

We are going to view the rotoscope version at this point which
will steady the image that we almost lost before

The President wiping a lock of hair off his forehead he turns
from his left to his right looking toward us and Governor Connally
turns as well The President waves the road sign reemergence
from the sign the President now the shoulder buckle of Governor
Connally and we notice his wrist and then we lose them at the
bottom frame line and the fatal head shots at the moment throw
ing the President to the rear

I should describe that perhaps not as the fatal head shot or
shots but rather the impact on the President's head would prob
ably be a more accurate statement at this point

We will view it one more time
The President is looking to his left and he turns to his right

looking toward us then will begin to wave the road sign re
emergence from the sign and we see the President thrown slightly
forward Governor Connally still holding the hat in his hand and
now the fatal head shot or the impact on the President's head
throwing him to the rear and Mrs Kennedy's response climbing
on the rear deck lid of the car

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you Can we have the lights now
Mr Groden was the President's backward motion apparent from

the reprint of the frames from the Zapruder film in the Warren
Commission report

Mr GRODEN No it wasn't apparent at all from the reprint
Mr GOLDSMITHWhat is the reason for that sir
Mr GRODEN The reason for that is in volume 18 of the Warren

Commission appendix volumes on pages 70 and 71 the frames
including the head shot and immediately following are printed
they are labeled top to bottom and then left to right 313 314 315
and 316 This is not in fact what we have here

We have 313 315 314 then 316 A reversal of the two frames
following the shot to the President's head

Mr GOLDSMITHDo you know when this reversal was first discov
ered

Mr GRODEN It was discovered sometime after the Warren vol
umes were printed and it was not an issue for the Warren Commis
sion itself It was discovered by a critic of the Warren report And
I believe the comment was made officially and the answer was that
it was an inadvertent reversal of frames

The effect of this reversal of frames however would make it
appear as though the President was thrown forward for two frames
after the shot quite markedly forward when in fact the reverse
was the case

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden do you know whether there is any
photographic evidence that bears upon the Warren Commission's
conclusion that Lee Harvey Oswald fired at the President from the
Texas School Book Depository

Mr GRODEN I am sorry could you repeat the question
Mr GOLDSMITHCertainly Is there any photographic evidence

that touches upon the Warren Commission's conclusion that
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Oswald fired at the President from the school book depository
building

Mr GRODEN There are various photographs taken of the deposi
tory at the time of the shooting just before and just after Some
showing the doorway of the depository others showing the win
dows some showing the whole face of the depository Some of these
were among the issues that were raised for the scientific panels

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Chairman at this time I would like to refer
to what has been marked as JFK exhibits F-121 F-122 and F-123
They are blowups of photographs taken by photographers in
Dealey Plaza and I move they be admitted into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record

[The above referred to exhibits follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-121





JFK EXHIBITF-123

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you
Mr Groden would you please identify each of these exhibits
Mr GRODEN The exhibit on the left on the top part of the left

photograph is a motion picture frame one single frame taken from
the film by Robert Hughes Just as the President's car was about to
turn off of Houston Street on to Elm

On the bottom is a blowup of the window which was supposed to
have been the window used by the assassin during the shooting
which will begin within seconds of this frame being taken
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The photograph in the center was taken by a man named Tom
Dillard who is a professional photographer it is a newspaper
photograph and it shows the entire wall of the depository this
section which we see here is somewhat cropped to highlight the
window again the same window the assassin was supposed to have
used

It was taken an estimated 3 seconds after the final shot was
fired but that is probably a loose figure Within seconds would be a
more accurate statement

The final photograph the one on the right on the bottom was a
very similar photograph taken by an Army intelligence man by the
name of Powell who was standing diagonally across the corners of
Houston and Elm looking up He took this photograph somewhere
between 30 seconds and several minutes after the assassination I
am not clear as to the actual time

On the top we see a blowup of the window in question which is
the easternmost window on the south wall of the sixth floor of the
Texas School Book Depository

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden do any of these exhibits show a
clear image of Lee Harvey Oswald in the sixth floow window

Mr GRODEN They do not The photographs as we see them here
do not show a clear image of anybody

Mr GOLDSMITHFor what purpose did you bring these photo
graphs to the attention of the committee

Mr GRODEN In the case of the Hughes film on the left when the
film is viewed in motion it is clearly evident that at least the
appearance of movement is within the window which Oswald is
said to have used There is also movement in the next set of
windows

I felt that perhaps enhancement of this particular film and rele
vant frames of this entire sequence might show a comparison indi
cating movement within both windows and perhaps that it could be
clarified enough or enhanced enough we might be able to pick out
something such as the color of a shirt or clothing

I would not think that it would be clear enough to show any
thing in the way of features of an individual's face

The one in the middle the other photograph could conceivably
since it was taken seconds after the shot was fired could conceiv
ably from this angle show some detail of someone still in that
window in what was described as the sniper's nest if indeed that's
what it was

Again I felt given scientific analysis which had not been done
before to my knowledge that if there were an image back there in
the shadows it could be enhanced to the degree of bringing out
such an image and it might show due to the clarity of this particu
lar photograph if it was or was not Lee Harvey Oswald

In the final photograph the one on the right it had been
charged that that shape that whitish shape we see in the window
could very well be the face and/or head or portion of the body of
the assassin

Therefore I felt that with what was available to the public at
that time which was a very fuzzy black and white still we might
be able to determine whether that shape was or was not an assas
sin or someone in that window
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Mr GOLDSMITHTo your knowledge Mr Groden did the Warren
Commission ever have the opportunity to do any sophisticated
photoenhancement work on these materials

Mr GRODEN I would say they did not There is absolutely noth
ing in the record indicating that they did on these specific photo
graphs

Chairman STOKES Excuse me just a moment I understand mem
bers of the committee are having some difficulty understanding
you Since your head is sort of turned away from your mike could
you pull your mike up closer

Mr GRODEN Is that better
Chairman STOKESThat is much better Thank you
Mr GRODEN Do you want me to repeat what I just said
Chairman STOKESWould you please
Mr GRODEN Certainly The question—would you repeat the

question
Mr GOLDSMITHMy question was whether the Warren Commis

sion had occasion to conduct any photoenhancement work on these
materials

Mr GRODEN And my answer to the question was to the best of
my knowledge they did not and there is no indication in the
record they ever did

Mr GOLDSMITHI would like at this point Mr Groden to turn to
another area of Dealey Plaza other than the Texas School Book
Depository I would like to ask you whether there is any photo
graphic evidence that bears upon the Warren Commission's conclu
sion that there were no other gunmen in Dealey Plaza other than
Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr GRODEN Do you have a specific exhibit
Mr GoLDSMITHCertainly I will be glad to show you some exhib

its
Mr Chairman at this time I would like to refer to what has

been marked as JFK exhibits F-126 F-128 F-129 F-155 F-267
and F-274 We are going to be looking at exhibits F-126 and F-128
right now

I ask that all of the exhibits that I just referred to be admitted
into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record

[JFK exhibit F-274 was entered previously.]
[The above referred to exhibits follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-126
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JFK EXHIBITF-128
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JFK EXHIBITF-129

JFK EXHIBITF-155

41-2530 79 8
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JFK EXHIBITF-267

Mr GOLDSMITHI would also like to indicate for the record that
Mr Groden is going to be asked to discuss a series of exhibits
However they are only a sample of the photographs that have
been made available to this committee

Mr Groden would you please identify these two exhibits
Mr GRODEN These two exhibits are photographs taken from the

same negative A professional photographer for the Associated
Press James Altgens took a series of five photographs numbered
2 3 4 5 6 7 and 8 There were seven photographs I believe This
is negative No 6 or the fifth in the sequence On the photograph
we see the entire photograph including the sprocket holes of the
film and the borders of the entire image and on the right we see
an extreme blowup of an area that includes the fire escape on what
at the time was known as the Dallas Textile Building and it shows
a fire escape and there is a man sitting on the fire escape it is a
black man with a white shirt on and dark trousers and directly
below him is an open window of a broom closet

There is a shape coming out of the bottom of that window
diagonally from upper right to bottom left It is difficult A little
bit further down down and a little to the left down a little farther
There we go That is the image and the question that has been
raised by various critics of the Warren report was this a rifle or
some weapon being projected through the window and one of the
reasons for asking this question is the shape does not appear later
on in other photographs and the man who is sitting on the fire
escape appears to be in some form of distress in relationship to
other photographs which show him sitting on that fire escape just
moments earlier

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you
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At this time I would like to have the witness make reference to
JFK exhibits F-129 and F-155

Mr Groden would you identify these exhibits and then indicate
what issues they posed to the committee's photographic evidence
panel

Mr GRODEN The photograph on the left is a print from a polar
oid photograph taken by a witness named Mary Moorman This is
the second of two photographs which she took that day It was
taken the moment of the explosion of the President's head or a
fraction of a second after that In the foreground we see the
Presidential limousine Mrs Kennedy is the lightish area there
and the President is right next to her

In the foreground on the right we see part of the image of the
flanking motorcycles In the background we see the area that has
become known as the grassy knoll On the left at the top of the
grassy knoll over three bystanders we see the stockade fence on
the top of the knoll which borders a parking lot and on the left
from the center to the left we see a little more to the right there
we go from here to the right edge of the particular print we see a
cement retaining wall which is the front border of a set of steps

The three witnesses in the background Emmett Hudson and two
others that are on the left are standing on the steps that lead up
behind that wall On the right we see a photograph taken by
Phillip Willis it is his fifth photograph and it was taken at about
the time of the first shot and in the background we see the same
information that we see in the other photograph the Moorman
photograph on the left

Of course here we see more of the limousine and more of Dealey
Plaza in general

Mr GOLDSMITHNow specifically what issue is raised by these
photographs

Mr GRODEN Behind the corner of that retaining wall a little bit
more to the left there we go at this point on the Moorman
photograph and at the end of the wall in the same position right
there in the Willis photograph there is a figure This figure was
standing in line almost to the degree in relationship to the rear
ward motion of the President's head The figure is on the grassy
knoll has never been identified at least to my knowledge as to
identity of this figure and after the assassination there is some
testimony in the record as to this figure running away to the west
or to the north and being chased by other witnesses

The possibility that this could be a gunman on the grassy knoll
is the reason why I raised the issue in the first place There is
somebody there The question is who was he and what was he
doing there and I felt that sufficient photoanalysis of these and
other photographs of the same person on the knoll there are some
half dozen at least might give some clue as to his identity so he
could be questioned in this matter

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you
At this time I would like to make reference to JFK exhibits

F-267 and F-274 Again Mr Groden I would ask you to identify
these photographs and indicate what issues they raise

Mr GRODEN The photograph on the right is the 413th frame of
the Zapruder film It may be difficult to see because the bottom of
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the easel is covering up part of it But in the foreground of this
photograph is a head the head of somebody This photograph what
we are seeing here is a cropping of the fullframe At the bottom of
the frame we see branches of a tree and leaves of a tree Through
the tree and 54 feet away from Zapruder camera is this head shape
at the bottom of the photograph The man is not in or anywhere
near the tree

I would like to state that for the record That at the end of the
retaining wall 54 feet away I believe this to be the same man who
appeared in the Moorman and Willis photographs that we just
viewed a few moments ago

Coming from the figure of the head there appears to be a
straight object from the lower right by the head heading upward
and to the left to about that point not quite that far a little bit
farther down down—right there no down along that line on the
same axis There seems to be a shape that resembles a rifle It
could be a rifle it could be a branch of a tree it could be a
broomstick handle it is unclear as to what it is

And I felt that perhaps enhancement of this photograph might
give some clue as to whether or not there is someone there with a
rifle

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden before you proceed can you explain
what effect there is in the quality of the photograph when it is
enlarged from a standard size to the size of an exhibit

Mr GRODEN Well the first obvious thing that happens is the
grain of the film is enlarged along with the image and therefore it
gets fuzzier and fuzzier It also tends to build up contrast with
generations and the finer areas tend to either overshadow or be
washed out

For instance at the diagonal shape going upward to the left at
the tip of it there is a somewhat larger appendage just above that
line yet it seems to close in around it The skin tones of the bottom
of the neck and the ear of this man tend to change slightly in
enlargement

Mr GOLDSMITHDoes enlarging a photograph make it easier or
more difficult to look for detail

Mr GRODEN Far more difficult This is just representative of the
fact there was an issue raised in relationship to this specific frame
which is one of 18 consecutive frames It is the clearest of the 18
consecutive frames showing this figure or the back of a man's head

Mr GOLDSMITHI understand Would you now refer to the exhib
it on the left and again Mr Groden I would ask you to speak up
somewhat

Mr GRODEN OK This is a frame from the film taken by Orville
Nix It corresponds to the 313th frame of the Zapruder film or the
moment of impact on the President's head

In the background in the center we see Abraham Zapruder and
his Secretary Marian Sitzman as they are taking the film from
the other side of the street and on the extreme left by the cement
wall of a structure which we call a cupola is what appears to be a
man in a classic military firing position

The film itself is of poor quality the camera was not an expen
sive one and the lens was not particularly sharp The figure is
there does appear to be in motion and in a later sequence of the
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film seems to have disappeared I felt that perhaps the allegation
of whether this is or is not a gunman on the grassy knoll might be
addressed scientifically by the photographic panel

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you
Again Mr Groden I would like to ask you have any of the

exhibits which have just been reviewed to your knowledge been
subjected to sophisticated photo-enhancement techniques

Mr GRODEN Prior to this time I do not believe so at least to the
best of my knowledge

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden what issues presented to the com
mittee's scientific panels have been raised by the various photo
graphs depicting the crowd in Dealey Plaza at the time of the
assassination and shortly thereafter

Mr GRODEN Basically the two major issues deal with possible
co-conspirators or other unidentified witnesses that may be identi
fied now that is No 1 and No 2 is a possible alibi for Lee Harvey
Oswald

Mr GOLDSMITHI am sorry I did not hear your second answer
Mr GRODEN A possible alibi for Lee Harvey Oswald that is if

he were viewed on the first floor or in a crowd downstairs at the
time of the shooting he could not have been upstairs on the sixth
floor firing at the same time

Mr GOLDSMITHI understand and we will get into that in more
detail in a moment

You made reference a moment ago to questions pertaining to
conspiracy What types of questions related to conspiracy were
raised by the photographic evidence

Mr GRODEN Well the two major issues were relating to a man
who has become known as the umbrella man and one dealing with
a character by the name of or I should say a person by the name
of Joseph Milteer Photographic evidence has been presented in the
past through the last few years dealing with these individuals
asking questions but giving no answers and I felt that perhaps
enhancement of these photographs for anthropological examination
or just photo-enhancement itself might give us a clue positive or
negative relating to these individuals and a few others

Mr GOLDSMITHAt this time I would ask that what has been
marked as JFK F-130 be shown to the witness and Mr Chairman
I ask that this exhibit be entered into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

Mr GOLDSMITHThank you
[The above referred to exhibit JFK F-130 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-130

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden I would ask you to identify this
exhibit and then to indicate what questions this exhibit raises
about the individual whom you refer to as the umbrella man

Mr GRODEN Basically I would say there are two issues raised
here No 1 is what he was doing during the assassination and
another one being what he did immediately following the assassi
nation The lower left hand area is a frame from the Zapruder
film and that area which is highlighted in red but has the arrow
pointing to it is the open umbrella of the umbrella man which is
why he has been called that He was an unidentified witness

At the time of the assassination that man and the man that we
see on the right hand side of the same photograph with his arm
raised in a wave the same photograph on the lower left There we
go The man raising his hand who appears to have been with the
umbrella man they were standing next to each other and as the
President's car went by the man we call the umbrella man opened
his umbrella and raised it as the President went by pumped it in
the air and turned it in a clockwise manner This is very evident in
the Zapruder film

The photographs on the top indicate that immediately following
the assassination within seconds of the assassination he closed up
the umbrella and while other people were running away or drop
ping to the ground or paying attention to the motorcade his reac
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tion always seemed to be quite contrary to the others While others
were dropping to the ground or running away he stood there quite
at peace with himself or at least photographically it appears that
way and he stood there

He stayed there for quite some time and eventually sat down on
the curb as we see in the lower right hand portion of the exhibit
and he is sitting down You can't see it now there is a photogra
pher in the way but there is a man sitting next to him with white
socks on This is the same man who is waving in the Zapruder
frame They sat there for some time talking to each other with the
umbrella on the sidewalk next to the umbrella man

Mr GOLDSMITHWas the Warren Commission Mr Groden ever
able to identify this individual

Mr GRODEN This man and the information around him was not
made an issue until several years after the Warren Commission
report was issued They had no reason to look into this particular
area

Mr GOLDSMITH You made reference earlier to an individual
named Milteer who you said may have been a co-conspirator
Would you explain to the committee who this individual Milteer
was and what basis there was for regarding him as a possible
conspirator against JFK

Mr GRODEN Joseph Adams Milteer was an ultra right winger a
member of the National States Rights Party Ku Klux Klan and
various other right wing organizations Some 2 weeks before the
assassination of President Kennedy an undercover agent under
cover informant for the FBI and Miami police named William
Somerset tape recorded a conversation between himself and Mil
teer In this conversation Milteer said the plans were in the works
for the assassination of President Kennedy It would be done using
a high-powered rifle from an office building the rifle would be
broken down taken into the building used for the assassination
broken down and removed from the building and that a patsy
would be picked up by the police very soon after the fact to throw
the police off and satisfy the public

Now this was 2 weeks before the assassination of President Ken
nedy The tapes were made available to law enforcement organiza
tions including the Miami police and FBI so the verification that
it was a genuine tape before the fact can be proven

The day of the assassination Milteer made a long distance phone
call from Dallas to the same informant who by the way obviously
he didn't know was an informant but who had been a boyhood
friend Somerset He called him and said you won't see your friend
Kennedy in Miami again and ended the conversation quite abrupt
ly and of course the President was shot in Dallas that day

The day following the assassination in Miami no I believe it
was Jacksonville in Florida Milteer met with Somerset and said
see it went according to plan I have the exact testimony I don't
think it is necessary at this point

Mr GOLDSMITHNo it is not necessary for you to summarize the
exact testimony

Mr GRODEN He said it happened just as I said it would I wasn't
doing any guessing
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If indeed the whole story is true and much of the evidence
might tend to show that it is—if indeed Milteer was in Dallas it
could be assumed that he was in Dealey Plaza that day viewing
the assassination A photograph taken by James Altgens the man
who took the photographs we saw before showing the first escape
the photograph before that one shows the crowd lining the east
side of Houston Street and in that crowd is a man who bears a
very very close resemblance to Joseph Milteer

Mr GOLDSMITHWe are going to take a look at that photograph
Mr Groden At this time I would like to refer to JFK exhibits
F-124 and F-125

Mr Chairman I ask that these exhibits be entered into the
record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-124 and F-125 follow:]

JFK EXHIBITF-124
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JFK EXHIBITF-125

Mr GOLDSMITHBefore I ask you to discuss these photographsMr Groden I would like to clarify something You made reference
to one tape recorded statement made by Milteer and to two other
conversations as well In total how many of the conversations were
tape recorded to your knowledge

Mr GRODEN To my knowledge only the initial conversation that
included the threat was actually tape recorded the rest was the
testimony or the reports FBI or Miami police reports of William
Somerset relating to his subsequent meetings with Milteer
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Mr GOLDSMITH Fine I would like you now if you would to
examine these exhibits identify them rather and explain how
they pertain to Milteer

Mr GRODEN As I described before the photograph on the left as
we view it is the No 5 negative or the fourth in the series taken
by James Altgens It shows among other things the fire escape
that we saw before in the background on the left which will
indicate again it is a cross reference to the other man but in the
crowds lining the County Records Building which is the white
building in the center right there in the crowd is this man who
bears a remarkable resemblance to Joseph Milteer

The photograph on the right on the bottom is a blowup of that
section of the particular photograph and on the top is a blowup of
a photograph taken in a photo booth where you go and put in your
quarter and get four pictures This is one of those frames and it
shows Milteer

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden to your knowledge do you know
whether the Warren Commission dealt with this issue

Mr GRODEN The Warren Commission received the evidence

dealing with Milteer during the closing days of its deliberations

They did not act on the information about Milteer and the file was

put in the National Archives
Mr GOLDSMITHDo you know whether the photographs showing

the man in the crowd and the photograph of Milteer were ever
studied by forensic anthropologists

Mr GRODEN To the best of my knowledge up to this point in
time or until the life of this committee they had not been so

subjected
Mr GOLDSMITHThank you
Mr Chairman I would like at this time to have the witness

examine what have been marked as JFK exhibits F-131 F-173
and F-174 I move that they be introduced into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-131 F-173 and F-174
follows:]
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TRAMP C

JFK EXHIBITF-174

Mr GOLDSMITH Mr Groden would you please identify these
exhibits and explain what issues they raise

Mr GRODEN The four photographs in the exhibit on the left are
four of seven photographs depicting the arrest or detainment of
three individuals which have become known as in quote "the
tramps.

They were arrested very soon after the assassination behind the
depository on a railroad boxcar They were taken across in front of
the depository diagonally across Elm and Houston toward Main
and the jail These people have become a tremendous issue in the
last couple of years because there is no record of the arrest They
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were picked up in relationship to the assassination but no records
were kept of the arrests There were no official photographs of
them no fingerprints or identification were ever taken or made

The two exhibits the one in the center and the one on the right
I believe would represent attempts to identify these people The
allegations were made sometime around 1976 that the taller of the
three tramps could very well be Frank Sturgis of Watergate fame
and that the shorter of the three the shortest of the three might
be E Howard Hunt again of Watergate fame

This opinion was certainly not shared by all of the critics but the
issue was put forward thereby creating the need to try to identify
these people which probably should have been done anyway and it
had not been

The man on the left in the center exhibit is Frank Sturgis The
man on the right is the tall tramp In the photograph the exhibit
on the right the short tramp is at the top E Howard Hunt is on
the left and the man on the bottom is a man named Fred Lee
Crissman who is another ultra right winger a member of the
Minuteman He has become a prime suspect for critics of the
report as a candidate to be the short tramp

I might also add this brings up a point which I didn't mention
before and I probably should have

Mr GOLDSMITHPlease do
Mr GRODEN Mr Milteer the man we have just mentioned died

in 1974 at the age of 72 after a freak accident where a Coleman
heating stove exploded He was hospitalized for a while and then
some weeks afterward dies and the explosion of the stove was
given to be the cause of death

Crissman died prior to this point in time I am unclear as to
when but he is no longer alive either

Chairman STOKES We are still having some difficulty hearing
you if you will pull that mike up a little closer

Mr MCKINNEY I couldn't hear about the explosion
Mr GRODEN I am sorry The issue that I was speaking about at

the time was the death of Milteer He had a Coleman heating stove
and there was an explosion and he suffered burns on his legs and
this was attributed to be the cause of death

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden you made reference earlier to pho
tographic evidence that you indicated gave rise to the possibility of
an alibi defense for Lee Harvey Oswald Which photograph were
you referring to

Mr GRODEN For that we have to go back to the exhibit we had
before the No 6 negative of the Altgens series

Mr GOLDSMITHAt this time I would request that the witness be
given an opportunity to take a look at JFK exhibit F-126 and what
has been marked as JFK F-127 JFK F-126 has already been
admitted into the record Mr Chairman I request that JFK F-127
now be admitted into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-127 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-127

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden referring to these exhibits would
you identify what they are and discuss how they relate to a possi
ble alibi defense for Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr GRODEN The exhibit on the left is again the full frame
photograph taken by James Altgens It shows in the foreground the
Presidential limousine Secret Service followup car and the flank
ing motorcycles that were just to the rear to the right and the left
of the President's limousine

In the background is the front and top and bottom two stories of
the Texas School Book Depository including the doorway Within
that doorway is the figure of a man which is the second figure
from the left in the exhibit on the right

A great deal of the issue as to whether Oswald was involved in a
consipiracy or whether he was involved at all to kill the President
or if indeed as a lone assassin whether he pulled the trigger has
related to this particular photograph

The man in the photograph bears a striking resemblance to Lee
Harvey Oswald Again that would be the second from the left Lee
Harvey Oswald of course is the man on the extreme left The two
photographs on the right are Billy Nolan Lovelady a coworker in
the depository who bore a very very strong resemblance to Lee
Harvey Oswald

Very soon after the actual assassination of the President this
photograph was discovered and the man in the doorway was seen
and the question that was initially raised was this Lee Harvey
Oswald If it was him on the first floor it could not be him firing
from the sixth floor

The FBI went back and investigated and established this was
Billy Nolan Lovelady The question still persisted however
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through the years because the clothing on the photograph as we
view it does not match the clothing that the FBI said Lovelady was
wearing that day which would be a short sleeved broad red and
white striped shirt The man in the doorway appears to be wearing
a tweed or plaid type of design which more closely resembles the
over shirt worn by Oswald that day

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden taking a look at the exhibit on the
left is it possible to correlate that with the Zapruder film

Mr GRODEN This photograph was taken at the approximate
midline of the shooting sequence about frame 255 of the Zapruder
film give or take a few frames

Mr GOLDSMITHExcuse me I am sorry is the President showing
a reaction

Mr GRODEN The President has been struck his arms are al
ready in the clutching motion Mrs Kennedy's left white gloved
hand is attempting to aid her husband By now she must be aware
something is wrong and she is trying to assist and see what is
happening or grasp the situation I would assume that is about
what we are seeing

Governor Connally had turned back into his wife's arms and is
now looking over his shoulder after he has turned So the two men
by this point have been struck

Mr GOLDSMITHTo your knowledge Mr Groden prior to 1978
have these photographs and others showing Oswald and Lovelady
been examined by any forensic anthropologists

Mr GRODEN To the best of my knowledge they have not
Mr GOLDSMITH Mr Groden have you had an opportunity to

examine the pictures of Lee Harvey Oswald that were taken from
his home in Dallas that show him holding a rifle in one hand and a
socialist newspaper in another hand

Mr GRODEN Yes I have I have examined them quite closely
Mr GOLDSMITHAt this time I would ask that the witness be

given an opportunity to examine JFK exhibit F-179
Mr Chairman I move that this exhibit be entered into the

record
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record
[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-179 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-179

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden Would you please identify this ex
hibit

Mr GRODEN This exhibit displays two photographs found in
Oswald's garage the garage owned by Mrs Ruth Paine where
Mrs Oswald was staying in Irving Tex They were found after the
assassination and they depict a man holding a rifle wearing a
pistol on his right hip and holding two Socialist newspapers the
Militant and the Daily Worker The face on the photograph would
seem to be that of Lee Harvey Oswald

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat question has been raised about these par
ticular photographs

Mr GRODEN The first question raised about one of these photo
graphs the photograph on the left which is indentified as 133-A
were shown to Lee Harvey Oswald the afternoon of the assassina
tion Or let me clarify that It may be the afternoon of the assassi
nation or it may have been the next day For the moment I am not
clear on that He was shown the photograph and he said this
photograph is a fake He said I know how this is done it is my face
but not my body I could show you how it is done He never got the
opportunity to do so

But the issue was raised at that point were these photographs
genuine or not

Mr GOLDSMITHHow did the Warren Commission deal with this
issue

Mr GRODEN The Warren Commission had their investigative
arm the FBI examine the photographs and run some tests on
them including testing the camera to which these photographs
were supposed to have been taken The conclusion was that the
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photograph was almost definitely taken with Oswald's camera an
Imperial Reflex and that although they could not prove that the
photographs were genuine it seemed to them in all likelihood that
they were indeed genuine

In other words they could find no definite signs of fakery in the
photographs

Mr GOLDSMITHFine At this point I would ask that the witness
be given an opportunity to refer to what has been marked as JFK
exhibit F-270

Mr GRODEN I might also add that the Dallas police at the time
of the discovery of these two photographs also found one negative
The one that would belong or coincide with F-133-B

Mr GOLDSMITHThis negative was examined by the FBI
Mr GRODEN Yes it was
Mr GOLDSMITHMr Chairman I request that JFK exhibit F-270

be entered into the record
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record
[The above referred JFK exhibit F-270 follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-270

Mr GOLDSMITH And Mr Groden referring to both of these
exhibits I would ask you at this point to explain on what basis the
Warren Commission's conclusion regarding the exhibit on the left
specifically the conclusion that the photographs are authentic has
been criticized

Mr GRODEN There have been a lot of issues raised about these
photographs through the years by the critics of the Warren report

4t-2530 79 9
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For instance among them the most credible of the arguments
are the size ratio between the length of the rifle which is now in
the Archives and in relationship to the height of the man in the
photographs Indeed the height of the man in one photograph in
relationship to one in the other there seems to be a 4 or 5 inch
disparity in height between the two photographs A different fall
ing of shadows for instance In one photograph the head tilts to a
different angle yet the relationship of the shadow under the nose
to the mouth does not change with the shadows in the rest of the
picture as it should but rather stays in relationship to the angle of
the face

More than any other issues I think however relate to what
Oswald had said that is that his face had been pasted on another
person's body and through the years much study has indicated
that there is evidence of a line a crop or paste line through the
center of Oswald's chin occurring at that point It starts at one
edge of the head of the neck and goes on to the other and there
seems to be a slight misalinement of the neckline as it travels
downward from the head toward the shoulders on both sides of the
head This occurs only on F-133A as viewed here

On F-133B it is not sufficiently sharp to see this type of a line
There again seem to be problems with that photograph as well but
the main issue that we are dealing with here is what appears to be
a paste line through Oswald's chin

Mr GOLDSMITHHave any other questions been raised about the
chin itself

Mr GRODEN This is very well demonstrated by the exhibit on
the right Oswald in the arrest photograph that we see on the left
had a pointed chin with a cleft in it and a not particularly muscu
lar neck The man on the right however seems to have a squarish
chin without a cleft and a slightly more muscular neck

Even taking into consideration the difference in the angle the
photograph may have been taken there does seem to be quite a
difference in the two chins

Mr GOLDSMITHTurning to another aspect of this photograph
Mr Groden what fmding if any did the Warren Commission
make concerning the rifle that Oswald is shown holding in these
picture

Mr GRODEN Although they could not verify completely or be 100
percent sure the rifle in that photograph was the one that was
found in the depository they did use it as part of their conclusion
that Oswald did indeed own that rifle They said in all likelihood it
was the same it bore the same general configuration but there
were no sufficient identifying marks that would be peculiar to that
particular rifle over any other of the same product run

Mr GOLDSMITHSo are you saying then that the Warren Com
mission was unable to make a positive identification of the rifle
but nevertheless concluded generally that this was the rifle that
Oswald used for the assassination

Mr GRODEN That is correct
Mr GOLDSMITHAt this time I would request that the witness be

given an opportunity to examine JFK F-208
Mr Chairman I ask that this exhibit be introduced into the

record
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Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-208 follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-208

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden referring to this exhibit would you
explain on what basis the Warren Commission's conclusion con
cerning the rifle has been questioned

Mr GRODEN The major question relating to this rifle starts with
a fact that there were several reports of different rifles being found
and the comparison the photographic comparison of the various
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photographs of the rifle which is in question the Mannlicher
Carcano C-2766 starting with the photograph on top which is one
of the backyard photographs as we see here 133-A going through
various other photographs and stages of photography dealing with
that particular rifle down to the bottom which is the rifle as it
appears in the Archives today the issue raised here is that when
you line up given points on the rifle for instance the metal parts
of the rifle the tip of the sight or the end of the barrel the tip of
the receiver the trigger housing or the trigger itself when all of
those line up then the butt the length of the butt or the edge of
the butt seems to line up in different points to different measure
ments

Conversely if you line up both tips of the rifle that is the end of
the barrel and the end of the stock then the metal parts do not
aline exactly either which gives rise to the question are we look
ing at the same rifle or various different rifles of a similar type

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Groden perhaps I should ask you to indicate
who prepared this exhibit or who prepared the photograph that
was the basis for this exhibit

Mr GRODEN This particular exhibit I believe was prepared by
Jack White who is one of the critics of the Warren report

Mr GOLDSMITHIn other words it was prepared by a Warren
Commission critic

Mr GRODEN It was indeed prepared by a Warren Commission
critic

Mr GOLDSMITHIf I may summarize your testimony please cor
rect me if I am wrong you are indicating I believe that according
to this exhibit the rifle at the top which is the rifle Oswald is
shown holding in the backyard photograph does not line up with
the rifle in the bottom which is the photograph of the rifle that
appears in the Archives is that correct

Mr GRODEN That is the specific argument here I believe
Mr GOLDSMITHWhat issue is raised by the other photographs or

by the other rifles that appear in that exhibit
Mr GRODEN Simply that the different points on the rifle do not

line up with either one or the other There are three or four
specific points that don't line up which if it is the same rifle really
should

Mr GOLDSMITHHow many other photographs were taken of this
rifle and when were they taken if you know

Mr GRODEN I am not clear as to all of them I know that the
one on top is the backyard photograph

Mr GOLDSMITHExcuse me Mr Groden I am not going to ask
you to try to explain the source of each particular photograph that
served as the basis for this exhibit I am simply asking how many
photographs of the rifle were taken after the assassination

Mr GRODEN I would say countless countless photographs I
don't know exactly how many

Mr GOLDSMITHAnd were some of those photographs used as the
basis for this exhibit

Mr GRODEN Yes they were I see some as the rifle was removed
from the depository which were some of the first photographs we
saw of them or that we have of them some of the earliest ones
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some in the police station probably but it is during various stages
and from different sources

Mr GOLDSMITHNow examining the exhibit is your testimony
that the rifle as shown there also fails to line up consistently

Mr GRODEN Quite frankly they do seem to have a problem
lining up They don't seem to line up exactly

Mr GOLDSMITHWas there ever any question about how many
rifles were discovered in Dealey Plaza

Mr GRODEN Yes there was Initially the first report was that—
one of the first reports was that a rifle was found on the roof and
the specific rifle we are talking about now was originally described
as a Mauser of a different caliber

That is what gave rise to the question initially and then there is
the question of the length of the rifle that Oswald was supposed to
have ordered and the length of the one that is in the Archives at
this point So the question has been raised several times for various
different reasons and for that reason I think that this is a very
valid test to check the analysis out

Mr GOLDSMITHFine now other than the backyard photographs
of Oswald to your knowledge what other photographs pertaining
to this case itself to the Kennedy assassination case have been
questioned with regard to their authenticity

Mr GRODEN Some of the photographs dealing with Lee Harvey
Oswald earlier on in his life have become recently under fire as to
whether or not they are genuine or not An issue has been raised
whether the Lee Harvey Oswald that was alleged to have shot the
President and was arrested in Dallas was eventually shot by Jack
Ruby was the Lee Harvey Oswald of history the one who had been
Lee Harvey Oswald up until going to the Soviet Union

Mr GOLDSMITHHas any question been raised about the Kennedy
autopsy photographs

Mr GRODEN The autopsy photographs also came into a great
deal of challenge by the Warren Commission critics in that the
reports dealing with the autopsy photographs from different groups
going into the Archives to view them gave such markedly different
results at least verbal results as described in relationship to each
other and to the medical personnel at Parkland Hospital who seem
to describe totally different wounds than those seen in the photo
graphs described

Mr GOLDSMITHFine
Now we do not have the autospy photographs available for you

to examine Mr Groden at least not today You have made refer
ence earlier to photographs of Oswald taken of him while he was in
the Soviet Union and at this time I would like you to refer to what
has been marked as JFK exhibits F-132 and F-166

I ask Mr Chairman that these exhibits be entered into the
record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-132 and F-166 follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-132
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JFK EXHIBITF-166

Mr GOLDSMITHWould you identify these exhibits and explain
what issue they raise

Mr GRODEN The exhibit on the left shows three separate photo
graphs taken at different times of either a or the Lee Harvey
Oswald The photograph on the right the exhibit on the right
represents the Marine photograph showing Oswald and allegedly
his height

Mr GOLDSMITHWhat issue is raised by that photograph Mr
Groden
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Mr GRODEN Well the question as to the identity of the man
who was alleged to have shot the President has been raised over a
period of time and the issue of his height came into being The
man who enlisted in the Marines was described as being 5 feet 11
inches The man whose autopsy was performed in Texas after the
assassination was described as being 5 feet 9 inches The charge
has been raised that this Marine Corps photograph of Oswald has
been doctored to show that this man was indeed 5 feet 9 inches and
not 5 feet 11 inches and one of the main reasons why this has been
raised is that it seems to show a man with a 13-inch head from top
to bottom which would seem disproportionately large for a man of
Oswald's height

Mr GOLDSMITHFine Now referring to the exhibit on the left
what types of questions have been raised about these photographs

Mr GRODEN Again the same initial question as to the identity
of Oswald was it the real Harvey Oswald or was it another Lee
Harvey Oswald or someone impersonating him The angles of the
face do seem to change from time to time in some cases a little
wider and in some cases a little taller Of course these are taken at
different stages in his life But that is what the issue appears to
be

Mr GOLDSMITHIs it fair to say that these photographs all per
tain to what has become known as the second Oswald theory

Mr GRODEN I would say that it reflects on one of the second
Oswald theories there being basically two That is the idea of the
switched identity or an imposter Oswald in that case and the
other issue would relate to various incidents around Dallas Okla
homa Mexico various portions of the United States which would
tend to show a Lee Harvey Oswald when the Lee Harvey Oswald
as we know him would appear to have been at another point or
doing something else at the same specific time

Mr GoLDsiITH Fine Again I would like to ask Mr Groden to
your knowledge prior to 1978 have any of these photographs of
Oswald been studied by forensic anthropologists

Mr GRODEN To the best of my knowledge no I know of no such
study

Mr GOLDSMITHMr Chairman I have no further questions at
this time I would like to thank Mr Groden for summarizing the
issues raised by the photographic evidence that have been present
ed to this committees scientific panels

Chairman STOKESI am sorry
Mr GOLDSMITH I simply indicated Mr Chairman I have no

further questions at this time
Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes the gentleman from

North Carolina Mr Preyer
Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman
I gather Mr Groden that what you have been doing for us is

outlining issues which have been raised in the critical community
by various photographs

Mr GRODEN Yes sir indeed those which could be addressed by
the medical or photographic panels

Mr PREYER And you are not attempting to answer those for us
this afternoon

Mr GRODEN Not this afternoon no sir
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Mr PREYER So this is a stay tuned next week part of the
program today

I won't go into the answers to those tantilizing questions but will
await further news on that

I did just want to ask you one question From the Zapruder film
and your analysis of that is it your opinion that the first shot that
hit President Kennedy also hit Governor Connally I wasn't quite
clear on your description of that

Mr GRODEN It would appear photographically that analysis of
the film would show that the two men were struck by at least two
if not more separate nonfatal shots prior to the head shot

Mr PREYER Would you say that again each man was hit by at
least two shots

Mr GRODEN No more than the single bullet was involved in the
actual nonfatal wounding of both men It would at least my analy
sis of the film through the years would tend to show that

Mr PREYER But you are not giving your opinion as to whether
the shot which hit President Kennedy in the throat the first shot
whether that was the shot that hit Governor Connally or not

Mr GRODEN I do not believe that they are the same bullet I
severely question that particular conclusion

Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Mr Groden in your photographic analysis of the

Zapruder film—let me backtrack a moment—were you here in the
room this morning when Governor Connally testified

Mr GRODEN Yes sir I was
Mr DEVINE My recollection of the Governor's testimony was

that when he heard the first of what he described as two shots
fired that he turned slightly to his right to glance but did not
observe the President he turned back at which time when he
attempted to turn to the left at which time he didn't hear the shot
but was hit by a bullet

Now if I correctly witnessed the Zapruder film a moment ago I
believe it showed Governor Connally turned to his right and was
virtually facing the President after the first shot

Would you say that is a correct analysis or incorrect
Mr GRODEN I would say sir that it is very definitely accurate

analysis and you have seen something that is extremely important
yes it is true

Mr DEVINE My next question would be this As Governor Con
nally turned back toward the front do you recall from you photo
graphic analysis at what position his head was at the time he was
struck by a bullet when I think you said his cheeks and his hair
indicated he was being hit Was he faced forward or more to the
left or do you recall

Mr GRODEN Well sir to answer that question I would like to go
back very quickly to Governor Connally's testimony before the
Warren Commission which was that he had turned to the right
could not see far enough to see the President started to turn back
toward the left to turn to the left which is I believe what he
repeated this morning and as he according to the Warren Com
mission testimony he turned a little bit left as he got a little bit
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left of center that was the point where he was struck by the bullet
which would line up with about 236 to 238 which is what we saw
just now with the exhibits

Mr DEVINE Was that confirmed by your analysis of the Zap
ruder film

Mr GRODEN Yes it was sir
Mr DEVINE When Governor Connally's recollection is that he

heard one shot fired turned back did not hear the shot that hit
him but heard a third shot is that consistent with your analysis of
the Zapruder film Of course there is not a sound track

Mr GRODEN No there isn't As to whether that is consistent or
not would be a matter of interpretation and a little bit of guess
work The only thing I could say is that where the guesswork is
concerned is if Governor Connally upon being hit went into an
immediate state of shock where for the moment he did not hear
the sound of the bullet that hit him this could account for him not
hearing the second shot Again this is purely interpretive I cer
tainly don't want to present that as fact but it could possibly be a
reason why he didn't hear the second shot

Mr DEVINE I am totally confident that Governor Connally's
testimony was based on his best recollection of the situation as it
occurred nearly 15 years ago

Thank you sir
Mr GRODEN Thank you sir
Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes the gentleman from the

District of Columbia Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Groden I would just like to ask a couple of questions based

on your knowledge as a photo-optical technician The first relates
to the photographs of the book depository alleged to have been
taken around the time the shots were fired Would a camera pick
up a smoke puff from a rifle

Mr GRODEN It could sir if the light hit it a specific way where
the light was reflecting off of the smoke yes If it were coming so
that the light were passing through it it might not It is conceiv
able that it would show I can cause as a definite type of perhaps
future exhibit to answer that question

During the 1967 CBS reconstruction of the crime which there
are an awful lot of problems with as far as the critics are con
cerned but when they showed the rifle a Carcano rifle being fired
from the depository window there was a great deal of smoke in
evidence on the film If you would want to see the degree to which
smoke could be photographed in this specific sense that might be a
very good place to go to to view such an exhibit

Mr FAUNTROYI guess then my question is why on the photo
graphs which we saw was there no smoke if in fact the pictures
were taken at about the time the firing began

Mr GRODEN Well sir I can only answer that by saying in two of
the photographs there appear to be smoke and in one there almost
definitely is The Moorman photograph that we viewed the en
largement from the Polaroid there is what definitely appears to be
a large puff of smoke within well within 1 second after the Presi
dent's been struck in the head There does appear to be such
evidence
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Mr FAUNTROYAre you familiar with the picture that suggests a
puff of smoke from the grassy knoll

Mr GRODEN This is what I was referring to
Mr FAUNTROYYes Give us an explanation of how that could be

photographed and how at least I could not see any puffs around
the window

Mr GRODEN OK If I may just to digress for a moment The first
question of the puff of smoke came from the witnesses on the
overpass that looked in that direction the area of the grassy knoll
as the shots were being fired and saw what appeared to them to be
a puff of smoke

The reason why you could not see it here is this was a somewhat
wide angle situation I am preparing if I may get back to what Mr
Preyer said a moment ago about possibly a future appearance—I
am preparing an exhibit dealing with a very clear enlargement of
the specific area where this man who appears in the Zapruder film
the Willis film and the Moorman photographic film where he was
standing where there does appear to be a very clear puff of smoke

Now it may not be a puff of smoke It may be an illusion But it
does appear to be such a puff of smoke

Mr FAUNTROY Given the angle from which the Zapruder film
was taken and the suggestion that perhaps it was a figure of a man
as the camera panned past what seemed to be some shrubbery

Mr GRODEN Yes sir
Mr FAUNTROYWhere would that man have been standing
Mr GRODEN That man would have been standing in the same

position where the man was in the Willis photograph and Moor
man photograph within the crux of the concrete retaining wall
that low retaining wall °

Is it appropriate to recall an exhibit
Chairman STOKESSure
Mr GRODEN The Willis photograph
Mr GOLDSMITHThat is numbers F-155 and F-129 Willis and

Moorman and number F-274
Mr GRODEN In fairness to the Warren Commission report deal

ing with this specific figure that we are talking about here the
issue was never raised to them This is a figure which did appear
we knew it appeared in Willis and Moorman and the rest and the
question was did he appear in any of the motion pictures and the
question became does he appear in the Zapruder film and another
researcher of the assassination and myself both spent a great deal
of time searching and scanning the film to try to fmd if there was
anybody there and it became very very time consuming because
we didn't know exactly what we were looking for

The direction is not particularly clear in the Zapruder film
initially because there are no specific reference points except for in
the background that pole behind the running man that we viewed
on the right The man at the end of the retaining wall on the
Willis photograph right there and right there at the end a little
bit smaller than that than was just indicated in that area there
the same man in the same position you can see Zapruder on the
Willis photograph standing at that point

Directly in front of him and slightly lower in the tree in ques
tion it is a pyracantha and 54 feet away and through we pick up
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the image at the end of the wall of the man who does appear in the
Zapruder film At least this is my analysis of it

Mr FAUNTROYThank you
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Groden I really don't have any specific questions for you

other than to thank you for your help and to as I understand it
reiterate what I understood your testimony is this afternoon

You are identifying through photographic evidence those areas of
controversy that have been raised by critics of the Warren Commis
sion report

Is that a fair assessment of what you are doing here
Mr GRODEN I would say that is a very fair assessment of it

those which I felt could be addressed There are other questions
about this but they could not be rectified or enlightened upon in
my opinion I was able—I must say I was not restrained by the
committee and I was able to express all of my opinions from the
very beginning on through

Mr Donn I only ask this because I am curious I am not sure
myself not being that familiar with your background You are a
photooptical technician I presume you have studied that or do you
have a degree or is there some formal course work or is that
something you acquired through normal work

Mr GRODEN Basically it starts as on the job type of training It
is something that someone who goes to school to learn to try to do
say through RIT or the Kodak Institute or any specific

Mr DODD What I was getting at here is as part of that training
you don't have any specific expertise in ballistics fire arms or
forensic pathology

Mr GRODEN No sir not at all
Mr DODD Thank you very much
Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired I

would just like to say for the benefit of both the members of the
committee and the audience or the viewers that the gentleman
who appears here today Mr Groden appears here in his capacity
as a genuine critic and the sole purpose of receiving his testimony
is to raise the various issues that have been raised relative to
photographs by the various critics of the critical community

In subsequent days in these hearings this committee will pro
duce the technical experts who will answer the types of questions
that have been raised here today through one of the members of
the critical community So I caution that his testimony is to be
received for that purpose only

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut Mr
McKinney

Mr MCKINNEY I have no questions Mr Chairman I would just
like to thank the witness for putting forth as clearly as he has the
critical questions that have been raised over the years

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Tennessee Mr Ford
Mr FORD Thank you Mr Chairman
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In light of what you said I have only one question When Mrs
Kennedy crawled out of the limousine on the back of the trunk do
we have a photo of what she picked up at that time Have you seen
a photo of what she picked up from the trunk of the car

Mr GRODEN This is a very very touchy issue sir You are one of
the few people who viewing this—I assume this is not the first
time you have seen this film but very few people catch the fact
she does indeed appear to be picking something up I specifically
did not mention what I thought that to be but from her testimony
which includes the fact she has no recollection of ever climbing out
on the trunk in the first place it would appear that she picked up
a piece of skull that had been blown to the rear or a piece of brain
matter or something that had been blown backward from the
impact of the shot

She does appear to reach out brace herself with her left hand
reach out with her right hand pick something up and take it back
into the car One of the initial interpretations of the film was that
the Secret Service agent Clint Hill reached her and pushed her
back into the car He doesn't do that She climbs back by herself
He barely touches her forearm So it would seem as though she
had some specific purpose to climb out pick something up and
bring it back which may be relevant to dealing with the direction
from which the shot may have come

Mr FORD Do you recall a photograph of her picking anything up
off the trunk

Mr GRODEN There is one The No 7 Altgens photograph No 7
which is the sixth one of the series I state it that way because the
numbers on the individual negatives there is no No 1 so I state it
that way for clarity shows her picking something up cupped in her
hand but what it is we cannot see from the photograph

Mr FORD Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

Chair recognizes the gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN I only have one question Mr Groden This morning

Mrs Connally was very clear in her testimony about what she
perceived each of the three shots as having done the first one
going through the President's neck the second one hitting Gover
nor Connally and the third one exploding the President's head

In your hours of analyzing photographs do you have photo
graphic evidence to either corroborate or refute that

Mr GRODEN In my opinion I would state that I fmd that to be a
more accurate description of what the photographic evidence would
tend to show happened than what has become known as the single
bullet theory

Again I want to express this is my opinion on it and it is subject
to change

I do believe that the President was in all probability was struck
by an earlier bullet From Governor Connally's very definite testi
mony as having heard the first shot and had the reaction time to
turn around and then turn back that whether the President was
hit by an earlier bullet or not that there was one bullet fired
before Governor Connally was hit

I think there is very little question about that
Mr FITHIAN Thank you
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Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYER Yes I only have one question There has been a lot

of testimony that we have heard not just from you but earlier in
other sessions about puffs of smoke and I don't have any expertise
in knowing what the photographic sensitivity of film is but I do a
lot of hunting myself and I have seen a lot of guns fired with
smokeless powder loads and there is no discernible smoke to the
human eye when you are watching one fired

I wonder have you ever done anything along that line to try to
get pictures of smoke coming out of a modern rifle

Mr GRODEN The only way I can answer that and I think it is an
excellent question the only way I can answer that question is to
say that I initially thought the idea of smoke on the knoll could
not have happened for that very same argument a modern rifle
simply does not smoke

However the CBS report although they didn't catch it them
selves shows the rifle being fired as I recall several dozen times
and every single time there is a rather large puff of white smoke

Mr SAWYER Yes I don't know how they did that but when you
are firing a muzzle-loader or black powder rifle which they haven't
put out for a long long time way before the period of time we are
talking about the modern mode and smokeless loads at least when
you watch them fired you can't see any smoke come out of them

Mr GRODEN Again that was my argument originally too I
thought that there was no chance of it Yet this specific visual
testing showed in every single case not just an occasional case
that there was a tremendous amount of smoke As a possible
explanation I certainly do not want to represent myself as any
thing close to an expert on it is that it is my recollection that the
ammunition made for that specific weapon ceased sometime
around the late 1940's I could be wrong about that So it would
not be "modern ammunition per se unless they were handloaded
I would have no knowledge of this

Mr SAWYER I am sure way before that they stopped using black
powder even in Carcanos

Mr GRODEN I am sure too The only answer I can give to you
the only time I have seen a Carcano fired physically was in a CBS
testing and it did indeed show a great deal of smoke

Mr SAWYERI have nothing further
Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr

Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman I don't have any specific questions of the witness

today As I listened this afternoon and looked at the pictures and
photographic evidence there were number of issues that were
raised in my mind It occurred to me some people listening and
watching and perhaps some here today will get a little bit con
fused about what we have seen and witnessed this afternoon I
think that it would be accurately described as a shopping list of
issues and that in the next few days and weeks I hope that we can
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examine the issues relating to the autopsy and the acoustics and
the trajectory and the other issues which I know are going to be
laid out and give us an opportunity to accurately come back to
each of these photographs and each of the exhibits that have been
introduced today and come up with some resolution to some of the
theories and issues which have been raised

I appreciate our witness coming and sharing the shopping list I
don't think that we have resolved many of the issues or should we
take the time at this time in my opinion to go into all of the
analysis of each of these pictures

Chairman STOKESWill the gentleman yield
Mr EDGAR I yield to the chairman
Chairman STOKES I think that the gentleman precisely states

the case As I attempted to say earlier so that those who are
following the evidence being produced to our committee might
better understand it we are merely at this time trying to lay the
groundwork so that when the other technical experts testify they
will be in a much better position to be able to understand their
testimony having had the critical issues pointed up at this time

Mr EDGAR I withhold my questions until that time
Chairman STOKESI thank the gentleman
Mr Goldsmith do you have anything further
Mr GOLDSMITHNo Mr Chairman Thank you
Chairman STOKESMr Groden under the rules of our committee

every witness testifying before this committee at the conclusion of
his testimony is to be given 5 minutes in which he may make any
statement either explaining or amplifying or in any way expand
ing upon the testimony he has given before this committee

On behalf of the committee I extend to you at this time that
period of time in the event that you so desire

Mr GRODEN Thank you sir
May I have one moment please
Chairman STOKESCertainly
Mr GRODEN Mr Stokes everybody present the first thing I

want to do is to thank you for the opportunity for my being here to
present some of the issues as I see them those specific issues which
we felt could be best addressed by the scientific panels

Mr Preyer before suggested that perhaps I might be coming
back in the future to raise other issues or present further view
points I would hope so and request so

Back in January 1975 when my wife Chris and I decided that we
would release the films and visuals dealing with the assassination
to the public they came to the attention of Congressman Thomas
Downing of Virginia now retired who felt there were enough
questions here to warrant such a committee and the legislation was
initially introduced and I commend him for his foresight

What I have done here is present some of the issues as they were
and as I felt about them when this all began Some of these issues
in my mind have changed Some of the case which I presented
here I never felt were issues in the first place but other credible
critics did believe so

Some of them which I believed at the time I no longer believe
and I would request at the committee's convenience if the time is
going to be available to come back and discuss the new findings
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and the feelings as they are today and the additional issues which
were not raised before the panels to be dealt with scientifically

Other than that again I thank you and wish you well with the
investigation

Chairman STOKES Mr Groden we certainly want to thank you
for your appearance here today and for the very articulate way in
which you have pointed up some of the issues that have been
raised in the critical community You certainly have been of value
to this committee over a period of time

We want to thank you for your appearance here today Thank
you very much

Mr GRODEN Thank you
Chairman STOKES There being nothing further the committee is

ad'ourned until 9 a.m tomorrow morning
Whereupon at 4:20 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene

at 9 a.m. Thursday September 7 1978.]



INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF
PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

THURSDAY SEPTEMBER 7 1978

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C
The committee met at 9:09 a.m. pursuant to recess in room

2172 Rayburn House Office Building Hon Louis Stokes (chairman
of the committee) presiding

Present Representatives Stokes Preyer Fauntroy Dodd Fith
ian Edgar Ford Devine McKinney and Sawyer

Staff present Clifford A Fenton Jr. chief investigator Kenneth
D Klein assistant deputy chief counsel G Robert Blakey chief
counsel Donald A Purdy Jr. staff counsel and Elizabeth Berning
chief clerk

Chairman STOKES A quorum being present the committee will
now come to order

The Chair recognizes the chief counsel Professor Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
John F Kennedy was the fourth American President to be assas

sinated the first in 60 years It is somewhat remarkable therefore
that despite major advances in medical technology his autopsy
created the most controversy though in two earlier murders there
was a dispute over the fine points of the post mortem examination

In Lincoln's case in 1865 the autopsy surgeons disagreed over
the path of the bullet through the President's head X-ray tech
niques that could have settled the question had not yet been in
vented

Ironically when William McKinley was shot in 1901 his wife
ordered the autopsy terminated before the fatal bullet could be
located and although X-ray equipment was available—Thomas
Edison had sent his newly invented machine to the pathologists—it
wasn't used

The one assassination not to raise an autopsy controversy was
that of James Garfield in 1881

The handling of President Kennedy's treatment and autopsy—
first in Texas and then in Washington—by the doctors the Warren
Commission and by the President's family has given rise to more
questions touching on his assassination than any other single
aspect of the investigation The facts of what happened and the
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questions that have arisen out of those facts merit the closest
attention

The first doctors to attend the President at Parkland Hospital
were Malcolm Perry and Charles J Carrico According to each
they observed a massive head wound and a small circular wound
in the neck just below the Adam's apple Later they referred to it
as an "entry wound. Dr Perry performed a tracheotomy to help
the President breathe The incision was made at the throat wound
making it subsequently difficult to determine the nature of the
wound or even to notice its existence

Other Parkland doctors have differed dramatically in their de
scriptions of the head wound Dr Robert McClelland in a written
report dated November 22 1963 described it as "a massive head
and brain injury from a gunshot wound of the left temple. Dr
William Kemp Clark said he observed a large gaping hole in the
rear of the President's head

The Parkland doctors worked on the President for about 20
minutes They did not examine his back so they could not have
been aware of a wound there The only head wound they say they
saw was the massive one they described Their job of course was
to administer emergency treatment not to measure the location of
wounds or to determine that all wounds had been accounted for
The Parkland doctors duties extended only up until the time of the
death of the President

Efforts to save the President were futile Dr Clark pronounced
him dead at 1 p.m. central standard time It was a formality The
President was beyond help before he arrived at the hospital

The doctors who examined Governor Connally were Robert
Shaw Charles Gregory and George Shires They described the
wounds to his back chest wrist and thigh The Governor at first
listed as critical fully recovered

After the President was declared dead his body was taken to Air
Force One for the flight back to Washington On the return flight
Mrs Kennedy decided to have the autopsy performed at Bethesda
Naval Hospital since the President had served in the Navy
Comdr James J Humes was appointed chief autopsy surgeon He
in turn chose Drs J Thornton Boswell and Pierre A Finck to
assist him The autopsy began at 8 p.m eastern standard time
Other doctors laboratory technicians Secret Service and FBI
agents and military personnel were in attendance Members of the
Kennedy family and friends remained in the tower suite of the
hospital

Preliminary X-rays failed to detect the presence of a missile in
the President's body Commander Humes was then given authority
to conduct a full autopsy by Adm Calvin B Galloway and Dr
George Burkley the White House physician

Dr Humes first determined that a missile had entered the rear
of the head and exited at the top right side of the skull resulting
in a large exit wound and leaving tiny metallic particles through
out the brain

Next he found a wound he determined had entered the upper
back Pathologists tried to probe this wound but they could only
detect a pathway that extended a few inches They could not find a
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point of exit Despite the uncertainty over the missile track Dr
Humes decided not to dissect the track through the neck

At about this time Dr Humes was informed by FBI agents that
a bullet had been discovered on a stretcher in the emergency room
at Parkland He and the other pathologists tentatively decided the
bullet had penetrated a few inches into the President's back and
had been dislodged during emergency treatment at the hospital

During the autopsy pieces of bone discovered in the Presidential
limousine were brought to Bethesda where they were determined
to have been part of the President's skull

Dr Humes made note of the tracheotomy incision The patholo
gists examined most major organs of the President's body X-rays
and photographs were taken The brain was retained for future
examination slides were extracted from tissue organs and sections
The autopsy ended at about 11 p.m eastern standard time

On the morning of Saturday November 23 Dr Humes spoke by
telephone with Dr Perry in Dallas who explained that he had
made the tracheotomy incision through a small circular throat
wound Dr Humes then theorized it was an exit corresponding to
the entry wound in the upper back and he reflected this belief in
his autopsy report filed November 24

All participants in the autopsy were under naval orders—not
lifted until the select committee began its investigation—to be
silent as to its results but rumors began to fly anyway and confus
ing news accounts soon began to appear The effect of these errone
ous news accounts on public perceptions is important to emphasize
Here is a sampling from the New York Times

November 23 The President suffered an entrance wound in the
Adam's apple and a massive head wound in the head

December 17 The FBI had concluded one bullet had struck the
President in the right temple and another had hit where the right
shoulder joins the neck

December 19 The pathologists had determined a bullet had
lodged in the back a second had struck the right rear of the head

J Edgar Hoover the Director of the FBI submitted the Bureau's
report of the assassination to the Warren Commission on December
9 and a supplement to it was filed on January 13 1964 They
reflected the preliminary observations of the FBI agents who had
attended the autopsy

By early February the theory that one bullet had traversed
President Kennedy's back and throat wounds and caused Governor
Connally's wounds—the so-called single bullet theory—began to
emerge At this time and for several months to come members of
the Warren Commission and its staff were taking testimony from
the doctors who had attended the President and who had partici
pated in the autopsy The Warren Commission and its staff had
also viewed the Zapruder film As far as is known however no
member of the Commission or its staff ever carefully examined
the autopsy X-rays or photos although Chief Justice Warren is
reported to have seem them

In September 1964 the Warren Commission issued its report in
which it concluded the President had been struck by two bullets
one in the back and one in the rear of the skull as the autopsy
report had indicated Although it used carefully guarded language
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the Commission concluded that the bullet that exited the Presi
dent's throat also caused all of Governor Connally's wounds

Finally the Commission said the bullet that was found on the
stretcher at Parkland Hospital was the one that hit both the Presi
dent and Governor Connally This bullet known by its exhibit
number CE-399 has come to be known as the pristine bullet

Not long after publication of the Warren report criticisms of its
findings began to appear In 1966 Edward Jay Epstein in Inquest
revealed that the FBI report of December 9 1963 stated that the
missile that entered the President's back did not exit—this in spite
of the fact that the FBI had access to Dr Humes written report
indicating otherwise

In addition in 1966 Mark Lane published his "Rush to Judg
ment. He quoted the early comments of several doctors at Park
land in which they described the throat wound "as one of entry.
Lane then argued that if the President was hit both from the front
and back there had to be more than one assassin Lane also
criticized the "single bullet theory suggesting that it had been
devised by the Warren Commission to explain how one assassin
could have inflicted all the wounds in the requisite time period As
the "single bullet theory fell so argued Lane the specter of two
gunmen rose

In 1967 Josiah Thompson in "Six Seconds in Dallas, proposed
that the President had been struck simultaneously by two shots
one from the rear and one from the front

In October 1966 the autopsy materials which had been up until
that time retained by the Kennedy family were transferred to the
custody of the National Archives under a restrictive deed of gift
that sharply limited public access to them In November 1966 the
autopsy pathologists were asked by the Department of Justice to
review the X-rays and photographs This was the first time they
had ever reviewed the photographs Nevertheless they concluded
they were consistent with their original autopsy findings

In 1968 Acting Attorney General Ramsey Clark convened a
panel of medical experts for the purpose of making an independent
review of the X-rays and photos The panel confirmed the autopsy
findings as to the number of wounds and the general direction
from which the shots came but it differed with the pathologists at
Bethesda on one important point it said that the wound in the
rear or the Presidents head was 10 centimeters above where it had
been placed by the autopsy

In 1975 the Rockefeller Commission asked still another panel of
experts to review the photographic evidence The findings con
curred with those of the panel appointed by Clark

In 1976 the select committee was of course charged by the
House of Representatives to undertake its investigation into the
assassination of President Kennedy The committee recognized that
it too was obligated to examine all of the medical issues that had
arisen over the years

They include (1) The number of bullets that struck President
Kennedy and Governor Connally (2) the number of wounds each
man received their locations and whether they were wounds of
entry of exit (3) the 10-centimeter discrepancy in the location of
the wound to the rear of the President's head (4) the course of the
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so-called pristine bullet through both President Kennedy and Gov
ernor Connally (5) the apparent backward motion of the Presi
dent's head as shown in the Zapruder film as he is hit by the fatal
bullet (6) the possibility that the President was struck in both the
rear and the front of the head (7) the statements of the Parkland
doctors concerning President Kennedy's wounds (8) the authentic
ity of the autopsy X-rays and photographs (9) the competence and
the validity of the autopsy including an allegation that the pa
thologists were ordered to perform an incomplete examination

The committee has convened a panal of forensic pathologists to
evaluate and interpret the medical evidence It consists of two
groups of doctors—one that had previously reviewed the autopsy
photographs and X-rays and one that had not

Panel members who had previously reviewed the evidence are
Dr Werner Spitz medical examiner of Detroit Mich

Dr Cyril H Wecht coroner of Allegheny County Pa
Dr James T Weston chief medical investigator University of

New Mexico School of Medicine Albuquerque N Mex
Panel members who had not previously reviewed the evidence

are
Dr John I Coe chief medical examiner of Hennepin County

Minn
Dr Joseph H Davis chief medical examiner of Dade County

Fla
Dr Joseph S Loquvam director of the Institute of Forensic

Sciences Oakland Calif
Dr Charles S Petty chief medical examiner Dallas County Tex
Dr Earl Rose professor of pathology University of Iowa Iowa

City Iowa
The moderator of the panel is Dr Michael M Baden chief medi

cal examiner of New York City
The panel was asked by the committee to undertake four funda

mental assignments
One to determine whether there are basic conclusions in the

field of forensic pathology on which most or all of the panel
members could agree

Two to perform a detailed critique of the autopsy of President
Kennedy

Three to write a report of its findings
Four to make recommendations for pursuing matters outside the

expertise of forensic pathologists
The committee has arranged to have the two groups of medical

experts express their views in a single report with the stipulation
that should any member hold a dissenting opinion it would be
stated in the body of the report

The committee has also conducted a comprehensive investigation
in an attempt to locate missing materials that is materials miss
ing from the National Archives including a steel container alleged
to have contained the President's brain which was removed during
the autopsy

All persons either directly or indirectly involved in the chain of
custody of the autopsy materials have been either interviewed or
deposed The total number of persons interviewed or deposed ex
ceeds 30 The committee has also contacted the Kennedy family
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Despite these efforts the committee has not been able to deter
mine what precisely happened to the missing materials A family
spokesman however did indicate that Attorney General Robert F
Kennedy expressed concern that these materials could conceivably
be placed on public display many years from then and that he
wished to prevent it

The spokesman indicated that in his judgment the materials
were destroyed and cannot be recovered The committee has deter
mined that the materials were not buried with the body of the
President at reinterment The committee has not obtained any
other relevant information on this issue

To illustrate the location of the wounds in the President the
committee has engaged Ms Ida Dox an experienced medical illus
trator to render drawings Ms Dox graduated from the Johns
Hopkins Medical School Department of Art as applied to Medicine

Presently she is the medical illustrator for the Department of
Medical-Dental Communication at the Georgetown University
Schools of Medicine and Dentistry

Mr Chairman it will be appropriate now to call Ms Dox
Chairman STOKES The committee calls Ms Dox as a witness
Would you stand please and raise your right hand Do you

solemnly swear the testimony you are about to give before this
committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

Ms Dox I do
Chairman STOKES Thank you You may be seated
The Chair recognizes staff counsel Donald A Purdy Jr for

questioning of the witness

TESTIMONY OF IDA DOX PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL
ILLUSTRATOR

Mr PURDY Thank you Mr Chairman
Ms Dox please state your full name
Ms Dox Ida Dox
Mr PURDY What is your occupation
Ms Dox I am a professional medical illustrator
Mr PURDY How did you come to work for the select committee
Ms Dox The committee contacted the medical school the

Georgetown Medical School and I was recommended
Mr PURDY How did you determine what to illustrate for the

select committee
Ms Dox This was done by consultation the staff of the commit

tee the medical panel and myself and it was decided that the
photographs taken at autopsy should be copied to illustrate the
position of the wounds The photographs that were selected were
the ones that best showed the injuries

Also a series of illustrations was needed that would illustrate
the findings of the medical panel

Mr PURDY What photographs did you attempt to copy
Ms Dox Four photographs One shows the back of the head

another one shows the upper back then the side of the head and
the front of the neck

Mr PURDY How did you copy the autopsy photographs
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Ms Dox The autopsy photographs were copied by placing a
piece of tracing paper directly on the photograph then all the
details were very carefully traced Later on while working on the
final drawing I had to have the photograph in front of me at all
times In this way I could be constantly comparing and looking
back and forth at the drawing and the photograph so that no detail
could be overlooked or omitted or altered in any way That is the
way the copies were made and the tracings were made from the
originals

Mr PURDY Where did you get access to the original autopsy
photographs

Ms Dox At the National Archives
Mr PURDY How often did you have access to the original photo

graphs
Ms Dox A great number of times I don't remember exactly how

many times because I had to use them a great number of times and
then the staff of the National Archives was very cooperative and
they let me use them as many times as I needed So I really don't
remember how many times

Mr Plumy Was a member of the staff of the Archives present
when you reviewed the autopsy materials

Ms Dox Yes
Mr PuRDY Did you also review the autopsy X-rays
Ms Dox Yes I did
Mr PURDY Did you have access to a set of duplicates of the

original autopsy material
Ms Dox Yes I did I used these at the offices of the committee
Mr PuRDY Why was it necessary to use duplicates
Ms Dox Well this was because as I said a member of the

Archives staff had to be present at all times when I was using the
original material and so that I would not use their time unneces
sarily while there I concentrated on working in all the minute
details and finishing them up and then for other items in the
photograph like well the gloved hands of the physician or the
ruler that was placed on the surface of the body These things
reproduced very faithfully on the duplicate photographs So to
finish these up I could easily use the duplicates at the committee
offices

Mr PURDY You stated that you copied four autopsy photographs
How did you make the other drawings to illustrate the conclusions
of the forensic pathology panel

Ms Dox This was a series of composite reconstructions which
means several sources were used to arrive at the final product
This was also done of course in very close consultation with the
medical panel especially Dr Michael Baden and the sources that
were used were for instance the photographs and X-rays of the
President taken at autopsy and others that were taken when he
was alive These were superimposed and compared so that the
right proportions would be arrived at

The findings were several—so then different drawings had to be
used to illustrate these In another instance one of the frames of
the film taken during the motorcade was photographed and the
outline of the President's head was used so that the drawing would
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have the head of the President in the position that the medical
panel decided was necessary

At other times a skull was used that had the dimensions of the
President's and the photographs of the retrieved bone fragments
were traced to get the outline This paper was cut out along the
outline and taped on the skull in the position that the X-rays
indicated there was bone missing and from this paper and skull
reconstruction I made my drawing

Another example of reconstruction would be the way the frac
tures on the skull were placed by studying very carefully the X
rays and as I said before in close consultation with the medical
panel particularly Dr Baden

Mr PURDY Ms Dox prior to today did you have the opportunity
to review the enlargements of your drawings to insure that they
are accurate

Ms Dox Yes I did I looked at them very very carefully and
they are my drawings except that they are photographically en
larged They haven't been altered in any way

Mr PURDY Thank you Ms Dox
Mr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STroxES The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
I am sorry Ms Dox you are excused Thank you very much

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
The committee also asked Dr Lowell Levine to determine wheth

er the autopsy X-rays were in fact those of President Kennedy
Dr Levine received his DDS degree from the New York Universi

ty College of Dentistry in 1963
Dr Levine has been in charge of identification of a large number

of mass disasters both in the United States and abroad He has
published innumerable professional papers In addition to Dr
Levine the committee asked Mr Calvin S McCamy to determine
whether the autopsy photographs are in fact the original unmodi
fied autopsy photographs of President Kennedy

Mr McCamy received a BS degree in chemical engineering and
an MS degree in physics from the University of Minnesota Mr
McCamy is a fellow of the Optical Society of America the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers and the Society of
Photographic Scientists and Engineers It would now be appropri
ate Mr Chairman to call both Dr Levine and Mr McCamy to
testify as a panel on the authenticity of the X-ray and the photo
graphs

Chairman STOKES At this time then the committee calls Dr
Levine and Mr McCamy as witnesses

Gentlemen would you stand and raise your right hands and be
sworn Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before
this committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the
truth so help you God

Mr McCAMY I do
Dr LEVINE Yes sir I do
Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
The Chair recognizes staff counsel Mr Donald A Purdy Jr
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Mr PURDY Thank you Mr Chairman
Gentlemen I will begin the questioning with Dr Levine

TESTIMONY OF DR LOWELL LEVINE CONSULTANT TO THE
CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER NEW YORK CITY AND CALVIN
S McCAMY CHAIRMAN OF THE AMERICAN NATIONAL
STANDARDS WORKING GROUP ON PRINT QUALITY FOR OPTI
CAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION
Mr PURDY Mr McCamy if you have any comments during the

questions directed to Dr Levine please feel free to add them
Dr Levine what is your occupation
Dr LEVINE I am a dentist
Mr PURDY How does the process of dental identification work
Dr LEVINE The forensic odontologist or forensic dentist will

examine a particular piece of dental evidence and attempt to find
all the particular unique and individual characteristics in that
piece of evidence He will then attempt to secure a prior record
which contains those same characteristics

Mr PURDY In the case of the X-rays of President Kennedy what
was your task

Dr LEVINE My task basically was to examine the films taken
during the course of the autopsy of President Kennedy and to
determine if in fact the person who was X-ray was the late Presi
dent

Mr PURDY To what extent are X-rays considered adequate for
identification purposes

Dr LEVINE X-rays are excellent dental evidence for identifica
tion purposes They contain the positions of the teeth in relation to
each other They contain the shapes and sizes of the fillings and
the lining or basing materials that the teeth contain We can find
anomalous or bizarre situations pathology such as cysts roots and
consequently there are a myriad of areas for comparison in X-ray
film

Mr PURDY Do X-rays exist showing the teeth and jaws of Presi
dent Kennedy taken prior to the autopsy X-ray

Dr LEVINE Yes sir they do
Mr PURDY Where are they
Dr LEVINE There were 22 such films in the custody of the

National Archives
Mr PURDY Generally what do these films show
Dr LEVINE Thirteen of the films are dental X-ray type films

The other nine are marked JFK sinus The X-ray films show teeth
jaws dental restorations bony patterns and the like The sinus
films are both anterior posterior front to back and lateral skull
films taken side to side

Mr PURDY What is the basis for your opinion as to whether or
not the autopsy X-rays were actually made on President Kennedy

Dr LEVINE Well the first thing that I did was to compare each
of the photographs in the National Archives with each other and I
was very readily able to determine that all the films were taken on
the same person President Kennedy There are four sources of the
films including a Captain Petter of the U.S Navy Dental Corps
and a Dr Robert Morris of New York City
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The sinus films were taken by Dr Stephen White of New York
City and by Drs Groover Christie and Merit in Washington D.C.
through the years 1960 to 1962 These names appear either on the
films themselves or on the film mounts which is normal procedure

Mr PURDY Dr Levine will you please examine these items
marked JFK exhibits F-295 and F-296 and tell us what they repre
sent

Dr LEVINE May I walk over there Mr Counsel
Mr PURDY Yes
Dr LEVINE F-295 is a composite of certain of the films in the

National Archives and autopsy films 1 and 2 I have in fact exam
ined autopsy films 1 2 and 3 and was able to authenticate all of
those but at the time I had my permission to do the photography
work it was my understanding that I was not to photograph injury
pattern and in order to authenticate film No 1 that would have
showed injury pattern in that the frontal sinuses were used to
authenticate autopsy film 1

Mr PURDY Dr Levine what do the autopsy Nos 1 2 and 3
represent what views of the President

Dr LEVINE They are all skull films Autopsy 1 is a front to back
and back to front—an AP-type film Nos 2 and 3 represent lateral
films taken from side to side so to speak

Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I would like to have these exhibits
marked JFK F-295 and F-296 introduced into the record at this
time

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this time

[The above-referred-to JFK exhibits F-295 and F-296 follow:]

JFK EXHIBITF-295
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JFK EXHIBITF-296

Mr PURDY Could you please demonstrate the areas of compari
son in the exhibits

Dr LEVINE Yes sir The four films on top in F-295—and these
in F-296—are actually duplicates of each other with certain of the
areas of comparison color coded in red The four films on top were
taken by Dr Robert Morris in New York City I believe on January
18 1962 right side and left side The film in the lower corner on
both the exhibits on the "J side is the Stephen White film taken
on August 14 of 1960 and the film on the left side is the Drs
Groover Christy and Meritt film taken in Washington D.C. and
this is of a lateral skull film on August 17 1960

This is the dentition and supporting structures on both autopsy 2
and autopsy 3 We can see some very distinctive areas that makes
comparison not too difficult But one thing we must understand
the dental films are taken by placing the piece of film in the
mouth and so you get the one tooth

The lateral skull films are taken by passing the X-rays so to
speak through the skull to the film on the other side so that we
get a composite very often or the teeth of both sides superimposed
upon each other which has happened in the four films here We
have elements then of both the right and left sides in autopsy 2
and autopsy 3

Autopsy 3 is very evident from the very distinctive shapes of the
fillings For example in the upper second molar we see a "W
shape filling and we can follow them as we go forward So that
there is absolutely no difficulty in authenticating that
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One of the elements that has stayed throughout is a kidney
shaped area of cement base in the lower left second molar and this
shows very readily in this area here in the 60 film in both autopsy
films There are others too just to point out

Mr PURDY Dr Levine I appreciate your pointing out a couple of
those areas

Based on the comparison X-rays that you have used are you able
to state a firm opinion as to whether or not the three skull X-rays
you viewed from the autopsy materials are in fact X-rays taken of
President Kennedy

Dr LEVINE Yes sir there is absolutely no question of that
Mr PUIu)Y Mr Levine will you please examine this item

marked "JFK exhibit F-323 and identify this report you have
submitted to us

If the clerk will give the report
[Document handed to the witness by the clerk.]
Mr PURDY Dr Levine is this the report you submitted to the

staff of this committee
Dr LEVINE Yes it is
Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I would like this report marked "JFK

exhibit F-323 and have it entered into the record at this time
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record at this time
[The above-referred-to JFK exhibit F-323 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-323

REPORTTOTHE
SELECTCOMMITTEEONASSASSINATIONS

U S HOUSEOFREPRESENTATIVES

Identification of the Skull X-Ray
Films TakenDuringthe Autopsyof

President John F Kennedy

LowellJ Levine D.D.S
Consultant for the
Select Committeeon Assassinations
U S Houseof Representatives
September7 1978
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AUTHENTICATIONOFAUTOPSYFILMS1 2 3 ( BYDR LOWELLLEVINE)

BASISFORDENTALIDENTIFICATION
Thescience of dental identification is based upon the fact

that characteristics associated with the dentition and the hard
and soft tissue structures of the oral cavity occur in astronomical
numbersof combinations

Typically the adult dentition contains sixteen teeth in
each jaw four incisors two canines four premolars and six
molars Each tooth has characteristics such as morphology
root configuration root canal shapes anomalies pathology and
the like whichare unique and individual to that particular
tooth Similarly,the supporting structures of the oral cavity
have unique and individual characteristics

Teeth are often attacked by carious lesions (decay) and

other processes whichcause unique and individual characteristics

Thereare five surfaces on each tooth whichmaybe attacked

by dental caries and restored by the dentist Onposterior
teeth ( premolars and molars ) menial and distal ( towards
and awayfrom the midline ) occlusal ( the grinding surface )
buccal ( towards the cheek ) and lingual ( towards the tongue )
Onanterior teeth ( incisors and canines ) mesial and distal
facial or labial ( towardsthe face or lips ) lingual and

incisal ( cutting surface ) Thesesurfaces maybe attacked

by dental caries singly or in combinationand restored by the
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dentist in single or multiple surface restorations Different
surfaces on the sametooth maybe restored with various filling
insulating and lining materials Different sized and shaped
dental burs ( drills ) are used to removethe dental caries
and prepare the tooth to receive the filling material

Thedentist uses varies materials to repair the effects of

dental caries Metals such as gold in various forms and silver

amalgamare commonlyused Porceleins and acrylics are used

and various cementsare used as temporaryrestorations in

sulating materials and sealers
It should be abundentlyclear that the possible combinations

whichmayoccur because of such factors as presence or absence

of particular teeth surfaces of each tooth free of caries

or decayed surfaces of each tooth present restored with various

types of dental materials sizes and shapes of cavity preparations
is limitless

Almostall dental evidence is useful for identification

purposes Dental evidence could include the written records

of examinationsand treatments Modelsof the mouth teeth
and jaws used for diagnosis and treatment planning or the actual

fabrication of prosthetic appliances Theprothetic appliances
themselves Photographsand x-ray films taken incident to

diagnosis and/or treatment
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%-rayfilms are excellent evidence for identification

parposes Thefilms will graphically exhibit characteristics

such as presence or absence of teeth rotations of teeth
level of eruption of teeth tipping-of teeth,'and:the re

lation of.theseteeth to each other
Thefilms will showthe morphologyof teeth roots and

root canals as well as the presence of caries root canal

therapy pathology such as retained roots and cysts unerupted

teeth anomalies wear and breakage amongother things
Wemayexaminethe shapes of fillings extent of caries

involvementand removal cementmaterials present and density
of filling materials Hardtissue patterns pathology and

landmarksare also graphically represented
Evenwhenextensive dental treatment performedsub

Sequent to the date of the x-ray films has considerably

altered the visual appearanceof the teeth,the underlying
hard tissue characteristics remainquite distinctive

DENTALIDENTIFICATIONPROCESS

Thedental identification process will include a

comparisonby the forensic odontologist of the unique and

individual characteristics exhibited by the evidence at hand

with previously existing records containing evidence of those

samecharacteristics Theforensic odontologist will use

his training experience skill and expertise to forman
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an opinion as to whetherhis comparisonis positive Hewill
render that opinion in a report whichwill also contain the
basis for that opinion

Theearly ude of"dental'identiftcation in the United States
can be documentedin two historically significant cases which
both occurred in President Kennedy'shomestate of Massachusetts

Paul Revere noted for his famousride and as a silversmith
also practiced dentistry General Joseph Warren a Revolutionary
Warhero killed at the Battle of BunkerHill had been a patient
of Revere Originally buried by the British his remains were
subsequently identified by Reveresometen monthslater when
Revererecognized a prosthetic appliance he had madefor
General Warren

In 1850the Webster-Parkmancase shockedBoston Dr John
WhiteWebster Professor of Chemistryand Mineralogyat Harvard
MedicalSchoolwas convicted of murderingDr GeorgeParkman
Professor of Anatomyat HarvardMedicalSchool In this first
recorded instance of dental identification in the courtroom
Dr NathanCooleyKeep subsequently first Deanof Harvard
Dental School identified a few fragments of lower jaw and an
intact porcelein bridge whichfitted the cast Dr Keephad

preserved fromrecent dental care of the missing Dr Parkman
Anexpert witness for the defense wasWilliamMorton the

youngBostondentist of ether anesthesia fame

Historical References
Sognnaes Reider F. "Talking Teeth AmericanScientist Vol,64,p.369
Luntz &Luntz Handbookfor Dental Identification J.B Lippincott

Phila. 1973 pp 1-15

41-2590 79 11
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EVIDENCEUSEDIN THEDENTALIDENTIFICATIONPROCESS
Theevidence to be used for the comparisonswas in the custody

of the National Archives of the United States at the time I exam
ined it Therewasa Descriptive';List of the materials which
.wasapparently madewhenthe National Archivesreceived themfrom
the KennedyLibrary

"Descriptive List ( Items I personally used for comparisons
ManilaEnvelope Business Letter Size
Addressedto Captain J.W Pepper D.C. USN

containing two dental films,loose
JFK7/12/62
ManilaEnvelope Business Letter Size
markedJFK4/9/62

containing two dental films loose
ManilaEnvelope About5 x 6

one mounteddental film dated 3/11/61
twomounteddental films dated 3/11/61
five mounteddental films dated 1/18/61
one mounteddental film dated 3/8/62

ManilaSleeve about 10 x 12
JFKSinus-Films 8-17-60

containing five films
Manilaenvalope (sic) about 10 x 12
JFKSinus Films 8-14-60
containing four films
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Description of 1 2 3 6,.7 *

1 Twodental films loose Both are left mandibularperiapical**
type films Theroot apices (ends of the roots) do not appear on
the films Onefilm is taken slightly anterior to the other The

anterior film includes a portion of the lower left canine both

lower left premolars the lower left first molar and a portion of

the lower left secondmolar ( Universal numbers22 21 20 19 18 )
Theposterior film includes a portion of the lower left first

premolar the lower left secondpremolar the lower left first

molar and a portion of the lower left secondmolar ( Universal

numbers21 20 19 18 )
Thefollowing surfaces are interpreted to be restored

First Premolar (#21) Distal Occlusal

SecondPremolar (#20) Mesial Occlusal Distal

First Molar (#19) Mesial Occlusal Distal

SecondMolar (#18) Mesial Occlusal

Therestorations are interpreted as cast metal restorations

Aless radio opaquematerial pulpal ( towards the "nerve ) to the

restorations is interpreted as dental cement Thelower left first

molar (#19) appears to have a portion of a previous metallic rest
_

frp+inn nn +hnpulpal flnnr_
* The teeth will be described by nameand by the Universal Numbering

system In this systemthe Maxillary (upper) Right Third Molaris

#1 TheMaxillary Left Third Molar#16 the Mandibular(lower) Left
Third Molar#17 the MandibularRight Third Molar#32
** This type film usually is of the crownand root portions of a tooth

or teeth in a segmentof one jaw
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2 Twodental films loose Both are left mandibularperiapical
type films Onefilm includes the root apicies the other does
not Both films include a portion of the lower left canine the
twolower left premolars the lower left first molar and a
portion of the lower left secondmolar ( Universal Numbers22
21 20 19 18 )

Thefollowing surfaces are interpreted to be restored
First Premolar•(#21) Distal Occlusal
SecondPremolar (#20) -_MescalOcclusal Distal
First Molar (#19) Mesial Occlusal Distal
SecondMolar (#18) Mesial Occlusal

Therestorations are interpreted as cast metal restorations
Aless radio opaquematerial pulpal to the restorations is in

terpreted as dental cement Thelower left first molar (#19)
appears to have a portion of a previous metallic restoration on
the pulpal floor

3 a Onemounteddental film dated 3/11/61 A film mount

marked "KennedyJF 3/11/61 contains a left Bite wing•.type film

It includes a portion of the upper left first;premolar lower left
first premolar Upperand lower secondpremolars first and sec

ondmolars.( Universal Numbersi2 13 14 15 21 20 19 18 )

* This type film is usually of the crownportions of opposing
teeth of a segmentor an entire side
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Thefollowing surfaces are interpreted to be restored
Upper First Premolar (#12) Mesial Occlusal Distal

SecondPremolar (#13) Mesial Occlusal Distal
First Molar (#14) Mesial Occlusal Distal
SecondMolar (#15) Mesial Occlusal Distal

Lower First Premolar (01) Distal Occlusal
SecondPremolar (#20) Mesial Occlusal Distal
First Molar (#19) Mesial Occlusal Distal
SecondMolar (#18) Mesial Occlusal

Therestorations are interpreted as cast metal on all sur
faces except for those of the twoupper premolars Therestored
surfaces on these two teeth are metallic and maybe either cast
metal or silver amalgam There is dental cementpulpally on
all teeth except the upper and lower first premolars There

appears to be a portion of a previous metallic restoration on
the pulpal floor of the lower left first molar

3 b Twomounteddental films dated 3/11/61 A film mount

marked "Kennedy.JohnF 11 March61 contains twomaxillary
left periapical type films Theseinclude a portion of the

upper first premolar upper'second premolar upper first molar
and upper secondmolar ( Universal Numbers12 13 14 15 )
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Thefollowing surfaces are interpreted to be restored
First Premolar (12) Distal Occlusal ( mesial portion of tooth is )not shownon the filmSecondPremolar (13) -.Menial Occlusal Distal
First Molar (14) MescalOcclusal Distal ( probably lingual )
SecondMolar (15) Mesial Occlusal Distal

All restorations are interpreted as being of metal with
the molars probably cast metal There is cementvisable under
all restorations with the exception of the first premolar

3 c Five mounteddental films date 1/18/61 Afilm mountmarked

"KennedyPres John F 1-18-61 Themountbears a stamp "Robert

D Morris D.D.S. 140East 54th St. NewYork 22 N.Y. *
The

mountcontains five x-ray films There are two right bite wing

type films twoleft bite wingtype films and one maxillary left

periapical type film
Oneright bite wingfilm is taken anterior to the other

Themoreanterior film contains a portion of the upper and a

portion of the lower canine the upper and lower first and second

premolars the upper and lower first molars a portion of the

upper and lower secondmolars Themoreposterior film contains

a portion of the upper and a portion of the lower secondpremolars
* Dr Morris confirmedthe fact that he treated President Kennedy
on 1/18/61 in a telephone conversation whichoccurred on June 7
1978 This appointmentwas two days prior to his inauguration
Hehad a routine "checkup whichincluded x-rays and"cleaning
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the upper and lower first and secondmolars

Thefollowing surfaces are interpreted to be restored

Upper:alght:Canine(6) Distal
First Premolar (5) Occlusal
SecondPremolar (4) Mesial Occlusal Distal
First Molar (3) Mesial Occlusal Distal
SecondMolar (2) Mesial Occlusal

LowerRight First Premolar (28) Occlusal Occlusal
SecondPremolar (29) Distal Occlusal
First Molar (30) Mesial Occlusal Distal
SecondMolar (31) Mesial Occlusal

Theupper right canine isinterpreted^aa having a cementrestoration

All other restoration are metal Thefirst premolars appear to have

silver amalgamrestorations all others appear to be cast metal

There appears to be cementpulpal to all restorations except those

of the first premolars
Oneleft bite wingfilm is taken anterior to the other Both

films include the upper and lower first premolars secondpremolars
first molars and secondmolars Themoreanterior film includes a

portion of the upper and lower secondmolars the moreposterior

film a small portion of the upper and lower first premolars
The following surfaces are interpreted to be restored

UpperLeft:First Premolar (12) Distal Occlusal

SecondPremolar (13) Mesial Occlusal Distal
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UpperLeft First Molar (14) Mesial Occlusal Distal
Second Molar (15) Mesial Occlusal Distal

LowerLeft First Premolar (21) Distal Occlusal
SecondPremolar (20) Mesial Occlusal Distal

First Molar (19) Mesial Occlusal Distal

SecondMolar (18) Mesial Occlusal

Therestorations are interpreted as cast metal on all surfaces

with the exception of the two upper premolars Therestored

surfaces on these two teeth are metallic and maybe either cast

metal or silver amalgam There is dental cementpulpally on all

teeth except the upper and lower first premolars There appears

to be a portion of a previous metallic restoration on the pulpal

floor of the lower first molar

Themaxillary left periapical film includes a portion of

the upper first premolar secondpremolar first and second

molars
Thefollowing surfaces are interpreted to be restored

UpperLeft First Premolar (12) Distal Occlusal

SecondPremolar (13) Mesial Occlusal Distal

First Molar (14) Mesial Occlusal Distal (probably lingual)

SecondMolar (15) Mesial Occlusal

Therestored surfaces of the molars are interpreted as cast metal

Thepremolars maybe either cast metal or silver amalgam There

appears to be cementunder all restorations with the exception
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of the first promolar

3 d Onemounteddental film dated 3/8/62 A film mountmarked
JF Kennedy3/8/62 contains an upper left periapical type film

Thefilm includes a portion of the upper left canine first and
second premolars first molar and a portion of the secondmolar

The following surfaces are interoreted_to__be_restored
UpperLeft First Premolar (12) Distal Occlusal

SecondPremolar (13) Mesial Occlusal Distal
First Molar (14) Mesial Occlusal Distal
SecondMolar (15) Mesial Occlusal (the distal portion of )

#15 is not in the film

All surfaces are restored in metal Themolars appear to be restored

with cast metal the premolars with either cast metal or silver amalgam
Cementis apparent pulpally on all teeth but the first premolar

6 JFKSinus Films 8-17-60....five films There is a container

marked 5 sinus films
J.F.K

It is labelled NameKennedy Mr John F
No 336042
Remarks 8/17/60

Drs Groover Christie &Merritt

1835Eye Street N.W

Washington.6 D.C
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Themanila sleeve contains five x-ray films Oneis a
lateral skull film Four are AP
films taken at various angulations

Theconfiguration of the frontal sinuses can be clearly
determinedfrom the APfilms

Thefollowing dental restorations can be interpreted from
the lateral skull film

UpperLeft First Premolar (12) Distal Occlusal
SecondPremolar (13) Mesial Occlusal Distal
First Molar (14) Mesial Occlusal Distal
SecondMolar (15) Mesial Occlusal Distal

LowerLeft First Molar (19) Mesial Occlusal Distal
SecondMolar (18) Mesial Occlusal

Superimpositionin the premolar area makesclear interpretation
difficult Overlappingmakesclear interpretation difficult towards
the anterior region

Theserestorations all appear to be metallic Cementcan
be clearly seen pulpal to the restorations in the molar area
Theappears to be a portion of a previous metallic restoration
pulpal to the restoration and cementliner on the lower left
first molar (19)

7 JFKSinus Films 8-14-60....4 films There is a container

marked #202617
8-14-60
JFK
Dr StephenWhite

'Sinus Z-Rays
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Theenvelope contains one lateral skull film
and three APtype films taken at various angulations
Theconfiguration of the frontal sinus can be clearly determined

from the APfilms
Thefollowing dental restorations can be interpreted from

the lateral skull film
UpperRight secondmolar (2) Occlusal portion of restoration
UpperLeft SecondMolar (15) Distal portion of restoration
LowerRight First Molar (30) Mesial Occlusal Distal
LowerRight SecondMolar (31) Mesial Occlusal

There is considerable superimposition and overlap
Authenticity of 1. 2 3 a. 3 b. 3 c. 3 d. 6. 7

Thefirst task of the forensic odontologist is to forman.
opinion as to whether the films he will use for comparisonwith
the films in question are authentic The twenty-twofims described
were received by the National Archivesfrom the KennedyLibrary
Accordingto a source at the KennedyLibrary the films were
found in the WhiteHouseafter the death of the President
Theycameto the KennedyLibrary through a family member.*

Dates of Films and Source

8/14/60 Lateral Skull Film _ Dr StephenWhite #7'Phree'AP'skull films
8/17/60 Lateral Skull Film

Drs Groover Christie &Merritt
Four APSkull Films #6

* WilliamMoaa Chief Archivist KennedyLibrary
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1/18/61 five dental films Dr Robert D Morris #3 c
two right bite wings
two left bite wings
one left maxillary periapical

3/11/61 three dental films Captain J.W Pepper D.C. USN #3 a. 3
one left bite wing
two left maxillary periapical s

3/8/62 one dental film Captain J.W Pepper D.C. USN #3 d
one left maxillary periapical

4/9/62 two dental films Captain J.W Pepper D.C. USN #2
two left mandibularperiapicals

7/12/62 two dental films Captain J.W Pepper D.C. USN #1
twoleft mandibularperiapicals

Films of the Left Side

#1 2 films 7/12/62 twomandibularperiapicals
#2 2 films 4/9/62 twomandibularperiapicals
*3a 1 film 3/11/61 bite wing
#3b 2 films 3/11/61 twomaxillary periapical
#3c 3 films 1/18/61 twobite wings one maxillary periapical
#3d 1 film 3/8/62 maxillary periapical
#6 1 film 8/17/60 lateral skull

There are twelve films taken over a twenty-three monthperiod
by at least three different sources Drs Pepper Morris and
White
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Films of the Right Side
#3c 2 films 1/18/61 two bite wings
#7 1 film 8/14/60 lateral skull (also showsportion of left)

There are three films taken tn'a five monthperiod by two
different sources Dr Morris and Drs Groover Christie &Merritt

There are seven films useful for comparingfrontal sinus
configurations # 6 and #7 from two different sources Dr White
and Drs Groover Christie &Merritt

*

Opinionas to the authenticity of the films to be used for comparisons
Dr Robert D Morris confirms the fact that he did exposex-ray

films on President John F Kennedyon January 18 1961 There are
numerousunique and individual characteristics reproduced in the
fifteen films illustrating the dentition Thefilms wereacquired
fromat least four different sources Films taken in like areas
maybe easily comparedwith eachother It is myopinion that all
films were taken on the sameperson John F Kennedy

* It is interesting to note that President Kennedyhad numerous

x-ray films of the left side taken in the period between3/11/61

and 7/12/62 Onecould speculate that he was suffering from some

non-specific dental pain of the left posterior area during that

period
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AutopsyFilms 1 2 3

Description of Films
APSkull Film

	Lateral Skull Film
	Lateral Skull Film

Eachfilm is marked 21296
U.S NavalHospital
NNMCBethesda Md

Description of areas of comparisonof Autopsy1 2 3

Autopsy1 Theconfiguration of the frontal sinuses are quite
distinctive Theright side is "heart shaped the left
almost "rhomboid

Autopsy2 There is considerable superimposition and overlap
of the jaws teeth and restorations howeverthe right side appears

slightly 'sdperior There is airectangular shapedobject with-i-Aret-small
and one large radiolucent circular areas in it extending from
the secondlower premolar considerably beyondthe third molar
area It obliterates the roots of ** molars and extends
at an angle beyondthe inferior border of the mandible
Becauseof the angulation at whichthis film was taken,this
object is parallelogram shaped the circular areas oval

shaped
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The•configuration.landjuxtapositions-of a numberof the dental
restorations are useful for comparisonpurposes The twoocclusal
restorations can be clearly interpreted on the lower right first
premolar (28) as can the occlusal portion of the distal occlusal
restoration on the lower right secondpremolar (29) In the second
molar area the two secondmolars are superimposeduponeach other.
Thevery distinctively shapedcementliner in the lower left
secondmolar (18) is quite apparent It is kidney shapedwith
the concavity towards the pulpal floor Thedeeper portion ex
tends towards the distal Immediatelyabove the cementliner
is the occlusal portion of the mesial occlusal restoration The
concavedistal occlusal wall is apparent Theshallow portion
of the distal occlusal wall df the mesial occlusal restoration
in the lower right secondmolar (31) can be interpreted immediately
above the convexity of the distal occlusal wall of the lower
left secondmolar (18) restoration Thedeeply roundedfloor
of the mesial portion of the mesial occlusal restoration on the
lower left secondmolar (18) can be seen

Thedistal portions of restorations on the upper second
molars can be interpreted although considerably superimposed
uponeachother

There are unquestionably ampleunique and individual
characteristcs whichcan be interpreted for comparisonpurposes
contained in this film
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Autopsy3 There is no superimposition of the maxillary left
segment Althoughthere is slight overlap the configuration
and juxtapositions of the dental restorations in this segment
can be readily interpreted There is superimposition of the

right maxillary molar area on the superior portion of the
occlusal of the lower right secondpremolar(29)and lower right
first molar(30) There is a radio opaquerectangular object
apparently the sameobject as in Autopsy2. whichobliterates
almost entirely both lower left premolars the roots of the
lower left first molar and a portion of the roots of the
lower left secondmolar Thelower left secondmolar appears
free of distortions

Thecharacteristics of the restorations and existing
lining materials can be readily interpreted on the following
teeth UpperLeft First premolar (12)

Secondpremolar (13)
First molar (14)
Secondmolar (15)

UpperRight First premolar(5)
Secondpremolar(4)

LowerLeft First molar(19)
Secondmolar(180

There are numerousunique and individual characteristics
whichcan be interpreted for comparisonpurposes contained in
this film
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Comparisons

Autopsy1 Theconfigurations and relationships of the frontal
sinuses depicted in this film and in films contained in Sinus 6.
and Sinus 7 are similar

Autopsy2 Theunique and individual characteristics described
in this film can also be interpreted in.films,containec in

1. 2. 3a. 3c. 6. 7

Autopsy3 Theunique and individual characteristics described

in this film can also be interpreted in films contained in

1. 2. 3a. 3b. 3c. 3d. 6. 7

Conclusions
It is myopinion that Autopsy-Films1. 2. 3 are unquestionably

of the skull of President John F Kennedy It is further myopinion
that the unique and individual dental and hard tissue characteristics

whichmaybe interpreted from AutopsyFilms 1. 2. 3 could not

be simulated

DS
LowellJ Levine D.D.S

41-2530 79 12
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Exhibits

Comparisonof dental x-rays are visually quite persuasive
whenpresented to furies of lay persons as photographio"blow

ups Theforensic odontologist can easily demonstratethe
characteristics and relationships he has interpreted to form
his opinion

Almostat the outset of myexaminationin consultations

betweenDr MichaelM Baden the committeestaff and myself
it was decided it wouldbe very desirable to attempt to get

permission to reproduce portions of x-ray films whichwere

significant in formingmyopinion
Thestrongest reason for publishing facsimiles of the

x-ray evidence is that they are so muchmoreconvincingthan

a narrative description of characteristics compared
Thecommitteestaff obtained permission for meto photo

graph and reproduce portions of the films I felt werenecessary
to documentthe identification and authentication Autopsy1

wasnot photographedat that time because it wasmyunderstanding
that mypermission precluded reproducing areas whichdepicted
injury pattern Thefact that documentationof Autopsy1 is

not included in these exhibits should in no waybe construed to
less than a

positive'identificationiimply that thyopinion as to'the authenticity of that film is 'anything/
OnNovember/IAspersonallyphotographedthe films at the

National Archives The'exhibits wereproducedunder mydirection

by WalterPoppe Forensic Photographer Office of the Medical
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Examiner NassauCounty N.Y while employedas a private con
sultant

Exhibits

FIG 1 Dental Film (Descriptive List 1.) taken 7/12/62 The
moreposterior of the two films described

FIG 2 Dental Film (Descriptive List 2.) taken 4/9/62 One

of the two films described

FIG 3 Dental Film (Descriptive List 3a.) taken 3/11/61

FIG 4 Dental Films'( Descriptive List 3b.) taken 3/11/61

FIG 5 Dental Films (Descriptive List 3c.) taken 1/18/61
Four of the five filmsfdescribed

FIG 6 Dental Film (Descriptive List 3d.) taken 3/8/62

FIG 7 Sinus Film (Descriptive List 6.) taken 8/17/60
Dentition and supporting structures depicted in Lateral Skull

Film
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FIG 8 Sinus Film ( Descriptive List 6) taken 8/17/60 "Waters

Position type film

FIG 9 Sinus Film ( Descriptive List 7 ) taken 8/14/60

Dentition and supporting structures depicted in Lateral Skull

Film

FIG 10 Autopsy2 Dentition and supporting structures

FIG 11 Autopsy3 Dentition and supporting structures

Mr PURDY I have no further questions for Dr Levine I will
move on to Mr McCamy

What is your occupation
Mr McCAMY I am a scientist specializing in photography and

the measurement of color
Mr PURDY Have you examined the photographs said to be taken

of President Kennedy at the time of the autopsy
Mr McCAMY Yes I have
Mr PURDY Did anyone else on the photographic panel examine

these materials
Mr McCAMY Yes they were examined in great detail by Frank

Scott by David Eisendrath by Bennett Sherman and by one of the
professors from RIT

Mr PURDY Did you observe anything of interest in the photo
graphs which is relevant to the issue of the authenticity of the
autopsy photographs

Mr McCAMY Yes there were numbers embossed on the edges of
the color films These numbers indicate the batch numbers of
emulsions Sometimes but not always a manufacturer of the film
can date the film knowing these numbers David Eisendrath copied
down two of these numbers from the color film and he prepared a
letter to the manufacturer Eastman Kodak asking about the date
of the films As it happened he had some old boxes of film on
which the dates were known He took the numbers of some of those
films and submitted them at the same time just as a control
procedure

Mr PURDY Did you notice anything else on the autopsy photo
graphs relevant to the issue of authenticity

Mr McCAMY Might I remark that the Eastman Kodak Co did
respond They were able to date David Eisendrath's films and they
were able to date the films that were taken at the time of the
autopsy and they said the films were manufactured in 1963 which
is an appropriate finding

Mr PURDY Thank you
As I was saying Mr McCamy is there anything else you ob

served on the autopsy photographs relevant to the issue of authen
ticity

Mr McCAMY Yes Of course we examined the films in great
detail to see whether or not there were any indications any evi
dence whatsoever of falsification of the photographs We found no
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disturbing of the surface of the film We found nothing taken away
from the film or added to the film no evidence of any cutting or
pasting or construction of a montage in short found no evidence
whatsoever of any such faking

Mr PURDY You mentioned earlier to members of the staff that
you were able to view some of the photographs stereoscopically
Could you briefly state what it means to view photographs stereo
scopically and why you believe this is evidence of authencity

Mr McCAMY Yes We have an exhibit The human eyes are
located a short distance apart

Mr PURDY Mr Chairman could we examine this item and mark
it as JFK exhibit F-294 and enter it into the record at this time

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this time

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-294 was marked erroneous
ly and should have been marked JFK exhibit F-203.]
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JFK ExrBrr F-203

Mr McCAMY As you can see on the diagram if a person looks at
a small square peg in front of him the right eye may see the front
and part of the side of the peg The left eye can see the front and
part of the left side of the peg This is a disparity a difference in
the two views that the two eyes see

Another fact is observed For the right eye the peg lines up with
the left hand spot in that diagram in the background where for
the left eye the peg lines up with the right hand spot so we have
what is called parallax that is a difference of alinement in the
photograph
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Mr PURDY Mr McCamy were there autopsy photographs in
which you were able to observe parallax

Mr McCAMY Yes sir
Mr PURDY Which autopsy photographs were those
Mr McCAMY They were photographs of the back of the head of

the top of the head the front of the body showing the neck wound
the back showing the back wound

Mr PURDY Mr McCamy based on your viewing of these photo
graphs and your determination that parallax was evident in them
to what extent are you able to say that these photographs were
unaltered

Mr McCAMY I would say on the basis of the examination of
these photographs stereoscopically it is highly unlikely that they
were altered in any way

Mr PURDY Why do you have this opinion based on viewing them
stereoscopically

Mr McCAMY Let me take four cases because
Mr PURDY Mr McCamy if we could deal with the general

principle of stereoscopic vision could you tell us why your ability
to view them steroscopically permits you to say they are authentic

Mr McCAMY Yes Suppose first we take the possibility that
someone substituted a body and that it was not the body of the
President Viewing these photographs stereoscopically provides the
best kind of view because you can observe not only lateral dimen
sions but dimensions in depth so it provides the best kind of view
for identification

In this case we must remember we are looking at professional
photographs taken at short range not distant photographs so
there is very little difficulty in identifying the person and the
things seen

The fact that it is in stereo gives the observer full advantage of
the information available to him

Mr PURDY Mr McCamy then it is your opinion that based on

your examination of these stereo pairs that you are able to con
clude that it is very unlikely these photographs are altered

Mr McCAMY Yes extermely unlikely We have considered the
possibilities of various photographic techniques that could have
been used in a train of events to produce these photographs Some
of them are virtually impossible because of the stereoviewing
Others would be exceedingly difficult if not impossible

Mr PuRwy Thank you Mr McCamy
Mr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STOKESThank you Counsel
Dr Levine Mr McCamy thank you both for your testimony

here this morning and you are now excused
[Witnesses excused.]
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BrnuEY Mr Chairman of those doctors involved in either

the original autopsy or subsequent reviews of it the committee has
available to it today or tomorrow Dr Baden Captain Humes Dr
Wecht and Dr Petty Dr Baden received an M.D degree from
New York University School of Medicine in 1959 and completed his
residency in pathology at Bellevue Hospital in 1964 He is of
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course the chairman of the committee's panel reviewing the autop
sy It would be appropriate now Mr Chairman to call Dr Baden

Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Dr Baden
Dr Baden would you raise your right hand please
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this

committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

Dr BADEN I do
Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
Before I recognize counsel Dr Baden I understand you will be

giving testimony relative to illustrated photographs

TESTIMONY OF DR MICHAEL BADEN PATHOLOGIST AND
CHIEF MEDICAL EXAMINER FOR THE CITY OF NEW YORK

Dr BADEN Taken at the autopsy yes sir
Chairman STOKES I guess it is important at this point that the

record reflect the fact that the photographs which are sealed in the
National Archives have been made available to the appropriate
members of this committee staff and to the members of this com
mittee

The committee has viewed those photographs as late as this past
evening The committee feels it would be in extremely poor taste
for this committee to submit those photographs to public view It
also in our opinion would be an invasion of the privacy of the
President's family It is for that reason that these photographs will
remain sealed and will not be displayed during the course of these
hearings

The committee at this time will recognize counsel Kenneth
Klein

Mr KLEIN Thank you Mr Chairman
Doctor what is your current position
Dr BADEN I am Chief Medical Examiner of the City of New

York
Mr KLEIN What are your duties as chief medical examiner of

the city of New York
Dr BADEN My duties include supervision and responsibility for

the functioning of the Office of Chief Medical Examiner of New
York City which has responsibility to investigate all sudden suspi
cious and unnatural deaths that occur in the five boroughs of New
York City

Mr KLEIN During the course of your duties as Chief Medical
Examiner do you perform autopsies

Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr KLEIN What is an autopsy
Dr BADEN An autopsy is a systematic external and internal

examination of the dead body to determine any abnormalities that
might be present to assist in determining cause of death

Mr KLEIN What is your specialty as a medical doctor
Dr BADEN My specialty is pathology and within that area fo

rensic pathology
Mr KLEIN What is forensic pathology
Dr BADEN Pathology is that area of medicine concerned with

the investigation and evaluation of natural disease and other ab
normalities in the human body and forensic pathology specifically
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refers and relates to investigation of unnatural death and to areas
of pathology and medicine that are concerned with legal aspects of
death and injury and ability to present these materials in courts
and other jurisdictions

Mr KLEIN Prior to serving on the panel did you have any
contact with the Kennedy case

Dr BADEN No I had not
Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that this document

marked JFK F-19 be received as a committee exhibit and shown to
the witness

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be received as a
committee exhibit and entered into the record at this point

[The above-referred-to exhibit JFK F-19 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-19

LISTING OF MATERIALSPROVIDEDTO THEPATHOLOGYPANELBY
THESELECTCOMMITTEE JOHNF KENNEDY

AUTOPSYANDRELATEDMATERIALS

Autopsy Protocol 11-22-63
Supplementary Autopsy Report 12-6-63
Notes of Dr James J Humes 11-23-63
Autopsy Descriptive Sheet 11-22-63
Death Certificate 11-22-63
Authorization for Post-Mortem Examination 11-22-63
Report of Inquest 12-6-63
Original autopsy phosographs
Original autopsy X-rays
Comparison X-rays 1960-63
Clothing worn at time of assassination
LogeTronic X-ray enhancements of original X-rays
Aerospace Corporation computer enhancements of original

X-rays and photographs
1966 Index by Drs Humes Boswell Ebersole and Stringer
1967 Report by Drs Humes Boswell and Finck
Dr Finck's notes
Dr Finck's 1965 report
Dr Finck's 1967 Review
Dr Finck's Testimony State of Louisiana v Clay L Shaw

WARRENCOMMISSIONTESTIMONY

Dr James J Humes
Dr Pierre A Finck
Dr Thornton Boswell
Dr Malcolm O Perry
Dr Martin G White
Dr Paul C Peters
Dr Adolph A Giesecke Jr
Dr William K Clark
Dr Don T Curtis
Dr Fuoad A Bashour
Dr Gene C Atkin
Dr Charles J Carrico
Dr Charles R Baxter
Rufus W Youngblood
Clinton Hill
Roy H Kellerman
William Greer
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Listing of Materials Provided to the Pathology Panel byThe Select Committee John F Kennedy

STAFF INTERVIEWS

Dr Norman Chase
Dr William Seaman
Dr Malcolm O Perry
Dr C James Carrico
Dr Marion T Jenkins
Admiral George Burkley M.D
Dr John Lattimer

BALLISTICSMATERIALS

Bullets and bullet fragments
Rifle
Cartridges

SECRETSERVICEREPORT

Bullet trajectories

FBI REPORTS

Harper skull fragment
Examination of clothing
Autopsy

REPORTS

Dr David O Davis
Dr Gerald M McDonnel
Dr John Nichols
Soft X-ray and Energy Dispersive X-ray Analysis of Clothing

Prepared by Southwestern Institute of Forensic
Sciences at Dallas

J Lawrence Angel October 24 1977
Clark Panel 1968
Rockefeller Panel 1975

Parkland medical reports

ARTICLESBY
Dr Cyril H Wecht
Dr John K Lattimer

MOTIONPICTUREFILMS ANDSLIDES

Zapruder film
Nix film
Single frame pictures of Zapruder film
Film and slide presentation given by Robert Groden
Harper fragment
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Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that document
Dr BADEN Yes I do
Mr KLEIN What is that
Dr BADEN It is a listing three pages of various medical and

other materiels provided to members of the medical panel in evalu
ating the cause of death of President Kennedy

Mr KLEIN Using that document would you tell the committee
how the panel went about its examination of the evidence in this
case

Dr BADEN The panel initially consisted of a group of forensic
pathologists who had previously seen the archival materiels and a
group that had not Prior to the meeting of each panel separately
the doctors were provided with various printed materials including
copies of the autopsy report and medical findings and evidence
relating to the death of President Kennedy from Parkland Hospi
tal Warren Commission testimony and from the Clark and Rocke
feller panels Each member of the panel reviewed these materials
then met individually and collectively at the National Archives
where each member reviewed all of the photographic illustrations
taken prior to and during the autopsy of the President all X-rays
taken prior to and during the autopsy of the President the cloth
ing that the President wore at the time of the shooting various
related ballistics material including a rifle cartridge shell casings
and bullets and bullet fragments preserved at the Archives

These are some of the material listed in these three pages that
each member reviewed

Mr KLEIN After meeting at the Archives did other material
become available to the panel

Dr BADEN Yes in the course of their discussions various panel
members suggested additional materials and studies to assist and
aid in clarifications of issues and questions that arose after examin
ing the materials provided

And in this regard various types of expertise were made availa
ble to the panel members much relating to interpretation of the X
rays taken of the President at the time of the autopsy

The X-rays were subjected to various techniques that clarified
images The panel members had opportunity to consult with and
read reports from various radiologists who are physicians who
specialize in taking and interpreting X-rays The panel did have
opportunity to view closely the Zapruder film and sections from the
Zapruder film Studies were requested of soft X-rays and authenti
cation and other studies were performed to assist the panel mem
bers in gathering whatever data could be gathered to arrive at
conclusions as to the medical aspects of the death

Mr KLEIN Are the members of the panel experienced in evaluat
ing such materials to determine such things as cause of death
number and location of wounds and bullet tracts

Dr BADEN Yes sir The full-time occupation of each panel
member has been or is investigation of deaths particularly unnatu
ral deaths to determine cause of death every day in the various
jurisdictions that the panel members represent

This is something that is the normal working procedure of each
of the doctors assembled
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Mr KLEIN Can you give us an approximation of how many
autopsies the various members of the panel collectively have per
formed or been responsible for

Dr BADEN In reviewing the jurisdictions and the length of serv
ice of the doctors on the panel I would estimate that well more
than 100,000 medicolegal autopsies have been performed or super
vised by the panel members collectively in the course of their
official capacities

Mr KLEIN What if any relevant materials could not be made
available to the panel

Dr BADEN The specific relevant materials not available to the
panel have already been mentioned by Professor Blakey pertaining
to further examination of brain tissue and microscopic slides

However the doctors who performed the autopsy were made
available for interview to the panel members and responded on
short notice at the very initial meeting of the first panel so that
Dr Humes Dr Boswell subsequently Dr Ebersole and Dr Finck
were interviewed by the panel members transcripts were made of
the interviews and made available to all the members especially
the interview with Drs Humes and Boswell at which the second
panel members were not present

Mr KLEIN Despite the absence of the brain and the fact that the
panel doctors were not present at the autopsy were the panel
members able to reach conclusions with respect to the cause of
death the number of wounds the location of the wounds and the
path of the bullets through the body

Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr KLEIN Are you testifying today as a representative of the

entire panel of forensic pathologists
Dr BADEN Yes I am
Mr KLEIN Did any members of the panel disagree with the

conclusions reached by the panel
Dr BADEN The essential conclusions were unanimously agreed

to by eight of the panel members One panel member Dr Wecht
did dissent in some important aspects of the conclusions

Mr KLEIN Doctor since Dr Wecht will be testifying before the
committee today I will ask you from this point on to confine your
testimony to the conclusions reached by the other members of the
panel

Dr BADEN Yes
Mr KLEIN What was the cause of death of President John F

Kennedy
Dr BADEN President Kennedy died as a result of two gunshot

wounds of the head brain back and neck areas of the body
Mr KLEIN At this point Mr Chairman I would ask that the

drawing marked JFK F-20 be received as a committee exhibit and
shown to the witness

Mr DODD[presiding] Without objection so ordered
[The above-referred-to document JFK exhibit F-20 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-20

Mr KLEIN I would also ask at this point that Dr Baden be
allowed to move over to the area where the exhibits are shown
because a good number of the exhibits will be drawings and dia
grams

Mr Donn Dr Baden there is a microphone over there for you as
well if you could put that on your tie

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that drawing
Dr BADEN Yes I do
Mr KLEIN What is that drawing of
Dr BADEN This a drawing done by Miss Dox of one of the

autopsy photographs taken just prior to the autopsy of President
Kennedy

Mr KLEIN What does that particular drawing portray
Dr BADEN This particular drawing shows the back of the Presi

dent and the head where I am pointing to and a perforation of the
skin of the right upper back with a centimeter ruler alongside
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Mr KLEIN Doctor does this diagram fairly and accurately repre
sent the location of the wound in the President's upper right back

Dr BADEN Yes it does
Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that this

photograph marked JFK F-21 and the blown up photograph
marked JFK F-22 be received as committee exhibits

Mr DODD Without objection so ordered
[JFK exhibit F-21 is an 8 by 10 photograph derived from one of

the original autopsy photographs and depicts a portion of the back
and posterior head of President Kennedy In deciding to release the

autopsy photographs the committee wished to permit public exam
ination of the most important details of evidentiary significance
while still maintaining a sense of propriety In accordance with
this desire the committee decided to display the autopsy photo
graphs to the public in either drawings that represent large areas
of the President's body as seen in the photograph or closely
cropped photographs that depict the most important areas of evi

dentiary concern The committee used photographs such as JFK
exhibit F-21 in the hearings only to verify the authenticity and

accuracy of the drawings and closely cropped photographs these

photographs are not being published The original autopsy photo
graphs and committee copies are in the custody of the National
Archives.]

[The above-referred-to document exhibit JFK F-22 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-22

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that photograph and that
blowup

Dr BADEN The photograph an 8 by 10 black and white photo
graph that I have in my hand is an enlarged detail from one of the
autopsy photographs showing the perforation in the right upper
back region seen on the diagram the exhibit alongside is a blowup
of the perforation in the right upper back as seen in this photo
graph

Mr KLEIN So the blowup is of the wound in the back of the
President on the right is that correct
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Dr BADEN That's correct and this diagram is a diagrammatic
representation of this photograph

Mr KLEIN Did the panel have an opportunity to examine the
original photograph from which that blowup was made

Dr BADEN The panel had the opportunity and exercised the
opportunity to examine with magnifying lenses photographs
negatives transparencies of all of the material available at the
Archives

Mr KLEIN And using that blowup would you please explain to
the committee what the panel learned from the photograph of the
wound on the President's back

Dr BADEN The panel was able to conclude after examining the
photographs and the details of the perforation in the right upper
back that this perforation was a gunshot wound of entrance and is
characterized uniquely by an abrasion collar a roughening of the
edges around the entrance perforation which is more apparent in
the photographs than the blowup but which clearly depicts and
identifies the perforation as an entrance gunshot wound

Mr KLEIN At this time Mr Chairman I would ask that two
diagrams marked JFK F-23 and F-24 be received as committee
exhibits

Mr DODD Without objection
[The above-referred-to documents JFK F-23 and JFK F-24

follow:]

41-2530 79 13
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JFK EXHIBITF-24

Mr Donn I would point out while this is occurring we are
missing some members There is a quorum call going on and they
will be coming in and coming out as votes and quorum calls occur
during the day

You may proceed counsel
Mr KLEIN Doctor using JFK F-23 and F-24 the two diagrams

would you please explain what an abrasion collar is
Dr BADEN Yes An abrasion collar is characteristic of an en

trance wound produced when a bullet as seen in these diagrams
made by Miss Dox penetrates the skin from outside the body The
outer surface of the skin here the epidermis is depicted darker
than the inner tissues underneath the diagram shows the bullet
entering at a 90° angle to the skin with initial stretching of the
outer layer of skin and rubbing of the bullet against the skin
surface as it perforates the overstretched skin causing after the
bullet has passed through and the skin has returned to its normal
unstretched condition a rough abraded margin of the outer layer
of the skin which has a typical darker appearance as in the photo
graphs of President Kennedy This is referred to as an abrasion
collar because it immediately surrounds the perforation of the skin
It tells the forensic pathologists that it was caused by a bullet
entering the body and rubbing against the outside of the skin
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When a bullet exits the body through the skin proceeding from
inside the body to the outside it does not cause usually except
under special circumstances this same type of rubbing effect on
the edges of the skin

In this other diagram that Miss Dox has prepared is an example
of a bullet entering the skin at an angle When the bullet enters at
an angle the skin is stretched prior to perforation unequally so
that one part of the abrasion collar is wider than another part and
this produces a perforation that is assymetric and indicates direc
tionality thus the abrasion collar establishes not only that it is an
entrance wound but also the direction that the bullet is traveling

When a bullet enters head-on at a 90° angle the abrasion collar
surrounding is equal uniformly equal When it enters at an angle
part of the abrasion collar is wider than the other part and this
assists in establishing direction of the bullet track

Mr KLEIN And the panel found an abrasion collar on the wound
of the President's back of the kind you have shown us in these
drawings

Dr BADEN Yes sir This represents a diagram a blowup of the
actual entrance perforation of the skin showing an abrasion collar
The abrasion collar is wider toward 3 o'clock than toward 9 o'clock
which would indicate a directionality from right to left and toward
the middle part of the body which was the impression of the
doctors on reviewing the photographs initially at the Archives

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
shirt jacket and tie marked JFK F-25 F-26 and F-27 be re
ceived as committee exhibits

Mr Donn Without objection
[The above-referred-to exhibits JFK F-25 F-26 and F-27 were

received as committee exhibits and photographs made for the
record.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-26
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JFK EXHIBITF-27
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Mr KLEIN And shown to the witness
Doctor do you recognize that clothing
Dr BADEN Yes I do Mr Klein
Mr KLEIN Where have you seen that
Dr BADEN This clothing was examined by me and by each of the

panel members at the Archives where the clothing is kept pre
served and guarded

Mr KLEIN Whose clothing is that and where did it come from
Dr BADEN This is the clothing worn by President Kennedy at

the time of the assassination and does show various perforations in
the fabric that were of importance for the medical panel to evalu
ate

Present on the mannequin is the jacket and shirt and tie The
jacket and the clothing had been torn at Parkland Hospital by the
examining physicians in the course of providing emergency care to
the President

Mr KLEIN And with respect to the wounds to the President's
back what did the panel learn from that clothing

Dr BADEN In the jacket and the underlying shirt there is a
perforation of the fabric that corresponds directly with the location
of the perforation of the skin of the right upper back that the
panel concluded was an entrance gunshot perforation that entered
the back of the President

This is correspondingly seen in the shirt beneath
Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I ask that this X-ray

marked JFK F-28 this X-ray marked JFK F-29 as well as two
blowups marked JFK F-30 and F-31 be received as committee
exhibits

Mr DODD Without objection
[JFK exhibits F-28 and F-29 are two of the original 14 autopsy

X-rays kept at the National Archives They depict the neck and
upper chest of President Kennedy In deciding to release the autop
sy X-rays the committee wished to permit public examination of
the most important details of evidentiary significance while still
maintaining a sense of propriety In accordance with this desire
the committee decided to display the autopsy X-rays to the public
in a cropped fashion In the hearings the committee used the
original X-rays only to verify the authenticity and accuracy of the
cropped counterparts the entire original X-rays are not being pub
lished.]

[The above-referred-to exhibits JFK F-30 and JFK F-31 were
received as committee exhibits.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-31

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize those blowups and those X
rays

Dr BADEN Yes these X-rays that I hold are 2 of the 14 X-rays
kept at the National Archives and identified to the members of the
panel by the radiologist who took the X-rays Dr Ebersole In
personal interview Dr Ebersole told the panel members that the 14
X-rays are the same ones he personally took and received at the
time of the autopsy and that he took no other X-rays These two
have been previously labeled 8 and 9 with red tags by Dr Ebersole
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who did not indicate the sequence in which the X-rays were taken
when he numbered them

The blowups are enlargements of portions of the X-rays The one
I am pointing to labeled 9 shows the chest and neck of the Presi
dent This area is the lower neck this is the upper chest the right
lung the left lung a portion of the heart shadow the other X-ray
blowup is of archival X-ray No 8 which was taken after the
autopsy had begun and shows the lower neck the right side of the
neck and the upper ribs and spine of President Kennedy

Mr KLEIN What did the panel learn from those X-rays
Dr BADEN The X-rays show first that there is no missile pres

ent in the body at the time the X-rays were taken This X-ray No
9 was taken before the autopsy this one No 8 during the autop
sy Further there is evidence of injury to the right side of the neck
with air and gas shadows in the right side of the neck and an
irregularity of one of the spines a portion of one spine of the
President that is the first thorasic vertebra which is also apparent
on the blowup and which the panel and in consultation with the
radiology experts concluded represents a fracture-type injury to
that vertebra

Mr KLEIN Are those X-rays consistent with the bullet having
passed through the President's body

Dr BADEN Yes sir They are consistent with the bullet passing
through and no longer being present

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I ask that these reports
marked JFK F-32-F-35 be received as exhibits and shown to the
witness

Mr DODD Without objection so ordered
[The above-referred-to exhibits JFK F-32-JFK F-35 were re

ceived as committee exhibits.]
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JFK EXHlsrrF-32

THE
GEORGE
WASHINGTO
UNIVERSITY
MEDICALCENTER

y)epertmentofRadiology
)iagnosticDivision
202)6764600

MrMarkFlanagan USHouseof
Representatives Select Committeeon
Assassinations
Staff Member

David 0 Davis MD
Professor and Chairman
Departmentof Radiology
The GeorgeWashingtonUniversity Hospital
WashingtonDC

The GeorgeWashingtonUniversity Hospital
Departmentof Radiology
WashingtonDC

August 23 1978

Examinationof JFKAutopsyX-Rays

Doctor Davis MrMarkFlanagan (HSCA)MrMichael
Leahy (National Archives)

I reviewed the Kennedyskull films labeled #1 and #2 taken at the
USNaval Hospital on September22 1963 and two aerospace enhanced
images of those films

The findings are as follows

There is massivecal.varial damage which will be described below
There is a metallic fragment about 9 or 10cmabove the external
occipital protuberance which metallic fragment is apparently imbedded
in the outer table of the skull Onthe frontal view this metallic
fragment is located 2.5cmto the right of midline and on the lateral
view it is approximately 3-4cmabove the lambda There are a largenumberof fractures in the calvarium and the linear fractures seem to
more or less emanate from the imbeddedmetallic fragment and radiate
in a stellate fashion in various directions There is a large fracture
extending directly anteriorly along the sagittal suture which is at
least at the point visualized widely separated This fracture seems
to extend into the frontal bone more or less at the midline downto
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the frontal sinus which is also fractured There is a sharply defined
linear fracture extending laterally from the metallic fragment into
the left side of the calvarium around the parietal bone to the
lateral aspect of the skull Twolinear fractures extend inferolaterally
from the metallic fragment one into the occipital bone about 3cm
from the midline and this fracture crosses the lambdoid suture The
other one is more lateral and extends downtoward the lateral sinus
probably above the lambdoid suture

Additionally there is a fracture line extending more or less laterally
from the metallic fragment toward the temporal bone on the right side
which is identified only by the anterior edge of the posterior fragment
since there is apparently absence of bone anterior to this line with
the absence present to a point approximately equivalent to where the
coronal suture on the right side should be

There is a fracture fragment inferior to the absent bone with the
corner of the fragment extending downto the parietal squamosal
suture and this fragment is displaced from its normal position as
indicated by overlap of the infero and posterior aspects of the
fracture fragment There is a faint line extending inferiorly from
the superior aspect or vertex of the skull towards this fragment
which I feel is probably a shadowcaused by avulsed scalp and is
not explained by absent bone although it projects essentially over
the central portion of the absent parietal calvarium that is
evident

The absent bone in the parietal region apparently includes some
ragment from the left parietal region since the fracture seems to

cross the midline where there is somelucency and presumably part
of the sagittal suture and sagittal sinus is absent

The right orbital rim is also fractured laterally and the roof of
the orbit is fractured on the right side as is the inferior orbital
rim indicating that there is an unstable orbit

There are a numberof metallic fragments extending anteriorly from
the inner table of the skull at a point approximately 6cmantero
superiorly from the previously described imbeddedmetallic fragment
These fragments extend inferoanteriorly across the entire skull and
actually project (on other images that I have seen) in a fashion that
suggests that the the large fragment is outside the intracranial space
Presumablythis represents a metallic fragment in the scalp although
this cannot be accurately determined from this particular examination
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-Thereis someair in the subarachnoid space of the spinal canal
and also apparently in the temporal lobe sulci in the middle
fossa presumably on the right side but since the fracture is
open to the subarachnoid space this is not at all surprising

CONCLUSION There is an extensive comminuted open explosive
calvarial fracture which seems to radiate in various directions as
described above from a central point which is located in the right
parietal bone 3cmfrom the midline and about 9 or 10cmfrom the
external occipital protuberance There is absence of a part of the
calvarium beginning near the impact point and extending anteriorly
to the coronal suture with absence of a significant amount of bone
in the right parietal and presumablya small amountof left parietal
region There is a displaced fragment or fragments in the right
frontal and parietotemporal region with someoverlap of the bone
There is a significant fracture in the frontal region extended into
the right orbit and frontal sinus The fractures also extend from
the posterior impact point into the occipital bone on both sides

I neglected to describe in the text of this report an extensive
fracture which extends inferolaterally from the impact point toward
the left side which probably reaches the temporal bone or at least
the mastoid region after crossing a goodly portion of the occipital
bone there It seems apparent that explosive impact occurred in
this calvarium It also seemsreasonable to assume that the exit
point is near the coronal suture on the right side about 5 or 6 or
perhaps slightly more cmabove the pterion It is not pcssible to
totally explain the metallic fragment pattern that is present from
someof the metallic fragments located superiorly in the region of
the parietal bone or at least projecting on the parietal bone are
actually in the scalp The frontal view does not give muchhelp in
this regard and it is impossible to work this out completely

I have also reviewed the films numbered8 9 and 10 which are of
the thoracic region In addition I reviewed a film taken at Doctor
White's office on Park Avenuein NewYork in 1960

Evaluation of the pre-autopsy film showsthat there is some
subcutaneous or interstitial air overlying the right C7 and T1
transverse processes There is disruption of the integrity of the
transverse process of T1 which in comparisonwith its mate on the
opposite side and also with the previously taken film mentioned
above indicates that there has been a fracture in that area There
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is somesoft tissue density overlying the apex of the right lung
which maybe hematomain that region or other soft tissue swelling

Evaluation of the post-autopsy film showsthat there is subcutaneous
or interstitial air overlying C7 and T1 The samedisruption of Ti
right transverse process is still present

Onthe film of the right side taken post-autopsy there are two
small metallic densities in the region of the C7 right transverse
process These densities are felt to be artifact partly because
of their markeddensity because there is a similar artifact overlyingthe body of C7 and because these metallic-like densities were not
present on the previous pre-autopsy film Therefore I assume that
these are screen artifacts from debris present in the cassette at the
time that this film was exposed

OPINION There is evidence of interstitial air on the
pre-autopsy film and evidence of a right Ti transverse process fracture
both on the pre-autopsy and post-autopsy film The fracture fragmentsare not significantly displaced I do not feel that there is any
evidence of foreign body on these films and that the small metallic
density mentioned above overlying the C7 transverse process regionis actually an artifact
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JFK EXHIBITF-33

DEPARTMENTOFRADIOLOGY
THEHOSPITALOFTHEGOODSAMARITAN R,dnwwTherapyH TOOTHITHERSTREET

DHno+ticRod.aloty

Rud,,tionPhyHJI

	MMiein

TO MichaelGoldsmith DATEAugust4 1978
SeniorStaffCounsel
SelectCommitteeonAssassinations
U.S Houseof Representatives
3342HouseOfficeBuildingAnnex2
WashingtonD.C 20515

SUBJECTReportof G.MMcDonnelM.Dconcerningobservationanalysis and
conclusionsin connectionwithradiographicimagesandenhancedimages
attributedto PresidentJohnF Kennedy

Thisreportreplacesmyreportof March8 1978andsupplementsmypresentationof
July21 1978in the RayburnBuildingWashingtonD.C

I wasexposedto radiographicimagesidentifiedbythenumber21296at Aerospace
CorporationEl SegundoCaliforniaonMarch7 1978 Atmysuggestionportions
of theseradiographsweredigitizedandenhancedbyAerospaceCorporationfor
furtherobservationandanalysis
I participatedin discussionsduringthe photographicevidencepanelon6 and7
April1978durngwhichtimeI dialoguedwithDr JamesWestonconcerningmyinter
pretationof theseradiographsandthe enhancedimages

On2 June1978I againviewedandanalyzedthe radiographicimagesat the National
ArchivesBuildingin WashingtonD.C AsrequestedI also interpretedandanalyzed
skullandsinusradiographsobtainedduringthe lifetimeof the subjectfor the
specificpurposeof authenticatingthe radiographsobtainedbeforeandafter the
autopsy
Theoriginalradiographsseenon7 Marchwere

Anattemptedanteroposteriorprojectionof a skull identifiedas
21296(numbersupsidedown)
USNavalHospitalNNMCBethesdaMaryland
112263

Rightlateral projectionof a skullwiththe sameidentificationsymbols

Left lateral projectionof a skullwiththe sameidentificationsymbols
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Threeradiographsof threefragmentsof boneunidentifiedbysymbols
Ananteroposteriorprojectionof a chestwiththe sameidentificationsymbolsas a b c above Thisradiographwasobtainedwiththe thoraciccageintact
i.e. beforeautopsy
Ananteroposteriorprojectionof a chestwiththe sameidentificationas e
above Thisradiographwasobtainedafter the thoraxhadbeenopenedand
the lungsandmediastinalcontentshadbeenremoved

Thefindingsandinterpretationof the skull filmsare

Nearlycompletelossof right parietalbone the upperportionof the right temporal
bone anda portionof theposterioraspectof the right frontalbone
Subduralair overthe left parietalhemisphere
Multipleskull fracturesanddisruptionof continuityof thebonytables
Ametallicfragmentontheoutertableof the right occipitalbone9.6 cm
abovethemidportionof theexternaloccipitalprotuberance(EOP) 1 cm
abovethemetallicfragmentis a depressedfracturefromwhichstellate typefractures"radiate intobothoccipitalbones the right parietalboneandthe
right temporalbone Theseare vividlyandconvincinglydisplayedin the en
hancedimagesspecificallythe "anteroposterior(AP)projectionof the skull
Themetallicfragmentin this projectionis nearlysphericalin contour
Thereis a fractureline extendingthroughthe floorof the sella turcicawith
bonyfragmentsin the sphenoidsinus Thisis vividlydepictedin the enhanced
images
Thereare fracturelines throughthe anteriorandposterioraspectsof the rightfrontalsinuswithair in this sinus Thereis a metallicfragmentabovethe
sinusappearingto bebetweenthebonytablesof the frontalbone
Thereis elevationof thegaleamedialandlateral as wellas anteriorly to
the depressedfracturein the right occipitalbone Asmallmetallicfragmentlies medialto the fracturesite betweenthe galeaandthe outertableof
the skull

Themechanismof damageto the skull is concludedto be
Alowmasshighvelocity metallicprojectilepenetratedthe right occipitalboneat the areaof thedepressedfracture leavingbehindthe sphericalshapedcontouredmetallicfragmentin 4 above
Thereflectedshockwavefromtheoutertablepropelleda metallicfragment
mediallyas in 7 above
Thestellate type"radiating fracturesas in 4 aboveresultedfromthe enteringmetallicprojectile

4 (also8 in findings)

41-2530 79 14
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Alinearalignmentof tinymetallicfragmentsis associatedwiththe entry pathof
travel andexit in the posterioraspectof the right frontalbone

CHEST
Thepre-autopsyradiographof the chestshowsair in the soft tissuesof the right
supraclavicularareasoft tissues
Thereis anundisplacedfractureof theproximalportionof the right transverse
processof T1(or the regionof the costovertebraljunction)
Thereis noevidenceof fractureof the cervicalspineor its associatedappendages
In thepostautopsyfilmof the thoracicregionthereis debrisin the radiographic
imagesuperimposedoverthe areato theright of the C7vertebralbody

In the enhancedpostautopsyimageof the sanearea thereappearsto be fractures
of the posterioraspectsof the 2nd 3rd and4thribs Theseare artifacts

Authenicationof Radiographs
Thefollowingradiographswereprovidedat the NationalArchivesWashingtonD.C
onJune2 1978

Aleft lateral skull radiographdated8/17/60performedbyGrooverChristieand
Merritt withnumber336042andblueinkwritingof "Kennedy
Aparanasalsinusseriesperformedby (or for) StephenWhiteM.D.521Park
AveNYCdated8/14/60andidentifiedbynumber202617

Thefollowinganatomicalandbonystructuresare commonandidenticalto all three
sets of radiographs

Thethicknessandcontourof the frontalbones

Deviationof themidportionof thenasalseptumfromright to left

Thecontourof the frontalsinuses
Thecontourandshapeof the sella turcica

Thecontourof theposteriorclinoids

Thecontourandcalcificationof theposteriorclinoidligaments
Thereis thickeningof themedialandsuperioraspectsof themucoperiosteal
marginof the left frontalsinus Thisis less severein the radiographsof
8/14/60and8/17/60thanin the radiographsof 11/22/63Thegeneralmargin
of this tissueswellingis similarin all threestudies

Inmyopinionthe threesets of radiographsare positivelyandwithoutcontroversy
of the sameindividual It is impossibleto simulatethe referencedanatomical
landmarksthe nasalseptumdeviationandthe documentationof the progressive
diseaseprocessin the left frontal sinus
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G.N'lcDoeel `I

Enhancementof the RadiographicImages
ThedigitisedandenhancedimagesproducedbyAerospaceCorporationpermitteddefi
nitive observationandanalysisof the originalradiographsFurther enhancement
permittedanalysisor eliminationof artifacts onthe images Themostvividresult
is the cleardefinition of themultiplefracturesradiatingfromthe areaof the
entranceof thepenetratingmissilein the right occipitalbone

"Doctoringof the RadiographicImages
In myopinionthe imageswhichI haveseenhavenotbeen"doctoredor "treated
in anyfashionexceptfor

Twosmallareasof thermaldamageresultingfroma light sourceheldtoocloseto
the "aateroposteriorimage Thesewerereportedto bepresentonanobser
vationreportdatedNovember1 1966andvalidatedbysignatureNovember10 1966
Thisreportis in theNationalArchives Interestinglythe enhancedimages
downgradethe prominenceof the "burnswhileenhancingthe true radiographic
image
`4inor"staining or discolorationof the imagesdueto incompleteprocessingof
the filmin thedevelopingprocess Thisdiscolorationhas andwill continue
to he moreprominentwiththepassageof time

Thelinearopacitiesassociatedwiththe imageshavebeensaid to be the result of
manipulationTheseopacitiesor normalgrid lines fromthegridusedto eliminate
"scatterfoggingof the imagesat the timeof exposureof the filmsandtherefore
representnormalimageswithoutevidenceof manipulation
FinalS:.mmary
I Theobservationsof the findingsare as statedandvalidatedbythe enhanced

images
Thedescribedmechanismsof damageare thewriter's professionalopinion
Theradiographsobservedare incontrovertiblyof the sameindividualduring
life andthe earlypostmortemperiod

4 Theobservedradiographicimageshavenotbeenalteredin aneffort to provide
a false image
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Enhancementof RadiographicImages
ThedigitizedandenhancedimagesproducedbyAerospaceCorporationpermitteddefi
nitive observationandanalysisof theoriginalradiographsFurtherenhancement
permittedanalysisor eliminationof artifacts onthe images Themostvividresult
is the cleardefinitionof themultiplefracturesradiatingfromthe areaof the
entranceof the penetratingmissilein the right occipitalbone

Alterationor "Doctoringof the Radiographs
Therehavebeenallegationsthat thepostmortemradiographicimageshavebeenmodi
fied or altered("doctored")to produce_misinformationandthereforeimpropercon
clusions Analteredimageshouldbereadilyapparentby

Observationof a differencein densityof the images
discontinuityof anatomicalstructures
alterationof continuityof anabnormalpattern or
productionof animagewhichis notanatomicalor animageof an impossiblepath
ologicprocess

TheradiographicimagesbothantemortemandoastmortemhaveNOTbeenalteredin
anyfashionexceptfor

Twosmallareasof thermaldamageresultingfroma light sourceheldtooclose
to the "anteroposteriorimage Thesewerereportedto hepresentonanobser
vationreportdatedNovember1 1966andvalidatedbysignatureNovember10 1966
Thisreportis in the NationalArchives Interestinglytheenhancedimages
downgradethe prominenceof the "burnswhileenhancingthe true radiographic
image
Minor"staining or discolorationof the imagesdueto incompleteprocessingof
the filmin the developingprocess Thisdiscolorationhas andwill continue
to be moreprominentwiththepassageof time

Thelinearopacitieswiththe postmortemhavebeensaidto bethe result of
manipulationTheseopacitiesare normalgrid lines fromthe gridusedto eli
minate"scatterfoggingof the imagesat the timeof exposureof the filmsand
thereforerepresentnormalimageswithoutevidenceof manipulation
FinalSummary

Theobservationsof the findingsare as statedandvalidatedbytheenhanced
images
Thedescribedmechanismsof damageare thewriter's professionalopinion
Theradiographsobservedare incontrovertiblyof the sameindividualduring
life andtheearlypostmortemperiod
Theobservedradiographicimageshavenotbeenalteredin aneffort to providea false image
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JFK EXHIBITF-34

OUTSIDECONTACTREPORT

DATE2/27/78 TIi1E

I Identifying Information

NameDr NormanChase  Telephone

Address NYU.MedicalCenter NewYork

Type of Contact Telephone
X Person

II Summaryof Contact

Dr Chase examined the JFK and Connally X-rays in the pre

sence of Dr Michael Baden Mark Flanagan and Andy Purdy

He made preliminary observations before we focussed his.atten

tion on particular areas of interest to the medical panel

JFK Skull X-ray The lateral skull X-ray indicated that

the missile .blew the top of the head off .striking

with enormous power. The woundwas massive not the kind

he would expect from a single jacketed bullet hitting straight

on it was possibly tumbling or hit on an angle The_entry

point was visible on the upper rear head Regarding the

anterior-posterior X-ray Dr Chase noted the large metal

fragment prominent in the X-ray and said he believes it cor

responds to the metal fragment in the rear of the head as evi

RecommendedFollow-up (if any)

0

t
tt(~  1.Lk

4.
Signature
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dente on the lateral view He said the frontal fragment

would appear higher (than the aforementioned fragment)

in the anterior view (and slightly left of center)

Dr Chase said the head X-rays showextensive commi

nuted fractures of the calVarium He said that while it

is unclear exactly what happened to the top of the skull

because of the extensive damage he is sure that the skull

was not perforated by a missile at any point below the one

he designated as an entrance wound Whenreferred by Dr

Baden to the lower skull region and asked what his response

would be if told that the autopsy surgeons believed there

was a woundof entry there he said he would say they were

wrong
He said the degree of damageto the skull and the fact

that there was "little residual material led him to believe

the missile was jacketed He said there is no evidence in

the X-rays of a shot coming from the front or of more than

one bullet striking the skull for there to have been a

second bullet Dr Chase said there would have to be another

exit point in the skull or a bullet which was left behind

(which entered the exit hole of the one bullet which entered

in the upper rear of the head)

Regarding the circular temporal bone area Chase said

it appeared to represent normal skull thinning at that point

but said there could be bone missing noting the area was

.awfully luscent. whenviewing a pre-assassination

lateral skull X-ray Dr Chase said he believed there was
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exit of bone from the temporal area the zygomatic pro

cess (lateral view) He also noted fracture of the right
orbit

In the neck X-ray Chase noted the presence of a

metal fragment or artifact in the area of the transverse

process definitely not a bone fragment The first rib

appeared to be separated from the sternum but he had trouble

noting specific evidence of a missile passing through the

first or second rib Air was noted in the subcutaneous

tissue in this same region caused by the passage of a mis

sile and/or air entering the region due to the tracheostomy

incision Re said the object present was not bone because

it was too small and too dense the little trail of dots

near the fragment were believed to be artifacts The object

was about 1 mmx 231mm"very small. Chase said that if a

break occurred in T-1 it was peculiar and had no displace

ment He said that extra work on X-ray $9 might bring out

this fragment in another view.

CONNALLYRegarding the thigh X-say Chase said there was

a metal fragment in the subcutaneous tissue and there was

no fragment in the femur the object thought to be such a

fragment is artifact

Regarding the.chest X-ray he said there was no evi

dence of pneumothorax The fifth rib appears fractured in

the post-operative X-ray but is not evident in the pre-op

(region of posterior axillary line or mid-axillary line)

Soft tissue damage is evidenced by the presence of air

and blood

Dr Chase had no recommendations for experts in foren

sic radiology
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JFK EXHIBITF-35

KENNEDY

000132
OUTSIDECONTACTREPORT

DATE2/27/78 TIME1:30PM

Identifying Information

Name Dr William R_ Seaman  Telephone

Address ColumbiaPresbvterian Hospital NewYork city

Type of Contact __Telephone
X Person

Summaryof Contact

nr Seamanevaminarltha J1 ana C^'pally Yrrays
in the presence of Dr King Dr Michael Baden MarkFlanagan

and AndyPurdy He madehis preliminary observation before

his attention was focused on areas of particular interest to

the medical panel
JFK Regarding the lateral skull x-ray Dr Seaman

said pieces of metal were strewn in a track-like manner

Fractures were evident through the upper part of the right eye

including the top and bottom of the right orbit The bottom

of the frontal sinus was fractured At the upper rear skull

point of possible defect in the skull Dr Seamansaid it could

be an entrance woundand could not be a missile exit wound

He said he could not denote beveling of the skull at that point

II7 RecommendedFollow-up (if any)
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He found inferences difficult to draw from the extensive damage
to the top of the skull which includes overlapping skull pieces
The lower head was fairly intact with no evidence of entrance or
exit in the region("very unlikely") The upper point (mentioned
earlier) "suggests entry but is not conclusive.

Regarding the neck X-ray Dr Seamansaid there was a

fragment-like object present near the transverse process which
is too dense to be bone ("fairly confident") He said the trans
verse process appears abnormal with air present (possibly by-product
of tracheostomy) calling it "...highly suspicious comparedwith
the other side He thinks he can ".. see the fragment separated
(also in #9) and concludes there is a possible fracture in C-7

Connally Wrist comminutedfracture with fragments
Hewas not sure if the fragments were on the entrance (volar) or

exit sides Dr Seamanconcludes from the spatial orientation

that they are fragments of metal

Thigh Dr Seamandenoted a fragment of metal in the

subcutaneous tissue characterized by a tail-like end which makes

it recognizable on both thigh X-rays and ensures it is not bone

There is no metal fragment in the femur

Chest Dr Seamannoted an area of consolidation and

fluid in the right chest In the 5th rib he noted a fracture and

fragment of bone in the anterior axillary line with evidence of

hemorrhageand air in the axilla

Regarding the possible existence of a higher fracture
in the fifth rib Dr Seamansaid he was a "little skeptical of it

as a fracture because he couldn't see it fractured all the way
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through ("possibly a lung marking") He said subsequent healing
as evidenced in a sAequent (even now) X-ray might provide more

information about exactly what happened Dr Seamanfound no

evidence of metal fragments in the chest and couldn't form an

opinion as to the nature of the object visible on the left side

Dr Seamanhad no one to recommendwho is an expert in

forensic radiology He did say Dr Juan Taveras of Massachusetts

General Hospital (Boston) is a skull expert whomight have something
to contribute

Mr KLEIN Doctor looking at those reports do you recognize
them

Dr BADEN Yes sir These are reports of the X-rays from physi
cian experts consulted by the panel members and submitted to us
for review and incorporation into our conclusions as to the medical
aspects of the death of the President

Mr KLEIN What were the names of the doctors to whom you
submitted the X-rays

Dr BADEN The doctors are Dr David Davis who is chairman of
the Radiology Department at George Washington University here
in Washington and who has been extremely helpful to the panel in
interpreting the X-rays and who has worked with us in making
diagrams to illustrate the injuries seen on X-ray

Dr Norman Chase who is chairman of the Radiology Depart
ment at New York University Bellevue Medical Center Dr Wil
liam Seaman chairman of the Department of Radiology at Colum
bia Presbyterian Hospital in New York City And Dr McDonnel of
Los Angeles Calif. Department of Radiology Hospital of the Good
Samaritan who performed various specialized tests on the X-rays
for the benefit of the panel

Mr KLEIN Doctor were the reports of these experts consistent
with the panel's evaluation of the JFK X-rays

Dr BADEN Yes sir they were consistent and gave additional
evidence to the panel for reaching its conclusions

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
drawing marked JFK F-36 be received as a committee exhibit

Mr DODD Without objection so ordered
[The above-referred-to document JFK F-36 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-36

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that drawing
Dr BADEN Yes this is a drawing of a photograph taken prior to

the beginning of the autopsy of the President showing the neck
region the upper chest region and a wound in the front of the
neck

Mr KLEIN Does this diagram fairly and accurately represent the
location of the wound on the front of the President's neck

Dr BADEN Yes it does
Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that this cropped photo

graph marked JFK F-37 and the blowup marked JFK F-38 be
received as committee exhibits and shown to the witness

Chairman STOKES[presiding] Without objection it may be en
tered into the record at this point

[JFK exhibit F-37 is an 8 by 10 photograph derived from one of
the original autopsy photographs and depicts the injury to the
front of the neck of the President In deciding to release the autop
sy photographs the committee wished to permit public examina
tion of the most important details of evidentiary significance while
still maintaining a sense of propriety In accordance with this
desire the committee decided to display the autopsy photographs
to the public in either drawings that represent large areas of the
President's body as seen in the photograph or closely cropped pho
tographs that depict the most important areas of evidentiary con
cern The committee used photographs such as JFK F-37 in the
hearings only to verify the authenticity and accuracy of the draw
ings and closely cropped photographs these photographs are not
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being published The original autopsy photographs and committee
copies are in the custody of the National Archives.]

[The above-referred-to document JFK F-38 follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-38

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that photograph and that
blowup

Dr BADEN Yes sir The black and white 8 by 10 photograph I
have in my hand is from a photograph taken of the President at
the time of the autopsy and the blowup is a detail from that
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photograph showing the injury to the front of the neck as depicted
in the drawing before us

Mr KLEIN Using the blowup would you tell us what the panel
learned from the photograph

Dr BADEN The panel learned from the photograph that a tra
cheostomy incision an incision to aid the dying President in
breathing had been made on the front of the neck at the hospital
and is a typical type of tracheostomy incision and the panel also
noted a semicircular defect at the lower margin of that tracheosto
my which required further evaluation

Mr KLEIN Doctor in speaking to and reading the reports of the
doctors who attended President Kennedy after he was shot in
Parkland Hospital did you learn any further information about
that wound of the neck

Dr BADEN Yes In the reports made available to us from prior
testimony prior medical reports and from current interviews with
the doctors it is apparent that there was a perforation a perforat
ing wound of the front of the neck present when the President was
received at Parkland Hospital and that the tracheostomy incision
the incision to put in a breathing tube was made through that
perforation of the skin and did modify and change the hole in the
manner seen here from a circular hole to a semicircle that re
mains

Mr KLEIN Doctor directing your attention to the clothing al
ready received as exhibits would you tell us what the panel
learned from that clothing with respect to the wound of the Presi
dent's neck

Dr BADEN Yes sir On examining the clothing of the President
there is present in the left upper portion of the shirt just beneath
the left shirt collar a slit-like tear This slit-like tear corresponds
directly with the area of perforation in the anterior neck seen on
the photographs taken prior to the autopsy and is characteristic of
a bullet perforation of exit in which the perforation is not necessar
ily as round as the entrance perforation

The entrance perforation on the back is a round perforation
typical for an entrance wound The perforation in the front of the
shirt slit-like is typical for an exit perforation of a missile

There is also associated with this tear in the shirt fabric a tear
or nick of the tie the President was wearing which corresponds to
that same area of the body when the tie is made into a knot as he
was wearing at the time of the shooting

Mr KLEIN Doctor in addition to examining the foregoing evi
dence did the panel have an opportunity to examine the autopsy
protocol report the autopsy descriptive sheet and the autopsy
supplementary report

Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that these three reports

marked JFK F-42 through F-44 be received as exhibits and shown
to the witness and F-45 an enlargement of F-44

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be received and
entered into the record at this point

[The above-referred-to exhibits JFK F-42 to JFK F-44 follow:]
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JFK EXHIBrrF-42
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Memorandum

TO J LeeRankin
GeneralCounsel

FROM JamesJ Rowley
Chief U S Secret Service

SUBJECTAutopsyReport

Thereis attached standard form503 a clinical record
of the autopsyprotocol preparedby the NavalMedicalSchool
Bethesda Md. relative to the autopsyperformedon President
JohnF Kennedy
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PATHOLOGICALEXAMINATIONREPORT A63-272

CLINICALSUMMARY Accordingto availableinformationthe
deceasedPresidentJohnF Kennedy

wasridingin anopencar in a motorcadeduringanofficial visit to DallasTexas
on22November1963 ThePresidentwassitting in theright rear seatwithMrs
Kennedyseatedonthe sameseat to his left Sittingdirectlyin frontof the
PresidentwasGovernorJohnB ConnollyofTexasanddirectlyin frontofMrs Kennedy
satMrs ConnollyThevehiclewasmovingat a slowrate of speeddownanincline
intoanunderpassthat leadsto a freewayrouteto theDallasTradeMartwhcreltte
Presidentwasto deliveranaddress

ThreeshotswereheardandthePresident
fell forwardbleedingfromthehead (GovernorConnollywasseriouslywoundedbythe
samegunfire. Accordingto newspaperreports("WashingtonPost November23 1963)
BobJacksona Dallas"TimesHerald"Photographersaidhelookedaroundas heheard
the shornandsawa rifle barreldisappearingintoa windowonanupperfloorof the
nearbyTexasSchoolBookDepositoryBuilding

Shortlyfollowingthewoundingof the two
menthe carwasdrivento ParklandHospitalin Dallas In the emergencyroomof that
hospitalthePresidentwasattendedbyDr MalcolmPerry Telephonecommunicationwith
Dr PerryonNovember23 1963developsthe followinginformationrelativeto the ob
servationsmadebyDr Perryandproceduresperformedtherepriorto death

Dr Perrynotedthemassivewoundof the
headanda secondmuchsmallerwoundof the lowanteriorneckin approximatelythe
midline Atracheostomywasperformedbyextendingthe latter woundAtthis point
bloodyair wasnotedbubblingfromthewoundandaninjuryto theright lateral wall
of the tracheawasobservedIncisionsweremadein theupperanteriorchestwall
bilaterallyto combatpossiblesubcutaneousemphysemaIntravenousinfusionsof blood
andsalinewerebegunandoxygenwasadministeredDespitethesemeasurescardiac
arrest occurredandclosedchestcardiacmassagefailedto re establishcardiacaction
ThePresidentwaspronounceddeadapproximatelythirty to fortyminutesafter receiving
his wounds

Theremainsweretransportedvia the
Presidentialplaneto WashingtonD.Candsubsequentlyto theNavalMedicalSchool
NationalNavalMedicalCenterBethesdaMarylandfor postmortemexamination

GENERALDESCRIPTIONOFBODY Thebodyis that of a muscularwell
developedandwellnourishedadultCaucasian

malemeasuring72}inchesandweighingapproximately170poundsThereis beginning
rigormortisminimaldependentlivormortisof thedorsumandearlyalgormortis Th
hair is reddishbrownandabundantthe eyesareblue the right pupilmeasuring8 mm
in diameterthe left 4 mmThereis edemaandecchymosisof the innercanthusregion
of the left eyelidmeasuringapproximately1.5cm in greatestdiameter Thereis edema
andecchymosisdiffuselyovertheright supra-orbitalridgewithabnormalmcbilityof
theunderlyingbone (Theremainderof thescalpwillbedescribedwiththeskull.)
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Thereis clottedbloodontheexternalearsbutotherwisethe ears pares andmouth
are essentiallyunremarkableTheteethare in excellentrepairandthereis some
pallorof theoralmucousmembrane

Situatedontheupperright posteriorthoraxjust abovetheupperborderof the scapulathereis a x 4 millimeteroval
woundThiswoundis measuredto be14cm fromthetip of the right acromionprocessand14cmbelowthe tip of the rightmastoidprocess

Situatedin the lowanteriorneckat ap
proximatelythe levelof the third andfourthtrachealringsis a 6.5 cm longtrans
versewoundwithwidelygapingirregularedges (Thedepthandcharacterof these
woundswilbe furtherdescribedbelow.)

Situatedontheanteriorchestwallin the
nippleline arebilateral2 cmlongrecenttransversesurgicalincisionsinto the
subcutaneoustissue Theoneonthe left is situated11cm cephaladto the nippleandtheoneontheright 8 cm cephaladto thenipple Thereis nohemorrhageor
ecchymosisassociatedwiththesewoundsAsimilarcleanwoundmeasuring2 cm in
lengthis situatedonthe antero-lateralaspectof the left midarm Situatedonthe
antero-lateralaspectof eachankleis a recent2 cmtransverseincisioninto the
subcutaneoustissue

Thereis anoldwellhealed8 cmMcBurneyabdominalincision Overthe lumbarspinein themidlineis anold wellhealed
15cmscar Situatedontheupperantero-lateralaspectof theright thighis an
old wellhealed8 cm scar
MISSILEWOUNDS 1 Thereis a largeirregulardefectof

the scalpandskullonthe right involving
chieflythe parietalhonebutextendingsomewhatintothe temporalandoccipital
regions In this regionthereis anactualabsenceof scalpandboneproducinga
defectwhichmeasuresapproximately13cm in greatestdiameter

Fromthe irregularmarginsof theabove
scalpdefecttears extendin stellate fashionintothemoreor less intact scalpas follows

Fromtheright inferiortemporo-parietalmarginanteriorto the right ear to
a pointslightlyabovethe tragus

Fromtheanteriorparietalmarginanteriorlyonthe foreheadto approximately
4 cmabovetheright orbitalridge

Fromthe left marginof themaindefectacrossthemidlineantero-laterally
for a distanceof approximately8 cm

d Fromthe samestartingpointas c 10cmpostcro-laterally

41-2530 79 15
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Situatedin theposteriorscalpapproximately2.5cm laterallyto theright and
slightlyabovetheexternaloccipitalprotuberanceis a laceratedwoundmeasuring
15x 6 mm In the underlyingboneis a correspondingwoundthroughthe skullwhich
exhibitsbevelingof themarginsof thebonewhenviewedfromthe inneraspectof
the skull

Clearlyvisiblein the abovedescribed
largeskulldefectandexudingfromit is laceratedbraintissuewhichonclose
inspectionprovesto representthemajorportionof theright cerebralhemisphere
Atthis pointit is notedthat the falxcerebriis extensivelylaceratedwithdis
ruptionof the superiorsaggitalsinus

Uponreflectingthe scalpmultiplecomplete
fracturelinesare seento radiatefromboththe largedefectat thevertexandthe
smallerwoundat the occiput Thesevarygreatlyin lengthanddirection the longest
measuringapproximately19cm Theseresult in theproductionof numerousfragments
whichvaryin size froma fewmillimetersto 10cm in greatestdiameter

Thecomplexityof thesefracturesandthe
fragmentsthusproducedtax..satisfactoryverbaldescriptionandarebeterappreciated
in photographsandroentgenogramswhichareprepared

Thebrainis removedandpreservedfor
furtherstudyfollowingformalinfixation

Receivedas separatespecimensfromDallas
Texasarethreefragmentsof skullbonewhichin aggregateroughlyapproximatethe
dimensionsof the largedefectdescribedabove Atoneangleof the largestof these
fragmentsis a portionof the perimeterof a roughlycircularwoundpresumablyof
exit whichexhibitsbevelingof theouteraspectof theboneandis estimatedto
measureapproximately2.5to 3.0cm in diameter Roentgenogramsof this fragment
revealminuteparticlesofmetalin theboneat this margin Roentgenogramsof the
skullrevealmultipleminutemetallicfragmentsalonga line correspondingwitha line
joiningtheabovedescribedsmalloccipitalwoundandtheright supra-orbitalridge
Fromthe surfaceof thedisruptedright cerebralcortextwosmallirregularlyshaped
fragmentsof metalare recoveredThesemeasure7 x 2mmand3 x 1mm Theseare
placedin thecustodyof AgentsFrancigX O'Neill Jr andJamesWSibert of the
FederalBureauof Investigationwhoexecuteda receipttherefor(attached)

2 Thesecondwoundpresumablyof entry
is that describedabovein the upperright posteriorthorax Beneaththeskinthere
is ecchymosisof subcutaneoustissueandmusculatureThemisfilepaththroughthe
fasciaandmusculaturecannotbeeasilyprobed Thewoundpresumablyof exit was
that describedbyDr MalcolmPerryof Dallasin the lowanteriorcervicalregion
WhenobservedbyDr Perrythewoundmeasured"a fewmillimetersin diameter how
everit wasextendedas a tracheostomyincisionandthusits characteris distorted
at the timeof autopsy Howeverthereis considerableecchymosisof the strap
musclesof the right sideof theneckandof the fasciaaboutthe tracheaadjacent
to the line of the trachecstomywoundThethirdpointof referencein connecting
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thesetwowoundsis in the apex(supra-clavicularportion)of the right pleuralcavity In this regionthereis contusionof theparietalpleuraandof the extreme
apicalportionof theright upperlobeof the lung In bothinstancesthediameterof contusionandecchymosisat thepointof maximalinvolvementmeasures5 cm Boththevisceralandparietalpleuraare intactoverlyingtheseareasof trauma
INCISIONS 	Thescalpwoundsareextendedin the coronal

planeto examinethe cranialcontentandthe
customary(Y)shapedincisionis usedto examinethebodycavities
THORACICCAVITY Thebonycageis unremarkableThethoracic

organsare in their normalpositionsandre
lationshipsandthereis noincreasein freepleuralfluid Theabovedescribedareaof contusionin the apicalportionof theright pleuralcavityis noted
LUNGS Thelungsareof essentiallysimilarap

pearancetherightweighing320Gm.theleft 290Cm Thelungsarewellaeratedwithsmoothglisteningpleuralsurfacesand
gray-pinkcolor A5 cmdiameterareaof purplishreddiscolorationandincreasedfirmnessto palpationis situatedin the apicalportionof the right upperlobeThiscorrespondsto the similarareadescribedin theoverlyingparietalpleuraIncisionin this regionrevealsrecenthemorrhageintopulmonaryparenchyma
HEART Thepericardialcavityis smoothwalled

andcontainsapproximately10cc of strawcoloredfluid Theheart is of essentiallynormalexternalcontourandweighs350GmThepulmonaryarteryis openedin situ andnoabnormalitiesarenoted Thecardiacchamberscontainmoderateamountsof postmortemclottedblood Thereare nogrossabnormalitiesof the leaflets of anyof the cardiacvalves Thefollowingare the
circumferencesof the cardiacvalves aortic7.5cm. pulmonic7 cm. tricuspid12cm. mitral11cm Themyocardiumis firmandreddishbrownTheleft ventricular
myocardiumaverages1.2cm in thicknessthe right ventricularmyocardium0.4 cmThecoronaryarteriesaredissectedandareof normaldistributionandsmoothwalledandelastic throughout
ABDOMINALCAVITY Theabdominalorgansare in their normal

positionsandrelationshipsandthereisnoincreasein free peritonealfluid Thevermiformappendixis surgicallyabsentandtherearea fewadhesionsjoiningtheregion f the cecumto the ventralabdominalwallat theabovedescribedoldabdominalincisionalscar
SKELETALSYSTEM 	Asidefromthe abovedescribedskullwounds

therearenosignificantgrossskeletalabnormalities
PHOTOGRAPHY Blackandwhiteandcolorphotographs

depictingsignificantfindingsare exposedbutnet developedThesephotographswereplacedin thecustodyof AgentRoyHKellerranof theU S SecretServicewhoexecuteda receipttherefore(attached)
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ROENTGENOGRAMS Roentgenogramsaremadeof the entirebody
andof the separatelysubmittedthree

fragmentsof skullbone Theseare developedandwereplacedin the custodyof
AgentRoyH Kellermanof theU S SecrrtServicewhoexecuteda receipttherefor
(attached)
SUMCARY Basedontheaboveobservationsit is our

opinionthat thedeceaseddiedas a result
of twoperforatinggunshotwoundsinflictedbyhighvelocityprojectilesfiredbya
personor personsunknownTheprojectileswerefired froma pointbehindandsome
whatabovethe levelof thedeceasedTheobservationsandavailableinformation
dcnotpermita satisfactoryestimateas to thesequenceof the twowounds

Thefatal missileenteredthe skullabove
andto theright of the externaloccipitalprotuberanceAportionof theprojectile
traversedthe cranialcavityin a posterior-anteriordirection(seelateral skull
roentgenograms)depositingminuteparticlesalongits path Aportionof the pro
jectile madeits exit throughthe parietalboneontheright carryingwithit
portionsof cerebrumskullandscalp Thetwowoundsof the skullcombinedwith
the forceof themissileproducedextensivefragmentationof the skull lacerationof
the superiorsaggitalsinus andof the right cerebralhemisphere

Theothermissileenteredtheright superior
posteriorthoraxabovethe scapulaandtraversedthesoft tissuesof thesupra-scap
ular andthe supra-clavicularportionsof thebaseof theright sideof theneck
Thismissileproducedcontusionsof the right apicalparietalpleuraandof theapical
portionof the right upperlobeof the lung Themissilecontusedthe strapmuscles
of the right sideof theneck damagedthe tracheaandmadeits exit throughthe
anteriorsurfaceof theneck Asfar as canbeascertainedthis missilestruckno
bonystructuresin its paththroughthebody

In additionit is ouropinionthat the
moundof the skullproducedsuchextensivedamageto thebrainas to precludethe
possibilityof thedeceasedsurvivingthis injury

Asupplementaryreportwill besubmitted
followingmoredetailedexaminationof thebrainandofmicroscopicsections However
it is notanticipatedthat theseexaminationswillmateriallyalter the findings

see._~. LtCIt
J J HUMES JJ THORNTONBOSIJELL PIERREA FINCK
CDRMCUSN(497831) //CDRMCUSN(489878) LTCOLMCUSA

(04-043-322)
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JFK Exxlsrr F-43

SGPPLEGENTAP.YPEPCRTC_AUTOPSYIRC3fRA63-272
PRESIDENTJGFNF KEI;DY

bLSSIC:1L-Ea_TlhTIC REPORT No '.G3-272
CROSSDESCRIPTIONOF'DRAIN Followingformalinfixation the brain

weighs1500gms Theright cerebral
hemisphereis foundto bemarkedlydisrupted Thereis a longitudinallaceration
of the right hemispherewhichis para-sagittal in positionapproximately2.5 cmto the right of the of the midlinewhichextendsfromthe tip of the occipitallobeposteriorly to the tip of the frontal lobeanteriorly Thebase of the
laceration is situated approximately4.5 cm belowthe vertex in the whitematter
...__ais considerableloss of cortical substanceabovethe baseof the lacerationparticularly in the parietal lobe Themarginsof this lacerationare at all
points jaggedandirregular withadditionallacerationsextendingin varyingdirections andfor varyingdistancesfromthe mainlaceration In addition there
is a lacerationof the corpuscallosumextendingfromthe genuto the tail Ex
posedin this latter lacerationare the interiors of the right lateral andthird
ventricles

Whenviewedfromthe vertex the left
ccreh--alhemisphereis intact Thereis markedengorgementof meningealblood
vessels of the left temporalandfrontal regionswithconsiderableassociated
sub-erach-,voidhemorrhageThegyri andsulci overthe left hemisphereare of
cc:crrielly normalsize anddistribution Thoseonthe right are too fragmentedanddistorted for satisfactory description

Whenviewedfromthe basilar aspectthe disruptionof the right cortexis againobvious Thereis a longitudinallacerationof the mid-brainthroughthe floor of the third ventricle just behind
the optic chiasmandthe mamaillarybodies T his lacerationpartially co:mnuni
cetes withan oblique1.5 cm tear throughthe left cerebralpeduncle. Thereare
irregular superficial lacerationsoverthe basilar aspectsof the left temporalandfrontal lobes

In the interest of preservingthe
specimencoronalsectionsare not made Thefollowingsectionsare takenfor
microscopicexamination

Fromthe marginof the laceration in the right parietal lobe
Fromthe marginof the lacerationin the corpuscallosum
Fromthe anterior portionof the lacerationin the right frontal lobe
Fromthe contusedleft fronto-parietalcortex
Fromthe line of transectionof the spinal cord
Fromthe right ce'sebellarcortex

E Fromthe superficial lacerationof the basilar aspectof the left temporallobe
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Duringthe courseof this examination
seven(7) blackandwhiteandsix (6) color 4x5inchnegativesare exposedbut not
developed(the cassettes containingthese negativeshavebeendeliveredbyhandto
RearAdmiralGeorgeU DurkleyMCUSNWhiteHousePhysician)

MICdOSCOPICEXAMINATION
D^`,I] Multiplesections fromrepresentative

areas as notedaboveare examined All
sectionsare essentially similar andshowextensivedisruptionof brain tissue with
associatedhemorrhageIn noneof the sectionsexaminedare there significant ab
normalitiesother than thosedirectly related to the recent trauma

k^.'.ART 	Sectionsshowa moderateamountof sub
epicardial fat Thecoronaryarteries

myocardialfibers andendocardiumare unremarkable

LPL;S Sectionsthroughthe grosslydescribed
area of contusionin the right upper

lobe exhibit disruptionof alveolarwalls andrecenthemorrhageinto alveoli
Sectionsare otherwiseessentially unremarkable

l,r Sectionsshowthe normalhepatic archi
tecture to be well preserved The

parenchymalcells exhibit markedlygranularcytoplasmindicatinghigh glycogen
contentwhichis characteristic of the "liver biopsypattern of suddendeath

SPLEIN

KID=S

bloodvessels of all calibers

Sectionsshowno significant abnormalities

Sectionsshowno significant abnormalities
aside fromdilatation andengorgementof

SKITMOJRDS Sectionsthroughthe woundsin the
occipital andupperright posterior

thoracic regionsare essentially similar In eachthere is loss of continuityof
the epidermiswithcoagulationnecrosisof the tissues at the woundmargins The
scalp woundexhibits several smallfragmentsof boneat its marginsin the sub
cutaneoustissue

FI::ALSLR-EfARY This supplementaryreport coversin more
detail the extensivedegreeof cerebral

traumain this case Howeverneither this portionof the examinationnor the micro
scopicexaminationsalter the previouslysubmittedreport or addsignificant details
to the causeof death

(c .\~ ~
J J HUMES
CDRMCUSN497831C>

,C)
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6 Dacenbcr1963

From Cc:asandingOfficer U S Naval Medical School
To mite HousePhysician
Via CommandingOfficer National Naval :edical Center

Subj Supplementaryreport of Naval Medical School autopsy No A63-272
John F Kennedy forwarding of

1 All copies of the above subject final supplementaryreport are for
wardedherewith

J H STOVERJ1

6 December1963

FIRSTENDOZSEI-IT

From CommandingOfficer National Naval Medical Center
To The White HousePhysician

1 Forwarded

C B GALLOWAY
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Mr KLEIN Do you recognize these reports Doctor
Dr BADEN Yes These are copies of reports that the panel had

opportunity to see and examine The panel members then had the
opportunity to question the persons who prepared the reports

Mr KLEIN Who prepared those reports
Dr BADEN The autopsy reports of President Kennedy were pre

pared by Dr Humes and Dr Boswell who were the autopsy physi
cians

Mr KLEIN When were they prepared
Dr BADEN They were prepared during the course of and in the

2 days following the performance of the autopsy with the written
portions prepared the day following the autopsy

Mr KLEIN When was the supplementary report prepared
Dr BADEN The supplementary report was prepared 2 weeks

later and describes the brain after fixation in formaldehyde which
is a customary way of preparing the brain prior to further exami
nation and also describes the findings on microscopic examination
of various tissues of the President These two types of study do take
time in the normal course of an autopsy and such reports are
prepared some time after the initial autopsy

Mr KLEIN With respect to the wounds of the upper right back
and the front of the neck what did the autopsy report conclude

Dr BADEN The autopsy report concludes that there was a gun
shot perforation of entrance in the right upper back and that the
exit wound was in the front of the neck

Mr KLEIN Doctor on the basis of the foregoing evidence photos
and X-rays taken at the autopsy the examination of the Presi
dent's clothing the reports of radiologists interviews of the sur
geons who attended the President at Parkland Hospital and the
autopsy report did the panel unanimously conclude that a bullet
entered the upper right back of the President and exited from the
front of his neck

Dr BADEN Every member of the panel so concluded
Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the

drawing marked JFK F-46 be received as a committee exhibit
Chairman SToKES Without objection it may be received and

entered into the record at this point
[The above-mentioned document JFK exhibit F-46 a drawing

follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-46

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that drawing
Dr BADEN Yes I do
Mr KLEIN What does that show
Dr BADEN This is a drawing prepared by Miss Dox with the

medical panel of the upper portion of the President showing the
track that the bullet took through the back exiting the neck
adjacent to the spine and through the windpipe (or trachea) in the
neck it shows the direction of the bullet path in the body This
path can be produced by various bullet trajectories depending on
the position of the President at the time the missile struck On
your right there are three positions of the head of the President
all showing the same bullet track and direction within the body
going from the back to the exit in the neck that could be inflicted
by a bullet traveling upward approximately horizontally or down
ward

Each of these trajectories could produce the autopsy findings as
depicted on the left and cause a similar track within the body
itself

We cannot on the basis of the autopsy findings alone in this
instance determine from whence the bullet came

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
drawing marked JFK F-47 be received as a committee exhibit

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The above-mentioned document JFK exhibit F-47 follows:]
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Mr KLEIN Do you recognize that drawing Doctor
Dr BADEN Yes sir I recognize this as a drawing made for the

Warren Commission depicting the same track from back to front
neck region that we have been describing

Mr KLEIN Doctor does that drawing made for the Warren Com
mission fairly and accurately represent the location of the entry
wound and the exit wound and the path of the bullet

Dr BADEN Not precisely The exit perforation in the neck is
approximately at the proper area but the entrance wound in the
back is higher than the medical panel concluded from examining
the documents the photographs as to the point of entrance We
place the entrance perforation a bit lower almost 2 inches lower
than depicted in the Warren Commission exhibit

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
drawing marked JFK F-48 be received as a committee exhibit

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The above-mentioned document JFK exhibit F-48 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-48

Mr KLEIN Do you recognize that drawing Doctor
Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr KLEIN What does that drawing depict
Dr BADEN This is a drawing made from photographs taken at

the time of the autopsy showing the back of the President's head
and showing a ruler adjacent to an area of discoloration in the
cowlick area of the back of the head of the scalp which the panel
determined was an entrance perforation an entrance bullet perfo
ration this also shows portions of fractures of the skull of the
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President caused by this gunshot wound and a fragment of dried
tissue near the hairline of the President

Mr KLEIN Doctor does this drawing fairly and accurately repre
sent the location of the wound high in the back of the President's
head

Dr BADEN Yes it does in the unanimous opinion of all of the
panel members

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that the photographs
marked JFK F-49A and F-49B and the blowups marked JFK F-50
and F-51 be received as committee exhibits

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[JFK exhibits F-49A and F-49B are 8 by 10 photographs derived
from the original autopsy photographs and depict posterior views
of the head of the President In deciding to release the autopsy
photographs the committee wished to permit public examination
of the most important details of evidentiary significance while still
maintaining a sense of propriety In accordance with this desire
the committee decided to display the autopsy photographs to the
public in either drawings that represent large areas of the Presi
dent's body as seen in the photograph or closely cropped photo
graphs that depict the most important areas of evidentiary con
cern The committee used photographs such as JFK F-49A and
F-49B in the hearings only to verify the authenticity and accuracy
of the drawings and closely cropped photographs these photo
graphs are not being published The original autopsy photographs
and committee copies are in the custody of the National Archives.]

[The above-mentioned documents JFK F-50 and F-51 follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-50
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JFK EXHIBITF-51

Dr BADEN Yes sir I have the 8 by 10 photographs
Mr KLEIN Do you recognize those photographs and those

blowups
Dr BADEN Yes Mr Klein
Mr KLEIN Would you tell us what they are
Dr BADEN The two photographs I have 8 by 10 glossy prints

have been prepared from the original photographs in the Archives
and show enlargement of the perforation in the cowlick area of the
scalp which is represented on your extreme right in this area the
detail in the photograph is much superior to the blowup detail

Also depicted in the center is the area in the lower back of the
head which I referred to as dry tissue This is depicted in the
middle photograph These are both enlargements of the actual
photographs taken prior to the autopsy of the President

Mr KLEIN Doctor using those blowups would you please ex
plain to the committee what the panel learned from those photo
graphs

Dr BADEN The panel did learn and conclude from the photo
graphs and close examination under magnification of the transpar
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encies and other materials in the Archives that without question
the superior more area under consideration is a typical gunshot
wound of entrance and that it corresponded in many of its features
very closely with the gunshot wound of entrance in the right upper
back especially as to the appearance of the abrasion collar and as
to its size

The panel further concluded that the lower more area under
question is clearly extraneous dried brain tissue on top of the scalp
hair

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that this X-ray deemed
marked JFK F-54 as well as the blowups marked "JFK F-52,
"JFK F-53, and "JFK F-297 be received as committee exhibits
and shown to the witness

Chairman STOKESWithout objection
[Documents handed to the witness for his inspection.]
[JFK exhibit F-54 is one of the original 14 autopsy X-rays kept

at the National Archives It depicts a lateral or side view of the
President and is labeled "No 2. In deciding to release the autopsy
X-rays the committee wished to permit public examination of the
most important details of evidentiary significance while still main
taining a sense of propriety In accordance with this desire the
committee decided to display the autopsy X-rays to the public in a
cropped fashion In the hearings the committee used the original
X-rays only to verify the authenticity and accuracy of the cropped
counterparts the entire original X-rays are not being published.]

[The above-referred-to JFK exhibits F-52 F-53 and F-297 were
marked as committee exhibits and received into the record and
follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-52
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JFK EXHIBITF-297

Mr KLEIN Do you recognize those X-rays and those blowups
Dr BADEN Yes I do
This is X-ray labeled "No 2 by the tag applied by Dr Ebersole

and identified to the panel members by Dr Ebersole as an X-ray he
took at the time of the autopsy of President Kennedy it shows a
side view of the President's head and is preserved in the Archives
This is an enlarged copy of that specific X-ray showing a side view
of the skull of the President with the back of the head to your left
the front of the head to your right Because of the difficulty inter
preting some of the subtle features on the X-ray the X-rays were
further examined using enhancement techniques to increase the
image contrast This is a computerized enhancement on your right
of the same X-ray showing the same structures but bringing out
some of the details of the X-ray more clearly by the enhancement
techniques

Mr KLEIN What did the panel learn from those X-rays
Dr BADEN The panel learned from these X-rays that there was

extensive fracturing of the bones of the skull of the President as
manifested by these various lines and irregularities that there was
displacement of some bony fragments as a result of this explosive
type injury to the skull as seen on the X-ray and that there are
many small white areas in the X-ray film that are metallic frag
ments resulting from a bullet having passed through the skull and
fragmenting to some small degree

Mr KLEIN Are those X-rays consistent with a bullet having
entered the President's head high on top of the head and passed
through
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Dr BADEN Yes sir This is clearly demonstrated in these X-rays
and as comparison the X-ray on the extreme left is an X-ray taken
of President Kennedy during life showing the normal appearance
of the skull with the various skull bones in their normal appear
ance and illustrates the extensive damage of the skull present at
the time of the autopsy

The panel concluded and all of the radiologist consultants with
whom the panel spoke with and met with all concluded that
without question there is an entrance bullet hole on the upper
portion of the skull at the area I am pointing to where the bone
itself has been displaced and that this corresponds precisely with
the point in the cowlick area on the overlying skin has the appear
ance of an entrance wound that the track of the bullet then
proceeded from back to front and toward the right causing exten
sive damage to the head

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that this
original X-ray marked "JFK F-57 as well as two blowups marked
"JFK F-55 and "JFK F-56 be received as committee exhibits

Chairman STOKESWithout objection they may be received
[JFK exhibit F-57 is one of the original 14 autopsy X-rays kept

at the National Archives It depicts an anterior-posterior view of
the skull In deciding to release the autopsy X-rays the committee
wished to permit public examination of the most important details
of evidentiary significance while still maintaining a sense of propri
ety In accordance with this desire the committee decided to dis
play the autopsy X-rays to the public in a cropped fashion In the
hearings the committee used the original X-rays only to verify the
authenticity and accuracy of the cropped counterparts the entire
original X-rays are not being published.]

[The above-referred-to exhibits "JFK F-55 and "JFK F-56
were marked committee exhibits and received into the record and
follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-56

Dr BADEN For orientation this is the back of the skull front of
the skull the eye area pituitary gland the ear bones

Mr Klein what I have just been given is an X-ray from the
Archives viewed by the panel at the Archives with the label in red
"No 1 affixed

Mr KLEIN Would you briefly tell us using the blowups what
the panel learned from these X-rays

Dr BADEN Yes this is an antero-posterior view of the skull—
that is taken with the back of the head directly against the X-ray
film These are true enlargements of portions of those X-rays

Mr KLEIN Are these X-rays consistent with a bullet having
passed through the President's head

Dr BADEN Yes there is extensive damage to the right .side of
the skull area shown more clearly in the enhancement of the X
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ray and there are extensive fracture lines radiating from the point
of entrance marked by this relatively large metal fragment and the
X-ray lines extending from it This corresponds precisely to the
point of entrance beneath the cowlick area and shows the extensive
loss of bone at that area

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I ask that the drawing
marked "JFK F-58 be received as an exhibit and shown to the
witness

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be received at this
point

[The above-referred-to exhibit "JFK F-58 follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-58

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that drawing
Dr BADEN Yes this is a drawing prepared with the panel and

Miss Dox showing a side view of the President's skull and showing
the point that the panel agreed was the exit point for the gunshot
wound that entered the back of the head this exit perforation is on
the right front side of the head of the President
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Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that this
photograph and the blowup marked "JFK F-59 and "JFK F-60
be received as committee exhibits and shown to the witness

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be received at
this point

[JFK exhibit F-59 is an 8 by 10 photograph derived from one of
the original autopsy photographs and depicts the area of bone
injury on the right side of the head In deciding to release the
autopsy photographs the committee wished to permit public exam
ination of the most important details of evidentiary significance
while still maintaining a sense of propriety In accordance with
this desire the committee decided to display the autopsy photo
graphs to the public in either drawings that represent large areas
of the President's body as seen in the photograph or closely
cropped photographs that depict the most important areas of evi
dentiary concern The committee used photographs such as JFK
F-59 in the hearings only to verify the authenticity and accuracy
of the drawings and closely cropped photographs these photo
graphs are not being published The original autopsy photographs
and committee copies are in the custody of the National Archives.]

[The above-referred-to exhibit JFK F-60 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-60

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that photograph and that
blowup

Dr BADEN Yes this is a detail of one of the autopsy photo
graphs in fact the only photograph that shows any internal struc
tures of the President at the time of autopsy as opposed to all of
the other photographs which are of the outside of the body This
photograph shows the bullet exit area on the right side of the head
and is seen in better detail and sharper on the photograph than in
the blowup The photograph shows the front right part of the skull
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of the President and the semicircular defect that I am pointing to
corresponds with the black dot present on the previous exhibit
This is a portion of a gunshot wound of exit as determined by the
panel because of the beveling of the outer layer of bone visible in
the photographs which is also described in the autopsy report
Beveling refers to the breaking away of bone in a concave pattern
as when a BB goes through plate glass causing a concavity in the
glass in the direction in which the BB is proceeding

This also happens when a bullet enters and exits skull bone and
other bones It is the conclusion of the panel that this is unques
tionably an exit perforation

Mr KLEIN Does the beveling allow you to make a determination
whether it is an entry or exit perforation

Dr BADEN Yes When a bullet strikes bone expecially flat bone
such as the skull the entrance into the bone is sharp and the exit
from the bone is beveled The bone breaks and bevels in the direc
tion that the bullet is going and we are then able to tell as here
because the beveling is on the outside of the skull on the right
side that the bullet traveled from within the skull to the outside
causing this characteristic change in the bone where the bullet
exited

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
blowup marked "JFK F-64 be received as a committee exhibit

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be received at this
point

[The above-referred-to exhibit JFK F-64 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-64

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that blowup
Dr BADEN Yes sir this is a blowup of one of the X-rays one of

the 14 X-rays kept at the Archives showing 3 fragments of bone
received by Dr Humes and Dr Boswell in the autopsy room while
they were performing the autopsy on the President that had been
retrieved from the limousine in which the President had been
riding The doctors looked at the bone fragments took X-rays of
the bone fragments inserted this particular bone fragment against
this semicircle and concluded that they matched and fitted togeth
er On this larger triangular fragment there is at one edge metal
fragments seen on the X-ray that the panel concluded and the
autopsy physicians concluded were part of the exit perforation
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through the bone and that there is beveling on this bony fragment
of the outer aspect of the bone In addition a portion of a suture
line is also present on one edge of this fragment

A suture line refers to the point at which two bones join This
suture line assisted the panel in precisely identifying from where
the fragment derived The panel concluded that this was part of
the gunshot wound of exit of the right side of the head of the
President

Mr KLEIN Doctor directing your attention to the autopsy re
ports which have already been received as exhibits in what ways
was the autopsy report consistent with the other evidence available
with respect to the wound to the President's head

Dr BADEN The autopsy reports did indicate that the gunshot
wound of the head of the President came from behind proceeded in
a forward direction and exited the right side of the skull This is
consistent with the findings of the panel

Mr KLEIN In what ways was the autopsy report not consistant
with the other evidence available to the panel

Dr BADEN The location and placement of the gunshot wound of
entrance was significantly different on examination by the panel
members than the autopsy pathologists had indicated The panel
members unanimously placed the gunshot wound of entrance in
the back of the President's head approximately 4 inches above the
point indicated in the autopsy report prepared by Drs Humes and
Boswell

Mr KLEIN So the panel concluded that the autopsy report
placed the wound in the back of the head 4 inches too low

Dr BADEN That is correct as recorded in the original autopsy
Mr KLEIN Doctor on the basis of the foregoing evidence the

photographs and X-rays taken of the autopsy the reports of the
radiologists and the autopsy report did the panel unanimously
conclude that a bullet entered the President high on the back of
his head and exited on the right side toward the front of his head

Dr BADEN All nine members of the panel so unanimously con
cluded

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that two drawings
marked "JFK F-65 and "JFK F-66 and the photograph marked
"JFK F-67 be received as committee exhibits at this time

Chairman STOKESWithout objection they may be received
[The above referred to exhibits "JFK F-65, "JFK F-66, and

"JFK F-67 follow:]
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JFK Exxisrr F-65
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JFK EXHIBITF-66
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JFK EXHIBITF-67

Mr KLEIN Do you recognize these exhibits doctor
Dr BADEN Yes I do
Mr KLEIN What do they depict
Dr BADEN The drawings were prepared with Miss Dox and the

members of the panel to illustrate the path of the gunshot wounds
that struck the President The photograph is Zapruder frame 312
and shows the President just before the explosion caused by the
head shot

Mr KLEIN Do the diagrams fairly and accurately represent the
path of the bullet which entered high on the back of the Presi
dent's head and exited from the right side of the head toward the
front

Dr BADEN Yes sir One the drawing to your right indicates the
path of the bullet entering the right upper head region approxi
mately 1 inch to the right of the midline of the body and approxi
mately 4 inches above a bony prominence in the back of the head
the external occipital protuberance which is depicted here

This bullet then proceeds from back to front exiting in the area
of the suture line that I mentioned earlier the coronal suture line
as depicted on the drawing causing a semicircular defect in the
frontal bone of the skull

This drawing does indicate that at the time of this injury to the
back of the head there already existed in the body a bullet track of
the right upper back region going from back to front exiting
through the tracheostomy incision in the front of the neck

The other diagram the other drawing is an attempt to illustrate
the direction of the gunshot wound and the damage done to the
skull utilizing the X-rays in great measure and the photographs
taken at the autopsy procedure This shows the entrance perfora
tion in the upper posterior right side of the skull and the bullet
path proceeding forward causing extensive fractures of the skull
bones on the right and then exiting the right front area

The four bone fragments illustrated in this diagram are drawn to
scale in relation to each other but not to the skull utilizing the X
rays and photographs at the Archives The three to your right are
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the fragments removed from the limousine of the President and
brought to the autopsy doctors during the course of the autopsy
and the fourth fragment is a separate fragment found a few days
later in Dealey Plaza and referred to as the Harper fragment

These four fragments did emanate from the large defect in the
side of the President's head

The position of the President's head in both of these diagrams
was derived from Zapruder frame 312 which as I already men
tioned shows the position of the President just before the explosion
of the head

Mr KLEIN Did the panel conclude that the direction of the
bullet was downward

Dr BADEN Yes in this instance the panel was able to arrive at a
conclusion of the directionality from whence the bullet originated
because of other evidence made available to the panel notably the
Zapruder film showing the position of the head of the President at
the moment of impact with the bullet

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
drawing marked JFK F-68 be received as a committee exhibit

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be received at this
point

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-68 follows:]
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Mr KLEIN Do you recognize that drawing Doctor
Dr BADEN Yes sir this is a drawing prepared for the Warren

Commission attempting to illustrate the gunshot wound that en
tered the back of the President's head

Mr KLEIN Does that drawing fairly and accurately represent
the location of the wounds and the path of the bullet in the
President's head

Dr BADEN Not in the area of location of the entrance perfora
tion but it does illustrate the general concept that it is a gunshot
wound from the back proceeding to the front That the panel
agrees with

However the panel places the entrance perforation 4 inches
higher in the back of the head than the illustration for the Com
mission shows

The panel also places the entrance perforation on the lower in
the back area a few inches lower than illustrated on this drawing

Mr KLEIN Doctor you have testified that the President was hit

by two bullets one of which entered his upper right back and the
other entered high on the back of his head Did the panel reach

any conclusions as to whether each of these wounds would have
been fatal in and of itself

Dr BADEN Yes the panel did conclude without question that
the gunshot wound that struck the head of the President in and of
itself would be fatal The panel could not unanimously agree as to
whether or not the gunshot wound through the back and neck
would necessarily be fatal because of the failure to examine the
bullet track at the time of the autopsy—disect the track As a
result we do not know whether there was injury to the spine of the
President or to major blood vessels If the spine or blood vessels
were injured that bullet also could have been fatal but we are
unable to conclusively agree on that question

Mr KLEIN Doctor at this point I would ask you to direct your
attention to the wounds received by Governor Connally What was
the nature of the injuries received by the Governor

Dr BADEN The Governor suffered injuries also of the right
upper back region more to the side than the President The bullet
exited It entered near the top of the armpit on the Governor
exited beneath the right nipple There was another bullet path
through the right wrist entering on the thumb side about an inch
above the wrist exiting on the palm aspect of the wrist and there
was another bullet perforation in the left inner thigh of the Gover
nor

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that these reports marked
JFK F-70 and F-71 be received as committee exhibits and shown
to the witness

Chairman STOKESWithout objection they may be received
[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-70 and F-71 follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-70

Tuesday April 21 1964

TESTIMONYOFDR ROBERTROEDERSHAWDR CHARLESFRANCISGREGORYGOV
JOHNBOWDENCONNALLYJR. ANDMRSJOHNBOWDENCONNALLYJR

The President's Commissionmet at 1:30p.m. on April 21 1964 at 200Maryland
AvenueNE. Washington D.C

Present were ChiefJustice Earl Warren Chairman Senator Richard B Russell
Senator John Sherman Cooper Representative Hale Boggs John J McCloy and
AllenW Dulles members

Alsopresent wereJ LeeRankin general counsel Francis W H Adams assistant
counsel Joseph A Ball assistant counsel David W Belin assistant counsel
Norman Redlich assistant counsel Arlen Specter assistant counsel Charles
Murray and Charles Rhyne observers and WaggonerCarr attorney general of
Texas

TESTIMONYOFDR ROBERTROEDERSHAW

Senator COOPERThe Commissionwill cometo order
Dr Shaw you understand that the purpose of this inquiry is taken under the

order of the President appointingthe Commissionon the assassinationof President
Kennedyto investigateall the facts relating to his assassination

Dr SHAWI do
Senator COOPERAnd report to the public
Doyou solemnlyswear the testimonyyou are about to give before this Commis

sion willbe the truth the wholetruth and nothing but the truth so help you God
Dr SHAWI do
Senator COOPERDoyou desirean attorney to be with you
Dr SHAWNo
Mr SPECTERWillyoustate your full name for the record please
Dr SHAWRobertRoederShaw
Mr SPECTERWhat is your professionplease
Dr SHAWPhysicianand surgeon
Mr SPECTERWillyououtlinebrieflyyour educationalbackground
Dr SHAWI receivedmy B.A degree from the University of Michiganin 1927

and my M.D degreefromthe same institution in 1933
Followingthat I served 2 years at the RooseveltHospital in New York City from

July 1934 to July 1936 in training in general surgery I had then 2 years of
training in thoracic surgery at the University Hospital Ann Arbor Mich. from
July 1936to July 1938

On August 1 1938 I entered private practice limiting my practice to thoracic
surgery in Dallas Tex

Mr DuLLEsWhat kind ofsurgery
Dr SHAWThoracicsurgeryor surgery of the chest
I have practiced there continuouslyexcept for a period from June 1942 until

December1945 when I was a member of the MedicalCorps of the Army of the
United States servingprincipallyin the Europeantheater ofoperations

I was awayagain from December1961until June of 1963when I washead of the
MEDICOteam and performed surgery at Avicenna Hospital in Kabul Pakistan

Mr DuLLEsWillyou tell us a little bit about MEDICOIs that the ship
Dr SHAWNo that is HOPE MEDICOwas formedby the late Dr Tom Dooley
Mr DuI.I.FSYes I knowhim very well He was the man in Laos
Dr SHAWYes sir this wasone of their projects
Mr DuI.i.FSI see
Dr SHAWI returned to-
Mr DuLLEsAn interesting project
Dr SHAWI returned to Dallas and on September 1 1963 started working full

time with the University of Texas Southwestern Medical School as professor of
thoracicsurgery and chairman of the divisionof thoracicsurgery

In this positionI also am chiefof thoracicsurgery at Parkland MemorialHospital
in Dallaswhich is the chief hospital fromthe standpoint of the medicalfacilitiesof
the school

Mr SPECTERAre you licensedto practicemedicinein the State ofTexas
Dr SHAWI am
Mr SPECTERAre youcertified
Dr SHAWBythe board of thoracicsurgeryyou mean
Mr SPECTERYes by the boardof thoracicsurgery
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Dr SHAWYes as of 1948
Mr SPECTERWhat experience if any have you had Dr Shaw with bullet

wounds
Dr SHAWI have had civilianexperience both in the work at Parkland Hospital

where we see a great amount of trauma and much of this involvesbullet wounds
fromhomicidalattempts and accidents

The chief experienceI had however was during the SecondWorldWar when I
was servingas chiefof the thoracicsurgery center in Paris France And during this
particular experiencewe admitted over 900 patients with chest woundsof various
sort many of them of course being shell fragments rather than bullet wounds

Mr SPECTERWhat is your best estimate as to the total number of bullet wounds
you have had experiencewith

Dr SHAWIt would be approximately 1,000 considering the large number of
admissionswe had in Paris

Mr SPECTERWhat were your duties in a general way on November22 1963
Dr SHAWOn that particular date I had been at a conferenceat Woodlawn

Hospital which is our hospital for medicalchest diseasesconnectedwith the medi
cal schoolsystem I had just gone to the Children's Hospital to see a small patient
that I had donea bronchoscopyon a fewdays beforeand was returning to Parkland
Hospital and the medicalschool

Woodlawnand the Children's Hospital are approximately a mile away from
Parkland Hospital

Mr SPECTERWere you called upon to render any aid to President Kennedyon
November22

Dr SHAWNo
Mr SPECTERWere you called upon to render medical aid to Gov John B

Connallyon that day
Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERWill you describebriefly the circumstancessurroundingyour being

calledinto the case
Dr SHAWAs I was drivingtoward the medicalschoolI came to an intersectionof

Harry HinesBoulevardand Industrial Boulevard
There is also a railroad crossingat this particular point I saw an open limousine

pass this point at high speedwith a policeescort Wewere held up in traffic because
of this escort Finally when we were allowedto proceed I went on to the medical
schoolexpectingto eat lunch I had the radio on becauseit was the day that I knew
the President was in Dallas and would be eating lunch at the Trade Mart which
was not far away and over the radio I heard the report that the President had been
shot at while riding in the motorcade I went on to the medical schooland as I
entered the medicalschoola student came in and joined three other students and
said the President has just been brought into the emergencyroom at Parkland
deadon arrival

The students said "You are kidding aren't you and he said "No I am not I
sawhim and GovernorConnallyhas been shot through the chest.

Hearing that I turned and walkedover to the emergencyroom which is approxi
mately 150yards fromthe medicalschool and entered the emergencyroom

Mr SPECTERAt approximatelywhat time did you arrive at the emergencyroom
whereGovernorConnallywassituated

Dr SHAWAs near as I couldtell it was about 12:45
Mr SPECTERWho was with Governor Connally if anyone at that time Dr

Shaw
Dr SHAWI immediately recognizedtwo of the men who worked with me in

thoracic surgery Dr James Duke and Dr James Boland Dr Giesecke who is an
anesthesiologistwas also there alongwith a Dr DavidMebanewhois an instructor
in general surgery

Mr SPECTERWhat was GovernorConnally'sconditionat that time basedon your
observations

Dr SHAWThe Governorwas complainingbitterly of difficultyin breathing and
of pain in his right chest Prior to my arriving there the men had very properly
placed a tight occlusivedressing over what on later examination proved to be a
large suckingwoundin the front of his right chest and they had inserted a rubber
tube betweenthe secondand third ribs in the front of the right chest carrying this
tube to what wecall a water seal bottle

Mr SPECTERWhat was the purpose
Dr SHAWYes this is done to reexpandthe right lung whichhad collapseddue to

the openingthrough the chest wall
Mr SPECTERWhat wounds if any did you observeon the Governorat that time
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Dr SHAWI observedno woundson the Governorat this time It wasn't until he
was taken to the operating roomthat I properlyexaminedhim from the standpoint
of the wound

Mr SPECTERHow long after your initial viewingof him was he taken to the
operatingroom

Dr SHAWWithin about 5 minutes I stepped outside to talk to Mrs Connally
becauseI had been given informationby Dr Duke that bloodhad been drawn from
the Governor sent to the laboratory for cross-matchingfor blood that we knew
would be necessary that the operating room had already been alerted and that
they were ready and they were merelyawaitingmy arrival

Mr SPECTERHowwas GovernorConnallytransported from the emergencyroom
to the operatingroom

Dr SHAWOn a stretcher
Mr SPECTERAnd washe transported up an elevatoras well
Dr SHAWYes It is two floorsabovethe emergencyrooms
Mr SPECTERWillyou describewhat happened next in connectionwith Governor

Connally's-
Mr DUI.I.F_SCould I ask a question putting in this tube is prior to making an

incision
Dr SHAWYes a stab wound
Mr DuiJ.RSJust a stab wound
Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERWhat treatment next followedfor GovernorConnally Doctor
Dr SHAWHe was taken to the operatingroomand there Dr Gieseckestarted the

anesthesia This entails giving an intravenous injection of sodium pentothal and
then after the Governorwas asleep a gas was used that will be on the anesthetic
recordthere

Mr SPECTERDoyou knowat approximatelywhat time this procedurewas start
ed

Dr SHAWI will have to refresh my memoryagain from the record We had at
the time I testifiedbefore wehad the--

Mr SPECTERPermit me to make availableto you a copyof the Parkland Memori
al Hospitaloperativerecordand let me ask you first of all if you can identifythese
two pageson an exhibit heretoforemarked as CommissionExhibit 392as to wheth
er or not this constitutesyour report

Dr SHAWYes this is a transcription of my dictated report of the operation
Mr SPECTERAre the facts set forth therein true and correct
Dr SHAWYes On this it states that the operation itself was begunat 1300hours

or 1 o'clock 1 p.m. and that the actual surgery started at 1335or 1:35 p.m
The operationwas concludedby me at 3—1520whichwouldbe 3:20p.m
Mr SPECTERYouhave described in a general way the chest wound What other

wounds if any was GovernorConnallysuffering from at the time you saw him
Dr SHAWI will describethen the woundof the wrist whichwas obvious He had

a woundof the lowerright forearmthat I did not accuratelyexaminebecauseI had
already talked to Dr Gregorywhile I was scrubbingfor the operation told him that
this woundwouldneed his attention as soon as we were able to get the chest in a
satisfactory condition There was also I was told I didn't see the wound on the
thigh I was told that there was a small wound on the thigh which I saw later

Mr SPECTERWhen did you first have an opportunitythen to examine Governor
Connally'swoundon the posterioraspectofhis chest

Dr SHAWAfter the Governorhad been anesthetized As soonas he was asleepso
we could manipulate him—beforethat time it was necessaryfor an endotracheal
tube to be in place so his respirations could be controlledbefore we felt we could
roll him overand accuratelyexaminethe woundentrance

Weknewthis was the woundexit
Mr SPECTERThis [indicating an area below the right nipple on the body]
Dr SHAWYes
Mr Duu.ESHowdid you knowit wasa woundexit
Dr SHAWBythe fact of its size the raggededgesof the wound This woundwas

coveredby a dressingwhichcouldnot be removeduntil the Governorwas anesthe
tized

Mr SPECTERIndicatingthis wound the woundon the Governor'schest
Dr SHAWYes the front part
Mr SPECTERWill you describein as much detail as you can the woundon the

posteriorsideof the Governor'schest
Dr SHAWThis was a small woundapproximatelya centimeter and a half in its

greatest diameter It was roughlyelliptical It wasjust medialto the axillary foldor
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the crease of the armpit but we couldtell that this wound the depth of the wound
had not penetrated the shoulderblade

Mr SPECTERWhat were the characteristics if any which indicatedto you that it
wasa woundof entrance then

Dr SHAWIts small size and the rather cleancut edgesof the woundas compared
to the usual more raggedwoundofexit

Mr SPECTERNow I hand you a diagram whichis a bodydiagramon Commission
Exhibit No 679 and ask you if on the back portion of the figure that accurately
depictsthe point of entry into GovernorConnally'sback

Dr SHAWYes The depiction of the point of entry I feel is quite accurate
Mr SPECTERNow with respect to the front side of the body is the point of exit

accuratelyshownon the diagram
Dr SHAWThe point is-
Mr SPECTERWe have heretofore may the record show the depositioncovered

much the same ground with Dr Shaw but the diagrams used now are new dia
grams whichwill have to be remarked in accordancewith your recollection

Dr SHAWYes BecauseI wouldhave to place—theyare showinghere the angle
Mr Dumas Is this all on the record
Mr SPECTERIt shouldbe
Dr SHAWWe are showingon this angle the cartilage angle which it makes at

the end of the sternum
Mr SPECTERThat is an invertedV whichappears in front of the body
Dr SHAWNowthe woundwas abovethat They have shownit belowthat point

so the wound would have to be placed here as far as the point is concerned
Mr SPECTERWould you draw on that diagram a more accurate depiction of

where the woundof exit occurred
Dr Slum Doyou want me to initial this
Mr SPECTERYes if you please Dr Shaw
I hand you another bodydiagram marked CommissionExhibit 680and I will ask

you if that accurately depicts the angle of decline as the bullet passed through
GovernorConnally

Dr SHAWI thing the declinationof this line is a little too sharply downward I
wouldplaceit about 5°offthat line

Mr SPECTERWill you redraw the line then Dr Shaw and initial it indicating
the more accurateangle

Dr Sxsw The reason I state this is that as they have shownthis it wouldplace
the woundof exit a little too far belowthe nipple Also it would since the bullet
followedthe line of declinationof the fifth rib it wouldmake the ribs placed in a
tooslanting position

Mr SPECTERWhat operativeproceduresdid you employin caring for the wound
of the chest Dr Shaw

Dr SHAWThe first measure was to excisethe edgesof the woundof exit in an
elliptical fashion and then this incisionwas carried in a curved incisionalong the
lateral portion of the right chest up toward the right axilla in order to place the
skin incision lower than the actual path of the bullet through the chest wall

After this incisionhad been carried downto the level of the musclesattached to
the rib cage all of the damaged muscle which was chiefly the serratus anterior
muscle which digitates along the fifth rib at this position was cleaned away cut
awaywith sharp dissection

As soon as—ofcourse this incision had been made the opening through the
parietal pleura which is the lining of the inside of the chest was very obvious It
was necessary to trim away several small fragments of the rib which were still
hanging to tags of periosteum the lining of the rib and the raggedends of the rib
weresmoothedoffwith a rongeur

Mr SPECTERWhat damage had been inflicted upon a rib if any Dr Shaw
Dr SHAWAbout 10 centimeters of the fifth rib starting at the about the mid

axillary line and goingto the anterior axillary line as we describeit or that would
be the midlineat the armpit goingto the anterior lateral portion of the chest had
been stripped awayby the missile

Mr SPECTERWhat is the texture of the rib at the point where the missilestruck
Dr SHAWThe texture of the rib here is not ofgreat density The cortexof the rib

in the lateral portionsof our ribs is thin with the so-calledcancellusportionof the
rib being very spongy offering very little resistance to pressure or to fracturing

Mr SPECTERWhat effect if any wouldthe striking of that rib have had to the
trajectory of the bullet
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Dr SHAWIt could have had a slight caused a slight deflectionof the rib but
probablynot a great deflectionof the rib becauseof the angle at which it struck
and also becauseof the texture of the rib at this time

Mr SPECTERYousay deflectionof the rib or deflectionof the bullet
Dr SHAWDeflectionof the bullet I am sorry
Mr SPECTERWasany metallic substancefrom the bullet left in the thoraciccageas a result of the passageof the bullet through the Governor'sbodyDr SHAWNo Wesaw no evidenceof any metallic material in the X-raythat we

had of the chest and we foundnoneduring the operation
Mr SPECTERHave you brought the X-rayswith you Dr Shaw from Parkland

Hospital
Dr SHAWYes we have them here
Mr SPECTERMay the record show we have available a viewer for the X-raysDr Shaw wouldyou by use of the viewer exhibit the X-raysof the Governor's

chest to showmoregraphicallythat whichyou have heretoforedescribed
Dr SHAWThis is the first X-ray that was taken which was taken in the

operating roomwith the Governoron the operating table and at this time anesthe
tized The safety pin that you see here is used was used to secure the tube which
had been put between the secondand third rib in expandingthe Governor'slungWecan dimlysee also the latex rubber tube up in the chest comingto the apex of
the chest

The variations that we see from normal here are the fact that first there is a
great amount of swellingin the chest wall which we knowwas due to bleedingand
bruising of the tissues of the chest wall and we also see that there is air in the
tissuesof the chest wall here and here It is rather obvious

Mr SPECTERWhen you say here and here you are referring to the outer por
tions showingon the X-raymovingup toward the shoulderarea

Dr SHAWYes goingfrom the lowerchest up to the regionnear the angle of the
shoulderblade

The boney frameworkof the chest it is obviousthat the fifth rib we count ribs
from abovedownward this is the first rib secondrib third rib fourth rib fifth rib
that a portion of this rib has been shattered and we can see a few fragments that
have been left behind

Also the rib has because of being broken and losing some of its substance has
taken a rather inward positionin relation to the fourth and the sixth ribs on either
side

Mr SPECTERWhat effect was there if any on the upper portion of that rib
Dr SHAWThis was not noticed at the time of this examination Mr Specter

However in subsequentexaminationswe can tell that there was a fracture across
the rib at this point due to the rib beingstruck and bent

Mr SPECTERWhen you say this point will you describewhere that point exists
on the X-ray

Dr SHAWThis is a point approximately4 centimeters from its connectionwith
the transverse processof the spine

Mr SPECTERAnd is the fracture which is located there caused by a striking
there or by the striking at the end of the rib

Dr SHAWIt is causedby the striking at the end of the rib
Mr SPECTERFine What else then is discerniblefrom the viewingof the X-ray

Dr Shaw
Dr SHAWThere is a great amount of wewouldsay obscurationof the lowerpart

of the right lung field which we know from subsequent examination was due to
bloodin the pleural cavity and also due to a hematoma in the lower part of the
right lower lobe and also a severe laceration of the middle lobe with it having lost
its ability to ventilate at that time So we have both an airless lung and bloodin
the lung to accountfor these shadows

Mr SPECTERIs there anything else visiblefrom the X-raywhichis helpful in our
understandingof the Governor'scondition

Dr SHAWNo I don't think so
Mr SPECTERWould it be useful—Asto that X-ray Dr Shaw will you tell us

what identifyingdata if any it has in the records of Parkland Hospital for the
record

Dr SHAWOn this X-rayit has in pencilJohn G Connally
Mr SPECTERIs that G or C
Dr SHAWThey have a "G November22 1963 and it has a number 218-922
Mr SPECTERWerethoseX-raystaken under your supervision
Dr SHAWYes by a technician
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Mr SPECTERAnd that is in fact the X-ray then which was taken of Governor
Connallyat the time these procedureswerebeingperformed

Dr SHAWIt is
Mr SPECTERDr Shaw wouldany of the other X-raysbe helpful in our under

standing of the Governor'scondition
Dr SHAWI believethe only—perhapsshowingone additional X-raywouldshow

the fracture previouslydescribedwhichwas not easily discernibleon the first film
This is quite often true but not important to the—here is the fracture that can be
easilyseen

Mr SPECTERYouare nowreferring to a separate and secondX-ray
Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERWill you start out by telling us on what date this X-ray was

performed
Dr SHAWThis X-raywas made on the 29th of November1963 7 days following

the incident
Mr SPECTERWhat doesit showof significance
Dr SHAWIt showsthat there has been considerableclearing in the lowerportion

of the lung and also that there is a fracture of the fifth rib as previouslydescribed
approximately4 centimetersfromthe transverse processposteriorly

Mr SPECTERIs there anything else depictedby that X-rayof material assistance
in evaluatingthe Governors wound

Dr SHAWNo
Mr McCtov Were there any photographstaken as distinguishedfrom X-raysof

the body
Dr SHAWThere were no photographs
Mr SPECTERDr Shaw we shall then subjectto the approvalof the Commission

for the record have the X-raysreproducedat Parkland MemorialHospital and if
possiblealso have a photographof the X-raymade for the permanent recordsof the
Commissionto show the actual X-ray which Dr Shaw has describedduring his
testimonyhere this afternoon

Senator COOPERIt is directed that it be made a part of the record of these
hearings

Mr SPECTERDr Shaw what additionaloperativeproceduresdid you performon
GovernorConnally'schest

Dr SHAWI will continue with my descriptionof the operative procedure The
openingthat had been madethrough the rib after the removalof the fragmentswas
adequatefor further explorationof the pleural cavity A self-retainingretractor was
put into place to maintain exposure Inside the pleural cavity there were approxi
mately 200cc of clottedblood

It was foundthat the middlelobehad been lacerated with the lacerationdividing
the lobe into roughlytwo equal parts The laceration ran from the lower tip of the
middlelobeup into its root or hilum

However the lobewasnot otherwisedamaged so that it couldbe repaired usinga
running suture of triple zerochromiccatgut

The anterior basal segmentsof the right lower lobe had a large hematoma and
bloodwas oozingout of one small laceration that was a little less than a centimeter
in length where a rib fragment had undoubtedlybeen driven into the lobe To
control hemorrhage a single suture of triple zero chromic gut was placed in this
laceration There were several small matchstick size fragments of rib within the
pleural cavity Examination however of the pericardiumof the diaphragmand the
upper loberevealedno injury to these parts of the chest

A drain was placed in the eighth space in the posterior axillary line similar to
the drain which had been placedin the secondinterspace in the front of the chest

The drain in the front of the chest was thought to be a little too longso about 3
centimetersof it werecut away

Attention was then turned on the lacerationof the latissimusdorsi musclewhere
the missile had passed through it Several sutures of chromic gut where used to
repair this muscle

The inclusion was then closed with interrupted No zero chromic gut in the
musclesof the chest wall—first I am sorry in the intercostalemuscle and muscles
of the chest wall and the same suture material was used to close the serratus
anterior muscle in the subcutaneous tissue and interrupted vertical sutures of
blacksilk were usedto closethe skin

Attention was then turned to the wound of entrance which as previouslyde
scribed was about a centimeter and a half in its greatest diameter roughlyellipti
cal in shape The skin edges of this wound were incised—excisedI beg your
pardon—Ihave to gobackjust a little bit
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Prior to examination of this wound a stab woundwas made at the angle of the
scapula to place a drain in the subscapularspace In the examinationof the wound
of entrance the examiningfinger coulddetermine that this drain was immediately
under the woundofentrance so that it was adequatelydraining the space

Twosutures were placed in the facia of the muscle and the skin was closedwith
interrupted vertical matchingsutures ofblacksilk

That concludedthe operation Both tubes were connectedto a water seal bottle
and the dressingwasapplied

Mr SPECTERWhowas in charge then of the subsequentcare on the Governor's
wrist

Dr SHAWDr CharlesGregorywhohad been previouslyalerted and then came in
to take care of the wrist

Mr SPECTERNow with respect to the wound on the wrist did you have any
opportunityto examineit by wayof determiningpointsof entry and exit

Dr SHAWMy examinationof the wrist was a very cursory one I could tell that
there was a compoundcomminutedfracture becausethere was motionpresent and
there was a raggedwoundjust over the radius abovethe wrist joint But that was
the extent of my examinationof the wrist

Mr SPECTERDr Shaw did I take your depositionat Parkland MemorialHospital
on March 23of 1964

Dr SHAWYes youdid
Mr SPECTERHas that depositionbeen madeavailableto you
Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERToyouhere this afternoon
Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERHave you subsequentto the givingof that depositionon March 23

1964 had an opportunity to examine GovernorConnally'sclothingwhich we have
availablein the Commissionroomhere today

Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERNow based on all facts now within your knowledge is there any

modificationwhich you would care to make in terms of the views which you
expressedabout entrance and exit wounds back on March 23 basedon the informa
tion whichwas availableto youat that time

Dr SHAWFrom an examinationof the clothing it is very obviousthat the wound
of entrance was through the coat sleeve

Mr SPECTERWhileyou are testifyingin that manner perhaps it wouldbe helpful
if we wouldmake available to you the actual jacket if it pleases the Commission

We shall reserve Exhibits Nos 681for the X-rayof November22 682for the X
ray of November 29 and we shall now mark a photograph of the coat for our
permanent recordsas "CommissionExhibitNo 683

Dr Shaw I hand you at this time what purports to be the coat worn by Governor
Connally which we introduce subject to later proof when GovernorConnallyap
pears later this afternoon and for the record I ask you first of all if this photo
graph designated as CommissionExhibit No 683 is a picture of this suit coat

Dr SHAWIt is
Mr SPECTERI had interrupted you when you started to refer to the hole in the

sleeve of the coat Will you proceedwith what you were testifying about there
Dr SHAWThe hole in the sleeveof the coat is within half a centimeter of the

very edgeof the sleeve and lies
Mr Duu as This is the right sleeve is it not
Dr SHAWI am sorry yes Thank you Of the right sleeve and places it if the

coat sleeve was in the same position assuming it is in the same positionthat my
coat sleeve is in places it directly over the lateral portion of the wrist really not
directly on the volar or the dorsum of the surface of the wrist but on the lateral
positionor the upper position as the wrist is held in a neutral position

Mr SPECTERWith the additional information providedby the coat would that
enableyou to givean opinionas to whichwas the woundof entrance and whichthe
woundofexit on the Governor'swrist

Dr SHAWThere is only tear in the Governor'sgarment as far as the appearance
of the tear is concerned I don't think I couldrender an opinionas to whether this is
a woundofentrance or exit

Mr SPECTERThen do you have sufficientinformationat your disposalin total
basedon your observationsand what you knownowto giveany meaningfulopinion
as to which was the wound of entrance and which the wound of exit on the
Governor'swrist

Dr SHAWI wouldprefer to have Dr Gregorytestify about that becausehe has
examinedit morecarefullythan I have
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Mr SPECTERFine
Mr DULLESCouldyou tell at all how the arm was held from that mark or that

hole in the 'sleeve
Dr SHAWMr Dulles I thought I knewjust howthe Governorwaswoundeduntil

I sawthe pictures today and it becomesa little bit harder to explain
I felt that the woundhad been causedby the same bullet than came out through

the chest with the Governor'sarm held in approximatelythis position
Mr SPECTERIndicatingthe right hand held closeto the body
Dr SHAWYes and this is still a possibility But I don't feel that it is the only

possibility
Senator COOPERWhy do you say you don't think it is the only possibility What

causesyou nowto say that it is the location-
Dr SHAWThis is again the testimonythat I believeDr Gregorywill be giving

too It is a matter of whether the wrist woundcouldbe causedby the same bullet
and we felt that it couldbut we had not seen the bullets until today and westill do
not knowwhichbullet actually inflictedthe woundon GovernorConnally

Mr Du1.I.ROr whether it was one or twowounds
Dr SHAWYes
Mr Du1.1.FsOr twobullets
Dr SHAWYes or three
Mr Dur.i.FSWhydoyou say three
Dr SHAWHe has three separate wounds He has a woundin the chest a wound

of the wrist a woundof the thigh
Mr Dur.I.FsOh yes we haven't cometo the woundof the thigh yet have we
Mr McCLovYou have no firm opinionthat all these three woundswere caused

by onebullet
Dr SHAWI have no firm opinion
Mr McCwy That is right
Dr SHAWAskingme this nowif it was true If you had asked me a month ago I

wouldhave
Mr DULLEsCouldthey have been causedby onebullet in your opinion
Dr SHAWTheycould
Mr McCrov I gather that what the witness is saying is that it is possiblethat

they might have been caused by one bullet But that he has no firm opinionnow
that they were

Mr DuLLEsAs I understand it too Is our understandingcorrect
Dr SHAWThat is correct
Senator COOPERWhen you say all three are your referring to the woundsyou

have just describedto the chest the woundin the wrist and also the woundin the
thigh

Dr SHAWYes
Senator COOPERIt waspossible
Dr SHAWOur original assumption Senator Cooper was that the Governorwas

approximatelyin this attitude at the time he was-
Senator COOPERWhat attitude is that now
Dr SHAWThis is an attitude sitting in a jump seat as we knowhe was upright

with his right forearm held across the lower portion of the chest In this position
the trajectory of the bullet couldhave causedthe woundof entrance the woundof
exit struck his wrist and proceededon into the left thigh But although this is a
possibility I can't give a firm opinion that this is the actual way in which it
occurred

Mr SPECTERIf it pleasesthe Commissionwe proposeto go through that in this
testimony and we have already started to mark other exhibits in sequenceon the
clothing So that it will be more systematic we plan to proceedwith the identifica
tion of clothing and then go on to the compositediagram which explains the first
hypothesisof Dr Shaw and the other doctorsof Parkland And then proceedfrom
that as I intend to do with an examination of the bullet which will explorethe
thinking of the doctoron that subject

Dr Shaw for our record I willhand you CommissionExhibitNo 684and ask you
if that is a picture of the reverse side of the coat whichwe will later proveto have
been wornby GovernorConnally the coat whichis beforeyou

Dr SHAWIt is
Mr SPECTERWhat if anything appears on the back of that coat and also on the

picture in line with the woundwhichyou have describedon the Governor'sposteri
or chest
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Dr SHAWThe picture—thecoat and the picture of the coat show a rent in the
back of the coat approximately2 centimeters medial to the point where the sleeve
has beenjoinedto the main portionof the garment

The lighter-coloredmaterial of the lining of the coat can be seen through this
rent of the coat

Mr SPECTERDr Shaw I showyou a shirt subject to later proofthat it was the
shirt worn by GovernorConnally together with a photographmarked "Commission
Exhibit No 685, and ask you if that is a picture of that shirt the back side of the
shirt

Dr SHAWYes it is a picture of the back side of the shirt However in this
particular picture I am not able to make out the hole in the shirt very well

NowI see it I believe yes
Mr SPECTERWill you describethe hole as you see it to exist in the shirt Aside

fromwhat you see on the picture what hole do you observeon the back of the shirt
itself

Dr SHAWOn the back of the shirt itself there is a hole a punched out area of
the shirt whichis a little more than a centimeter in its greater diameter The whole
shirt is soiledby brownstains whichcouldhave been due to blood

Mr SPECTERHow does the hole in the back of the shirt correspondwith the
woundon the Governor'sback

Dr SHAWIt doescorrespondexactly
Mr SPECTERNowturning the same shirt over to the front side I ask you if the

photograph marked "CommissionExhibit No 386, is a picture of the front side of
this shirt

Dr SHAWIt is
Mr SPECTERWhat does the picture of the shirt show with respect to a hole if

any on the right sideof the front of the shirt
Dr SHAWThe picture and the shirt showon the right side a much larger rent in

the garment with the rent being approximately4 centimeters in its largest diame
ter

Mr SPECTERWhat wound if any did the Governor sustain on his thigh Dr
Shaw

Mr Dui.r.saJust one moment are you leavingthis
Mr SPECTERYes
Mr Dur.r.FsI wonderwhether or not it wouldnot be desirablefor the doctorto

put this photographwhere these holes are becausethey are not at all clear for the
future if wewant to study thosephotographs

Dr SHAWThis one is not so hard
Mr Dum,ss That one appears but the other one doesn't appear and I think it

wouldbe very helpful
Dr SHAWHowwouldyou like to have me outline this
Mr SPECTERDraw a red circleof what you conceiveto be the hole there Doctor
Mr Dur.r•FsThe actual hole is not nearly as big as your circle it is the darkened

area insidethat circle is it not
Dr SHAWYes the darkenedarea is enclosedby the circle
Mr SPECTERAre youable to note on the photographof the back of the shirt 685
Will you draw a red circle around the area of the hole on the photographthen

Dr Shaw
Mr Dur.r.FsWouldyoujust initial those twocircles if you can
Mr SPECTERDr Shaw what wounds if any did the Governorsustain on his left

thigh
Dr SHAWHe sustaineda small puncture-typewoundon the medialaspect of the

left thigh
Mr SPECTERDidyouhave an opportunityto examinethat closely
Dr SHAWNo
Mr SPECTERDid you have an opportunityto examineit sufficientlyto ascertain

its locationon the left thigh
Dr SHAWNo I didn't examine it that closely except for its general location
Mr SPECTERWhere was it with respect to a general locationthen on the Gover

nor's thigh
Dr SHAWIt is on the medialanterior aspectof thigh
Mr Dur.i.FSNontechnicallywhat doesit mean
Dr SHAWWell above slightlyabove between in other words the medialaspect

wouldbe the aspect toward the middleof the body but as far as being how many
centimeters or inches it is from the knee and the groin I am not absolutelysure
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Mr SPECTERI now showyou a pair of trousers which we shall later identify as
being those worn by the Governor I will first of all ask you if a photograph
bearingCommissionExhibitNo 687is a picture of those trousers

Dr SHAWIt is
Mr SPECTERAnd what hole if any did you observeon the trousers and on the

picture of the trousers
Dr SHAWThere is a hole in the garment that has been madeby someinstrument

whichhas carried away a part of the Governor'sgarment In other words it is not a
tear but is a punchedout hole and this is approximately4 centimeterson the inner
aspectfromthe creaseof the trousers

Mr Duu.sa Can you tell where the knee is there and how far above the knee
approximately

Dr SHAWI can't tell exactly
Mr Duu s I guessyou can't tell
Dr SHAWFrom the crotch I wouldsay it wouldbe slightly it is a little hard to

tell slightlymoretowardthe knee than the groin
Mr SPECTERDoesthat hole in the left leg of the trousers match up to the wound

on the left thigh of the Governor
Dr SHAWTothe best of my recollectionit does
Mr Duu.ss Are there any other perforationsin these trousers at all any other

holes
Dr SHAWNo
Mr Duu.ss So that means that whatevermade the hole on the front side did not

comethrough and make a hole anywhereelse in the trousers
Dr SHAWThat is correct It had to be a penetrating woundand not a perforating

wound it didn't goon through
Mr SPECTERWillyou turn those trousers over Dr Shaw
Dr SHAWI believewe had already lookedat it
Mr SPECTEROn the reverse side and state whether or not this picture bearing

CommissionExhibit No 688 accurately depicts the reverse side of the trousers
Dr SHAWYes it does
Mr SPECTERIs there any hole shown either on the picture or on the trousers

themselves
Dr SHAWNo
Mr SPECTERDr Shaw I now showyou a bodydiagram which is marked "Com

missionExhibitNo 689.
Senator COOPERMayI ask a questionbeforeyou ask that question
Whenyou first saw GovernorConnallyin the emergencyroomwas he dressedor

undressed
Dr SHAWHis trousers were still on He had his shorts on I should say Senator

Cooperbut his coat shirt and trousers had been removed
Mr SPECTERWere his clothes anywhere in the vicinity where you could have

seen them
Dr SHAWNo I never sawthem This is the first time that I sawthem
Mr SPECTERThat is earlier today when you examined them in this room
Dr SHAWThat is correct
Mr SPECTERLookingat CommissionExhibit No 689 is that a drawing which

was prepared after consultationwith you representing the earlier theory of all of
the Governor'swoundshavingbeen inflictedby a singlemissile

Dr SHAWThat is correct
Mr SPECTERWith referenceto that diagram wouldyouexplain the positionthat

you had earlier thought the Governorto have been in when he was woundedhere
Dr SHAWWe felt that the Governorwas in an upright sitting position and at

the time of woundingwas turning slightly to the right This wouldbring the three
wounds as we knowthem the woundin the chest the woundin the wrist and the
woundin the thigh into a line assumingthat the right forearmwasheld against the
lowerright chest in front

The line of inclination of this particular diagram is a little more sharply down
ward than is probablycorrect in view of the inclination of the ribs of the chest

Mr SPECTERWill you redraw that line Dr Shaw to conformwith what you
believeto be-

Dr SHAWThe fact that the musclebundles on either side of the fifth rib were
not damagedmeant that the missileto strip away 10centimeters of the rib had to
followthis rib pretty much alongits line of inclination

Mr Duu.Es I wonder if you coulduse that red pencil to make it a little clearer
for us
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Dr SHAWI think these would probably work well on this paper Perhaps this
isn't a tremendouspoint but it slopesjust a little too much

Mr SPECTERYouhave initiated that to showyour incline
Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERWith respect to the woundyou describedon the thigh Dr Shaw

was there any point ofexit as to that wound
Dr SHAWNo
Mr SPECTERI nowshowyou-
Mr Dur.r.FsCould I ask one more question there how deep was the wound of

entry couldyou tell at all
Dr SHAWMr Dulles I didn't examinethe woundof the thigh so I can't testify as

to that Dr Gregory I think was there at the time that the debris was carried out
and he may have moreknowledgethan I have

Mr Dur.r.FsWewillhear Dr Gregorylater
Mr SPECTERYes he is scheduled to testify as soon as Dr Shaw concludes
Dr Shaw I now show you CommissionExhibit 399 which has heretofore been

identifiedas beinga virtually wholebullet weighing158grains
May I say for the record that in the depositionswhich have been taken in

Parkland Hospital that we have ascertained and those depositionsare part of the
overall record that is the bullet whichcame fromthe stretcher ofGovernorConnal
ly

First Dr Shaw have you had a chance to examine that bullet earlier today
Dr SHAWYes I examinedit this morning
Mr SPECTERIs it possiblethat the bullet which went through the Governor's

chest couldhave emergedbeingas fully intact as that bullet is
Dr SHAWYes I believeit is possiblebecauseof the fact that the bullet struck

the fifth rib at a very acute angle and struck a portion of the rib which wouldnot
offera great amount of resistance

Mr SPECTORDoesthat bullet appear to you to have any of its metal flaked off
Dr SHAWI have been told that the one point on the nose of this bullet that is

deformedwas cut off for purposesof examination With that information I would
have to say that this bullet has lost literally noneof its substance

Mr SPECTERNow as to the woundon the thigh couldthat bullet have goneinto
the Governor'sthigh without causingany more damagethan appears on the faceof
that bullet

Dr SHAWIf it was a spent bullet yes As far as the bullet is concernedit could
have causedthe Governor'sthigh woundas a spent missile

Mr SPECTERWhy do you say it is a spent missile wouldyou elaborate on what
your thinking is on that issue

Dr SHAWOnly from what I have been told by Dr Shires and Dr Gregory that
the depth of the woundwas only into the subcutaneoustissue not actually into the
muscleof the leg so it meant that missilehad penetrated for a very short period
AmI quotingyou correctly Dr Gregory

Mr SPECTERMay the record show Dr Gregoryis present during this testimony
and-

Dr GREGORYI will say yes
Mr SPECTERAnd indicates in the affirmative Doyou have sufficientknowledge

of the woundof the writst to render an opinionas to whether that bullet couldhave
gonethrough GovernorConnally'swrist and emergedbeingas much intact as it is

Dr SHAWI do not
Mr SPECTERDr Shaw assumeif you will certain facts to be true in hypothetical

form that is that the President was struck in the upper portion of the back or
lowerportion of the neck with a 6.5-mmmisslepassingbetweenthe strap muscles
of the President's neck proceedingthrough a facia channel striking no bones not
violating the pleural cavity and emergingthrough the anterior third of the neck
with the missle having been fired from a weapon having a muzzle velocity of
approximately2,000feet per second with the muzzlebeing approximately160to
250 feet from the President's body that the missle was a copperjacketed bullet
Wouldit be possiblefor that bullet to have then proceededapproximately4 or 5 feet
and then wouldit be possiblefor it to have struck GovernorConnallyin the back
and have inflicted the woundwhich you have describedon the posterioraspect of
his chest and also on the anterior aspectof his chest

Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERAnd what wouldyour reason be for givingan affirmativeanswer to

that question Dr Shaw
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Dr SHAWBecause I would feel that a missle with this velocity and weight
striking no more that the soft tissues of the neck wouldhave adequatevelocityand
mass to inflict the woundthat we foundon the Governor'schest

Mr SPECTERNow without respect to whether or not the bullet indentifed as
CommissionExhibit 399 is or is not the one which inficted the wound on the
Governor is it possiblethat a misslesimilar to the one which I have just described
in the hypothetical question could have inflicted all of the Governor'swounds in
accordancewith the theory which you have outlined on CommissionExhibit No
689

Dr SHAWAssumingthat it also had passed through the President's neck you
mean

Mr SPECTERNo I had not added that factor in I will in the next question
Dr SHAWAll right As far as the woundsof the chest are concerned I feel that

this bullet couldhave inflictedthose wounds But the examinationof the wrist both
by X-rayand at the time of surgery showedsomefragments of metal that make it
difficultto believethat the same misslecouldhave causedthese two wounds There
seems to be more that three grains of metal missingas far as the—I mean in the
wrist

Mr SPECTERYour answer there though dependsupon the assumptionthat the
bullet whichwe have identifiedas Exhibit399is the bullet whichdid the damageto
the Governor Aside from whether or not that is the bullet which inflicted the
Governor'swounds

Dr SHAWI see
Mr SPECTERCoulda bullet traveling in the path which I have describedin the

prior hypothetical question have inflicted all of the wounds on the Governor
Dr Sxww Yes
Mr SPECTERAnd so far as the velocity and the dimension of the bullet are

concerned is it possiblethat the same bullet couldhave gone through the President
in the way that I have describedand proceedthrough the Governorcausing all of
his woundswithout regard to whether or not it wasbullet 399

Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERWhen you started to commentabout it not being possible was that

in referenceto the existingmassand shape ofbullet 399
Dr SHAWI thought you were referring directly to the bullet shown as Exhibit

399
Mr SPECTERWhat is your opinionas to whether bullet 399couldhave inflicted

all of the woundson the Governor then without respectat this point to the wound
of the President's neck

Dr SHAWI feel that there would be some difficulty in explaining all of the
woundsas being inflictedby bullet Exhibit 399without causingmore in the way of
lossof substanceto the bullet or deformationof the bullet

(Discussionoffthe record.)
Mr SPECTERDr Shaw have you had an opportunitytoday here in the Commis

sion buildingto viewthe movieswhich we referred to as the Zapruder moviesand
the slidestaken fromthese movies

Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERAnd what if any light did those moviesshed on your evaluation

and opinionson this matter with respectto the woundsof the Governor
Dr SHAwWell my main interest was to try to place the time that the Governor

was struck by the bullet which inflictedthe woundon his chest in referenceto the
sequenceof the three shots as has been describedto us

(Atthis point the ChiefJustice entered the hearing room.)
This meant trying to carefullyexaminethe positionof the Governor'sbodyin the

car so that it wouldfall in line with what we knew the trajectory must be for this
bullet comingfrom the point where it has been indicatedit did comefrom And in
trying to place this actual frame that these frames are numberedwhen the Gover
nor was hit my opinionwas that it was frame number let's see I think it was No
36

Mr SPECTER236
Dr SHAW236 give or take 1 or 2 frames It was right in 35 36 37 perhaps
Mr SPECTERI have heretofore asked you questions about what possiblycould

have happened in terms of the various combinationsof possibilitieson missiles
striking the Governorin relationshipto striking the President as well Doyou have
any opinionas to what in fact did happen

Dr SHAWYes From the pictures fromthe conversationwith GovernorConnally
and Mrs Connally it seems that the first bullet hit the President in the shoulder
and perforated the neck but this was not the bullet that GovernorConnallyfeels
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hit him and in the sequenceof filmsI think it is hard to say that the first bullet hit
both of these men almostsimultaneously

Mr SPECTERIs that view based on the information which Governor Connally
providedto you

Dr SHAWLargely
Mr SPECTERAs opposedto any objectivelydeterminable facts from the bullets

the situs of the woundsofyour viewingof the pictures
Dr SHAWI was influenceda great deal by what GovernorConnallyknew about

his movementsin the car at this particular time
Mr Duia.ESYou have indicateda certain angle of declinationon this chart here

whichthe ChiefJustice has
Dr SHAWYes
Mr SPECTERDo you know enough about the angle of declination of the bullet

that hit the President to judge at all whether these two angles of declinationare
consistent

Dr SHAWWeknowthat the angle of declinationwas a downwardone from back
to front so that I think this is consistentwith the angle of declinationof the wound
that the Governorsustained

Senator COOPERAre you speakingof the angle of declinationin the President's
body

Dr SHAWOfthe first wound
Mr SPECTERYes
Dr SHAWFirst wound
Mr SPECTERWhat you have actually seen from pictures to show the angle of

declination
Dr SHAWThat is right
Mr SPECTERIn the woundsin the President'sbody
Dr SHAWYes that is right I did not examinethe President
Mr Dui.i.vsAnd that angle taking into accountsay the 4 feet differencebetween

where the President was sitting and where the Governor was sitting would be
consistent with the point of entry of the Governor'sbody as you have shown it

Dr SHAWThe jump seat in the car as we couldsee placedthe Governorsittingat a lowerlevel than the President and I think conceivablythese twowoundscould
have been causedby the samebullet

Mr SPECTERDoyou have anything else to add Dr Shaw whichyou think would
be helpfulto the Commissionin any way

Dr
helpful

I don't believeso Mr Specter
Mr SPECTERMay it please the Commissionthen I would like to move into

evidenceCommissionExhibitsNos 679and 690 and then reserve Nos 681and 682
until we get the photographsof the X-rays and I now move for admission into
evidenceCommissionExhibitsNo 683through 689

SenatorCOOPERThey have all been identified have they
Mr SPECTERYes sir during the courseofDr Shaw'stestimony
Senator COOPERIt is ordered then that these exhibits be receivedin the record
(The documents referred to previouslyidentified as CommissionExhibits Nos

679 680 and 683-689for identificationwere receivedin evidence.)
Mr McCloy Just one or two questions It is perfectly clear Doctor that the

wound the lethal woundon the President did not—thebullet that causedthe lethal
woundon the President did not cause any woundson GovernorConnally in your
opinion

Dr SHAWMr McCloyI couldn'tsay that frommy knowledge
Mr McCi.oyWe are talking about the followingup what Mr Dullessaid about

the angle of declination the wound that came through the President's collar you
said was consistentbetweenthe same bullet I just wonderedwhether under all the
circumstancesthat you know about the President's head wound on the top that
wouldalsobe consistentwith a woundin GovernorConnally'sbodyDr SHAWOn the chest yes I am not so sure about the wrist I can't quite placewherehis wrist was at the time his chest wasstruck

Mr McCioy Nowperhaps this is Dr Gregory'stestimony that is the full description of the wrist wound that wouldbe his rather than your testimonyDr SHAWI think he couldthrowjust as much light on it as I could And more in
certain aspects

Mr McCi.oyIt did hit bone
Dr SHAWObviously
Mr McCLOYAnd there must have been considerablediminutionin the velocityof

the bullet after penetrating through the wrist
Dr SHAWYes

41-2530 79 18
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Mr Dur.r.FSThe woundinflictedon it the chest woundon GovernorConnally if
you movethat an inch or two 1 inch or the other could that have been lethal go
through an area that couldeasilyhave been lethal

Dr SHAWYes of course if it had been movedmore mediallyit couldhave struck
the heart and the great vessels

Mr McCioy Let me ask you this Doctor in your experience with gunshot
wounds is it possiblefor a man to be hit sometimebeforehe realizesit

Dr SHAWYes There can be a delay in the sensoryreaction
Mr McCwy Yes so that a man can think as of a given instant he was not hit

and when actually he couldhave been hit
Dr SHAWThere can be an extendingsensationand then just a gradual building

up ofa feelingofsevereinjury
Mr McCI.oyBut there couldbe a delay in any appreciablereaction betweenthe

time of the impactof the bullet and the occurrence
Dr SHAWYes but in the case of a woundwhichstrikes a bonysubstancesuch as

a rib usually the reaction is quite prompt
Mr McCroYYes
Dr SHAWYes
Mr McCI.oyNow you have indicated I think that this bullet traveled along hit

and traveled alongthe path of the rib is that right
Dr SHAWYes
Mr McCI.oyIs it possiblethat it couldhave not the actual bullet couldnot have

hit the rib at all but it might have been the expandingflesh that wouldcause the
woundor the proper contusion I guessyouwouldcall it on the rib itself

Dr SHAWI think we wouldhave to postulate that the bullet hit the rib itself by
the neat way in which it stripped the rib out without doing much damage to the
musclesthat lay on either sideof it

Mr McCI.oyWas—upuntil you gave him the anesthetic—theGovernorwas fully
consciouswashe

Dr SHAWI wouldnot say fully but he was responsive He wouldanswer ques
tions

Mr McCi.oxI think that is all I have
The CHAIRMANI have no questionsof the doctor
Mr Dur.i.FsThere were no questionsput to him that were significantas far as

our testimonyis concerned
Dr SHAWNo we really don't have to question him much Our problem was

pretty clearcut and he told us it hurt and that was about his only responseas far
as-

SenatorCOOPERCouldI ask youa question doctor
I think you said from the time you came into the emergencyroom and the time

youwent to the operatingroomwasabout 5 minutes
Dr SHAWYes it was just the time that it took to ask a few simple questions

what has been done so far and has the operating room been alerted and then I
went out and talked to Mrs Connally just very briefly I told her what the problem
was in respect to the Governorand what we were goingto have to do about it and
she said to go ahead with anything that was necessary So this couldn't have taken
muchmorethan 5 minutesor so

Mr DuLLEsDid you say anything or did anyone say anything there about the
circumstancesof the shooting

Dr SHAWNot at that time
Mr Duu.Es Either of GovernorConnallyor the President
Dr SHAWNot at that time All ofour conversationwas later
Mr DuLLEsWasthe President in the same room
Dr SHAWNo
Mr DuLLEsDidyou see him
Dr SHAWI only saw his shoes and his feet He was in the room immediately

opposite As I came into the hallway I wouldrecognizethat the Presidentwas on it
in the room to my right I knew that my problem was concernedwith Governor
Connally and I turned and went into the roomwhere I sawthat he was

Mr Dur.r.vsDidyou hear at that time or have any knowledgeof a bullet which
had been foundon the stretcher

Dr SHAWNo this was later knowledge
Mr DuLLEsWhendid you first hear that
(At this point Senator Russellentered the hearing room.)
Dr SHAWThis information was first given to me by a man from the Secret

Servicewho interviewedme in the officeseveral weeks later It is the first time I
knewabout any bullet beingrecovered
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Senator COOPERI think of course it is evidentfromyour testimonyyou have had
wideexperiencein chest woundsand bullet woundsin the chest

What experiencehave you had in say the field of ballistics Wouldthis experi
ence—youhave been dealing in chest woundscausedby bullets—haveprovidedyou
knowledgealso about the characteristics of missiles particularly bullets of this
type

Dr SHAWNo Senator I believethat my informationabout ballisticsis just that
of an average layman no more Perhaps a little more since I have seen deformed
bullets fromwounds but I haven't goneinto that aspectofwounds

Senator COOPERIn the answers to the hypotheticalquestionsthat wereaddressed
to you based upon the only actual knowledgewhich you could base that answerwas the fact that you had performed the operation on the wound caused in the
chest on the woundin the chest

Dr SHAWThat is true I have seen many bullets that have passedthrough bodies
or have penetrated bodiesand have struck bone and I know manners from which
they are deformedbut I knowvery little about the caliberof bullets the velocityof
bullets many things that other peroplehave much more knowledgeof than I have

Senator COOPERThat is all
The CHAIRMANThank youvery much Dr Shaw
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JFK EXHIBITF-71
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NAMEDr Robert Shaw  Date 11 9 77 Time 1:00
Dallas County Institute of
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	na11ac novae 25725 214 691 6136 - 214 752 3752
Date of Birth 11/15/05Interview

. Dr Shaw arrived at the trauma room in which Governor

Connally was being treated five minutes past his arrival_
The residents (Drs Boland Duke Giesecke) had done an ex

cellent job

The Governor's front chest had 5 cm (obvious) wound

of exit paradoxical motions of chest were evident There

was a smaller tunneling wound in the back/chest The bullet

struck the 5th rib in a tangential way pushing it out causing
a fracture at a point farther up the rib (like a tree limb

breaking from pressure exerted near its end) Bullet and-rib

fragments exited out the front of the Governor causing the

larger exit hole

Shaw said the lower 2/3ds of the Governors lower lung
lobe was like liver full of blood and holes caused by second

ary (bone) missile fragments There was a rent in the latis

simus dorci

The rear entrance wound was not 3 cm as indicated in one

of the operative notes It was a puncture-type wound as-if

(continued)
Interviewer

(Signature)

Typed)
Date Transcribed 11/17777 byij

(Ir
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a bullet had struck the body at a slight declination (i.e

not at a right angle) The wound was actually approximately

1½ cm The ragged edges of the wound were surgically cut

away effectively enlarging it to approximately 3 cm

Wrist The wrist wound had been described as a "com

minuted fracture meaning (according to Dr Shaw) it was

"compounded (I.E in more than two pieces) The work on the

wrist was primarily done by Dr Gregory (deceased)

Dr Shires did the work on the thigh wound

In response to Dr Petty's questions Dr Shaw provided

the following

The bullet entering the back did not strike dead

on hitting instead on a decline

The entrance wound was olvode (see Dr.'Shew's draw

ing attached)

31 The shape of the entrance wound was consistent with

a missile striking in a slightly downward trajectory

It is Dr Shaw's opinion that the wound was not

caused by a tumbling bullet (an inference drawn

explicitly from his belief that a tumbling bullet

would not have had sufficient force to cause the

remainder of the Governor's wounds)

4) Dr Shaw believes that the bullet which hit the

Governor had not struck any other objects because

of his conclusion that the bullet was not tumbling
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He does note that the entrance wound was longer

along the vertical axis

The bullet did not traverse the thorax it was

essentially "...a chest wall wound ..., with

much of the damage to the Governor being caused

by a "blast-like effect which resulted from the

bullet tangentially striking the fifth rib turn

ing pieces of it into secondary missiles

He described the chest wound as a "slap wound

exerting an inward force on the body from the

secondary fragments

The blood found in the lung's lower lobe was from

a tear in the middle lobe and contusion from the

slapping effect of the bullet as well as from

the penetration of multiple rib fragments ("...it

was very much like a blast injury ...")

The bullet did not traverse the lung there was

essentially a chest wall injury which involved the

lung because of a blast injury effect ("...there

was a bronchial tear in the middle lobe in addition

to the rent...")

Dr Shaw examined the original Connally X-rays and the

enhanced copies He could not detect any metal fragments in

the chest or in the femur (thigh bone) The only metal frag

ment he denoted was a small one in the subcutaneous tissue in
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in the thigh He did notice the rib fracture in the chest

X-ray as well as rib pieces

Dr Shaw indicated that the enhanced X-ray of the frag

ment in the thigh convinced him that the object was metal

because it has greater density than bone and the existence

of a hook-like end of the object is more consistent with

metallic than with bone characteristics

Regarding press accounts that he felt the metal frag

ment was too heavy to have come from C.E.399 Dr Shaw said

he is not qualified to speculate as to the actual size or

weight of the fragment in the thigh or those in the wrist

(even though he admittedly did so before the Warren Commis

sion 4 H 113) He did say he has never been satisfied that

the bullet found on Governor Connally's stretcher had caused

all of the Governor's wounds

Shaw believes the "...bullet found on the limousine

floor was more likely the one which went through Connally.

He believes the bullet that went through the President's

neck may have gotten caught in the Governor's clothing and

another bullet struck the Governor causing his wounds

Regarding the wrist wound Shaw said he first thought

the bullet entered through the volar aspect and exited the

dorsum he was later convinced by Dr Gregory (and currently

believes) that the exact onoosite was the case
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THESOUTHWESTERNINSTITUTEOFFORENSICSCIENCES
ATDALLAS

Name  AutopsyNo

Color Age 	Date

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize those reports
Dr BADEN Yes these are reports from the testimony of Dr

Shaw a thoracic surgeon a chest doctor who operated on Gover
nor Connally at Parkland Hospital made before the Warren Com
mission and subsequent reports of interviews by the staff members
and Dr Petty of the medical panel who interviewed Dr Shaw
recently

Mr KLEIN Doctor what did the panel learn from those reports
with respect to the entrance and exit wounds of the back of the
Governor

Dr BADEN There was an entrance perforation according to the
interpretation of the doctors who operated on Governor Connally
in the upper right back region just next to the top of the armpit
area and the bullet pathway proceeded from back to front down
ward causing extensive fractures of the fifth rib of the Governor
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and exited in a large irregular jagged typical exit perforation 1
inch below the right nipple

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
clothing shirt and jacket marked JFK F-74 and F-75 be received
as committee exhibits and shown to the witness

Chairman SToIEs Without objection it may be received and
shown to the witness

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-74 and F-75 were received
as committee exhibits and photographs made for the record.]
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Dr BADEN This is the clothing of Governor Connally that the
medical panel members have had opportunity to examine that the
Governor wore at the time of the shooting

Mr KLEIN With respect to the wound of the Governor's back
would you tell the committee what the panel learned from that
clothing

Dr BADEN Yes There is a tear in the fabric of the cloth in the
right upper back region which corresponds precisely to the area
where the bullet struck the skin of the Governor and which is
larger than would be caused by a bullet perforation that strikes
cloth or skin head-on at a right angle

So the clothing does give us an ability to interpret the position of
the bullet wound of entrance and also gives us some information as
to the manner in which the bullet struck

Mr KLEIN And what did the panel learn from that clothing with
respect to the exit wound

Dr BADEN The exit wound on the clothing—and again the corre
sponding tears in the fabric of the clothing The shirt which is
present also does show a perforation of the fabric corresponding to
the exit wound beneath the right nipple of the skin of Governor
Connally and this corresponds to the tear in the right mid-portion
of the jacket

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that blowups
marked JFK F-76 and F-77 be received as committee exhibits and
shown to the witness

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be received and
shown to the witness

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-76 and F-77 follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-76
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JFK EXHIBITF-77

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize these blowups
Dr BADEN Yes I do They are photographic enlargements of two

of the X-rays taken of the chest of Governor Connally at Parkland
Memorial Hospital

Mr KLEIN Doctor did the panel have an opportunity to examine
these X-rays

Dr BADEN Yes
Mr KLEIN And from these X-rays did the panel determine

whether there were injuries consistent with a bullet passing
through the Governor

Dr BADEN Yes There were X-rays that the panel was able to
review that show fractures of the fifth rib as described by the
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surgeons and no missile no bullet projectile nor any evidence of
metal present on the X-ray

Mr KLEIN And was there any indication that the bullet was still
in the Governor or did the X-ray show the bullet had passed
through

Dr BADEN There was no evidence of any missile or bullet pres
ent on the X-rays taken of the Governor at the time of admission
to Parkland Hospital

Mr KLEIN Did the panel have an opportunity to examine the
reports of Dr Reynolds

Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr KLEIN And who is Dr Reynolds
Dr BADEN Dr Reynolds was a radiologist X-ray physician at

Parkland Hospital who made reports on various X-rays taken of
Governor Connally during his stay and treatment at the hospital

Mr KLEIN And were his reports consistent with what you have
told us with regard to the bullet which entered the Governor's
back

Dr BADEN Yes He does describe on the X-rays extensive injury
to the rib of the Governor and to the lung

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
diagram marked JFK F-81 be received as a committee exhibit and
shown to the witness

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be received and
shown to the witness

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-81 follows:]

41-2530 79 19
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JFK EXHIBITF—81

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that diagram
Dr BADEN Yes I do This is an enlargement of a diagram

prepared by the surgeons at Parkland Hospital for the Warren
Commission at which time this material was discussed

Mr KLEIN What does that diagram show
Dr BADEN The diagram is an outline of an individual in an

erect posture so-called anatomic position showing a gunshot
wound of entrance indicated in the right upper back and an exit
wound noted below the right nipple with a straight pathway
drawn between

There are also notations by Dr Shires who I believe the initials
are of Dr Shires who placed the track slightly higher to corre
spond to the exit being 1 inch beneath the nipple This track is
meant to correspond to the fifth rib which is the only rib that was
injured by the bullet path

Mr KLEIN Did the panel agree with the locations of the entry
and exit wounds as well as the path of the bullet as depicted by
that diagram
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Dr BADEN Yes sir in general the panel did agree that there
was an entrance wound of the upper back exiting below the nipple
and a downward track between

Mr KLEIN Doctor with respect to the wound of the Governor's
wrist did the panel have an opportunity to read the reports of Dr
Gregory and to read his Warren Commission testimony

Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr KLEIN And why wasn't the panel able to speak with Dr

Gregory
Dr BADEN Dr Gregory is deceased Panel members did talk and

the staff members did talk with Dr Shaw who operated on the
chest and with other doctors from Parkland Hospital but did not
have an opportunity to speak with Dr Gregory

Mr KLEIN In reading the reports and medical records of Dr
Gregory what did the panel learn with respect to the wound of the
Governor's wrist

Dr BADEN The panel learned that there was a gunshot perfora
tion of the thumb side of the forearm about 1 inch above the wrist
which on examination was finally determined to be the point of
entrance and that the bullet did exit through the front of the wrist
at the crease of the wrist

Mr KLEIN Directing your attention to the clothing already re
ceived as an exhibit what did the panel learn from the clothing
with respect to the wound of the Governor's wrist

Dr BADEN On the clothing including the suit coat and the shirt
which has French cuffs and is longer than the coat sleeve there is
a perforation of the fabric of the cloth that corresponds with the
thumb side of the lower portion of the forearm of the Governor
The tear in the fabric is wide and irregular and the panel conclud
ed that this was made by a bullet reentering into the wrist

Mr KLEIN Were the marks on the clothing consistent with Dr

Gregory's reports
Dr BADEN Dr Gregory did have occasion to modify his reports

Initially during the course of surgery he thought that the wound
on the undersurface of the wrist the hand aspect of the wrist
might be an entrance wound but in his final reports after full
evaluation Dr Gregory and subsequently all of the surgeons and
all of the panel pathologists do agree that the bullet entered on the
thumb side top or dorsal aspect of the forearm and exited the
undersurface of the wrist

Mr KLEIN At this time Mr Chairman I would ask that blowups
marked JFK F-84 and F-85 be received as committee exhibits and
shown to the witness

Chairman S'roKES Without objection they may be received at
this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-84 and F-85 follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-84
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JFK EXHIBITF-85

Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize these blowups
Dr BADEN Yes these are enlargements of X-rays provided the

panel of Governor Connally's right wrist taken at Parkland Hospi
tal before any surgery was performed These show extensive frac
tures of one of the long bones of the forearm the radius bone
approximately 1 inch above the wrist The wrist itself is composed
of many small bones as can be seen here and is normal There are
fractures of one bone the radius bone just before it enlarges to
articulate or meet with the wrist bones and there are present in
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the photographs in the X-rays multiple metal fragments evidence
of a bullet having passed through causing the fractures and losing
a small amount of metal substance

Mr KLEIN Although there are metal fragments in the wrist
there is no bullet in the wrist is that correct

Dr BADEN That is correct these are very small pieces of metal
but the bullet itself the bullet proper is not present

Mr KLEIN Doctor were the reports of Dr Reynolds and Dr
Seaman which have already been received as exhibits consistent
with the findings of the panel with respect to the wound of the
wrist

Dr BADEN Yes they support the panel's view Subsequent X
rays of the wrist in the process of healing after surgery does reveal
that the largest of the metal fragments although still a very small
fragment seen in the preoperative blowup of the X-ray was re
moved at the time of surgery This was subsequently given to the
Archives for preservation

Mr KLEIN Doctor I direct your attention to the wound of the
Governor's thigh Did the panel have an opportunity to read the
reports of Dr Shires

Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr KLEIN And could you tell us what the panel learned from

the reports of Dr Shires with respect to the wound of the thigh
Dr BADEN We reviewed Dr Shires reports and staff and medi

cal panel members did have an opportunity to speak and interview
Dr Shires recently We concluded from available evidence that
there was a single perforating gunshot wound of entrance in the
inner aspect of the left thigh of Governor Connally

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
clothing deemed marked JFK F-88 the trousers be received as a
committee exhibit

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be received at this
point

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-88 was received as a com
mittee exhibit and a photograph made for the record.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-88

Dr BADEN The trousers worn by Governor Connally have been
preserved and show the entrance perforation through the fabric of
the left inner thigh region with typical features of a round en
trance bullet perforation corresponding precisely in location to
where the gunshot wound is described in Dr Shires operative
report

Mr KLEIN At this time Mr Chairman I would ask that the
blowups JFK F-89 and F-90 be received as committee exhibits

Chairman STOKESWithout objection they may be received
[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-89 and F-90 follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-89
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JFK EXHIBITF-90

Mr KLEIN Do you recognize those blowups Doctor
Dr BADEN Yes Mr Klein these are enlargements of the X-rays

of Governor Connally's thigh that were taken at the time of admis
sion to Parkland Hospital

Mr KLEIN What did the panel learn from those X-rays
Dr BADEN The panel learned that there was no bullet nor

significant portion of bullet present in the thigh this was also
confirmed by the fact that the surgeons did explore the wound in
the thigh surgically and found no bullet
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This is the lower thigh bone in the blowup This is the knee area
and the left thigh of Governor Connally The blowup on your left is
a side view showing a small piece of white irregularity with an
arrow which is on the original X-rays put there by treating physi
cians in Parkland Hospital and interpreted by some physicians
initially and in testimony to the Warren Commission as being
metal from a bullet within the thigh bone itself

The direct frontal view shows the thigh from the front rather
than from the side This shows the same metal fragment which in
the interpretation of the medical panel members the panel's con
sultant radiologists and Dr Reynolds who reported on the X-rays
at Parkland Hospital is not in the bone but is immediately be
neath the skin on the inside of the thigh What was interpreted by
some doctors as being within the bone is really an artifact that is
a marking produced by dirt or a scratch et cetera and does not
represent injury to the bone This is an enhanced LogEtronic X-ray
that assisted us and is clearer than the original X-ray

We concluded that the bullet did enter the skin of the thigh but
that it was a spent bullet and it did not penetrate more than a half
inch or so into the skin and that in fact the bullet was not present
in the thigh when treatment was provided to Governor Connally in
the operating room

Mr KLEIN Doctor did the panel reach any conclusion as to what
happened to the bullet which had entered the thigh

Dr BADEN Yes the panel concluded after reviewing all of the
medical evidence and other evidence and circumstances as to how
the Governor was treated that the bullet had partially entered the
thigh and then had dropped out

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman at this time I would ask that the
diagram marked JFK F-73 be received as a committee exhibit and
shown to the witness

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be received and
shown to the witness

[The above-referred-to JFK exhibit F-73 follows:]
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Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize that diagram
Dr BADEN Yes I do This is an enlargement of a diagram

prepared by the surgeons at Parkland Hospital for the Warren
Commission at which time this material was discussed

Mr KLEIN What does the diagram show
Dr BADEN The diagram is an anterior-posterior outline of an

individual in an erect position so-called anatomic position showing
gunshot wounds to the chest wrist and thigh

Mr KLEIN Did the panel agree with the locations of the entry
and exit wounds

Dr BADEN Yes the panel generally agreed
Mr KLEIN Doctor I have a few more questions but I think you

can sit down now you might be more comfortable
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Doctor to sum up for a moment On the basis of foregoing
evidence the X-rays taken by the surgeons in Parkland Hospital
the medical records and interviews with the surgeons from Park
land Hospital the condition of the Governor's clothing and the
reports of the doctors who examined the X-rays at the request of
the panel did the panel unanimously conclude first that the
Governor received an entry wound of his right lateral back and the
bullet exited from his right chest

Dr BADEN Yes all the panel members so concluded
Mr KLEIN Second did the panel unanimously conclude the Gov

ernor received an entry wound of his wrist and the bullet exited on
the front surface of his right wrist

Dr BADEN Yes sir on the hand surface of the wrist
Mr KLEIN And third did the panel unanimously conlude that

the Governor received an entry wound in his left thigh with subse
quent dislodgement of the bullet

Dr BADEN Yes
Mr KLEIN Has the panel reached a conclusion as to whether

these wounds were all caused by one bullet
Dr BADEN Yes sir The panel did conclude that these wounds

were caused by one bullet
Mr KLEIN Would you please explain to the committee why the

panel concluded that one bullet caused the wounds received by the
Governor

Dr BADEN Yes The panel concluded that taking into evaluation
the nature of the injuries to the wrist and thigh and to the chest
region and the direction of these injuries that a single bullet
proceeding through the chest exiting below the nipple entering the
wrist in a partially spent manner not at full force which would
have caused much greater damage to the wrist—exiting the wrist
and then reentering the left thigh is all consistent with a single
gunshot track and the panel has seen no other reasonable evidence
to support anything but a single track through the Governor

Mr KLEIN Did the examination of the wound to the wrist and
thigh lead the panel to conclude that the bullet which entered the
wrist and then entered the thigh had been slowed up by something
prior to hitting the wrist and prior to hitting the thigh

Dr BADEN Yes that is the bullet striking the thigh was an
obviously spent bullet that must have gone through other struc
tures or struck something before striking the thigh or else it would
have caused a massive defect in the thigh and exited the thigh

The bullet striking the wrist also was produced by a bullet that
had lost full power and it was the conclusion of the panel that it
had struck something before striking the wrist and it was the
conclusion of the panel the most reasonable area to have struck
before striking the wrist and considering the position of the Gover
nor seated at the time of the shooting that it did indeed strike the
back and exit the chest And the path lines up for all three tracks

Mr KLEIN Doctor you have also testified that the panel unani
mously concluded that a bullet entered the President's upper right
back and exited from the front of his neck Did the panel reach a
conclusion as to whether the same bullet which entered the Presi
dent's upper right back could have then exited from the front of
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his neck and struck Governor Connally and caused the wounds
that he received

Dr BADEN Yes the panel concluded based on the enlarged
nature of the entrance perforation in the Governor's back that the
bullet was wobbling when it struck him and had to have struck
something before striking the Governor that this entrance perfora
tion of the Governor's back could have resulted from a missile that
had come through the neck of the President on the basis of the
autopsy findings alone that in taking other evidence into consider
ation such as the position of the President and the position of the
Governor in the car the findings are entirely consistent with a
single bullet exit exiting the front of the President's neck and re
entering in the back of the Governor

Mr KLEIN Mr Chairman I would ask that this little container
and its contents be deemed marked "JFK Exhibit F-95 received
as an exhibit and shown to the witness

Chairman STOKESWithout objection it may be received
[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-95 was received as a com

mittee exhibit and a photograph made for the record.]
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Mr KLEIN Doctor do you recognize the contents of that contain
er

Dr BADEN Yes from the label on the container and from exam
ining the bullet I recognize this as the Warren Commission Exhib
it 399 which is a 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher Carcano bullet

Mr KLEIN Did the entire panel have an opportunity to examine
this bullet
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Dr BADEN Yes
Mr KLEIN What expertise if any did the members of the panel

have with respect to determining whether a particular bullet is
consistent with having caused one or more wounds

Dr BADEN The panel members in the normal course of their
official duties have many occasions frequently to perform autopsies
on victims of gunshot wounds and to examine missiles that cause
these injuries so that there is a great deal of experience among the
panel members in examining effects of gunshot injuries and the
missiles that produce them

Mr KLEIN Doctor did the panel reach a conclusion as to wheth
er this bullet is consistent with having entered President Kenne
dy's upper right back exited through the front of his neck and
entered Governor Connally and caused the wounds that the Gover
nor received

Dr BADEN Yes the panel did conclude all but one Dr Wecht
who will testify later that this bullet is in fact consistent with
having caused all of the wounds described and that in fact this
bullet is significantly flattened at one end and is not in a virgin
state

Mr KLEIN Doctor you have testified that the panel collectively
performed or were responsible for over 100,000 autopsies You have
also testified that the panel members read the autopsy report and
spoke with the doctors who performed the autopsy on President
Kennedy Did the panel members reach any conclusions with re
spect to the procedures used during the course of the autopsy on
President Kennedy

Dr BADEN Yes Mr Klein they did but just as an additional
evidence for the panel on why we felt that the bullet went through
the President and the Governor was the information that we were
able to accumulate that indicates clearly there is no other bullet
other than this bullet and the bullet fragments that passed
through the head of the President that was found there is no
evidence of other bullet injury to any other occupants of the car or
in the car itself which was part of the information we considered
when we concluded in constructing the bullet trajectory

Mr KLEIN Doctor directing your attention my subsequent ques
tion did the panel reach any conclusions with respect to the proce
dures used during the course of the autopsy of the President

Dr BADEN Yes The panel did conclude that there were a
number of deficiencies in the manner in which the autopsy of the
President was done

Mr KLEIN And will the panel in its final report fully document
its conclusions with respect to these deficiencies

Mr BADEN Yes the panel will document its full critical analysis
from the improper assumption of jurisdiction of the dead body and
deficiencies in the qualifications of the pathologists who did the
autopsy to the failure of the prosectors to contact the doctors who
treated the President at Parkland Hospital and failure to inspect
the clothing to the inadequate documentation of injuries lack of
proper preservation of evidence and incompleteness of the autopsy

Mr KLEIN And in its final report will the doctors also be
making recommendations as to what procedures should be utilized
in the future
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Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr KLEIN Thank you Mr Chairman I have no further ques

tions
Chairman STOKESThank you counsel
Prior to recognizing the next member of the committee the

Chair would like to note the presence in the hearing room today of
four gentlemen Mr Clarence Lyons Mr Marion Johnson Mr
Michael Leahy and Mr William Grover These gentlemen are
employed by the National Archives and over a period of time have
been extremely cooperative with this committee in furnishing and
making available materials which are held in the National Ar
chives and they also came over last night and spent time with this
committee to a rather late hour and are back in the hearing room
this morning providing our committee with these materials The
committee wishes to thank you for the kind of cooperation that we
have received from you

The Chair at this time recognizes the gentleman from North
Carolina Judge Preyer

Mr PREYER Thank you very much Dr Baden for your testimo
ny There has been considerable controversy over the autopsies
and there has been confusion since there have been several autop
sies and several panels which have worked on this and we appreci
ate your meticulous and painstaking testimony which I think goes
a long way to clearing up much of the uncertainty

Your testimony reflects the conclusions I take it of eight mem
bers of your panel There is one member who dissents in part and
who will testify later today is that correct

Dr BADEN That's correct Mr Preyer All nine members do
agree on the bulk of the material I presented but Dr Wecht does
have some important dissents

Mr PREYER Thank you
The first doctors the first scientific experts who saw the Presi

dent after he was shot were the doctors at Parkland Hospital who
operated on him

Those doctors actually saw the bullet wound in the President's
throat and they described it as an entry wound while you have
described it as an exit wound Can you explain why that's the case

Dr BADEN Yes sir It is not uncommon for medical examiners in
the course of their investigations of persons who have been injured
and treated at hospitals to arrive at different opinions than the
treating physician's as to the identification of entrance and exit
gunshot wounds

The reasons for this is that surgeons who treat live patients are
most concerned and have greatest expertise in treating the injury
suffered by the patient and are little concerned and little trained
in distinguishing some of the fine points of differences between
entrance and exit gunshot wounds because this does not have
much pertinence to treatment and therapy

I think in this particular incident the exit perforation in the
throat was small and did have some characteristics of an exit
wound because of its smallness and roundness which may have
been in part due to the fact that it came out right beneath the
collar and tie of the President where the skin was held fairly firm
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An exit perforation through firm skin is smaller than through lax
skin

And in addition the physicians who treated the President at
Parkland Hospital did not turn the President over so they did not
know there was another bullet hole in the back There is a natural
tendency when a doctor sees one bullet hole and not a second
bullet hole to just assume that the one he sees is an entrance
wound

The treatment of the President the outcome would not have
been any different had different perceptions been made by the
doctors Clearly despite early confusion as to whether the bullet
wound in the neck was an entrance or an exit perforation the
panel members all unanimously agree that it is indeed an exit
perforation

Mr PREYER You mentioned another fact about the Parkland
Hospital examination which has been puzzling to many of us and
that is why the doctors did not report the wound in the President's
back I gather you were saying they were primarily concerned with
the medical treatment of the President and simply did not turn
him over

Dr BADEN Yes sir they responded and properly so by trying to
establish breathing by inserting an air tube and by trying to get
the heart to start functioning All these procedures are done per
formed with the patient on his back and they never had the time
or opportunity to turn the President over They just did not know
that there was an entrance wound in the upper back

Of course this error was compounded by the autopsy physicians
who when they started the autopsy did not appreciate that the
tracheostomy wound the incision made to insert an airway was
made through the exit perforation

So there were two sets of confusions that compounded the prob
lem

Mr PREYER After the President's body was brought back to
Washington the official autopsy was performed out at Bethesda
The pathologists who did the autopsy actually saw the President's
body of course Your panel has placed the head wound some 4
inches higher than those physicians placed it How do you account
for that when those physicians actually saw the President's body
and your panel did not

Dr BADEN Yes I think in general the doctors who perform the
autopsy have a better opportunity to make valid observations than
those who come later but in this instance the photographs taken
during the course of the autopsy and the X-rays taken during the
course of the autopsy and the autopsy report itself provide suffi
cient evidence for the panel members to arrive at valid we feel
valid independent conclusions

Further we had opportunity to interview and we did extensively
interview the physicians who did the autopsy Dr Humes Dr
Boswell and Colonel Finck

In all candor these three pathologists to the present time do
feel that the entrance perforation is 4 inches lower than we have
concluded They place the entrance perforation approximately in
the area of that dried brain tissue in the lower portion of the scalp
above the hairline
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We disagree with these doctors and we do agree with the obser
vations of the doctors in the Clark panel and the Rockefeller Com
mission who also independently agreed it was 4 inches higher than
the autopsy doctors stated Our conclusion in part is that the
observations that these three pathologists made were valid in de
scribing the wound and the characteristics of the wound but in
making the report up the next day not in the presence of the body
the location of the entrance perforation in the back of the head
was mistakenly placed 4 inches lower than it actually was

Mr PREYER So that the original autopsy panel maintained and I
gather still maintains that what you have described as brain tissue
was actually the entry wound in the head What did they say
about the entry wound that you described as being 4 inches higher

Dr BADEN In discussions with the three doctors and looking
together at the same photographs the doctors who did the autopsy
feel that what we identify as an entry wound is an artifact per
haps dried blood and not a perforation I think that the committee
will have opportunity to hear testimony from Dr Humes who did
perform the autopsy later today and he can give you his reason
ing We as the panel members do feel after close examination of
the negatives and photographs under magnification of that higher
perforation that it is unquestionably a perforation of entrance and
we feel very strongly and this is unanimous all nine members
that X-rays clearly show the entrance perforation in the skull to be
immediately beneath this perforation in the upper scalp skin and
further although the original examination of the brain was not
complete photographs of the brain were examined by the panel
members and do show the injury to the brain itself is on the top
portion of the brain The bottom portion or undersurface of the
brain which would have had to have been injured if the bullet
perforated in the lower area as indicated in the autopsy report was
intact If a bullet entered in this lower area the cerebellum portion
of the brain would have had to be injured and it was not injured

So that is the basis for what remains a disagreement between
our panel and the original autopsy doctors

Mr PREYER Is it at all possible Doctor that there could have
been two entry wounds the one described by your panel in the
higher part of the head and the one described by the original
autopsy panel 4 inches lower

Dr BADEN I think we physicians learn that when a question is
asked "is it possible, that many things are possible It is the firm
conclusion of the panel members however that beyond all reason
able medical certainty there is no bullet perforation of entrance
any place on the skull other than the single one in the cowlick
area

It is the firm conclusion of the panel that there is no bullet
perforation of entrance beneath that brain tissue nor any place
else on the skull and we find no evidence to support any but a
single gunshot wound of entrance in the back of the President's
head

Mr PREYER Turning to another question that has come up con
cerning the single bullet theory you mentioned Dr Shaw who
operated on Governor Connally Isn't it true that Dr Shaw testified
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before the Warren Commission that he did not believe the single
bullet theory and if so how do you account for it

Dr BADEN Yes Mr Preyer he did so testify before the Warren
Commission In fact I had occasion to speak with Dr Shaw recent
ly and to determine the basis for his disagreement

And he advised me that he still feels that the single bullet
theory is untenable But the basis for this belief essentially is what
was told to him by Governor Connally and Mrs Connally at the
time he treated the Governor in Parkland Hospital his basis is
what they heard what they observed what they perceived

He feels that Governor and Mrs Connally are good witnesses
have good memory of what happened and in relying on the infor
mation that they gave to him he concludes that one bullet did not
pass through the President and through the Governor

He does not make that determination on the basis of the medi
cal surgical or pathological findings In discussing the matter with
him he indicates that what he saw at surgery is consistent with a
single bullet but in taking other material into account especially
the Governor's recollection of what happened and Mrs Connally's
recollection he feels that for these other reasons not the medical
ones the single bullet theory is not tenable

Mr PREYER SO his opinion is based partly at least on eyewit
ness testimony rather than purely scientific

Dr BADEN On persuasive eyewitness testimony yes sir
Chairman STOKES Will the gentleman suspend Those are the

second bells There is an extremely important vote on the floor of
the House and I think this would perhaps be an appropriate time
for us to suspend

The Chair will recess the hearings until 1:30 this afternoon at
which time Mr Preyer will resume questioning of the witness

We are now recessed
[Whereupon at 11:45 a.m. the committee recessed to reconvene

at 1:30 p.m the same day.]

AFTERNOONSESSION

Chairman STOKESAt this time the committee will come back to
order

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from North Carolina Mr
Preyer

Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Baden I would like to go back to an earlier question and see

if we can't clear it up a little more That is the difference between
the autopsy panels the original autopsy panel's fording of the
entrance of the head wound and your panel's findings

Your panel's findings put it some 4 inches above the entry found
by the original autopsy panel I believe you have testified that
there was no possibility in your judgment at least you were strong
ly convinced there were not two wounds

I would like to ask the clerk if she could put on the easel JFK
exhibit F-53 This is the enhanced computerized photograph of the
President's skull a technique which I assume was not available to
the original autopsy panel
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TESTIMONY OF DR MICHAEL BADEN—Resumed
Dr BADEN That's correct
Mr PREYER If you would like to step over to that As I under

stand your testimony you were able to—let me put it this way Are
you able to see a penetration of the skull bone in the higher area
where you say the entry wound occurred

Dr BADEN Yes sir on this and on the other lateral X-ray next
in number all the members of the panel and I think Dr Petty Dr
Wecht are here in the room with us now who are members of the
panel we all agreed that the entrance perforation was at this point
where there is a separation and an obvious fracture depression on
the upper back aspect of the skull

This perforation has been made more prominent for the mem
bers of our panel than the doctors in 1963 because of the X-ray
enhancement technique We are unanimously agreed that this is
an entrance perforation

An additional reason for this conclusion aside from the fact that
it is a depressed fracture is that there is a metal fragment here
which shows up clearer on the original nonenhanced X-ray This
original X-ray shows a piece of metal that rubbed off from the
bullet on entering the skull and was deposited at the entrance site
which also is typical of an entrance perforation This piece of metal
is clearer on the original X-rays at the site of entrance and from it
radiates many fracture lines also typical of an entrace wound

May I have the other X-ray blowup showing the anterior-posteri
or front view

So we were in agreement as were all of the radiologists that we
consulted with—Dr Davis Dr Seaman Dr Chase—that that is the
point of entrance in the right upper back skull with radiating
fractures

Mr PREYER And can you say from looking at those exhibits
that there is no evidence of penetration of the skull 4 inches lower
than the original-

Dr BADEN Yes sir The original X-ray shows it best About 4
inches below our placement of the entry perforation is the external
occipital protuberance which is the little boney bump in the back
of the head that we can feel right in the midline this is approxi
mately the place where the autopsy surgeons placed the wound of
entrance

On these X-rays and on the enhancements of these X-rays there
is no evidence of any perforation in this area The autopsy physi
cians—Dr Humes Dr Boswell Dr Finck and Dr Ebersole who
was the radiologist present—all agree that there was one and only
one entrance wound in the back of the head They describe the
wound's appearance in accord with other available evidence but
they place it 4 inches lower than the panel places it

So the disagreement is a matter of the proper placement of a
single entrance perforation rather than any reasonable possibility
of two perforations

Mr PREYER And I believe on the enhanced photograph you
identified metallic particles left in the top of the skull

Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr PREYER Is there any evidence from any photograph or any

X-ray you have seen of a bullet entrance lower down than the one
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you have described and other metallic fragments or penetration of
the skull or any other sort of evidence

Dr BADEN No sir May I use an exhibit that wasn't shown a
diagram of the brain Mr Chairman A drawing it is a diagram
not a picture

Chairman STOKESYes you may
Dr BADEN Thank you sir
Mr PREYER It is 302 I believe
Dr BADEN Thank you sir There is present evidence of a bullet

track only in the upper portion of the skull these metal fragments
have moved a bit because some of the fragments are in the loose
scalp tissues and soft tissues that are movable There is no evi
dence of any metal fragments in the lower portion of the skull in
the X-rays nor in the photographs

Now the brain as was mentioned is not available for our exami
nation and was not thoroughly examined nor examined even in
the normal fashion in 1963 However it was described externally
and many photographs were taken of the brain Miss Dox has
prepared a diagram of the brain as seen here which shows how the
brain looked when it was examined and before it was misplaced or
lost This fairly and accurately represents the extensive damage
and injury to the right top of the brain that I am pointing to that
is apparent in the photographs

This on the left side is what the normal brain looks like and
what the appearance would be on the right side if it were not
injured by the bullet track We do see some of the lower portion of
the brain here the cerebellum area This area would have to be
injured in the unanimous opinion of the medical panel if a bullet
entered in the lower scalp area near the external occipital protu
berance which is the area of discussion relative to a second lower
bullet in the back of the head We did not see any photographic or
X-ray evidence of and there is no description indicating any injury
of the brain other than the extensive damage to the right upper
part of the brain consistent with the upper track which the panel
agrees to

Mr PREYER Thank you very much Dr Baden
I think that has clarified that If you will take your seat
Dr BADEN Thank you sir
Mr PREYER Incidentally what happened to the metal fragments

that you have stated were found in President Kennedy's skull
Were they removed

Dr BADEN There were some fragments removed in the course of
the autopsy and preserved and kept at the Archives They are very
small fragments They have been much enlarged on the blowups
some fine fragments were removed and preserved and kept in the
custody of the Archives

Mr PREYER Thank you
There were several other descrepancies between your report and

the Ramsey Clark panel's report and the Rockefeller Commission
report which I would like you to comment on briefly You testified
that the bullet which passed through President Kennedy's back
and out of his throat did not leave any fragments and as I under
stand it at least one of the doctors on the Rockefeller Commission
panel did state that there were metal fragments left by that bullet
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Do you have any comments on that
Dr BADEN Yes sir That in fact was a conclusion by one of the

members of the Rockefeller Commission and was an area of con
cern that the panel did spend time examining If we are able to
have X-rays of the chest of President Kennedy placed on the easel
I think I can explain to you how we approached that issue what
we did and what our conclusions were There is present in the
right neck region as seen on the chest X-ray taken prior to the
autopsy a small white area that has the appearance possibly of
metal or bone That was one of the reasons that the panel request
ed and the staff did go to great troubles to have made enhance
ment and enlargement photographs of that area of the X-rays We
did resolve that issue to our satisfaction as I will show you if I can
use those exhibits please

On your right is an X-ray taken of the President just prior to
autopsy showing the neck the area where the bullet passed
through and the lungs

This is an enlargement of a portion of the X-ray taken while the
autopsy was in progress to see if there was a bullet in the body
none was present

This fragment did raise some concern with the Rockefeller panel
and with our physicians because it has some appearances suggest
ing that it is a piece of metal which would indicate that the bullet
struck bone in the area as it passed through the neck

We have concluded that there is a fracture of the transverse
process of the first thoracic vertebra which could have been caused
by the bullet striking it directly or by the force of the cavity
created by the bullet passing near to it

However after obtaining the enhancements of the X-rays and
after consulting with various X-ray specialists Dr Davis here in
Washington Dr McDonald in California and others we have con
cluded that what appears to be a radioopaque white metal frag
ment is in fact an artifact it is not a piece of metal it is not a
piece of bone and one reason for this conclusion is that it is not
present in the first X-ray that was taken Careful examination of
that X-ray shows no evidence of any metal or bone or fragments in
the neck area We are satisfied that the most reasonable explana
tion for this artifact is that it is due to a piece of dirt present on
the X-ray cassette or that it was produced during the X-ray devel
oping process which occurs not uncommonly as can be seen on
other of the President's X-rays

We are satisfied that it does not represent bullet or bone
Mr PREYER Incidentally you mentioned the bullet nicking the

vertebra Could the bullet CE-399 the pristine bullet have nicked
President Kennedy's vertebra and still have left the neat clean
exit wound in the throat

Dr BADEN Yes sir Usually when a bullet strikes something of
substance it will begin to wobble but as a bullet wobbles there are
times when it will be alined in a straight-on directional course As
I am demonstrating by using this wooden pointer there are times
when even if it is wobbling as it is moving it will be in a straight
on position

If the bullet did strike bone and we cannot be certain of that it
may nevertheless have stayed on course it may have begun to
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wobble after it came out from the neck If it were exiting in a
direct head-on fashion and the skin were made more firm because
the collar and the shirt were reasonably snug around the Presi
dent's neck these factors would tend to make the exit skin hole
small There is no disagreement among the panel members that
the perforation in the front of the neck is an exit wound despite
early Parkland Hospital confusion and this was also the conclusion
of the Rockefeller panel and the Clark panel

Mr PREYER Thank you Dr Baden I believe we can try again
from your seat here

One descrepancy I think with the Clark panel the Ramsey
Clark panel was put together in 1968 I believe-

Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr PREYER That was that they located the wound on the Presi

dent's neck in a different area from where your panel has located
it

Dr BADEN Yes
Mr PREYER Could you comment on that
Dr BADEN Yes sir Miss Hess could we see the neck diagram

and the neck photograph
The Clark panel which had two fine forensic pathologists as

members Dr Russel Fisher and Dr Moritz who are senior forensic
pathologists and well experienced did conclude that there was a
wound of entrance in the back and exit in the neck In describing
the wound that we see here that semicircle at the lower margin of
the tracheostomy incision the Clark report locates it in the upper
margin of the incision

It is a trivial mistake and in no way does it change the signifi
cance of the injury and the interpretation of the injury but it does
reflect I think the problems that forensic pathologists have when
they make reports while not directly looking at the object being
described as would have happened if the description was made
sometime after seeing the archival photographs This same type of
error preparing the autposy report 24 hours after the autopsy was
completed and after the body had been removed may have contrib
uted to the more significant mistake of placing the gunshot wound
of entrance 4 inches lower than it actually was The description of
the size and shape of the entry wound is correct but the location of
it is incorrect perhaps due to reliance on memory

Mr PREYER You have described your findings at some length
from photographs and from X-rays I am sure the question will
occur to a lot of people did you perform any experiments to see if
the damage caused by the pristine bullet could have occurred and
the bullet still be so slightly damaged If not why not

Dr BADEN The panel did review the experiments that have been
done and the panel members in evaluating the desirability of
doing further experiments—and we had long discussions about
this—were in agreement save for Dr Wecht that it is impossible
to perform experiments to duplicate the injury patterns in Presi
dent Kennedy or Governor Connally or in any other individual
who dies

We can do experiments to see how much powder is produced by a
gun at a certain distance but even in waretime—and civilian life
occasionally in New York City—when people are killed by
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machinegun fire with the machinegunner firing multiple rounds
within seconds at a relatively stationary person the bullet paths
and injuries produced are never duplicated The slightest difference
in weight of the ammunition in manufacture of the ammunition
has significance the gun that is fired 12 times is different than the
gun that is fired 13 times the slightest contraction of muscle any
injury causes the next bullet fired to take a different course and a
different path and produce different injuries

And it is the opinion of many of the panel members that even
the doing of experiments in this regard to reproduce the Presi
dent's the Governor's and the bullet's injuries does more to ob
scure the issue than to clarify it gives a credibility to experiments
on people in reproducing injuries that is not warranted and may be
very misleading

Humans are not guinea pigs that can be put in cages and can be
standardized The dead bone the dead wrist bone the dead thigh
bone is different than the live thigh bone A bone with blood going
through it reacts differently to a gunshot wound than a dried bone
without blood going through it These differences not only affect
the path of the bullet going through the body and the injuries
produced but also affect the damage done to the bullet a hair's
breath difference in distance between two bullets similarly fired
will cause one bullet to shear in half and split and the other bullet
to go straight through the body without the missile being greatly
damaged

I don't want to belabor the point but the panel majority after
much consideration does feel that the injuries sustained by Gover
nor Connally and President Kennedy and the trajectory and the
ballistics could not be precisely duplicated that there were myriads
and myriads of ways the experiment could be done wrong and only
one way it could be done right—and if by chance it were done right
once we wouldn't know it or be able to prove it There would still
be room for argument

Mr PREYER So the problem in duplicating the wounds are so
complex that you would create more problems than you would
solve by conducting experiments of this nature

Dr BADEN Yes sir it is a futile search that produces a false
confidence in uninterpretable data In our everyday practices
when we have to make judgments about gunshot wounds and inju
ries we do not do so by performing experiments We make that
judgment by looking at the evidence by taking everything availa
ble into consideration and then by drawing a conclusion not by
attempting to duplicate the impossible

Mr PREYER Finally let me just ask you a couple of questions
about something that I think troubles people more than anything
else about the autopsy

That is the fact that a bullet could appear to do so much damage
and still remain in almost pristine condition It seems to fly in the
face of commonsense Let me ask you have you ever seen a bullet
that has done this much damage as the bullet CE-399 did and still
emerge in as good condition as this bullet is in

Dr BADEN Yes sir Absolutely but with qualification We on the
medical panel have certain problems as have other doctors in the
past in evaluating the injuries produced by the so-called "pristine
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bullet which is a media term that is inaccurate it is like being a
little bit pregnant—it is either pristine or it is not pristine This is
a damaged bullet and this is not a pristine bullet This is a bullet
that is deformed it would be very difficult to take a hammer and
flatten it to the degree that this is flattened This is a partially
deformed bullet with a heavy jacket

The problem is that although in New York City we see more
than 1,000 gunshot wound deaths a year in a civilian population it
is most unusual to encounter military ammunition and in military
practice where people are killed by rifle bullets autopsies and
follow-up correlations are not performed as in the civilian death
situation Very few people if any have had autopsy experience
with the Mannlicher-Carcano 6.5 millimeter ammunition in a civil
ian population

However we do see copper jacketed handgun bullets not infre
quently and typically a copper jacketed handgun bullet will cause
extensive damage and deform very little In fact according to the
Geneva Convention military bullets must be jacketed so that they
do not split up and deform They are meant to cause minimal
injury and suffering while killing somebody the bullets are de
signed so as not to break up into many different parts and to be
minimally deformed

Mr PREYER It only caused death and no side effects is that it
Dr BADEN That is correct It stays intact Further sir in fact

this bullet struck little that would deform it The track through
President Kennedy is essentially through soft tissue which does not
deform a bullet The only injury to the chest of Governor Connally
that could have damaged the bullet would have occurred if it
struck the fifth rib But the rib is a very thin bone and striking a
rib does not significantly deform a copper jacketed bullet So the
only impact that caused any appreciable damage to that bullet
occurred when it struck the lower forearm

Do you have that X-ray of Governor Connally available This X
ray of Governor Connally's forearm shows the radius bone of the
forearm the only object that that bullet C.E 399 struck that could
have caused only significant damage to the bullet It is the opinion
of the panel that the impact with the radius bone did cause some
flattening of the bullet but it would not necessarily be a very
marked deformity Impact that causes great damage to a bullet
typically occurs when the bullet strikes skull bone or spine bone
which are hard and tough bones The wrist the radius at that
point where you see the fracture lines is not a very hard bone It
can damage some bullets and not others

It is hard to predict We have seen many bullets that go through
radius bones that are very little deformed The bullet struck only
superficial soft tissues of the left thigh where its course terminat
ed this impact would have caused no damage to the bullet

Mr PREYER I was going to ask you how you explained the
massive fragmenting of the bullet from the head wound compared
to the relatively undamaged bullet from the throat wound

Dr BADEN The skull bones are much denser and harder and
provide much more resistance especially if the bullet should strike
at a sheering angle The skull bone is a round bone and often a
bullet like this may enter the skin head on but when it hits the
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bone beneath because of the curvature the lines of force are
different than when it goes through a flat bone like the radius It is
typical for bullets striking the head to be much more damaged
than bullets going through a rib or a wrist in fact 399 did not
strike much that would cause it to be damaged

But to get back to your original question if you asked me can I
produce a bullet that similarly went through two individuals I
could not because of the uniqueness in the way people are shot and
the way people die

Mr PREYER The final question I have Dr Baden you mentioned
that part of the information on which you based your conclusions
that the single-bullet theory was valid was that no other bullet was
found If another bullet would have turned up or should turn up
say in the upholstry of the car would that affect the validity of the
single-bullet theory that is that one bullet passed through both
President Kennedy and Governor Connally

Dr BADEN I think that if another bullet were found in the car
the pathology panel members would have to give that a great deal
of consideration before reading its final conclusions The problem
with bullets going through people through multiple people which
happens from time to time in ordinary civilian practice or going in
and out of one part of the body and into another part of the body
is that it is never possible to say that the only possibility is a single
bullet from the autopsy findings alone The circumstances are very
important in interpreting the autopsy findings

All we as pathologists can do is say they line up together one
bullet could have caused both injuries but if the two people if the
arm and the chest were held apart and two bullets were fired at
appropriate angles it is possible to simulate tracks with two bullets
that could be caused by one bullet Presence or absence of the
reentry characteristic would be important in interpreting the find
ings

We are taking into account in our evaluation the Zapruder film
the fact that the President and the Governor are in certain posi
tions seated down one in front of the other from the autopsy
point of view they line up The bullet going through the President
would have enough steam behind it to reenter the Governor

Further the appearance of the Governor's wound indicates that
the bullet entering the Governor struck something before it hit the
Governor There is no evidence of striking anything else in the
vicinity of the car although it is possible but being reasonable and
trying to examine all of the possibilities in the context of the
medical evidence available we find that the bullet that struck the
President in the upper back had no other place to go went no
place else except into the person in front of him the Governor
And that there is no other place that the bullet going through the
chest could go but the wrist It would be possible for another bullet
to have been fired from another point and caused the same injuries
to the Governor This is highly unlikely In civilian practice with
experience with thousands of bullet wounds the majority of panel
members find it very significant that the wounds line up If the
shoe fits it fits

If the bullet in the hand and the chest line up as consistent with
coming from the same bullet track invariably when all the evi
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dence is in this proves to be the correct explanation but it is not
necessarily the only explanation It is just there are so many ways
people can be shot myriads of ways people can be shot that don't
line up If the bullet paths line up in a way so that they are
possibly caused by one bullet that in itself eliminates countless
other possibilities

Mr PREYER Thank you Dr Baden I have no further questions
Mr Chairman

Chairman STOKES Time of the gentleman has expired Commit
tee will now operate under the 5-minute rule

The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Baden you are obviously eminently qualified with your vast

experience in the field of forensic pathology I know of the general
reluctance of members of the medical profession—as well as
indeed lawyers—to be critical of their colleagues or their work
and keeping that in mind I am wondering could you elaborate
more fully on the conclusions the panel reached regarding the
autopsy procedure Do you have anything you would like to en
large upon in that regard

Dr BADEN Yes sir As was mentioned previously we are going
to include in the report a full documentation of critical anslysis of
the autopsy report I would say that as you will find today and
perhaps other times that although many physicians are hesitant to
criticize one another that is not the rule among forensic patholo
gists and I think this is a good rule because the forensic patholo
gist is often in the court room and has to call it the way he or she
sees it

I think in this regard perhaps as a caveat we did agree as a
group with the basic bottom-line conclusions of the original autopsy
doctors Two bullets from behind struck the President and only two
bullets However we had a great deal of concern on many levels as
to how the autopsy was performed beginning immediately with the
assumption of jurisdiction by what appears to be the Federal Gov
ernment and the family of the President intruding into what was
at that time a State crime homicide The effect of that was to
remove the body from Dallas the jurisdiction which had a very
competent forensic pathologist in charge Dr Earl Rose who hap
pens to be a member of our panel presently to Bethesda at appar
ently the request of the family

The experience of each and every panel member is that in a
homicide situation the last person to have control and tell the
medical examiner how to proceed or what to do is the family of the
next of kin This is a rule that we live with while still keeping the
sensitivities of the family fully in mind

The very concept of the family having control of the body of the
family having control of the archival material although done with
the best and noblest of intentions does cause great concern for
forensic pathologists because of its implications in other homicides
where the family does not and is not permitted and should not be
permitted to have control over what happens to the bullet that
killed Uncle Louie The district attorney handles that and not the
family
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As a result of that move of the body many things happened In
all fairness Dr Humes is here and will speak later Some people
assume authority and upon others authority is thrust as happened
to Dr Humes He was later to become president of the American
Society of Clinical Pathologists A well experienced hospital pa
thologist in the scheme of things he had not been exposed to many
gunshot wounds and had not performed autopsies in deaths due to
shooting previously neither had the other autopsy pathologists
present So they were required to do an autopsy that by experience
and by the way our society is structured in the United States is
reserved for forensic pathologists and coroner's pathologists

As a result of that certain things didn't happen The kinds of
documentation pictures measurements that the forensic patholo
gist does automatically and that a hospital pathologist had no need
to do Further the forensic pathologist knows that he must speak
to any physician who treated or touched the body of the decedent
prior to the pronouncing of death before the autopsy is done just
to determine what the doctors did to the body—in this instance to
learn that a tracheostomy had been made through a bullet hole

From our vantage point it appears to be a rule among clinicians
those people who deal with live patients that if there is a perfora
tion in the body a tube will be stuck into it the doctors will
enlarge it or they may incorporate it into a surgical incision This
goes for bullet wounds and stab wounds This is what we deal with
every day as medical examiners in our different jurisdictions This
is not what Dr Humes and his colleagues deal with or are exposed
to at Bethesda Hospital That created a problem We forensic pa
thologists insist on seeing clothing as part of the homicide exami
nation we must see the clothing because we know from experience
that the clothing tells us a great deal about bullet holes about
injuries that may be obscured in the body It tells if a bullet struck
the clothing but missed the body for example which may be
important It gives information as to distance as to whether the
bullet is wobbling et cetera The clothing was not examined

The autopsy itself is conducted differently by a hospital patholo
gist than by a forensic pathologist The former is not trained to
reconstruct the skull to put the bones together preserve evidence
appropriate for subsequent medical or legal proceedings et cetera

I think the preservation of evidence the finding of all those little
bits of pieces of metal fragments Mr Preyer referred to are more
important to us as forensic pathologists than to the regular pa
thologist or surgeon because preservation of evidence is not neces
sarily relevant to treatment

The question of how extensive an autopsy should be done be
comes an issue Should a complete autopsy be done In a homicide
yes because of medical and legal questions that may be anticipated
to arise The state of the various organs may prove important
Heart diseases brain tumors and other natural diseases may not
have caused death but may relate to other questions that come up
as to how a person acted prior to death Chemical analysis may
also be an important part of the post morten examination

Mr DEVINE Dr Baden I presume that you as the spokesman for
your panel are convinced that your findings are accurate and that
any deviation from the original autopsy that was conducted under
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very highly charged emotional stress the fact that the first group
of physicians were involved with trying to attempt to save the
President's life rather than determine entrance and exits of
wounds and so forth and you are persuaded today as you testify
here that your findings the findings of your panel are accurate
and the previous findings that were different are in error

Mr BADEN Yes sir However as to certain of these differences
in particular the placement of the entrance wound in the back of
the head and of the exit perforation in the neck after further
recent discussions with the original surgeons Dr Perry Dr Car
rico Dr Shires we find that we are not now in disagreement
There are some persistent disagreements between the panel and
the autopsy doctors in Bethesda particular as to the location of the
entry head wound

I wish to point out and emphasize that the doctors performed the
autopsy in Bethesda in a military situation with a lot of superior
officers who were not forensic pathologists present this creates a
pressure I think that we are more able to control in the civilian
setting where the medical examiner can ask the chief of police or
the mayor's representatives or the chief Rabbi to please leave the
autopsy room if we deem this appropriate so that the autopsy can
be done under our terms We can do that in civilian life It is
difficult to do that in a military setting and that situation itself
generates procedures and a tentativeness that may produce dis
agreements later

Mr DEVINE I think this atmosphere should be pointed out for
the record and I appreciate your comments Thank you sir

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from the District of Colum

bia Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
Dr BADEN I would like to return to the skull injury
You viewed with us yesterday the Zapruder film which we and

the American people saw several times You are aware that be
cause of the direction in which the President's body moved
namely backwards and to the left it appeared that the bullet had
come from the front Of course your finding substantiates that of
the Commission that two shots came from the rear

Today you mentioned the presence of beveling in the President's
skull I wonder if you would explain using a diagram what causes
beveling and how it can be interpreted to learn whether a wound is
an entry wound or an exit wound

Dr BADEN Yes I think Miss Hess is putting up a diagram that
we have not used May I address that please Thank you

Because of pressure of time this morning we didn't include all of
the materials that might have clarified some issues you are raising
sir This diagram is to illustrate the beveling concept that I re
ferred to this morning which was of great importance to us in
working out the direction of the bullet wounds in the head and in
interpreting the bullet wounds A bullet entering a bone like a BB
or bullet entering a thick plate glass window will create lines of
force and fractures in the bone or the glass radiating outward
from the point of entrance a bevel or a concavity will occur in the
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bone or glass consequent to these fracture lines in the direction in
which the missile is going

Thus a bullet entering the skull will cause beveling on the
inside of the bone The skull bone consists of an outer plate and
inner plate Coming in from the outside the bullet will cause a
small round sharp edged hole of the outer table and a concavity or
beveling of the inner table a circumferential defect Going out the
bullet will cause beveling on the outside of the bone This is of
great assistance to the forensic pathologist in determining which
way the bullet is going Clearly the perforation in the right front
side of the head near the suture line where the two bones joined
as I referred to earlier had this type of outer bone beveling which
did match up with the separately received triangular bone frag
ment indicating that it was the site of an exit perforation

Do you have that blowup of the X-ray showing the three bone
fragments Thank you That same beveling was present on one of
the fragments of bone found in the car This fragment of bone
found in the car in the limousine and brought up to Dr Humes
and his collegues while they were doing the autopsy proved to be
of value in that one showed a margin of beveling on the outer
surface which permitted the doctors at that time to state there
was a bullet wound of exit in the right front head region It shows
some pieces of metal deposited in the area of the beveling The
autopsy doctors also describe in their protocol the entrance wound
in the back of the head with beveling of the inner table and an exit
wound in the front with beveling of the outer table

This is consistent with what we could see on the negatives and
on the photographs of both wounds and permits us to give the
direction of the track

Mr FAUNTROYThank you
Mr Chairman I know my 5 minutes are up and I may have

other questions later but for the record may we have these two
illustrations entered at this point

Dr BADEN This one was entered earlier This one was not
Mr FAUNTROYLet's have this
Chairman STOKES Without objection the other exhibit may be

entered in the record at this point
Mr FAUNTROYWhat is the number
Dr BADEN It iS F-61
Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-61 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-61

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Baden I just have two questions I would like to address to

you if I could
In your response to questions from Mr Klein early on in your

testimony in talking about the wound in the President's back you
said that an entry wound and an exit wound do not cause the same
kind of perforation except under certain special circumstances or
in special cases I wonder if you might describe what you mean by
special cases was this a special case if so why if not why not

Dr BADEN The description of the perforation in the front of the
neck from the original autopsy doctors and from the persons who
had best visualization of it the surgeons who did the tracheostomy
Dr Perry Dr Carrico in Parkland essentially only describes it as
a small perforation I think 6 or 7 millimeters at most in diameter
An exit bullet hole can have an abrasion collar of it is shored A
shored exit wound can have an abrasion collar if it were firmly in
place or if the skin is against the wall or a hard surface at the
time the bullet exits the body because as the bullet goes out it rubs
the skin against the object on the outside such as heavy clothing or
a hard surface

We don't know if this exit perforation had an abrasion collar
because it was not that clearly looked at The doctors were expend
ing all of their efforts to try to save his life We do not know the
perforation was small The exit perforation is made smaller by
clothing tight around the skin

By chance the bullet exited through the windpipe right at the
point where the collar is buttoned against the neck as seen on the
clothing exhibit this amount of pressure against the skin can
prevent an exit hole from being bigger than it might otherwise be
So although an exit perforation may be small without any clothing
or constraint about it the tighter the constraint the smaller it will
be even to the possibility of arriving at an abrasion collar that
looks like an entrance wound But with all of the other evidence at
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hand and after interviewing all of the surgeons and all of the
doctors who saw the President I think there is unanimous agree
ment presently among the physicians and scientists who have been
involved that the perforation of the neck indeed was an exit perfo
ration There was some misunderstanding of this initially but that
has been worked out and our panel is unanimously in agreement
that the neck wound is an exit wound

Mr DODD Are you satisified that the clothing the tie and the
collar the tears or rips in them were caused in fact by the bullet
exiting or were these like the other the jacket and so forth possi
bly cut away or ripped away by the surgeons operating in Dallas
Do you have any information which could specifically clear up that
controversy

Dr BADEN Yes sir We could find no evidence that the tie or
shirt collar was torn or cut during removal The perforation itself
although it might look like a cut to the casual observer is typical
of the slit-like irregularity produced by an exiting bullet A bullet
will destroy some of the clothing on entrance and produce a round
ish type hole the edges of which cannot be approximated because
there is a little bit of fabric missing In an exit perforation of this
nature not only is there a jagged slit-like but not sharp tear of
the fabric but in addition there is no loss of clothing fabric so the
edges can be approximated as in this instance

The tear in the tie and shirt collar directly overly the neck
perforation the doctors saw at the Parkland Hospital There is no
other hole in the fabric We can conclude beyond a reasonable
degree of medical certainty that the slit-like hole in the shirt and
the nick in the tie were caused by whatever came out of the neck
and not by a knife A knife would cause a sharper tear than
present here

Mr DODD As I understand your testimony you acknowledge
that you had viewed this Zapruder film on at least one occasion if
not more

Dr BADEN Yes the panel had many occasions to view the Za
pruder film in slow motion and by individual frames We were very
concerned about seeing the film to better interpret the autopsy
findings

Mr DODD When I ask you this I recognize you are not a ballis
tics expert and you are not testifying as to the ballistic evidence
but as a matter of medical evidence in light of the fact that you
have viewed the Zapruder film can you state it as a medical
certainty that there were no shots fired from the grassy knoll
which could have struck either Governor Connally or President
Kennedy

Dr BADEN Yes sir If I can take into account the autopsy
findings as well as the Zapruder film

Mr DODD That is what I am asking
Dr BADEN I can state for the majority of the panel and Dr

Wecht will have his own opinions that he will explain to you that
there is no evidence beyond a reasonable degree of medical certain
ty for any bullet to have struck the President from the front or
the side That the only bullets that struck the President are two
from behind
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We studied the Zapruder film relative to the motion of the head
Suffice it to say in all our experiences among the more than
100,000 autopsies that the nine of us have had responsibility for
none of us have ever seen somebody shot in person or on camera to
permit study of head motion That is unique The uniqueness is
certainly undercut by the fact that it then happened on television 2
days later with Mr Ruby Apart from those two instances and an
occasional wartime film clip it is unique to see a person's reaction
to a gunshot wound We cannot say with all of our experiences
with gundshot wounds what movement a head should have when
struck a live head a live breathing head with blood going through
with the skin alive and the bones alive How such a real head
would react to a gunshot wound is beyond the limits of scientific
study and recorded in the annals of medical literature nor in the
experience of the panel members We cannot say with any degree
of medical certainty precisely how we would expect the President's
head to move when shot

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe gentleman from Connecticut Mr McKin

ney
Mr MCKINNEY Doctor it seems to me that we have an underly

ing problem One of the reasons used as a conclusion of one bullet
theory and these two men being shot was that no other bullet was
found But we also have not found the bullet that struck the
President's head But it seems to me that there has always been
this one basic problem could the bullet have done the damage
You have explained that pretty well But I think one area where
we have question is is there no way that the panel could have
found out more to indicate whether or not the President's spinal
column was hit by the bullet going through the throat

In essence if it had been hit then it would be pretty difficult for
that bullet to have proceeded ahead wouldn't it

Dr BADEN It would have had a significant effect certainly if the
spine were hit I would say to begin with that the panel members
were satisfied that the two fragments of the bullet found in the
limousine were consistent with having caused the injury to the
President's head So the head bullet wounds I think are accounted
for

Mr MCKINNEY How much of that bullet was found
Dr BADEN A great proportion of it a large proportion of it That

is beyond the pathology panel's work
Mr MCKINNEY It is fairly safe to say that bullet was fairly well

destroyed by-
Dr BADEN Well it was very much damaged but two major

fragments were recovered
Mr MCKINNEY And yet here we have another bullet that went

through the neck went through the chest rubbed up against a rib
shattered a wrist and went into the thigh and stayed relative
ly—

Dr BADEN Intact
Mr MCKINNEY In one piece
Dr BADEN Going through soft tissues skin and muscle does not

deform a bullet It may slow it down but doesn't deform it It is
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bone that causes the deformation and skull bone is a very hard
bone The spine bone is also hard

Forensic pathologists who deal with gunshot wounds frequently
are very careful to dissect out the tracks of bullets to identify all of
the injuries caused by the bullet even if this would not change the
final cause of death we can anticipate that it will answer questions
that might arise later It is important for us to know and we don't
know whether the bullet that went from the President's back
through the neck tore any major vessels in the neck It may have
If so this wound in and of itself could have been fatal

The question you raise has multiple implications because if the
bullet struck the spine this would cause some damage to the bullet
and it would also probably cause damage to the spinal cord Such
injury has certain implication as to how the President would move
his extremities and as to the possibility of survival The track
wasn't dissected out We have to speculate from other sources of
information

One of the reasons we spent so much attention to the possibility
of a metal fragment in the side of the neck earlier was because if
it were a piece of bullet in the side of the neck it would indicate
the bullet struck bone This would have an effect on the bullet as
well as on the body The majority of the panel members are satis
fied that it did not strike bone at that point The missile did create
a cavity The cavity the bullet missile cavity created by the bullet
at this speed causes damage much beyond the missile itself It can
cause damage to the spine even if the spine is a couple of inches
away from the bullet We can speculate as to what it did strike but
there is no evidence from the X-rays from the trajectory through
the body that it struck any substantial amount of bone It might
have struck the transverse process of the first thoracic vertebra but
we cannot prove this

Mr MCKINNEY That can't be proved one way or the other
Dr BADEN That can't be definitely proved Even if it had struck

the transverse process it did not fragment or break up or leave any
metal fragments as a result of it

Mr McKINNEY I have just one last question to clarify for the
American people who have been watching us we showed them in
the Martin Luther King case a bullet that had struck the spinal
column and was totally demolished The projectile was flattened I
thought perhaps we ought to have though you aren't a ballistics
expert your opinion as to what the difference was between those
bullets

Dr BADEN Yes sir I think it is an interesting comparison
because both gentlemen were struck by high velocity rifle bullets
as opposed to hand gun bullets commonly seen in the civilian
population A .30-06 rifle bullet struck Dr King However the
bullet injuring Dr King struck two very hard bones the mandible
or jawbone and the main portion or body of the vertebra itself
which is very thick The question we have relative to the Presi
dent's death was whether the bullet struck the tip of the lateral
transverse projection of the spine which is a thin area of the spine
bone

In the death of Martin Luther King the bullet not only went
through the very hard jawbone but it then went through the body

41-2530 79 21
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the bulk of the spine and may have struck more than one of the
vertebra in such an instance the damage to the bullet is very
great There is one other very important factor the Martin Luther
King bullet was a soft-nosed bullet it was not fully jacketed and so
it would have a much greater tendency to break up

Contrariwise the bullet that struck the President a 6.5 mm
Mannlicher-Carcano is completely jacketed and it did in the judg
ment of the majority of the panel what the Geneva Convention
wanted it to do it went through the body without breaking apart
and it will do that if it doesn't strike very dense bone

Chairman STroxEs Time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Baden I want to make sure I understood you correctly then

I have one question about bullet fragments
There is no evidence that the injury to the President's neck and

back wound left any bullet fragment There was to the head
wound

What about the Connally back and chest wounds
Dr BADEN As best as we can determine from interviews with

the doctors at Parkland Hospital and in reviewing the X-rays avail
able the bullet did cause fractures to the fifth rib There is division
within the panel as to whether the bullet struck the rib directly or
whether the fractures were caused by the cavity created by the
bullet

There is no evidence of any metal fragments left in the chest of
Governor Connally by X-ray or on examination of the materials
that were removed at the time of the operations

Mr FITHIAN And the thigh wound of the Governor
Dr BADEN There is a tiny pin-head sized object in the thigh

wound of the Governor which we did interpret as a metal object a
fragment of metal very pin head size perhaps

Mr FrrHIAN Was it recovered
Dr BADEN That was not recovered
Mr FrrHIAN And the wrist
Dr BADEN Do you have the wrist X-ray of Governor Connally
The wrist was explored and operated on and recovered from the

wrist was some cloth fabric which matched the jacket of Connally
Thank you
And the largest of those metal fragments I think there are three

fragments that are visible from this distance overlay the distal
radius near the wrist—the largest of those three fragments was
removed by the surgeons in the course of their operation and
preserved kept at the Archives and made available to the commit
tee many years later

Mr FrrHIAN The other fragments were not removed
Dr BADEN The other fragments were not removed and are still

present as demonstrated on subsequent X-rays available to the
committee when the Governor's arm was healing

Mr FITHIAN And is there no way that you could estimate the
weight of that bullet fragment which remained in the Governor's
wrist

Dr BADEN The panel members felt that we could not to any
reasonable degree of scientific certainty estimate precisely how
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much of the bullet mass was represented by these fragments How
ever it was the opinion of the majority of the panel that the
amount of metal fragments in the President and the Governor was
quite small and taking everything into consideration was entirely
consistent with coming from bullet CE-399

Mr FITHIAN One final question Mr Chairman The statement
that you made of the drawing that you used of the President's
brain clarified a lot as to which side was damaged and that the
cerebellum was not damaged There has been some controversy
about foreign material showing up in the photos of the brain Did
you look into that and if so what were your conclusions

Dr BADEN Yes we did In fact we were very concerned about
the brain because of the lack of full and thorough examination of
the brain at the time of autopsy Some experts who had previously
looked at the photographs of the brain from which this diagram
was made did note a dark object within the bullet track

This diagram was not made for the purpose of illustrating that
object But on all of the photographs of the top of the brain and in
the transparancies and the negatives approximately in this area
where I am pointing in the front right side of the brain there is
an oblong area of blue discoloration

It was the opinion of the panel after giving a great deal of
consideration to this area on the photographs and after discussing
the X-rays with radiologists—the X-rays of the head were taken
prior to removal of the brain—that without question it is not a
metal object It is the opinion of the panel further after studying
the photographs of the undersurface of the brain that that area of
discoloration is most probably caused by blood vessels on the un
dersurface of the brain that have been exposed because of the
damage to the top of the brain

We feel it is not foreign material and that it is most probably
blood vessels and thin membrane that have been sheered away by
the bullet damage

There is incidentally in the actual photograph what appears to
be small toothpick-like objects used to illustrate certain points and
placed there by the doctors taking the pictures that is not at issue
That is foreign material added for purposes of picture taking

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentlemen has expired
The gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
I have just one question with three exhibits that I would like to

have put up JFK exhibit F-66 JFK exhibit F-20 and JFK exhibit
F-46 Could those three exhibits be put up

This question may be one Dr Baden that we have gone over
perhaps too many times but I think it would be helpful for a
person like myself who is not familiar with damage of gunshot
wounds I would like to draw your attention to the three exhibits
and ask a question

Is it your testimony that it is not unusual that a similar bullet
shot from the same rifle traveling at the same speed when it hits
the objects could in the one instance of the skull fracture entering
the back right side and blowing out a good portion of the upper
part of the brain not cause the same kind of explosive activity as it
enters the back and goes through the throat regardless of whether
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it hits any other objects or any other people Is your experience
that the same kind of bullet fired from the same kind of weapon
could cause those two different results on exit

Dr BADEN Yes sir As I have said even with machinegun bul
lets rapidly fired many different injury patterns will result in
great measure dependent upon how the bullets strike This bullet
struck in a partially tangential manner against the skull bone
After striking the bone and yawing and tumbling and turning and
exiting the missile produced an explosive effect causing skull bone
and brain to burst outward as seen in the Zapruder film That is
the transfer of energy can be different relative to the closed cranial
cavity and the brain than when it goes through nonenclosed soft
tissue A bullet striking skin over bone produces different effects
on the skin than a bullet striking skin that does not overlay bone
Every difference is reflected in the tissue injury produced

It is of interest and it is the firm opinion of the panel that when
the bullet exited Governor Connally's chest beneath the nipple it
produced a 2-inch diameter (5 centimeter diameter) round ragged
hole while the same bullet only produced a small narrow hole ifi
exiting the neck of the President

The extent of injury produced depends on what the bullet
strikes how fast it is traveling to what extent the bullet is yawing
whether it strikes bone or not Taking all these things into consid
eration it was the view of the panel that it was entirely consistent
for the same type of bullet to cause this explosive injury to the
skull and brain and a relatively little in the way of injury to a soft
tissue when it struck the back and exited the neck

Mr EDGAR Thank you I have no further questions Mr Chair
man

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYER Doctor I heard you mention and I am sure you

have that you watched the Zapruder film a number of times
Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr SAWYER I have seen it a couple of times myself And did you

observe the pause the very definite delay in reaction between
when the President was lifting his hands to his throat before there
was any observable reaction in the film on the part of Governor
Connally

Dr BADEN Yes sir
Mr SAWYER And you apparently discount that as being any

thing
Dr BADEN It isn't sir that we discounted it We did incorporate

those observations with all the other many observations into a
final conclusion

I have the greatest respect for Mr Groden and the work he has
done and the work the other photographers have done to permit
fuller appreciation of the Zapruder film and other films

The problem that we as physicians have is there is no way to
compare how people react to fatal gunshot injury There often is
delay time between an injury and a person manifesting the effects
of such injury very much like touching a hot pot on a stove Some
people react immediately and other people don't realize for a
second or so that they have been injured A second is approximate
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ly 16 frames of the Zapruder film The type of injury that may
damage the spinal cord area perhaps by shock waves if not by
direct impact by the bullets might produce a certain automatic
rapid reflex action while a bullet striking the chest may not pro
duce an immediate reaction

Mr SAWYER Do you observe too in that film though while the
President was visibly reacting and the Governor was at least not
to my ability to observe showing any reaction as yet he was still
holding in his right hand his hat and that wrist was supposedly
shattered by that bullet

Does that disturb you at all
Dr BADEN I think disturb is probably an accurate phrase Yes it

causes me concern However the problem is clearly-
Mr SAWYER Aside from concern how can a man be still holding

the hat when his wrist is shattered
Dr BADEN Although it appears incongruent clearly we of the

panel have all had experience in which persons have been seriously
injured and have not known they were injured for a few minutes
In evaluating all of the evidence there is no question that Gover
nor Connally did in fact hold his hat after he was shot and after
the bullet passed through his wrist—this would be the case even if
one did not accept the "single bullet theory.

He did hold that hat after the wrist was injured and he didn't
know the wrist was injured

Mr SAWYER The wrist should have known it you would think
Dr BADEN The wrist knew The bone was broken The greatest

effect would have been on the nerves going to the muscles If a
nerve is injured this would produce a quicker response than if a
nerve weren't injured That is why if the bullet injured the Presi
dent's spinal nerves in the neck area which is rich with nerves a
reflex rapid reaction might ensue whereas if the bullet goes
through an arm there may be little visible response We have had
experience with many decedents who were unaware that they had
been stabbed shot who may run around and who were shot and
then ran around the block before collapsing and dying And I think
whatever way Governor Connally was struck he did in fact hold
onto his hat He did in fact not know that his wrist was injured
after he was shot and it is not in our experience investigation
unusual although it doesn't sound right but in fact people may be
significantly injured and may have broken bones and may continue
walking continue holding a hat and not know it

Mr SAWYER And now when you combine that with what I
thought was a very persuasive and impressive testimony of both
Governor Connally and Mrs Connally adding that to it you still
feel that does not militate against your single bullet theory

Dr BADEN The experience of all of us in forensic pathology and
of many in criminal justice is that unfortunately as much as I am
impressed with Governor Connally's testimony and his ability to
recall and his ability to survive what happened to him as a foren
sic pathologist I have learned not to rely on eyewitnesses or on
persons who were present or who were injured in the course of a
homicide particularly when this comes into conflict with autopsy
findings
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The panel did incorporate into our discussions Governor Connal
ly's very persuasive testimony to the Warren Commission and oth
erwise and Mrs Connally's rememberance of what happened
Taking all of this into account it is still strongly our opinion that
one bullet and only one bullet went through Governor Connally It
is our opinion that one bullet and only one bullet went through the
back of the neck of President Kennedy clearly from all the evi
dence

Taking all factors into consideration it is also our opinion that it
is the same bullet that went through the President and the Gover
nor because there is no other evidence for another bullet in part I
think that Governor Connally's testimony is certainly important
but it would not be the first time that a person receiving an injury
misperceives what happened at that precise instant

Mr SAWYER Is it then a fair statement to say or is it unfair to
say that you are basing your affirmative conclusion on the absence
of evidence to the contrary is that right

Dr BADEN That is so in part part of the affirmative conclusion
part of the single bullet concept incorporates all the consistencies
all the evidence is certainly consistent with a single bullet but this
conclusion becomes more persuasive because of absence of any
reasonable alternative of any scientific merit apart from specua
tion It is possible it is within the realm of possibility to me but
very unlikely that a second bullet could have done damage lined
up just as the first bullet There is no evidence for it and we are
persuaded beyond a reasonable medical certainty against this spec
ulation

Mr SAWYERThank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STORESThe time of the gentleman is expired
Dr Baden at the conclusion of any witness testimony before this

committee under the rules of this committee that witness is enti
tled to 5 minutes in which to explain or to expand upon or amplify
any portion of his testimony and I would at this time extend to
you 5 minutes if you so desire

Dr BADEN Thank you Mr Chairman
Knowing the time constraints of the committee I will not take

the 5 minutes But I would just like to comment that there are
nine members of this panel who have contributed a great deal of
time and effort in addition to their normal duties in the nine
jurisdictions from whence they arise who spent this time because
they feel that forsenic pathology provides a unique expertise to
assist investigation of violent and unnatural death

I would also like to place on the record that although I may be
spokesperson at this point for the majority of the panel that much
more work was done by many other panel members than myself in
many areas and that each each of the panel members even
though we may not all agree on every point have put in much
personal time and have come each of us independently and collec
tively to the conclusions I have outlined to the best of our individu
al abilities

Thank you very much
Chairman STOKESThank you
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I might say on behalf of the committee we are indeed grateful to
you and all the members of the panel for the outstanding job that
you have done on behalf of this committee

At the appropriate time we will make the proper acknowledg
ments of all the members of that panel Thank you very much You
are excused

Chairman STOKES Mr Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you
Mr Chairman our next witness Capt James J Humes received

an M.D degree from Jefferson Medical College in 1948 and com
pleted his residency in pathology at the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology in 1956

Captain Humes became the chief of anatomic pathology at the
National Naval Medical Center in Bethesda Md in 1960 He
became the director of the laboratories at the National Medical
Center in 1961

In that capacity he conducted an autopsy of President Kennedy
In 1965 he attained the rank of Captain and he retired from the
Navy with that rank in 1967

Currently he is a clinical professor of pathology at Wayne State
University School of Medicine and director of laboratories and vice
president of medical affairs at St John Hospital in Detroit

It would be appropriate now Mr Chairman to call Captain
Humes

Chairman Stokes Captain Humes will you please stand and be
sworn Raise your right hand

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

Dr Humes I do

TESTIMONY OF CAPT JAMES J HUMES M.D. CLINICAL PRO
FESSOR OF PATHOLOGY WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE DIRECTOR OF LABORATORIES AND
VICE PRESIDENT OF MEDICAL AFFAIRS ST JOHN HOSPITAL
DETROIT MICH

Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
Dr Humes Thanks
Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes staff counsel Gary Corn

well
Mr CORNWELLThank You Mr Chairman
Dr Humes
Dr HUMES Mr Cornwell
Mr CORNWELLIn 1965 you were the director of laboratories of

the National Medical School Naval Medical School Naval Medical
Center at Bethesda is that correct

Dr HUMES That is correct
Mr CORNWELL Very briefly what was the nature of your re

sponsibility in connection with that position
Dr HUMES In that role I had overall responsibility for all of the

activities of the clinical laboratories of the Naval Medical Center
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overall supervision of the conduct of laboratory examinations both
in the field of clinical pathology which embraces hematology bac
teriology chemistry and so forth and supervision of the anatomic
pathology section which deals in post mortum examinations exam
ination of surgical specimens and so forth and responsible for the
training of young physicians and young technical people in labora
tory medicine et cetera

Mr CORNWELLYou of course prior to that had been certified by
the American Board of Pathology and you had received special
education and training in the field of pathology is that correct

Dr HuMES That is correct yes sir
Mr CORNWELL You personally conducted the autopsy of Presi

dent John Kennedy on November 22 is that accurate
Dr HuMES Yes with the assistance of Commander Boswell and

Colonel Finck
Mr CORNWELLWhat was your specific responsibility in connec

tion with that autopsy
Dr HuMES Well I was summoned from my home late in after

noon of that day by the Surgeon General of the Navy and the
Commanding officer of the Naval Medical Center and the Com
manding Officer of the the Naval Medical School and much to my
surprise was told that the body of the late President was being
brought to our laboratories and that I was to examine the Presi
dent and ascertain the cause of death

Mr CORNWELLApproximately what time of the day or night did
the autopsy begin

Dr HuMES Well the President's body as I recall arrived about
7:35 7:40 in the evening and after some preliminary examinations
about 8 or 8:15

Mr CORNWELLJust very briefly in what order or sequence did
you conduct the autopsy

Dr HuMES Well the first thing we did was make many photo
graphs which we knew would obviously be required for a wide
variety of purposes took basically whole body X-rays and then
proceeded with the examination of the two wounds that we very
shortly detected were present starting with the wound in the head
and proceeding to the wound in the back of the neck upper thorax

Mr CORNWELL Would it be accurate to state that the photo
graphs and the X-rays were taken not only to document the condi
tion of the body at the time you examined it but also to provide a
record of that event

Dr HuMES I think that's obvious yes sir
Mr CORNWELL About what time of the night was the autopsy

finally concluded
Dr HuMES Oh I would estimate around midnight
Mr CORNWELLYou I believe have been at the hearing today at

least part of the time and therefore are aware of the fact that the
committee has chosen and had work for them a panel of forensic
pathologists

Dr HuMES Yes indeed
Mr CORNWELLYou may have heard part of the testimony which

reflected that the panel reviewed your report of the autopsy and of
course as you know the panel also spoke with you on one prior
occasion
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With respect to the ultimate findings that this committee will of
course need to wrestle with there is apparently from the testimo
ny today one possible major area of disagreement and that is with
respect to the location of a bullet wound in the back of the Presi
dent's head or possibly depending upon the total body of the
evidence whether there was one or more than one bullet holes in
the back of the President's head That is principally what we wish
to discuss with you at this time

Let me ask you first your autopsy report reflected that there
was one and only one bullet wound to the back of the President's
head that it did enter in the rear exited the front Is that report
accurate on those three points to the best of your knowledge

Dr HuMES Absolutely
Mr CORNWELLI would like to show you what has been admitted

into evidence as JKF exhibit F-48 during these hearings a draw
ing of the back of the President's head

The committee has received evidence from Miss Ida Dox today
that that drawing is an accurate representation of photographs
taken during the autopsy and I believe the drawing represents
photographs from the autopsy numbered 15 16 42 and 43 but
apart from the testimony of Miss Dox have you had an opportuni
ty to compare that drawing with those photographs to determine if
its fairly and accurately duplicates the photographs

Dr HuMES Yes I have Mr Cornwell and I believe that it does
Mr CORNWELLThe particular photograph that this drawing rep

resents I take it would have been taken as part of the normal
procedure of the autopsy and for the same reasons that you previ
ously described all of the photographs were taken is that correct

Dr HuMES Correct to document the positioning and appearance
of the wounds

Mr CORNWELL In the process of examining that among the
other available documentary evidence in the case our panel of
forensic pathologists of course were not present during the autop
sy did not have access to the body and therefore you and your
colleague who were there are in a unique position to provide testi
mony as to the nature of the wounds to the President

In that connection as you recall the panel invited you and you
responded voluntarily in fact as I recall on very short notice you
responded to an invitation to come speak to them informally

They I guess we could say interviewed you as to your knowl
edge on the subject of the autopsy in the National Archives

In pertinent part the transcript which was made from the tape
recording of that interview at pages 12 to 13 reflects that you
reviewed not only that drawing but an X-ray of the President's
head and identified the small droplet in the lower portion of the
photograph as a wound of entry and that that was the only wound
of entry

Later in the transcript at pages 39 to 40 the following colloquy
occured Dr Petty of the panel said going back to the earlier
discussion "Can I go back to another interpretation which is very
important to this committee I don't really mean to belabor the
point but we need to be certain as certain as we can be and I am
showing you now photograph 15"—that of course was a photo
graph from which that drawing was made—"and here to put it in
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the record is the posterior hairline or margin of the hair of the late
President and there near the midline in just a centimeter or two
above the hairline is an area that you refer to as the in-shoot
wound

That in other words was a verbalization of the description of the
location of the small droplet near the bottom of the head

You replied Dr Humes "Yes sir.
Dr Petty then continued "Also on this same photograph is a

ruler and approximately 2 centimeters or so down the ruler and
just to the right of it is a second apparent area of defect and this
has been enlarged and is shown to you in an enlargement I guess
No 16 which shows you right opposite the 1 centimeter mark on
the ruler this defect or what appears to be a defect.

Thereafter skipping a small portion and going to the very next
page 40 you replied "I don't know what that is No 1 I can
assure you that as we reflected the scalp to get to this point there
was no defect corresponding to this in the skull at any point I
don't know what that is It could be to me clotted blood I don't I
just don't know what it is but it certainly was not any wound of
entrance.

Would it be accurate to state first Dr Humes that at the point
at which you made the statements we have just referred to you
were called rather unexpectedly from your normal occupation
came to Washington and with no preparation or no referral to
prior notes immediately prior to that were shown this and other
evidence and made the statements that I have just referred to

Dr HuMES That is correct and I comment that I was similarly
summoned on Tuesday of this week 48 hours ago for this appear
ance likewise with no attempt or no chance for preparation and no
idea of what questions were to be directed toward me

Mr CORNWELL And we apologize for the short notice in both
cases

Dr HuMES Fine I hope we can straighten that out
Mr CORNWELL I would like to ask you if you would agree to

various portions of what are reflected on this photograph First in
the original photograph there was shown as in the drawing a
ruler is that correct

Dr HuMES That's correct
Mr CORNWELLAnd in addition there were the hands which are

shown which appear to be holding the scalp so as to expose some
portion of the back of the head

Dr HuMES That's correct
Mr CORNWELLWould you also agree that in the original photo

graph the hair in the upper portion appears to be wet that in the
lower portion appears to be relatively dry

Dr HUMES I would indeed
Mr CORNWELL Would you also agree that the hair is spread

apart in the upper portion of the photograph exposing portions of
the scalp and that in the lower portion the hair is in a relatively
natural position

Dr HuMES I would
Mr CORNWELL And finally would you agree that the relative

center portion of the photograph has what you upon initially being
shown this photograph in the Archives by our panel could not
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identify that's what you said might be a clot or some other item
and that is relatively off-center in the overall photograph the part
you identified as being the wound of entry the locations are as I
described them

Dr HuMES Yes apparently
Mr CORNWELLNow I would like to ask you today if you have

had at least a greater opportunity to look at the photographs along
the lines that I have just indicated to you and if after doing so you
have a more well-considered or a different opinion or whether your
opinion is still the same as to where the point of entry is

Dr HuMES Yes I think that I do have a different opinion No 1
it was a casual kind of a discussion that we were having with the
panel members as I recall it No 2 and I think before we talk
about these photographs further if I might comment these photo
graphs were made on the evening of November 22 1963 I first saw
any of these photographs on November 1 1966 almost 3 years
after the photographs were made which was the first opportunity
that I had to see those photographs

At that point Drs Boswell Finck and I were asked to come to
the National Archives to categorize these photographs label them
identify them and we spent many hours going through that

It was not the easiest thing to accomplish I might say after 3
weeks short of 3 years But we identified them and I think in light
of the very extensive opportunity that various panels of very quali
fied forensic pathologists have had to go over them we did a
reasonably accurate job in cataloging these photographs

So I saw them on that occasion I saw them again on the 27th of
January of 1967 when we again went to the Archives and made
some summaries of our findings

I go back further to the original autopsy report which we ren
dered in the absence of any photographs of course We made
certain physical observations and measurements of these wounds I
state now those measurements we recorded then were accurate to
the best of our ability to discern what we had before our eyes

We described the wound of entrance in the posterior scalp as
being above and to the right of the external occipital protuberance
a bony knob on the back of the head you heard Dr Baden describe
to the committee members today And it is obvious to me as I sit
here how with this his markedly enlarged drawing of the photo
graph that the upper defect to which you pointed or the upper
object is clearly in the location of where we said approximately
where it was above the external occipital protuberance therefore
I believe that is the wound of entry It relative position to boney
structure underneath it is somewhat altered by the fact that there
were fractures of the skull under this and the President's head had
to be held in this position thus making some distortion of anatomic
structures to produce this picture

By the same token the object in the lower portion which I
apparently and I believe now erroneously previously identified
before the most recent panel is far below the external occipital
protuberance and would not fit with the original autopsy findings

Mr CORNWELL I would like to show you in addition to the
photograph or the drawing which is now on the easel what has
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previously been admitted as JFK exhibits F-52 and F-53 and also
what has previously been discussed as JFK exhibit F-302

I don't believe Mr Chairman that JFK exhibit F-302 was previ
ously admitted into evidence and if it was not I would ask that it
be admitted at this time

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into
evidence at this point

[The above-entitled document JFK exhibit F-302 follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-302

Mr CORNWELL First Dr Humes with respect to the X-rays
have you also today had an opportunity to look at those X-rays

Dr HuMES Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLI would ask you if you would mind stepping to

the easel and describing for us what your view or your opinion
would be as to the location of the entry wound on that X-ray

Dr HuMES OK
I believe particularly in this rather enhanced picture I might

say it is a pleasure to have such because I didn't have anything of
this kind formerly that this would be the point of entrance

Mr CORNWELLFor the record simply would you try to describe
the point that you just indicated

Dr HuMES Well in this approximate area would be about where
the external occipital protuberance would be the knob we can feel
in the back of our head This would be above it There is a great
enlargement here so it looks considerably further away than it
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would be on a standard size film or on the skull and I believe this
is above the external occipital protuberance

I think it also shows on the film that Dr Baden was showing
earlier I think it shows even better in the in the A.P view the
anterior-posterior view of the skull

Mr CORNWELLSo you in effect would agree with the testimony
of Dr Baden that the entry wound on the X-rays is at the point in
which there is simply from a novice point of view a dislocation or
a jutting out

Dr HuMES It is a fracture line that juts out from that
Mr CORNWELLThank you
Dr HuMES If I might add and more importantly I had the

opportunity which none of the gentlemen had to do to examine
the President's skull from the inside when the brain was removed
with great care There was one and only one wound of entrance

I think we are in a somewhat of a semantic discussion as to
where it was

Mr CORNWELLAnd would you agree that the fragments shown
in the upper portion of the skull would also be relatively consistent
with the same entry location on the skull

Dr HuMES Oh yes however this bullet was so disrupted those
fragments I think could virtually be any place

Mr CORNWELLAnd referring to JFK exhibit F-302-
Dr HuMES Which is
Mr CORNWELL The one on the very left the drawing of the

brain would you also agree that the dirsruption of the brain as
shown in that drawing is also in the upper portion and therefore
would also be roughly consistent with the same entry location

Dr HuMES Yes sir I do
Mr CORNWELL Dr Humes you have indicated that you of

course worked under the handicap which of course was caused by
conditions beyond your control during the autopsy and the writing
of the report of not having autopsy photographs to work with is
that correct

Dr HuMES Nor the X-rays by the time we were writing the
report

Mr CORNWELLNor the X-rays
Your initial autopsy report indicated that as you have just

stated the wound was indeed above I believe the report is worded
in terms of "slightly above, the external occipital protuberance

The testimony today indicates that the panel places that at
approximately 10 centimeters above that external occipital protu
berance Would that discrepancy be explainable

Dr HuMES Well I have a little trouble with that 10 centimeters
is a significant—4 inches

Mr CORNWELL I would like to simply ask you a few specific
questions in order to determine-

Dr HuMES I go back to the fact there was only one period
Mr CORNWELLTo determine whether we can understand how

such a discrepancy might have occurred The autopsy was complet
ed late at night is that correct

Dr HuMES That's correct
Mr CORNWELLAfter it was over what did you do next
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Dr HuMES We stayed to assist the morticians and their asso
ciates to prepare the President's body

Mr CORNWELLHow many hours did that take
Dr HuMES Until about 5 o'clock in the morning
Mr CORNWELLThen what did you do
Dr HuMES After the President's body was removed half an

hour or so later I went home
Mr CORNWELLDid you get any sleep
Dr HuMES Not too much I had to take one of my children to a

religious function that morning but then I returned and made
some phone calls and got hold of the people in Dallas which was
unavailable to us during the course of the examination as you
heard from Dr Baden and I couldn't agree more with the apparent
findings of his panel as to problems that we had had and hoped
they would never be repeated and spoke with Dr Perry and
learned of the wound in the front of the neck and things became a
lot more obvious to us as to what had occurred

Mr CORNWELL And you finally began to write the autopsy
report at what time

Dr HuMES It was decided that three people couldn't write the

report simultaneously so I assumed the responsibility for writing
the report which I began about 11 o'clock in the evening of Satur

day November 23 having wrestled with it for 4 or 5 6 hours in the
afternoon and worked on it until 3 or 4 o'clock in the morning of

Sunday the 24th
Mr CORNWELLDid you have any notes or records at that point

as to the exact location of the-
Dr HuMES I had the draft notes which we had prepared in the

autopsy room which I copied
Mr CORNWELL Was the distance between the wound and the

external occipital protuberance noted on those notes
Dr HuMES It was not noted in any greater detail than appears

in the final report
Mr CORNWELLSo the exact distance then above the external

occipital protuberance was not noted-
Dr HuMES Was not noted with the feeling of course that the

photographs and X-rays that we had made would of themselves
suffice to accurately locate this wound

Mr CORNWELLI only have one final question
First however the notes are no longer in existence is that

correct
Dr HuMES The original notes which were stained with the blood

of our late President I felt were inappropriate to retain to turn in
to anyone in that condition I felt that people with some peculiar
ideas about the value of that type of material they might fall into
their hands

I sat down and word for word copied what I had on fresh paper
Mr CORNWELLAnd then destroyed them
Dr HuMFS Destroyed the ones that were stained with the Presi

dent's blood
Mr CORNWELLThe final question is you were present through

out the entire embalming operation is that correct
Dr HuMES I was in the morgue from 7:30 in the evening until

5:30 in the morning I never left the room
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Mr CORNWELL During that period were there efforts made to
reconstruct the President's head

Dr HuMES Yes indeed
Mr CORNWELLWould it be accurate to state that those efforts

entailed handling of the head over a long period of time
Dr HuMES Very accurate
Mr CORNWELLDr Baden testified that exhibit 302 and the other

photographs which we have of the brain may not be entirely com
plete although they show nearly the entire circumference in all
directions but you would have become familiar during that period
of time with all of it I suppose exterior of the head in order to
reconstruct it is that correct

Dr HuMES That's correct
Mr CORNWELLAnd based upon that is there any question about

the fact that there were no other bullet holes entering the head
Dr HuMES I was absolutely convinced at that time that there

were no such I have had no reason to change my opinion in the
intervening 15 years

Mr CORNWELLI have no further questions Thank you
Chairman STOKESThank you counsel
Are there any members of the committee that would seek recog

nition
[No response.]
Chairman STOKES Dr Humes under the rules of our committee

any witness may have 5 minutes in which to explain or in any way
expand upon his testimony before our committee I extend to you
at this time such time as you so desire

Dr HuMES Thank you very much Mr Chairman
I certainly don't choose to avail myself of 5 minutes Having

heard most of what Dr Baden said and the findings of his commit
tee on forensic pathologists I think the committee was very well
advised to gather such a distinguished group I wish I had had the
availability of that many people and that much time to reach the
conclusions that I and my associates were forced to reach in ap
proximately 36 hours

I hope that the committee in its wisdom will make recommen
dations to appropriate authorities to preclude such a difficulty in
the future

I would say that our testimony—and my associates and I are
quite elated in fact that the findings to the best of my knowledge
the substantive findings of all the various panels that have exam
ined these materials in such great detail are in basic accordance
with what we originally ascertained to be the situation We are
pleased by that

Our testimony before the Warren Commission is quite lengthy
as I am sure some of the committee members are aware However
I feel it also was hampered by our inability No 1 to never have
seen after about midnight of that night the X-rays to never have
seen at any time until a year or two after the Warren Commission
the photographs which we made I think had we had those opportu
nities some of the confusion and difficulties which seem to have
arisen might not have arisen

I will be pleased to answer any other questions from you sir or
any other members of the committee
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Chairman STOKES Dr Humes we certainly want to say to you I
think all of us can understand the very trying circumstances and
conditions under which you were called into action after this very
tragic event and we are indeed appreciative of the testimony that
you have given here this afternoon and the other cooperation you
have shown with our panel

For that we at this time wish to thank you very much and you
are now excused

Dr HUMES Thank you Mr Chairman I appreciate the opportu
nity to be of help

Chairman STOKESThank you
The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
Our next witness the one dissenting member of the autopsy

panel Dr Cyril Wecht received an M.D degree from the Universi
ty of Pittsburgh School of Medicine in 1956 and an LL B from the
University of Maryland School of Law in 1962 and a J.D from the
University of Pittsburgh School of Law in 1962

Dr Wecht currently serves as coroner of Allegheny County Pa
He holds numerous editorial positions on the boards of medical and
legal publications and he has written on a wide variety of medical
and legal subjects and in particular the assassination of President
Kennedy

It would be appropriate at this time Mr Chairman to call Dr
Wecht

Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Dr Wecht
Will you please stand and raise your right hand to be sworn
You solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this com

mittee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth so
help you God

Dr WECHT I do

TESTIMONY OF DR CYRIL H WECHT CORONER ALLEGHENY
COUNTY PA

Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
The Chair recognizes staff counsel Donald A Purdy Jr
Mr PURDY Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Wecht did you request to testify today
Dr WECHT Yes I did
Mr PURDY Dr Wecht what are the major conclusions of the

forensic pathology panel with which you are in disagreement
Dr WECHT The major disagreement is the single-bullet theory

which I deem to be the very essence of the Warren Commission
report's conclusions and all the other corroborating panels and
groups since that time

It is the sine qua non of the Warren Commission report's conclu
sions vis-a-vis a sole assassin Without the single-bullet theory
there cannot be one assassin whether it is Oswald or anybody else

I am in disagreement with various other conclusions of the
panel I am most unhappy and have been extremely dismayed by
their failure to insist upon the performance of appropriate experi
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ments which I believe could have been undertaken with a reason
able degree of expenditure of time energy and money to once and
for all show whether a bullet 6.5-millimeter copper jacketed lead
core piece of military-type ammunition could indeed strike a rib
and a radius in a human being and emerge in the condition which
Commission exhibit 399 is today

I am extremely unhappy about the fact that a greater and more
intensive effort was not made to locate the missing pieces of very
important medical evidence in this case which I pointed out back
in the summer of 1972 Not that I was the first to learn of this but
amazingly nobody had made that public disclosure prior to that
time I have raised some questions concerning the head wound and
the possibility albeit remote of a second shot fired in synchronized
fashion from the right side or the lower right rear synchronized
with the head shot that struck the President in the back of the
head

And this is related to a few pieces a couple of pieces of evidence
and again emphasizes the necessity of having the brain to exam
ine These are the major areas

There are of course numerous facets of all of these disagree
ments that are related to the so-called single-bullet theory

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht is it your opinion that no bullet could
have caused all of the wounds to President Kennedy and Governor
Connally or that Commission exhibit 399 could not have caused all
of the wounds to both men

Dr WECHT Based upon the findings in this case it is my opinion
that no bullet could have caused all these wounds not only 399
but no other bullet that we know about or any fragment of any
bullet that we know about in this case

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht at this time I would ask you to examine
what has been entered into evidence as JFK exhibit No F-95
which is the bullet Warren Commission 399 I would also like to
ask that JFK exhibits F-102 A through D which are photographic
enlargements of this bullet be entered into evidence at this time

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this time

[The above-referred-to exhibits JFK F-102 A through D are
shown in JFK exhibit F-102 and follow:]

41-2530 79 22
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JFK EXHIBITF-102

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht what is the basis for your opinion that
Commission exhibit 399 could not have caused all of the wounds to
President Kennedy and Governor Connally

Dr WECHT It is a composite based upon several things The
timing of the Zapruder film which we know runs at 18.3 frames or
individual units of the film strip per second the evaluation of the
wounds in the President and Governor Connally the timing of the
test-firing in the hands of the most skilled marksman the Govern
ment could find in 1964 of this Mannlicher-Carcano weapon the
bolt action nonautomatic World War II Italian carbine a grossly
inferior weapon the very vivid testimony of Governor John Con
nally about which he has been completely consistent for the past
14 years concerning the fact that he was struck by a different
bullet the vertical and horizontal trajectories that must be attrib
uted to Commission exhibit 399 if the single-bullet theory is to be
substantiated

These are the various factors that relate to the single-bullet
theory

Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I would ask at this time that the item
marked "JFK exhibit No F-294 be entered into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The above-referred-to exhibit JFK exhibit F-294 follows:]
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CE399 CE572
CE853 CE856

JFK EXHIBITF-294

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht is it correct that you asked to use this
particular exhibit in your presentation today

Dr WECHT Yes I did I submitted slides These are blowups of
those slides

Mr PURDY Could you please explain why you feel this exhibit
supports your contention that Commission exhibit 399 could not
have caused all of the wounds to both men

Dr WECHT Do you wish me to walk over there Mr Purdy
Mr PURDY Yes if you care to Dr Wecht
Dr WECHT Commission exhibit 399 in the upper left photo is

demonstrated with a side view It shows the copper jacket to be
completely intact unscathed with no deformity mutilation or
markings This is another side view The small defect at the tip is
where a piece of metal was properly taken by the FBI for specto
graphic analysis

The photograph on the bottom right shows the nose the pene
trating portion of the missile which is completely unmarked and
without any scathing at all

The photograph on the lower left shows the base of the bullet
which is the only area of deformity what I would refer to as some
flattening with indentation of the metallic rim and focal extrusion
of the inner lead core That is the only deformity

Now I should like to move over to the next exhibit
Mr PURDY Excuse me Dr Wecht Let the record show that Dr

Wecht is referring to JFK exhibit F-294 now
Dr WECHT Thank you I do not see—I beg your pardon Yes I

am sorry F-294 The one which I was referring to a moment ago
was F-102 I forgot to look at the bottom
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This exhibit F-294 is a composite photo that I believe clearly
dramatically and most succinctly demonstrates the absurdity the
scientific untenability of the single bullet theory This is Commis
sion exhibit 399 I will not engage in semantical quibbling with my
friend and collegue Dr Baden whether you can be near pristine or
fully pristine It is a near pristine bullet again with the only
deformity being demonstrated at the base as we saw on F-102

Commission exhibit 572 represents two bullets of identical am
munition to 399 6.5 millimeter copper jacketed lead core military
type ammunition that were fired under the auspices of the Warren
Commission I believe at the Edgewood Arsenal sometime in 1964

These two bullets in Commission exhibit 572 were fired into
cotton wadding striking nothing coming to rest in that soft mate
rial

Please note that at the base of those two bullets one sees in my
opinion even more extrusion and deformity of the lead core than
one sees in 399 from the impact of the firing mechanism

Commission exhibit 853 represents a bullet that was fired
through the carcass of a goat that broke one rib of a goat a
smaller bone than that of a gentleman Governor Connally's size 6
feet 4 inches

I want to emphasize this because I realize that this learned body
has studied these but many people miss the fact that it is substan
tially different They think maybe it is a visual distortion The
reason that this bullet looks bigger is because it is flattened not
only is there significant extrusion at the base but this apparently
larger bullet is deformed due to its flattening a bullet that broke
one rib in a goat carcass And Commission exhibit 856 represents a
bullet that went through the wrist of a human cadaver breaking
the distal end of the radius

I would like to emphasize that these are not my selections They
are bullets that were selected by the Warren Commission I can
only assume that for their purposes since the single bullet theory
was their creation that they chose the bullets that they felt would
be best for their vested interest

I now come back to Commission exhibit 399 and I ask anybody
forensic pathologist ballistics expert criminal attorney investiga
tor to look at 399 which under the single bullet theory is alleged
to have broken both a rib and a radius and contrast it with the
bullet that was fired through the carcass of a goat breaking only a
rib or the bullet that was fired through the wrist of a human
cadaver breaking only a radius

This is the dramatic evidence that was produced developed
under the auspices of the Warren Commission and it is this kind
of evidence that I wanted to have reproduced by other experiments
I strongly disagree with the statement that has been made by my
colleague Dr Baden that perhaps it couldn't be done it might be
too much trouble and so on I don't know how much he emphasized
that today that was discussed in the past with members of the
staff and in our group—and what he did discuss today that this
could not be simulated

I take strong exception to this We are now in 1978 with techno
logical advancements and greater armamentarium They could be
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simulated in 1964 I have great wonderment as to what the prob
lem is 14 years later

Mr PURDY So Dr Wecht it is your opinion that were tests to
be conducted to simulate these wounds such tests could sufficiently
duplicate the wounds in question to have an accurate illustration

Dr WECHT Let me point out that these tests that I am referring
to have been performed in fact by a pathologist Professor John
Nichols University of Kansas School of Medicine a full-time aca
demician who shot them through ribs and wrists

I know Dr Nichols He is not an independently wealthy man He
was able to do this he was able to get the materials he was able to
set up the experiments and follow through

Why our panel of distinguished experts with all our expertise
and this staff representing a very prominent committee which in
turn represents the House of Representatives of the United States
Congress why such tests could not be performed is beyond me I
feel constrained to say that they were not performed because
people knew full well what the results would be

I also want to take strong exception with the statement that if
one were to shoot through bones that are not innervated and
vascularized as they are in living human beings one cannot be
sure that one is getting similar reactions Here we are not talking
about how the President's body would have reacted to the head
wound We are not talking about that We are talking only about
whether a bullet as several members of the House Committee have
questioned Dr Baden we are talking about what the condition of
the bullet would be if it went through these bones

There is no problem in setting up that experiment
Mr PURDY Dr Wecht is it your opinion then that not only is

the conclusion of the forensic pathology panel that Commission
exhibit 399 is consistent with the wounds incorrect you feel it is
demonstrably false is that correct

Dr WECHT It is absolutely false
Well I got involved back in 1965 with the American Academy of

Forensic Sciences For the past 12 or 13 years I have repeatedly
limited to the context of the forensic pathologist numerous times
implored beseeched urged in writing orally privately collective
ly my colleagues to come up with one bullet that has done this I
am not talking about 50 percent of the time plus one 5 percent or
1 percent just one bullet that have done this

I also heard reference today by Dr Baden that yes we have seen
such bullets not in the military setting but we have seen them in
civilian life I can only say to to you as a member of the panel at
no time did any of my colleagues ever bring in a bullet from a
documented case of the Commonwealth of such and such or the
State of such and such versus Jones or Smith and say here is a
bullet in a documented case there is the crime lab's report it
broke two bones in some human being and look at it its condition
it is pristine

I stand here today and I wonder where that bullet is Maybe it
will be presented by the next member of the majority who has
conveniently been sandwiched on the other side of me sometime
tomorrow
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Mr PURDY Dr Wecht what is the basis for your opinion that
the positions of President Kennedy and Governor Connally in the
limousine are inconsistent with the single bullet passing through
both men

Dr WECHT The physical-
Mr PURDY I think you might want to stay there we will get to

the exhibit in one second
Dr WECHT The physical relationship of the two men clearly

demonstrates the physical impossibility of the trajectory attributed
to Commission exhibit 399 specifically the horizontal and vertical
angles with which it would have had to have struck the President
and Governor Connally Absolutely impossible

Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I would ask at this time that exhibits
marked JFK exhibit Nos F-229 F-272 and F-244 be placed up on
the board and admitted into evidence

Chairman STOKESWithout objection they may be entered at this
point

[The above referred to JFK exhibits were entered previously.]
Mr PURDY Dr Wecht what point along the film do you feel

corresponds with the time when President Kennedy and Governor
Connally were supposed to have been hit according to the single
bullet theory

Dr WECHT Commission exhibit of—I am sorry—an exhibit of
this panel of this committee of 229 which is a blow-up of Za
pruder frame 193 demonstrates the President and Governor Con
nally just before they go in behind the Stemmons Freeway sign
Both gentlemen are turned to the right facing the crowd and their
right arms are extended in a wave of greeting or recognition This
exhibit F-272 is a blowup of Zapruder frame 222 and shows Gov
John Connally after emergence from behind the Stemmons Free
way sign and F-244 which is a blowup of Zapruder frame 225
shows the President and Gov John Connally

In my opinion Zapruder frame 193 clearly demonstrates that
neither gentlemen had been shot

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht based on F-229 what is the basis for your
opinion that neither man had been struck by a bullet in that
photograph

Dr WECHT There is absolutely no external physical manifesta
tion no reaction of any kind on their part of a voluntary or
involuntary nature which would even suggest they have been
struck by a missile

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht is it possible that either or both men have
been struck by a bullet but are not yet manifesting a reaction

Dr WECHT In my opinion without any question no
Mr PURDY referring to F-272 which corresponds with Zapruder

frame 222 is it your opinion that Governor Connally is indicating a
reaction to being struck in that photograph

Dr WECHT No absolutely not
Mr PURDY Referring to F-244 is there any indication on that

photograph that either or both men have been struck by a bullet
Dr WECHT Yes President John F Kennedy has definitely been

struck as seen on F-244 Zapruder frame 225.Gov John Connally
in my opinion has not been struck in that frame as of that frame
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Mr PURDY Referring again to F-244 what is the earliest prior
to that point that President Kennedy would have had to have been
struck

Dr WECHT I would say probably somewhere like—well I can't—I
would put it based upon the timing of the Zapruder film and
counting the frames I would put it back somewhere about a half a
second maybe even a little bit more somewhere along there I
cannot be precise

I do want to point out at this time if I may because there is
some confusion on this sometimes there has been deliberate mis
representation of the period of time during which the two gentle
men are behind the Stemmons Freeway sign That is a period of 0.9
seconds I emphasize that because we see in F-229 that indeed Gov
John Connally is sitting directly in front of the President We see
in F-244 that Gov John Connally is still seated directly in front of
the President

When we bring up the question of the trajectory that hopefully
we will get into later they say ah but we cannot know what
happened when they were behind the Stemmons Freeway sign I
just think it is important for the record to reflect upon the fact
that what presumably they are asking us to just speculate upon is
that in that 0.9 second interval the President bent down to tie his
shoelace or fix his sock he was then shot and then sat back up I
do not mean to be flip this is a very serious matter but I would
suggest that is a movement that the most skilled athlete knowing
what he is going to do could not perform in that period of time

That is very important to understand because we see their posi
tions before and immediately afterward I think it is pure poppy
cock it would be an insult to this committee for anybody to suggest
that we can't really determine trajectory because we don't know
what the physical relationship was between the two men when the
President was shot and when they say under the single bullet
theory John Connally had also been shot

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht what was the nature of the wound
through President Kennedy that indicates to you that he would
have reacted to being struck as quickly as you indicate

Dr WECHT He was struck in the back There are a variety of
nerves that innervate the skin the musculature blood vessels and
so on He as indeed Gov John Connally were both healthy adult
males in a very vibrant dynamic sensitive situation attuned very
much to their environment and there is no question in my mind
that the reaction would have occurred immediately in an infinites
imal moment

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht based on the photograph you have al
ready gone into the issue of trajectory and articulated to some
extent why you believe the President and the Governor were not
lined up in such a way that a bullet could have passed between
them

How certain are you that they could not have been lined up
behind the sign when they were out of the view of the camera

Dr WECHT I am absolutely certain for the reasons that I have
already given and as are demonstrated on these films There is
simply no way in the world that the kinds of changes of positions
of these two men required by the single bullet theory could have
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been accomplished There is no physiological way in which it could
have been performed there is no basis to speculate on why such a
movement would have occurred

Quite literally John Connally would have had to have moved a
foot or more to his left and then moved back and/or the President
would have had to have almost leaned out of the car and then to
have come back to his position And I am not being the least bit
facetious That is what would have had to have occurred in that
nine-tenths of a second interval if we are to assume that this bullet
went through the two men in the fashion attributed to it in the
single bullet theory

Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I would like to ask at this time that
the two items marked JFK exhibits F-320 and F-273 be entered
into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record

[JFK exhibit F-273 was entered previously.]
[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-320 follows:]
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Mr PURDY Ms Godfrey if we could keep those photographs up
also

Dr Wecht is it correct that you asked that these two diagrams
be used during this questioning

Dr WECHT Yes I did
Mr PURDY Dr Wecht excuse me
Dr WECHT I am sorry
Mr PURDY For the purposes of the formulation of these dia

grams how was it determined where the men were seated in the
car and the angle the bullet would have struck President Kennedy
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Dr WECHT The positions of the two men were formulated in
this schematic representation based upon my review of the Za
pruder film originally at Life magazine headquarters in 1966 at
the National Archives in 1972 and repeated under the auspices of
this forensic pathology panel last year and this year It is also
based upon my review of the Nix and Muchmore films my review
of the testimony and accounts of numerous people involved includ
ing Governor and Mrs Connally Mrs Kennedy and other eye
witnesses All of these things together plus the discusion that we
have just been through would indicate to me that this is a fair and
most reasonably accurate representation of the positions of the
Kennedys the Connallys and the two Secret Service agents Greer
and Kellerman who were sitting in the front seat

Mr PURDY What is it about the normal paths of bullets which
leads you to the conclusion that these diagrams illustrating the
photographs permit you to conclude that the bullet did not pass
through both men

Dr WECHT The inescapable fact that unless a bullet especially
one fired from a high speed weapon reasonably high speed ap
proximately 2,000 feet per second muzzle velocity—unless it strikes
something of firm substance such as bone or something else that
that bullet will travel in a straight line

Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I would ask at this time that the item
marked JFK exhibit F-245 which is a blowup of frame 230 of the
Zapruder film be entered into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-245 was entered previ
ously.]

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht in your opinion could Governor Connally
have incurred the damage to his wrist which is described in the
medical reports and still be holding the hat as shown in this
photograph

Dr WECHT No absolutely not In F-245 which is a blowup of
Zapruder frame 230 we are told under the single bullet theory that
Gov John Connally for a period of approximately one and a half
seconds has already been shot through the right chest with the
right lung pierced and collapsed through the right wrist with the
distal end of the radius comminuted and the radial nerve partially
severed

I heard some vague reference to a nerve in the prior testimony
but I didn't hear the followthrough discussion that I was waiting
for about nerve damage There was nerve damage yes to the
radial nerve And the thumb which holds this large Texas white
Stetson that is required for it to be in apposition with the index or
index and middle fingers to hold that hat is innervated by the
radial nerve Note in F-245 that the hat is still being held and
Governor Connally is not reacting

This is again a very alert individual under a very special cir
cumstance and I do not believe or accept for one moment the story
that we must accept under the single bullet theory that this gentle
men at this point one and a half seconds previously has already
been shot through his chest through his wrist and into his left
thigh
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Mr PURDY Dr Wecht is it your opinion based on this exhibit
JFK exhibit F-245 that Governor Connally is not yet injured in
any way

Dr WECHT Yes that is my opinion
Mr PURDY Dr Wecht Is it possible that he had been injured

prior to this frame but has not yet manifested a reaction
Dr WECHT No I do not believe so not given the nature and

extents of his wounds the multiplicity and the areas damaged I do
not believe that

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht given the nature of his wounds how
much prior to the time that he manifests a reaction is the earliest
he could have been struck

Dr WECHT Well a fraction of a second again an infinitesimal
moment It is possible that a fraction of a second earlier he could
have been shot although I do not believe that

Please keep in mind that now we must correlate that with the
Governor's own version and remembering that this bullet was
traveling 2,000 feet per second muzzle velocity much faster than
the speed of sound

Please keep in mind that it does not seem at all likely I doubt
that it is possible that he had already been struck

Mr PURDY Mr Chairman I would ask at this time that items
marked JFK exhibits F-246 and F-247 which correspond with
Zapruder frame numbers 236 and 237 be entered into the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record

[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-246 and F-247 were en
tered previously.]

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht from your examination of these photo
graphs do you conclude that Governor Connally has been struck

Dr WECHT Yes I believe F-246 which is a blowup of Zapruder
frame 237 demonstrates that Gov John Connally has now been
struck

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht what is it about his movements that leads
you to the conclusion that he has been struck

Dr WECHT The body is turning the cheeks are puffing out
there is a noticable grimace on his face in contrast for instance to
F-245 Z-frame 230 and there seems to be some dishevelment of his
hair These features can be seen very dramatically also one frame
later F-247 or Zapruder frame 238 which I remind you is one
eighteenth of a second interval away and you can see the hair
movement the twisting of the body There is no question in my
mind that the Governor has now been hit

Chairman STOKES Would counsel suspend for a moment There
is a live quorum on with a vote immediately following and at this
time the committee will recess for 15 minutes

[A short recess was taken.]
Chairman STOKES The committee will come back to order
The Chair recognizes staff counsel Purdy
Mr PURDY Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Wecht referring again to the JFK exhibits F-229 F-272 and

F-244 which are the frames immediately before and the frames
after the sign you discussed the fact that the men did not line up
in a horizontal trajectory
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Dr WECHT Yes The panel to the best of my recollection was in
unanimous agreement that there was a slight upward trajectory of
the bullet through President John F Kennedy that is to say that
the bullet wound of entrance on the President's back lined up with
the bullet wound of exit in the front of the President's neck
drawing a straight line showed that vertically the bullet had
moved slightly upward slightly but upward

That is extremely important for two reasons One under the
single bullet theory—with Oswald as the sole assassin or anybody
else in the sixth floor window southeast corner of the Texas
School Book Depository Building you have the bullet coming down
at a downward angle of around 20-25 degrees something like that
maybe a little bit less It had originally been postulated I think by
the autopsy team and the initial investigators at considerably
more How in the world can a bullet be fired from the sixth floor
window strike the President in the back and yet have a slightly
upward direction

There was nothing there to cause it to change its course And
then with the slightly upward direction outside the President's
neck that bullet then embarked upon a rollercoaster ride with a
major dip because it then proceeded under the single bullet
theory through Gov John Connally at a 25 degree angle of decli
nation

To my knowledge there has never been any disagreement among
the proponents and defenders of the Warren Commission report or
the critics about the angle of declination in John Connally—maybe
a degree or two We have that bullet going through the Governor
at about 25 degrees downward How does a bullet that is moving
slightly upward in the President proceed then to move downward
25 degrees in John Connally This is what I cannot understand

My colleagues on the panel are aware of this We discussed it
and what we keep coming back to is "well don't know how the
two men were seated in relationship to each other. I don't care
what happened behind the Stemmons freeway sign there is no way
in the world that they can put that together and likewise on the
horizontal plane the bullet please keep in mind entered in the
President's right back I agree exited in the anterior midline of the
President's neck I agree and was moving thence by definition by
known facts on a straight line from entrance to exit from right to
left

And so with that bullet moving in a leftward fashion it then
somehow made an acute angular turn came back almost two feet
stopped made a second turn and slammed into Gov John Connal
ly behind the right armpit referred to medically as the right
posterior axillary area

The vertical and horizontal trajectory of this bullet 399 under
the single bullet theory is absolutely unfathomable indefensible
and incredible

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht I would like you to examine JFK exhibit
F-84 which has already been entered into the record which is an
X-ray of Governor Connally's chest—excuse me—of his wrist and
Dr Wecht could you tell us whether you believe that Commission
exhibit 399 could have caused the injuries to the wrist of Governor
Connally
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Dr WECHT No I do not I would like to emphasize that this is
what is referred to medically as a comminuted fracture I have
been negatively impressed by repeated efforts on the part of my
fellow panelists and others to deminimize the nature of the sever
ity of this fracture They imply it was merely slight linear nondis
placed fracture

It was a comminuted fracture with substantial displacement—
and comminuted means fragmented

Also again despite the testimony of my colleague my predeces
sor here today I must take strong exception He has indicated that
the radius apparently is just not that big a bone As this distin
gushed committee and members of the staff saw yesterday Gover
nor Connally I think is about six foot four I dont's know his exact
weight 200 pounds approximately He is a big man That is the
distal end of the radius where you can see the bone beings to fan
out It indeed is a heavy bone To suggest that it is no thicker than
a phalanx a finger bone in a 10-year-old child is not fair It is not
an accurate representation

I say that a bullet that struck the distal radius the region above
the eight small wrist bones—it is one of the two large bones coming
down from the elbow to the wrist—that a bullet that struck and
caused that damage and which had previously damaged and de
stroyed pulverized 5 inches of the right fifth rib could not have
emerged in the near pristine condition of Commission exhibit 399

In that relationship I also want to point out that I heard testimo
ny here today as I heard discussed previously by our panel that we
don't really know if the right fifth rib was damaged if so and how
much and whether it was struck directly or perhaps the fracture
might have been caused by implosion or whatever I don't know
where this speculation comes from I know indeed what the operat
ing surgeon on Friday November 22 1963 at Parkland Hospital
said about what he found when he explored Gov John Connally's
chest He found 5 inches of that bone literally pulverized

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht is it your opinion that Commission exhib
it 399 could not have caused the wounds other than the wrist
wound of Governor Connally

I take it from what you have just stated about the damage to the
rib that you do not believe that Commission exhibit 399 could have
caused the damage to Governor Connally's rib is that correct

Dr WECHT Let me make sure I understand your question Mr
Purdy are you asking me could Commission exhibit 399 have
caused the damage to the rib alone if one were to assume that it
struck no other bone

Mr PURDY Correct
Dr WECHT That is a possibility that I would accept that I

cannot rule out-
Mr PURDY Dr Wecht-
Dr WECHT[continuing] If it struck the rib alone
Mr PURDY Is it possible that Commission exhibit 399 could have

caused all of the wounds of Governor Connally other than the
wrist wound

Dr WECwr Only the rib and then a fragment or a portion of a
bullet into the left thigh yes that is another possibility that I
cannot exclude
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Mr PURDY Do you want to be seated again
Dr WECHT Yes sir
Mr PURDY Dr Wecht earlier today Dr Baden testified on

behalf of the forensic pathology panel that the wound in Governor
Connally's back was such that the majority of the panel concluded
that the bullet which struck him had struck something else first
Do you agree with that interpretation

Dr WECHT No I do not feel that there is any such definitive
evidence although it is a possibility that the bullet might have
struck a small branch or some leaves coming in I cannot rule that
out but I think that the fact that the scar on Gov John Connally's
back is in a horizontal plane is more consistent with the shot
having been fired from the right side the right rear entering with
some degree of a tangential nature

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht you stated earlier that you have a dis
agreement with the certainty of the forensic pathology panel's
conclusion that the President was struck in the head with only one
bullet If the President was struck by a second bullet in the head
how close in time to the first bullet do you think the other came

Dr WECHT If the President had been struck in the head with a
second bullet then it would have been fired in synchronized fash
ion simultaneous with the shot that did strike him in the rear of
the head as has been presented here today

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht what evidence is there which supports
the possibility that there was a shot from the side or from the
lower right rear

Dr WECHT Very meager and the possibility based upon the
existing evidence is extremely remote There is a small piece of
some material that is present at the base of the external scalp just
above the hairline which has never been commented on before
except by me following the 1972 investigation of the material at
the Archives and later commented upon by this forensic pathology
panel

There is a total deformation of the right side of the cranial vault
with extensive fractures of the calvarium the top portion of the
skull and extensive scalp lacerations and loss of soft tissue so that
we cannot exactly know where the exit wound was It is therefore
possible that that extensive deformity of the scalp underlying
galea underlying bone calvarium could also be the locus of the
second shot of some kind of frangible ammunition which would not
have penetrated deeply or at all through the calvarium

I want to emphasize that this is remote but I have pointed this
out because it is a possibility The question of the President's
movement after he was struck in the head makes us direct our
attention toward such a possibility and of course the absence of
the brain and the failure of the original pathologists to have con
ducted studies that are routine perfunctory in any kind of an
autopsy where the brain has been fixed in formalin to serially
section the brain 10 to 14 days later and the absence of the brain
and the inability or the failure of the staff to obtain that medical
evidence all of these things I believe make it important to just
raise that possibility remote as it may be that a second shot might
have struck the President in the head in synchronized or simulta
neous fashion
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Mr PURDY Dr Wecht to what extent would having access to the
brain itself enable a final determination as to whether or not the
remote possibility of a shot from the side is supported or refuted by
the evidence

Dr WECHT Well examination of the brain would help a great
deal Of course if the bullet had not penetrated through the calvar
ium then there would be no evidence of a second bullet track in the
soft brain tissue

If it had penetrated partly or even a fragment or two then
certainly at that time and even today if the brain had been
properly preserved and fixed and the formalin solution changed
every so often one would be able I believe to tell whether there is
only one bullet track that is from the right upper occipital region
down to the lower right temporal parietal area The brain would be
extremely important to help us determine whether more than one
missile had penetrated or a fragment of a second missile might
have penetrated the brain along with the one that we do know
definitely penetrated I am in agreement with the description that
was presented today regarding the shot through the head

Mr PURDY Dr Wecht does the present state of available evi
dence permit the conclusion that to a reasonable degree of medical
certainty there was not a shot from the side which struck the
President

Dr WECHT Yes with reasonable medical certainty I would have
to say that the evidence is not there I have already said it is a
remote possibility and I certainly cannot equate that with reason
able medical certainty

Mr PuRDY Thank you
Mr Chairman I have no further questions
Chairman STOKESAt this time the committee will operate under

the 5-minute rule I withdraw that The Chair will recognize Coun
sel Gary Cornwell

Mr CORNWELLDr Wecht first so that we might understand the
reasons for the disagreement as to principally the single bullet
theory between you and the rest of the medical panel let me ask
you whether you have had access to any data or information that
the rest of the medical panel members have not had access to

Dr WECHT The only thing that I am personally knowledgeable
of was the frame-by-frame study in blown up fashion of what I was
informed then was the primary copy of the Zapruder film on huge
lighted tables at Life magazine headquarters in 1966 Aside from
that I do not know of anything that I have seen that they have not
seen

Mr CORNWELL And would you feel that your expertise in the
field of forensic pathology differs in a substantial way from the
expertise of the other panel members in that field

Dr WECHT Insofar as professional scientific expertise related to
formal training in forensic pathology and practice in the field of
forensic pathology in a medical-legal investigative facility are con
cerned I would say that I am not aware of any major or substan
tial difference

Mr CORNWELLThen would it be fair to state that the difference
of opinion between you and the other panel members as again to
principally the single bullet theory is based strictly or derived
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strictly from a difference of opinion based on the same evidence
from persons of similar backgrounds and training

Dr WECHT Yes clearly Mr Cornwell it is a difference of opin
ion However I would like to supplement that answer by saying
that I believe this is not in the realm of interpretive or speculative
or conjectural opinion but is related to things which I truly believe
do not even require the expertise of a forensic pathologist to see
and interpret

Mr CORNWELLJust so we understand for sure what your testi
mony is as to the possibility of a head shot on the right you have
called it a remote possibility-

Dr WECHT Remote possibility
Mr CORNWELLIn a court of law what would be the normal role

of opinions to only that degree of certainty
Dr WECHT You are more of an expert than I Mr Cornwell

however I won't take the easy way out an evade your question in
that fashion I am sure that every judge I have been involved with
would not permit such testimony to go in

But of course there are other differences too As you know
they work the other way involving the fact that this is not a court
of law

Mr CORNWELL So just again to understand that part of your
testimony would it be fairly accurate to state that what you have
suggested basically is that this is not a normal case and that
therefore it is sort of because it was the President who was killed
that we would like to know as much as absolutely possible and if
we had had more data such as the brain we might even have been
able to do away with all speculation on the subject is that correct

Dr WECHT I am not sure if I completely follow you Let me say
and please stop me if I am not being responsive that had I been
involved in the original investigation then I certainly would have
done those things that I have talked about—the examination of the
brain in its formal in fixed state approximately 2 weeks afterward
which incidentally they started to do on December 6 1963 but
which they then aborted The last sentence of that supplemental
report is something like "No sagittal sections of the brain are
made in order to preserve the specimen. Quote unquote Were
this case brought to me in consultation as a medical-legal expert
not involving the President but just somebody who was able to
retain an independent forensic pathologist I indeed would raise the
same points to the attorney whichever side the district attorney or
the defense attorney and ask them to look into it

You see what I would be permitted to testify to subsequently at
a trial would be one thing but I would raise these things investiga
tively in advance of the trial It would make no difference were it
the President you me Mr Jones or Mr Smith

Mr CORNWELL Directing your attention next to the single
bullet theory as I understand your testimony it is not that one
bullet of the Mannlicher-Carcano type would not have been power
ful enough to go through the neck the chest the wrists and imbed
itself in the thigh is that correct as a matter of mere power

Dr WECHT Yes I believe that it is possible for that kind of
ammunition to go through those several portions of human body
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Mr CORNWELLAnd if the single-bullet theory is not correct how
many bullets in your view did strike the two occupants of the car

Dr WECHT Of course then—let me answer that I believe that
the President was struck definitely twice one bullet entering in
the back and one bullet entering in the back of the head I believe
that Gov John Connally was struck by a bullet and I believe that
another bullet completely missed the car I think that there were
four shots most probably fired I eagerly await with extreme antici
pation the results of the consulting firm that I understand your
committee has retained in Boston Bolt Beranek & Newman con
cerning their interpretative studies of the motorcycle policeman's
tape from that day as to whether or not they have definitely found
evidence of four shots having been fired

But I think your question was how many bullets struck the
occupants and I think that there is definite evidence for three
There is a possibility of more but I can't really introduce evidence
that would corroborate that more than three

Mr CORNWELLIf I could direct your attention again to I believe
it was JFK exhibit F-294 which showed deformations on various
bullets and simultaneously I would like to ask if we could show
the witness 399 the actual bullet

Have you had a chance to look at the exhibit
Dr WECHT Yes sir
Mr CORNWELLThe question I would like to direct your attention

to is under what circumstances does deformation of a bullet occur
Dr WECHT I feel that when a bullet strikes a dense object such

as a distal end of a radius in an adult male like John Connally
that there would be deformation of a measurable degree

Mr CORNWELL Then using the example of the wrist you just
used would it be accurate to state that such a bullet perhaps could
have gone through the neck without experiencing substantial de
formation if it went through the neck of the President alone

In other words that's not where you would expect substantial
deformation

Dr WECHT Yes that's correct There would not have been defor
mation of a substantial degree As a matter of fact based upon the
description which we have by documented record and testimony of
the physicians who examined the President at Parkland Hospital
emergency room the small even-edged round symetrical wound
that they thought at that time mistakenly was an entrance
wound I would say that the bullet was not deformed it was not
wobbling or tumbling and it had not straightened out from a
wobbling course only to start wobbling again

Mr CORNWELL Let's again use the hypothetical of just going
through the Governor's chest Could it have gone through the chest
alone nothing else and suffered no more deformation in your
opinion than 399

Dr WECHT You mean after emerging from the President's neck
Mr CORNWELL Either way or both if the hypothetical varies

tell me both ways
Dr WECHT I do not believe it could have gone through Governor

Connally's chest because the horizontal and vertical trajectories
would not have permitted the course of that bullet

41-2530 79 23
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Mr CORNWELL I am not talking about trajectories I am just
talking about if a bullet went through the chest alone

Dr WECHT In a hypothetical situation
Mr CORNWELLYes sir
Dr WECHT Doing what we believe the bullet did in President

Kennedy's upper chest and neck area and then doing what we
know the bullet to have done in Gov John Connally's chest is that
your question

Mr CORNWELLLet's assume the trajectory is lined up for pur
poses of discussion

Dr WECHT The answer is it gets back to what Mr Purdy asked
me The answer is I think it would be possible for a bullet to have
emerged with a relatively minimal degree of deformity having gone
through those two parts of the human anatomy of two human
beings

Mr CORNWELLAll right Then let's skip the wrist for a moment
Could it also have embedded itself to the degree that it did in
Governor Connally's thigh or that some bullet apparently did and
suffered no great deformity in that process

Dr WECHT Yes that would be possible
Mr CORNWELLSo it is the wrist that is primarily the problem
Dr WECHT Well when you put the wrist on top it is a cumula

tive thing yes because the rib cannot be totally ignored in a
cumulative sense with the wrist It is rib and wrist together Rib
alone I recognize the possibility of a bullet doing that damage and
emerging in this condition

Mr CORNWELLLet me then rephrase it it is the wrist which is
primarily the problem that's the one that you would expect the
greatest deformation to occur in

Dr WECHT Yes especially with rib and wrist Wrist alone as I
have already said I believe would have produced more deformation
than we see here had those injuries been noted that we demnstrat
ed on a blow-up of Gov John Connally's wrist X-ray a moment ago

I just want to say that the rib then followed by the wrist would
place greater physical stress on the bullet than wrist alone

Mr CORNWELL Even though the two of them were probably
separated by some air between the two is that correct

Dr WECHT Yes it is an additive effect
Mr CORNWELLIt then simply boils down to as I understand it

the proposition that 399 could not have gone through the wrist and
remained in that good of condition

Dr WECHT I don't know what you mean by "simply because I
am also including—if you are limiting it to that the answer is yes
but my criticism of the single-bullet theory includes much more
than just deformation

Mr CORNWELLMay I ask the clerk to hand me the exhibit 399
the one the witness has It's apparently our exhibit 95 is that
correct

What I would like to do now is discuss with you the implications
if any of velocity on these hypotheticals we have just been discuss
ing The markings on the bullet of course are of critical impor
tance is that correct

Dr WECHT Yes
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Mr CORNWELL They have been observed by you very carefully
on prior occasions and on this occasion

Dr WECHT Are you referring to the piece taken for spectro
graphic analysis and the deformation at the base

Mr CORNWELLThe bullet
Dr WECHT Yes
Mr CORNWELL If I were to hold the bullet up above the table

and tell you I was going to drop it would it worry you that we
might destroy some of the evidence by covering over some of the
markings on the end of the bullet

Dr WECHT No unless one were talking about the possibility of
doing some very refined ballistics studies

Mr CORNWELLNothing observable
Dr WECHT No I do not believe with the naked eye-
[At this point counsel dropped bullet.]
Mr CORNWELLNo damage will occur
Dr WECHT No
Mr CORNWELLWhat would you estimate the velocity of that to

have been
Dr WECHT A free-falling object if I remember my high school

physics is about 32 feet per second is that right gravity
Mr CORNWELLI am not an expert I don't know
Dr WECHT I am a little bit removed from my physics but I

think that rings a bell 32 feet per second
Mr CORNWELL Would it be accurate to state that at least in

relation to the velocity of a Mannlicher-Carcano with the muzzle
that was virtualy zero velocity that we just observed

Dr WECHT Yes in relationship to 2,000 feet per second just a
fraction thereof

Mr CORNWELLNow if we were to increase that by dropping it
higher and higher or using some other method such as perhaps
embedding it in a piece of wood and hitting it at what velocity
would that bullet begin to deform if the thing it struck was a bone
of the nature of the Governor's wrist

Dr WECHT I cannot be certain about what the minimal velocity
would be that would be required And I would like to suggest that
this question and many others like it which might be extremely
relevant this question could have been easily answered Mr Corn
well by simply shooting 6.5 millimeter ammunition through an
other Mannlicher-Carcano weapon instead of engaging in cross
examination of me although I realize you are free to do that but
this is the kind of study sir with all due respect that could have
been performed and if it has been performed I as a member of
the panel have not been made aware of it

Mr CORNWELL Would you know whether or not it would be
possible to calculate the velocity at which the bullet would begin to
deform upon striking a bone such as that

Dr WECHT One could probably work out some experiments that
would permit some reasonable conclusions in that regard I would
have to confer with experts in physics experts in ballistics before
expressing a definitive opinion that would get certainly beyond my
limited realm relatively speaking of forensic pathology

Mr CORNWELL Would it also be possible to determine at what
velocity a bullet like that would shatter bone
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Dr WECHT Again I believe offhand that such an experiment
could probably be worked out within a reasonable range

Mr CORNWELLLet's suppose we determined those two matters
the point at which this bullet hitting straight on and then perhaps
it was going sideways began to deform upon hitting bone the
velocities there and we also determined the velocity at which bone
shatters and let's just suppose hypothetically those two were not
the same and that the bullet deformed at a higher velocity than
bone shattered would there not then be a gap between the two at
which the bullet could go through bone shatter it and suffer no
deformation

Dr WECHT I can't answer such a hypothetical—It really involves
too much speculation I really can't respond to that intelligently

Mr CORNWELLLet's see what you could provide us as an insight
on this problem Let me ask you would you at least know from
your experience that it is a relevant factor how fast the bullet is
going when it strikes bones in order to determine the amount of
deformation that would occur if any

Dr WECHT To some degree it is a relevant factor with regard to
the extent and severity of such deformation

Mr CORNWELL Now then returning to the JFK exhibit F-294
you didn't tell us I believe when you explained the deformations
there how fast those bullets were going Would you mind doing
that

Dr WECHT To my knowledge those bullets were fired from
another identical weapon a Mannlicher-Carcano the ammunition
was identical to Commission exhibit 399 To my knowledge the test
which was set up by the Warren Commission fired that directly
through a goat carcass so that the velocity was roughly equivalent
to the muzzle velocity and similarly with the wrist of the human
cadaver

Mr CORNWELLDo you have any information as to how fast the
bullet was traveling whatever bullet it was when it hit Governor
Connally in the wrist

Dr WECHT No there are estimates My recollection is that it has
been estimated that when it struck his chest it was probably down
to about maybe 1,800 feet per second or thereabout and the wrist
maybe as little as 1,200 to 1,500 something like that but that's a
vague recollection

Mr CORNWELL What are those estimates based upon What
assumptions would necessarily underlie it

Dr WECHT I think that they were based upon some studies that
people involved in this field had performed

Mr CORNWELLWhat I meant was are they based on assump
tions that the bullet hit nothing first and that it was going through
the air from its muzzle and the muzzle was located no more or less
than certain distances from the Governor things like that

Dr WECHT No the estimate of the velocity in the Governor's
chest was of course predicated upon their belief that the bullet
had already gone through President Kennedy's back and out his
neck and their estimate of the velocity through the Governor's
right wrist was based upon their speculation that that bullet had
gone through the Governor's chest and President Kennedy's back
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Mr CORNWELL SO a comparison of 399 then with that chart
might not necessarily be valid if 399 struck bones at one velocity
and the bullets on the chart struck the bones at a different veloc
ity

Dr WECHT No I would not accept that statement not in toto
With regard to Commission exhibit 572 the two bullets fired in the
cotton wadding that muzzle velocity was exactly the same as 399
initially and 853 through the carcass of a goat that would have
been reduced it is estimated about one-tenth 10 percent of the
original velocity not terribly substantial

Exhibit 856 again under the premises of the single bullet
theory would have been down to anywhere from three-fifths 60
percent to 75 percent of the original velocity These are all things
that would have to be worked out experimentally and I very much
wish had been previously

Mr CORNWELLThen just one final question If we don't know at
what precise velocity the bullet struck the wrist what effect if
any would it make on the single bullet theory if we could show
that 399 did hit the wrist

Dr WECHT There is no problem you see Mr Cornwell in set
ting up an experiment which would permit all three possibilities to
be considered One could set it up to have it fired

Mr CORNWELL I don't think you understood the question Let
me ask it one more time

If we could show even though we don't know the precise velocity
at which the bullet hit the Governor's wrist if we could show that
399 did hit that wrist what if any impact would that make upon
your analysis of the lack of validity of the single bullet theory

Dr WECHT If you were to shoot that ammunition through the
wrist of the human cadaver then you would know what damage it
would produce traveling at 2,000 feet per second If you were to set
up a goat carcass or even a human chest and then the wrist you
would see and be able to measure that velocity and obtain that
batch of the ammunition and if you wanted to have something
representing the President's chest and neck you could do it with a
gelatin block So you could do all these things

Mr CORNWELL I understand I am sorry I am having trouble
phrasing my question Let me try it a different way You wrote an
article at one point in Modern Medicine October 28 1974 in which
you discussed some of the examinations that the FBI had attempt
ed spectrographic analysis and that sort of thing at which point
after discussing the inconclusiveness of the FBI's examinations
you stated

If it had been found that the compositionof the lead in the fragment recovered
from GovernorConnally'swrist woundwas indistinguishablefrom the composition
of the lead in the nearly wholebullet found at Parkland Hospital that fact alone
wouldlend strong support to the singlebullet theory

Do you still have that view
Dr WECHT To some extent that would be true but in light of

my new knowledge about the trajectory particularly the vertical
trajectory with the upward course through the body then that
statement would be much less definitive much less positive than it
was as expressed by me in that article a few years ago
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Mr CORNWELLSo in other words if there were such evidence it
would make a substantial impact upon your analysis of the improb
ability of a single bullet theory except that of course there is still
the question of the positions of bodies in the car is that accurate

Dr WECHT Extensive detailed complete neutron activation
analyses of all the bullets and all the fragments including those
which had not been removed including the one which was in
Governor Connally's left thigh including the one which I under
stand according to sworn affidavits was removed from the Gover
nor's chest given to a nurse who gave it to a policeman who gave
it to an FBI agent if all those things were done Mr Cornwell
then I would be prepared to discuss the impact of the NAA find
ings on the single bullet theory

In the absence of all NAA tests I am not prepared to accept a
piecemeal presentation of a few tests that some people in some
Government agencies felt could be done and others which would
not necessarily have to be performed

Mr CORNWELLI have no further questions Thank you
Chairman STOKES The committee at this time will operate

under the 5-minute rule starting with the Chair
Dr Wecht you were one of a panel of nine eminently qualified

forensic pathologists is that correct
Dr WECHT Yes sir I thank you for the characterization I was

one of nine yes sir
Chairman STOKES And you do not quarrel with my categoriza

tion of them the other eight as being eminently qualified do you
Dr WECHT No
Chairman STOKESNow with all of you being men of a profession

in which you are certainly jealous of your reputation in the field is
there any reason why these other eight men would take the posi
tion they have taken based upon anything other than medical
certification

Dr WECHT Mr Chairman you would have to ask them that
question I do not mean to be either evasive and certainly not
disrespectful but it would be presumptuous of me to speculate on
that

There are some things involving some present and former profes
sional relationships and things between some of them and some
people who have served on previous panels In fact two of the
members of this panel have been previously involved One under
the auspices of CBS with the Government's implied permission and
delight if not expressed sponsorship and another one with the
Rockefeller Commission

There are things of this nature but you would have to ask them
about whatever particular motivations or thoughts they may have
I can only do my very best sir to present to you the evidence as I
have interpreted it and give you my conclusions and opinions
therefrom

Chairman STOKES Perhaps you can help me in this respect
Assuming I am the average American citizen who has been sitting
out here today and listening to these hearings and viewing it on
television as they are across the country and when they hear the
testimony as it has been reflected through Dr Baden of the eight
other forensic pathologists as related to your testimony tell me
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what should the average American believe in terms of the medical
evidence that has been presented here today Should they believe
them or should they believe you

Dr WECHT Well I would give anything within reason to be able
to find out what people who have been able to take the afternoon
off and observe these hearings believe I know that as of 1975 in a
national poll conducted by CBS certainly an agency which has not
been particularly sympathetic to the critics of this business about
85 percent of the American public was found to disagree to reject
one or more major conclusions of the Warren Commission report

I am also mindful of the fact that in numerous other national
surveys conducted by top pollsters in the past 12 15 years more
than 50 percent of the American public has always expressed nega
tive feelings concerning the Warren Commission report

As I am aware of your distinguished professional reputation
prior to becoming a Member of Congress as a trial attorney the
idea the reality of forensic scientists disagreeing in a court of law
is of course nothing that is foreign to you

I have witnessed it and participated in it many times The nu
merical superiority that my eight colleagues have over me is some
thing that I cannot reflect upon It is in your hands I have been in
that position I can only hope—you will excuse the possible seem
ing lack of modesty—that just maybe and the number fits anyway
with nine people that just maybe this might be analogous to a
Supreme Court Justice who sometime in the past expressed a dis
sent which in 10 20 or 30 years became the law of the land

I can only hope sir that might be the case here today
Chairman STOKES I have some other questions but my time has

expired
The gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman I have no questions I

would just say to Dr Wecht I think you would probably agree that
reasonable men of credibility on the same set of facts can reach
different conclusions without questioning the motives of the others
isn't that true

Dr WECHT Yes sir I do when there are reasonable differences
of facts based upon interpretations When things relate to hard
physical reality then sir I cannot go along with that statement

Mr DEVINE You don't say this is an exact science what we are
talking about do you

Dr WECHT I believe sir such things as straight lines in relation
ship to horizontal and vertial trajectories positions of two human
beings measurements of the Zapruder film the timing of it the
timing of the test-firing of the Mannlicher-Carcano weapon I be
lieve sir these fall very much into the realm of the hard physical
sciences as opposed to the kind of things that we as physicians are
often involved in—did the heart attack follow the emotional or
physiological distress did the cancer come about after the blow to
the breast—those are in the realm of speculation and reasonable
differences

In my opinion I think that the evidence that has been discussed
today the physical measurements the laws of mathematics of
physics and so on I believe sir that these do not fall within the
realm of reasonable differences of opinion
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Mr DEVINE I am sure the other members of your panel would
disagree with your conclusion

Dr WECHT Yes sir I am sure they would
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from the District of Columbia Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROY Mr Chairman I have no questions at this time
Chairman STOKES The gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Wecht thank you for your testimony You certainly articu

lated the issue before us today rather well I would like to pursue
one area of questioning with you if I could in the time allotted to
me

Your expertise is as a pathologist That is your area of expertise
What I am getting at is you don't have an expertise in photo
analysis your expertise is really as a pathologist isn't that correct

Dr WECHT Yes sir except to the extent that photography
studying of wounds and things of that nature are related to the
practice of forensic pathology

Mr DODD Aside from the condition of Commission exhibit 399
the bullet I gathered from your testimony that many of your
conclusions regarding the single bullet theory rests to a large
extent on the Zapruder film is that a fair assessment

Dr WECHT Yes I would say that the Zapruder film is very
important

Mr DODD For instance as to the positions of both President
Kennedy and Governor Connally in the car the appearances of
both President Kennedy and Governor Connally at various frames
in the film footage and so forth

Dr WECHT Yes sir
Mr DODD What I am trying to suggest by this line of question

ing is that your expertise using photographs and so forth rests on
making assessments of cadavers of after-the-fact circumstances
looking at wounds or photographs of wounds after a shooting a
killing has occurred is that correct generally speaking

Dr WECHT Generally speaking it so happens that I do a great
degree of medical-legal consultation work in all kinds of personal
injury actions medical malpractice products liability workmen's
compensation thousands of cases in the past decade and a half
and I have had an opportunity and am called upon quite frequently
to become involved in matters of medical-legal forensic scientific
nature which may not necessarily be related to a dead body

Mr DODD What I am getting at is this Aside from the Zapruder
film and I might suggest the shooting of Jack Ruby have you ever
personally witnessed a killing or have you ever had the opportuni
ty to view film footage of an actual killing

Dr WECHT A shooting sir
Mr DODD A shooting
Dr WECHT I have never seen a killing by a human being by

shooting I have seen footage yes sir
Mr DODD To what extent how many occurrences how many

different shootings have you seen actual different shootings of a
human being rough ball park figure

Dr WECHT Not a great number
Mr DODD Two three
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Dr WECHT Yes I think several different film strips in various
cases documentaries

Mr DODD To what extent is there a body of medical knowledge
with regard to the predictable movements predictable movements
of a human body when shot

Dr WECHT Some It depends on the nature of the weapon the
ammunition the position of the body the nature and extent of the
wounds the physical circumstances that the body is in and so on
And these are things of course that we as forensic pathologists
are called upon to reconstruct in a retrospective fashion in a fair
number of cases

I would say that it definitely could not be considered as a hard
physical science There are biological variations no question

Mr Donn I wonder if you might refresh my memory as to the
various frames in the Zapruder film You seem to have a very good
working knowledge of the various numbers of frames The frame I
want to get at is the frame where you see first of all Governor
Connally showing appearances of being shot what frame was that
Do you recall

Dr WECHT That was frame Zapruder 237 I believe maybe 237 I
think 237 I do not know your exhibit number but I think it was
Zapruder 237

Mr DODD And how many frames after that was the first appear
ances of President Kennedy showing evidence of being shot

Dr WECHT Excuse me sir—well in the head wound that was
Zapruder film 313 the earlier one of the President emerging from
behind the Stemmons Freeway sign I think that was 225 Zapruder
225 when we first see the President So that is then about 12
frames earlier that we see the President's reaction

Mr DODD What I am getting at here is given the fact there is a
very limited amount of medical knowledge with regard to body
movements predictable body movements when an individual is
shot given the fact that there are apparently one or two or three
or four instances where you have had the opportunity to actually
see film footage of someone being shot given the fact that your
expertise is as a pathologist and not as a photo analyst how can
you state exclusively as you do aside from the appearance of 399
and others that in fact there was not a single bullet given the
'fact there is this limited amount of knowledge

Dr WECHT That is very easy sir in this case
The fact the pattern that you set forth would indeed be ex

tremely applicable for instance to the head wound What about
the President did he move backward how could he have moved
backward should he have moved forward and so on That is
indeed something that I have always said I can't be sure of wheth
er it is opisthotonos a neuromuscular reaction or whatever

But given the wound Mr Dodd in the President's back and
knowing its trajectory and knowing that it did not strike bone and
knowing it was moving slightly upward then it doesn't make any
difference sir what we may postulate about Mr Kennedy's or Mr
Connally's movements We know in looking at the pictures and
from their eye witness testimony and from all of the bystanders
and everybody we know that there is just no way in the world
that-
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Mr DODD Did I understand your statement it doesn't make any
difference

Dr WECHT No sir not in this case Not in this case because we
have the bullet moving upward through President Kennedy and
then moving downward at a 25 degree angle of declination There
is just no way in the world that the bullet could have done that I
have never heard of an explanation from my colleagues they just
come back to the plausibility and argument-

Mr Donn You misunderstood me I was using your testimony
that those various frames and body movements were part of the
evidence to indicate that it would be impossible for a single bullet
to pass through both individuals

Chairman STOKES Time of the gentleman has expired but the
witness can finish his answer

Dr WECHT Thank you Mr Dodd I apologize for not understand
ing your question I agree with what you just said and that is
evidence that clearly demonstrates to me that it was impossible for
399 to have done what is attributed to it under the single bullet
theory

Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The gentleman from Tennessee Mr Ford
Mr FORD Thank you Mr Chairman I don't have but one ques

tion
Doctor the spokesman for the panel Dr Baden has made the

point that their findings were based upon the lack of any evidence
to support any other possible alternative

In supporting your theory have you been privy to any other
information outside of the information that this panel has been
reviewing for some time

Dr WECHT No sir other than what Mr Stokes had asked me
about before that examination of the primary copy of the Zapruder
film at Life magazine in 1966 nothing else I also hope that I have
kept more of an open mind and have also recognized that it is not
my responsibility I do not mean that I am disinterested or un
mindful of the significance but it is not my responsibility to retro
actively justify and defend the investigation that was done which I
think was extremely superficial and sloppy inept incomplete in
competent in many respects not only on the part of the patholo
gists who did this horribly inadequate medical-legal autopsy but on
the part of many other people

This is the kind of examination that would not be tolerated in a
routine murder case by a good crew of homicide detectives in most
major cities of America on anybody just a plain ordinary citizen
let alone a President So I don't get blocked Mr Ford by the fact
that I can't answer everything I am fast to admit that I can't
answer everything although on one of the photos which we then
didn't have a chance to get into one that I requested Mr Purdy to
blow up I show that the bullet that went through President Ken
nedy's neck could have continued on over the left side of the car
and I would like to say sir that that diagram was made years ago
before I knew for certain that there was an upward trajectory from
the back to the neck with an upward trajectory That suggestion
that I made years ago now in my mind assumes much greater
reality
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Mr Foxe I don't have any further questions Mr Chairman I
yield back my time

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Connecticut Mr McKinney
Mr MCKINNEY Doctor this committee has got to evaluate two

very extremely different positions So in looking at your conclu
sions if you were to take the three elements the trajectory of the
bullet the condition of the bullet or the film which would you say
in your opinion is the most important part of that picture the
most important issue

Dr WECHT Well Mr McKinney the trajectory is to some degree
related to the Zapruder film

If I had to list those in priority sir I probably would say the
trajectory would be No 1 because these are to me straight-line
measurement calculations

The condition of the bullet No 2 and the Zapruder film which I
must tie in back to the trajectories as No 3

That is hard to do sir but on the spur of the moment I would
list them in that order

Mr MCKINNEY On the trajectory point then it is your opinion
that there is no way that the President could have been in any
kind of a position when he was behind that sign that would have
allowed the bullet to go from low to high rear to the front and
still have it in line to hit Governor Connally

Dr WECHT No sir not at the point where it struck Governor
Connally not with the angle of declination that it proceeded on
through the Governor

May I just add very briefly Mr McKinney of course something
that we all realize but I would like to have on the record that for
all practical purposes when the bullet struck President Kennedy
it was striking Governor Connally At 2,000 feet per second it is
incalculable it is the kind of time that you and I with our reflexes
and our speech and our watches can't even measure So all of that
happened in an infinitesimal moment

The bullet is through the President and through John Connally
I cannot possibly imagine anything and I have never heard any
body who was there in the car behind the car or the motorcycle
policemen and so on ever suggest that something of a dramatic
nature—and it would have had to have been dramatic—had oc
curred vis-a-vis the physical relationship of these two men at that
precise fraction of a second behind the Stemmons Freeway sign

Mr MCKINNEY Were you aware of the fact that the radiologists
for the committee that examined the X-rays of the President and
the X-rays of Governor Connally didn't find any metal chips or
fragments in President Kennedy's neck or Governor Connally's
chest

Dr WECHT I am aware of the former sir and I believe the
latter too insofar as the radiologist is concerned With regard to
the latter a metal fragment in Governor Connally's chest I am
mindful of the information that I do not recall from our panel but
which I am aware of I think from Earl Golz column a reporter in
Dallas and from other news media that a bullet fragment sup
posedly was removed from Governor Connally's chest given by a
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nurse to a Dallas policeman standing outside who then gave it to
an FBI agent

Mr MCKINNEY Have you ever seen any proof of this
Dr WECHT I seem to recall Mr McKinney and it is vague that

there was some testimony if not some kind of documentation of the
receipt that was given to the policeman by the FBI agent but I am
vague on that sir

Mr MCKINNEY If it were true that there were no traces of metal
found in either one of these areas that could explain the condition
of the bullet couldn't it

Dr WECHT No sir because then after emerging from the chest
it would have had to have struck the wrist and as I have already
explained I do not believe that it would have been possible to
produce a comminuted fracture and to have emerged in the pris
tine condition Then of course I must again come back to the
trajectory that even with the absence of metal in the President's
neck and the Governor's chest there is no way that that same
bullet could have gone through those two portions of the anatomy
of the two gentlemen

Mr MCKINNEY Thank you very much Doctor
Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Doctor if the acoustical tests were to set up the exact time of the

shots and if it were possible to determine through photoanalysis
the precise alinement of the bodies and these two things turned
out to be consistent with the single bullet theory would you
change your views

Dr WECHT The acoustics test and more knowledge of the physi
cal relationship of the two men both of which if I understand your
question sir would permit physically-

Mr FITHIAN Yes
Dr WECHT[continuing] The passage of the bullet in the fashion

that is attributed to it I would say that such information would go
along way in making me doubt my long held beliefs and it is all
that I would ask beyond a couple of simple experimental studies
with the shooting of this kind of ammunition through some bones
and that would do it for me

Mr FITHIAN Thank you
Now you talked about the second synchronized simultaneously

fired shot possibility
Dr WECHT Remote possibility
Mr FITHIAN Remote possibility Can't we as a panel dismiss this

out of hand for these two reasons first if it went in the Presi
dent's head and there is no exit wound somewhere else it surely
would have shown up on an X-ray somewhere in the brain area

Dr WECHT Oh yes if it had been a penetrating missile Mr
Fithian and that is why I referred to frangible-type ammunition
which would not have had any degree of in-depth penetration

Mr FITHIAN And finally the bullet itself that penetrated Gover
nor Connally's wrist would it have to have gone through the bone
to fracture it

Dr WECHT I believe with this kind of comminuted fracture sir
yes it would have had to have gone through the bone I have heard
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arguments advanced in our discussios and prior to that that the
bullet just traversing near the soft tissues of the wrist would have
produced that kind of fracture I do not accept that at all

Mr FITHIAN I am not very good at medical analysis That is why
we have you

If the bullet went through the bone wouldn't there have to be
some sort of a hole where it went through or the fracture itself
would have to be wide enough to let the bullet go through

Dr WECHT Oh that is only-
Mr FITHIAN Unless it was a glancing blow
Dr WECHT Yes sir If the bullet went through more or less in

the middle of the bone then there might be a hole but the bullet
would not have had to have gone directly through the midportion
A passageway with the bullet striking some portion of the bone
could produce that kind of comminuted fracture It would not have
to leave a hole As a matter of fact very often they will not leave
precise holes but will cause shattering of bones I do not believe
such shattering would occur by approximal passage of the bullet
without some direct contact with the bone

Mr FITHIAN If evidence becomes available that the fragment
removed from Governor Connally's wrist matches CE-399 wouldn't
this tend to impair your interpretation

Dr WECHT I believe as I had expressed previously to Mr Corn
well that it would certainly be some reason to pause for further
reconsideration but the value of neutron activation analysis would
only be of probative value in this case in my opinion if NAA
studies were done on all the bullets and the bullet fragments that
are available or that could be made available with relative ease

Mr FITHIAN Finally Mr Chairman I didn't quite understand
your response to Congressman Dodd but I believe I understood the
gist of it and that is that your interpretation presented here today
is really based on other than forensic pathological evidence Isn t
that generally true Because we are talking about photographic
alinement of bodies and things that have really nothing to do with
the actual physical evidence taken either photos of the body or
medical examinations of the body

Dr WECHT I would not be able to accept that characterization
because in fact the kinds of things that we are dealing with here
arise in many homicide investigations the study of photographs
the study of wounds the study of the physical relationship of
bodies to inanimate objects and to other people eyewitness testimo
ny depositions direct interviews with people and so on The only
thing I haven't had-

Mr FITHIAN But these are not medical things are they doctor
Dr WECHT Well what I am trying to say they all fall within the

purview indeed of a functioning practical forensic pathologist
and I would consider them yes within my realm and within the
realm of any other forensic pathologist's overall review and evalua
tion of the case It is the kind of thing that I have done many times
and I am sure my colleagues have too

Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman I have no further ques
tions

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer
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Mr SAWYER Thank you Mr Chairman
Just a few questions I was going to ask you what your theory

was as to what happened to the other bullet that hit one of these
people if it wasn't found in the car and in any place that was hit
But I deduced from an answer you gave to one of the other
questions that your view is that it passed over the top of the car
after going through the President's back and neck

Dr WECHT I think sir that that is a very real possibility
Mr SAWYER Then your theory is it must have been fired from

the street
Dr WECHT No sir from a position much lower than the sixth

floor If it was in the Texas School Book Depository Building and
that is a possibility I do consider it would have been from a lower
floor You would see sir if you had the entire physical terrain laid
out for you that you would be able to get that kind of a trajectory

Mr SAWYER I have been there so I am familiar with it
You also used a figure of 2,000 feet per second Is that the correct

velocity of these Mannlicher Carcanos
Dr WECHT I think I have seen 1,980 and 2,000
Mr SAWYER I would have thought from looking at it they would

be faster than that
Dr WECHT I think sometimes I have seen it up to 2,100 but I

don't think I have ever seen it any higher than that
Mr SAWYER Have you ever seen any studies that show what a

bullet does if it hits just a twig as far as its course and its
behavior

Dr WECHT Not controlled studies sir I have seen some bullets
that have struck twigs but I have not seen or conducted experi
rnents along those lines

Mr SAWYER Well I have seen studies that show that they go in
all erratic behaviors Just by striking a small twig in hunting
studies really is what they were you have never seen such

Dr WECHT No sir not such studies I do not express here the
opinion that there is definitive evidence that the bullet struck a
twig I merely raise that consider that as a possibility I really
think that it is more likely that the bullet simply struck the
Governor on somewhat of a tangential fashion

Mr SAWYER You feel if you were to eliminate President Kenne
dy from this bullet and assume that it is other than a single
bullet now we have just a bullet striking to begin with Governor
Connally and going through him as it did and through his wrist
would you accept that the bullet No 399 could be in its present
condition

Dr WECHT No sir not having fractured the fifth right rib and
the distal end of the radius I do not agree that by excluding
President Kennedy I would be able to accept 399 as the subject
missile

Mr SAWYER Then what would you conclude happened to that
bullet

Dr WECHT Well as you know sir there were two large frag
ments of bullets found on the floor of the car in the front area I
think Warren commission exhibits 567 and 569 and then there are
other possibilities that one can get into speculatively about frag
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ments or a fragment from the head fragments from the Governor's
chest There are different possibilities that one can consider

Mr SAWYER But if the bullet that passed through the Presi
dent's head shows from rather multiple fragments of that that are
available to match those two major fragments on the floor it would
be the same bullet then what would be your idea as to whatever
happened to the bullet that hit Governor Connally if it is not 399

Dr WECHT Well the bullet that struck Governor Connally in
the chest and into the thigh might be 399 or the bullet that struck
the Governor in the wrist and then in the thigh could be 399 but I
do not believe that 399 would be the bullet that caused all the
wounds As to what happened to it—there are several

Mr SAWYER Just come back for a minute I asked you in the
first place if we were to eliminate the President from 399 and just
assume that that is the bullet that hit Governor Connally and did
all the damage to Governor Connally could you then accept that
399 would be that bullet

Dr WECHT No sir
Mr SAWYER You could not
Dr WECHT No sir
Mr SAWYER And you can't other than claiming that it could be

the two particles that were found on the floor the two major
particles you wouldn't have any idea what did happen to the bullet
then that hit Governor Connally

Dr WECHT No sir but I would like to point out if I may reflect
back to what I said before I assume no responsibility for the
investigation that was conducted

Mr SAWYER I totally understand that
Dr WECHT When one considers all the things that happened and

did not happen missing pieces of evidence and documents that
were destroyed and so on I have no idea what might have hap
pened in Dallas that day

Mr SAWYER Coming to one of the two things that bothers me
the most this bullet apparently struck the Governor's wrist or the
distal end of his arm with sufficient force to comminute the bones
and for people that don't understand comminuted or maybe I don't
I understand it to be shattering it into multiple pieces

Dr WECHT Yes sir fragmentation
Mr SAWYER I have heard it described as a bag of bones in

effect by doctors
Dr WECHT Yes sir
Mr SAWYER Why the force of that impact on something as free

and as relatively light as an arm and hand wouldn't have itself
knocked that away from the hat that seemingly held without
moving Do you have any explanation for that

Dr WECHT That is why I say sir that as we look at Zapruder
frame 230 which according to the Warren commission report is a
moment in time approximately 1% seconds after the Governor is
alleged to have already been shot through the wrist and continues
to hold his hat that I cannot accept that I find it incongruous and
I do not consider it as my colleague who testified earlier said
something whatever his words not unusual I consider it very
unusual
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Mr SAWYER Laying aside the nerve question just the impact on
something as free swinging and yet as solid as an arm bone and
with now a reduced velocity significantly below the muzzle velocity
at that point it just appears to me unreasonable that that in itself
would not have knocked that hand just by the force of it without
regard to nerves So it wouldn't be holding that hat just like it was

Dr WECHT I agree then that he would have lost his hat some
point later on He has the hat in 230 I agree with you

Mr SAWYER Well fine that is all
Mr PREYER [now presiding] Does Mr Edgar want to be recog

nized Has he left to vote
[Discussion off the record.]
Mr PREYER I just have one question I understood you earlier in

your testimony when you were testifying at the board to say
something to the effect that your fellow panelists deliberately re
fused to conduct the experiments because they knew what the
result would be Did I misunderstand you

Dr WECHT That essentially is correct They refused to go along
with the pressing for the performance of these tests and now I am
speculating because I feel that as they considered the evidence of
the bullets fired at Edgewood Arsenal in 1964 they were pretty
certain that in their own experience that they could not look
forward to coming out with another 399

Yes sir I did say that and that is exactly what I meant
Mr PREYER Well you have testified that they are eight eminent

pathologists or forensic pathologists Are you accusing them of bad
faith in refusing to conduct experiments

Dr WECHT Professional eminence and competency sir I believe
are not exclusionary of some preconceived biases and prejudices
and vice versa I think that one can have both I recognize their
competency I will not apply any derogatory comments to them I
would prefer to let the facts speak for themselves and the facts
are Judge Preyer that they have not been at all interested and
you heard sir the testimony from my colleague Dr Baden in
pursuing this because they are not sure that they would be the
same for example the bone of a dead person is not the same as the
bone of a live person and what would it mean and then Dr Baden
talked about machinegun fire et cetera

We are not talking about the movements of the bodies we are
talking here about the shooting of bullets through inanimate ob
jects namely bones recovery of those bullets to see whether they
can even begin to compare to commission exhibit 399 And I frank
ly must say that I do not see the relevance of the comments that
my friend and colleague Dr Baden had made before in response
to those questions about machineguns and so on and so forth I
have seen no reason why it poses a great problem for people to be
retained by this committee this staff functioning at the pleasure
and discretion of the committee to have such experiments ar
ranged

Mr PREYER Listening to all of the evidence that we have heard
here today on the behavior of bullets I must say it impresses on
me once again the limits of commonsense Commonsense tells us
that no bullet could do anything like that but commonsense tells
us the world is flat too and we know the world is round and so I
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think there are limits to how rationally we can think about the
course of this bullet under such circumstances

May I ask Mr Fithian and Mr Dodd have you completed your
questioning

Mr FITHIAN I have
Mr PREYER Mr Fauntroy have you completed your questions
Mr FAUNTROYYes sir
Mr PREYER Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you Mr Chairman
I just had really one other question You may have answered it

and so I apologize if I am asking you to repeat what you have
already stated in your earlier testimony

Dr Baden suggested that there could be a significant difference
in the path of a projectile how a bullet would react to tissue bone
and so forth between a cadaver a dead body and a live body I
gathered that you said there could not be at least I got that
impression

Dr WECHT Not with fresh preserved bones Bones are not exten
sively innervated nor are they extensively vascularized I am not
talking about dried out dessicated bones If one takes preserved
bones in my opinion for the kind of experiment that we have been
discussing today there would not be any difference and I do not
accept that as a reasonable fair or scientifically accurate differ
ence It is a difference without a distinction

Mr DODD You mentioned earlier that in addition to tests that
one might take on for instance on a goat I think is one of the
examples you gave-

Dr WECHT That is what was used in 1964 sir
Mr DODD Was that satisfactory to you as a-
Dr WECHT It is not really the size of the human rib I see no

reason why we couldn't use human ribs If we are going to use a
human cadaver for the wrist I see no reason why they couldn't use
human cadavers for the chest bone I would prefer to try and make
this as close as possible not do what the FBI and others did back
in 1964 when they wanted to see whether Lee Harvey Oswald a
poor marksman shooting at a moving target could do what he did
so they got the finest marksman they could find and put him on a
stationary platform in an open field with no tree blocking and
they said they had duplicated what Oswald did No not that kind
of an experiment

Mr DoDD So to summarize your position it wouldn't make that
much difference

Dr WECHT No sir absolutely not
Mr DODD Fine thank you very much
Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman in Congressman Edgar's absence we

talked earlier about a question let me ask it for him since he is
not back from voting yet Doctor

Your testimony that the bullet that exited the throat on a rising
plane is that determined by the bullet path through the body

Dr WECHT Yes sir and the study of the panel of all the informa
tion pictures materials photographic enhancements X-ray report
of the President and so on

41-2530 79 24
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Mr FITHIAN Now if the body therefore were in some position
other than you thought it was that is with a forward lean would
that alter where you expected the bullet to continue to go

Dr WECHT If the body were in a substantial forward lean it
could alter it somewhat in terms of the vertical angle but that
lean would have to be very substantial to fit in with the 25 degree
angle of declination and I repeat forgive me for being redundant
but I think the pictures just rule out to the reasonable person such
an absolutely unexpected movements I do not mean to be flippant
but clearly the President had no way of knowing he was going to
be shot and he wasn't trying to dodge a bullet He was sitting
there was waiving to the crowd and then the car went behind the
Stemmons Freeway sign he wasn't even familiar with—in terms of
his blocking Mr Zapruder's picture—he didn't know he was being
blocked out from Mr Zapruder's camera He was just waving to
the crowd and he was sitting in this position at 225 Zapruder
frame 225 There is just no way to account for or speculate on such
a dramatic movement in less than 1 second

Then of course we have the horizontal angle as well as the
vertical angle to contend with

Chairman STOKESTime of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr Edgar Thank you Mr Chairman
Doctor I was curious At the beginning of your testimony you

talked about the interest that you have in obtaining the brain for
further analysis and some criticism of our committee and its staff
for not doing enough to secure that brain Is that correct

Dr WECHT Yes sir whoever it is that is responsible I have
raised the question and have put it in writing that if an eminent
group of House of Representatives Members a bipartisan group
does not have the authority then I did ask the question who does

Mr EDGAR Are you aware of all the steps that our committee
has taken to secure the brain tissue

Dr WECHT Only what I have been told by Professor Blakey by
members of the staff I have not spoken with any Member of the
House any member of your committee

Mr EDGAR What would you have done more than the listing
that we have provided you of the actions that we have taken in
order to secure the missing brain

Dr WECHT I would get the best trained investigators homicide
detectives or their equivalent and with an attorney for proper
legal guidance and so on I would do this under the imprimitur of
the honorable Chairman of this committee I would go back to day
one and work up with Admiral Burkley and then over to the
National Archives on April 26 1965 I would get the people who
were in charge of the Archives I would depose them under oath I
would follow right through with Mrs Lincoln Senator Robert Ken
nedy's then secretary who is supposed to have been involved in
some way I would follow through with everybody under oath and
I would please correct me if I am wrong I would use the power of
subpena which I think your committee has Maybe I am wrong
about that
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Mr EDGAR If all of those actions were taken and the missingbrain was still not made available to the committee what then
would you do

Dr WECHT Well then of course I do not suggest that anybody
be put in jail but I do suggest Mr Edgar that at that point it
would be a matter of record we would know what had happened to
that information to that evidence and we would know who is
responsible for it and that would be the end of it

I certainly do not ask anything superhuman and I do not suggest
that somebody necessarily be fined or incarcerated but if this has
happened then I would readily stand corrected If it has not been
done in that kind of intensive fashion then I must with all due
respect say that something is missing

I reject and find it personally insulting when comments are
made like those expressed by Mr Burke Marshall in the past that
it is ghoulish and so on to ask where the President's missing brain
is and who removed it from the National Archives

Even one of the forensic pathologists before he became a
member of this panel a forensic pathologist had made a similar
statement when I was an earlier critic They have all come around
now to recognizing that it was a horrible autopsy For 10 years you
must understand they felt I was being unduly critical now they all
understand what a ridiculous job was done He said this forensic
pathologist that I was being ghoul in trying to pursue the brain's
location

I am not suggesting that it be made the cover of Time or News
week magazine The examination would be performed in the most
private discreet circumstances by a competent neuropathologist
and forensic pathologist That is all I am talking about

Mr EDGAR I appreciate your concern and I don't think that in
my question I was indicating that it was all a problem of being
ghoulish

Dr WECHT No not you sir
Mr EDGAR I wonder if Mr Blakey could for the record indicate

in summary form some of the steps that we have taken in order to
secure this missing brain

Mr Blakey Mr Edgar let me review for you some of the facts
Following the autopsy of President Kennedy Robert I Bouck

the head of the Protective Research Division of the U.S Secret
Service in 1963 received all of the materials relating to the autop
sy from Agent Kellerman and maintained these items in the
White House under security for Dr George Burkley the White
House physician

On April 22 1965 Robert F Kennedy authorized a release of all
of these materials to Mrs Evelyn Lincoln who then had an office
in the National Archives Mrs Lincoln was in the process of assist
ing in the transfer of President Kennedy's official papers to the
National Archives

In response to this order Mr Bouck and Dr Burkley prepared
an inventory list and transferred these materials to Mrs Lincoln
Included in those materials was one stainless steel container 7
inches in diameter and 8 inches—7 by 8 containing the inventory
list indicated gross material The best speculation is that stainless
steel container held the brain
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On October 31 1966 Burke Marshall a representative of the
Kennedy family formally transferred the autospsy material to the
Archives I don't mean this physically because the materials were
allegedly in the Archives at the time in the custody of Mrs Lin
coln When that transfer occurred the steel container was not
included

The committee as I indicated this morning has conducted a
comprehensive investigation in an attempt to locate the missing
materials The people interviewed have included Dr Burkley Dr
Humes Mr Bouck Ramsey Clark Mrs Lincoln Ms Angela No
velli Robert Kennedy's secretary Dr Finck and Mr Marshall
and all of the relevant Archives people

As I indicated this morning over 30 people have been either
interviewed or deposed The closer they came to the chain of custo
dy they were deposed We've even interviewed all of the people
associated with the reinternment of the President's body That
interviewing and deposition process has not indicated with certain
ty what happened

As I indicated earlier this morning a Kennedy family spokesman
did indicate that Robert Kennedy expressed concerns that these
materials could conceivably be placed on public display many years
from now and he wanted to prevent that I would infer from that
that the most likely result is that the President's brother destroyed
the documents But there is no proof no documents but the materi
als Dr Wecht if you can suggest anybody else that we can inter
view or anybody else that could be deposed I can assure you there
is no reluctance on the part of this staff under the direction of
Chairman Stokes to do so

Mr EDGAR I thank the chief counsel for the summary of our
efforts to secure the missing materials

I have no further questions Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Thank you Dr Wecht I think I have one

maybe two more questions
As a forensic pathologist are you automatically qualified also as

a ballistics expert
Dr WECHT No sir except with regard to the impact damage

trajectories and relationships of bullets to the human body As a
separate distinct science not related to human wounds the
answer would be no I am not a criminalist or a ballistics specialist

As a forensic pathologist I am involved very frequently in the
evaluation of gunshot wounds different kinds of ammunition
weaponry et cetera in its relationships to wounds inflicted upon
the human body angles degree mortality ability of the victim to
have moved walked talked direction of fire sequence of shooting
and things like that

Chairman STOKES And would it be fair to say also that most of
your experience in terms of the wounds has been with gunshot
wounds as opposed to rifle wounds

Dr WECHT Yes sir by far many more handguns but a fair
number through the last 20 years I have been in pathology since I
started my training have involved rifles carbines and of course
shotguns but predominantly as I am sure in every jurisdiction in
this country the great percentage of gunshot wounds in murders
suicides and accidents involve handguns
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Chairman STOKESThank you very much
Are there any further questions from any members of the com

mittee
Mr FAUNTROYMr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The gentlemen from the District of Columbia

Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROY Thank you I was not present at the time Dr

Wecht made reference to experiments that he felt could have and
should have been conducted that would have cleared up some
questions which he apparently still has

Do I understand that it is your belief that a separate shot en
tered the body of Mr Connally from the rear and that that shot
damaged his wrist and lodged in his knee and in his thigh

Dr WECHT I believe yes Mr Fauntroy that a bullet other than
399 caused some of the damage to Governor Connally that 399
might have—excuse me I do not believe that 399 caused the
damage to Governor Connally I believe that another bullet struck
Governor Connally and I believe that there was a possibility of
fragments from the President's head wound that bullet there is a
possibility of a fragment from that shot having struck Governor
Connally

Mr Fauntroy So do you believe that one bullet caused all of the
damage to Governor Connally

Dr WECHT That is a possibility that I cannot exclude but there
are other possibilities that would have to be considered

Mr FAUNTROY What kind of experiment do you envision that
could establish that for example the missile that shattered his
wrist did or did not lodge in his thigh

Dr WECHT That one could be simulated Mr Fauntroy by just
using one human cadaver set in a position similar to that which
was occupied by Governor Connally

Mr FAUNTROYWhere would the entry wound be found
Dr WECHT The entry wound would be found on the dorsal or

back surface of the lower portion of the forearm above the wrist
crease at the same location that the bullet struck Governor Connal
ly

Mr FAUNTROYSo that you envision that bullet coming from in
front

Dr WECHT No sir
Mr FAUNTROYWas his arm not in front of his body
Dr WECHT Yes sir but the bullet would have come from the

rear and would have struck him on this dorsal surface and exited
on the ventral or volar surface

Mr FAUNTROYAnd then into the thigh like this-
Dr WECHT Yes possibly into the thigh yes sir He was holding

his arm thusly Mr Fauntroy holding his hat and so the shot I
believe would have come from the right rear not from the front

Mr FAUNTxoY Is it your view that you could take a cadaver sit
it in a car or place it in that position and you would get the exact
same reaction from a bullet fired from a theorized distance

Dr WECHT Yes the distance could be determined within a very
close range by talking with Governor Connally and studying the
Zapruder film
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Of course more than one bullet would be fired in the experi
ments which I have postulated just as the Warren Commission
people or the individuals functioning in their behalf in 1964 used
several goat carcasses and several human cadavers and just as
Prof John Nichols in Kansas for instance has used more than one
set of bones for these tests

Mr FAUNTROY And that you could reliably say that what hap
pened to one cadaver one wrist happened to Governor Connally
that's your view

Dr WECHT My view is sir that again numerous subjects ani
mals cadavers should be employed and all of the retrieved ammu
nition studied very carefully I repeat that I am not holding out
personally for a percentage—proof that it happens more than 50
percent of the time—because I don't think that would be reason
able unless one conducted oh maybe 500 or 1,000 such shootings
Then at that point I think you would have to say it can't happen
But I want to see one bullet just one from as many animal
carcasses and human cadavers as can be obtained just one bullet
breaking two bones

That's really the key I have of course answered your question
about the wrist and the thigh but I should like to repeat that the
major emphasis from my standpoint in terms of the near pristine
state of 399 is related to its presumed trajectory through two bones
so that it would be necessary in order to simulate the conditions of
the Kennedy-Connally shooting to have that ammunition go
through a rib and a radius

Mr FAUNTROYThat is precisely why the question came to mind
I just wonder how you could do that You have to be a pretty good
marksman to reproduce that

Dr WECHT Yes sir these things would be fixed sir in a kind of
a vise-like fashion by appropriate equipment so that there would be
no movement or flapping or so on

Mr FAUNTROYSo that someone could hit the back exactly where
the wound that Mr Connally had is alleged to have been and
could hit the rib just where it was supposed to have been hit and
could have passed through and hit the wrist just the way it was
supposed to have been hit and fall into the thigh just where it had
fallen and we could reproduce it

Dr WECHT You would not have to depend upon the bodies being
set up in such a fashion that the bullets will go through You can
set it up so that the bullets cause this bone damage Remember
the soft tissue is not going to detract from the damage It may not
add much to it but it certainly is not going to detract from it
Therefore if you just have the bones set up with the distances of
rib to wrist and wrist to thigh and shoot through them as has been
done without any problem so all you have to do is draw a circle or
make an "X and an expert marksman will do that 100 times out
of 100 or close to it You don't have to worry about soft tissues

Again I repeat these very studies have been performed by Dr
John Nichols shooting through two bones

Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer
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Mr SAWYER Just one question I think I understood you to say
that it is your view that these wounds that Connally received were
from fragments from the head wound the President received

Dr WECHT I said sir that one of the possibilities for one of the
wounds either in the wrist or the thigh possibly the chest but less
likely might might have been from a fragment of the bullet that
struck the President's head

It is not a possibility that I cling to I just say that it is a physical
possibility to be considered

Mr SAWYER But doesn't the Zapruder film show that Governor
Connally was hit before the President received that hit in the head
which is quite visible in that film

Dr WECHT Yes sir that's a very excellent point
Mr SAWYERIt is destructive of that theory isn't it
Dr WECHT And thank you very much for correcting me I am

wrong on that I completely withdraw I thank you very much
Mr SAWYER You are entirely welcome
Dr WECHT I have been saying that and I have not been correct

ed I apologize
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Are there any other members seeking additional recognition
[No response.]
Chairman STOKES Dr Wecht at the conclusion of any witness

testimony before this committee he is entitled to five minutes in
which to explain his testimony or to in any way amplify or expand
upon it On behalf of the committee I extend to you at this time
the 5 minutes if you so desire

Dr WECHT I would like to thank you Mr Chairman and the
members of the House Select Committee on Assassinations for
having afforded me this opportunity to meet

I am particularly grateful for the fact that you gentlemen have
seen fit to stay here for this time and I am deeply appreciative of
the personal courtesy that has been extended to me

I should like to thank Professor Blakey for having recommended
to the committee that I be permitted to testify something certainly
that he did not have to do I have enjoyed working with all the
members of the committee and especially with Mr Andy Purdy
who has been most helpful extremely cooperative and who was I
think extremely adroit in his handling of the elicitation of my
direct testimony today

I would want to say that I am pleased that hearings of this
nature are being conducted I am very sorry that they were not
conducted back in 1963 and 1964 when more people were around
and more fresh evidence could have been obtained

I think that whatever the truth may be and hopefully we will
ultimately come to know it that there is much that must as a
matter of record be pointed out with regard to the manner in
which these things have been handled I think that for instance
our panel was charged with addressing ourselves to the perform
ance of the autopsy in this case and in the words I think of
Professor Blakey to set forth in our final report as part of every
thing else a protocol a modus operandi in cases of this nature that
would stand for all times for the foreseeable future in forensic
pathology—which I wholeheartedly agree with
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I believe this has not been done thus far although I have not
seen the final draft of the proposal I do not feel that this should be
done because of any ad hominem criticism of the three pathologists
who were involved in the autopsy but because it is important to
have such a protocol should any case like this ever arise in the
future

I believe that the Federal Government should address itself to
this question of what will happen if any particular figures be they
Congressmen Senators judges Cabinet officers Vice President
President and so on are assassinated God forbid that it should
ever happen again but it is not an impossibility certainly What
would happen in that kind of a case where would the post mortem
examination be performed what would be the conduct of the medi
cal-legal investigation

I would like to say there have been all kinds of speculations in
this case through the years and all kinds of input from many
people I believe that I would be less than candid if I did not
express publicly what I have said many times to others and in
other public forums that I feel that in the past there has been a
mental block there has been an impediment a formidable obstacle
indeed which I recognize of a political nature that I think prevents
many individuals from just letting it all hang out in this case I
think that this comes back to the single bullet theory because it is
clearly recognized by everybody that the moment you abandon the
single bullet theory that is the moment that you are into two
people who were shooting that is the moment that you are into
Black's Legal Dictionary definition of a criminal conspiracy as well
as the definition of the statutes of every jurisdiction and the Feder
al Government of this country

I think that this is recognized by many people and I think it is a
step that many individuals find some difficulty in considering

The President is gone beloved as he may have been We cannot
bring him back This would be of such a nature the concept of
political assassination in effect a political coup d'etat that we
simply cannot consider it ever occurring in this country It can
happen in the totalitarian nations of Eastern Europe it might
happen in the emerging nations of Asia or Africa it certainly can
be expected to happen in the banana republics of Central America
it might even happen in a Western democracy but never never in
our country I think that it can happen Whether it did or not I do
not know

Obviously I have no personal knowledge of who the assassins
were and what their motivations were I am not an expert on that
Just some general beliefs that are indeed related to my political
biases I am sure But I think that it is most important that this
scientific evidence not to denigrate the significance or importance
of any other evidence and the competency of all the people and the
tremendous work that other panels individuals in this committee
and staff may have done and that will be deliberated upon re
viewed and analyzed and discussed in the days and weeks ahead
but I must say that this evidence is the foundation because as long
as the single bullet theory is clung to then whether people con
sciously or subsconsciously realize it they are able to hold on to
the sole assassin theory
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Everything else at that point becomes either academic or specu
lative—did Oswald know Ruby was Oswald going to Ruby's home
what was J D Tippit doing there—important things but things
probably that this group of human beings given the absence of the
major actors in this drama today will never be able to answer

I very much hope that this evidence will be thoroughly reviewed
The fact that it is an eight to one decision so to speak of this
forensic pathology panel hopefully will not sway the members of
this committee especially those of you who are attorneys and
Judge Preyer who has been both an attorney and a member of the
judiciary and that you will consider the evidence on its own
merits

I hope that it will be possible for more definitive evidence to
emanate from the tests being conducted by the Boston firm that
more investigation will be permitted that Professor Blakey's com
mittee staff will continue to be funded through your committee

I thank you sir for your courtesy And I hope that something of
a definitive nature will emanate in the weeks ahead

Chairman STOKES Thank you Dr Wecht very much personally
for being a member of this very distinguished panel of medical
experts

We thank you for the time you have expended on behalf of this
committee working with that panel of experts and certainly for the
point of view you have expressed here today We are indeed grate
ful to you for that also

So we think you certainly have performed a service and we
thank you for having been a witness here today

Dr WECHT Thank you sir
Chairman STOKESThank you
There being nothing further to come before the committee the

committee is adjourned then until 9 a.m tomorrow morning
[Whereupon at 6:11 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene

at 9 a.m. Friday September 8 1978.]
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INVESTIGATION OF THE ASSASSINATION OF
PRESIDENT JOHN F KENNEDY

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 8 1978

HOUSEOF REPRESENTATIVES
SELECTCOMMITTEEON ASSASSINATIONS

Washington D.C
The committee met at 9:09 a.m. in room 345 Cannon House

Office Building the Hon Louis Stokes (chairman of the committee)
presiding

Present Representatives Stokes Preyer Fithian Edgar Devine
and Sawyer

Staff present G Robert Blakey chief counsel Clifford A Fenton
Jr. chief investigator Kenneth D Klein assistant deputy chief
counsel Gary T Cornwell deputy chief counsel James Wolf staff
counsel Leodis C Matthews staff counsel Elizabeth Berning chief
clerk and Donald A Purdy Jr. staff counsel

Chairman STOKES A quorum being present the committee will
come to order

The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
The last witness to be called on the general question of the

autopsy is Dr Charles S Petty Dr Petty received a M.D degree
cum laude from Harvard Medical School in 1950 and completed his
residency in pathology in 1955 at New England Deaconess Hospital
in Boston Dr Petty is certified in the areas of pathological anato
my clinical pathology and forensic pathology by the American
Board of Pathology He is a fellow of the American Academy of
Forensic Science the American Association of Pathologists the
American Society of Clinical Pathologists and the College of
American Pathologists

It would be appropriate now Mr Chairman to call Dr Petty
Chairman STOKES The committee at this time calls Dr Petty
Doctor would you stand and raise your right hand to be sworn

Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this
committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

TESTIMONY OF DR CHARLES S PETTY M.D

Dr PETTY I do
Chairman STOKESThank you you may be seated
Mr Blakey
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Mr BLAKEY It would be appropriate now Mr Chairman to
begin the questioning of Dr Petty

Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes the gentleman from
North Carolina Mr Preyer

Mr PREYER Thank you Mr Chairman
Good morning Dr Petty It is good to have you with us today

and I join the chairman's expression yesterday in thanking you
and Dr Baden and Dr Wecht for all of the hard work you have
put in on this and the time you have taken from your already busy
lives to work on this

Dr Blakey has recited your impressive credentials and I won't go
through the process of qualifying you Suffice it to say you are one
of the nine forensic pathologists serving on the select committee
autopsy panel is that correct

Dr PETTY Yes sir I am
Mr PREYER I believe you are a member of the subcommittee the

members of which had never reviewed the evidence in this matter
before is that correct

Dr PETTY You are correct sir
Mr PREYER As I understand it there are two subpanels One

subpanel consisting of Dr Weston Dr Spitz and Dr Wecht had
reviewed the evidence prior to this occasion Your subpanel mem
bers had not reviewed it in the past

Dr PETTY That is correct I had no opportunity or interest in
reviewing the things the entire information before I was asked to
serve on the panel

Mr PREYER Had you ever expressed any opinion about the inju
ries or the result of the autopsy had you ever spoken about it or
written about it before you examined the evidence

Dr PETTY No sir I have neither spoken about it lectured about
it written about it or in any way uttered any opinions concerning
this assassination

Mr PREYER You had not formed any opinion about the result of
the autopsy

Dr PETTY That is correct
Mr PREYER Were you in the hearing room yesterday and did

you hear all of the testimony of Dr Baden and Dr Wecht
Dr PETTY I was here for some 9 hours yesterday and listened

avidly to everything that was said
Mr PREYER Both of these gentlemen are distinguished patholo

gists and they disagreed as you know Dr Wecht does not believe
in the single bullet theory He is a distinguished pathologist whose
views deserve our serious consideration

Dr Baden is equally distinguished
As I understand it Dr Wecht disagrees with the panel's conclu

sions on the single bullet theory He not only disagrees with it as I
understand it but he believes the evidence shows it is demonstra
bly false

I would like to ask you do you believe on the available evidence
that the single bullet theory is valid and that Governor Connally
and President Kennedy were hit by the same bullet

Dr PETTY Yes sir I believe that they were struck by the same
bullet and I have so previously stated in the preliminary report of
the panel
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Mr PREYER Would you summarize briefly your reasons why you
believe this to be the case

Dr PETIT Yes sir I will be very glad to Mr Preyer
I think it is necessary at this point to sum up in a sense the

flight of the bullet and its effect on those it struck The bullet that
struck the late President in the upper right back area and then
went on to penetrate the soft structures of the neck and to exit in
the front of the neck was as has been indicated already traveling
in a somewhat upward direction anatomically speaking

Anatomists many years ago decided—the better to understand
each other—to place a body in a specific position and to relate all
of the descriptions of the landmarks of the body to the body in that
position That position actually is a person standing erect facing
forward with both palms turned forward This is the anatomic
position and in tracing the in-shoot wound on the back of the late
President and connecting it with a more-or-less straight line with
the out-shoot wound on the front of the neck the bullet will have
followed a slightly upward direction But the President was not
upright at the time he was shot he was certainly not in the
anatomic position and this explains I believe the objection that
Dr Wecht had and his argument that he could not understand how
the bullet pursued a downward track from where it was dis
charged then an upward track in the President and then a down
ward track into Mr Connally

A second point that must be mentioned
The bullet that penetrated the back of the President exited the

front struck no bone If it did strike any bone the bone that it
struck was fragile and certainly not markedly disrupted It did not
go through his spinal column It did not go through bone that was
solid and hard and offered great resistance to passage In effect it
went through several inches of very soft tissue

There is no evidence on the X-rays that the bullet broke up in
passing from the back to the front There was no deformity in my
opinion of the bullet as it went through the President

Now the second object that this single bullet struck was Mr
Connally sitting somewhere in front of the President and this is
another point that Dr Wecht has brought up repeatedly and that
is that there was no way to join by means of a straight line the
bullet existing from the President and striking the Governor
Indeed there was one diagram yesterday that was showing the
bullet making more-or-less right angle turns which I am certain
did not happen As a matter of fact I would suggest that from
looking at the films taken of the actual assassination that the
apparent relative positions of the President and the Governor are
somewhat misleading that is that one cannot determine by look
ing at a flat two dimensional view of one side of the limousine and
the contained individuals precisely what relationship they had one
to another

Next the bullet in striking Mr Connally did not penetrate the
chest in the usual sense of the word The bullet did indeed enter
the back and side of the chest near the armpit and it did follow
the course of the rib on its lateral or outer aspect and it did indeed
exit beneath the right nipple but there is no evidence -that that
bullet actually penetrated the rib Indeed one of the surgeons who
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cared for the Governor Dr Shaw stated to me that the bullet did
not penetrate the lung but that the rib was shattered and it is my
opinion that this bullet in slapping against the rib shattered it in a
place that the rib is quite vulnerable and then proceeded to follow
rather closely the slope of the rib and then finally to exit in the
front of the chest

The X-rays fail to show any evidence of particles of metal in the
chest Therefore in my opinion the bullet was not significantly
deformed during its passage in the chest of the Governor

Next The bullet did indeed enter the wrist and although the
reports are somewhat difficult to understand it apparently entered
more on the back of the wrist and then exited more on the front of
the wrist and again as in the chest wound this was a tangentially
placed shot which shattered the bone—there is no question of
that—it shattered and caused a comminuted fracture of the radius
and then went on to exit

Here for the first time fragments of bullet substance are found
and it is here in my opinion that the bullet first significantly
deformed

Then having exhausted itself and at a very low velocity it
continued on to bounce in and out of the thigh of the Governor

Now let me recapitulate this The bullet penetrated one individ
ual without deformity leaving none of its metal behind In the
second person it penetrated the chest slapping in a tangential
manner against the rib fracturing the rib and damaging inciden
tally the underlying lung because the rib was thrown against the
lung and then went on again without leaving any of its substance
so as to enter the wrist where it finally left off a portion of it
substance not much but some

There is nothing here that is unusual or spectacular or unexpect
ed This is the behavior of a full metal jacketed bullet a bullet
covered in all areas except the base by means of the firm hard
tough not easy to deform jacket

Now the reason that this ammunition is used militarily was
explained yesterday The reason that such ammunition is not used
by law enforcement officers one of the major reasons is that such
bullets do go through people and strike others and every law
enforcement agency in the world is concerned about this

In conversations here with the Capitol Police such individuals
present here in this room are carrying soft ammunition with
hollow points so that the bullets will not go through the assailant
and strike an unwary onlooker

This ammunition that was used in the assassination was de
signed to go through people and it does not surprise me nor does it
surprise the remainder of the panel with the exception possibly of
Dr Wecht that the bullet went on through one person slapping
the chest of another proceeding through the wrist and winding up
in the thigh of the individual

There is another point I would like very much to make along
this line and that is there has been some surprise indicated on the
part of some individuals that there was no dropping of the Stetson
that Governor Connally was carrying If one looks at the films and
one looks at the position of the governor's hand and then realizes
that the bullet was proceeding slightly from the back of the wrist
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to the front one would realize immediately that the force of the
bullet would tend to drive the wrist further against the thigh and
it would not in my opinion tend to flap the wrist out to the side or
laterally as some people have claimed

Also there is some concern on the part of some individuals that
we don't know what the reaction of the total body is to shooting
and there is some reluctance I believe on the part of individuals
to realize that there may be different reactions to being struck by a
bullet exhibited by different people and yet in this same film we
see two people who were shot we know they were shot we can
actually see the wounding of them and these two individuals react
ed quite differently one from the other

There is great biological variation in how individuals react to
receiving wounds This doesn't surprise me at all We see in our
daily practice of forensic work individuals who are wounded and
don't realize they are wounded We see other individuals who
being struck a nonlethal wound drop to the floor saying good God
I am dead Individuals struck by bullets react in different ways

One other thing that I must mention the term frangible bullet
was introduced yesterday by Dr Wecht who I believe as I under
stand him feels that there is a possibility that there was a simulta
neously fired or synchronized shot somewhere from the right front
or right side striking the President in the area where the skull was
already blown away

Now about frangible bullets causing such injury or causing inju
ries in individuals I happen to be a coauthor of the only paper that
has ever been written about the wounding capabilities of frangible
bullets Frangible bullets are bullets that are designed to be used
in shooting galleries These are bullets that are specifically de
signed to break up on the backdrop of the shooting gallery so as
not to ricochet and cause injury to either the shooters or to the
people who work in the gallery

Such bullets usually are formed of iron filings or small granular
pieces of iron bound together by some organic substance so that
upon breaking up they break into numerous pieces Such bullets
and the breakup products of bullets are easy to detect in X-rays
There are no such fragments in the X-ray of the late President's
head

There was no frangible bullet fired
I might also add that frangible bullets are produced in 22 caliber

loads and they are not produced in larger weapons
There is no evidence in the X-ray of the President's head of a

frangible bullet shot If there were I would expect to see square
appearing particles of which are not present and furthermore if
such a bullet were fired into the side of the head through the
aperture caused by the exiting large bullet I would expect those
pieces of the frangible bullet to have continued over to the left of
the head and there would be material metallic material easily
identifiable seen in the left side of the brain There are no such
fragments present

It is for these reasons that I do not find it difficult to believe in a
single bullet passing through the late President Kennedy and con
tinuing on through the chest wrist and winding up finally in the
thigh of the Governor
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Does that answer your question sir
Mr PREYER Very definitively Dr Petty You have anticipated

and answered every question I intended to ask you Let me ask this
question Would it be accurate or in your opinion did the bullet go
through the wrist bone of Governor Connally Perhaps I am using
a layman's term and not a scientific term You mentioned that the
wrist bone was shattered Is it accurate to say that the bullet went
through the wrist bone

Dr PETTY I don't believe it did One cannot be certain by read
ing the reports of Dr Gregory who was the attending physician at
Parkland Hospital as to whether or not the bullet actually went
through the bone

There is no specific X-ray evidence that it did indeed penetrate
and go through or drill through as one might say the bone

However there are no as far as I know there are no views of
the wrist area taken from a different viewpoint other than having
the wrist and hand spread out flat and parallel with the surface of
the X-ray film There were none taken from the opposite—or later
al—view as far as I know

So I can't tell you and answer specifically but I see no defect in
the bone that would make me believe that the bullet in fact
literally passed through the bone itself

Mr PREYER Thank you The other area I had intended to go
into and I think you have covered it is the question of whether
the President was struck from the side or the right front by a
frangible bullet which I think in fairness to Dr Wecht he de
scribed as a remote possibility but let me ask one concluding
question on that In your opinion does the available evidence
permit the conclusion that to a reasonable degree of medical cer
tainty there was not a shot from the side or from the front which
struck the President

Dr PETTY From the available information there is no evidence
whatsoever that the President was shot either from the side or
from the front The only wounds that he has in my opinion are
the wounds from the back one in the back of the shoulder one in
the back of the head

Mr PREYEE Thank you
Mr Chairman there were other issues raised during the testimo

ny yesterday but I understand there will be other expert witnesses
this morning who will be called and whose expertise is more imme
diately relevant to some of those questions So I have no further
questions of Dr Petty at this time

Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired Do
any other members of the committee seek recognition

[No response.]
Dr Petty any witness appearing before our committee is entitled

under our rules to an additional 5 minutes when he has concluded
his testimony for the purpose of making any statement he so
desires relevant to his testimony

You may explain your testimony amplify it or expand upon it in
any way you so desire I extend to you at this time 5 minutes for
that purpose

Dr PETTY You are very kind sir I hope that my explanation
has been lucid clear short and understandable
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I would say only one thing I have never worked with a group of
individuals and I am speaking now of the staff of the committee
that have shown any more consideration and kindness to me than
this group You have all made me feel very much at home very
much a part of Government and I appreciate it very much

You are extremely courteous kind and I have enjoyed my brief
stay here Thank you

Chairman STOKES We certainly want to once again thank you
for having lent yourself to the service of the U.S Congress and to
the American people You certainly in a very articulate way this
morning have been extremely helpful to this committee this
panel We thank you very much for your service

Dr PETTY Thank you Mr Stokes
Chairman STOKESThe Chair recognizes Professor Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman so far this week the committee has heard testi

mony relating to President Kennedy's trip to Texas the nature and
extent of his wounds as well as those inflicted on Governor Connal
ly the number of bullets that struck President Kennedy and the
direction from which they were fired

For the rest of today testimony will be taken from experts in the
general field of ballistics specifically including One an expert in
wounds ballistics or the science of bullet effects on the human
body two a panel of experts in firearms analysis and three an
expert in neutron activation analysis which is a method of analyz
ing bullet or other samples for their trace element characteristics
which makes possible conclusions about the probability of common
origins

It may be helpful before hearing from these experts however to
review or to set out several of the issues that the committee will be
examining today

First what is the validity of the single bullet theory That is did
the slightly damaged bullet that was recovered and marked by the
Warren Commission as exhibit 399 traverse the President's neck
and cause all of Governor Connally's wounds

Second what is the best explanation for the apparent rearward
movement of the President's head at the time of the fatal shot as
it is portrayed in the Zapruder film

Third what are we able to determine about the rifle found on
the sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository and identified
as the one used to assassinate President Kennedy as well as the
revolver found at the scene of the murder of Dallas police officer
J.D Tippit

Finally what can our firearms experts tell us about the bullets
fired in the Kennedy assassination and the Tippit murder in terms
of type number of bullets fired on and so forth

Since the turn of the century when it first became possible to
photograph bullets in flight scientists have been collecting data on
the trajectory and stability in flight of bullets A highly specialized
area in this general field of ballistics has been developed in recent
years It is a science of what occurs to a bullet when it strikes

41-2530 79 25
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enters and traverses a human body It is called wounds ballistics
and there are two important aspects of it here

First the determination of the factors involved in the potential
of a projectile to cause injury namely its velocity shape momen
tum energy and power and second the determination of the
nature of the damage to tissues as a result of a projectile striking a
human body

The Warren Commission ordered wounds ballistics experiments
in an effort to determine if the wounds to President Kennedy and
Governor Connally could have been caused by the Mannlicher
Carcano rifle allegedly found in the book depository

The tests were conducted by the Wounds Ballistics Branch of the
U.S Army Chemical Research and Development Laboratories at
Edgewood Arsenal Md The Army measured the penetrating power
and flight stability of the bullets fired by the Mannlicher-Carcano
and it simulated the wounds to President Kennedy and Governor
Connally by shooting anesthesized goats and materials that repli
cate the human body

In part as a result of these tests the Commission concluded
One that Governor Connally's wounds were caused by one bullet
and that the bullet that traversed the President's neck probably
then proceeded to inflict all of the wounds to Governor Connally

Two that a bullet fired from the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle at a
distance of approximately 270 feet would cause a wound similar to
the wound discovered in the President's head

The committee has analyzed the reports of the tests at
Edgewood It also considered having a series of its own tests con
ducted Rather than ask the Army to do additional experiments it
solicited a proposal from a private contractor H P White Labora
tory of Bel Air Md The company expressed its professional view
that efforts to replicate the assassination would always be subject
to theoretical questioning since no material reacts in the exact
manner of live human tissue when fired into

Moreover it is impractical to expect to be able to recreate Com
mission exhibit 399 by shooting bullets through a series of various
substitute materials such as gelatin blocks and bone fragments

The main reason was the extreme unpredictability of the yaw
motion of a bullet in flight as it traverses exits and re-enters a
series of targets The company nevertheless did propose shooting
through smooth bore rifles in a series of tests estimated to cost in
the first series $20,000 but it was not at all optimistic about
exactly reproducing what occurred in Dallas Indeed the company
indicated that the number of shots required to produce the chance
result of Commission exhibit 399 could range from one up to infin
ity

The committee discussed the proposal with Mr Larry Sturdivan
a wounds ballistics expert employed by the Army and it got advice
from a specialist in scientific methodology Dr Gerald Gordon The
decision was made not to undertake expensive and perhaps useless
further testing for the following reasons Results of the tests with
materials other than human bodies could always be theoretically
questioned by those who would quarrel with its results

Two the number of shots to obtain a statistical sample could not
be reasonably determined
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This next point is perhaps subtle but it is nonetheless important
and I might add it is one often misunderstood by laymen such as
myself It is an example I think of what Chairman Preyer indicat
ed yesterday about commonsense

The scientists we consulted indicated that under the best possible
circumstances the experiments could only yield a statement about
probabilities That is there was no way in their judgment to prove
scientifically that Commission exhibit 399 could not have inflicted
the damage attributed to it by the Warren Commission

The most such tests could establish is that such a series of
events that is the wounding of both President Kennedy and Gov
ernor Connally could have occurred not that they actually did not
occur Consequently the test could only raise a question about
probabilities something we already knew The tests could not
answer the question that everybody wants to have answered can
you prove or unequivocally disprove what happened in Dealey
Plaza

Mr Sturdivan who will be our next witness received an M.S
degree in statistics from the University of Delaware in 1971 and a
B.S degree in physics from Oklahoma State University in 1961 He
has studied mathematics and computer sciences at the Ballistics
Institute of the Ballistic Research Laboratory Aberdeen Proving
Grounds Md. and he has been a physical scientist with the
Wounds Ballistics Branch of the Aberdeen Proving Ground Vulner
ability Laboratory since 1964

Mr Sturdivan is the author of numerous professional articles
and he is a frequent consultant in wound ballistics for such agen
cies as the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and the
Department of Justice as well as NATO

Mr Chairman it would perhaps be appropriate for me to note
now for those who will follow carefully Mr Sturdivan's testimony
that during that testimony certain films will be shown Those
films involve the shooting of live and anesthetized goats The
Army who prepared the films has asked the committee to indicate
to those who watch them that these experiments are not now being
conducted It also suggested and I think perhaps rightly that those
who might be of delicate sensibility or small children should not
watch these films

Mr Chairman it would be appropriate now to call Mr Sturdi
van

Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Mr Sturdivan
Would you raise your right hand and be sworn Do you swear

the testimony you give before this committee is the truth the
whole truth and nothing but the truth so help you God

Mr STURDIVANI do
Chairman STOKESThank you you may be seated

TESTIMONY OF LARRY STURDIVAN PHYSICAL SCIENTIST AB
ERDEEN PROVING GROUND VULNERABILITY LABORATORY
ABERDEEN MD

Chairman STOKES The Chair recognizes Counsel Charles Math
ews

Mr MATHEWSMr Sturdivan would you state your name for the
record
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Mr STURDIVANLarry M Sturdivan
Mr MATHEWS What is your occupation
Mr STURDIVANI am a research physical scientist
Mr MATHEWS How long have you been employed as such
Mr STURDIVANOver 14 years
Mr MATHEWS And where are you employed Mr Sturdivan
Mr STURDIVAN At the Chemical Systems Laboratory the

Edgewood area of Aberdeen Proving Ground Md
Mr MATHEWS What is Aberdeen Proving Grounds That is

what is its function and purpose
Mr STURDIVAN Located at APG are a collection of a great

number of U.S Army agencies who conduct research development
test and evaluation of weapons vehicles and other equipment for
the Army and for other DOD agencies and other Government
agencies

Mr MATHEWS Within the Edgewood Laboratories of Aberdeen
Proving Ground what specifically are you involved in

Mr STURDIVANWell we do work in the general areas of wound
ballistics and application of mathematics to chemistry In wound
ballistics we do studies on human vulnerability and protective
devices which includes trauma from ballistic projectiles For exam
ple bullets from handguns hunting rifles or military rifles frag
ments from exploding munitions such as grenades and artillery
blunt trauma from debris from explosions for example or riot
control devices combat simulation devices which have fallen short
among troops blunt trauma behind body armor that is bullet
proof vests and flakjackets which have stopped the bullets and
fragments and other debris

Mr MATHEWS What specifically Mr Sturdivan are your exact
duties within your laboratory

Mr STURDIVANGenerally I'm in the business of producing pre
dictive models of effectiveness of weapons studying the behavior of
bullets inside tissue and tissue simulant and exterior ballistics of
course

Mr MATHEWS Would it be safe to say you study the characteris
tics of bullets in flight you study the characteristics of bullets as
they penetrate solid masses and you also study the characteristics
of bullets once they enter the human body and the effect of those
bullets on the human body

Mr STURDIVANWell yes
Mr MATHEWS Would you describe that as the wound ballistics

field
Mr STURDIVAN Yes generally the wound ballistics field is a

little broader and perhaps more descriptive in the thoughts of
some At our laboratory we try to concentrate on the predictive
models of behavior of bullets particularly the full jacketed military
bullets that we are used to dealing with their behavior in gelatin
tissue simulant In fact one of the things I have recently been
working on is a predictive model of what the behavior of the bullet
would be in gelatin as a function of its physical characteristics
such as mass velocity location of the center of gravity and several
other esoteric characteristics
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Mr MATHEWS But my previous statement would be more or less
correct you are involved in those type of studies that is character
istics of bullets

Mr STURDIVANRight
Mr MATHEWS Are you considered an expert in the wound ballis

tics field
Mr STURDIVANI would think so yes
Mr MATHEWS How many additional experts would you say are

presently in the United States or the world for that matter
Mr STURDIVANWell outside of a handful of experts within our

own laboratories there probably are very few even in the free
world Some people do experiments research and various aspects
of like blunt trauma from automobile accidents and things like
this but as far as the whole wound ballistics field there are very
few experts

Mr MATHEWS How many experts would you say are presently
residing in the continental United States

Mr STURDIVAN Maybe half dozen and they are all within our
laboratories

Mr MATHEWS And they all work within Edgewood Laboratories
Mr STURDIVANYes
Mr MATHEWS How long have you worked in the wound ballis

tics field
Mr STURDIVANOver 14 years
Mr MATHEWSOver 14 years
Mr STURDIVANYes my entire Federal service
Mr MATHEWS Mr Sturdivan has your laboratory ever conduct

ed any experiments or studies on the characteristics of the Mann
licher-Carcano rifle and the 6.5 millimeter bullet

Mr STURDIVANYes in 1964 we performed tests at the request
of the Warren Commission in connection with their investigation
into the assassination of President Kennedy

Mr MATHEWSAnd what type of tests did you perform
Mr STURDIVAN Well we did air retardation retardation in a

gelatin tissue simulant tests of cadaver wrists some skulls and
into some anesthetized animals

Mr MATHEWS Why don't we try this Before we attempt to get
into testimony that will bear directly on the assassination of Presi
dent John F Kennedy why don't we attempt to explain the termi
nology and methodology that is utilized in the wound ballistic field

For that purpose could we have the bullet brought up to Mr
Sturdivan the bullet and the cartridge

When you use those two devices for your explanation let's
assume that the cartridge is in the chamber the bullet is detonat
ed What happens then Explain by holding up one of those exhib
its and explain prec&sely what happens from the moment the bullet
is detonated

Mr STURDIVANThe bullet begins to move down the barrel of the
rifle As it does it engages the grooves and the raised areas be
tween the grooves of the rifle which are called lands which impart
a spin to the bullet This spin is 1 turn in 8 to 14 inches depending
on the characteristics

Mr MATHEWSWhy is the spin necessary
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Mr STURDIVANThe spin is necessary to give it stability in the
air stability like a spinning top a child's top which will stand on
its end while spinning This is called gyroscopic stability Now as
the bullet emerges from the end of the rifle the hot expanding
gases that have been pushing it down the barrel are then free to
expand As those gases expand they move past the bullet creating
a temporary instability in the bullet much like tapping the side of
the spinning top

As that happens the bullet begins to go through a gyrating
wobbling motion where its yaw increases yaw being the angle of
the bullet measured with its line of flight It bobs in and comes
back and then out again in what we call an epicyclic motion

The bullet of course has been designed to be stable and there
fore this yawing motion this wobbling motion damps out very
quickly so that oh at less than 100 meters it will approach a very
very small yaw and sit spinning for the next 200 or 300 meters

Mr MATHEWS Will that yaw have any effect at all on the
velocity of the bullet as it goes through the air

Mr STURDIVANOnly in a negative manner If the yaw is exces
sive the drag will be excessive The loss of velocity will be exces
sive and that is the reason most bullets are designed to fly at very
low yaw

Of course far down range several hundred meters the yaw
begins to grow Then the bullet eventually would lose all gyroscopic
stability and start tumbling end over end

Mr MATHEWS Now you said after about 100 meters I believe
the bullet will begin to stabilize

Mr STURDIVAN Well it is stable from the moment that it
emerges from the muzzle At about 100 meters it reaches a very
low yaw perhaps less than a degree in most cases

Mr MATHEWS Does stability have any effect on velocity as the
bullet is flying through the air

Mr STURDIVANOnly in that it affects the yaw
Mr MATHEWS Will you say that the Mannlicher-Carcano 6.5

millimeter bullet is a stable bullet
Mr STURDIVAN It is a very stable bullet perhaps one of the

most stable bullets that we have ever done experimentation with
Mr MATHEWS And how do you determine the characteristics of

bullets in flight What devices are utilized in your field to deter
mine these characteristics

Mr STURDIVANWell we use a number of devices like-
Mr MATHEWS Let me at this time direct your attention to what

has already been marked "JFK exhibit F-111.
Mr STURDIVANVery well I will go ahead while they are putting

it up
We sometimes fire through pairs of metallic coated screens

which are set so that a chronometer can measure the time between
those pairs of screens

We also take flash shadowgraphs of projectiles What you have
displayed here is a flash shadowgraph of a projectile in the air

Mr MATHEWS Will you describe this exhibit 111 for the benefit
of the committee

[JFK exhibit F-111 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-111

Mr STURDIVAN Very well This picture was taken by casting a
shadow of a bullet on a piece of photographic film obtained from a
very short duration flash such as a spark or an exploding wire
Not only do you see the bullet but you see the turbulent wake of
the bullet and the shock wave the bow wave coming off of the
point of the bullet and the second shock wave coming off of the
rarified turbulent wake This is characteristic of a supersonic
bullet

A subsonic bullet will not cause a shock wave such as this We
will take pictures like this and a shadowgraph of the bullet for
instance Let's presume that this is the horizontal view We will
take a second view of the bullet from right angles From this we
can measure from the two angles the three-dimensional yaw

We might also have a second shadowgraph taken some few
meters down range so that we can calculate the velocity from the
shadows The exact distance between shadows divided by the time
gives us an estimate of the velocity

Mr MATHEWSFine Thank you
Could you now begin to characterize for us the type of devices or

materials that are utilized in the study within the wound ballistics
field for example do you use human cadavers for experimentation
in the wound ballistics field

Mr STURDIVAN Not as a matter of course really We used
cadaver wrists in the 1964 Warren Commission study at the re
quest of the Warren Commission and dried human skulls that we
had obtained from the biological supply houses but ordinarily we
do not use human material no

Mr MATHEWS What other kind of substances are utilized for
experimentation purposes
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Mr STURDIVAN We use sometimes animal tissue but for the
most part we use a tissue simulant 20 percent gelatin gel which is
cast into blocks

Mr MATHEWSGelatin gel is that like Jello
Mr STURDIVANWell Jello is probably about 5 percent gelatin

We use a stiffer composition about 20 percent gelatin
Mr MATHEWS Is that as good as human parts or human tissue

for experimental purposes
Mr STURDIVANFor studying the characteristics of bullets it is

much superior to human or animal tissue because you can see
through the gelatin You can watch the behavior of the bullet
inside the block with high-speed movies

Mr MATHEWS You indicate you also use animal tissue is that
correct

Mr STURDIVANYes sir
Mr MATHEWS Is that as good as human tissue for experimenta

tion purposes
Mr STURDIVAN For the effects on human beings no of course

not But then we don't get that many volunteers [Laughter.]
Seriously when we are studying the characteristics of tissues

itself and not the characteristics of the bullet then we must use
tissue because the tissue simulant the gelatin doesn't bleed
doesn't have nerves or vessels Animal tissue in general is not that
different from human tissue in its characteristics density conduc
tivity of the nerves and so forth

Mr MATHEWS Mr Sturdivan let's make a couple of assump
tions Let's assume a gelatin block is set up the rifle is fired the
bullet penetrates a more solid mass than air what happens then
and describe for us the effects on velocity stability yaw as that
bullet goes through a more dense material

Mr STURDIVANYou have to remember that tissue is about 800
times denser than air and consequently all of the effects that are
caused on the bullet are much magnified Its drag is increased by
800 times In fact it loses its gyroscopic stability and the yaw
immediately begins to grow As the bullet enters and penetrates
the tissue it will grow to—depending on the bullet—perhaps
nearly 180° or even to 270° of yaw Eventually the bullet if it
would go continuously through the medium without stopping
would eventually end up moving sideways at 90° or 270°

Mr MATHEWSCould you explain that by utilizing what has been
previously marked JFK exhibit F-112 F-113 F-114 F-310 and
F-116

Can you step over
Mr STURDIVANVery well
Mr MATHEWSMr Chairman could we have JFK exhibits F-112

F-113 F-114 F-310 and F-116 incorporated in the record please
Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be incorporated

into the record at this point
[The above referred to JFK exhibits F-112 F-113 F-114 F-310

and F-116 follow:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-112

JFK EXHIBITF-113
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JFK EXHIBITF-114
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B
4-49271

YENMANEN1 TRACTSLEFT BY 6 5-MM BULLETSIN 20%GELATI`
AFTER PERFORATINGRETARDATIONTARGETS

A Tract left by stable bullet
I Tract left by unstable bullet
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A
4-49522

4-38191

PERMANENTCAVITIESLEFT IN GELATINTISSUEMODELSBY BULLETS

6.5-mm Mannlicher-Carcano ball at 60-yd range
7.62-mm M80ball at 55-yd range
Cal .257 Winchester-Rob,.rts soft-nosed hunting bullet at 55-yd range

JFK EXHIBITF-116

Mr STURDIVAN Starting first with F-112 you see here a spark
shadowgraph a flash X-ray of a bullet in flight and this is taken
in a 45° angle mirror so that we are getting orthogonal views of the
bullet As you can tell from this it has very small yaw

This is a frame of one of the high speed movies that we have
taken It runs approximately 27,000 frames per second and so
effectively stops the bullet in flight As you can see the penetra
tion into the gelatin block is very straight indicating that the yaw
is not dramatically increasing at this point
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This is a similar .30-caliber bullet which is caught in flight and
shows a component of yaw in one direction Of course the compo
nent is missing from the other view This yawing bullet strikes the
gelatin block and rapidly increases in yaw The maximum yaw 90)
occurred about here It goes on through 180° at this narrow
pinched in waist and then begins to grow back again and is actual
ly probably moving sideways here at the point where the film ends

That essentially expresses how the yaw grows Of course the
velocity of this bullet [indicating unyawed bullet] is much higher
because it is not yawed and the drag force is not nearly as great as
it was with this bullet [indicating yawed bullet]

We have similar views on exhibit F-113 It shows a view of an
M-193 bullet This is the bullet that is fired from the M-16 rifle
that was used extensively in Vietnam It is a caliber .22 but at a
high velocity approximately 3,000 feet per second

This bullet entered and as you can see it goes nice and straight
for a little while Then the yaw increases dramatically The pres
sure is increased dramatically and the bullet begins to fragment
pieces are broken off the bullet continued although the track is
not clearly visible from here it continues to exit from the corner of
the block

Mr MATHEWS Mr Sturdivan could you also speak up please
Mr STURDIVAN F-114 is the same bullet at a lower velocity

That velocity would be encountered at about 800 meters per
second The lower velocity doesn't make any difference on the way
in which the yaw grows It comes in the yaw grows it tumbles
then ends up moving backward at the point where it stops

This bullet of course was not deformed because the pressures
due to the lower velocity were never high enough to deform the
bullet

Mr MATHEWS The next exhibit Mr Sturdivan should be F-310
on your left

Mr STURDIVANF-308
Mr MATHEWS On your left sir Let me ask you a question in

F-114 why did that bullet enter straight and then yaw upward—
right behind you

Mr STURDIVAN The bullet entered straight because it was un
yawed in normal flight and bullets are engineered to be stable
and therefore it strikes at low yaw When it is unstable inside the
block naturally unstable inside the block it yaws dramatically in
every case All bullets are unstable in tissue which is 800 times as
dense as air

Mr MATHEWS The point being is that all bullets do not go
straight when they enter a solid mass

Mr STURDIVAN Oh no bullet actually goes straight when it
enters a solid mass The lift forces which are better shown I think
on-

Mr MATHEWS Will you explain exactly what that exhibit is
F-310-

Mr STURDIVANF-310 shows a picture of a Mannlicher-Carcano
bullet which as I said was one of the most stable bullets we have
ever studied This bullet perforated—the upper bullet perforated 15
inches 38 centimeters of gelatin tissue without appreciably in
creasing in yaw You see some evidence of it right at the end the
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yaw is beginning to increase This is because it struck stably even
though it had perforated a 4-inch gelatin target ahead of it

Chairman STOKES Would you have the witness suspend for a
moment until we get the sound system worked out here

Mr MATHEWSYes sir
Chairman STOKES Mr Sturdivan speak a little louder if you

would please sir because members of the committee are having
extreme difficulty in hearing you

Mr STURDIVANI am sorry Perhaps if I hold the mike up closer
to my mouth

Chairman STOKESThat does help thank you
Mr MATHEWS As you address yourself to F-310 will you explain

precisely what that particular experiment was meant to achieve
Mr STURDIVANYes sir This is part of the Warren Commission

exhibit and the experiment that was done for the Warren Commis
sion I am not sure whether it was introduced into the evidence or
not This was a firing to the Mannlicher-Carcano bullet a 6.5
millimeter through some 131/2centimeters which is approximately
4-inch gelatin blocks then through an air space and allowed to
strike a second block This is only two of the examples of several
shots that were made

In the upper view the bullet struck at very low yaw and kept its
stability through the 15 inches That bullet after passing through
the first target struck the second target in an unstable or yawed
position then this curving path is what resulted

The bullet enters and because the flow of the gelatin around the
bullet is not perfectly symetric it develops a lift much like an
airplane wing and will deviate from its path making a curved
path through the gelatin This is evident particularly in F-114 as
well The lift forces cause the bullet to make a curved path
through the gelatin

Mr MATHEWS So we say F-310 and F-114 are consistent with
the theory that a bullet could enter one man straight in a straight
trajectory and on exiting that man be curved slightly

Mr STURDIVAN Well let's put it this way With most military
bullets like the M-193 the bullet would curve almost immediately
because the yaw begins to grow almost immediately With the
Mannlicher-Carcano bullet it is much more stable the yaw begins
to grow much more slowly and it curves much more slowly So
that at a target of 4 or 5 inches of soft tissue that bullet would not
deviate appreciably from its path

In a much longer track particularly if the bullet were unstable
when it struck it would in fact deviate from its path It would not
go in a straight line

Mr MATHEWS Again Mr Sturdivan in JFK exhibit F-113
which is the second one on your left what caused the bullet to
break up what factors cause a bullet to deform

Mr STURDIVANIt is the force The force developed on the bullet
exceeded the strength of the bullet and therefore it caved in and
began to deform

Mr MATHEWS Let me Mr Sturdivan direct your attention to
JFK exhibit F-116 Could you describe for the benefit of the com
mittee exactly what experiments were conducted utilizing this par
ticular exhibit
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Mr STURDIVANVery well The upper one labeled A is again a
Mannlicher-Carcano bullet not striking another target previously
but striking this as the initial target and as you can see it is quite
stable all the way through the 15 inches of gelatin

The block labeled B is an example of a 7.62 millimeter M-80
bullet which is fired from the M-14 rifle That is the NATO
standard .30 caliber bullet

As you can see it was initially stable it caused a nice clean
track began to yaw and at approximately 10 inches was at 90
degrees continued to yaw on past and exited probably something
less that 180°

The third block labeled the caliber 257 Winchester Roberts is a
normal typical hunting bullet that has a soft nose Of course a
hollow point would behave exactly the same It has a very short
stable track but the bullet begins to expand immediately on
impact and the only reason that it has any short track is that it
takes it a finite time to expand into its final deformed condition
and its drag force is much increased as it begins to expand This is
a positive feedback loop

As it expands the drag force increases As the force increases
that increases the expansion So it rapidly expands causing this
massive wound track early in the block and then comes to a rest

This explains the difference between a military bullet and a soft
nose hunting bullet The military bullet being solid depends on its
yawing to deform whereas the hunting bullet will deform immedi
ately

Mr MATHEWS Are you able to predict the drag force on the
bullet scientifically

Mr STURDIVAN Well yes for military bullets in particular we
are able to predict the drag forces with some precision

Mr MATHEWSAnd how are you able to do that
Mr STURDIVAN Well through our mathematical models of the

physics of what happens to bullets in gelatin
Mr MATHEWS Let me direct your attention to JFK exhibit

F-115 Can you explain briefly for the benefit of the committee
how many people in the wound ballistics field are able to predict
drag force

Mr STURDIVANThis is a very simple drag force equation actual
ly attributed to Sir Isaac Newton the man who invented calculus
also invented ballistics I guess

Typically you might see the drag force as a function of the other
variables The way I have expressed it here the drag force is
divided by the presented area This gives us the pressure on the
bullet and the units that we would be most familiar with in
describing this pressure would be in pounds per square inch At
some level of pressure any material will deform

So here is the drag pressure which is a function of a dimention
less drag coefficient multiplied by the density of the material that
it is flying through and the square of the velocity

So we can see here all of the essential elements that contribute
to increasing force With an increase in density as I said awhile
ago moving from a very small density in air to 800 times that
density in gelatin increases the drag force by 800 times Moving
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from a relatively low velocity to a high velocity dramatically in
creases drag force and pressure

In fact the pressure increases much more rapidly than the veloc
ity does because of the square term

Mr MATHEWS So with that formula are you able to predict when
the bullet will begin to deform

Mr STURDIVANTo a certain extent yes I must point out for the
physicists in the audience that this is an oversimplification The
first order effects of drag force are density There are also viscosity
which is like the friction that is encountered in going through
material that is the second order effect and the strength of the
material is the third order effect Since I have excluded everything
except the density variable these could only be considered rough
approximations

But for a guiding metal jacketed bullet like the Mannlicher
Carcano as I recall the yield pressure of this bullet is 3.8 times 10
to the 10th dines per square centimeter which to most people is
absolutely meaningless but it means the bullet is approximately 4
times the strength of bone

Mr MATHEWS So at what velocity will a bullet begin to deform
Mr STURDIVAN OK the bullet would begin to deform if it

strikes say soft tissue at something—remember the density of soft
tissue is around one the density of water and it will begin to
deform at something in excess of 2,000 feet per second In other
words at the muzzle velocity of the Mannlicher-Carcano

If it strikes bone which is twice as dense then it would begin to
deform nose on at approximately 1,400 feet per second If the bullet
turns sideways which is a weaker orientation it will deform down
to around 1,000 feet feet per second

Mr MATHEWS Did you bring along with you today Mr Sturdi
van some films to show the committee to demonstrate that precise
point

Mr STURDIVANYes sir I did
Mr MATHEWSCould we have about a 1-minute recess in order to

set up the projector
Mr Chairman before that could we have incorporated into the

record JFK exhibit F-115
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record at this point
[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-115 follows:]

FYA=CDpV

Dray Force Formula

EXhib;+ JFK F-II5
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Mr FAUNTROY[presiding.] In the opinion of the Chair we should
wait until the members have returned from this vote before show
ing the film so we will remain in recess I will ask that the lights
be put back on Thank you

[Brief recess.]
Mr PREYER [presiding] The committee will come to order

please
Mr Mathews are you ready to proceed Mr Mathews Mr Stur

divan
Mr MATHEWSWe are ready to proceed Mr Chairman
May we have incorporated into the record JFK exhibit F-117

the movie film which will be shown
Mr PREYER Without objection so ordered
Mr MATHEWS Mr Sturdivan will you first explain for the bene

fit of the committee and the gallery exactly what the film is about
to show

Mr STURDIVANWhat we are going to see here is a gelatin block
being struck by a .30 caliber that is a 7.62 millimeter military
bullet It will be coming in from the left strike the block at
approximately 2,800 feet per second First I will run the film at

approximately 24 frames per second I will go through and then I
will back up and explain frame-by-frame what is happening

[First film shown.]
This is the first frame that you can see the bullet It is beginning

to penetrate the left-hand side of the block It travels in a reason
ably straight line The yaw is beginning to increase at this frame
the second frame The yaw has dramatically increased You can
begin to see the radical velocity of the tissue simulant as it is
thrown away from the bullet that is moving through the gelatin

Many people have called this a shockwave but the bullet is
actually not moving at the speed of sound in gelatin The speed of
sound in gelatin is approximately 5,000 feet per second This bullet
is moving at less than half that velocity Here the gelatin is being
pushed out of the way as the bullet goes through It has to be very
greatly accelerated to be moved out of the way at the instant that
the bullet is passing

That radial velocity is imparted not only to the material that is
in contact with the bullet but everything all the way out to the
outside of the block That radial velocity continues after the bullet
has gone

The bullet has passed the cavity is still opening up because of
that radial velocity That is not an air-filled cavity that is a
vacuum cavity and because the gelatin is still moving-

Mr MATHEWSPull your mike up please
Mr STURDIVANDid I lose my mike again
Mr MATHEWSYou have it now
Mr STURDIVAN Because the gelatin is still moving in a radial

manner it continues to move out and the air from outside will
move inside the cavity This is why often they find debris like
pieces of clothing buttons twigs dirt and all sorts of things drawn
into wound cavities in combat That is because the tremendous
radial velocity of the gelatin creates the vacuum that pulls the air
and the debris in with it

41-2530 79 26
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Let me run this one on through and we will see a second gelatin
block identical to the first This is a 6 by 6 inch gelatin block
approximately 15 inches long The second gelatin block which we
will see in a moment-

Mr FAUNTROY Will the gentleman yield for just a moment
Those last pictures were the pictures of the gelatin after the bullet
had left

Mr STURDIVANYes
Mr FAUNTROYSo the bullet was not there when all that move

ment was taking place
Mr STURDIVANThat's right It was the radial velocity the tre

mendous momentum the radial momentum that was left in the
block that caused it to gyrate like that

Mr FAUNTROYThank you
Mr MATHEWS So Mr Sturdivan that radial velocity created a

force a form of energy within the block itself
Mr STURDIVANRight well the kinetic energy of the bullet was

deposited within the block and that kinetic energy is what gives
rise to the radial velocity

Mr PREYER Let me ask that the rear door be closed please so
that we don't have that extra light in the room

Excuse me Mr Mathews
Mr STURDIVAN I will continue with this one This one is a

caliber 223 that is the M-193 bullet from the M-16 rifle again the
Vietnam rifle traveling at approximately 3,200 feet per second

Now this one as you can see well it's much higher velocity It
went in with a reasonably straight path and then tumbled very
quickly The drag force the pressure that was exerted on this
bullet at that point caused it to breakup Each of those little points
that you can see looks like fingers pointing to the right Each of
those little points is a separate fragment

Mr MATHEWS At what velocity do you think that bullet broke
up at

Mr STURDIVANThe bullet broke up at almost its muzzle veloc
ity The bullet would break up as I said before at anything above
1,000 feet per second well it would begin to deform at about 1,000
feet per second

But remember the higher the volocity is the higher the forces
are and the much more extensive the break up is In this case we
saw a very high velocity very high pressure and very extensive
breakup

The major part of the bullet is at the top of the block As you can
see this block gets a tremendous radial velocity because of the
much greater expenditure of energy

That bullet is just about to leave the top of the block toward the
right point It is very faint but you can see the bullet or a frag
ment of the bullet suspended in air above the block right outside
the cavity

Another couple of frames it is moving at a reasonably low veloc
ity now It is sitting right at the corner of the fiducial marker
above the block the major fragment of the bullet

The remaining fragments of the bullet are still within the block
As you can see the block continues to gyrate The cavity collapses
and then rebounds opening up slightly again The bullet the piece
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that escaped is long gone but the block continues to gyrate under
the influence of the energy that was deposited in it

That terminates the first section of the film
Mr MATHEWS Can we have the lights please Mr Sturdivan

will you have your seat please
Let me pose a couple of questions about radial velocity Is that

the same as shockwaves
Mr STURDIVAN Oh no No the bullet is moving at subsonic

velocities inside the block and the radial velocities are just the
reactions of the pressure moving away from the bullet away from
the line of flight There is momentum in each little piece of gelatin
But of course the total momentum is conserved

Mr MATHEWS Mr Sturdivan let me direct your attention to
JFK exhibits F-273 F-320 and F-294

[JFK exhibits F-273 F-294 and F-320 were entered previously.]
Mr Sturdivan this committee heard testimony yesterday from

Dr Wecht that indicated in his opinion that the bullet struck
President Kennedy in the skull or the neck I should say the back
of the neck Excuse me his rear back of his neck and then passed
straight through which is shown by the exhibit on the left The
question I want to pose to you is this since you are a scientist and
I assume being a scientist you have a better than average under
standing of mathematics Assume you are a professor in a major
college or high school

If you had a student and he came to you and presented this as
evidence of what occurred in Dealey Plaza on November 22 1963
would you give him an "A for bringing a piece of scientific analy
sis or would you give him an "A for speculation and explain why
you will give him an "A for one or the other

Mr STURDIVANWell it is difficult to evaluate just a final draw
ing Of course you would have to go through the mathematical
manipulations that went into such an analysis I would presume
that the individual had much more information than we have
presently been given that is the Zapruder film shows a horizontal
view of the President the Governor and the car and from that view
alone it would be virtually impossible to reconstruct a plan view
that is shown here it is at 90°

The relative position of the two people would be impossible to
determine from that film alone

Mr MATHEWS What other factors would you need to know
before constructing that exhibit

Mr STURDIVANWe would have to have the position of the two

people not only their position of their center of mass which Dr
Wecht indicated yesterday would not change very much in a major
part of a second but you would have to know the exact position of
the head the neck whether a person was moving at the time had
stopped to look down at something on the floorboard In other
words the exact position of each occupant of the car would have to
be determined from something other than the Zapruder film

Mr MATHEWSWe have to know the speed of the automobile the
elevation of the automobile

Mr STURDIVANThe fact that it was going down a slight incline
which was changing
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Mr MATHEWS Would the weather have any factor or play any
role

Mr STURDIVAN Weather Probably not except for the initial
velocity of the bullet which happens to be a little higher in warm
weather because the cartridge is hotter But that is masked within
the normal variance of the velocity of the bullet anyway

Mr MATHEWS What would you say as a scientist that the
probability is of recreating that event

Mr STURDIVAN Well given sufficient evidence the probability
would be quite high But then I am not in a position to state
whether there is sufficient evidence to reconstruct such a drawing
Certainly Dr Wecht didn't give us sufficient information yesterday
to allow a reconstruction of this event

Mr MATHEWSThank you Do you care to comment on any of the
other exhibits

Mr STURDIVANNow that it is here perhaps we could go into the
relative deformation of the several bullets that are shown on the
exhibit to the right I can't remember the number

Mr MATHEWSI believe that is JFK exhibit F-294
Mr STURDIVAN On F-294 it shows the picture of five bullets

Commission exhibit 399 of course is the infamous bullet The
commission exhibit 572 as I understand it were a couple of bullets
that were recovered in cotton-waste media which incidentally is a
little denser than tissue and therefore caused perhaps a little
more extensive deformation than a soft recovery in gelatin would
have

Exhibit 853 is a bullet that has ricocheted from the rib of a goat
carcass as Dr Wecht indicated However let's remember that the

goat which is roughly 100 pounds is much much smaller than
Governor Connally and therefore the bullet passed through a
relatively small amount of soft tissue before it hit the bone and
therefore lost correspondingly less velocity

So we would have to say that the striking velocity on that bullet
C.E 853 was much in excess of the striking velocity on Governor
Connally even if the bullet had passed through nothing before it
hit Governor Connally

C.E 856 is a bullet that was shot directly into a cadaver wrist
without passing through anything before it hit It is characteristic
of the kind of deformation that you would expect of a bullet that
strikes at high velocity In other words this was direct proof that
the bullet that struck Governor Connally's wrist was not at high
velocity that is CE-399 was not at high velocity Otherwise it
would have been deformed as this bullet was in striking dense
bone

Mr MATHEWSThank you Mr Sturdivan
Let me direct your attention now to JFK exhibits F-255 through

F-258 which is frame 313 14 15 and 16 of the Zapruder film and
JFK exhibits F-66 and F-53

The committee has received some evidence to the effect that the
second shot that hit President Kennedy entered through the rear
of the skull and out the right front

As you can see from the exhibits the President's head seemed to
have exploded This explosion has led many people to conclude that
the President may have been shot with an exploding bullet or a
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frangible bullet By studying these exhibits could you comment on
whether that theory is a possibility

Mr STURDIVANLiterally an exploding bullet would be a bullet
which would have some high explosive incorporated within the
structure of the bullet that would be detonated at impact on bone
or soft tissue Such bullets do exist

A frangible bullet is one that is made to deform very rapidly
and in fact most of them are made of some sort of matrix with
metallic powder inside that matrix And essentially I think that
you could probably not tell the difference between the skull that
had been hit with an exploding bullet one that had been hit with a
frangible bullet or one that had been hit with a hollow point or soft
nose hunting bullet or a hard jacketed military bullet that had
deformed massively on the skull at impact

In fact all of those situations would look in a film like this
which was taken at ordinary speeds to be very similar

Mr MATHEWS Mr Sturdivan taking a look at JFK exhibit F-53
which is an X-ray of President Kennedy's skull can you give us
your opinion as to whether the President may have been hit with
an exploding bullet

Mr STURDIVANWell this adds considerable amount of evidence
to the pictures which were not conclusive In this enhanced X-ray
of the skull the scattering of the fragments throughout the wound
tract are characteristic of a deforming bullet This bullet could
either be a jacketed bullet that had deformed on impact or a soft
nosed or hollow point bullet that was fully jacketed and therefore
not losing all of its mass

It is not characteristic of an exploding bullet or frangible bullet
because in either of those cases the fragments would have been
much more numerous and much smaller A very small fragment
has very high drag in tissue and consequently none of those would
have penetrated very far

In those cases you would definitely have seen a cloud of metallic
fragments very near the entrance wound So this case is typical of
a deforming jacketed bullet leaving fragments along its path as it
goes

Incidentally those fragments that are left by the bullet are also
very small and do not move very far from their initial from the
place where they departed the bullet

Consequently they tend to be clustered very closely around the
track of the bullet

Mr MATHEWS So your testimony is you can state for the record
that as a result of JFK exhibit F-53 you can state the President
was not hit with a frangible bullet or an exploding bullet is that
correct

Mr STURDIVANThat's correct
Mr MATHEWS Again Mr Sturdivan looking at exhibit F-53

can you tell us based on your expertise in the wound ballistics
field where the approximate track of the bullet that traveled
through the President's skull was located

Mr STURDIVANThere is extensive deformation at the top of the
skull which indicates that the radial velocity that was imparted to
the tissue broke it open and therefore relieved the pressure at the
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top well either to the right or the left since you can't distinguish
on an X-ray

You would presume then that the soft tissue which was badly
damaged would have moved somewhat in the direction of that
relieved pressure and therefore would be displaced somewhat
upward from the original track So I would place the original track
as being somewhat lower than that trail of fragments indicated
through there certainly not much lower

Mr MATHEWS So it is your opinion that it was more likely that
the President was shot in the upper portion of the skull as opposed
to the lower

Mr STURDIVANRight there is no indication of any track in the
lower half of the skull It definitely was in the upper part

Mr MATHEWSThank you
Now Mr Sturdivan according to your testimony the President

was not shot with an exploding bullet What scientific reasons do
you have for the fact that his skull exploded

Mr STURDIVANAs we saw in the gelatin blocks the tremendous
radial velocity that is imparted to the tissue soft tissue as the
bullet goes through probably in this case having massively been
deformed by impact on the skull The drag force is very high The
radial velocity is high exerting tremendous pressure on the inside
of the skull And this literally lifts the skull up fractures it and
allows some of the soft material to move between the cracks

Mr MATHEWS Have you ever conducted any experiments which
would verify that theory

Mr STURDIVANYes in the 1964 study for the Warren Commis
sion we did do several studies on skulls

Mr MATHEWSDid you record those studies
Mr STURDIVANWe recorded them in still cameras and also with

movies
Mr MATHEWSDo you have that film today
Mr STURDIVANYes I do
Mr MATHEWS Before you show it to the committee could you

explain briefly what they should look for in analyzing this film
Mr STURDIVANBefore the lights go out the film is of 4 of 10

skulls that were shot at our laboratory with the Mannlicher-Car
cano 6.5 millimeter The bullet will be coming in from the left
toward the right The skulls have been filled with gelatin and
coated with gelatin in the semblance of the subcutaneous tissue
under the scalp At the point of impact there's a piece of goat skin
with hair intact which simulates the scalp and the hair of the
possible victim

The movies were taken at approximately 2,200 pictures per
second Since the projectile is moving at roughly 2,000 feet per
second we could expect a motion of about 12 inches 12 to 14 inches
between frames as the bullet comes in

Mr FAUNTROY Will the gentleman yield As you prepare to
show the movie is it my understanding that you used the Mann
licher-Carcano rifle that was found on the sixth floor of the Texas
School Book Depository Building or was this another rifle

Mr STURDIVANWell sir we had two rifles Both of them were
used fairly extensively but we did not want to over-use the Oswald
rifle because of the wear and the change of the characteristics So
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I cannot state for a certainty which of these were shot with which
rifle But some of them were shot with the Oswald rifle and some
with the other rifle

Mr MATHEWSThank you
Mr Chairman may we have JFK exhibits F-304 and F-305 the

movie films which will be shown entered in the record
Mr PREYER Without objection so ordered
[Showing of second film.]
Mr STURDIVANThere is another section of film here before we

get to the skulls which we forgot to mention Perhaps we should go
ahead and go through it since it is already there This is a can of
tomatoes which I think demonstrates some of the principles of
physics that are involved here

The picture will be much the same as those with the skull The
bullet will be coming in from the left will strike the can and you
will see pieces of the can moving toward the right in the direction
of the bullet but you will also see pieces of the can moving in other
directions Notably the top of the can will be moving back toward
the left in the direction from which the bullet came

You notice the backsplash as the bullet has entered the left-hand
side of the can The material is beginning to move back out This is
called the backsplash of the projectile

In the next case the bullet is still within the can and in fact
has stopped within the can

Mr MATHEWSWas that a 6.5 millimeter
Mr STURDIVAN No this was some other bullet I am not sure

what the identity of the bullet was It is probably a caliber .22
I apologize for the darkness of these films but this will begin the

skull sequence The first one is light so let me run right through it
You will see what happens to the skull taken at high-speed movies

Mr MATHEWS Could you explain first the skull itself the com
position

Mr STURDIVANThe skull was as I said the dried skull obtained
from a biological supply house was filled with gelatin tissue simu
lant and the shiny effect on the outside is a coating of gelatin on
the outside of the skull To the left is a piece of goat skin simulat
ing the scalp and hair I will run right through the first one which
is rather dramatic and I will stop action on the second skull
[describing second skull impact]

The bullet has come in from the left has impacted the skull
through the scalp simulant and is now within the skull As you can
see the radial velocity that is imparted at the first part of the
track has begun to crack the back piece of the skull

This is the very next frame It shows the fragmented bullet and
fragments of the skull being blown away from the front of the
skull

Mr MATHEWSThe bullet is gone now is that correct
Mr STURDIVAN Pieces of the bullet have exited the skull It is

hard to tell whether they have actually gone out of the frame or
whether they may be incorporated into that white mass which is
mostly bone with a little bit of gelatin tissue simulant in it

As you can see the radial velocity has already begun to fracture
the skull extensively along and across suture lines
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As you can see each of the two skulls that we have observed so
far have moved in the direction of the bullet In other words both
of them have been given some momentum in the direction that the
bullet was going This third one also shows momentum in the
direction that the bullet was going showing that the head of the
President would probably go with the bullet

This is amplified however in these skulls because they are not
tied to a human body They are free to move from the table

Also you will see that as the skull goes forward some of the
material of the skull and the contents were blown out toward us
Consequently the opposing momentum carries the skull away from
us rotates it away from us so that we can actually see the bottom
part of the skull in this shot In fact all 10 of the skulls that we
shot did essentially the same thing They gained a little bit of
momentum consistent with one or a little better foot-per-second
velocity that would have been imparted by the bullet and they also
lost material toward us that is toward its right and therefore
rotated toward its left

That terminates that sequence of film
Mr MATHEWSCould we have the lights please
I have one final question for you Mr Sturdivan and in answer

ing that question let me direct your attention to JFK exhibits
F-307 and F-306

Mr Sturdivan as you can see of JFK exhibit F-307 which is on
my left the hole location is approximately in the top of the Presi
dent's skull As you can see from exhibit F-306 the hole location is
at the bottom of the President's skull F-306 is a skull that was
utilized by Edgewood Laboratories for their experiments for the
Warren Commission is that not so

Mr STURDIVAN Yes it was that is one of the skulls probably
one of the skulls we saw in the film sequence

Mr MATHEWS My question is this Would the location of the
hole in the President's skull make any change in your testimony as
to the explosive effect that occurred within the skull

Mr STURDIVANOh no Once the bullet enters the soft material
within the skull the radial velocity is imparted and the effect is
exactly the same no matter at what point it enters

The only effect might be in which portion of the skull was
actually blown out In other words it might blow out a little higher
and a little more toward the top if the bullet entered a little more
toward the top rather than blowing out on the side as is indicated
in the second exhibit

Mr MATHEWS Mr Chairman could we have exhibits F-306 and
F-307 incorporated in the record In addition could we have F-111
and F-255 F-256 F-257 and F-258 incorporated in the record
please

Chairman STOKES[presiding] Without objection they may be
entered into the record at this point

[JFK exhibits F-111 and F-255 through F-258 were entered
previously.]

[The above-referred-to exhibits JFK exhibits F-306 and F-307
follow:]
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r,;'RFACEOFDRAWING

JFK EXHIBITF-307

Mr MATHEWS Also Mr Chairman I have no further questions
of this witness

Chairman STOKES The Chair will first recognize the gentleman
from the District of Columbia Mr Fauntroy for as much time as
he may consume after which the committee will go to the 5-minute
rule

The gentleman from the District of Columbia Mr Fauntroy
Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman and thank you Mr

Sturdivan on behalf of the nonphysicists on the panel and in the
country You have goven us I think an adequate introduction to
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wound ballistics and the science of the effects of bullets on the
human body

I think I am fairly familiar now with things like yaw and veloc
ity and drag and trajectory and stability But I think I am more
interested in having you to help us with some hypotheticals rela
tive to the subject of this investigation and for this purpose I
would like to place in view JFK exhibits Nos F-113 and F-116 and
F-81 As they are being placed there Mr Sturdivan I would like
to have you analyze with us a few hypotheticals

Let's assume three things First the rifle is a Mannlicher-Car
cano of the kind found on the sixth floor of the Book Depository
We have that rifle here You might want to just lift it for us Let's
assume that is the first

Second the bullet is a 6.5-millimeter bullet and third the shot
came from the sixth floor of the Texas Book Depository Building
What would be the striking velocity of a 6.5-millimeter bullet fired
from the building and hitting a man in the upper right back

Mr STURDIVAN Well the muzzle velocity of this bullet varies
between 2,000 and 2,200 feet per second It will have lost some
velocity in traversing some distance Say at 100 yards it would
have about 1,800-feet-per-second velocity One hundred yards was
roughly I think the distance we are talking about here So that
would be 1,800 feet per second

Mr FAUNTROYAnd that is the velocity at which it would prob
ably have hit a body from the distance that we know is from the
sixth floor to where the President was at the time that his body
was struck

Mr STURDIVANYes sir
Mr FAUNTROYCould the bullet have gone through his neck at

that time
Mr STURDIVAN Oh yes this bullet if only encountering a few

inches of soft tissue would go through losing almost no velocity 100
feet per second or thereabouts

Mr FAUNTROYSo that while it was fired when it left the muzzle
it would have been over 2,000 feet by the time it hit it would have
been about 1,800 feet per second

Mr STURDIVANYes
Mr FAUNTROY And exiting the body not striking any bone
Mr STURDIVANWithout striking any bone
Mr FAUNTROY Striking flesh it would have lost another what
Mr STURDIVANOne hundred feet per second or so Being a little

less than maybe 1,700 feet per second at that point
Chairman STOKESWould the gentleman yield
Mr FAUNTROYI would be very happy to
Chairman STOKES Was there something the gentleman wanted

done with the rifle
Mr FAUNTROYNo you can put that back please
Now once the bullet exited the neck having gone through the

flesh what would have been the condition of the bullet
Mr STURDIVANWell it would have been given some—as I stated

earlier the bullet is unstable in tissue the yaw begins to grow
with a Mannlicher-Carcano this growth of yaw is relatively mild
but it would have been given a little bit of angular momentum so
it would come out at some yaw an increasing yaw Of course as it
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came into the air it would be again in a low-density medium and
therefore would tend to stabilize out again so the yaw that was
imparted would begin to damp out

Mr FAUNTROY So it would yaw a little coming through but
would be pretty much straight

Mr STURDIVAN It is still very straight but its angular momen
tum is such that as it comes out it is turning

Mr FAUNTROYI see
Mr STURDIVANOK
Mr FAUNTROYCould it have struck another man sitting directly

in front of the first man
Mr STURDIVANIf the initial trajectory had been into that man

yes because it would not have deviated significantly from its origi
nal trajectory

Mr FAUNTROY What would have been the nature of the en
trance hole in the second body after passing through the first

Mr STURDIVANOK if you will recall I said that the bullet takes
a bobbing motion It has some yaw and then it decreases almost to
zero yaw then it goes back up again It depends on exactly what
orientation it had at the moment of striking the next body as to
what the entry hole would be like It could be perfectly round if
the yaw were nearly zero or it could be elongated if the bullet
were yawing at that point

Mr FAUNTROY Did you conduct any experiments to determine
how much yaw a 6.5 millimeter coming through a mass like that
which was the neck of the President had and therefore what kind
of angle it would have hit another body

Mr STURDIVANWell we did get imprints on the velocity screens
between the first target and the second target which I showed a
moment ago And on those screens we saw about an equal propor
tion of round holes and elongated holes indicating that the bullet
was bobbing in and out and it was striking at random orientation
into those screens

Mr FAUNTROY All right now the bullet passes through the
second body and say nicking a rib and having entered you say
on a yaw—I guess that is the proper way to put it—slightly angu
lar—having pushed through that way What would be the nature
of its velocity having left the body as we are theorizing here just
below the nipple—what would have been the condition of the
bullet

Mr STURDIVANOK our predictive equations apply only to soft
tissue and so consequently I wasn't able to predict what this
composite of soft tissue and bone would really have done Conse
quently I would have to rely on the experiments that we did in
1964 shooting glancing blows off of rib—the ribs of goat carcasses
and then scaled those effects up to a much larger man like the size
of Governor Connally

Now with the 250-plus-foot-per-second loss in the goat that
would scale up to perhaps a 400-foot-per-second loss in the Gover
nor given that the bullet entered at normal obliquity that is
without yaw It would have of course been somewhat higher than
that had it hit in a yawed orientation Some 400-foot-per-second
plus of loss
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Mr FAUNTROY The bullet left the gun at 2,000 feet Do you
think at the point it would have struck the first body it was going
at about 1,700

Mr STURDIVAN1,700 to 1,800
Mr FAUNTROYFeet It would have lost how much going through

you said
Mr STURDIVAN About a 100 So it is after going through it is

perhaps 1,700 feet per second or a little less at striking the second
body There it would lose another 400-plus feet per second and
exited say somewhere between 1,100 and 1,300 feet per second
roughly

Mr FAUNTROYThat is velocity at which it is moving
Mr STURDIVANAt the exit of the second target
Mr FAUNTROYWould that be enough velocity to shatter a wrist

bone
Mr STURDIVAN Oh yes My calculations rough calculations

have shown that when striking the bone it would comminute the
bone at anything above about 700 feet per second So it still has
nearly twice that velocity and certainly it would have enough to
comminute a bone

Mr FAUNTROYAnd lodge in the left thigh
Mr STURDIVANWell yes after going through the bone it would

of course again have lost a considerable amount of velocity but
there is no reason to believe that it would not have enough remain
ing velocity to penetrate some more soft tissue although it prob
ably would not have had much in excess of 700 perhaps even less
than that So it probably would not have fractured another bone
In other words if it had continued on the same path and struck
the thick bone it would not have fractured it it would have
stopped

Mr FAUNTROY Let's go back to the starting point say of a
second hypothetical that is let's assume that a second bullet fired
from approximately the same position using the same rifle and
bullet is on its way and it hits the second man in the same place
in the back without striking the first man

Mr STURDIVANYes sir
Mr FAUNTROYWhat would be the striking velocity there
Mr STURDIVAN Well it wouldn't really be that much higher

than it would have been striking the first target Striking the
second target it is 1,800 feet per second That is striking the second
target without striking the first

OK I see puzzlement let me recapitulate
In the first case your first hypothetical the striking velocity on

the first target was around 1,800 feet per second If it missed the
first target it would have essentially the same striking velocity
when it hit the second target which is to say about 1,800 feet per
second

Now the difference in the striking velocity having gone through
the first target or not having gone through the first target would
make essentially no difference in our predicted behavior in the
second target There are too many other variables the amount of
bone that it actually contacted whether it contacted the bone
directly or whether it hit it a grazing blow or whether the bullet
actually missed the bone and if that extensive cavity fractured the
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bone would make a considerable difference in the remaining veloc
ity of the bullet

So to boil it all down the effect in the second target which
would represent Governor Connally would be almost indistinguish
able in the two cases

Mr FAUNTROYHow about the entry wound what would be the
nature of that if it were directly

Mr STURDIVANWell there is a fairly good probability that that
entry wound would be elongated if it had went through another
target before—it probably would have been elongated

Mr FAUNTROYThat is it may have gone that way rather than
that way [demonstrating]

Mr STURDIVANYes sir
Mr FAUNTROYIs that what you are saying
Mr STURDIVANYes
Mr FAUNTROYIf it went directly there first is it likely that you

could have gotten that same effect
Mr STURDIVANOh no If it had struck without having previous

ly encountered another target it would never have been elongated
This bullet is too stable It would have had to be a nice round hole
presuming that it struck reasonably normally to the surface

Mr FAUNTROY I will have to review I can't recall staff will
bring me up to date on whether or not that entry wound was—it
was a round hole all right

Again in our second hypothetical question assuming this bullet
traveled at a downward trajectory and exited below the right
nipple smashing into the right wrist and then into the left thigh
would the exit velocity have been greater in the first hypothetical
where it goes through two bodies or in the second and what
difference if any would that have made in the nature of the wrist
wound

Mr STURDIVANWell in the second case where it struck without
having struck a previous target the entry velocity would be some
what higher but depending on the exact effect on the bone the
amount of deformation and so forth it might well have been de
formed a little more because it struck the rib at a little higher
velocity and therefore it would have had a little higher drag after
having gone through the rib consequently the exit velocity would
probably not have been much different and the effect on the wrist
would probably have not been much different

Mr FAUNTROYHow much damage would have been done to the
bullet in the first hypothetical as compared with the second going
through two and going through one

Mr STURDIVANWell because it had traversed a little less soft
tissue before striking the bone it might have struck the rib at a
little higher velocity and therefore have been a little more de
formed in the second case

Mr FAUNTROYIn the first case therefore-
Mr STURDIVAN In the first case less deformation to the bullet
Mr FAUNTROYMr Sturdivan I would like to direct your atten

tion to JFK exhibit F-118 There are blowups—the one on the
right—blowups of two 6.5-millimeter bullets and a blowup of what
is now familiar to you as Commission exhibit 399 the bullet be
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lieved to have been the bullet that went through the body of both
President Kennedy and Governor Connally

You have done some experiments with those bullets have you
not

[JFK exhibit F-118 follows:]

JFK EXHIBITF-118

Mr STURDIVAN Yes sir In exhibit 118 the two bullets on the
left were experimental bullets that were fired at Edgewood Arse
nal The one labeled B went through approximately 30 inches of
gelatin and was soft recovered and if one were to apply the word
to a bullet this would be pristine bullet perhaps the only one that
we have seen so far

The bullet labeled A was one of those which was fired into the
carcass of a goat and glanced off the rib You can't see quite so
clearly as you could on the original bullet but there is some lead
extruded from the tail of that bullet it is flattened and lead has
been squeezed out much like toothpaste out of a tube

Mr FAUNTROYThat has troubled me Why does that happen In
some of them I notice it doesn't happen you don't have that
toothpaste effect Why is that on some of the bullets

Mr STURDIVAN Well that is the method of deformation of the
bullet The first thing that happens when the bullet begins to
deform is that the jacket is flattened out and the softer lead core is
extruded through the only opening that is the opening in the
base like toothpaste out of a tube

As the bullet continues to react to the pressure to deform fur
ther it gets much flatter and more lead is extruded If the pres
sures are higher than that the bullet might begin to break up
pieces of the jacket to peel off or the bullet to break along the
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cannelure lines you see in the photograph into two or more pieces
What we see here is the first stage of the deformation of a bullet
mild squeezing of the jacket with some extrusion of lead through
the tail

In Commission exhibit 399 we see less flattening which would
indicate that it struck bone at a somewhat lower velocity than did
the bullet labeled A But there is still lead extruded as you can see
on the photograph On the real thing you can see it even better
there is lead extruded

Also that bullet Commission exhibit 399 is somewhat lighter
than bullets out of the same lot or some box of ammunition should
be indicating that it has lost some mass and of course we saw in
the X-rays yesterday it did lose mass in the wrist of Governor
Connally although in my opinion it may have lost a little more
mass than is indicated by those fragments in the wrist If it did
those fragments were somehow lost

Mr FAUNTROYOK tell me again the differences or the similari
ties let's say the similarities between 399 and the other bullets
that are pictured there which were used in the tests

Mr STURDIVAN The similarities are that they are an unde
formed bullet and one that is very mildly deformed that is Com
mission 399 and one that is a little more extensively deformed
labeled A

The differences are of course only in the degree of deformation
and that can be explained I think by stating that in one case in
the first case it struck no bone at all and in the other two cases
the striking velocity on the bone was slightly different That is
essentially all the differences

Mr FAUNTROYMr Sturdivan based on your professional experi
ments conducted by your laboratory is it possible in your opinion
for a single 6.5-millimeter bullet to inflict the injuries that were
found on the neck of the President and on the torso wrist and
thigh of Governor Connally

Mr STURDIVANYes sir it is quite possible that one bullet could
have done all of that damage

Mr FAUNTROYMr Chairman I think I will yield at this time to
other members who may have questions I would like to have those
exhibits if they have not already been entered into the record to
be entered at this time

I have been reminded there is another film that I want to look
at and I don't want to look at but I think perhaps we had better
do it and that is as you know Mr Sturdivan I have been con
cerned about what appears to be the backward movement or rear
ward of President Kennedy at the time that he was hit with the
second shot and as you may recall Dr Baden yesterday at least
explained to us why it was the panel of forensic pathologists view
that the bullet which struck President Kennedy in the head came
from the rear due to something that they called beveling

Mr STURDIVANYes sir
Mr FAUNTROYAnd that gives me some assistance as a layman

in understanding why he would come back but I wonder if you
would care to share with us what experiments you have done that
suggest that what we see in the film is really reaction to a shot
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from the rear and I know that you have done some experiments I
think we ought to share those at this time

Mr STURDIVAN First I had an exhibit I don't think has been
entered into the record It is the one with the momentum equation
I think that would help with the explanation

Mr MATHEWSThat should be JFK exhibit No F-303
Mr STURDIVAN Again I don't want to try to snow the panel

with a lot of equations I think it is important here to point out
that there is a significant difference between kinetic energy and
momentum As you see on top of this exhibit F-303 the energy
one-half mass times the velocity squared is an expression of what
shall we say the destructive capability of the projectile and as we
all know from our familiarity with Einstein that energy is con
served Also momentum is conserved But in this case the conser
vation of momentum is slightly different from the conservation of

energy
Conservation of momentum is a vector quantity that is it has

direction If a projectile were moving along and then struck an
other object then both of those objects would move off with exactly
the same momentum that the first object had coming in In other
words the linear momentum the product of the mass and velocity
is conserved and the direction is conserved

Let's apply both of these to a hypothetical bullet that is striking
a head and losing some velocity

Now the next line labeled momentum lost all I have done is
taken the product of the mass—this is 162 grains divided by
7,000—which gives us the mass of the bullet in pounds Multiply
that mass of bullet in pounds times 800 -feet per second the veloc

ity lost and we have a quantity an unusual quantity 18.4 pound
feet per second of momentum which has been deposited by the
bullet

Now in the head of the President—and I am only giving you a

very rough figure here—we take that momentum 18.4 and divide
by the mass of the head which I have guessed at as being about 15

pounds which would produce a net velocity of 1.2 feet per second
in the head

This is consistent with the velocity that we saw in the skull
films 1.2 feet per second That is the velocity of a rapid nod It is
not a tremendous velocity

Mr FAUNTROY Let's try it this way Let me have JFK exhibit
Nos F-255 to F-258 which are frames 313 314 315 and 316 of the

Zapruder film Put those four up for me and while that is being
done Mr Chairman I would like to put JFK exhibit No F-303 in
the record

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[The above referred to JFK exhibit No F-303 follows:]

41-2530 79 27
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Mr FAUNTROY The exhibits which are being placed show as I
say a rearward thrust of the President's head and his upper body
a fraction of a second after he was shot in the head and the
assassination critics have insisted this rearward thrust clearly indi
cates that the shot came from the front the theory being that the
force and momentum of the bullet Mr Sturdivan carried the
President's head toward the rear of the limousine

Mr STURDIVANAs we can see from the chart this velocity of 1.2
feet per second is not the kind of velocity that would throw the
President bodily around backwards forwards or in any direction
no matter which direction the bullet came from The deposit of
momentum from the bullet is not sufficient to cause any dramatic
movement in any direction It would have a very slight movement
assuming that the bullet hit him in the back of the head It would
have a slight movement toward the front which would very rapid
ly be damped by the connection of the neck with the body

In other words the head would begin to move and then the body
would be dragged forward with it at a much lower velocity Cer
tainly not a very large velocity Not throwing anybody anywhere

In fact I conclude from these films that since the President does
have motion that it must have arisen from another source that is
it could not have been the momentum of the bullet

Mr FAUNTROY Have you done any experiments to illustrate to
us what you are saying to us

Mr STURDIVANYes we have It is some archival film that I dug
out of our film library back at the laboratory There was some film
taken years ago and let me explain before we go into the film
what is going to happen what it is

What I interpret this as is a neuromuscular reaction
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Mr FAUNTROYThat is the President moving back-
Mr STURDIVANThe President's motion is a neuromuscular reac

tion Nerves are stimulated by other nerves by electricity by
chemical means or they can also be stimulated by mechanical
means and we have all had experiences with that when you bang
your crazy bone you get a stimulus of the nerves a motion some
times sometimes a partial paralysis for a little while This is
mechanical stimulation of the nerves

This mechanical stimulation once it starts to move down the
nerve looks exactly the same as any other nerve impulse does And
if this mechanical stimulation is in a motor nerve that is one that
moves muscles then the muscle will move

Now the extreme radial velocity imported to the matter in the
President's head the brain tissue caused mechanical movement of
essentially everything inside the skull including where the cord
went through the foramen magnum that is the hole that leads out
of the skull down the spinal cord

Motion there I believe caused mechanical stimulation of the
motor nerves of the President and since all motor nerves were
stimulated at the same time then every muscle in the body would
be activated at the same time

Now in an arm for instance this would have activated the
biceps muscle but it would have also activated the triceps muscle
which being more powerful would have straightened the arm out
With leg muscles the large muscles in the back of the leg are
more powerful than those in the front and therefore the leg would
move backward The muscles in the back of the trunk are much
stronger than the abdominals and therefore the body would arch
backward The same phenomena has been observed many times by
hunters in the Southwest where I came from Some members of the
committee may very well have some experience with shooting jack
rabbits

Mr FAUNTROYShooting jackrabbits
Mr STURIMVANYes sir Occasionally you will see a jackrabbit

sitting He is hunched down on his back legs which being the
powerful running muscles are like sitting on coiled springs When
the jackrabbit is shot through the head every muscle is stimulated
those powerful running muscles overpower everything and the
jackrabbit springs into the air

Obviously his motion upward is not as a result of forward mo
mentum of the bullet Other hunters may have observed the same
thing in other animals

So what we have in the film is a dramatic example taken at
2,200 feet per second of a goat a live goat being shot through the
head with a bullet This is essentially the same technique of eutha
nasia that they use in slaughterhouses In other words a projectile
is shot into the brain and the animal is dead essentially at the time
the bullet hits but the nerves and the muscles which are still
alive and very much capable of response show a dramatic re
sponse of this neuromuscular stimulation So if you are ready we
can go to the film

Mr FAUNTROYLet's illustrate that
Chairman STOKESIf the gentleman would yield
Mr FAUNTROYI would be happy to yield to the chairman
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Chairman STOKES Prior to the production the Chair wants to
engage counsel for the committee Mr Mathews in a colloquy
relative to the film prior to its being shown Will the counsel
advise the committee as to the source from which you procured
this film

Mr MATHEWS These films were procured Mr Chairman from
Edgewood Arsenal by way of Mr Larry Sturdivan As he indicated
these films are in the archives at the arsenal and these experi
ments are no longer being conducted by the Department of the
Army or the Department of Defense

[The goat shooting film is marked as JFK exhibit F-309 for
identification.]

Chairman STOKES And do I also understand that the House
Select Committee on Assassinations has not caused any experi
ments of this nature or any similar nature to be conducted

Mr MATHEWSThat is correct Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Thank you I yield back to the gentleman of

the District of Columbia
Mr FAUNTROYThank you Mr Chairman I was just consulting

with some of my colleagues here to see if any of them had ever
shot a jackrabbit in which case I would depend upon their judg
ment as to whether one hit in the head will raise it straight up in
the air I have been advised by the counsel that I might ask a
member of the staff who had done the same

Mr FITHIAN If the gentleman would yield I have many years
ago hunted these animals and what Mr Sturdivan has testified to
is not at all unusual

Mr FAUNTROYThank you
Mr Sturdivan we are ready to see what happens to muscles
Mr STURDIVAN Let me stop the film here and explain what is

going to happen
This goat is standing with his horns taped to a bar only to

preserve the aiming point of the bullet which will come in from
the right this time not from the left from the right will strike the
goat between the eyes The black tape is there only to show the
relative motion which we were presuming was going to be small I
should say they were presuming since this film was taken back
around 1948 I believe

The first sequence will be a normal 24-frame-per-second view of
this This is a real time First we will observe the neuromuscular
reaction the goat will collapse then and by the wiggling of his tail
and the tenseness of the muscles we will see what I think has
sometimes been called the decerebrate rigidity and that takes
place about a second after the shot and then slowly dissipates and
you will see the goat slump obviously dead

The decerebrate reaction and terminus of the decerebrate reac
tion

Now this sequence will show the same goat exactly the same
shot but in this case the movies are taken at 2,400 frames per
second I forgot to mention that the bullet is a .30-caliber military
bullet If I can stop this at an appropriate point

Now if you will look up at the forehead of the goat you may see
a very small white spot which was not visible on the last frame If
you can't don't worry about it What it is is the bullet entering the
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head of the goat And if I can make sure that I have it going
forward now Four one-hundredths of a second after that impact
then the neuromuscular reaction that I described begins to happen
the back legs go out under the influence of the powerful muscles of
the back legs the front legs go upward and outward that back
arches as the powerful back muscles overcome those of the abdo
men That was it

Now we will show a sequence here which I think will prove my
assertion This goat was shot under identical circumstances as the
last one was except he is dead before the shot The straps that you
see are suspending him but he is free to swing If you pushed on
his head he would swing gently back and forth in this rack

The bullet will come in from the right again moving toward the
left In this case the bullet is deflected as it goes out of the skull
and impacts on the goat near the spine and then as you may have
been able to see very dimly right behind the goat the bullet
emerges from the back It has deposited another few pound-feet per
second of momentum in this goat And then let me run it on
through at real speed so you can see how much displacement that
goat is given by the momentum that is deposited by the bullet

If we can bring the house lights up it will run for another 5
minutes without showing any movement in the goat

Mr MATHEWS Lights please That's fine please resume your
seat

Mr FAUNTROYThank you
What you have said to us therefore is that in the first instance

the bullet in the first hypothetical moving at the speed that you
have suggested would have come through the President's neck
without much loss in velocity

Mr STURDIVANRight
Mr FAUNTROYIt would have had some I would say wobble you

would say yaw
Mr STURDIVANYes
Mr FAUNTROYComing out because of what it hit That it could

possibly then go into the body of Governor Connally in front of
him with a slight yaw or at approximately the same speed be
cause it encountered no substantive resistance Is that your testi
mony

Mr STURDIVANRoughly the same speed not much loss in veloc
ity

Mr FAUNTROYAnd that it your expert judgment is logical that
it could exit in Governor Connally's body do the damage that it did
to the wrist and still lodge in the left thigh

Mr STURDIVANYes sir
Mr FAUNTROYOn the question of the apparent rearward motion

of the President you attributed that to nerve reactions to the
massive activity in the brain

Mr STURDIVAN Yes sir the neuromuscular response to the
trauma in the brain

Mr FAUNTROYAnd that the trauma there was caused by radial
forces after the bullet had exited

Mr STURDIVANYes sir During and after the-
Mr FAUNTROYDuring and after
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Mr STURDIVAN The passage of the bullet yes In other words
the radial velocity if imparted as the bullet goes through and
continues after the bullet is long gone

Mr FAUNTROYThat explains the explosion
Mr STURDIVANYes sir the explosion effect and the subsequent

neuromuscular reaction that occurs roughly four one-hundredths of
a second later

Mr FAUNTROY Thank you Mr Chairman I have no further
questions perhaps members of the committee may wish-

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Connecticut Mr Dodd
Mr DODD Thank you very much Mr Chairman
Thank you Mr Sturdivan for your time I just have a couple of

questions I would like to ask
Yesterday we had differing testimony Maybe I should preface

my remarks by asking you this Do you have any specific back
ground in anatomy I noticed looking at your resume your physics
and statistics Are you qualified to talk about anatomical responses
and so forth and if so what is your background in that area

Mr STURDIVAN Yes sir I did take a considerable amount of
biology in high school and college I took some graduate courses in
physiology and then of course I continued that biological training
on the job because it is necessary part of wound ballistics

Mr DoDD You have had experiences in that during the duration
of your professional experience

Mr STURDIVAN Yes sir and before and during the duration
Mr DODD Yesterday Dr Wecht and Dr Baden as far as I was

concerned anyway disagreed on the response of human tissue
dead human tissue and living human tissue Could you comment at
all on that Is there a significant difference or a substantial differ
ence in testing projectiles bullets and so forth through a cadaver
as opposed to a living tissue

Mr STURDIVAN Well if you are looking for the effects on the
tissue the film was a dramatic example of how different it can be
in one case the neuromuscular action is there in live tissue and is
obviously impossible in the dead tissue If you are looking for the
effects on the bullet it would be very difficult to distinguish be
tween the live and dead tissue

In fact there is enough biological variances so that I would
presume that one group of living tissue would differ significantly
from another group of living tissue You can tell this by the next
steak you bite on Sometimes you get a tender steak sometimes
you get a tough one There is a tremendous biological variance
which probably masks out the difference

Mr DODD As far as any dramatic effect on a bullet the differ
ence between living tissue and dead tissue would be minimal is
that right

Mr STURDIVANIt would not be dramatic I wouldn't expect it to
be any different

Mr Donn You showed us a film here of a living goat and what
happened when that animal was struck in the skull and then you
showed us a film of a goat that was already dead What would
happen or could we predict anything dramatic occurring if you had
a wounded animal and its anatomical response
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According to the films we see the Zapruder film it would appear
that President Kennedy was first shot through the back through
the neck then the skull shot Would that shot assuming one that
it had not touched his spinal cord have caused him to react the
way he did at the time of the skull shot and two assume that it
did touch the spinal cord would there be dramatic differences in
response or is the time lapse too long to make any difference

Mr STURDIVAN Well of course it could not have struck his
spinal cord directly because it would have had to penetrate
through the body of the vertebrae to do so But it would certainly—
you see a while ago I may have misled a little bit I said there was
no shock wave associated with a bullet passage There is no shock
wave in the tissue because the bullet is moving subsonically There
is a small shock wave caused by the impact

In other words the smacking force of the bullet impacting on the
surface sends off a small shock wave It is a matter of conjecture as
to whether that shock wave would be strong enough to cause a
mechanical stimulation of the cord or whether if it did nick the
small projection out from the side of the vertebrae if the bullet
passed near enough to that to fragment it that the act of frag
menting that piece of bone might have been enough to cause a
mechanical stimulation of a cord or a part of the cord or the
radical velocity of the tissues

As it moves out from the cavity it might well displace the cord
through the holes that exist between the vertebrae where the
nerves come out and so forth So yes a bullet passing that near
the spine of the President could have caused a stimulus to his cord
which would cause or part of his cord which might cause a visible
reaction but I can state with no certainty whether that would or
would not have happened

Mr DODD Are most of these tests that we saw conducted in
1964

Mr STURDIVANThe Warren Commission tests were conducted in
1964 The goat films were conducted—they were taken in 1948 or
thereabouts

Mr DODD This is 1978 Would you do anything differently Have
we reached a state-of-the-art that we can be more specific and more
scientific in terms of tests such as this in order to reach conclu
sions Thirty years ago I presume that we have advanced scientifi
cally in this area

Mr STURDIVANWell yes Humans have not changed significant
ly in that time I don't imagine Certainly the advance of science
has carried us to greater heights if you wish

Mr DODD What would you do differently What sort of test
would you perform today obviously excluding the ghoulish ones
Are there things that could be done today differently in order to
conduct better tests

Mr STURDIVANWell if we had knowledge—it is not a change in
capability so much as a change in information I think If we had
known that the critics were going to talk about massive deforma
tion of bullets on cadaver wrists we might have shot some bones
not necessarily wrists but bones of equal size at lower velocity
showing that the bones can be deformed when the bullet is not
But of course we could have done that in 1964
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Mr DODD Would you recommend that today Would you recom
mend we try and do something like that today

Mr STURDIVANAs a scientist I am totally confident that there
is some point at which the velocity of the bullet will fall below the
point where the bullet will be deformed and that that is signifi
cantly above the velocity at which bone will be deformed We know
the mechanical properties of the gilding metal jacket mechanical
properties of bone and we know there is a gap between

The bullet is stronger than the bone so there is some velocity at
which we will smash bones but not smash bullets At some lower
velocity it would break bones but not smash them in terms of
bending leverage and so forth might fracture a bone but it would
not cause a comminuted fracture As some other lower velocity it
would just bounce off

Mr DoDD My time is running short here but I would like you to
answer my question The critics have raised the question

Mr STURDIVANRight
Mr DODD And as a scientist with those questions raised do you

think it is worth our while to conduct that kind of a test
Mr STURDIVANPersonally I don't I can't answer from a view

point of somebody who is trying to quiet the critics
Mr DODD Thank you
Thank you Mr Chairman I appreciate you letting me raise my

questions out of order
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Ohio Mr Devine
Mr DEVINE Mr Chairman could I request that exhibit No 399

be handed to the witness I would ask you Mr Sturdivan—is that
correct

Mr STURDIVANYes sir it is
Mr DEVINE Did you have an opportunity at any time to exam

ine the bullet that was found on the stretcher at the Parkland
Hospital

Mr STURDIVANNo not this closely sir
Mr DEVINE Not on any previous occasion
Mr STURDIVANNo I never looked at it
Mr DEVINE I would ask you to look at that particular exhibit

that is in your hand at the moment and look at the configuration
any deformities that may appear thereon

Mr Sturdivan we had before this committee a number of ex
perts in many fields We had one photographic analyst We have
had forensic pathologists We had experts in many fields and we
asked their opinion about a number of things and you obviously
are an expert in the field of ballistics

Based on what you know about the assassination of President
Kennedy the fact that a bullet entered the back of President
Kennedy and emerged and conceivably then entered the body of
Governor Connally and emerged and lodged itself some place going
through the wrist and perhaps the thigh and perhaps that being
the bullet that ended up on the stretcher in Parkland in your
opinion as an expert could the bullet that you hold in your hand
now have passed through two bodies and touched some bone tissue
and still emerged in that condition that some described as nearly
pristine
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Mr STURDIVANYes sir it could have The amount of soft tissue
that it went through before it struck bone the amount of bone that
it struck which wasn't extensive at least before the wrist the
small amount of deformation indicating that it did not go through
a great deal of bone at high velocity which would have deformed
it caused it to have high drag and so forth

This bullet is quite capable of having gone through that much
tissue yes It is slightly deformed which through my calculations
indicate it must have been deformed on bone since it could not
have deformed in soft tissue

Mr DEVINE That is your best judgment as an expert in the field
of ballistics is that correct

Mr STURDIVAN Yes sir it could have inflicted that damage
Mr DEVINE Mr Chairman I have only one other question of

Mr Sturdivan Again as an expert in the field of ballistics you are
not troubled having seen the Zapruder pictures that the head
moved in an anterior direction or posterior direction I guess the
same direction from which the bullet was allegedly fired that does
not trouble you as an expert in the field having conducted tests in
ballistics

Mr STURDIVAN No sir the momentum of the bullet could not
have thrown him in any direction violently The neuromuscular
reaction in which the heavy back muscles predominate over the
lighter abdominal muscles would have thrown him backward no
matter where the bullet came from whether it entered the front
the side or the back of the head

Mr DEVINE Then to put it another way it is entirely consistent
that if the bullet came from the back that the head may have also
gone in a rearward position

Mr STURDIVANYes sir
Mr DEVINE Thank you Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES Mr Sturdivan do I understand that prior to

Mr Devine showing you this exhibit and asking you about it that
you had not previously been presented with this particular exhibit
by anyone

Mr STURDIVAN No I had never held it in my hand before
Chairman STOKES The gentleman from Tennessee Mr Ford
Mr FORD Thank you Mr Chairman
I want to explore the damage caused to the skull due to what

you call drag force and the different types of bullets
I am not quite clear on drag force or the type of bullet whether

it is soft or hard bullet Could you explain that
Mr STURDIVANYes sir if I could recall that exhibit-
Mr FoRD I don't have the exhibit number Maybe Mr Mathews

the counsel could give us the number
Mr STURDIVAN Mr Mathews do you remember the exhibit

which has the drag force equation on it
Mr MATHEWSThat is F-115
Mr STURDIVANCongressman as I pointed out before the drag

force is usually presented as an equation with the drag force on
one side and everything else including the "A [mean presented
area] on the other side With the "A on the other side meaning
that it would be multiplied by all of those other terms, this equa
tion expresses the force that is exerted on the bullet
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Simultaneously the bullet of course exerts the same force on
the tissue As that "A increases dramatically as the bullet goes
from its normally oriented position to a 90-degree position the area
that you see increases dramatically and therefore the force in
creases dramatically

As a bullet deforms it also increases its presented area and
therefore a deformed bullet will have a much higher drag than a
nondeformed bullet

The greater the deformation the greater the velocity the greater
the force the more dramatic that explosive effect is

Mr FORD How long from the time that the bullet entered Presi
dent Kennedy's head did the skull explode into fragments

Mr STURDIVANIf you recall in the movies of the skull the skull
began to fragment while the bullet was still in passage and so
therefore you might say that the skull began to come apart almost
immediately within microseconds of the impact continuing to frac
ture and move outward

Mr FORD I am still concerned about the question I think my
colleagues Mr Fauntroy along with Mr Devine mentioned earlier
about the direction of the bullet and the movement of President
Kennedy's head and the time from the bullet entering the back of
his head and the skull exploding Why did the muscles in the neck
and the back react to move the head backward rather than in the
direction the bullet was traveling which would have been forward

Mr STURDIVAN The direction that was imparted by the bullet
going forward would have been overcome by the neuromuscular
reaction in about four one-hundredths of a second if we can believe
what happened to the animal would be the same in the human
being

Four one-hundredths of a second I think is well between frames
on the Zapruder film So we wouldn't expect to see any forward
motion of the head before we saw the violent backward movement
caused by the neuromuscular reaction In other words there was
very little time for him to move forward before he began to go
backward

Mr FORD Mr Chairman I don't have any further questions
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
The gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman Mr Sturdivan have you

or haven't you viewed the pathological data pertaining to the en
trance wound in Governor Connally's back

Mr STURDIVANYes I did review the-
Mr FrrHIAN I wanted to clarify something here Perhaps I mis

heard I thought in the exchange with Congressman Fauntroy it
was said that the hole was a round penetrating hole and I thought
that the information we had before the panel yesterday was that it
was sort of horizontal as though the bullet struck somewhat per
pindicular to the back

Mr STURDIVAN As I recall from reviewing the same material
that the forensic pathologists reviewed the entry hole had been
excised and destroyed by the surgeons at Parkland Memorial but
that a subsequent description of that hole was given which as I
recall was elliptical and in attempting to make a drawing of the
shape of that hole the surgeon drew an ellipse on a piece of paper
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The ellipse that was drawn measured 8 millimeters by 15 millime
ters However I am not sure that indicated the size of the hole so
much as the elliptical shape

Mr FITHIAN SO is it your judgment then that the bullet had to
have struck something else and was tumbling when it hit Governor
Connally

Mr STURDIVAN If it indeed had the shape that was described
then it would have to have been yawed and having been yawed it
would require that it struck something else before it struck the
Governor

Mr FITHIAN Thank you In your experience with gelatin and
other tissues if the block is horizontal and the bullet is fired
exactly in the horizontal plane it seemed to me that in several
experiments that you showed us that the bullet as it went into the
gelatin had an upward bend to it is that correct Is that usual

Mr STURDIVANYes that happens universally When the bullet
begins to yaw it develops a lift like an aerodynamic lift on an
airplane wing

Mr FITHIAN And it doesn't make any difference which way it is
yawing

Mr STURDIVAN It will move in the direction it is yawing If it
yaws upwards then it will tend to move upward If it yaws down
then it would tend to move down

Mr FITHIAN SO then it is pretty specifically related to the
angle at which it entered the tissue

Mr STURDIVAN Exactly so Unfortunately the entrance yaw is
unpredictable as to direction so you really can't predict whether it
is going to go upward downward or to the right or left

Mr FITHIAN I have one other question I would like to raise Mr
Sturdivan When the—I think you used the term radial velocity—
builds up as it did inside President Kennedy's skull you described
very vividly that it was that force that caused the skull to blow
away If that were the element in determining the motion of the
head in what direction would the head have moved

Mr STURDIVAN From looking at the exhibit I think it is Za
pruder frame 313 it looks to me that the material from the Presi
dent's head is moving upward and toward the observer which
would have been out to the right side of his skull

Having relieved the pressure on that side and not having re
lieved the pressure on the other side would have pushed the Presi
dent's head toward his left

Mr FITHIAN Insofar as most of the missing skull fragments are
forward in the forward half of the skull would that have tended to
contribute at all to the backward motion of the head

Mr STURDIVANIt is possible that there would have been enough
momentum lost in a forward direction that the skull might have
moved backward or at least not move forward as rapidly as it
would have otherwise

However if you recall in the skull films most of the momentum
was to the side causing the skull to have a reaction in the opposite
direction But each of the skulls did move forward in the direction
that the bullet took

Mr FITHIAN But in those the entry was considerably lower than
in the actual case isn't this correct
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Mr STURDIVANYes but the exit which is more important here
was approximately in the right place That is the fragments of the
skull were moving out from essentially the same place Where you
are getting at is no I cannot exclude the fact the loss of momen
tum from the skull fragments leaving could have imparted a slight
rearward motion but that motion would not have been as dramatic
as we saw

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman-
Mr FITHIAN I have one more question Mr Chairman Thank

you Isn't a dry skull harder than a living one
Mr STURDIVANOn the contrary it is not quite as hard
Chairman STOKES The gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYER I mainly want to see if I have gotten the import of

what I consider to be the main thrust of your testimony Do I
understand correctly that the bullet striking the President's head
would not have imparted any really perceptible motion in one
direction or the other as far as the Zapruder film was concerned

Mr STURDIVANThat is true sir
Mr SAWYER And that I presume is what was illustrated on the

striking of the dead goat that was hanging in suspension even
though it went through the skull and lodged or hit the spine that
it didn't at least I didn't perceive it moving was that the objective
of that test

Mr STURDIVANYes it was sir In fact there was motion there
but it was so slow that it was not perceptible on the film

Mr SAWYER That was at a very high speed film too I assume
Mr STURDIVAN It was 2,400 frames per second Approximately

100 times the normal framing rate for a camera
Mr SAWYER And the backward or stiffening back and so forth

of the live goat or the goat that was being killed by being shot in
the head while it was alive was due to that same muscular reac
tion of the back muscles you talked about as opposed to any force
of the bullet

Mr STURDIVANOh yes definitely sir
Mr SAWYER One other point that I would like to be sure that I

have too and that is that if we assume that the deforming or
destruction or damaging speed of a bullet is let's say 1,100 feet per
second or lower or higher and a bullet strikes an object that
deforms or destructs let's say at a speed or an impact speed of 300
feet per second that the bullet as long as it is below its impact its
damage speed can destroy or shatter the object with the lower
damage threshold and itself not sustain any measurable damage
because it is below its destruct or damage point do I understand
that correctly

Mr STURDIVAN That is exactly true sir That I think may
explain the statement of Dr Baden when he said he observed a
great number of handgun bullets which had smashed bones and
not been severely deformed themselves because handgun bullets do
typically strike around 1,000 feet per second or less which accord
ing to my crude calculations is below the deformation point of a
bullet and certainly above the deformation point the smashing
point of a bone So I think that is dramatic evidence that it is true
there is that effect
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Mr SAWYER And in watching the Zapruder film where the
President was struck in the back and through the throat as op
posed to the second shot you observed I am sure that the Presi
dent raised his hands to his throat at that point which I presume
would indicate that the spinal cord was clearly not severed or he
would not have been able to do that

Mr STURDIVANRight If the spinal cord had been severed then
he might not even have exhibited the neuromuscular reaction that
I explained before

Mr SAWYER But certainly if it was severed that high he would
not have been able to raise his arms to the point of the wound

Mr STURDIVANNo sir
Mr SAWYER Thank you That is all I have Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman I just have one question

and then a comment which I would like to make
Let's speculate for a moment that the three shots that left the

right rear some place traveling in the direction of the car that the
first shot struck President Kennedy causing him to clutch his
throat enter his back and come out his throat and that the second
bullet struck Mr Connally directly going through his chest cavity
striking his rib hitting his wrist lodging in his thigh and that the
third shot struck the President in the head causing the massive
wounds that have been described over the last couple of days

It's a different speculation than the one-bullet theory What in
your area of expertise leads you to believe that that speculation
could not be true

Mr STURDIVANWell in fact nothing within my area of exper
tise leads me to believe that that could not be true

Mr EDGAR So it is possible that the second shot that I am
speculating could have entered Governor Connally without passing
through another person

Mr STURDIVANThe only evidence that we have is the descrip
tion of the entry wound on Governor Connally as being elliptical
which indicates that that bullet hit something before it hit Gover
nor Connally

Now if it went if it went through 10,000 leaves or a few small
twigs it would be below the point where it would deform the bullet
or deflect it to any considerable extent It could have been yawed
So as far as I am concerned as an expert I can only state that
that bullet had been yawed before it hit Governor Connally if it
caused an elliptical wound in his back which has been described

Mr EDGAR Would it not be elliptical if it entered at an angle
Mr STURDIVANYes but if you make some geometrical drawings

you will find that in order for the ellipse to be roughly twice the
diameter in one direction that it is in the other it would have had
to have entered at an angle that was 60 degrees from the normal
In other words if this is a normal entry wound it would had to
have been tilted 60 degrees from that or only 30 degrees parallel to
the surface

A bullet entering at that angle would had to have roughly
turned a 60-degree angle upon entry in order to exit out the front
of the Governor and bullets just don't make abrupt 60-degree angle
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turns Consequently I can conclude from that since the path was
predominantly forward that it was not an acute angle but a yawed
bullet that entered him

Mr EDGAR Thank you
Just one final comment I think it was unfortunate that you had

not seen directly the physical evidence that we shared with you
the actual bullet that we have been discussing for most of the day
I do think for the record we should indicate that later today we
will have before us four members of a panel who will be able to
talk in more detail about ballistics and deal with a number of
other factors relating to the bullet itself and they have had the
opportunity to see that bullet as well as the guns that were used in
this event

Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr STURDIVAN If I may No I had not held the bullet in my

hand before but I had studied of course the photographs and had
access to the amount of deformation and so forth information on
the amount of deformation

Mr EDGAR Thank you
Chairman STOKES The gentleman from Michigan Mr Sawyer
Mr SAWYER I just want to clarify something I think you may

have used an inadvertent word that I wanted to be sure was either
corrected or confirmed You said for the bullet to enter in an
elliptical or create an elliptical entry wound into the back of Gov
ernor Connally it would have had to have been deformed going
through something before whether it be the President's body or
not I don't know that you meant that

From your earlier testimony I thought you said it would not
deform going through soft tissue rather would yaw as opposed to
being deformed am I correct on that

Mr STURDIVANI probably was speaking too fast I intended to
say that the bullet would have been undeformed not deformed but
merely yawed by hitting something else

Mr SAWYERThank you
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Let me just ask one or two clarifying questions You have just

mentioned the fact you were shown photographs of exhibit CE 399
is that correct

Mr STURDIVANYes sir I was
Chairman STOKES And asked for your opinion based upon a

photograph Were you asked for an opinion based upon a photo
graph

Mr STURDIVANI was asked for an opinion with respect to the
amount of deformation and so forth based on photographs

Chairman SToxEs Right So what you are saying here today you
were consulted with reference to this particular missile

Mr STURDIVAN In interviewing by the staff we did cover that
point several times yes sir

Chairman STOKES That was our staff you have reference to the
House Select Committee staff

Mr STURDIVAN Yes your staff the staff of your committee
Chairman STOKES Thank you Counsel for the committee Mr

Mathews
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Mr MATHEWS Mr Chairman could we put into the record JFK
exhibit F-117 which is the gelatin shot film JFK F-304 which is
the tomato shot film JFK F-305 which is the skeleton experi
ments and JFK F-309 which is the goat shooting film If I may
have that made part of the record Mr Chairman

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into
the record at this point

[JFK exhibits F-117 F-304 F-305 and F-309 are retained in
committee files.]

Chairman STOKES Mr Sturdivan as a witness before our com
mittee under our rules you are entitled to 5 minutes at the
conclusion of your testimony for the purpose of explaining or am
plifying or in any way expanding upon the testimony you have
given this committee

On behalf of the committee I at this time extend to you 5
minutes for that purpose

Mr STURDIVAN Thank you sir I don't think that I have any
thing really to add to the testimony to amplify or so forth

I should however mention the fact that I am not here as a
representative of the U.S Army that the opinions that I represent
here are my own

Although the Army has very graciously allowed me administra
tive leave to appear as an expert witness I am not a representative
of the Army and I do wish to thank the members of the committee
and the members of the staff especially Mr Mathews for the help
that they have given me and the support particularly when the
microphone failed and for dragging me through relatively un
scathed

Thank you very much
Chairman STOKESThank you you have been very helpful to the

committee We appreciate the cooperation you have given the com
mittee and the staff We appreciate having had your testimony
here today Thank you very much

The Chair will recess the hearings until 1:30 this afternoon We
will reconvene at 1:30

[Whereupon at 12:25 p.m. the hearing recessed to reconvene at
1:30 p.m.]

[Additional material included at the request of Congressman
Timothy Wirth.]
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A physicistexaminesthe Kennedyassassinationfilm*
19log)LewreneeBerkeleyLamawaryUniversityofCaliforniaBerkeleyCalifornia94720(Receival26January1976)

ThemotionpicturefilmoftheKennedyassassinationtakenbyAbrahamZapruderwasoneofthemostimportantexhibitsexaminedbytheWarrenCommissionTheauthorusesthetoolsofthephysicisttodrawsomeconclusionsthatescapedthenoticeoftheCommissionanditsexpertFBIphotointerpretersAmongthesubjectstreatedare(I)thetintingofthegunshots(2)atheoreticalandexperimentalinvestigationofthe"backwardsnapofthePresident'sheadimmediatelyafterhewaskilled—yieldingthesurprisingresultthatitwasconsistentwithashotfiredfromtherear(3)thespeedatwhichthecamerawasrunningand(4)apreviouslyundetecteddecelerationofthePresident'sautomobilejustbeforethefinalshotTheemphasisthroughoutisnotontheassassinationbutratherontheapplicationofelementaryphysicsprinciplestothesolutionofpracticalproblems

EDITOR'SNOTE
WepublishthisarticlebyLuisAlvarezforitsunique

pedagogicusefulnessItbringstobearonamatterofpublicconcernpowerfulandsimplephysicalargumentsthatare
withinthereachofintroductoryphPsicsstudentsItshows
aphysicistatworkemployingqualitativeargumentses
timatesmeasurementsandcalculationsappropriateto
theproblemsandtotheaccuracyofdataavailable

Asalwayswewelcomereadersresponsestothisarticle
andwillselectsomeforpublicationaccordingtotheir
appropriatenessandthespaceavailableWeareinterested
incontinentsonprocedureswhichProfessorAlvarezusesmreachhisconclusionsandonthepedagogicusestowhich
thearticlecanbeputWedonotfeelthatthisJournalisanappropriateforumfora discussionofalternativetheoriesoftheassassination
I INTRODUCTION

IntheelevenyearssincetheWarrenCommissionpublishedits26-volumereportontheassassinationofPresi
dentKennedyacontroversyhascontinuedoverthevalidityoftheCommission'sfindingsDozensoftxxtksandcountless
articleshavebeenwrittentoshowforexamplethatLee
HarveyOswaldhadnothingtodowiththeeventorthathe
waspartofaconspiracywiththeCIAorotherpartiesin
plantingtheassassinationSomeofthebsxtkssuchasMark
ElitesRuesmJudgement.werebestsellersInDecember
1966Esquirepublishedanarticlelisting35different
theoriesthathadbeenadvancedbyasmanyauthorseach
suggestingavariationonthe),VarrcmCommission'sofficial
scenariooftheassassinationAndsincethenmanynwre
theorieshaveappearedInthelightofsuchalonghistoryofunsettledcontro
versythereadermightwellwonderwhyyetanotherauthor
wouldfeelmovedtowriteonthesubjectThereasonsare
quitesimpleinthefirstplaceIcontinuetoreadandto
hearonradioandtelevisionthat"Thelawsofphysicsre
quirethatthePresidentmosthavebeenshotfromthefront
whereastheWarrenCommissionplaceshisassassinLee
HarveyOswaldbehindhim.

SuchstatementsinvolvethebackwardsnapofthePres
ident'sheadimmediatelyaftertheshotthatkilledhimI
willshowboththeoreticallyandexperimentallythatsuch
statementsaresimplyincorrectthelawsofphysicsare

AmericanJournalofPhysicsvol44Na9September1976

moreinaccordwiththeconclusionsoftheWarrenCom
missionthantheyarewiththetheoriesofthecritics

Mysecondreasonforwritingthisreportistoshowhow
anexperiencedphysicistattacksanewproblemTextbooks
tendtoindicatethatproblemsolvinginphysicsisa
straightforwardmatteroneproceedsstepbystepfromthe
inputdatatothefinalanswerButinreallifeasIwillshowaphysicistmakesmanymistakesandbacksuptocorrect
themonebyone(TothosewhofeelthepersonalizedstyleofthisreportisanuncorrectederrorIapologizetheearliestversionwasintendedonlyforafewfriendswheretheliberal
useofpersonalpronounswouldn'tcauseoffenseWhenthe
reportwasfinallyfinishedthetaskofsqueezingallthefirst
personsingularpronounsoutofthetextseemedtoofor
midablesotheauthorhopesthereaderwillaccepthis
apology.)Afteradecadeofexposuretothevarioustheoriesofthe
assassinationIhaveatleastoneadvantageovertheearlierwritersI'vewatchedeachnewwriterinturncriticizetheearlieronesforspeakingauthoritativelyinareasinwhich
theyweren'texpertsIwillthereforespeakwithauthorityonlyinareasinwhichitjudgewouldmostprobablyacceptmeasan"expertwitness.Forthisreasonthereaderwillbesparedanythoughtsofmineonconspiraciesmedical
reportstheCIAorballisticsIhaven'tcountedthenumberoflimesIhaveagreedwithordisagreedwiththeCom
mission'sfindingsI'vedonebothinseveraldifferentin
stances

Oneoftheaspectsofphysicsthatmakesitappealingto
thoseofuswhopracticeitasaprofessionisthatcalculationsandtheresultsofexperimentscanberepealedatwillSo
allofIheinterestlugubscrvaIionsI'vemadeontheZaprudcrassassinationmoviefilmcanberepeatedbyanyonesuffi
cientlyinterestedinsuchmatters(Andallofthemhave
beenduplicatedatleastoncebyothers.)Mostofthecon
clusionsIreachwillseemreasonabletophysicistsbutinonecaseIwillsimplygivemy"bestguess,andnottrytodoanymorepersuadingThisreportwillcovermyanalysisofseveraleventsap
pearingintheassassinationfilmsometheoreticalcalcu
lationsrelatingtothe"headshot.andsomefiringrange
experimentsthatvalidatedthetheoreticalconclusionsbased
onthelawsofphysicsasIhavetaughtthemforthepast40
yearsMyobservationsanalysesandconclusionsalsorelate
tothetimingoftheshotsthespeedatwhichthecamerawas

Cnpvrixht'1976nmerieanA.swwiationofPMsirs't'eaehem
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ixI IhalcyI'Iac;cDallasTexas22November1967PresidentKen
IcdysmaleisshowndownMainStreetandIIawl,lnSlrcciminingonto
I.liSlredtinfrontoftheBookI)clvr.imryIlnildingwherelaicHarveyOswaldwasemployedMrlipoidcrphotographedthePmsidenl'scar
throughoutitspassagealongtabu\heelunlititdisappearedunderan
erpasvPhysicalnnidcncwillbepresentedforthreeshutsatLapruderManes177215and313

running—bothmattersofsonicdisputeandtoasharp
decelerationofthePresident'scarjustbeforethePresident
waskilledTothebestofmyknowledgethisstrangebe
havioronthepartofthePresident'sdriverhasgoneunno
ticedbyeveryoneelseIsuggestareasonforit

InpointingoutsonicconclusionsthatseempersuasivetooneasaphysicistIdonotwishtogivetheimpressionthat
1thinkthataphysicist'swayofarrivingal"thetruthisthe
bestwayortheonlywayItworkswellintheworldof
physicsandsolongasIconfinemyattentiontothephysicalevidenceintheKennedyassassinationIfeelthatmycon
clusionscanbeofhelpinelucidatingwhattookplacein
DealeyPlazaDallason22November1963(secFig1)
II 111E1,11.M.OMMISSIONANDTIIE
C'RIT'ICS

AremarkablemovingpicturerecordofPresidentJohn
F Kennedy'slastlivingmomentswastakenbyAbraham
ZaprudcrinDallason22November1963TheZapruderfilmwasviewedseveraltonnesbytheWarrenCommission
andextensivetestimonywaspresentedtotheConrni.ssion
byFillphotamalystswhohadmadedetailedstudiesofthe
dunframebyframeNeverthelessagoodmanysubstan
tiveobservalionsweremissedbythephotoanalystsand
sonicoftheinformationtheygavetotheCommissionwas
incnrrco

Withthepublicationofthe26-volumeseriescontainingtheevidencepresentedtotheWarrenCommission,to
getherwithatranscriptofthehearingsagroupof"Warren
CommissionChiliescameintobeingThesecriticsor
assassinationbullsis(hey:Iresometimescalledhavegoneoverthevoluminous"exhibitswithfine-toothedcombs
andhavefoundmanyerrorsandcontradictionsTheas
sassinationbuffsattributenestoftheerrorstomorethan
thesloppinessofarapidpublishingefforttheyfeelthatthe
WarrenCommissiondidn'tdoathoroughenoughjobin
investigatingmanyleadsandsomeofthemtakethepositionthattheCommissionactuallyignoredorsuppressedevidencethatOswaldwaspartofaconspiracy

IwasquiteunawareofthestrongcriticismoftheWarren
Commission'sactionswhenIfirstdrewsonicconclusions
from:astudyoftheZaprudcrfilmAsimplifiedandnottoo
convincingreportonmyanalysisofthetintingoftheshots
waspresentedinafour-hourCRSdocumentarytelevision
program,'"fheWarrenReport,25-28June1967thetext
ofwhichisreproducedinStephenWhitesbookonthat
dcegntcntary.^.IIisdifficulttoexplainarathertechnical
mattertoalayaudienceandinashortspaceoftime.Ihope
thattheliftingofsuchlimitsinthisreportwillpermitme
toexplainthemethodsIusedandtheconclusionsIdrew

III 110WMANYS1:01'SWEREFIREDAND
WIIICN

PublicationoftheWarrenCommissionReportandits
supportingdtkvmentalioninitiatedanintensecontroversy
involvingthetimingoftheshotsWitnessestestifiedthat
asfewastwoandasmanyassixshotswerefired

TheCommissionnotingamongotherbitsofevidence
thepresenceofthreespentcartridgecasesonthesixthBoor
oftheRuckDepositoryBuildingneartheabandoned
MannlicherCircannrifleconcludedthatthreeshotshad
beenfiredbyOswald'nccydecidedthatoneoftheshots
missedthecarthismissingshotcouldhavebeeneitherthe
firstorsecondoneIiredbuttheCommissionfavoredthe
hyp)IhcsisIhatthesecondshutwastheonethatmissedThe
CommissiondecidedIhatofthesetwoearlyshotsthefirst
oneprobablypassedthroughthePresident'sbodybefore
woundingGovernorConnallyofTexaswhowasridingon
a''tangscatjustaheadofthePresidentandthethirdone
struckandkilledthePresidentinframe313Governor
('ono;illystaledmikepositively(inthe25November1966
issuenl%.i/rlthatIlewasn'twoundedbythefirstshuthis
lestiuunrywasbasedonhisrecollectionthatheheardashot
turnedaround:IndwaslaterwoundedIlisstoryagrees
betterwiththeshottintingtobedevelopedinthissuction
whichinturnisnotinconflictwiththeCommission's"al
lowedbutnotfavoredconclusionsMyreasonsforpre
ferringphysicalevidencetotherecollectionsofeventhebest
witnessesarehighlightedbynotingthattheGovernorwas
notevenawarethathehadreceivedbulletwoundsinhis
wristandinhisthighuntilafterhehadbeenadmiltedtothe
hospitalandoperatedupon

SeveralyearsafterIwrotetheprevioussentenceIread
afascinatingarticleinScientificAmericanbyamanwho
qualifiedasanexpertonthereliabilityof"eyewitnesstes
timony.RobertBuckhoutwrote

"FycwilncsstestimonyisunreliableResearchand
cutrtroomexperienceprovideampleevidencethat
:uieyewitnesstoacrimeisbeingaskedtobesome
thinganddosomething(hatanormalhumanbeing
wasnotcreatedtobeordoIlumanperceptionis
sloppyandunevenalbeitremarkablyeffectivein
servingourneedtocreatestructureoutofexperi
enceInaninvestigationorincourt... theprose
cutionand(hedefense)andusuallythewitnessno
succumbtothefallacythateverythingwasrecorded
andcanbeplayedbacklaterthroughquestioning.

Theabove-mentionedissueoflifearrivedontheday
beforeThanksgivingand1x:causeofitIgotverylittlesleep
thatlongholidayweekendItcontainedasetofreproduc
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lionsincolorofselectedfrnme.sfromthe/apruderalma
illustratingthecontroversybetweentheCommissionand
theGovernorWithmynanyyearsofexperienceinana
lyzingbubblech:unhcrfilmdtalussootsmoonlightingac
ilvitiesinphotographiclidcdlvcworkasabuck)'nnindI
soonfoundmyselfcompletelyanyrussedinthe/.aprudcrIr:onesMyfirstobservationsandtheirsubsequent"ex
planationturnedoutasIshowedleertobequiteincor
rectButbythetimeIknewnayfirstconclusionswere
rungIhaddevotedsomanyhourstoastudyofthepicturesthatIwassubsequentlyabletows.somethingsthat

Idobelievehavesignificance
MyattentionwasdrawnIothewaytheflagaltheleft

frontfenderofthePresident'scarchangeditsshapefrom
frametoframeintheLilaphoutgrnphsIrememberedthat
atAlmagordoEnricoFermihadalmostinstantlymeasured
theexplosiveyieldofthefirstatomicbombbyobservinghowfarsmallpiecesofpaperwhichhe"dribbledfromhis
handweresuddenlymovedawayfrom"groundzerobytheshuckwave(Hehadaprccomputedtableofnumbers
inbaspocketsoheknewtheexplosiveenergyofthebomb
longbeforeanyoftheofficialmeasurementshadbeenan
alyzed.)IthoughtIdetectedadeformationofthePresi
dentialflagundertheinfluenceoftheshockwavegenerated
byanearbybulletFrontanelementarycalculationin
volvingtheknownpropertiesofshuckwavesfrombullets
andanassumptionastothesurfacedensityoftheBagitseemedtomereasonabletobelievethatthemotionsIde
tectedwereindeedduetotheactionofshockwavesIfsuch
a conclusioncouldbeconfirmedthevexingquestions
concerningthetintingoftheshotsmightbesolved(My
knowledgeofthestrengthofstvwkwavesfrombulletscame
frontanexperienceIhadinWorldWarIIwithWKII
Panofskywhohadbuiltandwastestinga"firingerror
indicator.Thisdevicewaslowedbehindaplaneina
"sleeve,atwhichgunnersfiredforpracticeItcontained
twomicrophonesthatrecordedtheshockwavesfrom
passingbullets.)

Theframesreproducedin showedatotalofonly1.3
secofthecriticalmomentsinDallassoIhadtowaituntil
thefollowingMondaytoexaminethesequenceof160
framesintheLawSchoollibrary'scopyoftheWarren
Commission"exhibits."^WhenIsawthefullsetofframes
itwasclearthatthenagwassimplyflappinginthebreeze
ButthethoughtthateffectsoftheindividualbulletsmightshowinthefilmwasstillverymuchiomymindAsI
scannedtheselectedcolorphotographsinFiji•andthefull
setofblackandwhitecopiesintheexhibitsInoticeda
strikingphenomenoninframe227(Fig2)Allofthein
numerablepoinllikchighlightsontheirregularshiny.sur
faceoftheautomobilewerestretchedoutintoparallelline
.segmentsalongthe"8o'clock-2ticlockdirectionInthe
planeoftheautomobiletheparallelstreaksappearedtobe
about10inlong

Toappreciatethesignificanceofthestreaksonemust
rememberthateachframeofmovingpicturefilmisnotan
instantaneoussnapshotbutatimeexposurethatlastsfor
aboutone-thirtiethofasecondForapointoflightonthe
cartobespreadoutintoastreakonthefilmtheopticalaxis
ofthecameramusthave;Inangularvelocityrelativetothe
linejoiningthecameraandthatpointoflightIfmostofthe
frameshadshownstreakingonewouldsimplyhavecon
cludedthatMrZapruderwasa"sloppytrackerwho
couldn'tfollowthemotionofthePresident'scarasitmoved

Fig2 /aprudcrfrumc227(nip)and228(bottom)Notethatthe
highlightonthecarwhichspoorinframe228aspointsaredrawnunit
intonircaks(alongthexo'clock-2o'clockdirection)inframe227

pasthintashe"pannedhiscameratokeepthePresident
inhisfieldofviewHutthehighlightsshowedassharppointsoflightinmostoftheframes

Ifwe"transformtoarotatingcoordinatesysteminwhichthecarandthecameraaxisareatrestwecanbetter
understandthesignificanceofthestreaksInthissystemastreakmeansthanthecameraaxishasanangularvelocityrelativetothecoordinateaxisandthismeansthatatorquehasbeenappliedtothecameratoproducetheangularac
celerationthatgaverisetothatangularvelocitySucha
torquecouldbeproducedbyamusclespasmorbyapassingshockwavefromabullet(Iguessedthatthefrighteningcrackofa bulletinDealeyPlazawouldsetZaprudcr'sneuromuscularsystemintoatemporaryspasmThisphenomenonwasdemonstratedintheCBSdocumentaryseries
asweshallsec.)ForalungtimeIthoughtthatIhadbeen
thefirstpersontoattributesignificancetothestreaksI've
justmentionedButapparentlyHaroldWeisbergdiditfirst
inhisbookWhitewash.]

Myinterestinmovingpicturecamerajitterarosewhen
IwasphotographinganimalsinAfricainthesummerof
1962Iwasbotheredbymyinabilitytosuppressallvisible
jitterinalongfocallengthmoviecamerausedwithouta
tripodandI startedthinkingofwaystobuildoptical
compensatorssothathand-heldmovieshotswouldnotex
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hibitthejitterthatusuallydistinguishesamateurmovies
frontthosemadeontripodsbyprofessionalsOnenightinNairobiIinventedasolutiontotheproblemTheBelland
HowellCompanywhichincidentallybuiltZapruder'scamerawassupportingmydevelopmentofworkingmodels
ofthemoviecamerastabilizertothetimethePresidentwas
.shotandmyU.ScamerastabilizerpatentsareownedbyBellandIlowcllInthecourseofmyworkinmoviecamera
stabilizationIlearnedthatthejitterfrequencyofahand
heldopticaldevicedoesnotdependtofirstorderuponthe
weightorthemomentofinertiaofthedeviceinspiteof
whataphysicist'sintuitionwould.suggestbutinsteadde
pendsmainlyonthetimeconstantsoftheneuromuscular
feedbacksystemMostpeoplehaveapeakintheirjitter
powerspectrumatabout3cycles/secAsweshallsoonsecthisfrequencyappearedinZapruder'sjitterspectrumwhen
hisneuromuscularsystemwassetintooscillation—pre
sumablybythesharp"crackofthebullets

Manypeoplewhohaveheardofmyobservationof
"streaksintheZapruderfilmhaveconcludedthatthe
presenceofsuchstreaksistheimportantphenomenonand
thatifsomeonetabulatedtheframesshowingstreakinghe
wouldherepeatingmyobservationsIlvcnthoughCBS
presentedthedatainthishighlyoversimplifiedmannerthe
presenceofthestreakssimplyindicatesthattheangularvelocityofIheopticalaxisofMrZapruder'scamera(aboutanearlyverticaldirection)didnotmatchtheangularve
locityofthePresident'scarasitdrovedownElmStreet
(FigI) SuchamismatchintheIwoangularvelocities
wouldcausetheimageofthecaronthe4-mmfilmtomove
relativetotheedgesofthe"filntgate,duringtheroughly30-mawsexposureandthismotionwouldgiverisetothe
streakingofthepointlikehighlightsItisobviousthatno
informationofanyimportancecanbeattachedtosuch
streakingbecausenoonecanperform"handtracking
accuratelyenoughtoavoidallstreaking

Myobservationsinvolvedthemeasurementsofthe
streakingbutIdidn'tplotthemeaninglessstreaklength-
proportionaltothemismatchinangularvelocityrim—but
insteadtheangularaccelerationinaveragedovertwo
successiveframesUndernormalconditionswhenAmis
largeenoughtogiveappreciablestreakingtheangular
acceleration—givenbythedifferenceinthelengthsofthe
streaksintwosuccessivepictures—istoosmalltobemea
suredsincethestreaklengthsinsuccessiveframesareal
mostequalTheplotImadeandshowedtomyfriendsat
CI3SisreproducedinFig3Theframenumberrunsver
ticallyasonthefilmitselfandtheangularaccelerationof
thetamcraaxisisplottedhorizontallySinceeachmeasure
ofrxinvolvesthesubtractionofstreaklengthsAmn+iand
Amnontwosuccessiveframesthevalueoftr„+t/2isplottedata"halfintegralframenumber,midwaybetweenthetwo
frameswhosesubtractedstreaklengthsarcinvolvedIn
ordertofindinoneneedstoknowthe"signofeachofthe
twoA'stobesubtractedInotherwordswemustfindout
foreachstreakedframewhetherthecameraaxiswas
movingtowardthebackortowardthefrontofthecr It
turnsoutthatthesignofdmacanbefoundquiteunam
biguouslysimplybyobservingwherethecamerawas
pointingonthen—Iandthen+ IframesWhenIwas
assigningaplusorminussigntoeachoftheA.'sbythis
techniqueIfoundthattheonlyplacethistechniquedidn't
'workwasforframes314and315Acloserexamination
showedthatthenumberingofthesetwoframeshadsimply

Fig3AngularacccicrationofMr/apruderscameraframebyframe
Thefrancnumbersrunvcuvcallyfrom170through334Theangularttelerationforthen+ihframcispinnedasabscissainarbitraryunits
Eachsuchaccelerationisdeterminedbysubtractingthelengthofthe
streakinthenthframefrontthatinthen+Iframeafterassigningan
algebraicsigntothestreaklengthineachframe(Seeteatfordetails)AcccicratinnsplottedtotheIsmarc"clockwiselookingdown.Shotsarc
associated(intheteat)withpulsetrainsstartingatabout182221and
317

beeninterchangedinthe"exhibits,andwhentheywere
properlylabeledthesignsofallA couldbedetermined
withoutambiguityAlthoughIlaterfoundthattheinter
changeofthesetwofrancswaswellknowntothcassassi
nationbuffsthemannerinwhichIdetecteditconvinced
methatmydeterminationofthesignsoftheAm'sand
thereforethesignsandmagnitudesofthea'swerecom
pletelyobjective

Figure3isareproductionofmyoriginalgraphofangularaccelerationversusframenumberAngularaccelerations
plottedtotheleftcorrespondtomotionsofthecameraaxis
thatare"clockwiselookingdown.(Themotionofthecar
andofbulletsfronttheBookDepositoryarealsoclockwise
lookingdownasseenbyMriaprudcr.)Thusthetorque
actingonthecamerabetweenframes312and313was
"negative,meaningthatitcouldhavebeencausedbyadirectinteractionoftheshockwavefrontthebulletthathit
thePresidentinframe313withthelefthandsideofMr
Zapruder'scamera(Thisisimportantbecausetheimpactofthebulletcanheseeninframe313andthereisn'tenoughtimeavailablefortherelativelysluggishneuromuscular
systemtohaveproducedtheobservedtorqueonthecamera
axis.)

WhenIsawFig3forthefirsttimeIfeltconfidentthat
thetrainsofpulsesofangularaccelerationswerelargelythe
resultsoftheexcitationofZapruder'sneuromuscularsys
tembythesoundsofbulletsinDealeyPlazaIhadnoex
perimentaldatatoshowthatacamerawouldundergosuch
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violentangularaccelerationsilheldbyapersonwho
startledbythesoundofgunfireButsuchatestwasnwdc
forCRSbyafirmwellknowntophysicists—EdgertonGcrmeshausenandGreer—andfiletsofthelestwere
shownontheCBSprogramWhiletheaudiencewatched
camerasheldbytwoseparatecameramenshookquitevi
olentlyinresponsetogunfireasWalterCronkitcwas
saying,

",lustasaroughcheckontheAlvarez]theorywe
decidedtotryitourselvesusingothercameramen
holdingsimilarcamerassandingonariflerange
filminganautomobilewhilea riflemanfiredover
theirheads
"ThesetwovolunteersarcaimingIhcirca111er:1Sata
parkedlinnuusineTheirinstructions'Ifoldthecam
erasassteadyaspossible,Indkeepfilmingnonrat
terwhathappens,Theshotswillconicbetween
thenandthecarThecameramenareasfarfrom
thefiringplatformasMrZapruderwasfrontthe
sixthflooroftheBookDepository[Soundofgunfireinbackground.]
"Thereactionwasobvious'rilefilmtakenbythese
cameramenshowedtheeffectoftheshotsdespiteinstructionstoholdsteadyEveninsteadierhands
motionwasalwaysnoticeableThisframeshows
highlightdots:roundthecar'swindshieldInreac
tiontoashutthedotschangedtocrescentsAndin
thefollowingframetheybecamestreakscomparabletostreaksfoundinsomeframesfromMrZapruder'sfilm.

InviewofthesetestsIfeelthatfewpersonswouldnow
disputethecauseandeffectrelationshipbetweenIlteshots
inDeaderPlazaandat(castsomeofthetrainsofstreaksin
MrZapruder'sotherwisewell-trackedmoviesIfweacceptthisrelationshipwecanusethelocationsofthetrainsof
streakstoshedusefullightontheimportantquestionofthe
tintingoftheshutsNoconclusionsoftheWarrenReporthavebeensodisputedisthoseconcerningthetintingofthe
shotsandthedaneigedonebyeachbulletMostobservers
rememberedthatthreeshutswerefiredbuttherecollec
tionsembracedarangefromtwolosixThreespentcar
tridgecaseslayontheflourbyOswald'shtannlicher
Carcanorifleabandonednearthesixthfloorwindowofthe
RookDepositoryoverlookingDealeyPlazaAccordingto
theWarrenCommissionReportp 110

. thenearlywholebulletdiscovereditParkland
IospilzlfatwhichthePresidentwstakendirectlyfromDealeyI'lazaIandthetwolargerfragmentsbrandinthePresidentialautomobilewhichwere

identifiedcoiningfronttheassassinationrifle
camefromatleasttwoseparatebulletsandpossiblyfromthree.

Oneofthe"boundaryconditionsonthetimingofthe
shots(assumingtherewerethree-onefronteachejected
cartridge)wastheFBI'sfindingthataskilledmarksman
couldnotspacehisshirtsmorecloselythan2.3secor42
framesofMrZaprudcr'scamerawithitsmeasuredframe
rateof18.3persecond(Iwilldiscusstheframeratelater
inthisarticle.)

Noproblemwasinvolvedindecidingwhenthethirdand
fatalbulletwasfiredthegoryphotographlabeledframe
313settledthatquestionpingconclusivelyThetalcsofthe
firstandsecondbulletsweredebatedatlengthbythe
Commissionandthefollowingconclusionemergeda
bulletfiredinaone-secondintervalbetweenframes2116
and225woundedthePresidentbypassingthroughhisneck
andthenwoundedGovernorConnallywhowasseatedjustaheadofthePresidentThisso-called"singlebullettheoryaswehavealreadylearnerwaslaterchallengedbyGov
ernorandMrsConnally

TheCommissiondecidedthattheotherbulletwasnever
recoveredandaftergiving;-easonstosuggestthatitcould
havebeenfiredtitherbeforeoraftertheshotthatwas
identifiedaswoundingthetwomentheCommissionfa
voredthesuggestionthattheunrecovcrcdbulletwasfired
aftertheonethatwoundedthem

Ifwenowlookatfig3inthelightofthisbackground
materialwesecthattheobviousshotinframe313isac
companiedimmediatelybyanangularaccelerationofthe
camerainthepropersenseofrotationtohavebeencaused
directlybyshock-wavepressureonthecamerabodyThe
humannervoussystemcanneltransmitsignalsfastenoughfortheangularaccelerationbetweenframes312and313
tohavebeencausedbyMrZapruder'smusclesreactingtoimpulsesfrontabrainthathadbeenstartledbytheshot
thatkilled1hePresidentTheexpectedneuromuscularre
actionoccursaboutone-quartertoone-thirdofasecond
laterasshownbythelargeaccelerationsnear318(I'll
adoptfiveframesasMrZapruder'sexperimentallyde
terminedreactiontimefirreasonstobediscussedlater.)
Anotherlargeaccelerationpeakoccursabouttwo-thirds
ofasecondafterthisgroupsoweobservethreeoutofa
possiblefourpulsesspacedverynearlythecanonicalum:
thirdofasecondapartForthosereaderswhoarcsurprisedthattheneuromuscularrespxmsetimeissolongletmere
callacommon"parlortrick"Abets8thatifAdropsa
verticallyhelddollarbillwithoutanywarningBcannot
stopitsfallbypinchinghisfingerstogetherifhisfingersarepoisedreadytoclamptogetheratthebottomedgeof
thebillThefadthatthebillcanalmostneverbestopped
(unlessAgivesaprecursorsignalwithhisfingers)indicates
thatanervoussystem"onhairtriggertakesmorethan
one-sixthofasecond(3.1frames)torespondtoanopticalstimulus

IfwelookbetweenfroInes206and225theone-second
intervalinwhichtheCommissionsuggestedthe"woundingshotwasfiredwesecthestartofaone-second-longtrain
ofpulsesspacedverynearlyone-thirdofasecondapartWefurthernotethat16cinitialpulseoftheseries,at221.5
isnotintheproperdirectiontohavebeencausedbyadirect
interactionoftheshockwavewiththecamerathecamera
turnstowardratherthanawayfrontthe.shtickwaveThe
shockwavefrontabilletfiredfronttheRookDepositorytowardthecarinitspositionatthetimeofframe221would
havebeenconsiderablyweakeratMrZapruder'sstation
thantheshockwaveinframe313sothelackofadirect
physicalinteraction:itthetimeofthisearliershotisnot
surprisingIthereforeconcludethattheaccelerationsat
2205and221.5werecausedbyMrZapruder'sneuro
muscularresponsetoanearlierstimulationIfweuseMr
Zapruder'stherebyobservedoscillationperiodofaboutfive
frames(whichisclosetotheexpectedvalue)weplacethe
"woundingshotatabout215.5Ifinditmostinteresting
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thatalthoughthedderoonatimnof215.5astheIrune
numberofthisshotwasderiveddirectlyfronttheappearanceofthestreaksitisexactlyhalfwaybetweentwolimits
onlyonesecondapartsctbytheWarrenCommissionfrom
verydifferentdata

IfweconverttheCommission'slanguageintothever
nacularofthephysicisttheirconclusioncouldbestated
"ThebulletthatwoundedthePresidentandGovernor
Connallyoccurredatframe215} III.AlthoughIwould
nothaveexpectedtheconclusionsoftwosuchdifferent
studiestoagreesocloselynistruethatmyestimatedframe
numberforoneoftheIwodisputedshotsagreeswiththe
Commission'sbestestimatetowithinlessthanone-tenth
ofasecondTheCommissionbaseditsfindingslargelyon
anexaminationofwhatthepeopleinthecarweredoingPresidentKennedy"seemedlobereacting(inframe225)tohisneckwoundbyraisinghishandstohisthroat'u

Iwillignorethetwosmallaccelerationsbetweenframes
245and280eachiscausedbyasingleframeinwhichI
judgedthathighlightsmightbesmearedslightlymorethan
thenormalsmearingcausedbytheimperfectionsofthe
half-tuneprocessIwillreturnlatertotheshortsequenceofsignificantpulsesstartingat290sincetheyrequirean
explanationTheyseemedtoInctohavelessintensityand
tolastamuchshortertimethanthethreesetsofpulsesI
identifiedasbeingtriggeredbybulletsIeventuallyfound
whatIthinkisareasonableexplanationnotonlyforthese
angularaccelerationsbutalsoforapuzzlingdeceleration
ofthePresident'scuratthesameBlue-.-butthatisgettingabitaheadofthesoon

Itec:roseofthequietnessoftheaccelerationgraphbe
tweenthepulsetrains-starting:Il221anti31.5(exceptfor
thepulseswhichIfeelhaveotherexplanations)andbe

eoftheobvioustraino1pulsesstatelingat182Ifavor
theviewthattheCommission's"nussingshutinitiatedthis
firstdrainofpulsesMybestestimateofthelintsofthisshot
istherefore182minus5(forMr/apruder'scalibrated
dinedelay)orframe177

TheConunissvivnotedthat:thousthattimetheI'resi
dent'scarwaspartiallyobscuredtroutthesixthfloorwin
dowitsitpassedunderalargetreeInaverythoroughreenactmentsessioninDealeyPlantphotographswere
takenbytheFBIfromthewindownearwhichtherifleand
threespentcartridgecaseswerefoundAlimousinewas
moved:longMiniStreetintopositionscorrespondingto
knownfr,unenumbersandtheCommissionreportreproducedsamplegroupsofcorrespondingpictures(I)front
Mr/:tpruder'sctmer:a121fromtheFBIcamerainthe
sixthfloorwindowshowingtheappxaranccofthelimousine
andamansiltinginthePresidentsseatand(3)froman
FBIcamerawithafieldofviewcgnultolinoofMr/a
printer'smoviecameralocateditthelsniliunfromwhich
hephotographedIleassasslualimtTheIIllpicturescur
respondingtofr:lilies166and186arcrepnnlucedinthe
Commission'sreportandbothshowthatthePresidentwas
dearlyvisiblethroughthebranchesoftheinterveningtree
inbothviewsItappearsthatthePresidenthadbeen
unobscuredbefore186duringwhichtimethegunmanwouldhavehadagaolopportunitytotrackNinaandmatch
theangularvelocityandangularpositionofhisgunwith
thatofthePresident'sbodyThefactIhalthePresident's
headmighthavebeenpartiallyobscuredbybranchesfor
one-halfaseconditframe177wouldnotinIvyopinionhavehadanyappreciableeffectonthegunman'stracking

abilityorfeelingofconfidencethathisaimwasgaol
Anyonewhohaseverdrivenacarinaheavyrainstormwith
aslowwindshieldwiperwillrealizethatapartiallossof
visualacuityherahalf-secondwouldnotseriouslyaffect
agunman'sabilitytoperlirmgoodtrackingparticularlywhenmostofthecarwasstillclearlyvisiblethroughthe
holesinthetreesAndifwerememberthatthedecisionto
squeezethetriggermasthavebeenmadeitfewtenthsofa
secondbeforethebu1!ctwitsfiredtheeffectoftheob
scuringtreeshouldhavebeennegligibleontheactionsof
thegunmanforit.shinfiredatframe177

Ifinditstrange ailingthetestimonyofexpertson
firearms(whichIeert:t,,dy:unaa)lhatthey;IIIlackedal
thephotographs(Actthroughthetreesandtestified
whetherornotagunmancouldhavefiredatparticularframenumbersTheytreatedthesubjectasthoughitwas
static—asthoughthegunmanwaspresentedwithasta
tionarytargetbehindatreeTheylookedatthestillpho
tographstakenfromthewindowinthisstaticwayand
decidedthatthegunmancouldhavefiredatcertainframe
numbers(whenthePresident'sbodyshowedthrougha
hails.)butnotitothertimeswhenitwaseclipsedIcan
appreciatehowtheycouldhavesaidsuchthingsunderthe
stressoftheinvestigationwhenaskedtocommentonaset
ofstillpicturesbutIamsurprisedthatnoonementioned
whatthereadsituationwaslikewithalargemovingobject
containingaspecifictargetfixedinitsmovingframethat
hadaverynearlyconstantangularvelocitywithrespectto
thegunmanIdon'tbelieveagunmanwouldhavebeen
deterredfromfiringmframe177andIconsideritmost
likelythattheshotfired:itthattimewastheonethe
Commissionconcludedmissedthecarandwasunrecovercd

'foreturntothe1Ill's(assumed)minimumpossible
firingintervalof2.1secweshouldcomparethislinewith
mybestestimateofthedineintervalbetweenwhatIiden
tifiedisthefirstIwoshotsFromframe177toframe216
is2.13secTomaketIdsconformtothe2.3-seclimititis
onlynecessarytochangethelimingofthetwoshutsbyone
andahalfframescarpifthefirstoccurredat175.5andthe
secondat217.5theoneintervalwouldbe42/18.3=2.3
secSuchaprocedureofalteringestimatednumberswithin
theirknownerrorsisastandardtechniqueinmyown
physicsspecialtyofbubblechambereventanalysisWehave
complicatedcomputerprogramsthataltermeasuredanglesandmeasuredmomentaoftracks(withintheknownerrors)tomatchtheconstraintsimposedbythelawsofconserva
tionofenergyandmomentumJustasabubblechamber
physicistusesa"fittingroutinetomakehiseventsmatch
aknownconstraintIhaveshownthatIcanfitthe2.3-sec
timeintervalconstraintbyIwosmalladjustmentsinesti
matedframenumberSincethetwochangesof+1.5frames
arcsitlaIIcomp:oedlutheextrapolationoffiveframeseach
madetoarrivealsheIwounfittedestimatesandsinceno
onewouldredlybelievethat.snobextrapolationswereumre
accuratethan1.5[ralliesIbelievethatthefillingprocedureisjustifiedIlowcvcrifthereaderdislikesthisfittingpro
cedurehecanstillacceptmy"unfittedestimates,by
learningthatthe(A3Steststurnedupa"technicianwhohad
onehitandtwomisses(atamovingcarinathree-di
mensionalmockupoftheDe:dcyPlaza)"in4.1sec."'0This
is rcmarkahlyliketheapparentperformanceofthe
marksmanidentifiedbytheCommissionasLeeHarveyOswaldandreducesthepermissibletimeintervalto2.05
secwhichiswithinmyunfittedestimateof2.13sec
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Letnmnowsummarizetheconclusionsofthissection
Byananalysisof"streaksinthe/apruderfilmIidentified
theprecisetimingoftwosingsIhathadbeenpinpointedbyothermeansbytheWarrenCommissionSofarasIknow
thereisnorealcontroversyconcerningthetimingofthese
twoshotsIfoundevidencethatconvincedmethatathird
shotwasfiredalaboutframe177Thisfiringtunicisal
lowedbythefindingsoftheWarrenCununi.ssioneven
thoughtheyfavoredtheideathatthe"thirdshotwasfired
betweenthetwothattheyidentifiedsurelyhitting
PresidentKennedyAndfinallythisfiringsequenceis
consistentwiththememoriesofGovernorandMrsCon
nallyWhatIitotalbunscanbeplacederntheseobservations
If asmanypeoplehavesuggestedandcontinueto
suggest—twoshotshitthePresidentalmostsimultaneouslyfromoppositedirectionsatfranc313andveryshortly
(hereaftercouldIhavedetectedthismultiplefiringThe
answertothatquestionis"no.Tohedetectedbythe
"streakmethod,twoshotsmistbespacedbyabout2sec
toberesolvedastwoseparateshotsratherthanasingleshot
followedbyaslowerthannormalrecoverytimeforMr
/aprudcr'sneuronoscularsystemButinthenextsection
Iwillheabletoshedsumslightonthequestionofthe"shut
frontthefront.

Iwasbotheredforsometimebytheweakersetofpulses
lastingashortertimethatshowinFig3frontframes290
through29gTheydon'tlookliketheonesthatseemed
clearlyassociatedwithbulletsBidobviouslytheyrequiredanexplanationI'llgivemybestexplanationfortheminthe
finalsectionof(hisreportbutIdon'tfeelascertainabout
thatexplanationasIdoabouttheotherthreecases

IV WIIVDIDTHEPRESIDENT'SIIF:AD
SNAPBACKWARDAFTERTIIEFATALSHOT

Imustapologizeforthetoneofthefollowingsection
whichmaysoundcoldbladedanddevoidofhumanfeeling
Mylongdelayinpublishingthisanalysisderiveslargelyfrommyfeelingsofinadequacyaftermanyattemptsto
softenitsimpactButIamfinallyconvincedthatthecon
clusionsIreachinthissectionarcimportantandIhave
thereforedonemybesttomakethetextasfreefromemo
tionalcontentaspossibleJohnKennedywasoneofmy
personalheroesandIhadthepleasureoftalkingwithhint
ontwooccasionsIlisdeathOuchesmedeeplyandIhopethereaderwillbearthatinmindashestudiesthissec
tion

RaulIlochwinwasthenagraduatestudentBerkeleytriedluinterestIncinoneofthehottestandlongestsur
vingcontroversiesarisingfrontastudyofthe/apruderIlanitwasthesubjectofseveralradioandtelevisionshows

inApril1975andtestimonyconcertingitwastakenduringtheCongressionalI[(airingsontheCIAinJune1975.)This
controversyinvolvestheunexpectedbehaviorofthePresi
dent'sheadimmediatelyafteritreceivedthefinaland
mortalshotEveryonewhostudiedthebehaviorofthe
peopleinthe/apruderfilmagreedthatimmediatelyafter
thisshotthePresident'sheadandbodymovedsuddenlybackwardThesixthfloorwindowofthcTexasBookDe
positoryBuildingwasbehindthecarandtheWarren
ConunissionconcludedthatIceIlarvesOswaldshotthe
PresidentfromthatwindowWhythendidthePresident's
headrecoiltowardratherthanawayfromthegunasthe

lawsofphysicswouldscenttodemand'!Theassassination
buffsarguedallengthaboutthisactionIshallmentiononly
threepersonsamtofitgrcalmanywhoconcludedinwritingthatthePresidentwasshutfrunt.IhefrontInhisRushto
Judgment.Marklonesaid"SolongastheCommission
maintainedthebulletcamealmostdirectlyfronttherear
itimpliedthattheluresofphysicsvacatedinthisinstance
forthePresidentdidnotfat!forward.JosiahThompson
ProfessorofPhilosophyatIlavcr6rrdCollegewrotea(stoic
thatdevotedagooddc:aofspacetothisproblem.tieconchtdcdthatinunalitchyniterthePresidentwas
woundedintheheadIronbehindanotherbulletfiredfront
infrontofthecarhithrbe;tdanddroveitbackbymo
mentumconservationto'rardtherearofthecarDistrict
Attorney.lanesGarrisonofNewOrleansmadesimilar
claimsinthehighlypublicizedtrialofClayShawin1969
ThethrustofalltheseargumentsisthatifthePresidentwas
shutfronttwodirectionsalmostsimultaneouslytheremust
havebeenaconspiracyincontradictiontotheWarren
Commission'sbasicconclusionthatOswaldactedasan
independentagentRolHochoftenpressedmeforanexplanationoftheodd
behaviorofthePresident'sheadandalthoughIhadn't
observeditmyselfIusuallysuggestedthattheheadhad
probablybeenhelderectbymusclescontrolledbythebrain
andthatwhenthecontrolsweresuddenlydamagedthe
headfellbackIwasfinallyconvincedthatthisexplanationwasincorrectafterPaulIloehhandedonea copyof
Thompson'sbookasIwasleavingBerkeleyforthcFebru
ary196')meetingoftheAmericanPhysicalSocietyinSt
LouisOntheplaneIhadtintstostudythebookcarefullyItisbeautifullyprintedwithexcellentphotographsand
carefullypreparedgraphsWhenI studiedthegraph
showingthechangingpositionofthePresident'sheadIcl
ativctothemovingcar'scoordinatesystemIwasfinallyconvincedthattheassassinationbuffswererighttherehad
tobeareadexplanationofthefactthatthePresident'shead
didnotJidlbackbutwasdrivenbackbysomereal
force

AndtheanswerturnedoutinbesimplerthanIhadex
pectedIsolvedtheproblem(tomyownsatisfactionand
inaone-distension:tlfashion)onthebackofanenvelopeasIsatinsolitarysplendorinthebeautifulsuitethattheSt
Louishotelntnnagententsuppliedmeinmycapacityas
presidentoftheAPS

IconcludedthattheretrogrademotionofthePresident's
headinresponsetotheriflebulletshotisconsistentwith
thelawofconservationofmomentumifonepaysattention
tothelawofconservationofenergyaswell:Indincludes
themomentumofa//thematerialintheproblemThe
sianplcslwaytosecwhereIdifferfrommostofthecritics
islonoteThaltheytreattheproblemisthoughitinvolved
onlytwointeractingmassesthebulletandtheheadMy
analysisinvolvesthreeinteractingmassesthcbulletthe
jetofbrainmatterobservableinframe313andtherc
ntainingpartoftheheadItwillturnoutthatthcjetcan
carryforwardmoremomentumthanwasbroughtinbythe
bulletandthehealrecoilsbackwardasarocketrecoils
whenitsjetfuelisejected(CalWilliamHHansoncame
tothesameconclusionindepcndentiy.lr)

Ifablockofwoodissuspendedbystringsfromtheccil
ingitiscalleda ballisticpendulumandphysicistsor
gunsmithscancalculatethevelocityofabulletshotintoit
tobe
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	=tsM;Obi (I)
wherer'uisthevelocityofthewoodenblockafteritslops
thebulletandMuandMnarcIliemissesofthewooden
blockandbulletliyu:nion(I)followsdirectlyfrontthelaw
ofconservationofmomentum

	uuMn=rwMu. (2)
Inusingaballisticpendulumwenormallyforgetthat

thecollisionofbulletandwoodenblockisveryinelasticOf
theincomingkineticenergyofthebulletonlyasmall
fractionf appearsaskineticenergyofthemovingwooden
blocktheremainingfraction(I—f)goesintoheatingthe
woodIfMy« Mw

KYir=/lKLnl
	At14,2/2=f x AIvivt-/2 (3)

From(3)and(2)
	f=M1ly/A4ar (4)

Forthecaseofa10-gbulletandablockweighing10kg
itcanbeseenthat99.9%ofMeincomingkineticenergygoes
intoheatingtheblockandonly0.1%appearsasmechanical
energyBallisticpendulumsaredesignedsothattheycon
taintheinelasticallydissipatedenergyUnfortunatelythe
humanheadisnotabletocontainthemajorfractionofthe
energycarriedinbythebulletThistragicaspectofthe
assassinationisclearlyvisibleinframe313oftheZapruder
Olinandisdiscussedindetailinthereportsoftheautopsy
surgeonsThemechanismoftheretrograderecoilturnsouttobe
rather.simpleifoneremembersIhm99.9%)oftheincoming
energymustbeaccountedforThenuomentuntassociated
withagivenantnuniofkineticenergyvariesasthesquare
rootofthemassoftheobjectcarryingthatkineticener
BY

	p=(241K1V2 (5)
wherepisthemomentumandKisthekineticenergyofthe
objectwithamassM

Figure4showswhathappenedwhenmyfriendsandI
firedbulletsatmelonsthathadbeenwrappedwithScotch
glassfilamenttapetomockup(hetensilestrengthof(he
craniumUnder(heinfluenceofthebulletsomeof(he
materialstakingupthemelonbreaksthroughtherein
forcementandcarriesmomentumintheforwarddirection
(Frame313of(heZaprudcrfilmshows(hissanephe
nomenon.)Asweshallnowseethemomentumcarried
forwardinthiswaycanbemuchlargerthanthemomentum
broughtinbythebulletForexampleif(hebulletweighed
It.l'softhemelonweigh(andifI(YY)oftheincomingkinetic
energywasusedtopropel10':6ofthemassofthemelon
forwardthenthemomentumoftheje(expelledforward
wouldbe(10)1/(timesthatoftheincomingbullet(Iwill
usesubscriptshforbulletj forforwardmovingjetand
nrformelon.)
pi=(2MjKi)f/l=(2x 10041)x0.14)'n

_ 0)t/1(2114K41=(I0)i/Zpn(6)
 sincehl=0.1M,,=1(1(144=0.1A)Thenelonwind(
thenrecoilbackwardwith:iboltwicethevelocityitwould
havebeenexpectedtogoforwardassumingi(weremade
ofwoodThisisbecausethemelonactingatfirstasabal
listicpendulumacquiresaforwardvelocityequaltoun,Iup

Fig4 Itclton:corddinaialk.rcinforudmoonhitbyahigh-velocitybullet
Thebulletctn.)!runarifleofftheright-handsideofthehamesThe
forwardlet(totheleft)propelledthemelon"backwards.(SeeIcel.)

=pr./M1l,,(Thenotationv,,,I)wmeansthevelocityarc
wouldexpectthemelontohaveill(containedallthekinetic
energyofthebulletasaballisticpendulumdoes.)Butin
thecenterofmasssystemofthemelonwhichismoving
"forwardwill)theexpectedvelocityajetmovesforward
withmomentumequalto(10)f/2p4—aswehavejustseen
Itgivesthemelonanequalandoppositemomentuminthe
moving(CM)systemin(hatsystemp,,_ —(l0)f/tpn
Ifweneglectthe1(1'%lossofmassbythemelontothejet
therecoilvelocityofthemelon(intheCMsystem)is
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—(10)uztimesthe"expectedvalue.Sincevelocitiesadd
vccbrallythefinalvelocityofthemelonintheLtbxalorv
system)isII—(10E/21ncSincethesquarerootof10iscloseto3.16theobservedvelocityofthentclonisabout
-2r,,,lIn•

Ifonewantstoknownotreaboutthedetailsofthe
transfermcchanisntofkineticenergyfromthebullettokineticenergyofthefragmentsthrownforwardhewillhavetoasksomeonemoreknowledgeableinthetheoryoffluid
mechanicsthanIantMyintuitivefeelingisthattheconical
shapeoftheinteractionzoneisthekeytothenonncgligiblc
efficiencyofenergytransfer(Itisclearthatanappreciablemechanicalenergytransferisonlypossibleiftheincoming
energycanavoid"beingtherntalized.")TheconicalregionisdefinedbythesmallentranceholeandthemuchlargerexitholeinthemelonTransmissionlineswithtaperedin
ternalconductorsareefficienttransformersofelectrical
energyandataperedbullwhipcansmoothlytransformthe
energygiventoalargemassbythe(lickofthewristinto
roughlythesameenergyofamuchsmallermassatthetipofthewhipThe"crackofthewhipoccurswhenthetipofthewhipgoessupersonicIbelievethatinasomewhat
analogousmannerbutofcourseintheoppositedirectionthekineticenergyofthebilletisgiveninit"taperedregiontoaprogressivelylargermassinthemelontoachievethe
modestlyefficientenergytransferIhalisdemonstratedinourexperimentsNowthatI'vegiventhetheoryofthe"jetrecoilmecha
nism,I'lldescribetheexperimentsthatgaverisetofig4 WhenIshowedmysimplecalculationstoPaulHochhesaidthatnoonewouldbelievemyconclusions(includinghimself)unlesswecoulddemonstratetheretrograderecoil
onitriflerangeusingareasonableIaesimileofahumanhcmlas:ttargetIdiscussedmytheorywithmylongtimefriendandassociateatthel.aboratarySharon"Buck
BuckinghamBuckisanenthusiasticdeerhunterandhe
offeredhisservicesifIwouldbuythemelonsintowhichhe
wouldfiretheshots

Buckdidhisfirstexperimentsin)(Inc1969attheSan
LeandroMunicipalfiringrangeBeforehestartedsootingalltheexpertmarksmeninattendancetoldhimthathewas
wastinghistints-onesaid"I'vebeenaroundgunsallmylifeandyoumustbeoutofyourmindInbelievesomething

youhitwithabulletwillcartebacktowardyou.Mostof
thetargetsweremelonsthatBuckhadreinforcedby
wrappingwith1-inScotch"filamenttape,asmentioned
earlier

Theresultsofthefirstlestshootingswereencouraginginthatmostofthereinforcedmelonsweredrivenbytheir
shotstowardthegunasIexpectedratherthanawayfront
thegun"asthepawsofphysicsrequire.PaidIlochexpressed:miniecesintheresultsofthistestbutsaidthathewouldn'taskhisfellowbuffstobelievethen)
unlesshehadphotographicevidencetodocumentthecase
PaulenlistedthehelpofDonOlsonanotherphysics
graduatestudentandassassinationbuffwhohadare
motelycontrolledSuper8moviec:uneraandIwaspresentasanobserverWewereallimpressedtofindthatBuck's
earlyresultscouldbeduplicatedbeforethecameraThe
performanceswerenowmoreuniformwithsixoutofseven
reinforcedmelonsclearlyrecoilinginaretrogrademanner
towardthegun(AccordingtoPaulHochtheotherone
"justrolledaroundabit.")

Figure4 isanenlargementofasectionofthefilm

showingshotnumber4 Theframerateis24persecond
Theguna30.06rifleisabout30moutofsightonthe
right-h:oulsideofthephotographsIts150grainhand
loadalsoft-nosed'bullethitthen'lclonwithavelocityof
abort31081II/seethe6.5Mannlicher-Carcanoriflefound
nearthesixthIltorwindowoftheHookDepositorybuildingtiredaI60-grainbulletatabout2165ft/sec(Iamtoldthatatadistanceof.265it themeasuredslantrangefromthe
BookDepositorywindowtothePresidentinframe313thebulletwouldhaveslowsdowntoabout1800ft/sec.)Torelatetheseesperiincntstothemelancholyaffairin
DallaswecanuseThompson'scarefullymeasuredve
locityofthebackwardnf4ionofthePresident'sheadI-lcfindsthatitwasabout'f6 ft/secaveragedovereightframesInfig4 themeasuredretrogradevelocityofthentclonis4.5fl/secItisobviousthatifthemelonhadbeenhitbyaslowerbulletandhadbeenconnectedtoalargen1.s simulatingatorsoratherthanbeingfreeofrestraintitwouldalsohavemovedbackmoreslowlyButinspiteofwhatappearstometobeagoodsemiquantitativematchin
velocitieswemustrememberthattheimportantquestionatissuehereisnotthemagnitudeofthevelocitybutits
direction(

Ibelievethatourexperimentaldemonstrationofretro
graderecoilinhead-likeobjectswillconvincemostpeoplethatthelawsofphysicsdonotrequireasecondassassinto
havebeenfiringatthePresidentfromthe"grassyknoll,aheadofthecarItisimportanttostressthefactthata
tapedmelonwasouroprioribestmockupofaheadanditshowedretrograderecoilinthefirsttestIfwehadused
the"Edisontechniqueandshotatalargecollectionof
objectsandfinallyfoundonewhichgaveretrograderecoilthenourfiringexperimentscouldreasonablybecriticized
Hu(asthetestswereactuallyconductedIbelievetheyshow
itismostprobablethattheshotinframe313camefrom
behindthecarafterallthejetsvisibleinframe313were
whatsuggestedthismechanismtome

ManyoftheassassinationbuffswrotetoHochtosaythat
neithermy"backoftheenvelopenumbersnortheexperimentalresultsagreedwithProfessorThompson'smeasured
headvelocitiesSoincaseanyreadersofthisarticlemaybesimilarlybotheredIshouldpointoutthatthethree
numbersIusedinillyanalysis(twomassratiosandanef
ficiency)wereeachassumedtohavethevalueof10wherei isapositiveornegativeintegerInspiteofthishighly
titianicednatureoftheinputdatathecalculatedandob
servedvelocitiesdifferbyonlyafactorof3Theassassi
nationbuffswhoarguedwithPaulHochinaquantitative
way(neglectingtheimportantsignofthevelocity)usually
suggestedthatIwasassumingthatthemassofthejet(10%)wastoohighButtheymissedthefactthatifeitherthis
a.ssratedmassratioortheassumedefficiencyofenergytransferwerereducedbyacombinedfactorofalmost10thecalculatedandobservedvelocitieswouldbeequalInadditionframe313showsthattheeventwasn'tonedi
mensionalasthemodelwasthetwojetsvisibleinframe
313haveverticalcomponentsthatwouldlowerthelongitudinalcomponentofmontentuntbringingthetheorycloser
totheactualeventIdon'twanttobethatquantitativethe
theorywasn'tdesignedtocalculatethevelocitiestohighaccuracies—buttoshowqualitativelythattheheadcould
jerkbackwards

IwillendthissectionbysayingwhatI thinkcanbe
concludedfrontourexperimentsItispossibletodisprove
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atheorybutnevertoproveonenomatterhowoftena
theoryhasgivencorrectpredictionsinthepastasingle
(repeatable)counterexampleinvalidatesthatparticular
theory(Newton'stheoryofgravitationwasdisprovedin
thismanner.)ForthesereasonsIbelievethat(hoseargumentsforasecondassassinthatderivefromPresident
Kennedy'sheadmovementsafterframe313arenowclearlyinvalidadocumentedcounterexampleisnowavailableto
disprovetheassertionsofmanywritersconcerningthe
consequencesofNewton'slawsofnotionIamconvinced
thateverythingthatisknownaboutthemotionofthe
President'sbodyinthatshortlimeintervalisconsistentwith
ashotfromaboveandbehindwherethesixthliexlrwindow
oftheBookDepositorybuildingwassituatedButbythe
argumentgivenearlierinthisparagraphIobviouslycan't
provethatthebulletcameIranithatwindow

Dr..lohtK l.attimerrecentlypublishedannrticbe°
entitled"ObservationsRasedonaReviewoftheAutopsy
PhotographsX-raysandRelatedMaterialsoftheLaic
PresidentJohnFKennedy.DrI.aitinierwasapparentlythefirstphysicianwithoutgovernmentalcredentialstobe
givenaccesstothismaterialwhichhadbeenrestrictedfor
morethaneightyearst therequestofthePresident's
familyDrIattuner'sarticlepublishedseveralyearsafter
theshootingexperimentsdescribedabovesays

"Theseobservationsmadepossiblebyactually
seeingtheautopsyphotographsandtheclothing(andaddedtothepreviouslaboratoryandautopsy
findings)haveansweredsomeofthequestionsthat
wereinthemindoftheauthorandhaverevealedno
incompatibilitieswiththeconceptthattwohigh
speedbulletshitthePresidentbothfireddownward
andfronttherearasfromthesixthfloorofthe(took
DepositoryBuildingTherewerenosignsofInd
letsorbulletwoundsorbulletfragmenttracks
throughthePresident'sbodyrunninginanyother
locationordirectionsuchastransverselyorfrom
thefronttoindicatebullet"hitsfromanyofthese
directionsuponthePresident'sheadbodyor
limbs.

SeveralcriticsoftheWarrenreporthadpredictedIhat
whena"nonestablishmenlexpertonbulletwoundssuch
asDrI.attinter(withhis"questinns")wasfinallypermitteditseethe:autopsyfilmsthe"headshotfromthe(runt
wouldbeconfirmedButDrlaltimerhasruleditoutquite
unequivocally

AlthoughDrI.attimerisnowclassifiedasaurologisthisbiographicalsketchshow'sthatheisanexpertinthe
relevantfields

"InWorldWarII UrI:dinerwas:amilitary
surgeonintheEuropeanTheaterofOperationsand
hidexperiencewithmilitarynisslcwoundsofall
types,almostalwaysusingX-raysfortheirhxaliza
tionticservedasafirearinsrangeofficerandalso
didexperimentalworkonthewoundingcapabilitiesofvariousmissilesonhumantissues.

V 11OWFASTWAS111E('AMERARUNNING
EveryonewhohaswatchedfootballonTVknowsthat

itiseasytodistinguishaslowmotion"instantreplayfrom
therealthingevenwhentheplay-backrateisnotmuch

slowerthanthenormalrateThecluescomelargelyfrom
ourmemorisedknowledgeoftheoscillationfrequencyof
thelegsofrunnersmovingattheirfastestpassibleratesand
fromourmemoryofthewayobjectsfallina"oneg gravitationalenvironment

RolMrZapruder'.scamerashowedanautomobilein
whichtheoccupantswereforthemostpartsittingstill
-togetherwithimagesoftwomotorcyclepolicemenwhosat
immobileoiltheirscatsallthewhileThebackground
comprisedfixedstrut'oresplusafewspectatorswhoap
pearedtobestandingstillasthecamerapannedpastthem
asitfollowedtheI'r.idcnt'scarSotheclueswesecin
"instantreplayIrotbarlonTVseemtobedeniedusinthe
Zaprudcrfilm

IfoneacceptedtheFBI'ssubsequentlymeasuredframe
rateof18.3persecondforMrZapruder'scamerathecar
wasmovingataspeedofapproximately12mphRutan
FBIreportstatedthat"Thecamerawassettotakenormal
speedmoviefilmor24frames/sec.Hadthecameraac
tuallybeenoperatingatthatrateitwouldhavebeenex
ceedinglydifficult-ifnotimpossible—todeviseasequenceofMannlichcrCarcanorifleshotsthatwouldhavebeen
withinhumancapabilityandthereforethemultiplegunmentheories--sopopularwithmanyoftheWarrenCom
missioncritics–couldnothavebeenignored(Thehigherthefrancratetheshorteristhetimebetweenanypairof
numberedfranks.)TheBellandHowellcamerausedbyMrZaprudcrhada"normalbuttonpositionanda"slow
motionpositionandIbelievetheintentoftheFBIreportwassimplytoanswerthequestion"DidMrZapruderuse
normalorslownoionspeedintakinghispicturesSince
thenormalspeedof16or35-mansoundmovingpicturesiswellknowntobe24frames/secIbelievethattheFBI
wasinturnsayingiateffect"Ilcusednormalspeed.(Istn
nowusingmylegallyacceptablestatusasa"cameraexperttogiveanopinionoutsidethefieldofphysicsIwasfor
severalyearsasalariedconsultanttothePhotoprrductsDivisionoftheBelland{IowcllCompany.)Actuallythe
"slowmotionframerateontheZaprudcrcamerawas
closerto48it-antes/secItriedforsonictimetofindaway',convincemyselfthat
theframeratewas18.3persecondandnotthemuchhigher"slowmotionrate.13utasIlookedatthepicturesagainand
againIcouldn'tfindacluethatcoulddistinguishpicturesofacarmovingat10mphtogetherwithsomepeoplewho
movedslowlyfrompicturesofacarmovingatabout30
mphwiththesamepeoplestillmovingslowlybutnotquitesoslowlyIwasabouttogivethisproblemupashopelesswhenInoticedtheactionofamanstandingbeyondthecarasseenbythecameraHewasclappingasthePresident
droveby–agesturethatwascommonintheKennedyera

Anelementaryanalysisofthemusclepowerinvolvedin
dappingshowsthatthepowerrequiredforagivenmaxi
ntmnhandspacingvariesasthecubeoftheclappingfre
quencyTheaveragevelocityoftimehandsvariesdirectlywiththefrequencysotheenergyexpendedpercyclevaries
asthesquareofthefrequencyPoweristhetimerateof
expenditureofenergysoitinvolvesanadditionalfactor
proportionaltothefrequencyItturnsoutthatwecanuse
thespectator'sapparentclappingfrequencytogetherwith
hisobservedandverynaturalmaximumhandseparationofabout1ft inthesamewayweusearunningback'slegratetodecideifwearcwatchingliveactionorslowmotion
"instantreplay.
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Thespectatorappearstopratesmoothlyacrossthefilm
fromtheright-handedge,andaboutI(assumed)seclater
(IXframes)disappearsoutofviewbeyondtheleft-hand
edgeIllsapparentmotionisofcourseduetoMrZapruder'spanningactiontofollowthecarTheclappingisshown
inFrames through296(FigSiandeventhoughlilt
man'simageisblurredbecauseofthepanningitisevident
'hathehasexecutedbetween3'hand4fullclappingcycleIwillassumethathisapparentclappingfrequencyis3.7
cycles/secandwillaskhowmuchgreaterthiscouldbe-
duetoilhigherfrentsrate-andstillhewithinreasonable
humanlimitsThekeytothisparticularanalysisistheex
istenceoftheaforementionedcubelawrelatingclapping
frequencyandmusclepowerIfapersondoubleshisclap
pingfrequencyatconstantamplitudehemastexpendeightlimesasmuchpowerThe"sleepnassofthecubelawis
whatgivesonetheabilitytodistinguishfilmspeedsbyob
servationsofclappingbehaviorbutonlyifnormalclappingbehaviorisnottoofarfromthe"powerbarrier.

ToanswerthisquestionIclappedinsynchronismwith
ametronomesetattheassumedrateof220beats/minI
foundIcouldclapquitecomfortablyatthisrateof3.7persecondbutIcouldn'tdosoattwiceIherate.withthesame
omplilodetomake7.4cycles/secwhichwasanobviously
unnaturallyhighrateIhadtoreducemyamplitudecon
siderablyIcouldjustwakeitat1.5times3.7cycles/secbuttheeffortfeltquiteunnaturalIantconfidentthat
anyonewhorepealstheseexperimentsasIhavejustdune
afterahiatusofseveralyearswillbeconvincedthatMr
Zapruder'scamerawasrunningatverynearlyIXframes/sec(Itwascertainlynotrunningat48frnit's/secandI
believethat24frames/seccanberulednutaswell.)Al
thoughthereisapparentlynolonger;seriouscontroversyrelativetoframeratesIwantedtosharewithmyphysicistreaders;hepleasureIhadindiscoveringa"cubelawclock
inthefilet
VI WIIY1)11)TIIEPRESIDENT'SCARSLOW
DOWNABRUPTLYJUST11IFFORE771EFATAL
SIIOT

TheContniissionwas;ruledinitsinterpretationofthe
filmsbyan1-IllphotoanalyslMrIyndalI.Shaneyfell
Myfirsidisagreementwithhistestimonyconicsonp 155
ofVolVwherehewasrunningtheZapruderlilntforAllen
WDullesandJohn.1McCloymembersoftheCommis
sionAftertheexperthadmadeacommentrelativeto
frame222thefollowingconversationtookplace

MrMilleJerkymotioninConnallyinthefilm
MrShiner/elh.Thereis itmaybemerelywherehe

stoppedturningandstartedturningthiswayItis
hardtoanalyze

Alr/Mfrs.WhatIwantedtogetat whetheritwas
Connallywhomadethejerkynotionortherewas
somethinginthefiletthatwasjerkyYoucan'ttell

MrSheneyJi•/Youcan'ttellthat
SinceFig3showssome"jerkymotionimmediatelyafterframe222itisareasonableassumptionthatthisis

whathadcaughtMrDulles'sattentionItwastoohadthat
MrDullesansweredhisownquestionconcerningthepos
sibilityofdistinguishingbetweenthenotionofameaninthe

SEPARATION
OFHANDS

300
!fig.Iliadclappingait'/.cycles/secbyaspectatorallowsfilmspeedtobedeterminedwithinimpartanalimits(Seciext.)

carandamovementoldiefilm(camera)asawholeMr
Dulleswasanexperiencedintelligenceagentandhis
practicedeyecaughtanimportantcluebuthelooquicklydismisseditasundecipherablewhichofcoursewenow
knowitwasn'tTheexpertphotoanalystputtheIdIonthe
matterbyhispoliteendorsementofMrDulles:serror

MyseconddisagreementwiththissamePittpholoana
lystconicwhenheeddiedconcerninghisinabilityInpin
pointthePresident'scarz(frame313byexaminingthe
ZapruderfilmIlehadthistosay's

"YesImightstatefirstthatalloftheother(menletrrrcnt/ photographswerereestablishedonthe
basisofthe/uprudcrfilmusingreferencepointsinthebackgroundofBicpictures"Asisapparentherefromthephotographofthe
Zapruderfrolic313therearcnoreferencepaints-(hereisjustagrassyplatSothereisnoreference
pointonwhichwecanreestablishthePortionofthe
carintheroadway"I-orIbisreasonitwasnecessarytousetheNix
filetoftheheadshutandtheMuchmorefilmofthe
headshottoestablishthispositionintheroad.
Thesefilmswereshotfromamateurmoviecameras
locatedontheoppositesideofthestreetoneofthen
showedsonicidentifiablebackgroundclosetoMr
/aprudcr'spositionincludingMr%uprudcrhim
selfinsteadoftheplaingrassthatshowedatthat
timeintheZaprudcrfilet.)

MrSh:mcyfeltpinpointedthelocationofthecarin13
(orperhapsmire)frantcsfrom161to255inwhichinter
valtherewerearchitecturalbackgroundfeaturesthatwere
easilyidentifiableintheZapruderframesAndashesaid
thepositionofthecarinframe313wasdeterminedfrom
thetwootherfilmsThesedatawereusedintheFBIreen
actmentstudiesinDcalcyPlazaAnopenautomobile
similartotheoneinwhichthePresidentrodewasmoved
inturntothe14(ormore)positionsasdeterminedinthe
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filmsAteachpositionitwasphotographed(I)byastillurnerawiththesameangularheldasMrZrprudcr'smoviecamerafromhisoriginallocationand(2)fromthesixthfinerwindowoftheBookDepositorybuildingthroughtheriflescopeoftheriflefoundatthatlocationimmediatelyaftertheassassinationForeachofthese14selectedfrankstheExhibits'°showphotographs(I)and(2)togetherwiththeoriginalZaprudcrframesinthecaseofframe313the
correspondingframesfromtheNixandMuchmorefilms
arcshowntogetherwithstillshotsofthestationarycarfromtheNixandMuchmoreLocations

Inadditiontotheseveralpicturescorrespondingtoeachofthe14locationstheexhibitsvdsotabulatevariousmeasurementsmadeatthe14locationsTheseincludethedistanceofthecarfroma benchmarkonElmStreet
("stationC")thedistancebetweentherearscatofthecarandthesixthfloorwindowoftheBookDepositorybuildingandtheangleofdepressionoftheriflesightinthatwindowThedistancesaregiventothenearesttenthofafoottheyareprobablyaccuratetosomewhatbetterthanIftAsanyphysicistwoulddoIplottedthetabulateddistanceofthecar(from"station("')againstfrancnumberforthese14selectedfranksThisgraphisshowninFig6andallthepointsexceptthatforfranc313lieonalinewithaslopeequalto11.8mphItisclearfromthedispersionofthe(Zaprudcr)pointsfrontastraightlinethatthefinal
point(determinedfromtheNixandMuchmorefilms)doesnotlieontheextrapolatedlineTwoexplanationsarepossiblethepositionofthecaratframe313wasincorrectlydeterminedorthecarsloweddownsomewherebetweenframes255and313NeitherofthesepossibilitiesscentedreasonabletomewhenIfirstsawFig6soIsetmyselfthetaskoffindingoutwhichexplanationwascorrect(Ididthis
workandtheanalysisoftheclappingduringtheChristmas
vacationfollowingthepublicationoftheNovember261966issueofLife.)ThefirstrelevantobservationImadewasthatcontrarytowhatMrShaneyleltsaidinhistestimonyitwasatrivial
exercisetodeterminepreciselywherethecarwasateachofthe79framesfromwherehis"Zaprudcrdatastopped(atframe255)tothefinalpublishedframenumber344Whatheapparentlyfailedtorealizewasthattheapproximatelytenpersonswhowerestandingonthefeatureless
backgroundwere"referencepointsexactlyasusefulasif
theyweresetinconcreteTheirusefulnesscomesfromtwo
independentconsiderationsThereisalinearrelationshipbetweenanyhorizontalintervalontheoriginalfilm(oronthehalf-tonereproductionsintheExhibits)andthecorre
spondingangularintervalsubtendedatMrZaprudcr'scameraInotherwordseverylimethecamerapannedthroughanangle(ItifixeduhjedtinthefieldofviewmovedlotheellinthepictureadistanceofellThevalueoftheconstantk(thefocallengthofthecameralens)couldbedeterminedwiththeaidofanaccurateplanofDcalcyPlazashowingMrZaprudcr'sstation(ThecamerahadazoomlensofvariablefocallengthwhichIfoundhadbeenusedatverynearlyitslongestvalue.)Fromsuchaplanonecanmeasuretheanglessubtendedbymanyarchitectural
featuresvisibleintheframesThoseangleswhichcanbe
measuredwithahighdegreeofprecisioncanbedivided
bytheaccuratelymcasurcablecorrespondingintervalsonthefilm(oronthehalftonereproduction)togivethecor
respondingvalueofk–tFromthenonwecanimmediatelytellthroughwhatanglethecameraisbeingpannedframe

146 NotionultheI're.,d.n,'scarasdeterminedbytheFRINotethat
point313doesnutheoncmrapnlaicdline

byframebysimplymeasuringthedisplacementofanystationaryobjectinthefieldofviewThatstationaryobjectcanbeaconcretepuleorequallyusefullyaperson'sfootthatistemporarilybearinghisweightandisthereforefixedtotheground
SinceIdidn'thaveanaccurateenoughplanofDealeyPlazaIcouldn'tevaluatekwithanabsoluteuncertaintyassmallastherelativeuncertaintywithwhichmeasurementscouldbemadeonthehalftonereproductions(TheFBIcouldhavedone(hatwiththetheodolitetheyusedin

thereenactmentsession.)Butthatminorlackofabsolute
precisionwillhavenoeffectontheveryaccuratemeasurementsoftherelativespeedofthecarbeforeandafterthestrangeandpreviouslyunseendecelerationIantabout
todescribeButbeforedescribingthateventI .should
mentionthatinrilesequencewhennospectatorsareinthe
backgroundanotherinterestingreferencemarkisavailable
ontheplaingrassbehindthecarinframes313-334the
lastonesreproducedintheexhibitsThismarkisawhite
streakwhosepositioncanbeseentomoveprogressivelyacrrxssthefilmgaleinthatsequenceof22framesItisclear
thatthewhitestreakisreallytheimageofasmallshiny
objectthatisreflectingsunlightintothecameralensInthis
senseitcorrespIndsdirectlytooneofthehighlightsonthe
caritis"streakedineveryframebecausethecameraaxis
ismovingrelativetoitin:dlframes

Figure7showstheangularpositionofthecarasa
functionofframennnlbcrfrontframe260totheendofthe
sequence-a4-secintervaloftimeinwhichthePresident
wasfatallywoundedThisfigurecouldhavebeendrawnas
anextensionoftheCommission-derivedFig6whichends
atframe255butIwantedthescaleenlargedbecausethenewindividualpaintsarcnowmorepreciselyknownAnd
allofthisisinaregionwherethebackground

. isjustagrassyplotSothereisnoreference
pointonwhichwecanreestablishthepositionofthe
carintheroadway.'as]!]

Theextremesmsothncssofthecurvecomesfrontthefact
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260210280230300310320330340Framenumber
toys7 I',wlnmofIliaI'ra.nlanrcuadcmnnincllInailpapa(Secat)VintI OrIrldcndnttleraiinnofthea ter a sandbeforeMa
1'ra...1amsunIntall„onimladOrrManta1111Irmrfl:icitritshownthe
75.aparaia',rainia.aerrorcumparahlewthe»;dohorateIwoelraighllira.

'hatthesmearingduetotheeloncraaccelerations(secin
Figi) cancelsoutthemeasurementsaremadefroma
highlightonthecartooneofthereferencepointsonthe
(featureless)"grassyplotthatI'vejustdiscussedAny
"jiggleofthecameraaxismovesbothofthesereference
points(onthecarandontheground)bythesamedistance
onthefilmIe.IVingthedistancebetweenthetwoimageson
thefilmunchangedThesedistancesareplottedagainstrunenumberinfig7andIestimatethateachpointhas
:arelativeuncertainlyofabout4in"illredspace.Thecar
hadanaveragevelocityofabout12niphorabout12in./fr:nneintervalIwouldnormallyshowallthemeasured
pointsonacurvesuchasthisbutthescatterofthe75plinkboutthe"bestfit twolinesegmentsislessthanthewidth
ofthelines

lirecarwasmoving:Loosexactlyat9110tothecamera
axisforthesefewsecondsonecaneasilycheckthisby
nosingthattheimageofthehorirontalstripseparatingthe
front:Indbackcolnpartnentsoftheopencarappearsasa
verticalstripeinoneofthesefrankfromMrZapriuler's
downw:rd.LeakingeuneraForthisreasonwecantranslate
relativepositionsofacarhighlightandthebackground
objectonafr:unc-by-frankbasisdirectlyintothevelocityofthecarsimplybymeasuringtheslopofthegraphinfig7

Theheavycardeceleratedsuddenlyfor:feral11.5sec(10
frames)centered:itaboutfr,unc299reducingitsspeedfromabout12niph'oabout4mphSincethecarwascer
tainlybeingoperatedinsomelowgearratiothedecelera
tionwasnodoubtcausedbythedriverreducinghisfowl
pressureontheacceleratorpedalThequestionisthen
"Whydidthedriversuddenlyslowdownatalittlewhena
morenaturalreactionwouldbetospeedupandweaveto
leftandrighttoavoidbeinghitagain.Iworriedaboutthis
forsometimewithoutfindinganysatisfactoryanswerBut
thenIfoundsometestimonyconcerningapolicesirenthat
wasrememberedtohavecomicjustafterthePresidentwas

killed(infr:one1111Themanyinconsistenciesinthe
variouswitnessesremembrancesofexactlimesinthis
criticalperiodmademefeelthatitwaspermissibleto
suggestthatthesirenfrontanescortingpolicevehiclebe
hindthePresident'scarhadcomeafewsecondsbrfioethe
fatalshotItwouldbemostprobablethatanescortingof
ficerhavingheardoneshotandseeingthePresident
woundedbyasecondshotwouldhitthesirenbuttonwhen
I'msuggestingiredidlithesirensoundbecameapparent
toMrZapruder:tfr:nnt285wewouldexpecthimtore
spondatframe290wlereweseethe"unexplainedand
relativelyweakanguhiraccelerationsstartingWedon't
knowthereactiontimet.1thedriverbutifitwas0.5sec(9
frames)thenhewouldI'!thisfootfromtheacceleratorat
frame294asFig7showshedidEveryonewillrecognircthatsuchareactiononthepartofthedriverwouldbean
unavoidableconditionedreflexwealllearnthatwhenwe
hearasirensuddenlyturnedonjustbehindourcarwelift
ourfootfromtheacceleratorpedalIhaven'tbeenableto
thinkofanyotherreasonwhythedriverofacarthathas
juststoppedoneortwohighvelocityriflebulletswould
suddenlyslowdinarhisrateoftravel

ThedriverofthecarAgentWilliamRGreerrecalls
thathespeededupthecarinthisperiod”

MrArlen.SperrerDoyourecollectwhetheryouac
celeratedbeforeoratthesametimeorafterthe
thirdshot

MrGreerIcouldn'treallysayJustassoonasI
turnedmyheadbackfromthesecondshotright
awayIacceleratedrightthenItwasamatterof
myreflexestotheaccelerator

MrSperrerWasitataboutthattimethatyouheard
thethirdshot

MrGreerYessirjustassoonasI turnedmyhead
MrSpecterWhatisyourbestestimateofthespeedofthecaratthetimeofthefirstsecondorthird

shots
MrGreerIwouldestimateIllyspeedwas,nrtwetm12

and15mph
MrSpecterAtthetimealloftheshotsoccurred
MrGreerAtthetimetheshotsoccurred

Butsince!lg7showsthatthecarwasstillmovingat
theslowerratethroughthelastofthepublished%aprudcrframenumber114it isapparentthatMrGreer's
memorydoesn'tjibewiththerecordedfactsThisiswhat
ProfessorBuckhoulpaintedoutinhisarticleonthereli
abilityofeyewitnesstestimony'allpasteventsaren'tre
cordedinaperson'smemoryasonamagnetictapetohe
recalledlaterThatiswhyIfindthephotographicrecord
sointerestingitdoesn'thavethenormalhumanfailings

Certainlythecareventuallyspeededupandthisis
doubtlesswhatAgentGreerrecalledInviewofthedis
parityofseveralsecondsbetweenwhattheagentremem
beredofthisterribleeventandwhatactuallyhappenedthe
readermayconictoacceptmyconclusionthatmemories
ofthesirenweresimilarlyoffbyafewsecondsThat'sall
ittakestoturntheotherwisefantasticallyabsurddcecicr
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alionofthecarintoareasonableconditionedreflexonthe
partofthedrivertothesoundofasuchgoingoffinhisear
andtoshakeupMrZapruderatthes:unclimeButasI
saidintheintroductionIcan'tprovethatthisisthewayit
happenedAsstatedearlierthestreaksinthe"grassyplotwere
doubtlessmadebyasmallobjectreflectinglightfromthe
sunintothelensofMrZaprudcrscameraFigureitshows
howthisstreakmovedacrossthefilmgateinthecamera
(frames313334)Thisparticularintervalofjustmorethan
I seccoincidesexactlywiththeclimaxoftheeventsin
DcalcyPlazaThePresidenthasjustbeenfatallyshotas
thestreakappearsinthebackgroundlabeled311Inthe
followingsecondMr/apruderexperiencesgreatdifficultyincontinuinghisearliersmoothtrackingIlesecsclearlyinhisviewfinderwhathashappenedtohisPresidentand
itisatraumaticexperienceforhim

/apruder IheardasecondshotandthenI
vhisheadopenedupandthebloodandevery

thingcameoutandIstarted-Icanhardlytalk
aboutit Thewitnesscrying.P

ButtoreturntothestreaksinFig8 letusfirstrealize
whatthatfigurewouldhavelookedlikeiftheshotshadnot
beenfiredMrZapruder'strackingabilityhasbeen
checkedduringthequietperiodsofFig3agivenhighlightonthecarinthoseperiodsstayspoimlikeandatafixed
locationinthefilmgateLindersucheirdroustracesapointoflightinthebackgroundsuchasthatshowninFig8wouldmoveacrossthefilmgaleonastraightlineatcon
stantvehkit.Butbecausethecamerashutterclosesbe
tweenexposureswhilethefilmisbeing"pulleddown.the
straightlinejustmentionedwouldappearasa"dashedline
drawnbyadraftsmmnusingastralghlcdgcContrasttheevenlyspaceddashesonastraightlinethat
/apruderwascapableof"drawing,withthedashesofPig8whichappeartohavebeepdrawnbyaspasticthatmightevenbethecorrectwordtodescribeMr̀ /apruder'.ccon
ditioninthatghastlysecondalterIronic313(11ntilIre
alizedthatthelabelonframes114and11Shadbeenin
terchangedintheexhibitsIthoughtMr/apruderhadlost
evenmorecontrolofhisnw,cicsthanheactuallyhad.)

Startingatframe311wesecthestreaksmoveuptothe
rightandthenbackquiterapidlytotheleftThisphenomenonoughtberelatedtothe"crescent"-likestreaks
conintheCBStestsInPig3 1couldn'tIdolthistwo
dimensionalexcursionofthecameraaxisbutonecansec
frontthatfigureitframe332Ihalsomethingprettyviolent
ishappeningIfI'dhadaccesstotheenlargedcolorprintsThatGovernorConnallyisshownviewingin/.i/citwould
havebeenworlhwlieplottingtrackingcarveslikeFigItforthewhalesequenceofIr:nues..NIyreasonlitsayingthis
isthatsadoacurvecomplementsanadeleraliongraphsuchasfig1 IdeallytheIwoshouldyieldthesamein
formationbutinpracticethetrackingcurveshowsmore
ThiscanbeseenbycomparingFig8withFig3 inthe
vicinityofframe125FromMr/aprudcr'smeasuredos
cillationlilacoffiveIramcsIespcctcdtoseeanaecelcra
lionpeakhlFig3nearthisFran'tutI'vealreadymen
tioned(hefiletthatofalltheexpectedonesathirdofa
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AFTERNOONSESSION

Chairman STOKESThe committee will come to order
This Chair recognizes Professor Blakey
Mr BLAKEYThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Chairman the testimony now to be taken concerns forensic

firearms identification—the science of identifying fired bullets and
cartridge cases with particular firearms But first some back
ground information will be helpful Soon after the assassination
Dallas police suspected the shots originated at the Texas School
Book Depository At 1:13 p.m central standard time Deputy Sheriff
Luke Mooney discovered three used cartridge cases lying on the
floor near the southeast corner window of the sixth story The
cartridge cases were later turned over to the FBI

At 1:22 p.m Deputy Sheriff Eugene Boone and Deputy Constable
Seymour Weitzman discovered a bolt-action rifle equipped with a
telescopic sight It was also on the floor of the sixth story of the
book depository near the northwest corner Weitzman—though
neither he nor Boone actually handled the rifle—described it as a
7.65 German Mauser although it was subsequently determined to
be a 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano Italian military rifle It
contained one round a full copper jacketed military-type bullet
manufactured by Western Cartridge Co

As the officers were collecting assassination evidence in the Book
Depository Officer J D Tippit was shot and killed in the Oak Cliff
section of Dallas several miles away from the Book Depository
Four spent .38-caliber cartridges were found at the scene of the
Tippit murder

Before 2 p.m. Lee Harvey Oswald was arrested as a suspect not
in the President's assassination but in the Tippit shooting

He was apprehended after a scuffle in the Texas Theater and he
was carrying already a .38 Smith & Wesson special designed to fire
.38 Smith & Wesson ammunition Although the revolver had been
rechambered to fire .38 special ammunition it had not been rebar
reled

At approximately 1:55 p.m. a bullet was found on a stretcher in
the emergency area of Parkland Hospital O P Wright Director of
Security was notified and he turned the bullet over to Secret
Service agents It was the one the Warren Commission was later to
label exhibit 399

Other evidence that was recovered in the aftermath of the assas
sination included missile fragments from the Presidential limou
sine fragments from Governor Connally's wrist and fragments
from the President's body In addition a bullet that had been
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recovered in an attempted assault on Gen Edwin A Walker in
Dallas on April 10 1963 would become the subject of evidentiary
significance in the assassination

The Warren Commission relied on FBI facilities for firearms
identification of the missiles and fragments [Firearms indentifica
tion of course is the process in which missiles and fragments are
examined for characteristics that precisely identify the weapon
from which they were fired.] The Commission concluded from the
FBI tests that CE-399 and the two fragments found in the limou
sine that were large enough to test reliably had been fired by the
Mannlicher-Carcano retrieved from the Texas School Book Deposi
tory It also determined that the three cartridge cases found in the
Book Depository had been ejected from the chamber of the Mann
licher-Carcano The FBI was unable however to link the bullet
fired at General Walker with the rifle though it said the badly
mutiliated bullet showed the characteristics of a round that had
been fired by a Mannlicher-Carcano

As for the evidence in the Tippit shooting the bullets removed
from the officer's body could not be linked to Oswald's revolver
This was attributed to the erratic bullet behavior caused by re
chambering The empty cartridge cases found near Tippit's body
were never the less connected to Oswald's revolver

The critics have used the ballistic evidence to cast doubt on the
Warren Commission conclusions Edward Jay Epstien for example
in his book Inquest contends that there remained in Governor
Connally's body more bullet fragments than could have been left
by CE-399 Many critics for that matter have maintained as the
testimony has shown in these hearings that CE-399 could not have
remained virtually intact after causing the many severe wounds
the Governor received

To conduct a comprehensive scientific examination of the fire
arms evidence the committee chose a panel of experts who had no
prior affiliation with the case The panel was charged with resolv
ing the following issues

The character and characteristics of the evidence—the Mann
licher-Carcano retrieved from the Book Depository the .38 revolver
allegedly found in Oswald's possession and missiles and fragments
that have been associated with the assassination

The possibility that a 6.5-millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano could
easily or not be mistaken for a 7.65 German Mauser

Whether the cartridge cases found on the floor of the sixth
story of the Texas School Book Depository the bullet found at
Parkland Hospital and the fragments removed from Governor Con
nally the limousine and the President's body can be connected to
the Mannlicher-Carcano

A number of related issues raised by critics for example was
the scope on the Mannlicher-Carcano mounted for a left-handed
marksman

Members of the Firearms panel on hand today are Mr Monty C
Lutz Mr Donald E Champagne Mr John S Bates Jr. and Mr
Andrew M Newquist

Mr Lutz holds a B.S degree in criminal justice from the Univer
sity of Nebraska He presently is a firearms and tool mark analyst
with the Wisconsin Regional Crime Laboratory New Berlin Wis
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Mr Champagne is presently a firearms and tool mark examiner
with the Florida Department of Criminal Law Enforcement in
Tallahassee He previously served for 15 years as a firearms and
tool mark examiner in the Crime Detection Laboratory in Ottawa
Ontario

Mr Bates is the senior firearms examiner in the New York State
Police Laboratory at Albany He has been a lecturer at the State
University of New York at Albany the New York Police Academy
and the New York State Municipal Police Training Council

Mr Newquist is a special agent and firearm tool mark and
latent fingerprint examiner for the Iowa Bureau of Criminal Inves
tigation He is a member and a past president of the Association of
Firearm and Tool Examiners and he currently is on its executive
committee

Serving as technical assistant to the firearms panel is Mr
George R Wilson Through his assistance the facilities at the
Metropolitan Police Department Firearms Laboratory here in the
District of Columbia were secured His expertise in the area of
firearms identification greatly assisted the panel's conduct of its
inquiry

It would be appropriate Mr Chairman at this time to call the
panel as a whole

Chairman STOKES The committee at this time calls the panel
forward

Would each of you gentlemen raise your right hand to be sworn
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this

committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

TESTIMONY OF FIREARMS PANEL MONTY C LUTZ DONALD E
CHAMPAGNE JOHN S BATES JR. AND ANDREW M NEW
QUIST
Mr LuTZ I do
Mr CHAMPAGNEI do
Mr BATES I do
Mr NEWQUIST I do
Mr Wu-sox I do
Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
The Chair recognizes committee counsel James McDonald
Mr MCDONALDThank you Mr Chairman
Members of the firearms panel have you completed your tests of

the firearms evidence in the assassination of President John F
Kennedy

Mr LuTZ Yes sir we have
Mr MCDONALD And do you have a report ready at this time to

present to the committee
Mr LuTZ Yes sir
Mr MCDONALD Mr Chairman I would like with your permis

sion to have the clerk receive a copy of the firearms panel report
and identified for the record as JFK exhibit No F-275

Chairman STOKESWithout objection
[JFK exhibit No F-275 will be published as an appendix to the

committee's final report.]
Mr MCDONALDThe first exhibit Mr Chairman is CE-139
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For the record would each of the panel members please identify
himself starting with Mr Lutz on my left

Mr LuTZ Monty C Lutz from the Regional Crime Laboratory
Wisconsin State

Mr CHAMPAGNE Donald Champagne from the Florida Depart
ment of Criminal Law Enforcement Crime Laboratory in Tallahas
see Fla

Mr BATES John S Bates Jr. New York State Police Scientific
Laboratory Albany N.Y

Mr NEWQUIST Andrew Martin Newquist from the Iowa Depart
ment of Public Safety Bureau of Criminal Investigation Des
Moines Iowa

Mr WILSON George R Wilson Metropolitan Police Department
Firearms Identification Section Washington D.C

Mr MCDONALDThank you Mr Chairman our first exhibit this
afternoon has been previously identified here today as Warren
Commission exhibit 139 and for purposes of our report and testi
mony we wish it to be identified with JFK exhibit No F-276

Chairman STOKESIt may be so identified
[Warren Commission exhibit No 139 is identified as JFK exhibit

F-276 and a photograph made for the record.]

JFK EXHIBITF-276

Mr MCDONALD And with your permission Mr Chairman I
would like to approach the representatives of the National Ar
chives to retrieve Warren Commission exhibit No 139 the Mann
licher-Carcano rifle found on the sixth floor of the Texas School
Book Depository building

Mr Chairman the first series of questions will be directed to Mr
Monty Lutz

Mr Lutz have you seen the exhibit before you before
Mr LuTZ Yes sir I have
Mr MCDONALDAnd where have you seen it
Mr LuTZ This I first observed at the National Archives for a

cursory inspection of it in November of 1977 and later made subse
quent examinations of it at the Metropolitan Police Crime Labora
tory here in Washington D.C

Mr MCDONALDWould you please move the microphone closer to
you

41-2530 79 29
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And Mr Lutz before we go any further would you please exam
ine Warren Commission exhibit 139 to assure us that it is in an
unloaded state

Mr LuTZ It is unloaded
Mr MCDONALD Did you check this exhibit this morning Mr

Lutz to assure yourself that it was the same weapon that you have
test fired for this committee

Mr LuTZ Yes sir I did
Mr MCDoNALD How did you identify it
Mr LuTZ I removed the butt plate from the rear of the weapon

identified my initials that I had placed on the firearm at the time
that I examined it at the laboratory

Mr MCDONALDAnd your initials are still on there
Mr LuTZ Yes sir that is correct
Mr MCDONALD And when you conducted firearms tests of this

weapon was there a representative of the National Archives pres
ent at all times

Mr LuTZ Yes sir
Mr MCDoNALD Mr Lutz what kind of rifle is CE-139
Mr LuTZ This particular rifle is a 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher

Carcano bolt action rifle
Mr MCDONALD And would you tell us what is the nature and

the characteristics of that rifle and if you would like to stand and
hold it and explain to us we would appreciate it

Mr LuTZ The characteristics of this rifle is that it is a six shot
repeating rifle It is clip-fed with the capacity of a six round in-line
clip being capable of being loaded and inserted into the top of the
magazine in the magazine area It is a bolt-action rifle and is of
Italian manufacture and 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano cali
ber

Mr MCDoNALD Can it be described as an automatic weapon
Mr LuTZ No sir it cannot
Mr MCDoNALD Thank you Mr Lutz you may place the weapon

down
Mr Lutz could a 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano rifle be

easily mistaken for a German Mauser and before you answer the
question if we could have marked for identification JFK exhibit
F-96 If you would utilize the chart in explaining your answer

Mr LuTZ In regards to that question there are considerable
similarities between the 6.5 millimeter Mannlicher-Carcano rifle in
conjunction with numerous rifles of several countries and several
sources of origin The similarities with the 7.65 German Mauser
are quite a few The similarities that would be noted between the
Carcano and the 7.65 German Mauser are depicted in this particu
lar photograph that I have here The photograph that I have put
together represents several rifles that have the general class char
acteristics or the overall silhouette design for this particular rifle

The features that could possibly be confused with the Mann
licher-Carcano rifle and an Argentine Mauser would the Mann
licher-type magazine protruding from the bottom of the receiver
area The feature that is common on all bolt action rifles the
operating handle or the bolt handle protruding from the right side
on all of these rifles
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Mr MCDONALD Mr Lutz would you please tell us which one is
the Mannlicher-Carcano in that composite photograph

Mr LuTZ The photographs that I have are a series of photo
graphs involving the Mannlicher-Carcano being the second one
from the top of the photographic display This is a rifle of the same
model type and general characteristics as the questioned rifle
CE-139 It is not CE-139 but a rifle just like it The second one
from the top The similarities that are available and quite notice
able and might be confused with an Argentine Mauser rifle manu
factured in Germany can readily be seen

The magazine the general silhouette being quite similar This
rifle comes in quite a few different lengths and different models
This is one of the longer rifle versions This comes with another
model that has a shorter barrel and is quite similar even in length
to the Mannlicher-Carcano So we have that feature This one has
been sporterized and the wood lightened Normally the military
version has a darkened stock a dull finish These again being
similar between the Carcano and the German Mauser or in this
case the Argentine Mauser manufactured in Germany So these
similarities are the same

We will find bayonet studs on many of the rifles so that this is
not just a unique feature to the Carcano A protrusion that the
bayonet would be attached to is quite frequently encountered on all
of these rifles

So many of these rifles could very easily have been confused with
a Mannlicher-Carcano to the person who did not make a complete
and thorough examination of that particular rifle

Mr MCDONALD Can you determine the caliber of a rifle merely
by looking at it

Mr LuTZ No you cannot because many times the differences in
caliber is a few thousandths of an inch The difference between a
6.5-millimeter Carcano bullet or the muzzle the barrel itself the
inside diameter and the difference between it and the 7.65 German
Mauser is only a few thousandths of an inch 40-some thousandths
of an inch difference We are speaking of .265 inches in diameter
for the 6.5 Mannlicher-Carcano bore diameter and we are speaking
of .313 inches of diameter for the Argentine Mauser made in Ger
many

Mr MCDONALDTo a casual observer would it be easy to mistake
a Carcano for a Mauser

Mr LuTZ Yes sir I believe it would
Mr MCDONALDThank you very much
Mr Lutz if you could return to your seat
Mr Chairman may JFK exhibits F-96 and 97 be marked for

identification and received into the record
Mr PREYER[presiding] Without objection so ordered
[JFK exhibits F-96 and F-97 were marked for identification and

received into the record.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-96

JFK EXHIBITF-97
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Mr MCDONALD Mr Lutz perhaps if you could just stay right
there and I will ask you a question Have you examined the scope
the rifle scope attached to CE-139

Mr LuTZ Yes sir I have
Mr MCDONALD Perhaps if you could put the microphone back

on
What kind of scope is it
Mr LuTZ This is a four-power Ordinance Optics telescopic sight

with a crosshair reticle
Mr MCDoNALD Would you in your opinion classify it as an

accurate scope
Mr LuTZ The accuracy is fairly undependable as far as once

getting the rifle sighted in and it is very cheaply made the scope
itself has a crosshair reticle that is subject to movement or being
capable of being dislodged from dropping from impact or a very
sharp recoil So the accuracy would be somewhat questionable for
this particular type of a scope

Mr MCDONALDWould you please describe for us how this scope
is mounted on 139

Mr LuTZ This scope is mounted with a set of split rings that
surround the circumference of the scope to three-quarter-inch di
ameter tube They are screwed into place to the mount and then
that mount attached to the left side of the receiver two holes are
drilled into the receiver This is not a standard military attach
ment as the rifle would be manufactured at the factory The holes
have to be drilled into the receiver Those holes then threaded and
the mount attached to the left side of the rifle

Mr MCDONALDAre you saying if the scope were mounted at the

factory it would be mounted in a different fashion
Mr LuTZ Normally this scope is not attached at the arsenal that

would manufacture it it does not have an attachment for a scope
Mr MCDONALD Does the method of mounting the scope on a

rifle affect or have any influence on whether the rifle can be fired

by a left-handed person
Mr LuTZ The manner in which it is attached does not dictate

whether it can be fired either left or right handed
Mr MCDONALDWell with the scope on 139 could it be possibly

classified as a left-handed scope
Mr LuTZ Definitely not There is no such thing as a left-handed

scope
Mr MCDONALDWhile you have got the weapon in your hand let

me ask you this in your examination of 139—and when I say you I
also refer to the panel itself As a group you examined all of the
evidence is that correct

Mr LuTZ That is correct
Mr MCDoNALD Did you examine the iron sight
Mr LuTZ Yes sir I did
Mr MCDONALD And tell us if you would what you mean by

iron sight
Mr LuTZ The iron sights are the standard sights that are placed

on the firearm at the time it is manufactured at the military
arsenal In this particular firearm we have a block of metal that is
attached to the area immediately in front of the chamber area It is
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a fixed rear sight There is a notch A V-shaped notch in this piece
of metal that acts as the rear sighting alinement device

Mr MCDONALDI am sorry
Mr LuTZ This is the rear portion The front sight is attached

with a fixed front blade also This particular arrangement then
allows the sighting arrangement to be made through the notch in
the rear sight lining up the front sight in that notch and having a
fixed sight that cannot be adjusted for windage or elevation zeroed
in for one particular setting

Mr McDoNALD Would it be possible to attain the same accuracy
with the iron sight on that rifle as it would with the scope for an
average marksman at a distance of well say less than 100 yards

Mr LuTZ Yes it would be very likely to be able to do that
Mr MCDONALD Mr Lutz in your examination of 139 did you

test the trigger to determine whether the weapon has what is
known as a hair trigger

Mr LuTZ Yes sir I did
Mr McDoNALD And first of all would you tell us what is a hair

trigger
Mr LuTZ A hair trigger normally is defined as a trigger that

can be released with a very light pressure being applied to that
trigger The figure that we the panel have arrived at is around 16
ounces or 1 pound or less It must fall within that category to
become what I consider and we as the panel consider a hair trig
ger a very light trigger so that a light amount of pressure is
applied and then the sear is released and the firearm will fire with
that light touch

Mr McDoNALD What is the result of your examination of 139
regarding hair trigger

Mr LuTZ Our examination of the trigger pull of this firearm
revealed it to have approximately 3 pounds for a trigger pull

Mr McDoNALD Would you classify that as a hair trigger
Mr LuTZ No I would not
Mr MCDONALD Thank you You can place the weapon down
Next Mr Chairman a series of questions will be directed to Mr

Champagne
At this time I would request that the Chair request the clerk to

present to the panel Warren Commission exhibits CE-543 544 and
545 which correspond to JFK exhibits F-277 F-278 and F-279
and photographs provided for the record

[The information follows:]
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Mr MCDONALD Mr Champagne have you had a chance to look
at exhibits 543 544 and 545 Have you seen them before

Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir I have
Mr MCDONALDAnd where have you seen them
Mr CHAMPAGNE At the Metropolitan Police Department fire

arms identification section
Mr MCDONALD And what are the cartridge cases that you are

now looking at
Mr CHAMPAGNEThese are three 6.5 millimeter caliber Western

Cartridge Co cartridge cases
Mr MCDONALD And are those the cartridge cases found on the

sixth floor of the Texas School Book Depository building
Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir
Mr MCDONALDHave you examined CE-543
Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir I have
Mr MCDONALDMr Chairman if we could now have JFK exhib

it No F-98 Mr Champagne have you seen that photograph
before

Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir I have
Mr MCDONALDDoes the photograph accurately depict the condi

tion of the exhibit that you have in front of you at the time of your
examination

Mr CHAMPAGNEIf I may look at it
Mr MCDONALDPlease do
Mr CHAMPAGNE Yes sir This composite photograph depicts

CE-543 and in particular the area of the mouth that has an inden
tation in it This is shown primarily in the lower left-hand photo
graph It is rather difficult to see but it is there It can also be seen
to a certain extent in the upper left-hand photograph in this area

Mr MCDONALD Mr Champagne as you have testified this was
one of the cartridges found on the sixth floor of the School Book
Depository Building and the mouth has a dent Could that dent
have occurred during the loading process
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Mr CHAMPAGNENo sir this is not a dent that would have been
in the cartridge case during the loading process

Mr MCDONALD Could it have occurred during the ejection proc
ess

Mr CHAMPAGNEYes during the testing of the weapon we found
that one of the tests that were fired and ejected from the weapon
by the panelists also included a cartridge case with a similar
deformation of the mouth of the cartridge case

Mr MCDONALDIn other words
Mr CHAMPAGNE We also examined Federal tests Of two tests

that we examined one of them also had an indented mouth
Mr MCDONALDAre you saying then when your panel test fired

CE-139 out of four fired cartridges one was ejected with a dented
mouth

Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir that occurred during the ejection proc
ess in firing the weapon

If I may
Mr McDoNALD Yes please
Mr CHAMPAGNE The ejection is that process whereby the bolt

handle is moved to the rear to eject the expended cartridge case
ejecting the cartridge case out of the weapon

Mr MCDONALDNow when you tested the rifle the panel tested
the rifle of your panel members who ejected the shell or cartridge
case that came out with the dent

Mr CHAMPAGNEMr LUtZ
Mr MCDONALD Would Mr Lutz please come forward and dem

onstrate to us how you ejected to cause a dent in the test cartridge
case

Mr LuTZ The particular amount of force that I used to extract
and eject the cartridge case from the weapon was much in the
manner that I would consider to be employed during an attempt to
rapidly fire the firearm The cartridge was fired with the bolt being
closed and then with considerable speed and pressure being ap
plied opening it and pulling the bolt to the rear and holding it to
my side and in a manner very rapidly kicking the cartridge back
and ejecting the cartridge and causing it fall to the floor

Mr PREYER Mr Edgar
Mr EDGAR Mr Lutz would you turn so we can see it
Mr LuTz In this manner where I have grasped the bolt for

ward the cartridge had been fired moved away from the firing
tube holding the bolt handle and then pulling it back with a
violent move duplicating what I deemed to be a rapid sequence of
firing operating the handle to rapidly fire the firearm

Mr McDoNALD Thank you
Mr Champagne we have before you on the easel JFK exhibit

No F-100 Does that accurately portray the four spent cartridge
cases that your panel test fired

Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir it does
Mr McDoNALD And does one of the four cartridge cases have a

dent
Mr CHAMPAGNENo 2 has the dent in the mouth
Mr MCDONALD Could we place before the panel JFK cartridge

cases No F-280 please
Are those the cartridge cases that the panel test fired
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Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir
Mr MCDONALDHow do you know sir
Mr CHAMPAGNEThe container has our initials on it
Mr MCDONALD Mr Champagne in your examination of those

cartridge cases did you compare your panel test cartridge cases
JFK No F-280 with CE-543

Mr CHAMPAGNEYes we did
Mr MCDONALD As a result of your examinations what conclu

sions did you come to and if we could have JFK chart F-99 placed
on the easel if you would use that in explaining your answer

Mr CHAMPAGNE To answer your question we did come to a
conclusion with respect to the tests that we had fired and exhibit
CE-543 The conclusion we came to was that exhibit CE-543 was
fired from the rifle

Mr MCDONALDAnd which rifle are you referring to
Mr CHAMPAGNEExhibit CE-139
The conclusion that we came to was based on a number of

factors The tests were compared microscopically with CE-543 in a
number of areas One of those areas was in the firing pin impres
sion The firing pin impression is an indentation in the primer of
the center-fire cartridge It is caused by the impingement of the
firing pin on the soft metal of the primer Any individual identify
ing features that may be present on the firing pin are then im
pressed into the metal of the primer.These can be in the form of
machining marks that are put on there during the time of manu
facture or they can be in the form of irregularities that are put on
the firing pin impression during its use during its lifetime

Some of the marks that we found and this is a photograph taken
through a comparison microscope shows exhibit CE-543 in the left
hand side of the field and panel test No 1 in the right-hand side of
the field There's a dividing line through both of these In the
comparison microscope we take two physically separated objects
and bring them together optically It is almost as if we cut the two
in half physically and bring them together We do this through the
prismatic bridge system of the comparison microscope So that we
have two objects brought together microscopically side by side and
adjacent to one another

In the firing pin impression we have a series of irregularities
that show up and go from one side of the dividing line to the other
indicating that the same firing pin caused the marks on both
cartridge cases

In the lower photograph we have what are known as extractor
marks Each extractor in each firearm has its own individual pecu
liarities When the cartridge case is extracted from the weapon and
thrown out of it the extractor will leave irregularities or individu
al identifying marks on the rim of the case In the lower photomi
crograph we have CE-543 and panel test 3

We have the same type of situation here where we have the
dividing line down the center We have a series of striations that
have been put on the rim of the cartridge cases and you can see
that there is a correspondence there among those striations

There were other areas that we examined as well as these two
breech face marks and some other marks that were not of a suit
able nature for photographing As a result of examination of all
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these marks we came to the conclusion that CE-543 was fired in
the exhibit rifle

Mr MCDONALD Thank you Mr Champagne Mr Chairman I
would like to move JFK exhibits F-99 F-98 and F-100 be received
into the record at this time

Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be received in the
record at this time

[JFK exhibits F-98 F-99 and F-100 were received into the
record.]
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Mr MCDONALD And would the clerk present to the panel
Warren Commission CE-141 which is the unfired cartridge found
in Oswald's rifle on November 22 1963 If the clerk would present
that to the panel which has been given JFK No F-281 and also if
the clerk would hand the panel its own test cartridge which has
been given the number JFK F-333 And if we could have the chart
F-101 placed up on the easel and ready to go

[JFK exhibit F-281 was presented to the panel and a photograph
made for the record.]
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Mr MCDONALDMr Champagne you have had placed before you
CE-141 Would you please examine what that is

Mr CHAMPAGNECE-141 is an unfired 6.5 millimeter cartridge
Mr MCDONALDHave you seen that cartridge before
Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir
Mr MCDONALD And you also have in front of you the unfired

cartridge your own panel test bullet
Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir I have
Mr MCDONALDAnd you have seen that before
Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir
Mr MCDONALD Have you examined both of these items for

magazine follower markings
Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir
Mr MCDONALDAnd would you please explain to the committee

using exhibit F-101 which is on the easel what the results of your
findings are

Mr CHAMPAGNEThis is a composite photograph of CE-141 The
top photograph depicts the unfired cartridge The bottom photo
graph is an enlargement of a photomicrograph taken on the com
parison microscope showing on the left-hand side CE-141 and a
panel test cartridge that was not fired in the weapon but worked
through the action This shows the magazine follower marks that
resulted in the movement of the unfired cartridge through the
action of the weapon and also the magazine follower marks found
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on the unfired cartridge that was reportedly removed from the
chamber of the weapon

Mr McDoNALD Mr Champagne what are magazine follower
marks

Mr CHAMPAGNEMagazine follower marks are those marks that
are placed on the sides of the case by the metal floor plate in the
magazine of the weapon This is placed on the last cartridge in the
magazine It would be the first cartridge placed in the magazine
and the last cartridge to come out of the magazine

Mr MCDONALD Are these magazine follower marks unique to a
particular rifle

Mr CHAMPAGNE Yes sir just as any other markings that are
placed on ammunition components by a weapon these are also
unique to a particular magazine follower

As a result of being able to identify the magazine follower
marks it was the panel's conclusion that exhibit CE-141 was
worked through the action of the weapon from the magazine and
not placed into the magazine by hand I am sorry into the cham
ber of the weapon by hand

Mr Chairman I at this time would move that JFK exhibit F-101
be admitted into the record at this time

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this time

[JFK exhibit F-101 was admitted into the record.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-101

Mr MCDONALDThank you Mr Champagne
The next series of questions will be directed to Mr Bates and if

the clerk would place before the panel CE-399 which has been
referred here to day as the pristine bullet JFK No F-95 and if
you would please place JFK F-102 on the easel

Mr MCDONALD Mr Bates have you seen Commission exhibit
399 before

Mr BATES Yes I have
Mr MCDONALDHave you had a chance to examine it

41-2530 79 30
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Mr BATES Yes I have
Mr MCDONALD Mr Bates it has been referred to today and at

other times as the pristine bullet the bullet that travelled through
President Kennedy and ultimately lodged in Governor Connally
Would you explain to us what a pristine bullet is

Mr BATES The term "pristine bullet is not a term that is used
by us in the forensic firearms identification field A dictionary
definition of pristine includes one the earliest period or state two
uncorrupted three being fresh and clean Thus in these terms a
pristine bullet would mean to us to be a bullet that has been
unfired and is in the same condition as when it was originally
manufactured

Mr MCDONALDSo as a firearms expert would CE-399 that is on
the easel to your right would that be considered a pristine bullet

Mr BATES No it would not
Mr MCDONALD And would you please go to the easel and just

demonstrate some of the deficiencies in the bullet if you would
Mr BATES First and most importantly CE-399 has rifling im

pressions along the outside surface of the bullet This is from the
barrel of the firearm through which it is passed

CE-399 is slightly curved along its lateral axis There is a slight
extrusion of lead at the base of the bullet The base of the bullet is
deformed It is not circular Also there is a small portion of lead
which appears to have been removed from the bullet

On the nose of the bullet there is a small area where a small
portion of the bullet jacket appears to have been removed

Mr MCDONALDThank you
At this time Mr Chairman I would move that committee JFK

exhibit No F-102 be received into evidence
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be received in the

record at this point
[JFK exhibit F-102 was entered previously.]
Mr MCDoNALD Mr Bates the FBI test fired CE-139 in 1963 and

fired a number of rounds of ammunition Have you had a chance to
examine CE-572 K-1-A and K-1-B which if the clerk would
present to the panel

[JFK exhibit F-282 was presented to the panel and a photograph
made for the record.]
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Mr MCDONALD Mr Bates have you seen those exhibits before
Mr BATES Yes I have
Mr MCDONALDAnd are those the FBI test fire bullets from 139
Mr BATES Yes they are
Mr MCDONALDDid you and your panel conduct an examination

of those bullets
Mr BATES We did
Mr MCDONALD Would you please tell us what examination you

did and you can use committee exhibit F-103 which is on the
easel to assist you in your explanation

Mr BATES First of all the panel conducted a physical examina
tion of each of the bullets and its physical condition Then the
members of the panel including myself conducted a comparative
microscopic examination of both of the bullets in exhibit 572 they
were microscopically compared against each other

Mr MCDONALD Did you compare the FBI test bullets with your
own test bullets that you recently fired out of 139

Mr BATES Yes we also made a microscopic comparison of that
Mr MCDONALDAnd what did the comparison show
Mr BATES The results of this examination indicated that we

could not determine whether the FBI test bullets were in fact
fired from the rifle CE-139

Mr MCDONALD And would you please explain your answer
Mr BATES Based upon the microscopic comparison there were

differences in the individual identifying characteristics found
within the land and groove impressions on the FBI test bullets and
on the panel test bullets
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Mr MCDONALD Just so we are clear when you are speaking of
bullets you are referring to the tip of what would be known as a
cartridge the complete projectile would be called the cartridge
correct

Mr BATES No the loaded projectile in the cartridge case is the
cartridge The bullet is the portion or tip that is released upon
firing of the cartridge

Mr MCDONALD And you are saying in your test fires your
comparison with the FBI test fires you could not say that those
bullets came from CE-139

Mr BATES That is correct
Mr MCDONALDWould you have expected that result considering

the number of times that CE-139 has been fired over the years
Mr BATES Yes we would have
Mr MCDONALDWould you explain
Mr BATES Our inability to identify our panel tests with each

other and the failure to identify the panel tests with the FBI tests
is believed by us to be due by one or a combination of several
factors No 1 repeated test firing of CE-139 over the years causing
extensive changes in the individual rifling characteristics within
the barrel of the weapon No 2 natural variations caused by the
high velocity of the 6.5 bullet resulting in extreme heat and fric
tion during the passage of the bullet through the bore of the
weapon

And No 3 deterioration of the rifling surfaces over an extended
period of time due to the absence of proper cleaning maintenance
and/or protective lubrication

Mr MCDONALD So what you are saying though you can't com
pare the bullets but of course we have had previous testimony
regarding the cartridge cases with firing pin impressions and the
like and because of the deterioration in the barrel it has made it
impossible to match up your test fires with the FBI test fires is
that correct

Mr BATES That is correct yes
Mr Chairman may we have JFK exhibit F-103 received into the

record
Chairman STOKESWithout objection it may be received
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Mr MCDONALD Mr Bates another area of inquiry was the
FBI's comparison of the pristine bullet found on Governor Connal
ly's stretcher with the FBI test-fired bullet CE-572 Did you con
duct an examination regarding this area

Mr BATES Yes I did
Mr MCDONALD Will you please tell us what you did and what

the findings are of the panel
Mr BATES The panel including myself conducted comparative

microscopic examinations of CE-399 against both of the FBI test
bullets CE-572

Mr MCDONALDWhat findings did you make
Mr BATES As a result of our comparative microscopic examina

tions it is our opinion that the bullet CE-399 was fired through
the same firearm barrel that fired the FBI tests CE-572

Mr MCDONALDThank you
Mr Chairman if committee exhibit F-104 would be received into

the record at this time I would so move
Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the

record at this point
[Committee exhibit F-104 was entered into the record.]
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Mr MCDONALD The next series of questions will be directed to
Mr Newquist If the Clerk would present Mr Newquist and the
panel with Commission exhibits 567 which is the fragment found
on the right front seat of the Presidential limousine CE-569 the
bullet fragment found on the right front floor CE-840 found under
the left jump seat occupied by Mr Connally CE-842 a bullet
fragment found in Governor Connally's arm and CE-843 a bullet
fragment recovered from President Kennedy's brain

[JFK exhibits F-284 through F-288 were presented to the panel
and photographs made for the record.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-288

Mr MCDONALD Mr Newquist have you seen those exhibits
before and had a chance to look at them

Mr NEWQUIST I have
Mr MCDONALDHave you examined them before
Mr NEWQUIST I have
Mr MCDONALD And are those the same exhibits that were in

the company of the National Archives people when you examined
them and are they in the same condition now

Mr NEWQUIST They are
Mr MCDONALDAnd if the clerk would put up committee exhibit

F-105
Mr Newquist have you examined the bullet fragments I have

previously identified
Mr NEWQutsT I have
Mr MCDONALD Would you please use committee exhibit F-105

and if you would approach the easel explain to the committee your
examination and the results of your examination

Mr NEWQUIST The examination that was conducted on these
exhibits by myself and the panel was first that a work sheet was
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made out describing the various exhibits their shape any deformi
ties any identifying marks that were contained on the containers
they were submitted to us in

Mr MCDONALD First of all Mr Newquist does the chart in
front of you accurately represent the physical evidence that you
examined

Mr NEWQUIST That is correct it does
Mr MCDONALD Would you please explain to us what analysis

you conducted regarding CE-567 which is in the upper left-hand
corner the two exhibits in the upper left-hand corner and if the
clerk would put up JFK exhibit F-106 I think that would help in
the explanation

Mr NEWQUIST After work sheets had been filled out describing
the exhibits their various markings their weight they were then
placed on a comparison microscope and compared with tests from
the Federal to observe the similarity or dissimilarity of the two
objects CE-567 comparison is in the lower enlarged photomicro
graph The CE-567 being on the left side and the Federal test being
on the right side showing the identifiable individual area in the
middle to the left and right of the line of demarcation or the
splitting of the two photographs

Mr MCDONALDWhen you say Federal tests you are referring to
the FBI tests of CE-139 in 1963

Mr NEWQUISTThat is correct
Mr MCDONALDAnd you took the fragment is it labeled CE-567

and microscopically compared it with the test-fired bullet from the
FBI that was fired out of 139

Mr NEWQUISTThat is correct
Mr MCDONALD And what was the result of your examination
Mr NEWQUIST From mine and the panel's comparison of these

two exhibits it is our opinion they had been fired from the same
firearm

Mr MCDONALD In other words CE-567 which was the bullet
fragment found on the front seat of the Presidential limousine it is
you conclusion through your analysis that it was fired from
CE-139 which is before us this morning

Mr NEWQUIST That is correct
Mr MCDONALDWhat did you do regarding CE-569
Mr NEWQUIST The same being true for CE-569 it was placed on

a microscope and compared with the FBI test bullets fired from the
Oswald rifle to observe the similarity or dissimilarity the result or
a photographic representation of the identification is in the upper
photograph CE-569 on the left side of the line of demarcation the
FBI test CE-572 is on the right side showing the concurrence of
the individual characteristics as seen on the comparison micro
scope

Mr MCDONALD And the conclusion is that they were both fired
from the same weapon

Mr NEWQUIST That is correct
Mr MCDONALDCould you move your microphone just a little bit

higher We are having difficulty hearing you
In effect what we are doing we are taking the actual evidence

that the FBI used the test-fired bullets the fragments found in the
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Presidential limousine and you are taking those and independent
ly reevaluating them again in 1978 is that correct

Mr NEWQUIST That is correct
Mr MCDONALD And you are reaching the same conclusion that

the FBI reached 15 years ago
Mr NEWQUIST That is correct
Mr MCDONALD Would you please explain what the panel did

regarding CE-840
Mr NEWQUIST The lead fragments in CE-840 were weighed to

get the work sheet prepared describing them and noting any iden
tifying initials placed on the exhibit prior to being submitted to us
That is all the further or no other examination was conducted on
this exhibit

Mr MCDONALD And that would be the same for CE-842 and
CE-843

Mr NEWQUIST That is correct
Mr MCDONALD Mr Newquist if you would using the upper

portion of 106 would you explain to us what lands and grooves are
Mr NEWQUIST Lands and grooves are commonly referred to as

rifling or is the rifling of the inside bore of the firearm After a
barrel blank is drilled for the approximate bore diameter then
grooves are cut into it The lands are the raised portions and the
grooves are the lower portions within the bore At the same time
the cutting tool is passed through the bore of the barrel it is given
rotation either to the left or to the right depending upon the
manufacturing specifications prior to manufacture When a bullet
is fired down the rifle barrel it takes on the impressions of the
land and grooves and rotation of the direction of twist to add
stability to it in flight

They are imparted to the bullet and referred to as land impres
sions and groove impressions because they are a negative of the
barrel itself

Mr McDoNALD Thank you If we would now have JFK F-107
placed on the easel and if the clerk would show Mr Newquist
Commission exhibit 573 identified here as JFK F-289 CE-573 is
what is known as the Walker bullet The allegation being made
that Lee Harvey Oswald attempted to assassinate General Edwin
Walker on November 10 1963 CE-573 was the bullet found embed
ded in the wall of his home

[Warren Commission exhibit 573 corresponds with JFK exhibit
F-289 which is the physical evidence represented by JFK F-107
that will subsequently be introduced into the record.]

Mr MCDONALD Mr Newquist have you seen CE-573 before
Mr NEWQUIST I have
Mr McDoNALD You have just looked at it again Is it the same

exhibit on which you conducted an examination
Mr NEWQUIST It is
Mr McDoNALD Would you please tell us what examination you

did perform on CE-573
Mr NEWQUIST A work sheet was prepared by myself and the

panel members on the description of the damaged bullet knowing
damage knowing the weight knowing the number of lands and
grooves direction of twist also identifying markings placed on
containers that were submitted to the panel in
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CE-573 was then placed on a comparison microscope and com
pared with the test fire bullets CE-572 from the Oswald firearm

Mr MCDONALDIf we could put up JFK exhibit F-103
Mr Newquist did you find similar class characteristics between

the Walker bullet CE-573 and the panel test bullets that you have
before you

Mr NEWQUIST Yes class characteristics of CE-573 and the class
characteristics of the bullets CE-572 the Federal test from the
Oswald firearm and also the panel test fired from the Oswald
firearm were consistent in number width and direction of twist

Mr MCDONALD Could your panel reach a conclusion as to the
rifle of origin for CE-573 using the evidence available to you

Mr NEWQUIST Would you repeat the question
Mr MCDONALD Were you able to reach a conclusion as to what

rifle fired CE-573 the Walker bullet
Mr NEWQUIST No we were not due to the distortion of CE-573

and lacking a significant correspondence of individual characteris
tics with the test no conclusion could be reached However no
significant difference was observed from CE-573 to CE-572 no
gross difference was noted to indicate that it had not been fired
from it

Mr MCDONALD But what you are saying is through distortion
because of impact the peculiar identifying marks were not able to
be found by your panel on CE-573

Mr NEWQUIST That is correct
Mr MCDONALD And was this the conclusion that the FBI

reached in 1963
Mr NEWQUIST That is correct
Mr MCDONALDThank you very much
At this time Mr Chairman I would move that committee exhib

its F-105 F-106 and F-107 be received into the record at this time
Chairman STOKES Without objection they may be entered into

the record at this point
[Committee exhibits F-105 F-106 and F-107 were received into

the record.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-107

Mr MCDONALD The next series of questions will be directed
again to Mr Lutz

Mr Conzelman will present to you Commission exhibit 143
which has been give JFK No F-290 which has been identified as
the handgun used by Lee Harvey Oswald to shoot Officer Tippit
Mr Lutz have you seen that weapon before

Mr LuTZ Yes sir I have
Mr MCDONALDAnd where have you seen it
Mr LuTZ I observed this at the Metropolitan Police Laboratory

in Washington D.C. where I conducted various tests on this re
volver

Mr MCDONALD And is that the same weapon that you tested
Mr LuTZ Yes it is
Mr MCDONALD When you tested it was a representative of the

National Archives present with you at all times
Mr LuTZ Yes he was
Mr MCDONALD I take it that is the same when you tested

CE-139
Mr LuTZ Yes sir
Mr MCDONALD If we could also present to the panel the car

tridge cases from the Oswald handgun CE-594 Q-74 5 6 and 7
identified as JFK F-292 and at the same time the test cartridge
cases which have a JFK exhibit number of F-293

[JFK exhibits F-292 and F-293 were presented to the panel and
photographs made for the record.]
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Mr McDoNALD Mr Lutz you have in front of you the actual
cartridge cases found at the scene of the Tippit murder and you
have the four cartridge cases that your panel test fired with Os
wald's handgun Do you recognize each of those sets of evidence

Mr LuTZ Yes sir I do
Mr MCDONALDWould you please tell us what examination your

panel conducted regarding the cartridge cases and Oswald's hand
gun

Mr LuTZ The four fired .38 special cartridge cases were exam
ined for the overall appearance the manufacturer and the basic
characteristics of the cartridge cases Worksheets were prepared on
them the identifying data recorded and then microscopic compari
sons made with these cartridge cases being compared in conjunc
tion with four test-fired cartridge cases that we the panel fired
from the Oswald revolver

Mr MCDONALDYou may use exhibit No F-109 to enable you to
give us your answer

What was the result of your examination
Mr LuTZ Having test fired the cartridge cases from the revolver

they were compared on the comparison microscope having one of
the test-fired cartridges in this case CE-594 marked Q-77 which
was one of the four being Remington Peters manufacturer placed
on the left stage and one of our test-fired revolver cartridge cases
on the right side our panel test one This photomicrograph shows
the primer area of the particular cartridge cases We are looking at
the enlarged portion of it with the striations caused by the breech
face and the indentation on the primer

A like photomicrograph involving CE-594 and Q-74 the second
cartridge case recovered at the Tippit murder scene compared with
the same panel test in the bottom photomicrograph These com
parisons based on our test firing and microscopic examinations
revealed matching individual characteristics the striations that
were placed on that cartridge as a result of it being fired in our
test firing and on the evidence cartridges and in our opinion these
two cartidges were fired in the Oswald revolver

Mr McDoNALD Did you test the trigger pull on the Oswald
handgun

Mr LuTZ Yes sir I did
Mr MCDONALDWhat were the results of that test
Mr LuTZ I would have to check my worksheet to get the exami

nation data
Mr McDoNALD Let me ask you would the pull on the Oswald

handgun be considered a hair trigger
Mr LuTZ No sir it could not The trigger pull for the single

action mode of fire for this revolver was 31 pounds and the double
action mode was 10¼ pounds for that revolver

Mr MCDONALDThank you Mr Lutz
Mr Chairman I move that committee exhibits F-108 and F-109

be received into the record at this time
Chairman STOKESWithout objection they may be received
[JFK committee exhibits F-108 and F-109 were received into the

record.]
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JFK EXHIBITF-109

Mr MCDONALD The next and last series of questions will be
directed to Mr Champagne

Mr Conzelman would you please hand Mr Champagne the com
mittee exhibit which has been marked F-110 the handgun alleged
ly used by Jack Ruby in the shooting of Lee Harvey Oswald Mr
Champagne have you seen that weapon before

Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir I have
Mr MCDONALDAnd where have you seen it
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Mr CHAMPAGNE At the Metropolitan Police Department Fire
arms Section

Mr McDoNALD What kind of weapon is it
Mr CHAMPAGNEThis is a .38 special caliber Colt Cobra revolver

It bears serial No 2744-LW It is a 2-inch barrel lightweight
revolver with a 6-shot cylinder

Mr McDoNALD Is there anything out of the ordinary about that
handgun

Mr CHAMPAGNEThere is nothing out of the ordinary about the
weapon other than the fact that it does have a hammer shroud on
it

Mr MCDONALD Would you please explain what you mean by a
hammer shroud

Mr CHAMPAGNEA hammer shroud is an attachment that covers
most of the hammer of the weapon

Mr MCDONALDWhat is it used for
Mr CHAMPAGNEOni a lightweight short-barreled weapon many

people carry it in their pocket A hammer shroud is designed to
prevent snagging of the hammer on the clothing when the weapon
is removed from the pocket

Mr MCDONALD Is that shroud put on at the factory or is it put
on at a gun shop do you know

Mr CHAMPAGNE There was no way of determining whether it
was put on at the factory or at some later date

Mr McDoNALD And Mr Champagne did you test the trigger
strength the trigger pull of that handgun

Mr CHAMPAGNEYes sir
Mr McDoNALD And would you please tell us the results of that

test
Mr CHAMPAGNE The amount of pressure required to pull the

trigger single action is approximately 5 pounds double action is
approximately 101/2pounds

Mr McDoNALD And would you consider that to be a hair
trigger

Mr CHAMPAGNENo sir at 5 pounds for a single action pull it
could be considered slightly above the maximum poundage as de
termined by the factory

Mr McDoNALD Thank you
Mr Chairman may we have F-110 admitted into the record
Chairman STOKESWithout objection so ordered
[JFK exhibit F-110 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-110

Mr MCDONALDMr Lutz I failed to ask you one question What
specific kind of handgun is that the Oswald handgun

Mr LuTZ This is the .38 special revolver manufactured by Smith
& Wesson It was originally designed to chamber the .38 Smith &
Wesson cartridge It had been rechambered The length of the
space inside the cylinder allowing the cartridge to be seated in the
cylinder had been extended to now accept the longer .38 special
cartridge that it is presently chambered for

Mr MCDONALD Thank you Mr Chairman I have no further
questions
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Chairman STOKESThe Chair is planning to recognize the gentle
man from Pennsylvania Mr Edgar who has had to go to the floor
for a vote that is presently on the floor We can recess for just a
couple of moments about 5 minutes I would say

[A brief recess was taken.]
Mr PREYER [presiding] The committee will come to order

please
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from Pennsylvania Mr

Edgar
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman
I would like to welcome the panel and thank you for your testi

mony today I have a series of questions that I would like to ask
I wonder if Mr Lutz and Mr Champagne could come in front of

the table because I have questions relating to the rifle itself and its
action

Could you use the neck mike and lift the rifle
Mr Lutz perhaps you can take the rifle in hand
I was interested in seeing you handle the rifle and talking about

the action of the rifle I have just a couple of questions relating to
the rifle itself

Could you describe the magazine section of the rifle and how
that works

Mr LuTZ The magazine section is this attached area a fixed
box-type magazine that is part of the trigger guard protruding
from the bottom of the stock It is the large metal object that you
see on the lower silhouette The magazine itself consists of the
follower the steel or metal arm that is inside of the receiver that
is pushed down as the cartridges are inserted into the top of the
firearm and then that steel or metal arm is on a spring that
pushes on the bottom cartridge and is part of the magazine and
causes the feeding of the system to operate inside of the rifle as it
is loaded

Mr EDGAR So it would be accurate to say that there isn't a
portable magazine that is clipped into the rifle and clipped out
again that the magazine is part of the rifle itself

Mr LuTZ That is correct as opposed to the detachable magazine
that could be removed and taken out of the rifle

Mr EDGAR The reason for asking that question is that it was not
clear to me when we were talking about some of the markings on
the last bullet that it had to come from being loaded first in that
magazine I know that there are rifles that do have detachable
magazines but it cannot be detached on this rifle

Mr LuTZ That is correct the follower itself is an integral part of
the rifle and the magazine itself is attached to the receiver and
cannot be removed by simply pulling it from the rifle

Mr EDGAR How would you load the rifle
Mr LuTZ This rifle can be loaded in two ways If an individual

wanted to insert a single cartridge a separate clip would not be
required The bolt would be opened Normally the rifle would be
pointed down or in some way so that the cartridge could be fed in
by hand into the chamber area of the rifle Then the bolt would be
closed on that cartridge and you would be able to fire the rifle with
a single round
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The normal procedure to load the rifle with more than one round
would be to insert a number of cartridges one through six in the
clip in this case a brass clip They are inserted into this and it acts
as a retainer or a holder for the cartridges They are then inserted
into the open area by pushing it down The bottom of the bottom
cartridge is forcing the follower all the way to the bottom It
pushes it down and is forced to the extreme bottom and goes into a
locked position allowing you then to push the bolt handle forward
stripping the first cartridge from the top of the clip and inserting it
into the chamber area of the rifle

Mr EDGAR The cartridge clip was removed from CE-139 by
Lieutenant Day of the Dallas Police Department on November 22
1963 at the crime laboratory for the police department Shouldn't a
clip automatically fall out once the last cartridge has fed into the
chamber

Mr LuTZ This rifle is designed to incorporate that feature so
that the last cartridge is stripped out of the clip then that allows
the clip itself to fall or to drop from the opening that you see in the
bottom of the box magazine However in many cases and in this
particular case where we functioned the rifle fed cartridges
through it we found this clip to stay in the rifle after the last
round had been stripped and fed into the chamber Because the lips
or the edges of the clip many times will open up they will spring
against the walls on the inside of the box magazine and it will
hang up in that areaa and even though it is supposed to drop out
many times it will hang up in the box area

Mr EDGAR So that in this case while it is normal for the clip to
fall automatically because of that particular problem with the clip
it remains in the rifle

Mr LuTZ Yes sir many times it will
Mr EDGAR Can you describe the bolt action once again I recog

nize that we are not trying to get sequence of time here but it is a
relatively short period of time in which three shots are fired Can
you describe in laymen's terms how the bolt action would work in
order to fire off three shots

Mr LuTZ To fire three cartridges the procedure would be either
(1) putting a cartridge into the chamber and two or more into the
clip and then allowing the bolt to be closed forcing the top car
tridge down so that the bolt would close over it and on to the
cartridge that had been inserted into the chamber or putting three
in the clip and stripping the top one from the clip three or more
and loading it in that manner To do this the cartridges would be
inserted the bolt handle grasped pushed forward and then
crammed down to lock the bolt into the reciever and prepare it for
firing

Mr EDGAR Could you do that three times quickly
[Demonstration.]
Mr EDGAR Now that it just moving the bolt action that is not

putting the gun up for sighting and preparing it for firing you are
just moving the bolt that quickly

Mr LuTZ That is correct yes sir
Mr EDGAR Are magazine follower markings like those found on

CE-141 only found on the last cartridge regardless of how many
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cartridges are loaded into the clip I think you had suggested this
earlier

Mr LuTZ Yes sir they would because the follower is contacting
that bottom cartridge and pushing it up

Mr EDGAR Is it reasonable to believe that there were at least
four cartridges placed in this rifle in light of the fact that three
were found on the ground and one was found remaining so that
there were at least four is that correct

Mr LuTZ Yes sir that would be quite logical
Mr EDGAR Do the magazine follower markings found in CE-141

indicate that the clip was used
Mr LuTZ Could I defer that question to Mr Champagne
Mr EDGAR Sure
Mr CHAMPAGNE Yes Without the clip the weapon would not

function properly The cartridges would lie loose in the magazine
Mr EDGAR How many bullets does the clip actually hold
Mr CHAMPAGNEThe clip will hold six rounds or less
Mr EDGAR But it is the last bullet that has the markings and

that is the first one placed in it is the last one remaining
Mr CHAMPAGNEThat is correct it is the last cartridge that has

the markings on it the last one to leave the magazine
Mr EDGAR In your test firings of the rifle where you by acci

dent created the cartridge with the dent on it similar to the one
that was found in the Texas book depository what were you firing
at and where were you firing

Mr LuTZ This was a single cartridge being inserted into the
chamber and firing into a cotton waste recovery box a box approxi
mately 12 to 14 inches in dimensions in width approximately 10 to
12 feet long filled with a recovery material a cotton waste materi
al backing away from the box a foot or two and pointing the
muzzle into the box and then firing into it in order to recover the

projectile
Mr EDGAR But you weren't firing with clip—using the clip were

you
Mr LuTZ No sir I did not
Mr EDGAR Did anyone on the panel fire with the clip in
Mr LuTZ I do not believe so no sir
Mr EDGAR What was the reason for that
Mr LuTZ There were no particular markings that we were able

to identify as having come from the clip nor were we checking for
time firing or sequential firing in any way in that respect

Mr EDGAR Let me ask you some questions about the scope itself
You described the scope earlier as being totally attached to the
rifle Can you explain that again

Mr LuTz Yes sir the scope is attached on the lefthand side
attached by two small metal screws that can be removed by back
ing them off and the entire mount comes off once those two screws
are backed off and pulled away from the receiver

Mr EDGAR But it is not just an unhooking of a latch or the
removal of a clip to get the scope off you actually physically have
to use a tool to get it off

Mr LuTZ Yes sir that is correct
Mr EDGAR And you indicated earlier—I believe one of the panel

members did—that it would be possible for an average marksman
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to shoot fairly accurately with the rifle without using the scope is
that not correct

Mr LuTZ Yes sir that would be
Mr EDGAR Can you describe further why that is so Why

wouldn't you use the scope in every occasion if it is connected to
the rifle

Mr LuTZ This scope I will apply the principle to it We are
dealing with a four-power or a magnification of 4 The field of view
is 18 meaning an 18-foot circle at 100 yards So it is a 4 x 18 scope
a relatively small circle to locate your target in when you are
firing and recovering from the recoil in successive shots So to aline
your target to get a sighting position by placing the stock into the
shoulder the head has to be adjusted or moved slightly to the left
to aline the way that the scope is mounted on the left-hand side
and get into position to fire

The scope itself is also designed so that the crosshair the reti
cles do not remain in the exact center position When you adjust
windage or elevation those crosshairs move so that you are not
looking dead center in the object itself

A more natural and easier form or position to fire is to put the
rifle against the shoulder the cheek on the stock and look right
down the center straight ahead from where you are now posi
tioned and aline the iron sights the fixed iron sights that are
presently on the rifle

Mr EDGAR Can you demonstrate the holding of the rifle in a
position of firing at a target (a) using the scope and (b) without the
scope Fire toward the screen there

Mr LuTZ The best position using the scope would be placing the
stock against the shoulder the left hand on the upper forearm of
the rifle gripping the stock area and the trigger finger going into
the trigger guard and I am now using the scope itself The cross
hairs are close to the center of the objective area To get exactly on
center I have to raise my head an inch or so with the cheek of my
face away from the stock If I put my face onto the stock I cannot
see through the objectives of the scope The scope is slightly to the
left and is considerably higher

So I must raise my face off of the stock and a little bit higher to
get a position To sight through the iron sights they are not
obstructed by the scope because the scope is mounted high enough
I can see under it I can place it into a better position by putting
my cheek on the stock finger on the trigger and I have a more
solid position and easier position to recover to once the rifle has
fired

Mr EDGAR Are you indicating that in rapid-fire use of that rifle
it would probably be easier to use the rifle without using the scope

Mr LuTZ For me it would be considerably easier yes
Mr EDGAR Considering the physical layout of Dealey Plaza

would the shots at the President have been more feasible without a
scope for a person of less than marksman proficiency in other
words for someone not as proficient as a police sharpshooter

Mr LuTZ I believe that it would The ability to grasp the rifle
and put it into the shoulder and recover after each firing is consid
erably easier using just the iron sights
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Mr EDGAR Does any member of the panel have any differing
points or related points that they would like to make in relation
ship to the questions that we have asked revolving around the
rifle

Mr BATES No
Mr NEWQUIST No
Mr WiisoN No sir
Mr EDGAR When the assassination occurred many people in

Dealey said they saw puffs of smoke coming from the direction of
the grassy knoll Do rifles or handguns emit smoke that is discer
nable to the human eye

Mr LuTZ Yes sir they do
Mr EDGAR Does that particular rifle emit any smoke when it is

fired
Mr LuTZ During the test firings I did not make observations

concerning this particular rifle I believe Mr Bates may have some
data on that that he could give you sir

Mr EDGAR Mr Bates
Mr BATES During the test firing even though we were firing at

the cotton box and the water recovery tank from a very short
distance it was possible to observe some smoke emitting from the
muzzle of the weapon

Mr EDGAR This is going to be difficult Can you describe what
the smoke looked like I mean it is not billowy smoke and-

Mr BATES No it appeared as a very thin haze of a light or
whitish type of smoke It was very difficult to evaluate the quantity
of smoke emitted during our firing especially when using the
cotton bullet-recovery box This was due to the muzzle of the rifle
being held in close proximity to the front of the box As the rifle
was fired the expansion of the propellent gasses forced cotton to
blow out of the box partially obscuring some of the smoke

Mr EDGAR From the experience of the panel members if a gun
similar to this particular weapon were fired out of doors would the
smoke emanating from this type of a rifle exhibit more or less
smoke than a lighted cigarette

Mr BATES Possibly similar
Mr LuTZ Possibly I could assist somewhat in that I have fired a

rifle of the same dimensions as the ones that was in the photo
graphic display that I had I observed or I had another person fire
it while I was observing in bright sunlight I found not a puff of
smoke but the gray smoke in an outdoor condition being expelled
from the front of the muzzle during firing of the same type of
ammunition and then I used some Italian surplus ammunition and
some Swedish commercial ammunition each of them given a con
siderable amount of smoke It could be readily detected as a result
of being fired from a similar rifle

Mr EDGAR Thank you
Let me draw your attention now to Oswald's revolver that was

used at least that is exhibit here CE-143
In describing the firing of that revolver you used the phrase

single and double action mode of firing and you indicated that the
pressure to pull the trigger single action was different than the
double action mode
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Can you explain for me what you mean by the single hd
double-action mode of firing

Mr LuTZ Yes sir The single action is describing that process
where the revolver is fired Normally the cylinder will be swung to
the left cartridges will be inserted into the chamber or chambers
of the cylinder the cylinder closed and then the revolver can be
fired single action by cocking the hammer pulling it to the rear in
some way normally with the thumb applying pressure pulling it
back putting it into a cocked position so that now all that has to
be done is pressure applied to the trigger causing the hammer to
be released and move forward striking the primer area of the
cartridge This can be repeated by cocking it each time each time
rotating the cylinder and firing the revolver in that manner That
would be single action and a lighter mode of fire 31/z pounds
approximately I believe

The second mode is simply having the revolver loaded the
hammer now all the way forward and applying pressure to the
trigger and pulling the trigger at the same time mechanically
cocking the hammer by the pressure being applied to the trigger
causing the hammer to be moved to the rear to that point where it
is released and then again falls and can be fired [Demonstrating.]

As often as the trigger is pulled and there is ammunition in the
chamber

Mr EDGAR Thank you
Regarding CE-143 Oswald's revolver do your test-fired bullets

match microscopically with CE-602 603 604 and 605
Mr LuTZ Are these the bullets that were recovered from Officer

Tippit
Mr EDGAR These were the bullets that were recovered from the

body of Officer Tippit
Mr LuTZ Our microscopic examination and comparison of these

bullets failed to positively identify this revolver as the one that
fired those bullets We did find the class characteristics that were
present the number of lands and grooves the width of those lands
and grooves to be the same However the individual characteris
tics were not present in sufficient quantities that we could say that
that revolver and no other revolver fired them

Mr EDGAR Can you describe whether this is a traditional prob
lem and why

Mr LuTZ It is not an uncommon problem The problems being
in this case we are dealing with a revolver that has been fired
numerous times by all reports that we have received the condition
of the revolver itself is not new and there is all indications of
considerable wear involving the rifling the chambers of the cylin
der have been bored out to accept the longer .38 special cartridge
as opposed to the shorter but larger diameter .38 S&W cartridges
So that these in conjuction with the gas erosion the firing of the
lead bullets not picking up and not retaining enough striations
and as a result of going through or into a body and obliterating
some of those markings that we could not identify them positively

Mr EDGAR Didn't you say earlier that the firing pin impressions
on your test-fired cartridge cases matched the ones recovered at
the scene of the murder

Mr LuTZ Yes sir we did
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Mr EDGAR In the Warren Commission testimony Ronald Sim
mons Chief Infantry Weapons Evaluation Branch Ballistic Re
search Laboratory Department of the Army stated that a 6.5
millimeter caliber Mannlicher-Carcano trigger was two staged and
unusual Is the two-stage trigger unusual for a military weapon
Second does a two-stage trigger affect the accuracy of a weapon

Mr LuTZ The answer to the first question is that the two-stage
trigger is not uncommon in a military firearm or especially rifles
They are designed with a two-stage trigger that two-stage trigger
being defined as a mechanism or a type of firing system that allows
for some slack or a distance of travel for that trigger before it
engages into the sear mechanism and then pressure being applied
and allowing the rifle or firearm to fire

So military rifles are designed with a two-stage trigger The only
ones that I have encountered that did not have the two-stage
capability were those that had been worked over for marksmanship
shooting that two-stage feature being intentionally eliminated As
issued the military rifle many times has that two-stage capability

Mr EDGAR Thank you
Mr Champagne I think it was during your testimony that there

was some reference made to extractor markings on CE-543 one of
the three cartridges found on the 6th floor of the Texas school book
depository Since Lee Harvey Oswald did not have any live rounds
on him at the time of his apprehension nor did officials find any at
either of his residences did you find any multiple extractor mark
ings which would indicate that cartridge had been loaded in or
extracted from CE-139 on more than one occasion

Mr CHAMPAGNENo sir we did not
Mr EDGAR What about CE-141 the live cartridge found in the

chamber of CE-139
Mr CHAMPAGNENo sir
Mr EDGAR Would such markings deteriorate over a period of

time
Mr CHAMPAGNEThat is a possibility but it is unlikely because

of the nature of the cartridge case unless you had some extreme
handling of the cartridges

Mr EDGAR When we were demonstrating the action of it we
discovered that you could fairly quickly use the bolt action of that
particular rifle Would it be safe to say in other words that this
bolt action would not prohibit Lee Harvey Oswald from firing the
shots in the required time limit that has been estimated were the
time between the first and the last shot

Mr CHAMPAGNENo sir
Mr EDGAR The Warren Commission cited firearms expert

Robert Fraser as weighing the three 6.5 millimeter caliber bullets
and found them to weigh 160.85 161.5 and 161.1 grams respective
ly

Is it possible that CE-399 that is the so-called pristine bullet
weighing 158.6 grains did not have any weight loss

Mr BATES Yes it is possible All bullet weights are approximate
due to manufacturing tolerances There are variations because of
plus or minus factors It is not possible for us to determine what
the weight loss was if any without knowing the actual weight of
the bullet prior to the time that it was fired
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Mr EDGAR Thank you Let me just ask each of you as panel
members Is there anything related to the rifle or either of the two
revolvers relating to any of the testimony that has been given
today that you would like to comment on or make any extra
explanation of

Mr CHAMPAGNENo sir
Mr EDGAR Let me ask you one final question then In your

expert opinion did the FBI do an adequate job in their ballistics
test after the death of President Kennedy and for the Warren
Commission

Mr CHAMPAGNE I would say considering the pressures at the
time the FBI did a very good job

Mr EDGAR Are there any tests that you would have done at the
time that were not done

Mr CHAMPAGNENo sir
Mr EDGAR Thank you Mr Chairman I have no further ques

tions
Chairman STOKES The time of the gentleman has expired The

Chair recognizes the gentleman from Indiana Mr Fithian
Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman I wonder if the panel

any one of all of you would comment on what has been one of the
widely written about and discussed features of the actual shooting
As I understand it the distance from the window where Oswald
was supposed to have been located to the President was 165 feet
With that weapon which you now have inspected and test fired
how difficult a shot is it with the scope or without the scope sort of
from left to right

Mr LuTZ The answer I would give I believe would be that it
would not appear to be a difficult shot with either device with
reasonable training or a reasonable capability of a firer that was
familiar with that firearm

I personally feel that the iron sights would have provided a
better capability because of the problems of sighting through the
other device through the telescopic sight but I feel that it could
have very easily been accomplished from that distancae with that
rifle

Mr FIITHIAN And with the car moving at the estimated speed
Mr LuTZ From the data I have about the movement of the

vehicle and the speeds involved I still feel that it would not have
been a difficult target at that distance

Mr FITHIAN Is there any other member of the panel who be
lieves that it would be somehow an exceptional feat to have hit the
target from that range

Mr BATES I don't believe so no
Mr CHAMPAGNENo sir
Mr FITHIAN Mr Newquist stated I believe that the panel could

not match their own test-fired bullets with either the FBI's tests
from 1963—maybe I misnderstood this—or the so-called pristine
bullet that has been so much talked about and the bullet frag
ments removed from the limousine

One of the reasons theorized that a match could not be made was
that the rifle had been fired too often somehow destroying or
altering the land-and-groove markings Does anyone on the panel
know how many times the weapon was fired by the FBI
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Mr BATES No I do not
Mr CHAMPAGNE Are you referring just to the FBI firing it or

the number of times it was actually fired
Mr FITHIAN I was just going in the order I thought it was fired

once it was acquired by the FBI and then by the committee panel
and by anybody else I was trying to get at how much actual wear
and alteration there has been

Let me rephrase the question I am informed by our counsel that
the weapon has been fired over 100 times Is that sufficient wear
that it would significantly alter the markings and the identifica
tions

Mr CHAMPAGNE Yes I think with this type of weapon and the
type of bullets involved that it is I think that probably the
weapon has been fired more than 100 times

Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman I have no other questions of this
panel

Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Gentlemen any witnesses appearing before this committee are

entitled after they have concluded their testimony to 5 additional
minutes in which to explain amplify or in any manner expand
upon their testimony On behalf of the committee I at this time
extend to you 5 minutes in which any of you may make any
comments you so desire

Mr LuTZ I don't believe there is any further expanding on the
examinations that we have conducted I think we feel that they
have been as thorough as could have possibly been done We have
been given the opportunity to examine every piece of evidence that
we asked for We didn't have any restrictions We weren't bound to
come up with a particular finding So I think in that respect we
have been very fortunate to conduct an objective examination

I also would like to express on behalf of the entire panel the
thanks to our own employers the State of Wisconsin the State of
Florida the State of Iowa the State of New York and the Metro
politan Police Department of the District of Columbia for allowing
us to participate in this panel I would like further to extend on
behalf of the entire panel our appreciation to the staff of the
committee for the assistance they have given us and especially to
thank the committee itself for the privilege and the honor of ap
pearing before it

Chairman STOKESWe certainly deem ourselves fortunate to have
had such a distinguished panel of experts lend their services to this
cause We appreciate all the time that you have expended on
behalf of the report that you have brought to the committee and
the testimony you have given us here today We express at this
time our very deep appreciation to each of you for the services that
you have rendered Thank you

The Chair recognizes Professor Blakey

NARRATION BY G ROBERT BLAKEY CHIEF COUNSEL AND
STAFF DIRECTOR

Mr BLAKEY Thank you Mr Chairman Mr Chairman there
have been several prior attempts to analyze missiles and fragments
recovered from the assassination from the standpoint of their me
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tallic makeup to determine for one possibility if they have a
common origin

In November and December 1963 the FBI applied to the evidence
samples a technique called emission spectography It is a process in
which the samples are subjected to intense heat and their metallic
composition is determined by the color of the gas that is then
emitted Emission spectography however is not highly sensitive
and the tests were deemed by the FBI inconclusive

In May 1964 the FBI also performed neutron activation analysis
on some of the samples That is a nuclear method to determine the
elements present An analysis of trace elements found in the
sample of similar materials—for example bullet lead—enables a
highly trained scientist to come to a conclusion as to the probabil
ity of the samples having a common origin

Nevertheless "inconclusive was also the term used by the FBI
to describe its neutron activation analysis The report it submitted
to the Warren Commission stated that the tests would not quote
"permit positively differentiating among the larger bullet frag
ments and thus positively determining from which of the larger
bullet fragments any given small lead fragment may have come,
unquote

The Warren Commission did not divulge that the neutron activa
tion analysis had taken place in its final report Indeed the fact did
not become public until the early 1970's

Hopeful that new tests might succeed where old efforts had
failed the committee engaged as a consultant Dr Vincent P
Guinn professor of chemistry at the University of California at
Irvine Dr Guinn had no relation to the Warren Commission Dr
Guinn analyzed the assassination evidence samples as well as the
bullet allegedly fired at General Walker

In his experiments Dr Guinn used a high resolution lithium
drifted germanium detector a device that is far more sensitive and
hopefully accurate than the one used for the FBI test in 1964

Dr Guinn received an A.B and an M.S degree in chemistry
from the University of Southern California in 1939 and 1941 and a
Ph D in physical chemistry from Harvard University in 1949 Dr
Guinn studied radioisotopes at the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear
Studies Oak Ridge Tenn. in 1952 He is a fellow of the American
Nuclear Society the American Academy of Forensic Scientists and
he is a member of the American Chemical Society

Dr Guinn has published numerous scientific articles in the area
of activation analysis and forensic chemistry He has served as an
adviser to such agencies as the Atomic Energy Commission and he
has made a training film on neutron activation analysis which is in
wide use today

It would be appropriate Mr Chairman at this time to call Dr
Guinn

Chairman STOKESThe committee calls Dr Guinn
Sir would you please stand and raise your right hand and be

sworn
Do you solemnly swear the testimony you will give before this

committee is the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

Dr GUINN Yes I do
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Chairman STOKESThank you You may be seated
The Chair recognizes committee counsel Jim Wolf

TESTIMONY OF DR VINCENT P GUINN
Mr WOLF For the record could you please state your full name
Dr GUINN Vincent P Guinn
Mr WOLF Where are you currently employed
Dr GUINN As a professor of chemistry University of California

Irvine campus
Mr WOLF Are you familiar with the technique of analysis of

evidence samples known as neutron activation analysis
Dr GUINN Yes I have been involved in such work for over 20

years
Mr WOLF When did you first personally perform this technique
Dr GUINN About 1956
Mr WOLF Have you testified in legal proceedings before on the

applicability of neutron activation analysis to evidence samples
Dr GUINN Yes on many occasions
Mr WOLF Did you testify in the capacity as an expert witness
Dr GUINN Yes
Mr WOLF In your capacity as an expert witness did you both

testify as to samples you had analyzed and performed the analysis
on as well as an evaluation of analyses that other people had done

Dr GUINN Yes both of them
Mr WOLF Approximately how many times have you testified in

your capacity as an expert witness
Dr GUINN I would say approximately 50 times
Mr WOLF Generally Dr Guinn why would one subject an evi

dence sample to neutron activation analysis
Dr GUINN It depends on the kind of evidence sample but for

many kinds the purpose is to detect various elements in the sam
ples and compare specimens to see if they are sufficiently similar
in composition that it indicates a high probability of common
origin or if they differ widely a definite probability of noncommon
origin

Mr WOLF So it may be possible by neutron activation analysis
to determine if two or more unknown evidence specimens are from
the same batch or item is that correct

Dr GUINN That is correct
Mr WOLF To use an example if a crime had been committed

and the victim hit over the head with an ax and metal fragments
were found in the skull of the victim might you be able to analyze
the metal fragments found in the skull to see if they matched the
type of ax that was found in a particular person's house who is
accused of that crime

Dr GUINN Yes if one found the same elements at approximate
ly the same concentrations in both you could establish that there
was a Food probability that it came from the same type of ax It
wouldn't identify that particular ax because there might have been
a hundred or so made of the same batch of metal but it would
establish that particular brand and production lot perhaps

Mr WOLF Is it easier for you to state your conclusion that two
objects are alike or is it easier to establish the conclusion the two
items are not alike
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Dr GUINN It is much easier to exclude if you find two samples
that differ markedly it is easy to say definitively they did not have
a common origin If they look similar in composition then your
first statement is "They may have a common origin, and you
have to look more carefully and look at background data that you
have obtained on such materials to try to even estimate a probabil
ity that they really do have a common origin

Mr WOLF Briefly Dr Guinn I would like to ask you a few
general questions about procedures one would employ to do a neu
tron activation analysis If for example you had a metal specimen
to test what would you do to that metal specimen to prepare it for
testing

Dr GUINN On many kinds of samples it is necessary to remove
as best you can any external contamination dust moisture or salt
from handling and perspiration You may have to wash them then
dry them and so on just to get rid of external extraneous con
tamination that would otherwise change the measured composition
from what the real material was That is quite common

Mr WoLF After preparing the sample you would then insert
that sample in a nuclear reactor is that correct

Dr GUINN You normally place the individual samples in small
plastic (polyethylene) vials as a container and of course you put
that into the nuclear reactor

Mr WOLF And the sample would be made radioactive after it
was placed in the nuclear reactor is that correct

Dr GUINN Yes in the reactor the purpose is to bombard the
sample with neutrons The neutrons—some of them get captured
by the nuclei of the different kinds of atoms in the sample and
that makes some of these radioactive So when the sample comes
out—particularly metal samples—there is no change in weight that
you can measure there is no change in appearance but the sample
is now radioactive and you can then test it with suitable counting
equipment

Mr WoLF Now radioactive materials decay is that correct
Dr GUINN Yes Different radioisotopes have different rates of

decay
Mr WoLF Can you explain in layman's terms what "radioactive

decay means
Dr GUINN "Radioactive decay means that an event occurs in

the nucleus of an atom resulting in it releasing energy and pene
trating radiation and/or a particle such as a beta particle which is
a high-energy electron In the process it changes normally to a
stable isotope of the next element in the case of beta-minus emis
sion The process of that decay is called "radioactivity or "radioac
tive decay.

Some elements have a number of different radioisotopes that
have been made in the reactor with neutrons Some of them will
only form one radioisotope some will form two or three The
radioisotopes of different elements are characterized by the ener
gies of the radiations that they emit in the process of decaying and
also by their half-lives which is a measure of how rapidly they
decay away

Mr WOLF You are telling us different elements have different
radioactive half-lives and by detecting the radioactive decay of the
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unknown sample you would be able to identify the elements pres
ent in that sample is that correct

Dr GUINN Yes particularly in practice by looking at the ener
gies of the gamma rays that are emitted by the sample rather
than actually measuring the halflife We make use of the halflife
but we don't usually actually measure it

Mr WOLF What are some of the different types of materials you
have tested by neutron activation analysis for the purpose of com
parison

Dr GUINN Well almost all the kinds of materials you can think
of that may get involved in some kind of criminal case—gunshot
residues bullet lead glass paint paper cloth oil greases and so
on and on and on

Mr WoLF How many different types of bullets have you exam
ined by neutron activation analysis

Dr GUINN Approximately 165 different actual known brands
and known production lots of bullets

Mr WoLF Were these of different calibers as well as manufac
turers

Dr GUINN Yes they covered the full range of calibers as well
Mr WoLF What elements have you found were the most distinct

to distinguish among different brands of bullets
Dr GUINN Looking over all of the data that we have obtained

and also other people have obtained who have been using the same
general approach we find there are three elements that commonly
show up in bullet leads but at widely different concentrations
depending upon which bullet lead it is These three elements are
antimony silver and copper

And I would say that that is about the approximate order of
importance—that is antimony being perhaps the most informative
or the most critical element to measure silver very close to it
copper somewhat less though mainly because copper wouldn't be
so bad in and of itself but in criminal cases you very frequently
are looking at little bits and pieces of bullets and the original
bullets were copper jacketed and that means some of the fragments
you get may have a little bit of copper imbedded in them physically
that you can't see and yet it will show up markedly in the analysis
So the copper numbers can often bounce around

Mr WoLF Are other elements found to be present in bullets
when you analyze them apart from antimony silver and copper

Dr GUINN Well many times in bullets under the conditions
that we normally use you will just see those three Very often
unless you very carefully clean them you will find a little bit of
sodium and a little bit of chlorine coming from salt which may be
from perspiration if anybody has handled the specimens or salt
spray in the air if it is anywhere near the ocean for example
Often you will find a little trace of manganese not so much that it
is common but we happen to be extremely sensitive for manganese

The main reason for using the activation analysis method is that
it is an extremely sensitive method it will detect very small con
centrations but it doesn't have the same sensitivity for all ele
ments Some are far more sensitive than others So we sometimes
see a little manganese occasionally a little aluminum once in a
while some arsenic or tin

41-2530 79 32
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That about covers all of the elements that we have ever seen in
all bullet leads

Mr WOLF Have you analyzed Mannlicher-Carcano bullets pro
duced by the Western Cartridge Co (WCC)

Dr GUINN Yes I have
Mr WoLF When did you do these analyses
Dr GUINN A number of years ago I believe I started doing the

first analyses about 1973 A colleague not at Irvine but at the
University of Kansas Dr John Nichols had been interested in the
President Kennedy case for quite some time and he contacted me
and said he had been able to acquire boxes of Mannlicher-Carcano
ammunition from the four production lots that had been produced
by the WCC and he was wondering if I would be interested in
doing analyses on them since I had earlier analyzed a lot of other
kinds of bullets I said yes and I did and we found some unusual
features about WCC Mannlicher-Carcano ammunition that showed
it was different from most kinds of bullets

Mr WoLF Prior to getting into those features did you examine
bullets from every lot produced by the Western Cartridge Co.

Dr GUINN Yes The Western Cartridge Co reportedly made 1
million rounds of each of 4 production runs lots 6,000 6,001 6,002
and 6,003 They were made at different times in 1954 and report
edly those are the only lots they ever produced and we had boxes
from each of those lots

Mr WoLF Addressing your analyses did you find WCC Mann
licher-Carcano bullets differed from most other bullets you had
analyzed

Dr GUINN Yes they did
Mr WoLF How did they differ
Dr GUINN Well as of the time that I first measured them they

had a lower antimony content than I had encountered prior to that
in most other bullets because a very large percentage of bullets
you do look at commercial ones are hardened lead where they
deliberatedly add anywhere from half a percent up to perhaps 4 or
5 percent antimony to make the lead much harder A very large
percentage of commercial bullets do have hardened lead So we
have usually found much higher antimony levels than in the WCC
Mannlicher-Carcano bullets

Mr WOLF And WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullets are considered
unhardened bullets Is that correct

Dr GUINN They are definitely unhardened bullets That puts
them down much lower in antimony than most bullets

Subsequently we—in looking at a lot more brands in the inter
im—did find some others that were also low some of them lower
yet in antimony but that was one unusual feature

The other unusual feature of the WCC Mannlicher-Carcano is
that there seems to be no uniformity within a production lot That
is even when we would take a box of cartridges all from a given
production lot take 1 cartridge out and then another and then
another and then another all out of the same box—boxes of 20
these were—and analyze them they all in general look different
and widely different particularly in their antimony content

This is not true of most bullet leads that we have ever looked at
before which are very uniform In general if you take most boxes
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of ammunition—and we published on this it is in the literature—
take a bunch of them out you can't tell one from the other They
all look like little carbon copies even to activation analysis but not
so with the Mannlicher-Carcano

Mr Wou Did any of the 165 known brands and lots of bullets
you have previously examined have constituent ranges that were
the same as the WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullets in their antimo
ny and silver characteristics

Dr GUINN Yes the range of the WCC Mannlicher-Carcanos
especially in the antimony content is so wide that it does encom
pass some of the others which are down at that low end and out of
165 there were 4 different groups 1 U.S made and 3 foreign made
that fell somewhere in that range

Mr Wou Addressing the work you did for this committee Dr
Guinn where did you obtain the evidence samples that you exam
ined for this committee

Dr GUINN Well it was during last year First of all we made
the arrangements in advance and then in September of last year
Mr James L Gear of the National Archives brought the samples
out He flew out with them and brought them down with a couple
of Federal guards down to the laboratory my laboratory at Irvine

Mr Wou All the samples you examined for this committee
were obtained from the National Archives is that correct

Dr GUINN Yes
Mr Wor How many items were brought to you from the Na

tional Archives for you to first examine
Dr GUINN There were 10 different specimens that had CE num

bers and/or FBI Q numbers attached to them—10 different ones
Mr Wou Did you test all these 10 different items by neutron

activiation analysis
Dr GUINN No The first thing we did was for me to look over

the samples to see if they were suitable for analysis—if there was
anything left there to analyze for one thing if an analyzable
sample could be obtained Three of them were not suitable

Mr Wou Which three items were not suitable for analysis
Dr GUINN Let me just check so I can get the proper numbers

for them One was the so-called Dallas curbing sample
Mr Wou Is that FBI No Q-609
Dr GUINN Yes the FBI number was Q-609 That was a piece of

curbing that was cut away in Dealey Plaza because it appeared
there was a smear that might be from a grazing bullet and that
was brought out to the laboratory But after looking at it it was
quite apparent that there would be no way—it was just hardly a
visible smudge To get a sample removed from it you would have
to scrape it and you would end up with a sample that was mostly
cement

You might be able to detect a little antimony or something like
that but you could never relate it to a particular kind of bullet
lead This had been scraped before by FBI to take their samples for
emission spectography and that is why practically nothing was
left

Mr Woi What are the other samples that were not suitable for
analysis
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Dr GUINN Another one was FBI Q-3 which has a Commission
number CE-569 That was reportedly a fragment recovered from
the front seat of the Dallas limousine

Mr WoLF Why was that not suitable for analysis
Dr GUINN That was a sizable fragment but it was only the

jacket material The lead that had been inside of it was all gone
and since I was trying to analyze bullet lead not jacket material
there was nothing left in that one to analyze

Mr WoLF The third item that was unsuitable for analysis was
what

Dr GUINN FBI Q-15 which also has CE No 841 That was
reportedly some very tiny particles scraped from the inside surface
of the windshield of the Dallas limousine Apparently in the previ
ous FBI emission spectrographic examinations that little bit of
material had been completely used up We opened the container
but we could find nothing in there noting in there at all even with
magnification

Mr WoLF Addressing the items you did analyze for the Commit
tee could you describe where the two items in what you have
characterized as group 2 were found Commission exhibit 573 and
Commission exhibit 141

Dr GUINN Yes just for convenience of discussion I have grouped
the seven specimens that were analyzed—that I did analyze—into
these two groups Group 2 consisted of just two specimens FBI Q-8
which also has the Commission No CE-141 That is what has been
referred to recently here too as the complete unfired Western
Cartridge Co 6%-millimeter cartridge reportedly found in the
chamber of the Mannlicher-Carcano rifle found in the Texas School
Depository Building on November 22 1963

Mr WoLF And Commission exhibit 573
Dr GUINN Yes Commision exhibit 573 is the other one which

has an FBI number of Q-188 also It is a mashed bullet still in the
jacket and it is the one that was reportedly fired at Gen Edwin
Walker in April of 1963 I took samples of both of those of the
bullet lead and analyzed them

Mr WOLF Addressing the five evidence fragments which you
examined in which you called group 1 all of which were allegedly
found in or near the occupants of the President's limousine could
you give their Commission exhibit numbers and state where they
were found please

Dr GUINN Yes the first one would be Commission exhibit 399
That is the specimen often referred to as the pristine bullet report
edly found on the stretcher at Parkland Memorial Hospital in
Dallas that afternoon of November 22 1963

[Interruption from the floor.]
Chairman STOKES The gentleman in the rear of the room is

requested to remove himself from the room
Counsel you may proceed
Mr WoLF Dr Guinn if we could again start with the items that

we have placed in group 1 of the items all found in or near the
occupants of the President's limousine and if you could give their
Commission exhibit numbers and the location where they were
allegedly found
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Dr GUINN The first of the five was CE-399 That is the so-called
pristine bullet reportedly found on a stretcher at Parkland Memo
rial Hospital in Dallas The second was Commission exhibit 567
That was a mashed large bullet fragment still in its jacket report
edly recovered from the front seat of the Dallas limousine

The third one CE-843 consisted of one larger fragment and one
smaller fragment reportedly recovered from President Kennedy's
brain at autopsy The fourth one was CE-842 one larger fragment
and two smaller ones reportedly recovered from Governor Connal
ly's wrist during surgery And the fifth one was CE-840 fragments
reportedly recovered from the rear floor of the Dallas limousine

Mr WoLF Was there any lead on any of the evidence samples in
the National Archives on the clothing of Governor Connally or
President Kennedy that you could subject to neutron activation
analysis

Dr GUINN Not so far as I am aware and I did not analyze any
materials from clothing at all just these bullets or bullet frag
ments

Mr WOLF In addition to the evidence samples you also made
radioactive known standards of three elements is that correct

Dr GUINN Yes the normal procedure is to not only detect
elements in sample but to measure their concentrations quanita
tively To do this you need to know for one thing the weight of
the sample and second you have to compare the radioactivities
that you observe in the activated samples with those from standard
samples of known weights of the elements that you are detecting

Mr WOLF And the three standards you used were ones of
copper antimony and silver is that correct

Dr GUINN That is correct
Mr WOLF Mr Chairman I would ask at this time to show the

witness what has been marked as "JFK exhibit No F-328, which
is a graph of the decay pattern of an anitimony standard and the
decay pattern of Commission exhibit 843 reportedly a fragment
recovered from President Kennedy's brain during the autopsy
after each had been activated in the nuclear reactor

Dr Guinn did you prepare these graphs
Dr GUINN Yes I did
Mr WoLF And addressing yourself to the lower of the two

graphs what does that graph illustrate
Dr GUINN What it shows is the peak in the gamma-ray spec

trum the measured gamma-ray spectrum from radioactive antimo
ny the radioisotope antimony 122 It has one principal gamma ray
with a certain energy 564,000 electron volts and that means as we
measure it it should fall in a certain position horizontally on the
spectrum

What we see is just an enlarged small portion of the whole
spectrum You may note we have a channel number there and this
enlarged portion only ranges from roughly channel Nos 600 to 700
The entire spectrum goes all the way from channel 1 to channel
4,096 You can see this is just a small part but any sample that
has been activated and counted under these conditions antimony in
measurable quantity should show a peak at exactly that location
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Mr WOLF And the lower graph Dr Guinn is the graph of the
known standard of antimony that was made radioactive is that
correct

Dr GUINN That is correct
Mr WoLF And what does the upper graph illustrate which is

the decay pattern of a fragment reportedly recovered from Presi
dent Kennedy's brain during the autopsy

Dr GUINN That shows the larger brain sample which weighed
as it shows there-41.9 milligrams is the sample weight It was
irradiated in the reactor at the same time the standard was for
the same length of time and then after some time of decay after
ward it was then counted under the same conditions and you do
see you get a peak at the same location—the size of the peak is
different because the sample and standard don't have the same
amount of antimony but the location of the peak is the same That
tells us that that sample contains antimony

Of course in that spectrum if you were to look at the entire
spectrum you would see other peaks due to copper and so on as
well But we are just looking at the antimony part of the spectrum
here

Mr WoLF What is the significance of the fact that the peak of
the graph above is directly above the peak of the graph below

Dr GUINN Well falling in the same channel number means the
gamma rays you are measuring have the same energy within plus
or minus about 1,000 electron volts and that is what helps you
identify it

Mr WoLF Mr Chairman I would like JFK exhibit No F-328
admitted into evidence at this point

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record at this point

[JFK exhibit No F-328 was entered into the record.]
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Mr WoLF Mr Chairman I would like to have shown to the
witness what has been marked for identification as JFK exhibit
329 which is a photograph depicting the decay pattern of a silver
standard and a photograph depicting the decay pattern of a frag
ment removed from President Kennedy's brain during the autopsy
after each had been activated in the nuclear reactor

Dr Guinn the photograph at the bottom indicates the decay
pattern of the known sample of silver is that correct

Dr GuINN That is correct
Mr WOLF And what does the top graph depict
Dr GuINN It is the same sample that you saw on the previous

photograph the 41.9 milligram sample of material removed from
President Kennedy's brain but activated this time under very
different conditions very rapidly because we were looking for a
very short lived isotope here namely the radioactive silver 110
which has a half life of only 24.4 seconds That means it is rapidly
disappearing by decay dropping in half roughly every 24 seconds
So you must look at it very quickly to see it at all

Mr WoLF How does the antimony on the photo peak on the

right JFK exhibit F-329 differ from the antimony on the photo
peak on the upper left

Dr GuINN I picked this one particularly to illustrate this point
that even with the high resolution germanium detector you will
notice that close to the silver peak of the sample but not of the
silver standard there is a little peak over to the left and that is
also from radioactive antimony but it is from a different isotope
with a different half life That is antimony —124 ml which has a

gamma-ray energy of 646,000 electronvolts which brings it close to
the 658,000 electron-volt peak of silver -110 Rather than use this
smaller antimony -124 ml peak from the short irradiation to
measure the antimony contents quantitatively I used the much

larger peak of antimony -122 from the longer irradiation to
obtain a more precise measurement With silver there is really
only one choice the short-lived silver -110

Mr WoLF I would move that JFK exhibit F-329 be admitted
into evidence

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-329 follows:]
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Mr WoLF Dr Guinn I would now like to turn to some of the
results of the analyses you performed for the committee and some
of the conclusions you may have obtained

Turning to the items in what you characterized as group 2 first
this consisted of the alleged bullet fired at General Walker and the
unfired WCC Mannlicher-Carcano cartridge Was the unfired WCC
Mannlicher-Carcano cartridge similar to the previous WCC Mann
licher-Carcano cartridges you had tested

Dr GuINN First of all I am looking for the table here
Would you repeat the question please
Mr Wolff Was the unfired WCC Mannlicher-Carcano cartridge

that you tested similar to the previous ones you had tested inde
pendent of the work you did for this committee
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Dr GUINN Yes sir the key elements the antimony and the
silver were in the same range as the other WCC Mannlicher
Carcano samples The antimony was definitely down at the lower
end and the silver was up at the upper end but it was in the same
general range

Mr WoLF And what was the composition you found in your
analysis of the Walker bullet fragment

Dr GUINN About 17 parts per million antimony Each value has
a little uncertainty to it but just stating the numbers 17 parts per
million antimony and 20.6 parts per million silver in the Walker
bullet

Mr WoLF Was this similar to the composition of the unfired
WCC Mannlicher-Carcano cartridge

Dr GUINN Yes sir the unfired WCC Mannlicher-Carcano car
tridge which we took apart took a little sample out of the lead
and put back together again instead of 17 parts per million anti
mony it was 15 instead of 20.6 parts per million silver it was 22.4
These are well within the ranges of slight variation that you get
from within such materials

Mr WOLF In your professional opinion Dr Guinn is the frag
ment removed from General Walker's house a fragment from a
WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullet

Dr GUINN I would say that it is extremely likely that it is
because there are very few very few other ammunitions that
would be in this range I don't know of any that are specifically
this close as these numbers indicate but somewhere near them
there are a few others but essentially this is in the range that is
rather characteristic of WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullet lead

Mr WoLF Turning to what has already been placed on the
exhibit board and labeled at table 1 and marked for identification
as JFK exhibit F-330 Dr Guinn was this chart prepared by you

Dr GUINN Yes it was
Mr WoLF Does this chart represent the results you obtained

during your tests of the evidence specimens
Dr GUINN Yes for these five evidence specimens this chart lists

all of the information obtained even for a few traces of elements
for which we find no real significance But for the sake of com
pleteness they are all listed There are some eight elements listed
for each sample

Mr WOLF I move that JFK exhibit No F-330 be admitted into
evidence

Chairman STOKESWithout objection it may be received
[The above referred JFK exhibit No F-330 follows:]
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JFK EXHIBITF-330

Mr WoLF Dr Guinn addressing your attention to the column
labeled "percentage lead, what does this indicate

Dr GUINN Lead is one of the elements that we can detect with
activation analysis but not with great sensitivity However if you
have dealings with samples that are mostly lead you don't need
great sensitivity to at least detect it et cetera but even here the
precision of measurement is not great and if you look at the
numbers you will see percent of lead is shown as plus or minus 2
plus or minus 3 or even plus or minus 4 percent You will note
that they all come out about in the range of 100

All this really shows is that these metal fragments that we were
looking at indeed were lead fragments they weren't steel frag
ments for example or something else they were lead

Mr WoLF What does the PPM prior to the listing for each of the
other elements indicate

Dr GUINN PPM is just the abbreviation for parts per million by
weight One part per million is only one ten-thousandth of a per
cent

Mr WoLF Dr Guinn based on these results do you have an
opinion as to what type of bullets these fragments were from

Dr GUINN Once again every one of these samples is in the same
range which is an unusual range as the background WCC Mann
licher-Carcano samples that we have looked at from all four pro
duction lots These five fall right in the midrange in fact They are
not the highest they are not the lowest of the antimony range and
the same is true of the silver

Mr WoLF Is it your opinion then that these all are fragments
from WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullets

Dr GUINN I think that is their most likely origin yes
Mr WoLF Looking at these results can you determine how

many bullets these evidence specimens came from
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Dr GUINN Yes that is the really interesting part of this I don't
suppose people in back can see or you up there can see the
numbers on the chart very well but you have the report to look at
If you look at these five that are listed up here and you first of all
look at the prime or key element which is antimony you find of
the five samples that there are two of them that are up some
where around 800 parts per million and you find three others that
are down just a shade over 600 parts per million

Now after each number there is shown a plus or minus This is
only the uncertainty of that particular measurement from what we
call the counting statistics That uncertainty we can measure

Mr WoLF Dr Guinn Before we go into a more technical expla
nation can you just from looking at the results state what is the
number of bullets that these evidence specimens came from

Dr GUINN Yes sir I can
Mr WoLF What is the number of bullets in your opinion
Dr GUINN These numbers correspond to two bullets Two of the

samples have indistinguishable compositions indicating that they
came from the same bullet and the other three particles are evi
dently samples from another bullet

Mr WoLF So it is your opinion that the evidence specimens
represent only evidence of two bullets is that correct

Dr GUINN Yes sir there is no evidence for three bullets four
bullets or anything more than two but there is clear evidence that
there are two

Mr WoLF And which specimens that correspond respectively of
the two bullets

Dr GUINN Using the CE numbers the 399 specimen which is
the so-called stretcher or pristine bullet—it has various names—
agrees in composition both in its antimony and its silver with
CE-842 which are the fragments reportedly recovered from Gover
nor Connally's wrist

Mr WoLF Is it your testimony that CE-399 and CE-842 the so
called pristine bullet and the fragments removed from Governor
Connally's wrist during surgery both came from the same bullet

Dr GUINN Yes One of course is almost a complete bullet so it
means that the 842 fragments came from in this case the base of
the bullet

Mr WoLF Dr Guinn am I correct that technically you cannot
today testify to the complete validity of the so-called single bullet
theory because there was no lead left in the back wound of the
President or around the President's throat that would allow you to
examine it and therefore possibly determine that CE-399 passed
through the President

Dr GUINN Yes reportedly there were no lead fragments found
in the back-to-throat wound of the President and hence no speci
mens to be analyzed so I know nothing about that particular
wound

Mr WoLF You can however today state for the first time scien
tifically that CE-399 did cause the injuries to Governor Connally's
wrist

Dr GUINN Yes sir those two match so closely that I would say
that such was the case
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Mr WoLF What is the degree of confidence and certainty with
which you can state this conclusion

Dr GUINN I wish that I could put a number on it as we often
can do that is calculate a probability but we really don't have the
background information to make a numerical calculation in this
case One can only show what information we do have and that is
that you simply do not find a wide variation in composition within
individual WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullets but you do find wide
composition differences from bullet to bullet for this kind of bullet
lead Thus when you find two specimens that agree this closely
you can say it looks indeed like they are pieces from the same
bullet

Mr WoLF Would you state that your conclusion is more prob
able than not highly probable or what is the degree of certainty of
your conclusion

Dr GUINN I would say highly probable yes I would not want to
say how high whether it was 99 percent or 90 percent or 99.9
percent I can't make a calculation like that

Mr WoLF You would state it is highly probable that the injuries
to Governor Connally's wrist came from the so-called pristine
bullet

Dr GUINN That is correct
Mr WoLF Were you present yesterday during the testimony of

Dr Wecht
Dr GUINN Yes sir I was
Mr WoLF Did you hear Dr Wecht testify in response to ques

tions from counsel that in his opinion it was impossible for CE-399
to have caused the injury to Governor Connally's wrist even if it
hit nothing else because CE-399 would have had to show more
deformity

Dr GUINN Yes I heard him make that statement
Mr WoLF Dr Guinn on the basis of your scientific analysis do

you believe Dr Wecht to have been correct
Dr GUINN Well I think that is his opinion but like many

opinions and many theories sometimes they don't agree with the
facts

Mr WoLF Dr Guinn have you prepared a report for the com
mittee which completely describes your work for the committee
and your conclusions

Dr GUINN Yes sir
Mr WoLF Do you have that report with you
Dr GUINN Yes sir It is right here
Mr WoLF Mr Chairman I move that Dr Guinn's report be

marked as JFK exhibit No F-331 and introduced into evidence
Chairman STOKESWithout objection it may be introduced at this

point
[The above referred to JFK exhibit F-331 follows:]
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I INTRODUCTION

This report is a presentation of the results obtained

and their interpretation in a September 12-14 1977 instru

mental neutron activation analysis (INAA)study of bullet

lead specimens involved in the November22 1963 assassina

tion of President John F Kennedyin Dallas and of a specimen
from a bullet allegedly fired at General EdwinWalker in April
of 1963

The author has been engaged in neutron activation

analysis (NAA)research and applications for the past 20

years - first as Head of the Radiochemistry Section of the

Shell DevelopmentCompany next (1962-1970) as Technical Direc

tor of the Activation Analysis Program at General Atomic and

(since early 1970) as Professor of Chemistry at the Univer

sity of California at Irvine (UCI) The author's first

studies of the application of the highly sensitive NAAmethod

to problems in the field of scientific crime investigation
commencedin early 1962 have continued steadily since that

time and his forensic activation analysis publications consti

tute 53 of his 181 publications to date in the field of

radiochemistry/activation analysis During the period 1962
1970 his forensic NAAresearch was supported first by the

U S Atomic Energy Commissionand later jointly by the AEC

and the LawEnforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA)of the

U S Department of Justice Fromthis research came the NAA

method for detection of gunshot residues that is nowused

by the FBI and manyother law enforcement agencies around the
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world and extensive reports on the use of INAAfor the trace

element characterization (as to probability of commonorigin)
of such evidence-type materials as bullet lead paint paper
and oil

NAAis a nuclear method of elemental analysis It is
a nuclear method of analyzing samples of all kinds of materials
to determine the elements present in them The samples to be

analyzed are placed in small plastic vials lowered into or

near the core of a research-type nuclear reactor and then

bombardedwith a very large numberof slow neutrons (typically
about 10 trillion per second) for a selected period of time

Whenthe samples are removedfrom the reactor they are essen

tially unchanged in composition (and in most cases in appear
ance) but they are nowradioactive since capture of a

neutron by manyof the atomic nuclei of manyof the elements

present in the samples has formed radioactive (unstable) nuclei

of these elements With or without (as needed) somechemical

processing of the activated samples before counting the

samples are then counted on a gamma-rayspectrometer - a

sophisticated detector and electronic apparatus that measures

the energies and numbers of the gammarays emitted by each

radioactive sample The gamma-rayenergies observed as peaks
in each spectrum identify the various elements that have been

madedetectably radioactive and theireasured sizes of the peaks
indicate the amounts of the elements present
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The principal advantages of the reactor neutron
activation analysis method are (1) it can detect and accurate

ly measure even very tiny amounts (typically one billionth

of a gram) and very low concentrations (e.g. one part per
billion) of manyelements in a sample (2) it can utilize

sample sizes ranging all the way from a tiny speck up to

several grams (3) it can simultaneously detect a numberof

elements in a sample and (4) it can in manyinstances be

carried out nondestructively The main induced radioactivities

are those that have rather short half lives (i.e. they decay

away in a matter of seconds minutes or hours) and hence

the analyzed samples soon becomenegligibly radioactive and

hence can be handled with complete safety
In previous extensive INAAstudies of bullet-lead

specimens (of manydifferent calibers manufacturers and pro

duction lots) it was found that three key elements were al

most always detectably present but at widely different con

centrations depending upon the source of the bullet lead

antimony (Sb) silver (Ag) and copper (Cu) Antimonycon

centrations in the range of about 1 to 10 parts per million

by weight (lppm= 0.0001%)are usually found in unhardened

bullet lead madewith virgin lead whereas levels in the

range of about 0.4% to 4%Sb are found in commercial bullet

leads that have been hardened by alloying Sb with the lead

Intermediate Sb levels (i.e. between about 10 ppmand perhaps

41-2530-79 33
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1500 ppm) are encountered in unhardened bullet lead in which

some recycled lead is used along with virgin lead but in

which no Sb has been deliberately added for hardening Silver

concentrations are usually found to lie in the range from

about 0.5 ppmto 100 ppm and the Ag appears to come in mainly
as a natural impurity in the lead supply Copper concentra

tions are usually found to lie in the range of about 5 ppm
to 400 ppm and the Cu also appears to come in mainly as a

natural impurity in the lead supply Of these three key

elements Cu is the one of least usefulness for comparisons
due to frequent occlusion of tiny bits of copper in the bullet

lead coming from the copper jacket of jacketed bullets in the

sampling and from the brass cartridge or brass primer cap in

the firing of the cartridge producing occasional spuriously

high Cu values

Occasionally the INAAof bullet-lead specimens also

shows the presence of traces of certain other elements such as

aluminum arsenic manganese tin sodium and chlorine

These elements where detected have generally not proved to

be consistent enough to be useful for the characterization of

bullet lead as to its origin Sodiumand chlorine the con

stituents of commonsalt appear to occur primarily as the

result of external contamination

In earlier INAAstudies of bullet leads from many
different manufacturers (See references 4 and 5 in Appendix
H) it was found that bullets from a given manufacturer and
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production lot were generally quite uniform in their Sb and

Ag concentrations both within a given bullet and amongst
bullets from the same box or production lot Thus for such

typical ammunition it is generally not possible to distin

guish amongst bullets or bullet fragments from the same

box of cartridges

However when the author analyzed (See Appendix C)

quite a numberof Western Cartridge CompanyMannlicher

Carcano 6.5 mmbullets from their production lots 6000 6001

6002 and 6003 (the only four lots they produced of this

type) this ammunitionwas found to differ sharply from

typical bullet leads Although individual bullets were found

to be fairly homogeneousin their Sb and Ag concentrations

they differed greatly from bullet to bullet amongst samples
taken from the same box For example the Ag levels in

bullets from lot 6003 ranged from 7.9 ppmto 15.9 ppm the Sb

levels from 80 to 730 ppm (and the Cu levels from 17 to 62

ppm) This great variation from bullet to bullet from the

same box thus indicated that for this unusual kind of am

munition it would be possible to distinguish one bullet (or
bullet fragment) from another even though they both came

from the same box of Mannlicher-Carcano cartridges
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II PREPARATIONOFTHESAMPLESFORANALYSIS

The analyses that are the subject of this report
were conducted at the University of California at Irvine

(UCI) during the period of September 12-14 1977 In these

measurements eight elements were determined quantitatively

by the method of instrumental neutron activation analysis

(INAA) using the thermal-neutron flux of the UCIresearch

type nuclear reactor for the activation of the samples and

the 38 cm3Ge(Li)/4096-channel gamma-rayspectrometer at UCI

for the counting of the activated samples The eight ele

ments measured in the samples were the following
lead aluminum

'silver manganese

antimony sodium

copper chlorine

The evidence specimens to be tested were removed

from the U S National Archives in Washington D C by
Mr James L Gear of the Archives staff.1/ The evidence

1 The specimens were brought to California in secure con
tainers by commercial airline Except during the day
time periods of September 12 13 and 14 1977 when they
were in the process of being sampled and analyzed they
were kept locked up at the LagunaNiguel California
branch of the National Archives During all of the opera
tions on the evidence specimens carried out at UCIduringthe September 12-14 1977 period the specimens were ac
companiedby Mr James Gear of the National Archives
and by two Federal guards from Los Angeles At the end
of the day on September 14 1977 all of the activated
samples were returned to Mr Gear
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specimens which are the subject of this report may be put in

two groups The first group are those reportedly found

located in or near the occupants of the President's limousine

the limousine or the area immediately surrounding it The

second group consists of a sample taken from the unfired cart

ridge reportedly found in the Texas School BookDepository

Building on November22 1963 and a sample taken from the

mashedbullet reportedly found in the homeof General Edwin

Walker after he was reportedly fired upon in April of 1963

The evidence specimens consisted of the following:?

Group I (1) FBI no Q609 Reportedly piece of curb from

Dealey Plaza

FBI no Q3 (CE-569) Reportedly a fragment re

covered from the front seat of the Dallas limousine

FBI no Q15(CE-841) Reportedly particles

scraped from the inside surface of the wind

shield of the Dallas limousine

FBI no Q1 (CE-399) Wholebullet still in

its jacket reportedly found on a stretcher

at the Parkland Memorial Hospital in Dallas

on the afternoon of November22 1963

FBI no Q2 (CE-567) Mashedlarge bullet

2 The CE-numberis the numberassigned by the Warren
Commissionas its exhibit numbers the FBI Q number
is the identification numberassigned by the FBI
Laboratory
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fragment still in its jacket reportedly

recovered from the front seat of the Dallas

limousine

FBI nos Q4 5 (CE-843) One larger fragment

and one smaller fragment reportedly recovered

from President Kennedy's brain at autopsy
FBI no Q9 (CE-842) One larger fragment and

two smaller ones reportedly recovered from

Governor Connally's wrist during surgery
FBI no Q14 (CE-840) Fragments reportedly
recovered from the rear floor of the Dallas

limousine

Group II (9) FBI no Q8 (CE-141) Complete unfired

Western Cartridge Company6.5 mmcartridge

reportedly found in the chamber of a Mannlicher

Carcano rifle found in the Texas School Book

Depository Building (TSBD)on November22 1963

(10) FBI no 188 (CE-573) Mashedbullet still

in jacket reportedly fired at General Walker

in April 1963

The evidence specimens from the National Archives

were inspected on September 12 1977 Each specimen was

examined to determine if it was suitable for INAAanalysis
For a specimen to be suitable for analysis it must contain

in excess of one milligram of uncontaminated bullet lead

During the first inspection it was determined that the
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Dallas curbing sample (FBI no Q609)was not suitable for

INAAanalysis The slight gray smear on it had previously
been scraped by the FBI Laboratory and the scrapings
analyzed by emission spectography in 1964 The amount of

remaining metal (?) in the smear was too small for proper
INAAmeasurements and further any material scraped from
the curbing would be too contaminated by cement material to

yield any meaningful INAAresults

On September 13 1977 the remaining evidence speci
mens were examined one at a time more closely under mag
nification to decide which ones were suitable for bullet

lead analysis by INAA Twoadditional specimens were found

to be unsuitable for analysis
FBI no Q3 (CE-569) Fragment reportedly recovered

from the front seat of the Dallas limou

sine This specimen consisted of only
the copper bullet jacket with no lead

inside

FBI no Q15 (CE-841) Particles reportedly scraped
from the inside surface of the windshield

of the Dallas limousine No particles
were left in the specimen container re

ceived from the Archives The particles

probably were entirely consumedin the

emission spectrographic analyses per
formed by the FBI Laboratory in 1963/1964
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The remaining evidence specimens were deemedsuit

able for INAAmeasurements and were prepared for analysis
on September 13 1977 except for the CE-141 Q8 sample
which was prepared on September 14 1977

Samples of the suitable evidence specimens were then
taken and prepared for analysis Each sample was placed in
a cleaned labeled weighed half-dram polyethylene vial
then weighed again to obtain the sample weight For security
reasons each vial was labeled "HC-1 "HC-9 etc the HCstanding
for "HouseCommittee and the numberbeing the FBI Q number

(except for the Walker bullet sample which was labeled ac

cording to its CEnumber) Each sample taken in its entirety
or a portion of a larger specimen cut off or drilled out when

necessary to obtain only bullet lead was washed three times

alternately with distilled/deionized water and Reagent Grade

acetone then air-dried before analysis Deionized water was

used to remove water-soluble salts acetone was used to remove

oil Once the sample was placed in its polyethylene vial
the hinged vial cap was snapped tightly shut Cutting where

necessary was performed with a cleaned surgical scalpel

Drilling wherenecessary was performed from the center of the
bullet base with a tiny (approximately 0.5 mmdiameter)
cleaned carbon-steel drill in a pin vise holder Care was
taken to avoid contamination of the bullet-lead sample by
jacket material and each sample was examinedunder magnifi
cation to be sure that no visible jacket material was ad
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hering to the lead sample In some instances whenmore

than one suitable sample could be obtained from the same

specimen two samples were taken for analysis from a given
specimen (HC-4 5 HC-8 HC-9and HC-14) The two separate

samples of a given specimen were then given an additional

number to distinguish them from one another (e.g. HC-9-1

and HC-9-2)

The samples taken for analysis are summarizedbelow

CENo FBI No UCINo Sample Remarks
Wt.(mg)

399 Q1 BC-1 10.7 Drillings from bullet

567 Q2 HC-2 50.5 Piece cut from large
fragment

843 Q4 5 HC-4-1 41.9 Single larger specimen
HC-4-2 5.4 Single smaller specimen

842 Q9 HC-9-1 16.4 Single larger specimen
HC-9-2 1.3 Twotiny specimens

840 Q14 HC-14-1 33.4 One single specimen
HC-14-2 33.8 Second single specimen----------------------------------------------------------------

573 Q188 HC-573 16.3 Drillings from specimen
1413/ Q8 HC-8-1 24.3 Drillings from bullet

HC-8-2 6.3 Drillings from bullet

3 Regarding the CE-141 (FBI Q8) sampling a special die for
6.5 mmcartridges was purchased and then used on September
14 1977 along with the UCIreloading equipment to dis
assemble and later reassemble the CE-141cartridge The
cartridge was first examinedvisually with the followingobservations made (1) the cartridge base was stamped"WCC6.5 me (2) the entire cartridge case and the bullet
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As well as preparing the evidence samples four

sample standards each of silver antimony and copper were

prepared on September 8 and 9 1977 to be used in this test

Standard samples of the elements to be measured are necessary

in order to convert the measured gamma-raypeaks quantita

tively to micrograms of element present in a sample - this

is the usual comparator method Samples and standards are

activated and counted exactly the same way Each silver

standard contained 3.25 micrograms (fig) of silver each anti

monystandard contained 213micrograms of antimony and each

copper standard contained 192 micrograms of copper Each

standard consisted of 0.100 cm3of a freshly prepared aqueous

solution gently dried in the bottom of a half-dram polyethyl

ene vial and cemented downwith a few drops of a 10%paraffin

solution in carbon disulfide (allowed to dry at room

temperature)

jacket were rather dark in color - indicating external
oxidation/sulfiding (3) there was no firing-pin impres
sion at the base where the primer cup is located in
dicating that the cartridge had never undergone even an
attempted (abortive) firing Upondisassembly the
bullet (projectile) part was found to be the same in
shape dimensions weight and single cannelure as other
Western Cartridge Company6.5 mmMannlicher-Carcano bul
lets from their production lots 6000 6001 6002 and
6003 The pristine jacketed bullet before sampling
was found to weigh 10.4082 grams (160.62 grains) This
compares closely with the nominal bullet weight of 161
grains quoted by the Western Cartridge Company The gun
powder from the cartridge was also weighed and found to
be 2.8294 grams (43.66 grains) which agrees closely with
the manufacturer's nominal value of 44 grains After the
two drilling samples were taken from the bullet (24.3 mg
and 6.3 mg) the bullet was reweighed and found to now
weigh 10.3774 grams (160.15 grains) The cartridge was
then reassembled with the gunpowderand sampled bullet
back in place
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III THEANALYSESOFTHESAMPLESATUCI

On September 13 19774/ each sample (except for

samples HC-8-1and HC-8-2) was activated twice and counted

twice under conditions optimized for the generation and

detection of short-lived induced radioactive species.-/ With

the UCITRIGAMark I nuclear reactor running steadily at

full power (250 kilowatts) each sample in its closed 1.3

cm3polyethylene vial was irradiated for 40 seconds in the

pneumatic-tube reactor core position (where the thermal

neutron flux is 2.5 x 1012 n/cm2 sec) allowed to decay
for 40 seconds (during which the activated sample was trans

ferred to a fresh labeled vial) and then counted for 40

seconds clocktime on top of a one-centimeter thick plastic

beta-particle absorber on top of a 38 cubic-centimeter high
resolution coaxial lithium-drifted germanium(Ge(Li)) semi

conductor gamma-raydetector coupled to a 4096-channel

pulse-height analyzer During the counting of a sample
	Present during these tests were Dr Guinn Michael
Purcell a laboratory assistant Archivist James Gear
and two Federal guards

	Optimizedconditions vary for each element For element
radioisotopes with a short halflife a short irradiation
time a short decay time and a short counting time provide optimized INAA detection conditions For element
radioisotopes with a long halflife optimal conditions
are a long irradiation time a long decay time and a
long counting time
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the analyzer percentage deadtime was read from the deadtime
meter at the beginning and at the end of the counting
period.6/ As soon as the counting of the sample was com

pleted its complete pulse-height spectrum was transferred

twice to a fresh magnetic tape identified by its tagword
The samples and the standards of antimony silver and

copper were processed identically in this fashion in suc

cession one at a time Each sample and standard was then

activated and counted a second time under the same condi

tions

On the following day (September 14 1977) the samples
and the standards of antimony and copper and sample HC-8-1
were activated in the reactor again - this time for one

hour and all at the same time each sample in its 1.3 cm3

polyethylene vial in a separate tube of the 40-tube rotary

specimen rack of the reactor At full power (250 kilowatts)

6 While the pulse-height analyzer is measuring the size
of one electrical pulse from the Ge(Li) detector to
determine in which of the 4096 channels it should be
stored as a count the analyzer cannot accept another
input pulse This period is called "deadtime In the
analyzer circuiting the percentage of the total clock
time that is deadtime is continuously monitored and
displayed on a percent deadtime meter The counts
obtained during a given clocktime period are then cor
rected for this deadtime loss of counts by dividingthe observed counts by (1 minus the average fractional
deadtime) during the counting period In order to
avoid spectrum distortion it is not advisable to use
the counting data for really quantitative calculations
if the deadtime during the counting period is greater
than about 10%
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each sample in the rotary specimen rack is exposed to an

average thermal-neutron flux of 1.0 x 1012 n/cm2 sec

During the first part of this one-hour irradiation sample
HC-8-2and one each of the antimony silver and copper
standards were activated in the pneumatic-tube reactor posi
tion (at a thermal-neutron flux of 2.5 x 1012 n/cm2 sec)
and counted as in the measurements on the previous day at

irradiation decay and counting times of 40 seconds each
The HC-8-2sample was activated and counted twice After
the end of the one-hour irradiation each sample and standard
was removedfrom the rotary specimen rack each sample
transferred to a fresh labeled polyethylene vial and then
each counted for 300 seconds livetime on the Ge(Li)/4096
channel gamma-rayspectrometer as before As before also
each pulse-height spectrum was recorded twice on the magnetic
tape along with its identifying tagword The time of day
at which each count was started was noted - for use in sub

sequent decay corrections

At the beginning of the counting on each day the

energy scale was calibrated by means of the 661.6 keV gamma
ray of cesium 137 and the 1332.4 keVgammaray of cobalt
60 The energy calibration pulse-height spectra were also
stored on the magnetic tape The energy range covered was
from 15 keV (channel 2) to 3277 keV (channel 4096)

On subsequent days each recorded pulse-height
spectrum was read back off the magnetic tape Each spectrum
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was scanned carefully on the expanded oscilloscope display

and the energy of each significant photopeak observed was

calculated and printed out on the Teletypewriter using the

built-in PDP-8computer Each selected photopeak of quanti
tative interest2/ was printed out channel by channel in

cluding the regions on each side of the peak In the spectra
from the pneumatic-tube measurements the principal photo

peaks observed were the following
the 658 keV peak of 24.4-second silver 110

the 498 603 and 646 keVpeaks of 93-second

antimony 124m1
the 1039 keVpeak of 5.10-minute copper 66

Smaller peaks due to 2.31-minute aluminum 28 (at 1779 keV)

and due to 66.9-minute lead 204m(at 375 899 and 912 keV)

were also observed and printed out The 564 keV peak of 2.80

day antimony 122 and the 511 keV peak of 12.80-hour copper

64 were observed but not printed out

In the spectra from the rotary-rack measurements

7 An oscilloscope is employed to visually display the pulse
height spectrum Generally the spectrum has the khape
of a descending curve upon which peaks are superimposed
Each element radioisotope shows characteristic peaks of
certain energies and of different sizes A peak size
measurement is madeby measuring its area A peak of the
tested sample is later comparedwith the area of the cor
responding peak of one of the knownstandard samples The
relative area of the peak from the tested sample compared
to the area of the peak from the knownstandard indicates
the total weight of the element within the tested sample
In somecases there are overlaps of peaks of similar
energies Accordingly the photopeak measured for any
given element is chosen considering two factors - a large
peak and one which does not overlap with a peak of another
element Such a peak is a selected photopeak of quantita
tive interest
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the principal photopeaks observed were the following
the 511 keVpeak of 12.80-hour copper 64

the 564 keVpeak of 2.80-day antimony 122

Smaller peaks due to 2.576-hour manganese 56 (primarily
at 847 keV) to 60.4-day antimony 124 (primarily at 603

keV) to 14.96-hour sodium 24 (at 1368 keV and 2754 keV)
to 37.29-minute chlorine 38 (at 1643 keV and 2168 keV)
and to 66.9-minute lead 204m(at 375 899 and 912 keV)
were also observed and printed out

For all spectra the counts in each channel of each

selected photopeak and the counts in several channels on

each side of each peak were printed out Fromthese read

outs and those of the antimony silver and copper standards

and the sample weights the concentration of each of these

three elements of particular interest (and the standard

deviation of each calculated from the counting statistics)
was calculated from the pneumatic-tube data for 24.4-second

silver 110 93-second antimony 124m1(via its 498 keV

peak) and 5.10-minute copper 66 Fromprevious activa

tions of lead standards the concentration of lead in each

sample was calculated from the sumof the photopeak areas of

the 375 899 and 912 keVpeaks of 66.9-minute lead 204m

Using standard table values the concentration of aluminum

in each sample was calculated from the 1779 keV peak of 2.31
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minute aluminum 28 In the calculations small corrections

were made for the average analyzer fractional deadtime during
each counting

Similarly from the rotary-rack data the concentra

tion of antimony in each sample was calculated from the size

of the 564 keVpeak of 2.80-day antimony 122 and the con

centration of copper in each sample was calculated from the

size of the 511 keVpositron annihilation peak of 12.80

hour copper 64 Fromthe previous activation of lead

standards the concentration of lead in each sample was

again calculated from the sumof the photopeak areas of the

375 899 and 912 keV peaks of 66.9-minute lead 204m (note

lead 204mis a fast-neutron product of lead rather than a

thermal-neutron (n S)) product formed by the lead 204

(n r.') lead 204mreaction) Using standard table values

the concentration of manganesein each sample was calculated

from the 847 keV peak of 2.576-hour manganese 56 of sodium

from the 1368 keV peak of 14.96-hour sodium 24 and of

chlorine from the 2168 keV peak of 37.29-minute chlorine 38

All observed peak areas were of course corrected to the same

decay time by means of the radioisotope halflife and the

time between the end of the rotary-rack irradiation and the

start of the counting period of the sample
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IV THERESULTSOBTAINEDIN THISSTUDY(1977)

The results obtained on the tested specimens for

Group I are presented in Table I AppendixB and those for

Group II in Table III AppendixG The Tables list the con

centration found in weight percent for lead and in parts

per-million by weight (ppm) for the elements antimony

silver copper aluminum manganese sodium and chlorine -

eight elements in all

The values shownfor silver and aluminumwere cal

culated from peak areas of 24.4-second silver 110 (at 658

keV) and of 2.31-minute aluminum 28 (at 1779 keV) re

spectively in the pulse-height soectra from the 40-second

oneumatic-tube activations As noted earlier these spectra

also showedpeaks due to antimony 124m1 copper 66 and

lead 204m but these three elements were determinable more

exactly from the spectra obtained in the one-hour rotary

rack irradiation and hence the Table values for antimony

(via the 564 keVpeak of 2.80-day antimony 122) copper

(via the 511 keVpeak of 12.80-hour copper 64) and lead

(via the three peaks of 66.9-minute lead 204m)are those

obtained from the rotary-rack irradiation The results

shownin the Tables for manganese sodium and chlorine are

also from the rotary-rack irradiation

41-2590 79 94
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Twoof the very small samples analyzed (the 5.4

milligram RC-4-2 sample and the 1.3 milligram HC-9-2

sample) had results within expected standard deviations to

those obtained from the respective larger samples (the 41.9

milligram HC-4-1 sample and the 16.4 milligram HC-9-1

sample) but the muchmore exact values obtained from the

larger samples only are shownin the Tables

In most cases the + value shownafter each value

in the Tables represents the uncertainty of the value (ex

pressed as one standard deviation) computedonly from the

counting statistics In general the overall uncertainty of

a given value may be in somecases as muchas two or three

times the standard deviation calculated just from the count

ing statistics For silver and aluminum which were measured

twice on each sample the + values shownrepresent one

standard deviation calculated from either the counting

statistics or the spread of the two values - whichever was

larger

The ppmvalues shownin the Tables for antimony

silver and copper were obtained as mentioned earlier by

comparison with standard samples of these elements activated

and counted along with the various evidence samples and hence

these values should be quite accurate Similarly the results

for lead should be very reliable since they were based on
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previously tested lead standards For the remaining elements

(aluminum manganese sodium and chlorine) whose presence

was not knownin advance as mentioned earlier standards of

these elements were thus not prepared at the time of these

experiments Instead standard table values were used in the

calculations for these elements As a result the reported

ppmvalues for these four elements present in the evidence

sample could be in error by a factor of perhaps two on an

absolute scale However the use of tabulated standard

values does not affect the relative values - only the absolute

values of a given element in the various samples.gl

8 For example if the estimated values for aluminum based
on standard tables in two samples were 5.0+0.5 ppmand
2.5+0.3 ppm the ratio of their aluminumconcentrations
would be 2.0(+0.3) to 1 If the standard table value
for aluminumwere 20%high for example the true sample
aluminumvalues would be 6.2+0.6 ppmand 3.1+0.3 ppm
respectively but their ratio would still be 2.0(+0.3)
to 1
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V CONCLUSIONS

It is highly probable that the evidence specimens
from Group I are all fragments from Mannlicher-Carcano bullets

As discussed in AppendixC. Mannlicher-Carcano am
munition displays very distinct characteristics when analyzed
by neutron activation analysis The ammunitiondisplays an
unusual range of concentrations for the antimony in bullet
lead The concentrations for silver are unusual as well

although not as distinct as those of antimony Based upon
these characteristics and the results obtained from an analysis

of the evidence specimens it is highly probable that all the

evidence specimens are fragments from Mannlicher-Carcano bullets
The antimony content of the evidence fragments is such that

it is significantly higher than that found in most unhardened

bullet lead examined by the author and significantly lower

than that found in bullet 'lead of hardened lead bullets

examined by the author Such an intermediate range of antimony
concentrations is particularly characteristic of Mannlicher

Carcano ammunition The values of silver found in the fragments
also support the conclusion that the fragments are from

Mannlicher-Carcano ammunition as these values also are within the

range characteristic of Mannlicher-Carcano ammunition

It is highly probable that the Walker bullet is a

Mannlicher-Carcano bullet

The bullet fragment recovered from the homeof
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General Walker is apparently also from Mannlicher-Carcano

ammunition This sample (CE-573 FBI Q188)of a bullet

fragment recovered from the homeof General Walker in April

of 1963 was analyzed by the FBI in late 1963 but only by

the rather qualitative method of emission spectography

They did not analyze it by neutron activation analysis

This sample was analyzed by INAAduring the UCIanalysis

It was determined that the bullet lead consisted of almost 100%

lead with only 17 ppmantimony and 20.6 ppmsilver (See

AppendixG.) Its composition therefore is considerably

different from any of the Dallas specimens - which are also

almost 100%lead but contain muchmore antimony (602 to 833

ppm) and muchless silver (7.9 to 9.8 ppm) However the

antimony content of the Walker bullet is close to the range

of Sb values found earlier at UCI for Mannlicher-Carcano

bullets from the four Western Cartridge Companyproduction

lots (24 to 1218 ppm) and also close to the range of Ag

values found in such ammunition (6.0 to 15.9 ppm) Further

more the composition of the Walker bullet is very close to

that of the unfired Mannlicher-Carcano cartridge reportedly

recovered from the rifle found in the TSBD

The unfired MCcartridge (CE-141 FBI Q8) was never

before taken apart cr analyzed At UCIit was examined

taken apart its several componentsweighed the bullet lead

sampled the cartridge reassembled and the two small bullet

lead samples taken from it analyzed byINAA (See Apendix G.)
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Its composition (almost 100%lead 15 ppmantimony and 22.4

ppmsilver) is extremely close to that of the Walker bullet

and consequently supports the conclusion that the Walker

fragment is from MCammunition

C The results indicate the presence of only two

bullets in Group I

Whenthe recent UCIresults were analyzed statistic

ally taking into account both the overall reproducibility
of the measurements on a single sample and the variability
due to counting statistics of the individual measurements
evidence for the presence of only two bullets is found Where

as for most brands of ammunition it is not possible to dis

tinguish between two bullets from cartridges from the same

box/production lot earlier studies by the author on Western

Cartridge CompanyMannlicher-Carcano 6.5 mmbullets have
shownthat this brand (lots 6000 6001 6002 6003) exhibits

widely different antimony values even amongst bullets
from a given lot so that individual bullets of this brand can

usually be distinguished from one another (See Appendix C.)
The presence of only two bullets is indicated as

follows

Q1 (Stretcher bullet) and Q9 (fragmentS from

Connally's wrist) match one another within one
standard deviation in both antimony and silver

Q4 5 (Fragments from President Kennedy's brain)
Q2 (large fragment found in car) and Q14
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(smaller fragments found in car) match one

another within one standard deviation in

both antimony and silver

41 although similar in silver content is

markedly different in antimony content from

Q2 Q4 5 and Q14

Q9 differs considerably from Q2 Q4 5 and

Q14 in both antimony and silver

These results therefore indicate the presence of

only two bullets (Q1and Q9 one bullet) and (Q2 Q4 5 and

Q14a second bullet) There is no evidence of a third

bullet.9/

The analyses not only resulted in values for silver

and antimony in the various samples but also in values for

six additional elements lead copper aluminum manganese

sodium and chlorine The values for these additional six

elements do not appear to contribute muchuseful information -

except to confirm quantitatively that all the samples are

approximately 100%lead With the exception of Q9 all the

9 Independent research conducted by the author (See Refer
ence Number10 in AppendixH.) indicates that a careful
analysis of the data obtained by the FBI during the INAA
tests conducted by the FBI in 1964 (using a scintillation
detector rather than the higher-resolution modern Ge(Li)
detector) would reach this same conclusion The FBI re
ported the results of its tests as inconclusive due to
the wide variety of absolute values obtained each time a
sample was tested These results however were under
differing test conditions It is necessary to compare
the results obtained under a given set of conditions
rather than a comparison of all the values under all
conditions to reach the conclusion that only two bullets
were present
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copper values were approximately the same - in the range of

40 to 58 ppm The very high copper value of the Q9 sample

(994 ppm) is most likely due to contamination from the copper

jacket of the bullet The copper values for samples Q4 5

Q2 and Q14average 42 + 2 ppm- appreciably different from

the Q1 (stretcher bullet) copper value of 58 + 3 ppm The

aluminumvalues range from 1.1 to 8.1 ppmand showno

systematic trends between the two groups of samples Similar

ly the manganesevalues range from 0.01 to 0.10 ppmand

showno systematic behavior The sodiumvalues showa wide

range from 5 to 134 ppm and the chlorine values also show

a wide range from 19 to 257 ppm- in both cases with no

evidence of any trends Even though all the samples were

washed three times with pure water and pure acetone to free

them of any salt (sodium chloride) possibly accumulated on

the exteriors of the samples from previous exposures to the

air and/or possible handling by fingers (perspiration) it

cannot be ruled out that someslight and variable amounts of

salt contamination were still present in someof the

samples It might be significant that the two samples that

show the highest levels of sodium and chlorine are samples

Q4 5 (President Kennedy's brain) and Q9 (Governor Connally's

wrist) - the only two samples that were recovered from

biological tissue It is barely possible that these samples
in spite of the washing still contained a small but signifi
cant amount of dried body fluid (e.g. blood) which would
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increase the levels of sodium and chlorine in the samples

The other samples exhibited muchlower levels of sodium

(only 5 to 19 ppm) and of chlorine (only 19 to 40 ppm)

Accordingly neutron activation analysis of the

evidence specimens tested indicates the presence of only two

bullets in Group I It is highly probable that the specimen

tested from Q1 (the stretcher bullet) and the specimen tested

from Q9 (the fragments from Governor Connally's wrist) are

from the same bullet It is highly probable that Q2 (large

fragment found in the limousine) Q4 and 5 (fragments from

President Kennedy's brain) and Q14 (smaller fragments found in

limousine) are all from a second bullet There is no evidence
10/

of a third bullet from any of the evidence specimens tested

10 Morerecent very detailed INAAstudies madeat UCI (See
reference 11 in AppendixH) on 10 samples from each of 16
Mannlicher-Carcano bullets — 4 from each of the 4 produc
tion lots — give a more complete picture of the generally
high degree of homogeneity of individual bullets and the
wide variation from bullet to bullet regardless of lot
number of the antimony concentration in particular the
appreciable variation of the silver concentration and
the lesser variation of the copper concentration However
the earlier data and these more recent data do show some
Mannlicher-Carcano bullets that cannot be distinguished
from one another via only their antimony and silver
concentrations Fromthese data it appears that if 2
cartridges are removedat randomfrom a box of Mannlicher
Carcano cartridges although it is highly probable that
they would differ significantly in their antimony and
silver concentrations it is at least possible that they
might not
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124Sb

110Ag

APPENDIXA

LISTOFABBREVIATIONSANDSYMBOLS

UCI University of California at Irvine or U.C Irvine
FBI (U.S.) Federal Bureau of Investigation
MC Mannlicher-Carcano

Sb Chemical symbol for the element antimony
Ag Chemical symbol for the element silver
Cu Chemical symbol for the element copper
Pb Chemical symbol for the element lead
Al Chemical symbol for the element aluminum
Mn Chemical symbol for the element manganese
Na Chemical symbol for the element sodium
Cl Chemical symbol for the element chlorine

122Sb Symbolfor the antimony radioisotope of mass number 122

(half life of 2.80 days) antimony 122

124m1SbSymbolfor the metastable antimony radioisotope of mass
number124 (half life of 93 seconds) antimony

124m1
Symbolfor the antimony radioisotope of mass

number 124 (half life of 60.4 days) antimony 124

Symbolfor the silver radioisotope of mass number 110

(half life of 24.4 seconds) silver 110
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204mpb

28A1
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64Cu Symbolfor the copper radioisotope of mass

number 64 (half life of 12.80 hours) copper
64

Symbolfor the copper radioisotope of mass

number 66 (half life of 5.10 minutes) copper
66

Symbolfor the metastable lead radioisotope of

mass number 204 (half life of 66.9 minutes)
lead 204m

Symbolfor the aluminumradioisotope of mass

number 28 (half life of 2.31 minutes) aluminum

28

56 Symbolfor the manganeseradioisotope of mass

number 56 (half life of 2.576 hours) manganese

56

24Na Symbolfor the sodium radioisotope of mass number

24 (half life of 14.96 hours) sodium 24

38Cl Symbolfor the chlorine radioisotope of mass

number 38 (half life of 37.29 minutes)

chlorine 38

NAA Neutron activation analysis
INAA Instrumental neutron activation analysis

CE Abbreviation for (Warren) "CommissionExhibit
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HC Sample designation abbreviation used at UCI

referring to "HouseCommittee

cm3 Abbreviation for cubic centimeter a metric unit

of volume (one cubic inch equals 16.4 cm3)

Ge(Li) Abbreviation for a lithium-drifted germanium
semiconductor gamma-raydetector

Abbreviation for millimeter a metric unit of

length (one inch equals 25.4 mm)

mg Abbreviation for milligram a metric unit of mass

or weight (one gram equals 1000 mg.)

g Abbreviation for gram a metric unit of mass or

weight (one ounce equals 28.3 g)

pg Abbreviation for microgram a metric unit of mass

or weight (one gram equals one million yig)
n Abbreviation for neutron a fundamental particle

that is a constituent of atomic nuclei

cm2 Abbreviation for square centimeter a metric unit

of area (one square inch equals 6.45 cm2)

keV Abbreviation for one thousand electron volts of

energy
Abbreviation for gamma as in gammaray (a'ray)

ppm Abbreviation for parts-per-million by weight (one

ppmequals one pg of constituent per gram of material)
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Std
dev Abbreviation for standard deviation a statistical

measure of precision (also abbreviated as r or s)

cm Abbreviation for centimeter a metric unit of

length (one inch equals 2.54 cm one cm equals

10 mm)
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TABLEI

RESULTSFROMSEPTEMBER1977 INAAOF EVIDENCESPECIMENSAT U.C IRVINE

Sample Number

CE FBI Q HC %Lead
PPm PPm PPm PPm a

Antimony Silver Copper Aluminum
PPm a

Manganese
PPm a PPm a

Sodium Chlorine

399 1 1 101±4b 833±9 7.9'1.4 58±3 NDC 0.090.02 5'1 19'12

567 2 2 9511'2 602'4 8.110.6 4011 1.1±0.4 0.01±0.01 9±1 22'6

843 4,5 4-1 9512 621'4 7.9±0.3 40±2 5.5'0.7 0.10±0.01 13413 59'10

842 9 9-1 104±2 797±7 9.810.5 994±7 8.1'1.4 0.07±0.02 120±4 257±14

840 14 14-1 94±2 638±4 8.6±0.3 44'2 2.7±0.6 0.06±0.01 13±1 38±7

14-2 103±2 647±4 7.9±0.5 42±2 2.4±0.5 0.05±0.01 19±1 40±8
a The absolute values shown for Al Mn Na and Cl are approximate values since standards

of these elements were not run but table values used instead However this does
not affect their relative values

b The values shown for Pb Sb Cu Mn Na and Cl represent one standard deviation
based only on the counting statistics They were calculated in the usual way takinginto account the gross photopeak counts and the counts in the underlying Comptoncontinuum For a normal distribution about 68%of the values observed in repetitive
measurements should fall within the limits of the mean value t le For Ag and Al
which were measured twice on each sample the t value shown is la-calculated either
from the counting statistics or from the spread of the two values whichever resulted
in the larger, values

c NDmeans none detected
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APPENDIXC

BACKGROUNDDATAONMANNLICHER-CARCANO

AMMUNITION

During 1964 Dr John Nichols obtained boxes of

Western Cartridge CompanyMannlicher-Carcano 6.5 mm

cartridges from the four different production lots

of this ammunition that they produced Lots 6000 6001

6002 and 6003 According to the Western Cartridge

Company these production lots of this ammunition were of

one million rounds each all produced in 1954 for the

U S Army Each cartridge contained an average of 44

grains (2.85 grams) of a special blend of Western Ball

Powder The lead cores of the bullets weighed 110 grains

(7.13 grams) had'a diameter of 5.33 mmand a length of

26.2 mm and consisted of 40 soft lead (99.85% pure)

The bullet jacket weighed 51 grains (3.3 grams) had a

side wall thickness of 0.66 mm and consisted of CDANo

220 Commercial Bronze (90%copper 10%zinc) The primer

cup was made of CDAalloy no 260 cartridge brass (70%

copper 30%zinc) and its main components were 37%lead

styphnate 32%barium nitrate 15%antimony sulfide

7%aluminum powder 5%PETN and 4%tetracere Dr Nichols

used some of this ammunition in various test firings
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that he conducted with a Mannlicher-Carcano rifle of

the same make as that reportedly used by Lee Harvey

Oswald Late in 1972 Dr Nichols contacted the

author offering to supply bullet-lead samples from

the four production lots for NAAexamination by the

author The author accepted the offer and Dr Nichols

shortly sent him two bullets from Lot 6000 and four

each from Lots 6001 6002 and 6003 The author

commencedanalysis of these in late 1973 with most of the

work carried out during 1974 and a few final measurements

early in 1975

Samples ranging in weight from 44 to 58 milligrams

(each weighed to within + 0.1 milligram) were drilled out

from the open base end of each bullet with a cleaned small

steel drill after first scraping the surface of the

bullet face free of oxidized layer with a clean stainless

steel scalpel Each drilled sample was washed with high

purity toluene to remove any oil or grease possibly

present

In the first analyses all 14 samples along with a

standard of antimony were activated for 2 hours in the

rotary-specimen rack of the UCI TRIGAMark I reactor at

a thermal-neutron flux of 1.0 x 1012 n/cm2-sec After
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a decay period of approximately 24 hours each activated

sample was counted for 200 seconds livetime on top of

a 38 cm3 Ge(Li) detector (with a 1 cm beta-particle

absorber) coupled to a 4096-channel pulse-height analyzer

The only photopeaks observed were those of 12.80-hour

64Cu 2.80-day 122Sb 60.4-day124Sb and 14.96-hour 24Na

The counts in the 511 keV peak of 64Cu in the 564 keV

peak of 122Sb and in the 1368 keV peak of 24Na were

printed out After correcting all of the data to the

same decay time the number of micrograms of copper (Cu)

antimony (Sb) and sodium (Na) in each sample was calculated

along with its standard deviation - calculated from the

counting statistics Dividing each pg value by the sample

weight in grams then gave the ppm concentrations The

Cu and Na values were calculated from tabulated standard

values These are tabulated in Table II-A

Later after the previously-induced activities had

decayed down to negligible levels the 14 samples were

activated and counted again under different conditions

This time the samples were activated and counted in sequence

one at a time Each sample was activated for 40 seconds

in the pneumatic-tube position of the reactor at a

thermal-neutron flux of 2.5 x 1012 n/cm2-sec After a

41-2590-79-95
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decay period of 40 seconds (during which the activated

sample was transferred to a fresh vial) each sample
was counted for 40 seconds clocktime under the same

counting conditions used in the previous measurements

In the subsequent calculations a small correction was

made for the average analyzer deadtime during each

counting The principal induced activities observed

in the pulse-height spectra were those of 24.4-second

110Ag(658 keV)') 5.10-minute 66Cu(1039 keV') and 93

second 124m1Sb (498 603 and 646 keV,r s) although the

12.80 hour 64Cu (511 keVd') and 2.80-day 122Sb (564 keVJ')

activities were also observed as well as very small peaks

due to 66.9-minute 204mpb (375 899 and 912 keV's)

Standards of silver antimony and copper were then

activated and counted under the same conditions but at

a thermal-neutron flux only 1/100 as large Microgram
and ppm values for Ag Sb and Cu were then calculated

for each sample (along with its standard deviation based

upon the counting statistics) from the sizes of the 658

keV peak of 24.4-second 110Ag the 498 keV peak of 93

second 124miSb and the 1039 keV peak of 5.10-minute

66Cu The silver results are also included in Table II-A
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The new antimony results (from 124mlSb) and the new

copper results (from 66Cu) in all cases compared well

with the results for these two elements obtained in the

previous longer irradiation (with measurement instead

of 122Sb and 64Cu) However the counting statistics

(precisions) of the 122Sb and 64Cu results from the

longer irradiation were much better than those of the

124misb and 64Cu results from the 40-second irradiations

so only the 122Sb and 64Cu results are given in Table II-A

The antimony results obtained shown in Table II-A

were surprising In all earlier studies of commercial bullet

leads individual bullets were found to be quite homogeneous

in their antimony concentrations and bullets from the same

box of cartridges were found to be closely similar to one

another in their antimony concentrations In sharp con

trast the bullet-to-bullet variation in antimony content

amongst bullets from the same box of Mannlicher-Carcano

cartridges is seen to be tremendous the four samples

of lot 6001 bullet lead ranged all the way from 158 ppm

to 1218 ppm Sb those of lot 6002 bullet lead all the

way from 24 to 949 ppm Sb and those of lot 6003 all the

way from 80 to 730 ppm Sb In general such antimony

values indicate that (1) the bullets were indeed a soft
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lead since bullet lead deliberately hardened by alloying

the lead with antimony requires the addition of anywhere

from about 0.4% (4000 ppm) Sb up to several percent (2) no

effort was made by the manufacturer to control the

antimony content of the bullet lead so long as it was

much less than 4000 ppm and (3) the high degree of Sb

variability during a production run indicates that the

lead supply was of mixed sources apparently containing an

appreciable amount of scrap lead (some of which is antimony

hardened lead) since virgin lead seldom contains more

than 10-20 ppm Sb

From a great deal of earlier work on the INAAof

bullet-lead samples for Ag Sb and Cu it had been

established that the method itself was highly reproducible

approximately to within the limits imposed by the counting

statistics for any individual sample To prove this

point however two individual specimens (6001 B and 6002

B) were each analyzed four times for Ag Sb and Cu

under the pneumatic-tube conditions As can be seen

from the results shown in Table rl-a,the reproducibility

for a given sample is indeed quite satisfactory After

each ppm value is shown its standard deviation based upon

its counting statistics The + value shown after each
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mean value however is the standard deviation of the

set of four values calculated from the deviations of the

values from the mean value It can be seen that the

standard deviation shown with the mean value is generally

fairly close to the counting-statistics standard deviation

of an individual measurement

To study the degree of homogeneity of individual

Mannlicher-Carcano bullets four samples of bullet lead were

analyzed from each of three individual bullets (bullets

6001 C 6002 A and 6003 A) The larger drillings obtained

from each of these three bullets (which were made approximately

down the longitudinal axis of each bullet) were cut into

four pieces - one of which was the specimen analyzed

earlier These samples were then analyzed for Ag Sb and

Cu under the same pneumatic-tube conditions used before

The results are shown in Table II-C As can be seen

of the three bullets sampled one (6001 C) is fairly

homogeneous in all three elements one (6002 A) is fairly

homogeneous in Ag and Cu but not so homogeneous in Sb

and one (6003 A) is fairly homogeneous in Cu but not

homogeneous in Sb or Ag However comparison of

Table II-C with Table LI-A indicates that in general the
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heterogeneity within an individual Mannlicher-Carcano

bullet is much less than the heterogeneity from one

bullet to another One of the primary conclusions

therefore of the results of the UCI background study of

MCbullet lead indicates a wide range of Sb values

from bullet to bullet but reasonable homogeneity within

an individual bullet
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APPENDIXD

TABLEII-A

THETRACE-ELEMENTCOMPOSITIONOF DANNLICHER-CARCANO6.5 mmBULLET

LEADSFROMLOTS6000 6001 6002 AND6003

(INAAresults obtained by V.P Guinn during 1973-1975)

ppm Element Found and Standard Deviation in ppm*

Bullet Sample
Lot No No Wt.(mg) Silver Antimony Copper Sodium

6000 A 51.2 11.8+0.4 173+3 372+6 13+1

45.6 13.5+0.5 261+3 167+4 15+1

6001 A 47.8 12.2+0.6 158+3 (2766+16)** 13+1

57.9 15.3+0.5 732+5 23+2 13+1

C 58.5 8.5+0.4 1218+7 48+2 15+1

47.2 11.6+0.4 161+3 147+4 17+1

6002 A 51.8 9.1+0.4 385+4 30+2 12+1

52.8 9.7+0.4 949+6 25+2 12+1

C 55.3 6.0+0.3 24+1 120+3 15+1

51.3 8.3+0.6 121+2 (4516+21)** 13+1

6003 A 54.3 15.9+0.5 730+5 21+2 12+1

44.6 7.9+0.4 80+2 62+2 20+2

C 44.7 8.8+0.4 464+5 36+2 17+1

44.0 8.7+0.4 240+3 17+2 15+1
* One standard deviation based only upon the counting

statistics standard deviation of a single measurement

** These two copper values are extremely high It may be
that these two samples were contaminated with jacket

material during the drilling out of the sample
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APPENDIXE

TABLEII-B

REPRODUCIBILITYMEASUREMENTSONTWOINDIVIDUALSPECIMENSOF

MANNLICHER-CARCANOBULLETLEAD(MADEBYV.P GUINN PNEUMATIC

TUBECONDITIONS) *
Measurement

Specimen No
pornElement Found + One Standard Deviatioi
antimony silver copper

6001B(57.9mg) 1

2

3

4

621+56

646+55

646+55

791+55

15.3+0.5

16.6+0.4

13.9+0.4

15.0+0.4

19+10

19+4

18+5

20+5

mean 676+78 15.2+1.1 18.5+1.3

6002B(52.8mg) 1 990+60 9.7+0.4 16+10

2 1007+56 10.1+0.4 10+5

3 942+56 9.8+0.4 24+5

4 946+56 10.7+0.4 24+5

mean 971+32 10.1+0.5 18.5+6.8

Standard deviation of individual measurements based

upon counting statistics only Standard deviation

shown with mean values based upon the spread of

the four individual measurements
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APPENDIXF

TABLEII-C

HOMOGENEITYMEASUREMENTSONFOURSPECIMENSFROMEACHOF THREE

INDIVIDUALMANNLICHER-CARCANOBULLETS(MADEBYV.P GUINN

PNEUMATIC-TUBECONDITIONS)

Production ppm Element Found + One Standard Deviation*
Lot Specimen Antimony Silver Copper

6001 6001C 1139+60 8.5+0.4 67+11

6001C1 1062+60 9.5+0.4 (391+17)**

6001C2 1235+93 10.1+0.6 20+7

6001C3 1156+90 9.2+0.5 23+10

mean 1148+71 9.3+0.7 37+26

6002 6002A 358+47 9.1+0.4 45+11

6002A1 983+51 10.3+0.3 34+5

6002A2 869+47 9.9+0.3 58+6

6002A3 882+81 10.2+0.5 30+8

mean 773+281 9.9+0.5 42+13

6003 6003A 667+58 15.9+0.5 27+10

6003A1 395+54 9.6+0.4 28+6

6003A2 363+39 8.3+0.3 (257+12)**

6003A3 441+51 9.8+0.4 16+5

mean 466+137 10.9+3.4 24+7

* Standard deviation of individual measurements based upon
counting statistics only Standard deviation shown with
mean values based upon the spread of the four (or three)
individual measurements

** These two copper values excluded from the means as
probably due to contamination from the bullet jackets
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TABLEIII

RESULTSFROMSEPTEMBER1977 INAAOF ANALYSISOF WALKERBULLETFRAGMENTANDUNFIRED

MCCARTRIDGEAT U C IRVINE

Sample Number

CE FBI Q HC %Lead
ppm

Antimony
ppm

Silver
ppm

Copper
ppm

Aluminum
ppm

Manganese
ppm

Sodium
ppm

Chlorine

Walker 573 188 573 100+2 17+2 20.6+0.6 100+3 32+3 0.24+0.02 39+3 102+11
Bullet
Fragment

Unfired 141 8 8-1 107+2 15+1 22+1 0.01+0.01 3+1 15+6

Cartridge 8-2 22.4+1.0 - ND

(The + values shown represent one standard deviation based only on the counting

statistics.)
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Mr WoLF Mr Chairman I have no further questions of Dr
Guinn

Chairman STOKES The Chair now recognizes the gentleman from
Indiana Mr Fithian for such time as he may consume

Mr FITHIAN Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Guinn we are happy to have your expertise assisting the

panel I am holding in my hand a lead pencil and I have now
broken the point from this lead pencil Would you tell me is this
enough for you to analyze by your process

Dr GUINN Well that is a different kind of material
Mr FITHIAN I know
Dr GUINN It is called pencil lead but it is actually graphite—

not lead
Mr FITHIAN Sizewise
Dr GUINN Sizewise that is plenty For materials such a bullet

lead to be specific any sample that weighs anywhere between 1
and 50 milligrams is sufficient or plenty Such an amount repre
sents a rather tiny sample of lead but it is all we need

Mr FITHIAN Now if this were not graphite and if it were bullet
lead and it contained a variety of these elements that you have
described here today antimony silver and so forth would your
neutron activation analysis sort out the count sufficiently accurate
ly to tell us which elements are in that particle

Dr GUINN It won't tell you all the elements that may be in
them but it will usually give you numerical results for a number
of elements that will become detectably radioactive and readily
identified yes

Mr FITHIAN As I understand it this is from one pass through
the equipment simultaneously you read out several different ele
ments

Dr GUINN That is true Usually when you activate a sample for
a certain length of time in the reactor wait a while and then
count the sample you see peaks from a number of radioactive
elements Then if you take the same sample if you wish and do it
over again but this time irradiate longer and wait longer then all
of the isotopes you saw before you won't see this time because you
have waited long enough that they are all gone and now you will
see some longerlived isotopes that were not there detectably before
but now they are

So you don't usually just do an activation and a count once but
you usually do it two or three times if you are trying to look for a
large number of elements

Mr FITHIAN You used the term counting equipment Could you
explain that for those of us who are laymen in this

Dr GUINN There are many kinds of radioactive detection de
vices which are usually loosely called counters The most common
one most people know about is a Geiger counter If these same
samples after activating them had been held near a Geiger
counter you would hear the Geiger counter ticking away Unfortu
nately the Geiger counter is No 1 not very sensitive for gamma
radiation and No 2 it can't tell one gamma ray from another
You have to go to a more elaborate detector The kind for exam
ple that was used by the FBI in 1964 which was the only useful
kind that was available then was a scintillation detector That is a
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solid detector it absorbs gamma rays better so it is more efficient
and also the size of the output pulse from the detector is propor
tional to the gamma ray energy it has absorbed

So with such a detector one has the possibility of using what we
call a multichannel analyzer to look at the output pulses sort
them into their sizes and get a spectrum with peaks

Mr FITHIAN The current equipment is generations removed
from the 1964 equipment

Dr GUINN Yes sir The old scintillation detectors are still useful
for some purposes but the difficulty is that in a spectrum obtained
from it each of the peaks is typically about 20 times wider than
the peaks from a modern germanium detector We say that means
that the older scintillation detector has very poor energy resolu
tion

In the chart example that shows the silver—110 peak with a
little antimony—124m peak next to it for example with a scintil
lation detector all you would see would be one broad peak that
included both of them and you wouldn't know that you really were
looking at two gamma rays of two different energies

The germanium detector the more modern type which wasn't
available generally in 1964 is a high-resolution detector it is of a
new generation of detectors and that was really one of the primary
reasons for wanting to reanalyze these samples but now with
much more modern equipment

Mr FITHIAN Just for the record before I ask the additional
questions in your answer to counsel Wolf s question you used the
phrase that the WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullets were made of
unhardened lead You were referring only to the lead core and not
to the hardened copper jacket

Dr GUINN That is correct The specifications for those bullets
were that they were to be made of No 0 soft lead unhardened
that was at least 99.85 percent lead

Mr FITHIAN One of the most serious questions facing the panel
is the identification of the "pristine bullet with the fragment
taken from Governor Connally in the wrist wound area I realize
the importance of your conclusion that the fragments removed
during the surgery from Governor Connally's wrist were from the
"pristine bullet and I realize the difficulty of saying you are
absolutely certain to the exclusion of all other possibilities but I
am wondering if you could go any further than you have in terms
of certainty of the comparison of those two specimens

Dr GUINN I don't think that I can in the sense of putting a
percent probability or something like that All I can say is that
those two specimens CE-399 and 842 agree so closely in their
antimony concentration and their silver concentrations that I could
not distinguish one from the other However I can clearly distin
guish those two from the other three specimens They are different
They are still WCC Mannlicher-Carcanos but they represent a
different WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullet

Mr FITHIAN And so it is your testimony that it is very unlikely
that these were fragments from two different bullets

Dr GUINN It would be extremely unlikely You can imagine that
certainly there are some WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullets that are
of essentially the same composition and hence that the pristine
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bullet might be one bullet that just happened to have the same
composition as a different bullet that fractured the wrist for exam
ple but it is very very unlikely

Mr FITHIAN But the scientific term that you used is it extreme
ly unlikely

Dr GUINN Extremely unlikely or very improbable however you
prefer

Mr FITHIAN To your knowledge has any other scientist to date
linked the so-called pristine bullet to the injuries

Dr GUINN Not that I am aware of no
Mr FITHIAN Equally important as your conclusions concerning

Governor Connally's wrist injuries and the "pristine bullet is the
second conclusion you make and that is that there is no evidence
of a third fourth or fifth bullet represented in any of the frag
ments that you tested

Dr GUINN That is correct
Mr FITHIAN And therefore it is highly likely—is that the term

you used to Mr Wolf—that all fragments tested match up with two
bullets and two bullets only

Dr GUINN Yes sir The other three samples that we have been
referring to—one being the fragments recovered from President
Kennedy's brain and then two different groups of particles found
on the floor of the limousine—those three specimens are indistin
guishable from one another but markedly different from CE-399
and 842 So there is only evidence for the presence of two different
bullets

Mr FrrHIAN I understand that the Warren Commission did
emission spectrography tests on many of the same items you have
tested with neutron activation analysis How does the neutron
activation analysis process just in brief layman's terms differ and
what are the advantages or disadvantages of the two methods of
testing

Dr GUINN Well they have some similarities and they have
some differences They are both methods of elemental analysis
They will both detect down into what we call the trace element
range approaching parts per million let's say and they will both
detect a number of elements more or less simultaneously in the
specimens

Now where they differ is that for most elements at least we can
detect much lower concentrations by activation analysis In other
words activation analysis is more sensitive for most elements

What is perhaps even more important though is that activation
analysis when it measures something measures it very quantita
tively Emission spectrography does not

I have a copy of all of the FBI raw data from those measure
ments and they list things like magnesium a trace chromium a
very slight trace and things like that No numbers So you can't
make any kind of quantitative comparisons by looking at informa
tion of that sort And the remaining difference is that the emission
spectrographic method is destructive You normally would like to
have about 10 milligrams of samples which isn't a great deal but
that 10 milligrams is totally consumed it is vaporized and it is
gone whereas the way we analyze bullet-lead samples at least and
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many other kinds by activation analysis the method is nonde
structive

These same samples I analyzed if somebody didn't agree with
the numbers they could come back and do them all over again on
the same specimens

Mr FITHIAN Your results then could be verified by others
Dr GUINN Yes sir all the samples I activated and analyzed

were turned right back over to the Archives and they are right
back there and they could be reanalyzed

Mr FiTHIAN Dr Guinn this is not meant to be an embarrassing
question but I think I must ask it Mr Chairman a recent article
in the New Times magazine stated that you had worked for the
Warren Commission and therefore your conclusions for this com
mittee would be implicitly biased

Did you even work for the Warren Commission or work for the
FBI in connection with the analysis of these evidence samples

Dr GUINN Neither one I think Mr Wolf called my attention to
the existence of this article which I haven't seen and I don't know
where they got their misinformation but I never did anything for
the Warren Commission and although I know people in the FBI I
have never done any work for them

Mr FITHIAN But it is correct isn't it that the Warren Commis
sion had the FBI perform neutron activation analysis measure
ments on the bullet-lead specimens in 1964

Dr GUINN Yes sir
Mr FITHIAN How did you find this out
Dr GUINN Well it was rather interesting because both Dr John

Nichols and I felt that activation analysis of the bullet-lead speci
mens in the President Kennedy case should be done and he in
particular was trying to persuade J Edgar Hoover first and later
Clarence Kelley that these things should be done He made no
progress with them and then quite accidentally there turned up in
the Archives a letter from J Edgar Hoover to J Lee Rankin in
July 1964 stating that indeed the FBI had made activation analy
sis measurements on these samples Until then this fact was total
ly unknown to us so therefore after that we requested the results
because the letter didn't give any numerical results it just said
that the analyses had been done and the results were generally
inconclusive This again took quite some time and it was only
finally under the amended Freedom of Information Act that Dr
Nichols was able to obtain the some 70 pages of raw data copied
out of the FBI records from the FBI I then took all of those data
and recalculated them from scratch

Mr FITHIAN I want to come back to that data in just a moment
because I think it is very very important for us to explore that
with you but let me ask prior to doing that do you know why the
existence of these tests was never divulged until recently

Dr GUINN No I certainly don't know why I can just speculate
The letter states that—if I may just read this one last little short
sentence in it—this is from J Edgar Hoover to the Warren Com
mission It states

Whileminor variations in compositionwere foundby this method these were not
consideredsufficient to permit positivelydifferentiating among the larger bullet
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fragments and thus positivelydetermining from which of the larger bullet frag
ments any givensmall lead fragment may have come

I believe probably that the FBI and the Warren Commission both
felt that this didn't prove anything in their opinion and there
fore didn't need to be noted

Since we had been asking them for quite sometime to perform
such analyses we rather thought it would have been nice if they
had told us instead of our eventually finding out accidentally

Mr FITHIAN Mr Chairman I would like the record to show that
the witness Dr Guinn was reading the last paragraph of a letter
from J Edgar Hoover to J Lee Rankin the General Counsel to the
President's Commission the so-called Warren Commission dated
July 8 1964 and delivered by courier service I would ask that the
entire letter be made a part of this exhibit as JFK exhibit No
F-332

Chairman STOKES Without objection it may be entered into the
record

[The above referred to JFK exhibit No F-332 follows:]

41-2530 79 36
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HonorableJ Lee Rankin
General Counsel
ThePresident's Commission
200 MarylandAvenue Northeast
Washington D C
Dear Mr Rankin
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July 8 1964

ByCourier Service ''° o
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As previously reported to the Commissioncertainsmall lead metal fragments uncoveredin connectionwith thisnatter were analyzed spectrographically to determine whether
they could be associated with one or moreof the lead bullet
fragments and no significant differences were foundwithinthe sensitivity of the spectrographic method

Becauseof the higher sensitivity of the neutron
activation analysis certain of the small lead fragments werethen subjected to neutron activation analyses and comparisonswith the larger bullet-fragments The items analyzed includedthe following Cl —bullet fromstretcher C2.-.fragment fromfront seat cushion C4and C5—metal fragments fromPresident
Kennedy'shead C9—metal fragment from the armof Governor
Connally Cl6 —metal fragments from rear floor board carpetof the car 1 J .1„ it/609V GNP

Whileminor variations in compositionwere found by

,Sincerely yours

JFK EXHIBITF-332
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Dr GUINN May I comment—I will give you this copy of the
letter—but it does have stamped on it which of course wasn't there
originally John Nichols stamp when he received it in November
1973 and he also wrote in himself one little handwritten line
Those were not in original but otherwise it is a copy of the original
letter

Mr FITHIAN SO for the record then the handwritten notation
between paragraphs two and three which read "He did not exam
ine the copper zinc jackets and fragments, was written by Prof
John Nichols and were not a part of the original letter when we
received it

Dr GUINN I guess that was John Nichols little note from him to
me that he put in there

Mr FITHIAN With regard to that important paragraph that says
"These are inconclusive, I would like now to ask you Dr Guinn if
you could tell us what your findings were when you looked at the
same 70 pages of raw data and prior to that are you aware or do

you know who and how this neutron activation analysis work was
done and whether this was a common practice of the FBI or just
how this came about

Dr GUINN Yes I have subsequently found out most of the
details of it The FBI work was done in May 1964 at which time
the FBI laboratory had not done any prior activation analysis
work so far as I am aware But in the same elemental analysis
group where such work would normally fall they asked Mr Jack
Gallagher (John F Gallagher) of their staff whom I know to take
these bullet lead specimens down to the Oak Ridge National Labo
ratory

Mr FITHIAN To where
Dr GUINN To the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Oak Ridge

Tenn. where they have all the nuclear facilities and so on they
are quite good and they do a lot of activation analysis work
although not usually connected with crime investigation but for
other purposes He took the samples down there

Two of the people down there who were highly conversant in
activation analysis but not in forensic work and Mr Gallagher
who was highly conversant in forensic work but not in activation
analysis work worked together He actually did all of the measure
ments but with the two Oak Ridge people showing him how to do
it and how to calculate the results et cetera since this really was
his first experience in this field

Mr FITHIAN Are you saying this was the first neutron activation
analysis work done by the FBI

Dr GUINN So far as I am aware it was yes
Mr FITHIAN This is the first that they had ever done
Dr GUINN Two years later in 1966 they set up a regular

activation analysis group in the FBI laboratory which it still oper
ates But at that time it was their first direct contact with the
method I believe

At any rate Jack Gallagher in a period of some days there did

go ahead and analyze the samples and he calculated the results
and he obtained a lot of numerical results
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When I obtained all of these data and went through the calcula
tions my initial reaction was pretty much the same as theirs or
his

Mr FITHIAN That is it was inconclusive
Dr GUINN The numbers appeared to bounce everywhere Any

one sample just didn't seem to be consistent To just pick an
example here for one particular specimen one time he measured
it and found it to be 977 parts per million antimony Another time
he measured it but the result was only 676 The numbers just
bounced around

He measured each sample a number of times under somewhat
different conditions but this shouldn't make any difference you
should get essentially the same number every time merely some
what different with uncertainties My initial reaction was thus
exactly the same as his At that time I just went through all of the
data quickly and initially could not make any sense of it I conclud
ed they had done careful work in general but it somehow didn't
make sense

Then I did my own analyses here and found very definitely that
the samples fell into the two groups two bullets so then I asked
my self as far as I know even though they had more antiquated
equipment at that time these analyses were done well why can't
you get the same results out of their data and I went back through
a second time and in a very detailed way and I tried a little bit
different approach and I think I figured out finally what was
wrong with their original work which they were not aware of and
I wasn't initially either

If you take the numbers that they obtained on the whole group
of samples and you only look at them under one set of measure
ment conditions that is you don't look at all the conditions for the
moment but just look at one set of conditions lo and behold it is
exactly the same result

Mr FITHIAN The same result as what
Dr GUINN As what I found in my own measurements
Mr FITHIAN How do you mean
Dr GUINN CE-399 matches CE-842 in each of the four sets of

conditions that he used and the other three specimens match one
another and are different from the other two every time But if you
look at all the numbers at once everything is varying so much you
don't get the picture at all But once you sort them out this way
then the same result comes out as what I obtained—a little fuzzier
picture of course because his detector didn't have the sharp resolu
tion of the modern germanium detector But of course hindsight is
much better than foresight I didn't get this out of his data either
until after I had my own data In a sense it is confirming

Mr FITHIAN Are you testifying then Dr Guinn that a more in
depth reading of the 1964 neutron activation analysis data would
have led equally trained scientists to the conclusion that there
were in fact fragments from only two bullets that were tested

Dr GUINN Yes the data were there but they were not interpret
ed as far as they could have been taken

Mr FrTrAN Using the charts that you provided the committee
and they have been previously admitted into evidence would you
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just briefly summarize for me how the readings of your equipment
might be more accurate more specific than those of the FBI

Let me see if I can understand this as a layman As I understand
the process what you do is you take a particle of something and
you put it in some kind of little-

Dr GUINN Container
Mr FITHIAN [continuing] Container And you put that inside the

nuclear reactor and you bombard it with trillions of neutrons per
second

Dr GUINN Yes sir
Mr FITHIAN And then you remove it from the reactor and in

some time frame thereafter the unstable atomic nuclei that have
been created each by the absorption of a neutron from the extra
neutrons that you have bombarded the sample with undergo radio
active decay with the emission of gamma rays of characteristic or
identifying energies Am I roughly correct

Dr GUINN Yes each radioactive nucleus that undergoes disinte
gration which it decides on its own to do spontaneously in the
typical case emits a beta particle of some energy (which turns out
not to be very useful to measure for detailed reasons) but it also
usually emits one or sometimes two or three different gamma rays
gamma rays of different energies Those we can measure much
more easily and exactly and so those are the ones we look for

The decay of one nucleus may just give one gamma-ray photon
At best it would give one count on that counter So what we are
looking at of course are thousands or millions of these disintegrat
ing nuclei and we accumulate the results The detector is capable
of distinguishing between gamma rays of different energies and
they show up in our spectra as peaks

Whether you are looking for it or not for example if somebody
gave me a sample and I didn't know it had any antimony in it if I
activated it and looked at it under either of those conditions and
saw that peak at 564 keV I would know that the sample contained
antimony

Mr FITHIAN The antimony peak will always come at the same
part of the spectrum

Dr GUINN That is right that is the characteristic yes
Mr FITHIAN And therefore without any knowledge of what is

in it if you see a peak in that frame of numbers it has to be
antimony

Dr GUINN That is right
Mr FITHIAN And then the height of the peak indicates the

quantity
Dr GuINN It is proportional to it We usually measure the area

of the peak instead of its height because the peaks aren't quite
symmetrical but otherwise you are right

Mr FITHIAN You have said this whole process that you go
through does not destroy the material is that correct

Dr GUINN That is correct
Mr FITHIAN Now then did you test exactly the same particles

that the FBI tested in 1964
Dr GUINN Well it turns out I did not for reasons I don't know

because as they did the analysis they did not destroy the samples
either
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Mr FITHIAN SO
Dr GUINN The particular little pieces that they analyzed I

could just as well have analyzed over again but the pieces that
were brought out from the Archives—which reportedly according
to Mr Gear were the only bullet-lead fragments from this case
still present in the Archives—did not include any of the specific
little pieces that the FBI had analyzed

Presumably those are in existence somewhere I am sure nobody
threw them out but where they are I have no idea

Mr FITHIAN And the 1964 equipment wouldn't have consumed
them either

Dr GUINN No
Mr FITHIAN What was the state of the knowledge at that time

in terms of storing radioactive materials Would there have been
any prospect that someone not adequately informed such as per
haps the FBI at that time or law inforcement people would have
been a little leery about keeping radioactive materials in their
files

Dr GUINN I wouldn't think so I am sure by that time they
knew enough about the safety aspects that considering the very
small size of samples we are dealing with here and the very small
amount of radioactivity in them they would have rightly consid
ered them to be perfectly harmless Also the little activity in them
soon decayed out

Mr FITHIAN So finally it is your conclusion that despite what
Mr Hoover said to Mr Rankin the FBI data are not really incon
clusive though it appeared to be so to you initially

Dr GuINN That is right the data really were fundamentally
better than they thought or than I initially thought

Mr FITHIAN The reason I raise that issue Dr Guinn is this As
I understand the critical literature it falls into two categories with
regard to this question Earlier on the critics said that the Warren
Commission was afraid to do the neutron activation analysis mea
surements because if they did it it would show someting other
than the single bullet theory and thereby would undermine the
entire Warren Commission findings This charge was made in sev
eral places in the literature and I have several examples here to
that effect namely that the reason for their not doing the neutron
activation analysis work at that time was the fear on the part of
the Bureau that it would show someting other than a single bullet
theory that is the fragments from Connally's wrist and the "pris
tine bullet sample would turn out to be two different bullets

Dr GUINN Yes
Mr FITHIAN In post-1973 literature after the Freedom of Infor

mation Act episode to which you refer the critics have said that it
was done but with inconclusive results and since the results were
inconclusive it did not prove that they were from the same bullet
and therefore the publication or the publishing of the results were
suppressed becaused it did not support the single bullet theory

That is the reason I raised the question specifically about the
FBI data and about your analysis or interpretation of their data

Dr GUINN I don't know anything about any of the peoples
involved motives but what I do know is that indeed in 1964 the FBI
did do the analyses and according to this letter that we just intro
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duced into evidence they did not appear to be able to draw any
conclusions from the numbers

Looking at them many years later I can see why that would be
possibly the case but as I say with the advantage of these new
results to guide me in the right direction of how to statistically
treat the data they had gotten earlier lo and behold they very
definitely did agree with my more recent findings from my own
measurements using more powerful equipment

Mr FrrrnAN Now is there any evidence in either the FBI
interpretation of the test results of 1964 or in your own interpreta
tion of the tests for this committee that would support the specula
tion that the "pristine bullet and the one that hit Connally's wrist
are two separate bullets Is there any evidence in either report

Dr GUINN No there is no evidence either in my work or the
previous FBI work of that You cannot distinguish one specimen
from the other from the analytical results Both my findings and
the earlier FBI findings give this same result

Mr FITHIAN Going from this conclusion could the FBI have
been able to draw the conclusion of only two bullets being present
if someone anyone there did not have the kind of expertise in
WCC Mannlicher-Carcano ammunition that you have testified or
that we understand you possess Would someone not familiar with
that kind of ammunition—could they have drawn the right conclu
sion

Dr GUINN It would have been certainly much more difficult
because as I say most kinds of ammunition other kinds that we
have looked at over years have been so uniform that you can't
tell—you literally cannot tell one bullet from another out of the
same box

WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullet lead however is different The
concentration range from bullet-to-bullet is tremendous For exam
ple out of the same box one bullet may only have 20 parts per
million antimony the next one you take out of the box might be
1,200 parts per million antimony and each of these values can be
measured quite precisely

Actually when Jack Gallagher did these measurements he also
analyzed a couple of known WCC Mannlicher-Carcano bullets just
as background samples One from lot 6,000 one from lot 6,003 but
that is all That is not much of a background to look at but sure
enough those two just the two that he looked at were quite
different from one another—one was about 90—I have the numbers
somewhere here but not handy—one was like 90 parts per million
antimony and the other one was something like 700 parts per
million

So even the two samples he happended to pick as background
samples immediately showed the same thing regarding which we
have much more data

Mr FITHIAN So is it your testimony then or is it your estimate
that the FBI's failure to correctly interpret the 1964 data which is
so disturbing to so many people—would the FBI have had the
knowledge and experience in 1964 to correctly interpret the re
sults

Dr GUINN Well it is a little hard to say I think they might
have been able to but I think it might have been more difficult for
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them to at that time since they didn't have an extensive back
ground in activation analysis or interpretation of such results and
they didn't have any experience with WCC Mannlicher-Carcano
ammunition either For that matter in 1964 I didn't have any
experience with this kind of bullet lead either

Mr FITHIAN We must I think Mr Chairman clarify one thing
for the record

Dr Guinn is your interpretation of the FBI data based on the
information you obtained through the FBI as opposed to any secret
or otherwise restricted data you obtained through this committee

Dr GuINN No You are only referring to the FBI data
Mr FITHIAN Yes
Dr GuINN No the FBI data that I have copies of all the raw

data that Jack Gallagher got were obtained actually not even by
me they were obtained by Dr John Nichols from the FBI under
the Freedom of Information Act and then turned over to me since
Dr Nichols is not an activation analyst He didn't know what to do
with such secialized data—his expertise is in the field of forensic
pathology

Mr FrrHIAN Therefore any information that has been published
either by him or by you no way falls under any restrictions is that
correct

Dr GuINN No none of this is restricted information
Mr FrrHIAN One final line of questioning Dr Guinn and I will

subside Have we done have you done—as far as your expert
knowledge is concerned have we done all the tests that are possi
ble to ascertain the numer of bullets that the fragments came
from Is there anything else that we should do

Dr GUINN One can always think of other analytical methods et
cetera that might show up some elements that were not detectable
by activation analysis or you can even—using activation analysis
go to the destructive form of the method but then you destroy the
samples I am sure that is not desirable

I would not recommend any further analytical studies at the
present time I think that the findings that we have are pretty
definitive and most other things that one can think of that you
could try on the samples might or might not add some additional
information It is questionable And most of those methods that are
really sensitive would destroy or alther the samples or alter their
compositions

Mr FnTrAN And I close with this question then Since there
are no fragments from President Kennedy other than the skull
shot in actual fact using your scientific methods you cannot shed
any light on whether or not the bullet that passed through Gover
nor Connally also passed through the President is that a correct
statement

Dr GUINN That is correct These results only show that the CE
399 "pristine bullet or so-called stretcher bullet matches the
fragments in his wrist They give you no information whatsoever
about whether that bullet first went through President Kennedy's
body since it left no track of fragment's and for that matter it
doesn't even say that it went through Governor Connally—through
his back that is—because it left no track of fragments there At
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least I have never see or heard of any recovered lead fragments
from either of those wounds

The results merely say that the stretcher bullet matches the
fragments in the wrist and that indicates indeed that that particu
lar bullet did fracture the wrist It unfortunately can't tell you
anything else because there were no other bits and pieces along the
other wounds

Mr FITHIAN Then your conclusions are what you just stated as
far as the back entrance and throat exit wound of President Ken
nedy and as far as the close match of the fragments from Connal
ly's wrist with the "pristine bullet and the other conclusion you
referred to today is that the particles taken from President Kenne
dy's skull matches other fragments that were in the car

Dr GUINN That is right they match one another but they do
not match the Connally samples

Mr FITHIAN And that means there were two bullets
Dr GUINN There were definitely two bullets There is no evi

dence for the presence of three or more
Mr FrrHIAN Repeating then there is no evidence for three

bullets Thank you Dr Guinn
I have no further questions Mr Chairman
Chairman STOKESThe time of the gentleman has expired
Dr Guinn I think I just have perhaps maybe one maybe two

questions Obviously from your testimony here it is evident as an
expert in neutron activation analysis that we are talking about a
field in which there are relatively few experts aren't we

Dr GUINN I wouldn't say so any more It might have been true
many years back but every time we have an international confer
ence we have something like 500 people there all supposedly and
most of them really experts in some phase or another of activation
analysis It has grown to be a field where there are probably
altogether a few thousand people who are knowledgeable in the
field

Chairman STOKESAnd if we go back to the period of time we are
talking about 1963-64 that period of time what type of field
would there have been then of experts

Dr GUINN Smaller numbers although even in 1964 we had
already had one international conference in the field We had
another one the year after that So it was obviously already getting
to be of some size but obviously not as many people as there are
now It was still considered to be a relatively new method by some
people at least in 1964 although the method itself was first origi
nated in 1937 way back then

But it couldn't become a really very useful method until the
nuclear reactor came along and that was during World War II
and then it was some years before reactors became very widely
available to people and so it was not until about 1950 you might
say that at least a few places had nuclear reactors and the scintil
lation detector kind of counting equipment and then the field
began to grow at a pretty good clip

Chairman STOKES I have no further questions At this time
under the rules of our committee any witness appearing before the
committee at the conclusion of his testimony is entitled to 5
minutes During that 5-minute period he may explain amplify or
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in any way expand upon the testimony he has given to our commit
tee I would like to extend to you such time at this time if you so
desire

Dr GUINN Thank you Mr Chairman I will just make one
comment that I thought we might have brought out before but we
didn't quite get around to it If any of you start looking at these
detailed numbers there needs to be a little further interpretation
First of all some of the elements listed in my report in our
experience with all kinds of bullet leads often show up and often
don't show up and they don't seem to be characteristic of any
thing Some of them are probably the result of external contamina
tion For the sake of completeness I have included all of the
elements detected but I don't think that some of them contribute
one way or the other to the characterization of source of the
specimens

Also when you look at the antimony and the silver values to see
if these samples match these and these match these it should be
noted that the plus or minus that is shown after each of those
numbers is merely the uncertainty of each value calculated from
what we call the counting statistics We can calculate that

The overall measurement uncertainty of that number on that
specific sample is somewhat bigger than that meaning that if we
took that identical little piece and did the same experiment over
and over again we would get about the same value but the vari
ation would be somewhat more than that calculated from the
counting statistics—perhaps as much as twice larger It depends on
the value

And then if you are trying to match this piece and this piece—
which really both came from the same bullet but you don't know it
and you are trying to prove it—you have to take into account
another factor—how homogeneous is that bullet Is every piece
that you take from a bullet the same And the answer is No they
are not The individual bullets are fairly homogeneous but there
are significant variations within them

We have a great deal of background data specifically on WCC
Mannlicher-Carcano bullet lead that isn't in the report but we use
that as the backup which shows that the variation within a bullet
is significant

So when you start to compare numbers it turns out for example
on the antimony numbers roughly speaking if you take the plus
or minus that is shown and multiply it by about 6 that will take
care of all of those variabilities within the sample as well as the
small measurement uncertainties

The variation within that individual bullet is then taken into
account and then you find out that two samples indeed match one
another as closely as could be expected For example the CE-399
sample gave a measured value of 833 parts per million antimony
whereas the CE-842 sample showed 797 Well any grammar school
boy will tell you 797 is not the same as 833 But when you consider
that the 833 is plus or minus about 50 and the 797 is plus or minus
about 50 then you see that you can't distinguish one from the
other They are indistinguishable but by the same token the
other samples which are only about roughly 620 plus or minus a
smaller amount in that case about 20 or 30—they very clearly not
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only match one another but they also widely differ from this 800
figure

But some of that is explained in the text of the report You can't
just take the numbers from the table and blindly go ahead you
have to read the fine print as well to see that everything is proper
ly taken into account

In any event though I think the results have come out in a
fairly clean-cut fashion We didn't predict any particular way they
would come out they just fell out this way And as I say it led me
to reexamine the FBI data more carefully than I had done earlier
I frankly was very surprised to see that even their data somewhat
fuzzier et cetera still fell right into the same picture

So I think the conclusions are well established Also as I have
stated earlier fortunately by using this method one does not de
stroy the samples The identical samples are still there They weigh
the same they can be analyzed all over again All of the radioactiv
ity that we induced in them a year ago has long decayed out so
they could readily be analyzed over again if desired

Other than that I just want to say it has been a real pleasure
working with the committee and with the staff of the committee
and I thank you very much for inviting me here

Chairman STOKES I guess you raised one additional question in
my mind Assuming that your data were presented to another
expert in your field can we assume with a reasonable degree of
certainty that the expert will come to the same conclusions that
you have

Dr GUINN I believe so yes As I say if you just handed him the
table of measured values he initially might interpret the plus and
minuses as meaning the total uncertainty and of course then he
would say Well 797 is not the same as 833 However in the text of
the report it is pointed out that the table plus-minus values do not
represent the total uncertainty of a sample it is larger than that
If he took that into account he would reach the same conclusions
yes

Chairman STOKESThe Chair recognizes counsel Jim Wolf
Mr Wow Mr Chairman for the record I would like to note

that Dr Guinn's report has been submitted to an independent
consultant for review and evaluation and he completely agreed
with the results achieved and reported by Dr Guinn

Chairman STOKES Dr Guinn on behalf of our committee we
thank you very much You have made a very valuable contribution
here today and we certainly appreciate all the time you have
expended on our behalf Thank you

Dr GUINN Thank you
Chairman STOKES There being no further business to come

before the committee today this committee meeting is adjourned
until 9 a.m Monday morning

[Whereupon at 5:10 p.m the committee adjourned to reconvene
at 9 a.m Monday September 11 1978.]
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